Tracking Number

Requester Name

EPA-R9-2012-000832

James Meeder

Organization
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble
Mallory & Natsis LLP

Received Date

Description

10/4/2011 4:10 Under Agency Review
Requesting a copy of documents relating to the decision to issue the March 17, 2003 cancellation order referenced in
the ?Response to Requests to Cancel Certain Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) Wood Preservative Products and
Amendments to Terminate Certain Uses of other CCA Products,? etc., as specified in request
Requesting information for all EPA-approved uses of neonicotinoid pesticides, including clothianidin, thiamethoxam,
imidacloprid and dinotefuran (unless otherwise stated).
Requesting documents related to 2, 4-D includes 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and all of its variations.
Requesting a copy of records regarding bee kill incident investigation results regarding any form of neonicotinoid
pesticide exposure from January 1, 2012 to September 7, 2012; and, records regarding change of any "conditional
registration" of use of clothianidin or thiamethoxam to a full or unconditional active registration; as described in
request
Requesting information regarding federal review of pesticide impacts on honey bees.

EPA-HQ-2012-001007

Justin Garcia

Garcia & Milas

2/21/2012 5:02

EPA-HQ-2012-001036
EPA-HQ-2012-001115

Peter Jenkins
Paige Tomaselli

Center For Food Safety
The Center For Food Safety

3/22/2012 4:03
6/11/2012 4:06

EPA-HQ-2012-001316
EPA-HQ-2011-000184

Peter Jenkins
Helen Pilatic

Center For Food Safety
Pesticide Action Network

9/10/2012 4:09
8/12/2011 4:08

EPA-HQ-2011-000191
EPA-R2-2018-008103
EPA-R2-2018-008148

Megan Haebler
Diana Lennon
Diana Lennon

Beveridge & Diamond, PC
JM Sorge, Inc.
JM Sorge, Inc.

Requesting all non-confidential records within the Office of Pesticide Programs for FIFRA Section 6(a)(2) reports related
8/22/2011 4:08 to genetically engineered corn rootworm, and copies of all materials related to the reports.
5/29/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review
5/30/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review

JM Sorge, Inc.

We are conducting Phase I Environmental Site Assessments and are requesting information/documents regarding
environmental conditions at two (2) sites; they are as follows: 1) 2270 US Route 130 (Block 18, Lot 19, previously
known as 2-14 Fresh Ponds Road), South Brunswick, Middlesex County, NJ; and 2) 225 Elm Street (Block 40, Lots 1
&amp; 1.04; Block 12, Lot 1.02; Block 13, Lot 1 &amp; 1.01; and Block 14, Lot 1), Perth Amboy, Middlesex County, NJ.
Specifically, we are interested in health/environmental violations or permits, records of soil/groundwater
contamination, spills reported, permits/records for underground or above ground storage tanks or reports of leaking
9/20/2017 15:09 tanks, and any remedial actions or permits.

EPA-R2-2017-011663

Diana Lennon

EPA-HQ-2018-007643

Joanna McCall

EPA-R10-2018-006142 Joanna McCall

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as amended, 5 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 552, et seq., and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) rules issued thereunder, 40 C.F.R. Part 2, COGENCY GLOBAL INC.
hereby requests from EPA the following two original inventory notifications (Form C or similar): ? 1772-25-4 1,3,6Hexanetricarbonitrile; and ? 1572-55-0 1,8-Octanediamine, 4-(aminomethyl)- Documents responsive to this request
likely will be maintained by the Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics. These offices are identified solely to assist
EPA in responding to this request and the identification of these offices is not intended to limit the scope of this
request in any way. Documents responsive to this request may be maintained by other EPA offices and divisions and
any such documents expressly are included within the scope of this request. COGENCY GLOBAL INC. understands that
some of the documents responsive to this request may have to undergo confidential business information (CBI)
review. COGENCY GLOBAL INC. requests that any responsive documents that do not have to undergo CBI review be
provided to us as soon as possible. If for any reason you determine that portions of the requested information are
exempt from disclosure under FOIA, please delete the allegedly exempt material, inform us of the basis for the claimed
exemption, and furnish us with copies of those portions of the information that you determine not to be exempt.
COGENCY GLOBAL INC. consents to such deletion at this time to facilitate your prompt response and in no way waives
our right to appeal any determination that you may make regarding the applicability of any FOIA exemptions to the
requested documents and information. COGENCY GLOBAL INC. requests that you provide us with accurate copies or a
complete and accurate account of the information requested. COGENCY GLOBAL INC. agrees to pay reasonable search
5/14/2018 17:05 and reproduction costs; if these

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

Regional Freedom of Information Officer April 3, 2018 U.S. EPA Region 10 Office of Ecosystems, Tribal and Public
Affairs 1200 Sixth Avenue, ETPA-124 Seattle, WA 98101 Via FOIA Online Re: Freedom of Information Act request
regarding water quality standards submitted to EPA by the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community Dear FOIA Officer: This
request is submitted to Region 10 of the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to the Freedom of Information
Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 (“FOIA”), and the regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 2. This is a commercial use request as that term is
defined at 40 C.F.R. &sect;2.107 (b)(1). COGENCY GLOBAL INC, is willing to pay search, review, photocopying, and other
fees related to responding to this request up to $150.00. We request that you contact us first before incurring any
charges in excess of that amount. Defined Terms Wherever used in this FOIA request, the term— • “CWA” means the
Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. &sect;&sect;1251 et seq.; • “EPA” means the Environmental Protection Agency; • “SITC”
means the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, a federally-recognized Indian tribe, and for purposes of this request
that term also means any official, officer, employee, agent, or attorney of that Indian tribe acting on its behalf; •
“Region 10” means Region 10 of the EPA; • “Swinomish Tribal WQS” means the WQS that SITC submitted to the EPA by
letter dated February 8, 2017; • “TAS” means treatment in a manner similar to a state under &sect;518 of the CWA;
and • “WQS” means water quality standards as that term is used in section 303 of the CWA (33 U.S.C. &sect;1313). In
this FOIA request, the term “document” is used in its broadest sense and includes writings, notes, correspondence,
emails, maps, charts, images, data, information, or any other materials whether stored in hard copy, digital, electronic,
4/3/2018 15:04 or other format. Requested Documents With this FOIA request,

EPA-R10-2018-006141 Joanna McCall

EPA-HQ-2018-001923

Joanna McCall

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

Regional Freedom of Information Officer April 3, 2018 U.S. EPA Region 10 Office of Ecosystems, Tribal and Public
Affairs 1200 Sixth Avenue, ETPA-124 Seattle, WA 98101 Via FOIA Online Re: Freedom of Information Act request for
records relating to the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community’s Application for Treatment as a State under the Clean
Water Act Dear FOIA Officer: This request is submitted to Region 10 of the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant
to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 (“FOIA”), and the regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 2. This is a
commercial use request as that term is defined at 40 C.F.R. &sect;2.107 (b)(1). COGENCY GLOBAL INC, is willing to pay
search, review, photocopying, and other fees related to responding to this request up to $150.00. We request that you
contact us first before incurring any charges in excess of that amount. With this FOIA request, we are asking Region 10
to provide copies of certain specific documents that were referred to, or mentioned in, one or more of the “releasable
records” that Region 10 uploaded to our FOIA online account, as stated in your letter to us dated December 6, 2017,
and signed by EPA Regional Counsel Allyn L. Stern, sent in response to our FOIA Request No. EPA-R10-2018-000845.
The specific documents that we are seeking here were referenced in those uploaded records but were not themselves
uploaded to our FOIA account. Nor were the documents which we are requesting here among those records (or
portions of records) that Region 10 identified as exempt from release under &sect;552(b)(5) and (6) of FOIA. Defined
Terms Wherever used in this FOIA request, the term— • “April 2008 Decision Document” means the “Decision
Document: Approval of the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community Application for Treatment in the same manner as a
4/3/2018 15:04 State for Sections 303(c) and 401 of the Clean Water Act,” dated April 18, 2008. This decision document was one

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

Dear Sir or Madam: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as amended, 5 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 552, et
seq., and the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) rules issued thereunder, 40 C.F.R. Part 2,
COGENCY GLOBAL INC. (Cogency Global) hereby requests from the EPA any and all correspondence, e-mails,
memoranda, or any other forms of communication in response to or related to the delegation of authority under
Section 5 of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), including but not limited to internal correspondence among the
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT), the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention (OCSPP), and
the Office of the Administrator (AO). To simplify the request, COGENCY GLOBAL INC, only requests documents and
records dated on or after March 1, 2016. Documents responsive to this request likely will be maintained by OPPT,
OCSPP, and AO. These offices are identified solely to assist EPA in responding to this request and the identification of
these offices is not intended to limit the scope of this request in any way. Documents responsive to this request may
be maintained by other EPA offices and divisions and any such documents expressly are included within the scope of
this request. We understand that some of the documents responsive to this request may have to undergo confidential
business information (CBI) review. We request that any responsive documents that do not have to undergo CBI review
be provided to us as soon as possible. If for any reason you determine that portions of the requested information are
exempt from disclosure under FOIA, please delete the allegedly exempt material, inform us of the basis for the claimed
11/22/2017 21:11 exemption, and furnish us with copies of those portions of th

EPA-HQ-2017-010527

Joanna McCall

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and in accordance with the
implementing regulations and FOIA policies of the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), COGENCY GLOBAL INC.
hereby requests a copy of the following documents for the period from January 1, 2015 through the present: 1. Logs or
lists of requests for records from EPA pursuant to FOIA. For purposes of this request, a FOIA log or list is the document
containing any or all of the following information concerning the FOIA requests received by EPA; the date of the
request; the name and organization of the requester; the requested information; the resolution of the request; and
the tracking number assigned to the request. If a log is not available in response to Request No. 1, provide such other
records EPA may have that would identify such requests. - withdrawn 2. Any presentations, memoranda, reports,
studies, or planning documents related to the trucking, postal, or logistics sectors. 3. All communications (written or
electronically) between the EPA and any representative of the following organizations: International Brotherhood of
Teamsters (IBT), Clergy and Laity United for Economic Justice (CLUE), Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE),
Justice for Port Drivers, Warehouse Worker Justice, Interfaith Worker Justice (IWJ), Change to Win (CtW), CtW
Investments, International Transport Workers Federation (ITF), Service Employee International Union (SEIU). We
request that you provide us with accurate copies or a complete and accurate account of the information and records
8/15/2017 19:08 requested. This is a commercial request. We agree to pay reasonable search and reproduction costs.

EPA-HQ-2017-004642
EPA-HQ-2017-004639

Joanna McCall
Joanna McCall

COGENCY GLOBAL INC.
COGENCY GLOBAL INC.

EPA-HQ-2018-007565

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

5/11/2018 13:05

EPA-R2-2018-006604

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

4/13/2018 18:04

3/7/2017 17:03
3/7/2017 17:03

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as amended, 5 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 552, et seq., and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) rules issued thereunder, 40 C.F.R. Part 2, National Corporate Research,
Ltd. (NCR) hereby requests from EPA any and all correspondence, e-mails, memoranda, or any other forms of
communication in response to or related to EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) and/or the Office of Research and
Development’s (ORD) review of the November 18, 2010, petition filed by the International Center for Technology
Assessment (ICTA) regarding the legality of nanoscale copper in registered wood treatment pesticide products,
specifically registrations obtained by Osmose, Inc. for “micronized” copper carbonate. Documents responsive to this
request likely will be maintained by OPP and ORD. These offices are identified solely to assist EPA in responding to this
request and not intended to limit the scope of this request in any way. Documents responsive to this request may be
maintained by other EPA offices and divisions, and any such documents expressly are included within the scope of this
request. If for any reason you determine that portions of the requested information are exempt from disclosure under
FOIA, please delete the allegedly exempt material, inform us of the basis for the claimed exemption, and furnish us
with copies of those portions of the information that you determine not to be exempt. NCR consents to such deletion
at this time to facilitate your prompt response and in no way waives our right to appeal any determination that you
may make regarding the applicability of any FOIA exemptions to the requested documents and information. NCR
agrees to pay reasonable search and reproduction costs; if costs exceed $200.00, however, NCR requests that you
notify us before reproducing documents.
Under Agency Review
[FGI 18-57189] Relevant to EPA EPD14032 we seek (1) contract and all modifications with SOW; and (2) all work
assignments with the Statement of Work (SOW) for each.
[Reference FGI# 18- 56788] Relevant to EPA R2 EPS21401 for AEC REGION 2 SUPERFUND TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT AND
RESPONSE TEAM we seek copy of the (1) Contract sections A-J and all attachments

EPA-HQ-2018-006849

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

[REFERENCE 56974p] Relevant to EPA, I seek a copy of the following documents identified to your Agency’s “funding
application submission to OMB’s Technology Modernization Board. Note: as a reference please see the attached OMB
Initial Project Template – APPENDIX, the suggested guideline for submissions, limited to only 2 pages. Note – this
should be considered a “simple” request, readily available from your agency and processed in the “SIMPLE” FOIA
4/20/2018 13:04 processing queue.

EPA-HQ-2018-006657

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

4/16/2018 15:04

EPA-HQ-2018-004144

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

2/6/2018 1:02

EPA-HQ-2018-003723

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

1/24/2018 18:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003184

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

1/8/2018 23:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003182

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

1/8/2018 23:01

EPA-HQ-2017-007437

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

5/17/2017 16:05

EPA-HQ-2017-004631

Rose Santos

FOIA GROUP INC

3/7/2017 14:03

EPA-R5-2018-007718

Jennifer Rovzar

DAI Environmental, Inc.

5/16/2018 13:05

EPA-R5-2018-007639

Vicky Farmer

Tetra Tech

5/14/2018 17:05

EPA-R5-2018-005951

Vicky Farmer

Tetra Tech

3/29/2018 13:03

EPA-HQ-2018-007518

Richard L. Conn

Conn & Smith, Inc.

5/9/2018 19:05

[Reference FGI# 18- 56655] Relevant to EPA / OIG we seek “clearly releasable” copies of the following: 1. Requesting
any and all current contracts signed between the agency above and Lexis Nexis, aka Reed Elsevier, Lexis, Lexis-Nexis,
RELX INC. and/or Lexis/Nexis, for investigations or investigative public records software or databases or services
including but not limited to Accurint, TLO, TransUnion and Experian. Note, the Accurint product, is sold by LexisNexis
Risk Solutions or a.k.a. Reed Elsevier, Lexis, Lexis-Nexis, and/or Lexis/Nexis. 2. Requesting any and all current Patron
Access Terminal contracts signed between the agency above and Lexis Nexis, aka Reed Elsevier, Lexis, Lexis-Nexis, RELX
INC. and/or Lexis/Nexis, for online legal research products and/or solutions. 3. This request includes a copy of the
original contract, any other contract-related documents, RFP information (if available), and any amendments. The key
information is the current products under contract, the total monthly or annual contract value, and expiration date of
the agreement. 4. Please include a copy of the Subscription Plan Amendment and/or any other contract-related
documents signed by the Agency. Along with the contract(s) a copy of the SOW and proposal information would be
good to get also.
[FGI 18-56184] Relevant to Contract EPC15008, we seek a Copy of (1) Task Order GSQ0015AJ0050 with current
SOW/PWS; and all work assignments with SOW
[Reference FGI# 18-55944] Relevant to EPW14020 we seek the (1) contract, with current SOW/PWS, all modifications
(2) all work assignments and (3) original and complete RFP.
[Reference FGI# 18- 55514] Relevant to EPW10056 we seek copies of all Work Assignments and Work Assignment
Modification including all SOW/PWS
[Reference FGI# 18- 55512] Relevant to EPW10055 we seek copies of all Work Assignments and Work Assignment
Modification including all SOW/PWS
[FGI 52890] Relevant to EPW11029, we seek All task orders, all work assignments and statements of
work/performance work statements.
[FGI Reference # 52124] Relevant to EPW12010 we seek the following: 1. All Work Assignments and Work Assignment
Modifications with applicable SOW/PWS
Under the auspices of the Freedom of Information Act and as part of a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, I am
requesting any environmental records, permits, etc. associated with the property addressed as 7528 West North
Avenue, Elmwood Park, Illinois. This request includes, but is not limited to any information on installation or removal
of underground and aboveground storage tanks, reported chemical or petroleum spills/releases, chemical storage/use
documentation, or other environmental hazards.
information on the former Hara Arena located at 1001 Shiloh Springs Road in Dayton, Ohio. interested in RCRA haz
waste, superfund, etc. type of files
Records pertaining to the former PMC Organometallix/Rohm and Haas Chemicals/Morton Thiokol/Dow chemical site
located at 2000 West Street in Reading/Cincinnati ohio. A FOIA request was done on the property in MARCH 2016;
therefore I only need ANYTHING FROM THE PAST 2 YEARS ONLY. thanks!
I am filing this FOIA request on behalf of Syngenta Crop Protection. Syngenta's May 8, 2018 authorization letter is
attached. My request is for the complete (unredacted) Data Evaluation Records for each of the MRIDs listed in the
Syngenta authorization letter, which Syngenta has been unable to find in its own files. Please contact me if you have
any questions.

I am requesting all email, documents and meeting/telephone logs from the National Vehicle and Fuel Emissions
Laboratory (Ann Arbor, MI) related to glider trucks -- including those records related to the report titled &quot;Chassis
Dynamometer Testing of Two Recent Model Year Heavy-Duty On-Highway Diesel Glider Vehicles&quot; -- for the
12/29/2017 19:12 period June 1, 2017 thru December 29, 2017.
1.)Any email or written correspondence regarding the January 2014 leak at the Freedom Industries Inc. facility in
Charleston, W.V. The facility address is 1015 Barlow Drive, Charleston, WV 25311. The leak occurred sometime during
the week of Jan. 5, 2014.
2.)Any inspection, incident or narrative reports describing the above-mentioned leak.
3.)Any inspection, enforcement or regulatory actions taken against Freedom Industries Inc.
4.)Any plans or documents filed by Freedom Industries Inc. to comply with the Spill Prevention, Control and
Countermeasure Rule.
5.)Any plans or documents filed by Freedom Industries Inc. to comply with the Emergency Planning and Community
Right To Know Act.
6.)Any plans or documents concerning Freedom Industries Inc. that were filed in compliance with above-ground
storage tank rules.

EPA-HQ-2018-002958

Steven J. Milloy

JunkScience.com

EPA-R3-2014-002491

Raymond Henry

The Associated Press

1/10/2014 21:01 Please see attached file for full-length FOI request
1.)Any email or written correspondence regarding the January 2014 leak at the Freedom Industries Inc. facility in
Charleston, W.V. The facility address is 1015 Barlow Drive, Charleston, WV 25311. The leak occurred sometime during
the week of Jan. 5, 2014.
2.)Any inspection, incident or narrative reports describing the above-mentioned leak.
3.)Any inspection, enforcement or regulatory actions taken against Freedom Industries Inc.
4.)Any plans or documents filed by Freedom Industries Inc. to comply with the Spill Prevention, Control and
Countermeasure Rule.
5.)Any plans or documents filed by Freedom Industries Inc. to comply with the Emergency Planning and Community
Right To Know Act.
6.)Any plans or documents concerning Freedom Industries Inc. that were filed in compliance with above-ground
storage tank rules.

EPA-R3-2014-002493

Raymond Henry

The Associated Press

1/13/2014 14:01 Please see attached file for a full-length FOI request.

EPA-HQ-2017-011424

Samuel G. Van Duyn

Bayer CropScience LP

EPA-HQ-2017-006094
EPA-HQ-2012-001651

Samuel G. Van Duyn
Marc Selinger

Bayer CropScience LP
VIN News Service

Bayer is requesting copies of correspondence and meeting minutes between EPA company # 2792 associated with its
September 2015 pre-submission meeting with EPA for product number 2792-81. Bayer is also interested in any
guidance or correspondence (either official or unofficial via e-mail) provided by the agency regarding the data
9/13/2017 13:09 requirements and studies needed to support product number 2792-81.
We would like to request a copy of any risk assessment published by EPA's Environmental Fate and Effects Division
(EFED) or Health Effects Division (HED) for the following molecules: myclobutanil, epoxiconazole, and difenconazole
4/13/2017 16:04 between 2002 to present day.
4/13/2012 4:04 Requesting the applications for amendments rregarding spot-on flea products labels.

EPA-R2-2018-001593

EPA-R2-2018-001654

EPA-R2-2017-007749

EPA-HQ-2017-005408

Joan A. Lewis

Joan A. Lewis

Joan A. Lewis

Michael S. Gelinne

NL Industries, Inc.

Please provide a copy of all documents relating to off-site facilities performing disposal and/or treatment services
relating to slag and other material sent from the Raritan Bay Slag Superfund Site to such off-site facilities for disposal
and/or treatment. This request includes, but is not limited to, all invoices and billings statements issued by such
facilities to EPA or its contractors, all communications between EPA and its contractors and the off-site facilities
(including electronic mail), and all other EPA communications and other documents regarding the disposal and
11/13/2017 21:11 treatment activities occurring at the off-site disposal facilities.

NL Industries, Inc.

Copies of any Progress Reports prepared by or submitted to EPA and its contractors relating to remedial activities at
the Margaret's Creek section of the Raritan Bay Slag Superfund Site, including any Construction Progress Reports,
Inspections Reports, Weekly Summary Reports, Daily Summary Reports, or other similar reports discussing the
11/13/2017 21:11 construction activities occurring at the Site, from July 1, 2017 onward.

NL Industries, Inc.

FOIA RE JEWETT WHITE LEAD Site ID A2 18 1. All cleanup and data sampling plans, sampling results, and other reports
of any kind related to the Jewett White Lead Superfund Site, including but not limited to reports addressing conditions
at: a. The portion of the Site known as the “PRC Property” located at 2000-2012 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, NY
10302 b. The portion of the Site known as the “Moran Property” located at 2015 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, NY
10302 c. The “Off-Properties Soil” Evaluation, including but not limited to the report concluding that “fingerprinting”
had established that the Off-Properties Soils had not been impacted by the Site 2. All invoices, time-sheets, etc.
relating to costs incurred or paid by EPA for the Jewett White Lead Superfund Site 3. All correspondence relating to
investigations at the Site, or the need for investigations at the Site, including but not limited to all correspondence with
neighborhood associations, Community Advisory Groups, the State of New York, EPA vendors, and anyone else
5/25/2017 16:05 regarding the need (or lack of need) for evaluation of off-properties soils.

Bayer CropScience AG

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C 552, Bayer CropScience (Bayer) would like to request the
Data Evaluation Reports (DERs) for the following MRID numbers: 47939504, 4793905, 43534801, 47939501, 47939509,
48357702, 47939506, 47939507, 47939508, 48383001, 47791903, 47791904, 48357703, 48357704, 47791907,
47791908, 47791905 47791906, 47970500, 48051403. It is preferred if the DERs could be delivered in an electronic
3/28/2017 18:03 format, for archiving purposes, and to cut shipping and handling costs.

EPA-HQ-2018-001305

Gregory A. Clark

Keller and Heckman LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-002214

Lynn Gallagher

Whiteford Taylor & Preston

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552), and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) freedom of information regulations, I am writing to request information regarding the chemical
substance Phenol, 4-dodecyl-, branched, with Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number (CASRN) 210555-94-5.
Specifically, please provide: (1) The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) (15 U.S.C. &sect; 2601 et seq.) Inventory
Reporting forms (either “Form A’s”, “Form B’s”, “Form C’s”, “Form D’s”, PMN’s, or any such forms) that resulted in the
placement of Phenol, 4-dodecyl-, branched, with CASRN 210555-94-5 on the TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory
(“TSCA Inventory”); (2) A Chemicals in Commerce Information System (CICIS) (or equivalent) printout for the
substance; (3) The number of companies, if any, who reported this substance for the TSCA Inventory but who claimed
their identity as confidential; (4) Any correspondence between EPA and the submitter(s) of the Inventory Reporting
form(s) regarding the chemical nomenclature for this substance; and (5) Any internal EPA memoranda or records
relating to the representation of this substance on the TSCA Inventory. With respect to item (1), please note that we
are requesting copies of the original TSCA Inventory forms reporting this substance, not, for example, a computer
printout indicating receipt of reporting forms. We are also not requesting any TSCA Inventory Update Rule or TSCA
Chemical Data Reporting Rule forms submitted for this substance. We agree to pay reasonable search and
reproduction costs for this information, up to $250. A quick response would be greatly appreciated. If you have any
questions concerning this request, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 434-4302 or clarkg@khlaw.com.
11/2/2017 18:11 Thank you in advance for your assistance.
All Data Evaluation Records (DERs) and other EPA reviews of the following studies concerning the pesticide
pyraclostrobin: 47734201, 47747201, 45429902, 45437001,45443001, 45455101, 45473101, 45473102, 45508601, and
12/20/2016 18:12 45578101.

Please see attachment
The Center for Food Safety (CFS) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that addresses the impacts of our current
industrial food production system on human health, animal welfare, and the environment. Consistent with this
mission and pursuant to 7 C.F.R. § 370.1 and the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, respectfully request the
following information, which is believed to likely be within the Office of Pesticide Programs:
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 7 U.S.C. §136 et seq., for all EPA-approved uses of
the neonicotinoid pesticide imidacloprid:
A)Pesticide Incident Reports: Since 2011, inclusive, all memos, correspondence, emails, incident reports, supporting
information, telephone records, notes or other documentation regarding bee mortality, beneficial insect mortality,
threatened or endangered species mortality, hive loss, excess disease or other incidents alleged to result from acute or
chronic exposure to imidacloprid including such reports that were included in EPA’s Ecological Incident Information
System (EIIS) database and such reports that were not included in the EIIS, and regardless of the country of origin of
the report.

B)6(a)(2) Reports. Section 6(a)(2) of FIFRA requires registrants to report information indicating adverse effects of an
EPA-approved pesticide. Please provide all such reports received for imidacloprid and provide all EPA requests to
registrants for additional scientific information, memos, correspondence, emails, records, opinions, supporting
information, telephone records, notes or other documentation related to such 6(a)(2) reports.
C)Investigative Reports. All investigative reports submitted to EPA on any of imidacloprid’s impacts on bees, other
insects, birds or other wild animals.

EPA-HQ-2013-001013
EPA-R2-2018-008090

Peter T. Jenkins
Jan P. Ilves, PG

Center for Food Safety
JPI Associates, Inc.

EPA-R3-2018-005647

Jan P. Ilves, PG

JPI Associates, Inc.

D)Mammalian Toxicity: All published and unpublished research of the effects of imidacloprid on mammalian species,
11/2/2012 15:11 including but not limited to humans.
5/29/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review
Location: Pappajohn Woodworking [former Henry Riehl Co.], 4355 Orchard Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124 [aka 4342
Waln Street] Request: Looking for underground storage tanks [USTs], hazmat spills, environmental &amp; remedial
3/20/2018 19:03 action records. Thank you, JPI

EPA-R10-2017-000624 David Weeks

Perkins Coie

EPA-R2-2018-006982

Connie Marini

EDR, Inc

EPA-R5-2018-003708

Connie Marini

EDR, Inc

EPA-R2-2018-003705

Connie Marini

EDR, Inc

EPA-HQ-2018-003210

Connie Marini

EDR, Inc

EPA-HQ-2015-009721

Christina Swick

Lewis & Harrison, LLC

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 522, et seq., I am writing to request the
disclosure of documents within the control of your agency. I hereby request copies of any narrative responses to the
CERCLA Section 104(e) Request (or Supplemental Request) for Information letters sent to potentially responsible
parties in the Duwamish 104(e) Request, received by EPA after March 7, 2013. On March 7, 2013, I received a disk from
EPA with all narrative responses received up to that date. (index attached) We are now requesting any additional
narratives received after that date. In the event that any requested documents are not disclosable in their entirety, we
request that you release any material that can be reasonably segregated. Should documents within the scope of this
request be withheld from disclosure, we request that you provide us with a “Vaughn index” that (1) identifies each and
every document that is withheld, and (2) states with specificity the statutory exemption claimed for each document
and an explanation of how disclosure of a particular document would damage the interest protected by a particular
exemption. We are willing, of course, to pay all reasonable costs incurred in locating and duplicating these materials. If
the volume of documents you identify pursuant to this request is considerable and copying would prove to be unduly
burdensome and costly we would like to arrange to review the documents at your offices to identify and select specific
records for duplication. If you have any questions regarding this request, please contact me at 206-359-3497. David
10/21/2016 13:10 Weeks
To Whom It May Concern: Through the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: A polygon
boundary coverage of all National Priority List (final, deleted and proposed) sites in Region 2. I would like coverage in
ArcInfo Export or Shapefile format or geodatabase format. The file may be called NPL Contamination Areas.
Information I would like is: Area Perimeter EPA ID number NPL ID system code CERCLIS ID site name site address site
city site state site zip site latitude site longitude x coordinate y coordinate. Please include any metadata needed to
work with the coverage. I guarantee payment of cost up to $25.00. If the cost exceeds that, please let me know. Thank
4/24/2018 20:04 you for your assistance.
Hello, through this FOIA Request, I would like to obtain the following: Plume boundary maps, for all the &quot;Sites
with Potential Smelting-Related Operations&quot;, in shapefile or geodatabase format, in region 5 . If digital is not
available, hardcopy maps will be fine. . I guarantee payment of cost up to $250.00. If the cost will exceed this amount,
1/24/2018 16:01 please let me know. Thank you
Hello, through this FOIA Request, I would like to obtain the following: Plume boundary maps, for all the &quot;Sites
with Potential Smelting-Related Operations&quot;, in shapefile or geodatabase format, in region 2 . If digital is not
available, hardcopy maps will be fine. . I guarantee payment of cost up to $250.00. If the cost will exceed this amount,
1/24/2018 16:01 please let me know. Thank you
Hello through a Freedom of Information Act request, I am requesting the following: A listing of endangered species,
and their locations, from the Endangered Species Protection program database, for all ten EPA regions, in Excel or
other spreadsheet format. Information I would like is: region state scientific name county fips2 code known inventory
name xgroup action why change date group city latitude longitude I guarantee payment of cost up to $25.00. If the
1/9/2018 19:01 cost will exceed this amount, please let me know. Thank you
We hereby request a copy of any and all documents on file with the Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) related to
Stewardship Plans designed to support the responsible use of Antimicrobial Copper products. Please note that such a
plan was required by EPA and subsequently implemented by the COPPER DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (EPA Company
8/10/2015 14:08 Number 82012).

EPA-HQ-2018-006316

Christina Swick

Lewis & Harrison, LLC

EPA-HQ-2017-007121

Christina Swick

Lewis & Harrison, LLC

EPA-HQ-2017-004026

Christina Swick

Lewis & Harrison, LLC

EPA-R2-2018-001115

EPA-HQ-2017-007544

Christy O'Connor

Walter G. Talarek

Brinkerhoff Environmental
Services, Inc.

Walter G Talarek PC

EPA-R5-2018-008171

Charlene A. Vondett

Varnum LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-007464

Kevin Kutcel

KRK Consulting LLC

I am requesting a copy of any documentation and/or information available for recent (January 1, 2017 - Current date)
requests to cancel the FIFRA registration of pesticide products containing the active ingredient, Triclosan (PC Code:
4/6/2018 14:04 54901). Please include any use termination requests made during the same time period for the same active ingredient.
I am requesting a copy of the non-confidential portions of all the documents in the Agency’s possession for the
pesticide product, Capricorn (EPA Registration No. 10772-23). These non-confidential documents include, but are not
limited to: 1. Administrative forms required for the original product registration AND any subsequent amendments
5/10/2017 18:05 and/or notifications; 2. Product labels; and, 3. Agency correspondence and data reviews.
I am requesting documents pertaining to the following three subjects. (1) Data on pesticide residues in herbal
products, (2) Documents containing dietary risk assessments for pesticides found on or in dietary supplements, and (3)
Documents concerning the criteria for including plants in crop groupings as well as documents discussing the
appropriateness of including specific botanicals in existing crop groups. EPA staff that may be of assistance when
locating these documents are Bernard Schneider (schneider.bernard@epa.gov) and David Miller
2/16/2017 19:02 (miller.davidj@epa.gov).
&quot;All Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Info.&quot; For: Industrial/Commercial Property Owner: B&amp;C
Enterprises, LLC Site Address: 7061 Highway 35 and 9 - Block 277, Lot 12 Sayreville, Middlesex Co., NJ Brinkerhoff
Project # 17-0452 &quot;We are looking for the following in accordance with ASTM E1527-13: site inspection reports;
violations pertaining to handling, storage or disposal of hazardous substances; hazardous material releases or spills;
underground storage tank information; Activity and Use Limitations (AULs) and environmental lien information; and
10/27/2017 18:10 any other information you may have regarding potential areas of environmental concern.&quot;
I request copies of the data evaluation reviews (DERs) for the pesticide studies with the following Master Record
Identification (MRID) numbers: 48210201; 48231201; 48231901; 48375601; 48724801; 48917401; 49311901;
49312001; 49437701; 49640001; and 49905201. These studies belong to the American Chemistry Council, EPA
5/19/2017 17:05 Company Number 83162. The DERs (records) are maintained by the Agency's Office of Pesticide Programs.
Copies of the following records documents and writings including computer-stored information or data under the
Freedom of Information Act and your Region's implementing regulations for the period May 1, 2018 through May 31,
2018. 1) Any and all documents generated by U.S. EPA, Region 5 pertaining to alleged violations in Michigan; 2) All
Administrative Complaints pertaining to Michigan sources; 3) All Clean Air Act Section 114a letters; 4) All notices of
violation issued to sources in Michigan; and 5) The docket listings of all Administrative Complaints and letters/notices
5/31/2018 13:05 of violation issued to sources in Michigan during the specified period.
Please send me the product chemistry reviews for EPA Reg. Nos. 777-131 and EPA Reg. No. 89896-2 and EPA Reg. No.
5/8/2018 14:05 5813-85. Thank you, Kevin Kutcel

EPA-HQ-2018-002540

EPA-R9-2018-008160

Kevin Kutcel

Shannon Castagno

KRK Consulting LLC

Environmental Support
Services

Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request the following records created from January 20, 2017 to the present: • Copies of all invoices, receipts, requests
for reimbursement, credit card or GSA Travel Charge Card statements, or any other records of payment generated by
or on behalf of personnel in the Office of the Administrator for meals at Le Diplomate restaurant, located at 1601 14th
St NW, Washington, DC. • All e-mails (including attachments) received or sent by Executive Scheduler Sydney Hupp
that contain the term “Le Diplomate” or that otherwise pertain to Le Diplomate restaurant, located at 1601 14th St
NW, Washington DC. I am not a commercial requester. I understand that there might be costs associated with this
request. I would request a waiver of fees and ask for you to contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before
making copies if this request will be in excess of $50. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to
me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not possible, I request that you provide access to these records electronically via
an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of
these delivery methods are feasible, I request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided
above. I would appreciate your communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or
telephone, if you have questions regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the
specific exemption which you believe justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency’s
administrative appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
12/12/2017 14:12 Sincerely, Lauren Dillon
Site “BKK Carson Dump” aka ”Victoria Golf Course” 340 East 192nd Street aka 340 M.L.K. Jr. Street aka 19200 South
Main Street Carson, CA 90746 APN 7339-017-917 (See Attached Map) ESS requests the following information
concerning the subject address which your agency may have on file: 1. utilization, manufacture, storage, or discharge
of hazardous materials/waste. 2. previous or on-going site investigations/remediations pertaining to hazardous
materials/waste. 3. hazardous materials disclosures concerning the site. 4. information regarding underground storage
5/31/2018 1:05 tank present or previously found at the site.

EPA-R9-2018-008227
EPA-R2-2018-004998

Shannon Castagno
Patrick T. Fitzgerald

Environmental Support
Services
Phillips Lytle LLP

Site: Vacant land that comprises approximately 6.75 acres (former address: 3001 184th St SW, Lynnwood, WA, 98037)
and includes the entirety of Parcel 27041500104000 and the eastern portion of Parcel 27041500104100 ESS requests
the following information concerning the subject address which your agency may have on file: 1. utilization,
manufacture, storage, or discharge of hazardous materials/waste. 2. previous or on-going site
investigations/remediations pertaining to hazardous materials/waste. 3. hazardous materials disclosures concerning
5/23/2018 22:05 the site. 4. information regarding underground storage tank present or previously found at the site.
Site: 2600 De La Cruz Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 95050 ESS requests the following information concerning the subject
address which your agency may have on file: 1. utilization, manufacture, storage, or discharge of hazardous
materials/waste. 2. previous or on-going site investigations/remediations pertaining to hazardous materials/waste. 3.
hazardous materials disclosures concerning the site. 4. information regarding underground and aboveground storage
5/31/2018 23:05 tank present or previously found at the site.
3/1/2018 15:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008102

Kayleigh Sena

Marathon Eng & Env Services

5/29/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R10-2018-007978 Shannon Castagno

Environmental Support
Services

EPA-R3-2018-007107

EPA-R2-2018-008014

EPA-R2-2018-001266

EPA-R6-2018-007671
EPA-R2-2018-007692
EPA-R2-2018-002449

Kayleigh Sena

Jeff Stover

Jeff Stover

Jeff Stover
Jeff Stover
Jeff Stover

Marathon Eng & Env Services

Marathon Engineering &amp; Environmental Services, Inc., (Marathon) is conducting an updated Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment for the above referenced property. Marathon is requesting the following files that are
more recent than February 2016. In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, we request any information the
United States Environmental Protection Agency may have on file regarding illegal waste discharges, Notice of
Violations and current regulatory status for the above referenced property. Marathon is looking for any information
pertaining to site remediation at the property including; groundwater, soil, vapor intrusion, releases to surface water,
4/27/2018 13:04 etc.

FTI Consulting

I am requesting site files for operations at 58-08 48th Street, Maspeth, NY 11378. Operators at this address include:
Maspeth Recycling, Inc. and Cipico Construction. The period of interest is from 1989 to the present. Files being
requested include: [1] SPDES applications, permits, inspections, notices of violations, discharge monitoring reports,
annual monitoring reports and correspondence. (Permit # NYR00F639 and Permit # NYR00C170) [2] Remediation and
cleanup files for soil and groundwater. [3] Applications, inspections, engineer reports, permits, correspondence,
5/24/2018 18:05 notices of violation, and remediation files for the Solid Waste Management Facility.

FTI Consulting

I am requesting access to review and/or receive electronic copies of the RCRA, Industrial Hazardous Waste, NPDES,
remediation and investigation files, and notices of violations for the following addresses located in Brooklyn, NY. --110
Apollo Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222 (EPA Handler ID: NYD000632018; NPDES: NY0004596; Names associated with site
include, BP Products North America, KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS LLC/BROOKLYN TERMINAL; Texaco,
Paragon Oil, Peerless Importers) --120 Apollo Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222 (EPA HANDLER ID: NYR000018747; Names
associated with site include McKeeson Corp; Paragon Oil, Peerless Importers); --27 Bridgewater Street, Brooklyn, NY
11222; (Names associated with address are: Paragon Oil Co., New York City Industrial Development Agency, Peerless
Importers, Inc, and Peerless Equities.) --37 Bridgewater Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222; (Names associated with address
are: Paragon Oil Co., New York City Industrial Development Agency, Peerless Importers, Inc, and Peerless Equities.) --52
Varick Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222; (Names associated with address are: Paragon Oil Co., New York City Industrial
Development Agency, Peerless Importers, Inc, and Peerless Equities.) --42 Bridgewater Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222;
(Names associated with address are: Paragon Oil Co., New York City Industrial Development Agency, Peerless
Importers, Inc, and Peerless Equities.) --16 Bridgewater Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222; (Names associated with the
address are: Chevron/Texaco, Empire Merchants, NYC Department of Environmental Protection, Peerless Importing
Corp., and Paragon Oil Co.) --927 Meeker Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11222; (Names associated with the address are:
Chevron/Texaco, Empire Merchants, NYC Department of Environmental Protection, Peerless Importing Corp., and
11/1/2017 21:11 Paragon Oil Co.) The period of interest is from the 1930-Present. Thank you -

FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting

I am requesting publicly available information only. Please provide an index of withheld information in lieu of CBI
substantiation. Date range of records requested is 1976-Present. I am requesting access to review and/or receive
electronic copies of the RCRA files, Industrial Hazardous Waste files and manifests, NPDES files (application, renewals,
permits, violations), remediation and investigation files, and notices of violations for the following companies that
operated at 5500 Highway 366, Port Neches, TX 77651 (also known as 5500 State Highway 366 @ Hogaboom Road,
Port Neches, TX 77651). (1) Chemall, Inc. (2) Calabrian Chemicals Corporation, (3) Calabrian Corporation, (4) Ineos
Calabrian. The NPDES permit for the site TX006244 was issued in April 1975. Industrial Hazardous Waste generator
5/14/2018 20:05 number is TCEQ 30446.
5/15/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review
12/7/2017 22:12 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-005878

Adam Kron

Environmental Integrity Project

3/27/2018 17:03 Under Agency Review
EIP seeks records related to EPA’s decision to designate its rulemaking action, Adding Natural Gas Processing (NGP)
Facilities to Toxic Release Inventory (TRI), RIN 2070-AK16, as an “inactive action.” See EPA, 2017 Inactive Actions,
https://www.reginfo.gov/public/jsp/eAgenda/InactiveRINs_2017_Agenda_Update.pdf.

EPA-HQ-2017-011256

EPA-HQ-2018-006331

EPA-HQ-2018-006361

Adam Kron

Jason Leopold

Jason Leopold

Environmental Integrity Project

EIP specifically seeks three types of records:
1. Records regarding EPA’s decision to designate this rulemaking as an inactive action;
2. Records regarding any regulatory definition or effect of the “inactive action” designation; and
3. Records regarding the anticipated schedule for the rulemaking, including any anticipated date for taking final action
9/7/2017 20:09 on the proposed rule.

Investigative Reporter

I request disclosure from the Environmental Protection Agency the following records: 1. All records, including emails,
memos, letters, reports of complaints to the Hotline and Office of the Inspector General, memorializing complaints and
concerns of EPA employees that mentions EPA Director Scott Pruitt's spending of EPA funds and management style
and any and all records memorializing actions that were taken after concerns were raised. 2. All invoices, receipts,
documenting EPA Director Scott Pruitt's expenses. 3. The last 25 emails sent and received by Kevin Chmielewski, John
E. Reeder, John C. Martin, Reginald E. Allen and Eric Weese Additionally, copies of any memo and/or letter
memorializing that Mr. Chmielewski was placed on administrative leave. 4. Any and all documents memorializing
concerns raised by Mr. Martin about Mr. Pruitt's security. 5. Any and all emails EPA Director sent or received to and
4/6/2018 18:04 from the eop.gov domain. 6. EPA climate survey for 2017

Investigative Reporter

Based on new, public information and comments from EPA officials, I am submitting a second Freedom of Information
Act request. I request disclosure from the EPA the following records: 1. Any and all records in possession of the EPA
Office of the Administrator, Office of General Counsel, Office of Congressional Affairs and Office of Public Affairs,
describing, memorializing and/or constituting death threats leveled against EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and his
family. Please provide me records documenting these death threats received from social media, verbally, such as voice
mails, and or in written form, i.e. letters mailed to the EPA. 2. Any and all records between the EPA Office of the
Administrator, the Office of General Counsel and the Office of the OIG and/or mentioning or referring to death threats
against EPA administrator Scott Pruitt and his family. Any and all records between the EPA Office of the Administrator,
the Office of Public Affairs, the Office of General Counsel and the FBI mentioning or referring to death threats against
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and his family. 3. All records, such as emails, letters, memos, in possession of the EPA
Office of General Counsel, Office of Public Affairs, Office of he Administrator, mentioning or referring to an April 7,
2018 tweet by President Donald Trump that stated:
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/982770847046922240?s=19 4. All records constituting discussions
between the Office of Public Affairs and spokesman Jahan Wilcox that were used to craft this statement by Mr. Wilcox.
“According to EPA’s Assistant Inspector General, Scott Pruitt has faced an unprecedented amount of death threats
against him and his family. Americans should all agree that members of the president’s Cabinet should be kept safe
4/9/2018 19:04 from these violent threats.”

EPA-HQ-2018-001353

Jason Leopold

Investigative Reporter

I request disclosure of emails sent and received by Liz Bowman and Jahan Wilcox that mentions or refers to FAKE
NEWS; I request disclosure of email correspondence between Liz Bowman and Jahan Wilcox and reporters and editors
for The New York Times, The Washington Post, Associated Press, Reuters, USA Today, E&amp;E News, Inside Climate
News, ABC News, CBS News, NBC News, Fox News, MSNBC and CNN. I request disclosure of correspondence (emails,
memos, letters, chat messages, slack) from Liz Bowman and Jahan Wilcox that mentions to news reports on the
following topics: climate change, chemical regulations, Scott Pruitt. The timeframe for this request is August 1, 2017
through the date the search for responsive records is conducted. I also request disclosure of guidebooks, standard
operating procedures, and any guidelines advising the EPA's press office on how to correspond with the media.
Reasonably Foreseeable Harm.&nbsp; The FOIA Improvement Act of 2016 amended the FOIA as follows (5 USC
552(a)(8)):&nbsp; (A) An agency shall— (i) withhold information under this section only if— (I) the agency reasonably
foresees that disclosure would harm an interest protected by an exemption described in subsection (b); or (II)
disclosure is prohibited by law; and (ii) (I) consider whether partial disclosure of information is possible whenever the
agency determines that a full disclosure of a requested record is not possible; and (II) take reasonable steps necessary
to segregate and release nonexempt information. . . . &nbsp; EPA should not fail to meet the requirements of Section
552(a)(8) when processing my request and release responsive records to me in full or at least in part. I am prepared to
11/3/2017 20:11 immediately file a FOIA lawsuit against EPA if my request is not processed in the timeframe required under the statute.
I request disclosure from the EPA the following records 1. Any and all emails sent or received by John Konkus that
mentions or refers to CLIMATE CHANGE. 2. Any and all messages, memos, letters to the EPA workforce sent in 2017
thus far that mentions or refers to CLIMATE CHANGE. 3. Any and all memos, letters, drafted by John Konkus that
mentions or refers to CLIMATE CHANGE. Reasonably Foreseeable Harm.&nbsp; The FOIA Improvement Act of 2016
amended the FOIA as follows (5 USC 552(a)(8)):&nbsp; (A) An agency shall— (i) withhold information under this
section only if— (I) the agency reasonably foresees that disclosure would harm an interest protected by an exemption
described in subsection (b); or (II) disclosure is prohibited by law; and (ii) (I) consider whether partial disclosure of
information is possible whenever the agency determines that a full disclosure of a requested record is not possible;
and (II) take reasonable steps necessary to segregate and release nonexempt information. . . . &nbsp; EPA should not
fail to meet the requirements of Section 552(a)(8) when processing my request and release responsive records to me
9/11/2017 14:09 in full or at least in part or I will litigate this matter
9/5/2017 19:09 Under Agency Review
Please see attached request for records of communications between Jahan Wilcox, EPA Office of Public Affairs, and
Allan Blutstein, Joe Pounder, or Matt Rhoades, along with Mr. Wilcox's records related to Definers Public Affairs (a
former EPA contractor) and other right-wing organizations and media outlets associated with Definers and its
1/9/2018 0:01 founders.

EPA-HQ-2017-011325
EPA-HQ-2017-011143

Jason Leopold
Jason Leopold

Investigative Reporter
Investigative Reporter

EPA-HQ-2018-003186

Elena Saxonhouse

Sierra Club

EPA-HQ-2017-009699

Elena Saxonhouse

Sierra Club

EPA-HQ-2017-009700

Elena Saxonhouse

Sierra Club

Please see attached request on behalf of Sierra Club, which seeks certain communications from and to EPA employees
7/21/2017 22:07 JP Freire, Jahan Wilcox, Lincoln Ferguson, John Konkus, and Elizabeth Bowman for the period June 21-July 21, 2017.
Please see attached request on behalf of Sierra Club, which seeks certain communications to and from EPA employees
7/21/2017 22:07 Amy Graham and Daisy Letendre.

EPA-HQ-2017-009684

Elena Saxonhouse

Sierra Club

Please see attached request on behalf of Sierra Club, which seeks certain external communications of EPA employees
7/21/2017 19:07 Troy Lyons, Elizabeth Bennett, Christian Palich, Layne Bangerter, Aaron Ringel, Kaitlyn Shimmin, and Kenneth Wagner.

Please see attached request on behalf of Sierra Club for external communications and other documents related to EPA
employees Brittany Bolen, Byron Brown, Holly Greaves, Albert Kelly, Richard Yamada, Nancy Beck, and Dennis Lee
7/17/2017 19:07 Forsgren.

EPA-HQ-2017-009482

Elena Saxonhouse

Sierra Club

EPA-HQ-2018-006198

Ann M. Tillman

Pyxis Regulatory Consulting

EPA-HQ-2018-005293

Ann M. Tillman

Pyxis Regulatory Consulting

EPA-HQ-2018-002089

Ann M. Tillman

Pyxis Regulatory Consulting

EPA-HQ-2017-002598

Ann M. Kline

Scientific & Regulatory
Consultants, Inc.

Adverse effects filings from 2010-present for the following registrations: 2517-129, 2517-130, 2517-133, 2724-813,
1/5/2017 20:01 2724-829. Request traditional 6(a)(2) filings as well as enhanced adverse effects reports for pet spot-on products.

Taft Stettinius & Hollister

We request copies of all documents dating from February 1, 2018 to the present relating to any meeting or
communications with the Chemours Company or E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company regarding PFOA, GenX, C3
Dimer Acid, or any other Perfluorinated or Polyfluorinated Alkyl Substances (PFAS), including but not limited to a
meeting on or about February 8, 2018, and all PFOA, GenX, C3 Dimer Acid or other PFAS drinking water sample results
4/9/2018 16:04 submitted by Chemours or DuPont since February 1, 2018. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-006382

Kathleen Welch

EPA-R2-2017-009995
EPA-HQ-2013-002407

Matthew M. Talmadge Calmar Associates, LLC
Laura Antonini
Consumer Watchdog

EPA-HQ-2018-006892

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007179

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-006716

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-006057

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

Please send me an electronic copy of the registration jackets for EPA Reg. No. 69261-5. I am the agent for the
4/4/2018 17:04 registrant (copy of letter of authorization is attached). No CBI review is needed or wanted as we need the entire jacket.
Please provide an electronic copies of all EPA reviews (DERs) for efficacy data, companion animal safety data and acute
3/9/2018 19:03 toxicity data for EPA Reg. No. 2517-126.
Please send a copy of the registration jackets for EPA Reg. No. 64922-1. I am the agent for the registrant (letter of
11/29/2017 14:11 authorization is attached) and no CBI review is needed or wanted as we need the entire file.

The property is situated on Block 991, Lots 3 &amp; 23.01 in Hamilton Township, Atlantic County New Jersey. No direct
address exists for the property. Atlantic Avenue borders the northern perimeter of Block 991, Lot 3. Oakwood
Boulevard borders the northern perimeter of Block 991, Lot 23.01. Mays Landing-Somers Point Road is located to the
south of the property. The Property is two (2) contiguous land tracts that are approximately 112.17 acres in size. The
property is currently wooded and undeveloped. Any information that you can provide regarding hazardous
substances, underground storage tank (UST) systems, areas of fill, records of historical enforcement actions,
investigations involving soil and/or groundwater quality/contamination, and the overall environmental quality of the
7/31/2017 17:07 property.
12/28/2012 14:12 Under Agency Review
Justification documents for three awards which have the Federal Assistance Identification Numbers 01F06001,
01F18101, and 97743101. The award numbered 01F06001 has an action date in USASpending.gov of 2/27/2017. The
award numbered 01F18101 has an action date of 2/22/2017. The award numbered 97743101 has an action date of
4/20/2018 19:04 3/22/2017.
I request the list of attendees at a meeting of EPA officials with officials of the National Homebuilders Association on
Oct. 24, 2017. Upon information and belief, the meeting was titled &quot;Construction Stormwater Enforcement and
4/30/2018 21:04 Compliance: Working with Regulated Stakeholders to Achieve Results.&quot;
Records sufficient to show any charges to EPA for agency personnel or leaders for travel on Air Force 1 or Air Force 2.
This would include any records of costs charged to the agency even when the agency person did not actually board the
4/17/2018 13:04 flight.
4/2/2018 23:04 Any ethics review, disclosure, recusal or approval pertaining to the living arrangements of the administrator.

I am requesting copies of invoices, purchase orders, invoices, payment records, contracts, agreements, requisition
documents, or any other record of the EPA purchasing a new desk for Mr. Pruitt. Please search for records created
5/24/2018 21:05 between January 20, 2017 and October 11, 2017. This request mirrors another request - EPA-HQ-2018-000350.

EPA-HQ-2018-008034

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-006055

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005568

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005299

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

Purchase order for the transaction identified in USASpending.gov with the Award ID &quot;EP18H000054.” It is a
4/2/2018 22:04 transaction with an action date of March 23, 2018 with Acme Auto Leasing LLC.
Any and all documents produced as a result of FOIA requests EPA-HQ-2018-002316, EPA-HQ-2018-001660 and EPA-HQ3/16/2018 21:03 2018-000395.
I request all reports generated since Jan. 1, 2017 by the staff of the Smart Sectors program (Elizabeth Corona, Daisy
Letendre, Robert Sachs, Kristinn L Sharpe and Nena Shaw) resulting from site visits, meetings or other interactions with
3/9/2018 20:03 industry representatives and other stakeholders.

EPA-HQ-2018-005339

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

I request all documents pertaining to the equipping and furnishing of the office suite of the administrator of EPA. By
3/9/2018 20:03 &quot;documents,&quot; I am intending to include all correspondence and communication, electronic or otherwise.

E&E News
E&E News

I request all documents pertaining to the purchase of any vehicle used to transport the Administrator in the
Washington, D.C. area. I also request all documents pertaining to the equipping and furnishing of the office suite of the
Administrator since Jan. 1, 2017. By using the term documents, I am intending to include all correspondence and
3/9/2018 20:03 communication, electronic or otherwise, along with invoices and other procurement documents, etc.
1/31/2018 22:01 The schedule of senior advisor Albert C. &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly for one day, Jan. 18, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-005307
EPA-HQ-2018-003989

Mike Soraghan
Mike Soraghan

EPA-HQ-2018-003126
EPA-HQ-2018-003004

Mike Soraghan
Mike Soraghan

E&E News
E&E News

1/8/2018 15:01
1/3/2018 1:01

EPA-HQ-2017-011152
EPA-HQ-2018-000789

Mike Soraghan
Mike Soraghan

E&E News
E&E News

9/5/2017 22:09
10/19/2017 18:10

EPA-HQ-2017-008251

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-005934

Mike Soraghan

E&E News

I request copies of and access to all of correspondence (electronic or otherwise) between senior adviser Albert Kelly
and the employees listed on the attached sheet (list starts with Dana Stalcup). Also, I request any spreadsheet or other
documents sufficient to show the progress of EPA in meeting the recommendations of the Superfund Task Force.
All records relating to the processing of FOIA request EPA-HQ-2018-000789.
All electronic communications, including email, text messaging, Twitter messages, Slack conversations, etc. from or to
the EPA administrator since Aug. 24.
Purchase orders, etc. as detailed in attachment.

Emails from the employee accounts of Cynthia Giles (HQ), Robert Perciasepe (HQ), Leslie Kirby Miles (Region V), Robert
Kaplan (Region V) and Susan Hedman (Region V) from or to employees of the Department of Justice or the Pipeline
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) from June. 1, 2011 to Dec. 31, 2013, which emails include any
of the following terms: &quot;Enbridge,&quot; &quot;Penalty,&quot; &quot;referral,&quot; &quot;administrative
6/9/2017 19:06 action,&quot; &quot;administrative order,&quot; &quot;lakehead.&quot;
Emails, since Aug. 1, 2016, from the accounts of Justin Schwab, Ron Curry, Cynthia Giles, Lawrence Starfield, Phillip
Brooks, Gregory Fried, Apple Chapman, Rosemarie Kelley, which emails contain the words &quot;Eagle Ford,&quot;
&quot;EOG Resources,&quot; &quot;Marathon Oil,&quot; &quot;Chesapeake,&quot; &quot;XTO,&quot;
&quot;Anadarko,&quot; &quot;Pioneer,&quot; &quot;FLIR,&quot; &quot;shale,&quot; or &quot;energy
4/10/2017 13:04 extraction.&quot;

1. Communications, Jan. 20, 2017 and Jan. 25, 2017, between White House officials and EPA staff members to include
all staff in the office of the administrator’s immediate office and all staff in the Office of Public Affairs.
2. All email from Nov. 9, 2016 to Jan. 24, 2017 between staff in Office of Acquisition Management, Office of the
Administrator, and the Office of General Counsel and the following individuals: Myron Ebell, Scott Pruitt, Stephen
“Steve” Bannon, Jared Kushner, Michael Catanzaro, Ron Nicol, Rob Gordon
3. All emails from the domain EOP.gov to senior managers retained in the Capstone system from Jan. 20, 2017 to Feb.
9, 2017.
4. All communications between the EPA Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations and any member or
committee of Congress, from Jan. 20 to Feb. 5.

EPA-HQ-2017-004459
EPA-HQ-2017-004458

Mike Soraghan
Mike Soraghan

E&E News
E&E News

EPA-R10-2016-009363 Joseph Bommarito

Travelers Insurance

EPA-R10-2017-011104 Dirk R. Middents

K&L Gates LLP

5. All emails sent by Myron Ebell to agency employees instructing them not to correspond with public officials,
3/2/2017 14:03 including members of Congress and the media, between January 20, 2017 and Jan. 30, 2017.
3/2/2017 14:03 Please see attached request.
I am requesting information regarding the following sites within the Portland Harbor SF study area. USEPA alleges
hazardous substances have been released at these locations. Port of Portland Terminal 2, 3556 NW Front Ave. 5555 N.
Channel Ave. (Swan Island) Part of St. Johns Dry Docks (Willamette Cove) 14400 N. Rivergate Drive Blvd. (Oregon Steel
Mills) 2700-2800 NW. Front Ave (Sulzer Pumps) or (Sultzer Pumps) The information I have is that the entities that
operated at the above locations are: ATKN, Nevada formerly Guy F. Atkinson Co. (Nevada) and Guy F. Atkinson Co. of
California Willamette Iron and Steel Co. (WISCO) and Willamette Iron and Steel works (WISW) Bingham Pump Co.
Sulzer Pumps The specific documents that I am requesting are: Preliminary Site Summaries related to the locations
cited above. General Notice letters issued to any of the above companies Any Orders or demand letters or Consent
Decrees that involve the above companies. Correspondence between the USEPA and the above companies. Historical
environmental reports generated for each of the listed locations. (This request is a revision to my prior Request EPA8/12/2016 15:08 R10-2016-009034
Superfund sites: 1) Adak Naval Air Station, 2) Eielson Air Force Base, 3) Elmendorf Air Force Base, 4) Fort Richardson
and 5) Fort Wainwright. Documents requested from each site: 1) preliminary assessment/site investigation, 2) all
9/1/2017 20:09 phases of remedial investigations and 3) site file index.

Brett Walton

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request access to and copies of email correspondence to or from
Administrator Scott Pruitt that includes the phrases &quot;lead rule&quot; or &quot;lead and copper rule&quot; or
the abbreviation &quot;LCR&quot;. I request emails with those abbreviations or phrases sent or received between
6/19/2017 18:06 February 17, 2017 and June 19, 2017. I would like to receive the information in the following format: electronic.

EPA-HQ-2017-007881

Brett Walton

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request a copy of the first report of the EPA Regulatory Reform
Task Force. The task force was mandated by Executive Order 13777, which was signed by President Trump on February
24, 2017. The task force’s first report was due within 90 days following the executive order. That deadline was May 25,
5/31/2017 20:05 2017. I would like to receive the information in the following format: electronic.

EPA-R3-2017-008768

Keith L. Branly

I would like copies of all EPA Notice of Arrival Forms for UPL DELAWARE INC.'s Sulfentrazone Technical (EPA REG. NO.
6/23/2017 16:06 91813-1) and UPI Shutdown Herbicide (EPA Reg. No. 70506-326) for the time period 08/22/16 to 06/22/17.

EPA-HQ-2017-008585

EPA-R2-2018-007133

EPA-HQ-2018-001055

Henry L. Feuerzeig

Markus W.
Brombacher

Dudley, Topper and Feuerzeig,
LLP

INREX, LLC

I, Henry L. Feuerzeig, employed by Dudley, Topper Feuerzeig, LLP, attorneys for PC Puerto Rico, LLC d/b/a, USVI Fuel
Services (“PCPR”), Subbase #89 Southside Quarter, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00802,request copies of the documents
and records specified below: (a) EPA Notices of Federal Interest or Letters of Designation issued to PCPR and/or
potential responsible parties regarding the Subbase Road Oil Spill incident that was first identified on or about March
3, 2018. This also should include, but not be limited to, the Department of Public Works (DPW), the Virgin Islands
Water and Power Authority (WAPA), and Patrick Charles Enterprises, Inc. (Patrick Charles). (b) The EPA Cost Estimate/
Budget for the work outlined in the April 7, 2018, EPA DPNR Unified Command Proposed Emergency Assessments and
Abatement Measures Subbase Road Oil Spill Site (“UC Assessment”), a copy of which is attached. (c) Any other reports
of oil spills or other discharges that have been reported either to DPNR or to EPA as to the Subbase catchment area.
This should include, but not be limited to, Crown Bay and the Subbase Road Intersection and the Krum Bay area where
WAPA’s main power plant is located, and the results of any investigations by EPA, or by DPNR, that are in EPA’s
possession, with respect to any such incidents; (d) Copies of the analysis and results of any tests/assessments in EPA’s
possession from the U.S. Coast Guard as to substances found in the Subbase Intersection from September 2017 to
date. (e) The analysis and results of the samples taken by the EPA, DPNR or the USGC in Krum Bay regarding the
referenced event that are in the EPA’s possession. (f) Any other spill reports and the results of any investigations in the
Subbase from any other facility, for example WAPA spills and investigation reports or any other incident investigated in
4/27/2018 21:04 the area from September 2017 to date

Dear Sir or Madam: This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, et seq.
We seek copies of any and all documents, including but not limited to correspondence, internal memoranda, reports,
notes, records or other materials in the Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA’s”) pesticide registration files for the
following SHARDA USA LLC pesticide products: 83529-85 (&quot;SHARDA ACETOCHLOR 33.7% + DICHLORMID 5.8%
CS&quot;) and 83529-87 (&quot;SHARDA ACETOCHLOR 29% + ATRAZINE 14.5% CS&quot;). We would appreciate it if
EPA would give priority to the following documents and provide them to us under separate cover as soon as they have
cleared EPA’s Confidential Business Information review: 1. any submission/application correspondence with EPA; 2.
any EPA Form 8570-1 (Application for Pesticide – Section 1); 3. any EPA Form 8579-34 (Certification with Respect to
Citation of Data); 4. any EPA Form 8570-35 (Data Matrix); and 5. any EPA Form 8570-27 (Formulator’s Exemption
Statement). This request does not apply to any documents or portions thereof contained in these files that are
Confidential Business Information. Further, this FOIA request does not seek test data, manufacturing processes, or the
confidential statement of formula for this or any other pesticide product. We would be pleased to pay reasonable
costs related to duplicating and shipping the requested information. Please contact me should it appear that the costs
will exceed $100. If I may be of any assistance with this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at (703) 2422506. Thank you in advance for your assistance. Sincerely, Markus Brombacher INREX, LLC, 9915 Corsica St., Vienna,
10/26/2017 13:10 VA 22181

EPA-HQ-2017-009732

Markus W.
Brombacher

INREX, LLC

EPA-HQ-2018-001128

Christopher M. Lahiff

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-006160

Christopher M. Lahiff

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-002597

Under Agency Review

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

EPA-R2-2018-002400

Christopher M. Lahiff

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-005903

Christopher M. Lahiff

McDermott Will & Emery LLP

Dear Sir or Madam: This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, et seq.
We seek copies of any and all documents, including but not limited to correspondence, internal memoranda, reports,
notes, records or other materials in the Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA’s”) pesticide registration files for the
following Extremis, LLC pesticide product: 91127-3 (&quot;EXT Fluroxypyr TGAI&quot;, now &quot;Fluroxypyr
Technical&quot;). We would appreciate it if EPA would give priority to the following documents and provide them to
us under separate cover as soon as they have cleared EPA’s Confidential Business Information review: 1. any
submission/application correspondence with EPA; 2. any EPA Form 8570-1 (Application for Pesticide – Section 1); 3.
any EPA Form 8579-34 (Certification with Respect to Citation of Data); 4. any EPA Form 8570-35 (Data Matrix); and 5.
any EPA Form 8570-27 (Formulator’s Exemption Statement). This request does not apply to any documents or portions
thereof contained in these files that are Confidential Business Information. Further, this FOIA request does not seek
test data, manufacturing processes, or the confidential statement of formula for this or any other pesticide product.
We would be pleased to pay reasonable costs related to duplicating and shipping the requested information. Please
contact me should it appear that the costs will exceed $100. If I may be of any assistance with this matter, please do
not hesitate to contact me at (703) 242-2506. Thank you in advance for your assistance. Sincerely, Markus Brombacher
7/24/2017 18:07 INREX, LLC, 9915 Corsica St., Vienna, VA 22181.
I request a copy of the registration jacket for the pesticide with EPA Registration Number 90332-2, cY MANCO 4-40
10/27/2017 21:10 WDG FUNGICIDE. Thank you.
I request a copy of any data call-in (DCI) issued by the Office of Pesticide Programs in 2000 for triazole pesticides or
their metabolites 1,2,4-triazole (1,2,4-T), triazole alanine (TA) or triazole acetic acid (TA). The DCIs are referenced in DP
Number 322215 (1,2,4-Triazole, Triazole Alanine, and Triazole Acetic Acid: Human Health Aggregate Risk Assessment in
Support of Reregistration and Registration Actions for Triazole-derivative Fungicide Compounds (February 7, 2006)) at
4/3/2018 19:04 page 5. Thank you.
I request copies of any Notices of Arrival (EPA Form 3540-1) since 10/01/2017 for the pesticide propargite. The Notices
of Arrival (NOAs) may have been filed by Atticus, LLC. I understand that the information I seek is managed by both EPA
and CBP. EPA maintains NOAs that are submitted in paper form, while CBP maintains NOAs that are submitted through
CBP's electronic Automated Commercial Environment (ACE). This request is for CBP's ACE records. If you have any
12/7/2017 14:12 questions or need additional information, please contact me. Thank you.
I request copies of any Notices of Arrival (EPA Form 3540-1) since 10/1/2017 to 12/7/2017 for the pesticide propargite.
The Notices of Arrival (NOAs) may have been filed by Atticus, LLC. I also request copies of any labels that were filed
12/7/2017 14:12 with the requested NOAs. Thank you.
I request copies of any pesticide Data Evaluation Record (DER) for the following 8 studies: 45802101; 45888101;
4/10/2017 13:04 45888102; 45888103; 45888104; 46392701; 46392801; and 46462901. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-006330
EPA-HQ-2017-006147
EPA-HQ-2017-005073

Justin Elliott
Justin Elliott
Justin Elliott

ProPublica
ProPublica
ProPublica

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request copies of * all emails dated between
March 20, 2017, and the present (up to and including the day this request is processed) that include any of the
following terms: “WaterGen” “Water-Gen” to or from the following officials: • Dr. Jay Garland garland.jay@epa.gov •
Ms. Sarah Bauer bauer.sarah@epa.gov • Ms. Laura Scalise scalise.laura@epa.gov • Dr. Michael Jahne
jahne.michael@epa.gov Please search not only the body of the emails, but also attachments, subject lines, and
to/from fields. I would like to receive the information in the following format: electronic. As a representative of the
news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages. This information is
being sought on behalf of ProPublica, an independent non-profit news organization, for dissemination to the general
public. Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is in the public interest because it will contribute
significantly to public understanding of government operations and activities, including the formulation policies on
4/6/2018 18:04 EPA contracts that involve significant expenditure of taxpayer dollars.
4/14/2017 18:04 Under Agency Review
3/20/2017 13:03 Under Agency Review
We are seeking information for the Portland Harbor Superfund Site. Our request includes the following:
- the Administrative Record and/or Index of all available site documents
- all documents June 2012 to the present related to investigation, remediation, and related enforcement

EPA-R10-2015-004249 Allison McCormick
EPA-R2-2018-008217 Allison McCormick

EPA-R6-2018-007993

Holly P. Brauer

ztek Environmental, Inc.
ztek Environmental, Inc.

2/17/2015 20:02 Please contact us with any questions.
5/31/2018 22:05 Under Agency Review

EnSafe Inc.

Requesting files for Former Diaz Intermediates at 301 Wyanoke Road in West Memphis, Crittenden County, Arkansas.
EPA ID ARR000005843. EPA conducted emergency removal actions at this location in coordination with Arkansas
Department of Environmental Quality. Interested in files with removal information not available on On-Scene
Coordinator website. Also interested in files related to hazardous waste generation and environmental media (e.g.,
soil, groundwater, sediment, surface water, and indoor air) sampling of any kind. I am interested in records that are
publicly available for the time period 1998 to 2017. I do not need CBI information or a denial log or anything that will
5/24/2018 15:05 delay the FOIA process.

EPA-HQ-2018-007101

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-006960
EPA-HQ-2018-006959

Eric Lipton
Eric Lipton

The New York Times
The New York Times

I request all documents detailing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum's schedule
from January 31, 2018 through the date you respond to this request. Such documents include but are not limited to
itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Wehrum’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic
or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in those meetings and the topics discussed. If you deny all
4/26/2018 22:04 or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to William L. Wehrum. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5
C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
Official. Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records
4/23/2018 22:04 to this request.
4/23/2018 22:04 I would like to request a copy of all recusal letters issued to EPA employees since 1/1/2018

EPA-HQ-2018-006921

EPA-HQ-2018-006803

EPA-HQ-2018-007414

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

I request a copy of the October 17, 2017 memorandum from William Stull, EPA Special Agent on EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt’s Protection Services Detail, to Pasquale &quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta, the PSD’s Special Agent in Charge, as
described in the April 10, 2018 letter by Sens. Tom Carper and Sheldon Whitehouse to Sen. John Barrasso. Please click
on this link for more detail on this memo (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/10/document_gw_07.pdf).
Responsive records to my request will likely be found in EPA's PSD, housed in EPA's Office of Criminal Enforcement,
4/23/2018 23:04 Forensics and Training.

The New York Times

I request a copy of any communications between either EPA's Office of the Administrator, the Office of Air and
Radiation or the Office of Public Affairs and any executive at DTE Energy regarding the development of Administrator
Scott Pruitt's Dec. 7, 2017, memo titled "New Source Review Preconstruction Permitting Requirements: Enforceability
and Use of the Actual-to-Projected-Actual Applicability Test in Determining Major Modification Applicability." I request
a copy of any communications between either EPA's Office of the Administrator, the Office of Air and Radiation or the
Office of Public Affairs and any executive at DTE Energy regarding the development of Administrator Scott Pruitt's Dec.
7, 2017, memo titled "New Source Review Preconstruction Permitting Requirements: Enforceability and Use of the
Actual-to-Projected-Actual Applicability Test in Determining Major Modification Applicability." A copy of the memo is
attached for reference. I further request any communications between those offices and DTE on any topic between
Dec. 7, 2017 and Dec. 11, 2017. I further request any communications between those offices and DTE on any topic
4/18/2018 21:04 between Dec. 7, 2017 and Dec. 11, 2017.

The New York Times

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. The custodian for this request is the
Office of Administration and Resource Management. Please do not construe the subject of this request to meant that I
am concerned with records in the Office of the Administrator. I am requesting copies of records that related to events
at 223 C St. NE, Washington, DC on March 29, 2017. This includes: ? Records mentioning the names Vicki Hart or J.
Steven (“Steven”) Hart; ? Records mentioning the address 223 C Street NE., Washington, DC. ? Records relating to
events at this address on March 29, 2017; ? Records of payments to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; ? Records
of requests for reimbursement related to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; and, ? Records of communications
with or mentioning Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC in either electronic or physical format. Per EPA records
management policy, electronic messages such as text messages are agency records which must be preserved made
accessible under the Freedom of Information Act. As such, a satisfactory search for responsive records includes a
search for records created by the individuals listed above using any of the following services: Google Chat, Skype for
Business, IBM Sametime, Novell Groupwise Messenger, Facebook Messaging, iMessage; Short Message Service and
Multimedia Messaging Service on devices, such as Blackberry, Windows, Apple or Android devices; Google Voice,
Twitter Direct Message, Slack, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Pigeon, Yammer, Jive, or other internal collaboration networks. It
is my understanding that, in previous administrations, Agency employees referred to principals by their initials,
acronyms, nicknames, pseudonyms, or aliases. For example, President Clinton was sometimes referred to as “WJC”
and President Barack Obama was referred to as “BO.” In 2013, it was reported that former EPA Administrator Lisa
5/7/2018 19:05 Jackson

1. All records related to Definers Corp., including but not limited to any bid or proposal or the
solicitation thereof; the complete, executed Definers Contract document, including any addenda,
appendices, and attachments; any work product submitted under the Definers Contract; any request for, and record
of disbursement of, payment under the Definers Contract; any records describing the purpose of the Definers Contract
and the rationale for awarding it on a sole source basis; any correspondence regarding the termination of the Definers
Contract and the basis for such termination; and, to the extent not covered by the foregoing, any correspondence
between EPA and any officer or employee of Definers Corp., whether or not such correspondence discusses the
Definers Contract. NYT requests that EPA search the records of the following custodians:
All political appointees in the Office of the Administrator, including but not limited to OPA, OP, OEX, and OAES; all
employees in the Office of Administration and Resources Management who solicited, reviewed, approved, or
otherwise worked on the Definers Contract; or received, processed, approved, or otherwise worked on any payments
or requests for payment under the Definers Contract.

EPA-HQ-2018-003122
EPA-HQ-2018-001544

Eric Lipton
Eric Lipton

The New York Times
The New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-001610

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-001617

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

2. All records: related to America Rising, including any records that reference America Rising,; and related to Allan
Blutstein, including all correspondence between EPA and Mr. Blutstein. NYT requests that EPA search following
custodians: all political appointees in the Office of the Administrator, including but not limited to the OPA, OP, OEX,
1/9/2018 3:01 and OAES; and all members of the Office of General Counsel’s FOIA Expert Assistance Team.
11/9/2017 20:11 See attachment
11/13/2017 23:11 Please see attached document. If there are any issues with the request please contact me by phone ASAP.
Please see attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-006974 and I request that it be handled by the
same FOIA officer and that the documents be released at the same time. I am requesting communications, including
emails, between representatives of Dow Chemical Company and EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt or staff from the
11/14/2017 3:11 administrator's office between January 1, 2017 and the present day.

Please see attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-004459 and I request that it be handled by the
same FOIA officer with records released to me at the same time.
1. Communications between Jan. 20, 2017 and Jan. 25, 2017, between White House officials (addresses that end in the
suffix “who.eop.gov”) on the one hand and EPA staff members to include all staff in the office of the administrator’s
immediate office and all staff in the Office of Public Affairs.
2. Incoming and outgoing email correspondence from Nov. 9, 2016 to Jan. 24, 2017 between all staff in certain offices
(Office of Acquisition Management, Office of the Administrator, and the Office of General Counsel) the following
individuals: Myron Ebell, Scott Pruitt, Stephen “Steve” Bannon, Jared Kushner, Michael Catanzaro, Ron Nicol, Rob
Gordon
3. A copy of all emails from the domain EOP.gov to senior managers retained in the Capstone
system from Jan. 20, 2017 to Feb. 9, 2017.
4. Communications between the EPA Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations and
any member or committee of Congress, from Jan. 20 to Feb. 5.

EPA-HQ-2018-001616

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

5. Any memos or emails sent by Myron Ebell to agency employees instructing them not to
correspond with public officials, including members of Congress and the media, between January 20,
11/14/2017 3:11 2017 and Jan. 30, 2017.
Please see attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-011120 and I request that it be handled by the
same FOIA officer.

EPA-HQ-2018-001614

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: Any and all written communications, including
emails and text messages, between the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of the Administrator and Breitbart
News. Specifically, please provide communications between Breitbart News
and members of the Office of the Administrator, including Administrator Scott Pruitt, Associate Administrator Liz
11/13/2017 22:11 Bowman, and any relevant subordinates.

I would like all email correspondence between the Office of Children’s Health Protection Director Dr. Ruth Etzel
with any of the following EPA officials, limited by date:
Administrator Scott Pruitt
Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson
Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn
Associate Administrator for Policy Samantha Dravis
Senior Advisor Kenneth Wagner
Senior Advisor Albert Kelly
EPA-HQ-2018-001053

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

10/26/2017 1:10 Please limit your search from March 1, 2017 to the present. Please include all reply-chains and attachments.

EPA-HQ-2018-000953

EPA-HQ-2018-000564

EPA-HQ-2017-011110

EPA-HQ-2017-010657

EPA-HQ-2017-009882

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting government correspondence pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(3). I would like all
correspondence between senior staff of the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations and any member
or staff member of the United States Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works. Please include all
correspondence between the following members of OCIR: Associate Administrator Troy Lyons, Principal Deputy
Associate Administrator Richards, Elizabeth Bennett, Aaron Ringel, Wuanisha Scales, Kaitlyn Shimmin, Kyle Aarons,
James Blizzard, Katherine Cory, Thomas Dickerson, Christian Palich and Christian Rodrick. Please also include any logs
of contacts with the Senate E&amp;PW Committee. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA
exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request
10/24/2017 3:10 electronically, via email. Thank you.

The New York Times

Any e?mails to
or from scott.pruitt@me.com and Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Henry Darwin, Byron Brown, Kevin Chmielewski, Alex
Dominguez, Nicholas Falvo, Hayley Ford, Sarah Greenwalt, Mandy Gunasekara, Michelle Hale, Millan Hupp, Albert Kel
ly,
Forrest McMurray, Madeline Morris, Carlos Munoz, Ken Wagner, Samantha Dravis, Brittany Bolen, Daisy Letendre, Will
Lovell, George
Sugiyama, Troy Lyons, Liz Bowman, Holly Greaves, Patrick Traylor, Erik Baptist, Lee Forsgren, Patrick Davis, Nancy Beck
and Richard
Yamada. This is a duplicate of the request EPA?HQ?2017?010026. Please respond to this request at the same time you
10/16/2017 13:10 have completed your review and respond to EPA?HQ?2017?010026. Thank you in advance

The New York Times

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Robert E. Murray and/or Robert D. Moore and/or Michael T.W. Carey and/or any email sent from or to the
domain murrayenergycorp.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt,
Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise,
9/5/2017 13:09 Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

The New York Times

I would like a copy of all emails sent on from Friday August 18 2017 at 3 p.m. until Sunday August 20 at 9 p.m. from or
to Ryan Jackson or Liz Bowman , Jahan Wilcox, or Amy graham that mention the words &quot;New York Times&quot;
or &quot;NYT&quot; or &quot;lipton.&quot; This would include all emails sent among EPA staff. In addition, I would
like a copy of all of the emails (that would mean every email to every recipient) sent to on Saturday Aug. 19 that use
these words &quot;After a monumental mistake where the New York Times was caught peddling false information,
they’re at it again.&quot; In particular, I would like a copy of all email addresses that this outgoing email from EPA
8/22/2017 1:08 Press Office on Aug 19 to anyone who got this email. Thank you in advance for your help

The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting all email correspondence, with attachment and reply chains included, between EPA
headquarters and Devon Energy Corporation. This should include, but not be limited to, correspondence between any
member of the Office of the Administrator, including the Administrator, with email accounts from the domain
&quot;@devonenergy.com&quot; I am also requesting all email correspondence, internally within the EPA and with
outside entities, that mentions Devon Energy Corporation, with attachment and reply chains included. This should
7/27/2017 23:07 include any email that contains the phrase &quot;Devon Energy&quot; or &quot;Devon&quot;

EPA-HQ-2017-009881
EPA-HQ-2017-009910

EPA-HQ-2017-009500

Eric Lipton
Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

The New York Times
The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting digital copies of an EPA employee’s correspondence under the Freedom of
Information Act. I would like all correspondence of Deputy Assistant Administrator Nancy Beck related to EPA’s Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA) regulation. I would like all communications from her hiring date until the fulfillment of
this request begins. By relevant documents, I mean any correspondence which contains any of the following the
terms: “TSCA” “Toxic Substances” “Chemical” “Pesticide” “formaldehyde” “asbestos” “American Chemistry Council”
Please include any other correspondence relevant to the TSCA rules discovered during your search. By all
correspondence, I mean any emails, with attachments and reply chains included, or letters sent to or received by
Nancy Beck. I would like all correspondence sent to or received by Nancy Beck internally within the EPA as well as with
any outside parties. Please send the correspondence on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all correspondence is
compiled to fill the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are
7/27/2017 22:07 claiming to deny it. Please respond to my request electronically, via email. Thank you
7/28/2017 17:07 Under Agency Review

The New York Times

Dear FOIA officer, I am requesting federal employee’s correspondence as well as documents under the Freedom of
Information Act related to Administrator Scott Pruitt's March 13, 2017 meeting with representatives of Oklahoma Gas
and Electric/OGE Energy. I am requesting all briefing documents prepared by EPA staff for this meeting as well as any
documents delivered by the non-government attendees to EPA staff, including Administrator Pruitt. I would also like
any correspondence, limited by search term, between OGE Energy and the EPA Office of the Administrator (including
the administrator and senior staff) from January 20, 2017 up to this date. I would like any correspondence that
includes the phrase “energy”. This should include, but is not limited to, any emails sent to or received by members of
the Office of the Administrator to email accounts ending in &quot;@oge.com&quot;. This also should include, but is
not limited to, any emails sent to or received by any member of the Office of the Administrator over the same time
period with OGE Energy CEO Sean Trauschke, OGE Energy VP of Public Affairs Paul Renfrow or George Baker, a
principal at law firm Williams &amp; Jensen. Please send the correspondence and requested information on a rolling
basis, and do not wait until all correspondence or documents are compiled to fill the request. If any part of this request
is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions
7/18/2017 13:07 by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email.

EPA-HQ-2017-009502

EPA-HQ-2017-009440

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

Dear FOIA officer, I am requesting a federal employee’s correspondence as well as government documents under the
Freedom of Information Act related to Administrator Scott Pruitt's March 13, 2017 meeting with representatives of
cattle, pork, corn, dairy, farming and ranching industries labeled in his calendar as “Meeting with OPE stakeholders”. I
am requesting all briefing documents prepared by EPA staff for this meeting as well as any documents delivered by the
non-government attendees to EPA staff, including Administrator Pruitt. I would also like any correspondence between
members of this meeting and the EPA Office of the Administrator (including the administrator and senior staff) from
January 20, 2017 up March 20, 2017, that contains the words “methane”, “public lands”, “cattle”, “pork”, “dairy”,
“corn”, “energy”. By “members of this meeting” I mean Scott Yager of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association,
Ethan Lane of the Public Lands Council, Marty Thomas-Hart of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, Michael
Formic of National Pork Producers, Ethan Matthews of National Corn Growers, Don Parish of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, Bob Gray of Northeast Dairy Cooperatives, or any other attendee not listed in the administrator’s
calendar. By all correspondence I mean any email messages sent to or received by any member of the Office of the
Administrator, including the administrator, and the previously listed attendees or their representatives. Please send
the correspondence and requested information on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all correspondence or
documents are compiled to fill the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA
exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request
7/18/2017 13:07 electronically, via email.

The New York Times

Dear FOIA officer, I am requesting documents under the Freedom of Information Act related to Administrator Scott
Pruitt's March 13, 2017 meeting with representative of the agriculture sector. I am requesting all briefing documents
prepared by EPA staff for this meeting as well as any documents created by the non-government attendees for EPA
staff. I would also like any correspondence between the Corn Refiners Association and the EPA Office of the
Administrator between January 20, 2017 and March 20, 2017. This should include, but is not limited to, any emails sent
to or received by members of the Office of the Administrator with email accounts ending in &quot;@corn.org&quot;
This also should include any emails sent to or received by any member of the Office of the Administrator over the
same time period that include the following phrases: &quot;CRA&quot;, &quot;Corn Refiners&quot; Please send the
correspondence and requested information on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all correspondence is compiled to
fill the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny
7/17/2017 13:07 it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email.

EPA-HQ-2017-009438

EPA-HQ-2017-009437

Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton

The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting multiple documents under the Freedom of Information Act related to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and EPA Senior Policy Counsel Samantha Dravis's appearances at CERAWeek 2017 on March
9, 2017. I am requesting a copy of any remarks by the Administrator for his speech, as prepared, on March 9. 2017, as
well as a copy of the expenses for his and Ms. Dravis's stay at the Hilton Americas-Houston. I am also requesting all
correspondence related to Administrator Pruitt's appearance at CERAWeek as well as his individual meetings with Lynn
Good, Daniel Yergin, and Andrew Liveris. By all correspondence, I mean any emails sent to or received by members of
the Office of the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March 10, 2017 that include any of the following terms:
&quot;CERA&quot;, &quot;CERAWeek&quot;, &quot;Lynn Good&quot;, &quot;Daniel Yergin&quot;, &quot;Andrew
Liveris&quot;, &quot;Dow Chemical&quot;, &quot;Duke Energy&quot; Please send the correspondence and requested
information on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all correspondence is compiled to fill the request. If any part of this
request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any
7/17/2017 13:07 questions by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email.

The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting digital copies of federal employees' correspondence under the Freedom of
Information Act. I would like all correspondence from January 20, 2017 up to this date of EPA administrator Scott Pruitt
and his senior staff (including but not limited to Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Senior Advisor Albert Kelly, Executive
Assistant Dawn Michelle Hale, Associate Deputy Administrator Michael P. Flynn, Speechwriter Lincoln Ross Ferguson,
Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Senior Advisor Layne Bangerter, Senior Advisor George Sugyama, and Director of
Scheduling and Advance Kevin Chmielewski), that contains any of the following phrases: &quot;NAM&quot;,
&quot;National Association of Manufacturers&quot;, &quot;Phoenician Hotel&quot;, &quot;NAM Spring 2017 Board
of Directors Meeting&quot; By all correspondence, I mean any emails sent to or received by the Administrator and
senior staff internally within the EPA as well as with outside parties. This also includes any business related messages
through any email account that is not managed by the EPA. I am also requesting a copy of any remarks Administrator
Pruitt may have prepared for his appearance at the NAM Spring 2017 Board of Directors Meeting. I am also requesting
a copy of the expenses for his lodging and dining at the Phoenician Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona the night of March 6,
2017. Please send the correspondence and requested information on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all
correspondence is compiled to fill the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA
exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request
7/17/2017 13:07 electronically, via email.

EPA-HQ-2017-009435
EPA-HQ-2017-009349

EPA-HQ-2017-009350
EPA-HQ-2017-008834

EPA-R2-2018-000142

Eric Lipton
Eric Lipton

Eric Lipton
Eric Lipton

Chris Nidel

The New York Times
The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting digital copies of federal employees' correspondence under the Freedom of
Information Act. I would like all correspondence from January 20, 2017 up to this date of of EPA administrator Scott
Pruitt and his senior staff (including but not limited to Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Senior Advisor Albert Kelly,
Executive Assistant Dawn Michelle Hale, Associate Deputy Administrator Michael P. Flynn, Speechwriter Lincoln Ross
Ferguson, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Senior Advisor Layne Bangerter, Senior Advisor George Sugyama, and
Director of Scheduling and Advance Kevin Chmielewski), that contains any of the following phrases:
&quot;RAGA&quot;, &quot;Republican Attorneys General Association&quot;, &quot;Park Hyatt&quot;,
&quot;Republican AGs&quot;, &quot;attorneys general&quot; I would also like any correspondence with members of
the Republican Attorneys General Association This should include, but not be limited to any emails from or to
addresses ending in &quot;@RepublicanAGs.com&quot; This should include, but not be limited to any emails from or
to Scott Will, Amanda Gonzalez, Seth Wimer, Robert Simpson, and/or Adam Piper. By all correspondence, I mean any
emails sent to or received by the Administrator and senior staff internally within the EPA as well as with outside
parties. Please send the correspondence on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all correspondence is compiled to fill
the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it.
7/17/2017 18:07 Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email.
7/13/2017 13:07 Under Agency Review

The New York Times
The New York Times

I am requesting copies of a federal employee’s correspondence under the Freedom of Information Act. I would like all
government-related correspondence of Administrator Scott Pruitt that has not been conducted through his official
administrator email account. I would like all correspondence, starting from January 20, 2017 up to this date.
Government-related correspondence should include, but not be limited to, any message that contains the following
terms: reg, regulation, environment, energy, EPA, administrator, carbon, climate, policy, administration, government,
coal, solar, nuclear, wind, oil, fossil fuels, methane, fracking, pipeline, project, agenda, United States, US, Paris, G20,
G7, power, staff, bureaucracy, or Trump Please call me to if you have any questions about the scope of what should be
included in this query. I would like any messages sent to or received by Administrator Pruitt internally with other EPA
staff as well as with outside parties. Modes of communication that are not the Administrator’s official EPA email
account should include, but not be limited to: other EPA email accounts, email accounts not managed by the US
government, text messages, chat messages (including iMessage, Gchat, Slack, Twitter, and any other messaging
software), letters or faxes. Please send the discovered correspondence on a rolling basis, and do not wait until all
correspondence is compiled to fill the request. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA
exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request
7/13/2017 13:07 electronically, via email. Thank you
6/27/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review
I am requesting a copy of all documents, including emails, memos, reports, sampling analyses, and other documents,
whether electronic or hardcopy, involving sampling, testing, analysis, modeling, cleanup, of heavy metals, including
arsenic, lead, copper, chromium, cadmium, zinc, and nickel, as well as dioxins and furans, relating to the former
Amax/US Metals Refining Company Facility in Carteret, New Jersey. This includes, but is not limited to, any work that
was done as part of the National Dioxin Assessment(s) or Study(s). This includes any communications with US Metals
Refining and/or their agents or attorneys regarding sampling, the selection of analytes, emissions, remediation,
10/4/2017 21:10 modeling, or other efforts related to cleanup and assessment of the former Facility.

EPA-HQ-2018-004786

Copies of all work assignments/task orders (including statements of work, managers, and funded amounts) and
amendments to all work assignments/task orders issued under Contract EP-W-11-028, REPA 5 Zone I, awarded to
2/23/2018 17:02 Mabbett &amp; Associates, from contract start to current date. Thank you.

Laurie Morgan

EPA-HQ-2018-004785

Laurie Morgan

EPA-HQ-2018-004784

Laurie Morgan

EPA-HQ-2018-004783

Laurie Morgan

Copies of all work assignments/task orders (including statements of work, managers, and funded amounts) and
amendments to all work assignments/task orders issued under Contract EP-W-13-002, REPA 5 Zone III (Regions
2/23/2018 17:02 7,8,9,10), awarded to Toeroek &amp; Associates, from contract start to current date. Thank you.
Copies of all work assignments/task orders (including statements of work, managers, and funded amounts) and
amendments to all work assignments/task orders issued under Contract EP-W-13-001, REPA 5 Zone III (Regions
2/23/2018 17:02 7,8,9,10), awarded to Booz Allen, from contract start to current date. Thank you.
Copies of all work assignments/task orders (including statements of work, managers, and funded amounts) and
amendments to all work assignments/task orders issued under Contract EP-W-12-031, REPA 5 Zone II (Regions 4, 5, 6),
2/23/2018 17:02 awarded to Booz Allen, from contract start to current date. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-004781

Laurie Morgan

EPA-HQ-2017-005220
EPA-R4-2017-006538

Laurie Morgan
Joel D. Eagle

Thompson Hine, LLP

3/23/2017 18:03
4/25/2017 15:04

EPA-HQ-2014-001513
EPA-R2-2018-008042

John H. Scofield
Monica McHugh

Oberlin College
Roux Associates, Inc.

11/29/2013 14:11
5/25/2018 13:05

EPA-R2-2018-007572

Monica McHugh

2/23/2018 17:02

Roux Associates, Inc.

EPA-R2-2018-006555

Monica McHugh

Roux Associates, Inc.

EPA-R2-2017-008425

Monica McHugh

Roux Associates, Inc.

EPA-R9-2018-008094

Kristine Savona

Copies of all work assignments/task orders (including statements of work, managers, and funded amounts) and
amendments to all work assignments/task orders issued under Contract EP-W-12-032, REPA 5 Zone II (Regions 4, 5, 6),
awarded to Toeroek &amp; Associates, from contract start to current date. Thank you.
Copies of all work assignments (including scopes of work, funding, and EPA manager) and all
modifications/amendments to these work assignments issued under Contract EP-D-14-032 (BENEFITS AND OTHER
RELEVANT ANALYSES AND METHODS DEVELOPMENT FOR EVALUATION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL POLICIES)
awarded to Industrial Economics, Inc. from the start of the contract to the present.
See attached document.
See attached supporting file: FOIA Request Description -Consolidation of EPA-HQ-2014-001089 and EPA-HQ-2014001513.
Under Agency Review

Requesting all RCRA (current ID No. NJD002153898) and SEMS files for Chemtrade Solutions LLC (a/k/a Chemtrade
Logistics; General Chemical, LLC; General Chemical Corp Newark Works; Peridot Chemicals; Essex Industrial Chemicals)
5/11/2018 15:05 facility located at 330 Doremus Avenue (a/k/a 330-350 Doremus Avenue) in Newark, NJ
Requesting RCRA and Superfund inspections, violations, and environmental reports for property located along the
west side of New York Avenue (aka Observation Highway) in Jersey City, NJ (no street address), approximately 240 feet
southeast of the intersection of Palisade and New York Avenues. The Site is adjacent to 39 New York Avenue (Lot A4/12/2018 21:04 10), which was involved in a May 1991 EPA drum removal action, so records regarding this removal are also requested.
RCRA, Biennial Reporter, CERCLIS reports, violations, inspections for Colorite Specialty Resins/Colorite Polymers facility
located at 36 Beverly Road, Burlington, NJ - Site aka Tenneco Chemicals, Tenneco Polymers, Occidental Chemical,
Occidental Petroleum, and Tekni-Plex. RCRA Numbers include NJD001890185 (Colorite) and NJD986577005
(Occidental). This is not the Occidental River Road facility, it is the Beverly Road facility. ONLY REQESTING FILES DATED
6/14/2017 18:06 SINCE 4/19/2016.
37862 and 37662 Winchester Road Murrieta, CA 92563 Dear Sir/Madam: We would like to request any information
your office has regarding any environmental documents, underground storage tanks (USTs) or hazardous materials for
the property listed below. If any records are located, we would like to obtain copies or schedule a file review. If no
5/29/2018 17:05 records are available, please contact me to confirm. Thank you for your assistance

EPA-R10-2018-008123 Kristine Savona

EPA-R5-2018-007889

EPA-R9-2018-007960

EPA-R9-2018-007832

30421 Mann Lane Parma, ID 83660 Dear Sir/Madam: We would like to request any information your office has
regarding any environmental documents, underground storage tanks (USTs) or hazardous materials for the property
listed below. If any records are located, we would like to obtain copies or schedule a file review. If no records are
5/30/2018 16:05 available, please contact me to confirm. Thank you for your assistance

Kristine Savona

10-36 S Evergreen Ave &amp; 41-45 S Dunton Ave Arlington heights, IL 60005 Dear Sir/Madam: We would like to
request any information your office has regarding any environmental documents, underground storage tanks (USTs) or
hazardous materials for the property listed below. If any records are located, we would like to obtain copies or
5/22/2018 15:05 schedule a file review. If no records are available, please contact me to confirm. Thank you for your assistance

Kristine Savona

We would like to request any information your office has regarding any environmental documents, underground
storage tanks (USTs) or hazardous materials for the properties listed below. If any records are located, we would like to
obtain copies or schedule a file review. If no records are available, please contact me to confirm. Thank you for your
5/23/2018 18:05 assistance. (C3-7167) 11401 Bloomfield Avenue Norwalk, California 90650

Kristine Savona

We would like to request any information your office has regarding any environmental documents, underground
storage tanks (USTs) or hazardous materials for the properties listed below. If any records are located, we would like to
obtain copies or schedule a file review. If no records are available, please contact me to confirm. Thank you for your
5/21/2018 22:05 assistance. (C3-7153) APNs: 2818-001-061, 2818-003-018, 2818-024-009, and 2818-024-010

EPA-R6-2018-007180

Leah Krause

EPA-R6-2018-007817

Leah Krause

EHS Support would like to request electronic copies of records that the EPA may have for the Former Stillwater
Equipment Co facility (RCRA ID: OKD182061341) located at 604 Eastgate in Stillwater, Oklahoma. Specifically, please
include any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or
administrative orders • RCRA or other permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory
enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any correspondence
4/30/2018 21:04 related to the information listed above
EHS Support would like to request electronic copies of records that the EPA may have for the Constar
International/CKS Packaging facility located at 109 West Felix Street in Fort Worth, Texas. Specifically, please include
any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or administrative
orders • RCRA and other permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory enforcement
actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any correspondence related to the
5/18/2018 19:05 information listed above

Leah Krause

EHS Support would like to request electronic copies of records that the EPA may have for the Lauritzen & Makin
Manufacturing facility (EPA ID: TXD051376531) located at 101 West Felix Street in Fort Worth, Texas. Specifically,
please include any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or
administrative orders • RCRA and other permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory
enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any correspondence
5/18/2018 19:05 related to the information listed above. Please research files the EPA has from 1980 to present.

EPA-R6-2018-007819

EPA-R1-2018-007755

EHS Support would like to request electronic copies of records that the EPA may have for the ARS Restoration
Specialists facility (EPA ID: RID095976544) located at 1 Wellington Road in Lincoln, Rhode Island. Specifically, please
include any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or
administrative orders • RCRA and other permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory
enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any correspondence
related to the information listed above - ADDTL INFO: Similar to my last response, we do require information about
Gem Management, Inc.; however, since the file is so large, I would like to limit my inquiry to a corrective action
report(s) that will summarize the history of the site, cleanup activities, and current status of corrective action activities.
5/17/2018 13:05 Please also include any consent or administrative orders issued for the site and correspondence related to those.

Leah Krause

EPA-R1-2018-007753

Leah Krause

EPA-HQ-2017-003101

Shelley Powers

EHS Support would like to request electronic copies of records that the EPA may have for the ARS Restoration
Specialists facility (former EPA ID: MAD982190654) located at 480 St. James Avenue in Springfield, Massachusetts.
Specifically, please include any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases •
consent or administrative orders • RCRA or other permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized
regulatory enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any
correspondence related to the information listed above - ADDTL INFO: The inquiry is related to an environmental site
assessment, therefore, we need to research the activities of all previous occupants of the facility/address. Since
Springfield Auto Mall, Inc. appears to have previously occupied the same address, we would like information about
5/17/2018 3:05 them as well.
Internal memos and other documents related to a recent directive to EPA employees to no longer communicate with
the public. This includes communications via social media, email, etc. I'm requesting Communications from Trump
transition team, or Trump's administration to the EPA, and any resulting memo to EPA employees. These
1/24/2017 18:01 communications should be recent, within last few weeks.

Robert Paul La
Gravenis

Newtown Creek Study Area portion of the Newtown Creek Superfund Site To Whom It May Concern: I am submitting
this document request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. This request
concerns the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (“USEPA”) files concerning the Newtown Creek Study
Area portion of the Newtown Creek Superfund Site. By way of background, the Newtown Creek Study Area includes a
facility encompassing the body of water known as the Newtown Creek which is situated at the border of the boroughs
of Brooklyn (Kings County) and Queens (Queens County) in the City of New York, State of New York, having an
approximate 3.8-mile reach, including Newtown Creek proper and its five branches (or tributaries) which are known,
respectively, as Dutch Kills, Maspeth Creek, Whale Creek, East Branch and English Kills. There was a recent dispute
resolution between USEPA and the Newtown Creek Group (Phelps Dodge, Texaco, BP, National Grid and ExxonMobil;
collectively, “NCG”) regarding their Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment (“BERA”). Upon information and belief, a
decision was issued by Michael Sivak, Acting Chief, Special Projects Branch, USEPA, on or about April 10, 2017.
Pursuant to the FOIA, Specifically, I request written communications (in addition to the materials included by EPA in
response to FOI request EPA-R2-2017-006817), between EPA and the six respondents (City of New York and the NCG
respondents or their contractors) relating to the BERA dispute that had been initiated on behalf of the NCG
respondents pursuant to the Administrative Settlement Agreement and Order on Consent for the Remedial
7/12/2017 19:07 Investigation and Feasibility Study for the Newtown Creek Superfund site.

EPA-R2-2017-009331

K&L Gates LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-007018

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

4/25/2018 16:04

EPA-HQ-2018-007991

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

5/24/2018 15:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007241

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

5/1/2018 22:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007237

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

5/1/2018 21:05

EPA-HQ-2015-010387

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007990

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007989

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007248

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to William Wehrum. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5
C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
Official. Please do not consider this individual’s OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records
to this request.
I request all communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or any employee of the Office of the
Administrator’s Immediate Office and Paul Rauser of the Aegis Law Group that were sent or received between Feb. 17,
2017, and the date this request is processed.
I request all responses to congressional Questions for the Record sent from EPA to Congress from April 1, 2018 to April
30, 2018.
I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from April 1 through April 30, 2018. Such
documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s activities
and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list of who participated in those meetings and
details on topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think
justifies your withholding of information.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting copies of any communications to or from
former EPA employee Robert Sussman from 2009 through 2013, when he left the agency, relating to EPA rulemakings
regarding the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone. I am also requesting any communications between
Sussman and EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, Acting Assistant Administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation
Janet McCabe and Associate Assistant Administrator and Senior Counsel for the Office of Air and Radiation Joseph
Goffman since 2013 relating to EPA’s ozone NAAQS. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific
exemption you think justifies your withholding of information. Please notify me of appeal procedures available under
the law. If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at 703.341.4619 or
9/1/2015 15:09 571.839.6243.
I request all communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or any employee of the Office of the
Administrator’s Immediate Office and Cleta Mitchell of Foley &amp; Lardner LLP that were sent or received between
5/24/2018 15:05 Feb. 17, 2017, and the date this request is processed.
I request all communications, including email attachments, sent to and from the listed individuals regarding EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt’s legal defense fund from March 1, 2018, to the date my request is processed: Scott Pruitt;
Ryan Jackson; Sarah Greenwalt; Millan Hupp; Samantha Dravis; Matthew Leopold; Kevin Minoli; David Fotouhi; Justin
Schwab; Justina Fugh; John Konkus; Liz Bowman; Paul Rauser of Aegis Law Group; Cleta Mitchell of Foley &amp;
5/24/2018 15:05 Lardner LLP; and any representative of the United States Office of Government Ethics.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Andrew Wheeler. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5
C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
Official. Please do not consider this individual’s OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records
5/1/2018 22:05 to this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-007244

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007243

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007239

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-007242

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum’s schedule
from April 1 through April 30, 2018. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents,
and “tick-tocks” detailing Wehrum’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a
list of who participated in those meetings and the topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please
5/1/2018 22:05 cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from governors or sent by EPA to governors on or between
5/1/2018 22:05 April 1 and April 30, 2018.
I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between April 1 and April
30, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other activity,
whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes materials not
previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location, subject and
any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents since the file
5/1/2018 22:05 sizes likely will be large.
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from members of Congress or sent by EPA to members of
5/1/2018 22:05 Congress on or between April 1 and April 30, 2018.
I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials recorded
at events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between April 1 and April 30, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.
I request all emails received by the following EPA addresses from April 12 to April 15, 2018: sooners7@epa.gov;
esp7@epa.gov; and adm14pruitt@epa.gov.
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from members of Congress or sent by EPA to members of
Congress on or between March 1 and March 31, 2018.
I request all responses to congressional Questions for the Record sent from EPA to Congress from March 1, 2018 to
March 31, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-007240

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

5/1/2018 22:05

EPA-HQ-2018-006848

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

4/19/2018 21:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006072

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

4/2/2018 13:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006070

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

4/2/2018 13:04

POLITICO

I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials taken at
events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between March 1 and March 31, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
4/2/2018 13:04 receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.

EPA-HQ-2018-006069

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2018-006067

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-006065
EPA-HQ-2018-006063

Alexander Guillen
Alexander Guillen

POLITICO
POLITICO

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between March 1 and
March 31, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other
activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes
materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location,
subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents
4/2/2018 13:04 since the file sizes likely will be large.
I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from March 1 through March 31, 2018.
Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s
activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list of who participated in those
meetings and details on topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption
4/2/2018 13:04 you think justifies your withholding of information.
4/2/2018 13:04 Under Agency Review

POLITICO

I request high-quality copies of all photos and/or video taken by Eric Vance at meetings between Administrator Scott
Pruitt and executives from Water-Gen on March 29, 2017, and May 10, 2017. The meetings are detailed on PDF pages
121 and 276 of the attached schedule. Vance is listed as an attendee at both meetings. If the file sizes are substantial, I
3/28/2018 19:03 am open to discussing methods to feasibly release the media.

EPA-HQ-2018-005942

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2018-006075

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-006073

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum’s schedule
from March 1 through March 31, 2018. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling
documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Wehrum’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings,
including a list of who participated in those meetings and the topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this
4/2/2018 13:04 request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from governor(s) or sent by EPA to governor(s) on or between
4/2/2018 13:04 March 1 and March 31, 2018.

I request all documents detailing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum's schedule
from February 1 through February 28, 2018. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling
documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Wehrum’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings,
including a list on who participated in those meetings and the topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this
request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.

EPA-HQ-2018-005133

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-005182

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum's schedule
from November 13, 2017 through January 31, 2018. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries,
scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Wehrum’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or
electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in those meetings and the topics discussed. If you deny all or
3/5/2018 22:03 any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request copies of each monthly &quot;Administrator's Issue-Email Report&quot; issued by the Office of the Executive
Secretariat between Jan. 1, 2017, and the date this request is fulfilled. A sample of the report from August 2015 is
3/6/2018 21:03 attached for reference.

EPA-HQ-2018-004989

EPA-HQ-2018-004988

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials taken at
events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between February 1 and February 28, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
3/1/2018 14:03 receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.

POLITICO

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between February 1 and
February 28, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other
activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes
materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location,
subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents
3/1/2018 14:03 since the file sizes likely will be large.

EPA-HQ-2018-004986

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-005009

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-005008

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from February 1 through February 28, 2018.
Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s
activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in those
meetings and details on topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption
3/1/2018 14:03 you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from governor(s) or sent by EPA to governor(s) on or between
3/1/2018 17:03 Feb. 1 and Feb. 28, 2018
I request copies of all correspondence received by EPA from members of Congress or sent by EPA to members of
3/1/2018 17:03 Congress on or between Feb. 1 and Feb. 28, 2018.

POLITICO

I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials taken at
events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between January 1 and January 31, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
2/1/2018 20:02 receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.

POLITICO

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between January 1 and
January 31, 2018. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other
activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes
materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location,
subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents
2/1/2018 20:02 since the file sizes likely will be large.

EPA-HQ-2018-004028

EPA-HQ-2018-004027

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2018-004024

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-003964

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-003981

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from January 1 through January 31, 2018.
Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s
activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in those
meetings and all topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you
2/1/2018 20:02 think justifies your withholding of information.
I request all records related to the following contract: Award ID EPB18H00033, to Eastern Research Group, Inc. My
request includes, but is not limited to, requests for proposal, statements of work, modifications and cancellations.
More details about the contract are available here:
https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=A1208B40-E020-4894-A9501/31/2018 16:01 0276C58330E3&amp;AwardID=60402092&amp;AwardType=C
I request any letter, memo, note, email or other documented communication from Administrator Scott Pruitt to
1/31/2018 20:01 Michael Dourson regarding Dourson’s separation from the agency.

EPA-HQ-2018-003975

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-002980

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents related to the cessation of Michael Dourson’s employment at EPA on or around Jan. 31, 2018.
My request includes, but is not limited to, letters of resignation; OPM form SF-50, Notification of Personnel Action; EPA
Form 3110-1, Employee Separation Checklist; EPA Form 3110-49, EPA Records Management Checklist for Separating,
1/31/2018 20:01 Transferring and Separated Personnel; and any other administrative or human resources documents of the event.
I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from December 1 through December 31,
2017. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing
Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in
those meetings and all topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption
1/2/2018 14:01 you think justifies your withholding of information.

POLITICO

I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials taken at
events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between Dec. 12 and Dec. 31, 2017. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
1/2/2018 15:01 receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.

POLITICO

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between Dec. 12 and Dec.
31, 2017. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other activity,
whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes materials not
previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location, subject and
any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents since the file
1/2/2018 15:01 sizes likely will be large.

EPA-HQ-2018-002983

EPA-HQ-2018-002982

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2018-002538

EPA-HQ-2018-002537

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all multimedia or audiovisual recordings of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials taken at
events which he attended, that were created by the Office of Multimedia or any temporarily assigned employee or
contractor on or between Feb. 21 and Dec. 11, 2017. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press
conferences, photo sessions or any other activity, whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of
official EPA business. This includes materials not previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date,
and include each event’s location, subject and any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to
12/11/2017 21:12 receive the requested documents since the file sizes likely will be large.

POLITICO

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, or any related materials from events which he attended,
that were created by Eric Vance or any temporarily assigned employee or contractor on or between Feb. 21 and Dec.
11, 2017. This request includes meetings, public appearances, press conferences, photo sessions or any other activity,
whether public or private, Pruitt participated in during the course of official EPA business. This includes materials not
previously made public by EPA. Please organize the material by date, and include each event’s location, subject and
any other relevant information. I am open to discussing the best way to receive the requested documents since the file
12/11/2017 21:12 sizes likely will be large.

EPA-HQ-2018-002269

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2018-002534

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from November 1 through November 30,
2017. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing
Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in
those meetings and the topic or topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific
12/4/2017 14:12 exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I request any communications sent to or from EPA staff in the Office of the Administrator and/or the Office of Public
Affairs that reference the phrase “Le Diplomate” and were sent on or during the following date ranges: May 29 to June
12/11/2017 21:12 2, 2017; Dec. 4 to Dec. 8, 2017.

POLITICO

I request a copy of any communications between either EPA's Office of the Administrator, the Office of Air and
Radiation or the Office of Public Affairs and any executive at DTE Energy regarding the development of Administrator
Scott Pruitt's Dec. 7, 2017, memo titled &quot;New Source Review Preconstruction Permitting Requirements:
Enforceability and Use of the Actual-to-Projected-Actual Applicability Test in Determining Major Modification
Applicability.&quot; A copy of the memo is attached for reference. I further request any communications between
12/11/2017 21:12 those offices and DTE on any topic between Dec. 7, 2017 and Dec. 11, 2017.

POLITICO

I request all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from October 1 through October 31, 2017.
Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s
activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in those
meetings and the topic or topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific
11/1/2017 13:11 exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.

POLITICO

I request EPA’s response to an Oct. 17, 2017, letter from Rep. Trey Gowdy, chairman of the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee, and Rep. Elijah Cummings, ranking member of the House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee, regarding non-commercial travel in the final year of the Obama administration. A copy of the
11/1/2017 16:11 requesting letter is attached. My request includes any supporting documentation included with the response letter.

EPA-HQ-2018-002533

EPA-HQ-2018-001222

EPA-HQ-2018-001234

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2018-000015

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2017-011077

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2017-010047

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I am requesting all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from September 1 through
September 30, 2017. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks”
detailing Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who
participated in those meetings and the topic or topics discussed. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite
10/2/2017 15:10 each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
I am requesting all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from August 1 through August 31,
2017. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing
Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in
those meetings. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your
9/1/2017 14:09 withholding of information.
June am requesting all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule from July 1 through July 31,
2017. Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing
Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list on who participated in
those meetings. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your
8/1/2017 17:08 withholding of information.

EPA-HQ-2017-010086

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

EPA-HQ-2017-009495

Alexander Guillen

POLITICO

I request all communications to or from any and all members of the Scientific Integrity Committee's Scientific Integrity
Review Panel that was convened to review Administrator Scott Pruitt's March 9, 2017 remark on carbon dioxide.
Please consider as responsive any communications regarding the Review Panel’s work or Pruitt’s remark. The Review
Panel’s inquiry began on or after March 31, 2017 and ended on or before Aug. 1, 2017. I further request any
transcripts, recordings, meeting notes, summaries or any other documents resulting from any interactions or
communications between Pruitt or his designated representatives and the Review Panel or its members that were
8/2/2017 14:08 generated in the course of their inquiry.
I am requesting all communications between the Rule of Law Defense Fund (ruleoflawdefensefund.org) and/or the
Republican Attorneys General Association (@republicanags.com) and any of the following individuals at EPA: Scott
Pruitt, Samantha Dravis, Brittany Bolen, George Sugiyama, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, Sarah Greenwalt, Albert Kelly,
Ken Wagner, Erik Baptist, Justin Schwab, David Fotouhi. For Pruitt, please limit the search to any non-public email
account(s), disregarding his public account (Pruitt.Scott@epa.gov). The covered period is Feb. 17 through July 17,
2017. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding
7/18/2017 13:07 of information.

POLITICO

I am requesting all emails sent to or from J.P. Freire from June 5 to July 7, 2017. This request covers freire.jp@epa.gov
and any other official email address used by Freire. Please exclude any emails received that consist exclusively of
subscription messages, such as newsletters or Google alerts. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each
7/11/2017 14:07 specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.

POLITICO

I am requesting all documents detailing the schedule of the following EPA employees from Feb. 17 through June 30,
2017: Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Charles Munoz, Hayley Ford, Brittany Bolen.
Such documents include but are not limited to itineraries, scheduling documents, and “tick-tocks” detailing records of
in-person, telephonic or electronic meetings, including a list of who participated in those meetings. If you deny all or
7/11/2017 13:07 any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.

EPA-HQ-2017-009254

EPA-HQ-2017-009246

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

EPA-HQ-2017-008489

EPA-HQ-2017-006706

EPA-HQ-2017-003277

EPA-HQ-2017-004075
EPA-R3-2014-008876
EPA-R3-2014-003664

EPA-R3-2013-006142

EPA-R3-2018-001347
EPA-HQ-2018-001345

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen

Alexander Guillen
Ken Ward Jr.
Ken Ward Jr.

Ken Ward Jr.

Ken Ward Jr.
Ken Ward Jr.

POLITICO

I request all documents related to any meetings held between Administrator Scott Pruitt and CIA Director Mike
Pompeo on March 28, 29 and 30, 2017. The meetings are disclosed in scheduling notes indicating a hold was placed
each of those days from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. for Pruitt to meet with or speak with Pompeo, as noted on pages 32-34 of
the attached document. Responsive records include, but are not limited to, briefing materials, memos,
communications between the Office of the Administrator and CIA regarding the meetings, and meeting notes. If you
deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of
information. If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at 703-341-4619 or 5716/16/2017 13:06 839-6243.

POLITICO

I am requesting any communications, including but not limited to emails and text messages, sent to or from the
following agency officials on or between April 28 and May 1, 2017, regarding the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision
to stay the Clean Power Plan litigation for 60 days: Scott Pruitt (including any non-public accounts used by Pruitt), Ryan
Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Charles Munoz, Byron Brown, George Sugiyama, Sarah Greenwalt, Brittany Bolen, Kevin
Minoli, Elise Packard, Justin Scwab, David Fotouhi, and Richard Albores. If you deny all or any part of this request,
5/1/2017 14:05 please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.

POLITICO

I am requesting from EPA’s Ethics Office and EPA’s Office of Inspector General any report or other documents
regarding David W. Schnare, who was employed at EPA as a staff attorney until 2011. My request includes, but is not
limited to, formal reports, internal memos, external communications or any conclusory documents that may not make
any official findings or recommendations, from Jan. 1, 2010, to Oct. 31, 2016, including any documents dated after
Schnare’s 2011 retirement date. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you
think justifies your withholding of information. Please notify me of appeal procedures available under the law. If you
1/26/2017 16:01 have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at 703-341-4619 or 571-839-6243.

POLITICO
The Charleston Gazette
The Charleston Gazette

I am requesting any email or other communication that include the words “Pruitt” or “vote” that were sent on Feb. 17,
2017, to or from the following EPA employees: Don Benton; Charles Munoz; Doug Ericksen; Layne Bangerter; John
Konkus; Patrick Davis; Holly Greaves; David Kreutzer; David Schnare; Justin Schwab; George Sugiyama. If you deny all
or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
Please notify me of appeal procedures available under the law. If you have any questions about handling this request,
2/17/2017 20:02 you may telephone me at 703-341-4619 or 571-839-6243.
7/28/2014 13:07 Under Agency Review
2/14/2014 20:02 Documents about WV Water Crisis.

The Charleston Gazette

Communications to/from high level decision makers; Bob Perciasepe (former EPA Deputy Administrator), Cynthia
Giles (former EPA Assistant Administrator for Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance), Nancy Stoner (former
Assistant Administrator, Office of Water), Gregory Peck (Chief of Staff, AA for Office of Water), Shawn Garvin (former
Regional Administrator), and Randy Pomponio (Director, Environmental Assessment and Innovation Division, Region 3)
Search terms: “Buffalo” “Bison” “King Coal Highway” “BMSM” “KCH” “BMT” “X169-SHA/WN-1.03” “DPS-012(013)”
5/3/2013 20:05 “LRH-2008-491-TUG”

The Charleston Gazette
The Charleston Gazette

Please provide me with all documents in EPA's custody concerning the public health guidance development in
cooperation with the ATSDR for air emissions from the fire in the IEI warehouse in Parkersburg West Virginia. This
request is meant to include, but not be limited to, any correspondence, including emails, between EPA and any other
11/3/2017 19:11 agency of federal or state government concerning this matter.
11/3/2017 19:11 Under Agency Review

(1) Acetamiprid, imidacloprid, dinotefuran, thiacloprid, and thiomethoxam were all conditionally registered and EPA
required the registrants to submit supplemental data. Please provide all records that were submitted to EPA to
support the registration of each of those listed pesticides (including the date that they were submitted to EPA) and all
accompanying Data Evaluation Records for each of the pesticides based on the data required for the conditional
registration. The attached supplemental document lays out the specific data that EPA required and to which this
request is limited. NRDC seeks the studies and DERs themselves, not just the MRID numbers.
(2)Please provide all decision documents that reflect EPA’s decisions about the status of the registration for each of the
following pesticide active ingredients: acetamiprid, imidacloprid, dinotefuran, thiacloprid, thiomethoxam and
clothianidin.
(3)Please provide all studies submitted to EPA relevant to evaluating potential impacts to bees or other pollinators
with each of the following pesticides active ingredients: acetamiprid, imidacloprid, dinotefuran, thiacloprid, and
thiomethoxam.
(4)Please provide all cumulative and aggregate assessments conducted that include one or more of the following
pesticide active ingredients: acetamiprid, imidacloprid, dinotefuran, thiacloprid, thiomethoxam and clothianidin.
(5)Please provide all records regarding the registration of nithiazine and Nitenpyram.

EPA-HQ-2013-006498

Mae C. Wu

NRDC

To the extent possible, please provide the response in electronic form on CD to reduce cost and minimize use of
5/16/2013 17:05 materials.

EPA-HQ-2018-004883

Michael T. White

BASF Corporation

2/27/2018 18:02

EPA-HQ-2017-004207

Michael T. White

BASF Corporation

2/23/2017 14:02

EPA-HQ-2017-004211

Michael T. White

BASF Corporation

2/23/2017 15:02

EPA-HQ-2017-004208

Michael T. White

BASF Corporation

2/23/2017 14:02

EPA-HQ-2017-002984

Michael T. White

BASF Corporation

1/19/2017 17:01

EPA-HQ-2017-005917

Under Agency Review

I request of copy of Drexel Chemical Companies (Company # 19713) Pendimethalin registration jackets for the
following: Technical (19713-600), any updated information in 2018 ,end-use product Pin-Dee 3.3 EC (19713-668), any
updates in 2018 and the entire registration jacket for the end-use product Aquapen 3.8 (19713-698).
I would like to request all the non-confidential information in the BASF pyraclostrobin technical registration jacket
(7969-185)
I would like to request the Non-Confidential portions of the BASF Registration Jackets for Cabrio (7969-187) and
Prinstine (7969-199).
I would like to request the non-confidential information from the BASF registration jackets for Headline (7969-186) and
Headline SC (7969-289).
I would like to request the entire registration Jackets related to Tacoma Ag, LLC's (Company #83520) Imazethapyr
registration (83520-48).

Provide a copy of all materials in any form regarding any fact-finding and decision making regarding a complaint filed
on behalf of Gregory McDowell to Larry Starfield in February 2016 pursuant to EPA Order 4711. This is a simultaneous
4/10/2017 13:04 FOIA and Privacy Act request pursuant to my lawful entitlement to the requested records under both laws.

EPA-R9-2018-007694

EPA-R6-2018-006809

David Abell

David Abell

EPA-R9-2018-007665

David Abell

EPA-HQ-2018-007559

David Abell

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

Sierra Club requests the following records in the possession, custody, or control of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”): 1. The Part 71 Operating Permit that EPA considers to be the currently effective Part 71 operating
permit applicable to the Navajo Generating Station. 2. The 2012 title V/Part 71 renewal application submitted for the
Navajo Generating Station and all revisions to that permit application. 3. The Part 71 Operating Permit NN-OP-00-01,
issued June 5, 2001. 4. The minor modification permit #NN-OP-00-01-D issued October 20, 2005, and the permit
application for Minor Modification #NN-OP-00-01-D and all revisions to that permit application. 5. All correspondence
between EPA and the Navajo Nation EPA (NNEPA) regarding the NNEPA’s 2015 draft Part 71 renewal permit for Navajo
Generating Station. 6. All reports and documentation regarding excursions or exceedances and the corrective actions
taken from January 1, 2013 to the present. 7. Any prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) applicability analyses
and post-project emissions analysis submitted to EPA for the Navajo Generating Station pursuant 40 C.F.R. 52.21(r)(6)
since 2002. 8. Any Notices of Violation issued by EPA to the owners of the Navajo Generating Station regarding the
Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations. 9. All PM stack test results from 2013 through 2015. 10. Regarding
Permits AZ 08-01A and T-0004-NN, which authorized application of cement kiln dust and calcium bromide to the coal:
a. Salt River Project’s notification to EPA of the date construction commenced pursuant to Condition II.A. of the
5/15/2018 17:05 permit. b. Salt River Project’s notification to EPA of the date of initial startup pursuant to Condition II.B.

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

We are not seeking CBI or PBI records. Sierra Club Requests the Following Records: Requesting the following
documentation relating to the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port between 2008 to present: 1. All Clean Water Act and Clean
Air Act permitting files, including permit applications and permits; 2. All air emission or water discharge compliance or
monitoring reports; all reports related to the discharge of any oil or hazardous substance, or any other pollutant; 3. All
records reflecting communications within the U.S. EPA regarding the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port’s compliance with the
Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, NEPA, or the Endangered Species Act; 4. All records reflecting communications
between the U.S. EPA and any of the following entities regarding the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port’s compliance with the
Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, NEPA, or the Endangered Species Act: a. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management; b.
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement; c. U.S. Department of Transportation—Maritime Administration; d.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”), including the National Marine Fisheries Service; e. U.S.
Coast Guard; f. Marathon Oil &amp; Gas Company; g. Valero; h. Shell Oil Company; i. LOOP LLC; or j. Any other owner
or operator of the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port; 5. All documentation and communications relating to whether the
Louisiana Offshore Oil Port is categorically excluded from compliance with the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, NEPA, or
Endangered Species Act. 6. All documents relating to any impact of the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port on marine animal or
4/19/2018 0:04 plant species.

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program
Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

Sierra Club requests the following records in the possession, custody, or control of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”): 1. All quarterly excess emission reports for opacity, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxide air emissions
5/14/2018 19:05 submitted to EPA for the Navajo Generating Station from January 1, 2013 to the present.
5/11/2018 0:05 see attached FOIA request letter.

EPA-HQ-2018-007249

David Abell

EPA-HQ-2017-010177

David Abell

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program
Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

Sierra Club requests Records of the following type in the possession, custody, or control of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. Provide a copy of the EPA guidance on how to email a text message from a mobile
device to yourself that is referenced in EPA Policy CIO 2155.3 Records Management Policy, published in February 2015;
as available at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-03/documents/cio-2155.3.pdf (February 2015
Records Management Policy) as available at http://intranet.epa.gov/mobiledevices/pdf/Instructions-Saving-TextMessages.pdf. 2. Provide any training materials on the February 2015 Records Management Policy. 3. Provide any
records of headquarters staff trainings on the February 2015 Records Management Policy, including the training
invitation/announcement, slides/handouts, and signed attendance sheets. 4. Provide any records that describe EPA
policies or practices for training new staff on the February 2015 Records Management Policy. 5. Provide any records
showing how EPA ensures new staff are trained on the February 2015 Records Management Policy. 6. Provide
documents describing any approved databases where EPA staff can save text messages. 7. Provide a comprehensive
count of how many text messages have been uploaded and are stored in EPA’s Ez Email database from EPA HQ staff
since January 21, 2017. 8. Provide a comprehensive count of how many text messages from EPA HQ staff are uploaded
and stored in any other EPA databases since January 21, 2017. 9. Provide an index log for all text messages uploaded
and stored in EPA’s Ez Email database or any other EPA database since January 21, 2017 that include the following
5/1/2018 23:05 fields: Sender, Recipient, Time, Date, Subject, and Date logged.
8/3/2017 22:08 Under Agency Review
All records and/or communications related to any possible reconsideration, alteration or revocation of the Startup,
Shutdown, and Malfunction SIP call ("SSM Sf P Call"), including, but not limited to:
a. All records and/or communications regarding the SSM SIP Call litigation, Walter Coke v. EPA, No. 15-1 166 (D.C.
Circuit); and
b. All records and/or communications between EPA and the Trump Transition Landing Team; and
c. All records and/or communications between EPA Nat. HQ and Regions 1-1 O; and

EPA-HQ-2017-006797

David Abell

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

5/2/2017 13:05 d. All records and/or communication between Administrator Pruitt and members of the Trump Executive team.

EPA-HQ-2017-006752

David Abell

EPA-HQ-2017-006276

David Abell

1. All records and/or communications related to any possible reconsideration, alteration or revocation of the Startup,
Shutdown, and Malfunction SIP call (“SSM SIP Call”), including, but not limited to: a. All records and/or
communications regarding the SSM SIP Call litigation, Walter Coke v. EPA, No. 15-1166 (D.C. Circuit); and b. All records
and/or communications between EPA and the Trump Transition Landing Team; and c. All records and/or
communications between EPA Nat. HQ and Regions 1-10; and d. All records and/or communication between
Administrator Pruitt and members of the Trump Executive team. __ FN1. “Records” means information of any kind,
including writings (handwritten, typed, electronic or otherwise produced, reproduced or stored), letters, memoranda,
correspondence, notes, applications, completed forms, studies, reports, reviews, guidance documents, policies,
telephone conversations, telefaxes, e-mails, documents, databases, drawings, graphs, charts, photographs, minutes of
meetings, electronic and magnetic recordings of meetings, and any other compilation of data from which information
can be obtained. Without limitation, the records requested include records relating to the topics described below at
any stage of development, whether proposed, draft, pending, interim, final or otherwise. All of the foregoing are
included in this request if they are in the possession of or otherwise under the control of EPA, National Headquarters
and all of its Offices, Regions and other subdivisions. FN2. See State Implementation Plans: Response to Petition for
Rulemaking; Restatement and Update of EPA’s SSM Policy Applicable to SIPs; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; and
SIP Calls to Amend Provisions Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of Startup, Shutdown and Malfunction, EPAHQ-OAR-2012-0322 (May 22, 2015); available at
5/2/2017 13:05 https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/urbanair/sipstatus/docs/20150522fr.pdf.

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program
Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

4/18/2017 20:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-003038

David Abell

Sierra Club, Environmental Law
Program

(there is not sufficient space to paste all requested records; please see attached FOIA letter for the entire request):
Sierra Club Requests all the following Records related to EPA’s work on climate change: 1. Greenhouse gas emissions
data and emissions reductions; 2. Climate policy; 3. Climate science; 4. Costs and benefits of greenhouse gas emissions
reductions; 5. Social costs of carbon and methane; 6. International activities related to climate change; 7. State, local,
and tribal climate programs; 8. Climate adaptation; 9. Data available through EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting
Program, available as of January 19, 2017 at https://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting; 10. Data available through EPA’s GHG
Inventory Report: 1990-2014, available as of January 19, 2017 at https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/us-greenhousegas-inventory-report-1990-2014; 11. Data available at EPA’s U.S. Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report Archive, available
as of January 19, 2017 at https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/us-greenhouse-gas-inventory-report-archive; 12.
Records received pursuant to EPA’s 2016 Information Collection Request for oil and gas operators and facilities.
Additionally Sierra Club requests the following EPA Records: 13. EPA’s Coal combustion Residuals Impoundment
Assessment Reports, available as of January 19, 2017 at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201606/documents/ccr_impoundmnt_asesmnt_rprts.pdf; 14. Data on 676 surface impoundments at 240 facilities from
EPA's 2009 Coal Ash Impoundment Survey: Information Request Responses From Electric Utilities to EPA Information
Request Letter, available as of January 19, 2017 at
https://archive.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/industrial/special/fossil/web/html/index-3.html; 15. Data available through
1/23/2017 14:01 EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance History Online, available as of January 19, 2017 at https://echo.epa.gov/;

EPA-HQ-2017-003989

Janelle Kay

Pyxis Regulatory Consulting,
Inc.

OPP request: Please send me Nufarm Ltd.'s 90-day response to the registration review GDCI related to dithiopyr (GDCI2/16/2017 14:02 128994-1426). This relates to EPA registration numbers 35935-41, 35935-49 and/or 35935-75.

EPA-HQ-2018-001116

EPA-HQ-2017-004340
EPA-R2-2018-008050

EPA-HQ-2018-003768

William W. Sapp

Andrew Cohen
Marjorie H. Snook

Kristen Lombardi

Southern Environmental Law
Center

See attached letter requesting any records at EPA HQ relating to any regulatory decisions concerning intrastate, non10/27/2017 18:10 navigable, isolated waters under the 2008 Rapanos guidance.

NewFields

To: US Environmental Protection Agency Re: FOIA request for records associated with the Science Advisory Board's
2010-11 Ballast Water Advisory Panel February 27, 2017 Sirs: I'm writing to request the following documents under the
Freedom of Information Act: • All emails, letters, memoranda or other communication records exchanged between
Panel Member Mario Tamburri, on the one hand, and either Judith Meyer (Panel Chair) or Iris Goodman (Designated
Federal Officer), on the other hand, between March 17, 2011 and May 31, 2011. • All emails, letters, memoranda or
other communication records exchanged between Panel Member Lisa Drake, on the one hand, and either Judith
Meyer (Panel Chair) or Iris Goodman (Designated Federal Officer), on the other hand, between March 17, 2011 and
May 31, 2011. • All emails, letters, memoranda or other communication records exchanged between Panel Member
Nicholas Welschmeyer, on the one hand, and either Judith Meyer (Panel Chair) or Iris Goodman (Designated Federal
Officer), on the other hand, between March 17, 2011 and May 31, 2011. • All emails, letters, memoranda or other
communication records exchanged between Panel Member Kevin Reynolds, on the one hand, and either Judith Meyer
(Panel Chair) or Iris Goodman (Designated Federal Officer), on the other hand, between March 17, 2011 and May 31,
2011. If possible, I would like to receive these documents as pdfs rather than hard copies. My contact information is
below. If you have any questions about this request, please contact me by email or telephone. If there are duplication
costs or other costs that I would be charged for complying with this request, please notify me in advance. Sincerely,
2/28/2017 14:02 Andrew Cohen 5994 McBryde Ave, Richmond CA 94805-1164 email: acohen@bioinvasions.com phone: (510) 778-9201
5/25/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review

The Center for Public Integrity

In response to a previous FOIA request, I have seen EPA’s congressional correspondence logs identifying specific pieces
of correspondence between EPA and Congress members by control number and congressional office. I am now
requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
congressional office, dated between November 2016 and June 2017: AL-17-000-1704 Ron Johnson; AL-17-000-3145
David Price; R4-17-000-2635-C David Price; AL-17-000-2493 Jose Serrano; AL-17-000-3708 Sheldon Whitehouse; AL-17000-3436 Ron Johnson; AL-17-000-6950 Jay Inslee; AL-17-000-7145 Sheldon Whitehouse; AL-17-000-6415 Earl
Blumenauer; AL-17-000-7576 Raul Grijalva; AL-17-000-8050 Dwight Evans; AL-17 -000-7292 Al Franken; AL-17-000-7536
Al Franken; AL-17-000-7263 Patrick Leahy; AL-1.7-000-8871 Anna Eshoo; AL-17-000-8234 Jay Inslee; AL-17-000-9038
Diana Degette; AL-17-000-9264 Bill Foster; AL-17-000-9862 Mike Quigley; AL-17-000-9821 Mike Quigley; AL-17-0009757 Doris Matsui; AL-17-000-8995 Jeanne Shaheen; AL-17-000-9911 Jack Reed; AL-17-000-8838 Pramila Jayapala; AL1/25/2018 21:01 17-000-8450 Pramila Jayapala; and AL-17-000-9756 James Inhofe

EPA-HQ-2017-010399

EPA-HQ-2017-010370

Kristen Lombardi

Kristen Lombardi

The Center for Public Integrity

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly,
I request that you provide us copies of the records identified and described below — or of records containing the
information identified and described below: • All documents in your custody or under your control prepared by
supervisory personnel in the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office for Water and EPA’s Office of General Counsel,
as well as all documents prepared by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, EPA Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis,
EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for Water Michael Shapiro, relating to
President Donald Trump’s February 28, 2017, executive order on the Waters of the US rule (“Clean Water Rule:
Definition of ‘Waters of the United States’”), dated from February 2017 to the date you process this request, including
but not limited to opinions, memorandums, reports, surveys, analyses, meeting minutes and meeting agenda sheets.
We prefer to receive records in the following formats, listed in order of preference: (1) an electronic data format such
as a spreadsheet, delimited data set, database file, or similar; (2) other non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word
processing file, text-based PDF, or similar; (4) paper copies. Please also provide any and all documentation related to
such electronic records, including but not limited to data dictionaries, database documentation, record layouts, code
sheets, data entry instructions, and similar printed or electronic documentation materials. Please respond within 20
working days, as the Act provides, or notify me if “unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply (as the Act uses the
terms). If you decide to withhold an exempt portion of any record, please release all other segregable parts. If you
8/10/2017 2:08 withhold any record or portion of a record, please specify which statutory exemptions apply.

The Center for Public Integrity

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly,
I request that you provide us copies of the records identified and described below — or of records containing the
information identified and described below: • Any and all records in your custody or under your control reflecting
communications between supervisory personnel in the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Air and Radiation,
as well as EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for Air Sarah Dunham, on the one
hand, and on the other, representatives of Murray Energy (emails ending in “@coalsource.com,” including but not
limited to “rmurray@coalsource.com”), Peabody Energy (emails ending in “@PeabodyEnergy.com”), and the National
Mining Association (emails ending in “@nma.org”), dated between January 1, 2017 and the date you process this
request. Please include but do not limit your search to emails, call sheets, handwritten notes, meeting minutes,
meeting agendas, appointment logs, day calendars, reports, surveys, memorandums, letters, text messages and other
electronic platforms such as Slack or Skype. We prefer to receive records in the following formats, listed in order of
preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a spreadsheet, delimited data set, database file, or similar; (2) other
non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word processing file, text-based PDF, or similar; (4) paper copies. Please also
provide any and all documentation related to such electronic records, including but not limited to data dictionaries,
database documentation, record layouts, code sheets, data entry instructions, and similar printed or electronic
documentation materials. Please respond within 20 working days, as the Act provides, or notify me if “unusual” or
8/9/2017 17:08 “exceptional” circumstances apply (as the Act uses those terms).

EPA-HQ-2017-010380

Kristen Lombardi

The Center for Public Integrity

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly,
I request that you provide us copies of the records identified and described below — or of records containing the
information identified and described below: • Any and all records in your custody or under your control reflecting
communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation
Sarah Dunham, EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for Water Michael Shapiro and EPA Acting Assistant Administrator
Barry Breen on the one hand, and on the other, representatives of the following entities: NextEra Energy, Duke Energy,
Southern Company, Dominion Energy, PG&amp;E and American Electric Power, as well as Edison Electric Institute,
Utility Air Regulatory Group, Utility Water Act Group and Utility Solid Waste Activities Group, dated between January
1, 2017 and the date you process this request. Please include but do not limit your search to emails, call sheets,
handwritten notes, meeting minutes, meeting agenda sheets, appointment logs, calendar logs, reports, surveys,
memorandums, letters, text messages and other electronic communication platforms such as Slack or Skype. We
prefer to receive records in the following formats, listed in order of preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a
spreadsheet, delimited data set, database file, or similar; (2) other non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word
processing file, text-based PDF, or similar; (4) paper copies. Please also provide any and all documentation related to
such electronic records, including but not limited to data dictionaries, database documentation, record layouts, code
sheets, data entry instructions, and similar printed or electronic documentation materials. Please respond within 20
8/9/2017 17:08 working days, as the Act provides, or notify me if “unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply.

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly,
I request that you provide us copies of the records identified and described below — or of records containing the
information identified and described below: • Any and all records in your custody or under your control reflecting
communications between representatives of the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group, American Coal Ash Association,
and any other individuals or entities, on the one hand, and on the other, supervisory personnel in the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Land and Emergency Management, as well as EPA Administrator Scott
Pruitt and EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for OLEM Barry Breen, dated between January 2016 and the date you
process this request, concerning coal combustion residuals (commonly known as “coal ash”) and implementation of
the agency’s final rule for its disposal, EPA-HQ-RCRA-2009-0640, including but not limited to emails, call sheets,
handwritten notes, meeting minutes, meeting agendas, appointment logs, day calendars, reports, surveys,
memorandums, letters, text messages and other records via electronic platforms such as Slack or Skype. We prefer to
receive records in the following formats, listed in order of preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a
spreadsheet, delimited data set, database file, or similar; (2) other non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word
processing file, text-based PDF, or similar; (4) paper copies. Please also provide any and all documentation related to
such electronic records, including but not limited to data dictionaries, database documentation, record layouts, code
sheets, data entry instructions, and similar printed or electronic documentation materials. Please respond within 20
working days, as the Act provides, or notify me if “unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply (as the Act uses
8/9/2017 16:08 those terms).

EPA-HQ-2017-010367

Kristen Lombardi

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-010125

Kristen Lombardi

The Center for Public Integrity

8/3/2017 1:08 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010126

Kristen Lombardi

EPA-HQ-2017-011463

Nina Bell

The Center for Public Integrity
Northwest Environmental
Advocates

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly,
I request that you provide us copies of the records identified and described below — or of records containing the
information identified and described below: • Any and all records in your custody or under your control containing
“red team” and “blue team” in the same text, as well as those referencing “critiquing climate change” or “critique
climate change,” dated from January 20, 2017 to the date you process this request. We prefer to receive records in the
following formats, listed in order of preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a spreadsheet, delimited data
set, database file, or similar; (2) other non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word processing file, text-based PDF, or
similar; (4) paper copies. Please also provide any and all documentation related to such electronic records, including
but not limited to data dictionaries, database documentation, record layouts, code sheets, data entry instructions, and
similar printed or electronic documentation materials. Please respond within 20 working days, as the Act provides, or
notify me if “unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply (as the Act uses those terms). If you decide to withhold an
exempt portion of any record, please release all other segregable parts. If you withhold any record or portion of a
record, please specify which statutory exemptions are claimed for each withholding. Please separately state your
reasons for not invoking your discretion, as the Act allows, to release the requested information. Please describe each
8/3/2017 1:08 record withheld, including its date and size (e.g., amount of electronic memory or number of paper pages).
9/13/2017 23:09 Please see attached.

Please see attached. Pursuant to this request, please provide all documents prepared or utilized by, in the possession
of, or routed through the EPA related to:
1.Communications between EPA and Ecology regarding plans for, the possibility of, or timing of the development of a
TMDL for Puget Sound;
2.Communications between EPA and Ecology regarding the possibility of and content of an alternative to developing
a TMDL for Puget Sound;
3.The development, or lack of development, of a TMDL for Puget Sound including the parameters, modeling, source
control, data and information supporting, content, geographic scope, and time lines of developing such a TMDL, as
well as the challenges, barriers, costs, and politics pertaining to the development, approval, or implementation of such
a TMDL;
4.Past and future delays and scheduling of the Deschutes River Watershed Area Budd Inlet and Capitol Lake Project
TMDL;
5.The issuance of NPDES permits by Ecology or EPA authorizing discharges to Puget Sound in the absence of a TMDL;
6.The issuance of NPDES permits by Ecology or EPA authorizing discharges to Puget Sound of pollutants or
parameters affecting dissolved oxygen;

EPA-R10-2017-003319 Nina Bell
EPA-R10-2017-002893 Nina Bell

EPA-HQ-2017-006877

Lauree Valverde

EPA-HQ-2013-007992

Gregory C. Loarie

Northwest Environmental
Advocates
Northwest Environmental
Advocates

Earthjustice

7.EPA evaluation of progress by the State of Washington regarding the likelihood the state will “complete numeric
nutrient criteria development and adoption within the agreed upon timeframes,” as stated by EPA in a letter to
Ecology dated September 14, 2005, including identification of those timeframes, identification of “milestones as
scheduled in the plan,” updates submitted by Ecology, EPA reviews and assessment of progress, or lack thereof, on
completion of the numeric criteria or alternatives to those criteria including but not limited to development of models
1/27/2017 14:01 for all of Puget Sound and whether they have been used to protect against excess nutrients;
1/17/2017 14:01 Under Agency Review
We would like the base contract, mods and task orders for Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and
Radiation contract EPD14001 with THE SCIENTIFIC CONSULTING GROUP, INC for SUPPORT FOR POLICY DEVELOPMENT
ANALYSIS AND INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY DESIGN EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
5/4/2017 16:05 PRODUCTS AND DISSEMINATION OF GUIDANCE ON INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ISSUES
Requesting copy of all records related to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's May 6, 2013 decision to register
7/9/2013 13:07 sulfoxaflor under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA").

EPA-HQ-2018-007973

EPA-HQ-2018-006332

Coleen Waldenmayer

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &amp; section 552), we request the following information in
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) files that support the pesticide
product registration for “HM4100 Antimicrobial” (EPA Reg. No. 83019-1). Please include 8570 forms, registration
materials and correspondence submitted by Biosafe Inc. and/or Gelest Biosystems, LLC, any internal documents
prepared by EPA evaluating the registration application, including memoranda, Data Evaluation Reviews, and decision
documents. Please also include a copy materials related to the label amendment submitted to EPA on May 28, 2015
and approved on April 12, 2017, which added new food contact surfaces uses. We agree to pay reasonable search and
reproduction costs for this information. Should the cost exceed $250, please provide us an estimate of the cost and
5/23/2018 20:05 contact us for authorization. Your prompt attention to this request is appreciated.

Coleen Waldenmayer

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &amp; Section 552), we request information in the files at the
Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) that support pesticide product registrations for pre-saturated towelette and wipe
products. Specifically, we request EPA approved test methods, enforcement analytical methods, protocols, and data
evaluation records that explain the method for expressing liquid out of the pre-saturated towelette or wipe to analyze
the active ingredient content. The method for expression of the liquid out of the towelette should be part of the
enforcement analytical method, but may be discussed in the other documents listed previously. We agree to pay
reasonable search and reproduction costs for this information. Should the cost exceed $250, please provide us an
4/6/2018 18:04 estimate of the cost and contact us for authorization.

EPA-HQ-2015-010835
EPA-R2-2018-008194
EPA-R2-2018-008198
EPA-R2-2018-008197
EPA-R2-2018-008196

Coleen Waldenmayer
James Cressy
James Cressy
James Cressy
James Cressy

Cider Environmental
Cider Environmental
Cider Environmental
Cider Environmental

9/17/2015 14:09
5/31/2018 17:05
5/31/2018 18:05
5/31/2018 18:05
5/31/2018 17:05

EPA-R2-2017-011712

James Cressy

Cider Environmental

9/21/2017 19:09

EPA-R2-2017-011651

James Cressy

Cider Environmental

9/20/2017 13:09

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &sect;552), we are writing to request a copy of records located
within the Registration Division of the Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) supporting the statement in EPA’s Fact Sheet
that the mode of action for the active ingredient Mono- and di-potassium salts of phosphorous acid (PC Code 76416)
“appear to increase the effectiveness of the plants' defense mechanisms.” If EPA can state this in their Fact Sheet for
PC Code 76416, we anticipate that EPA came to this conclusion based on a review of scientific data. We wish to obtain
a copy of EPA’s scientific review which summarizes the type of data EPA reviewed to arrive at this conclusion. A copy
of EPA’s Fact Sheet is attached for your reference and is also available at:
http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/chem_search/reg_actions/registration/fs_G-133_04-April-00.pdf. To the extent there
is a delay in production, please provide materials on a rolling basis.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Requesting any information regarding storage of toxic or hazardous materials, permits, inspections, violations,
environmental sampling performed on the property, etc. for the property located at 183 Avenue C, Manhattan, NY
10009 (Block 394; Lot 41).
Requesting any information regarding storage of toxic or hazardous materials, permits, inspections, violations,
environmental sampling performed on the property, etc. for the property located at 171 West 57th Street, New York,
NY 10019 (Block 1010; Lot 7504).

To EPA’s FOIA Officer:
The Center for Food Safety (CFS) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that addresses the impacts of our current
industrial food production system on human health, animal welfare, and the environment. Consistent with this
mission and pursuant to 7 C.F.R. § 370.1 and the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I, Larissa Walker, on
behalf of CFS, respectfully request the following information, which is believed to likely be within the Office of
Pesticide Programs:
Please provide the following information:
-All information related to a “bee/crop attractiveness study” being conducted by the Bayer company
-All information related to a “Neonicotinoid Pollinator Residue Study” that may still be ongoing or may have been
recently completed.
CFS requests this information in light of the President’s “Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and
Agencies” dated January 21, 2009, which states:
The Freedom of Information Act should be administered with a clear presumption: In the face of doubt, openness
prevails…In responding to requests under the FOIA, executive branch agencies (agencies) should act promptly and in a
spirit of cooperation, recognizing that such agencies are servants of the public. All agencies should adopt a
presumption in favor of disclosure, in order to renew their commitment to the principles embodied in FOIA, and to
usher in a new era of open Government. The presumption of disclosure should be applied to all decisions involving
FOIA. The presumption of disclosure also means that agencies should take affirmative steps to make information
public.

EPA-HQ-2013-008435

Larissa Walker

Center for Food Safety

Exec. Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, 74 Fed. Reg. 4,683 (Jan. 21, 2009). This
7/22/2013 18:07 request is being sent to the EPA FOIA officer with the understanding that it will be forwarded to other officers, offices,

EPA-HQ-2018-004513

Tiffany Stecker

EPA-HQ-2018-004453

Tiffany Stecker

Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all calender or calendar entries for Administrator Scott Pruitt,
Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn, and EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, including all calendars maintained on
behalf of these individuals, from Jan. 1, 2018 to Jan. 31, 2018. For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar
2/16/2018 16:02 programs, please produce the records in &quot;memo&quot; form to include all invitees, notes and attachments.
I request all reports and vouchers of payments for travel, subsistence, and related expenses received from non-Federal
sources in connection with the attendance of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt at certain meetings or similar functions
from Aug. 1, 2017 to the processing date of this request. These documents are filed to the Office of Government Ethics
2/14/2018 20:02 on OGE Form 1353 or the Standard Form (SF) 326.

Tiffany Stecker

Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all calender or calendar entries for Administrator Scott Pruitt,
Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn, and EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, including all calendars maintained on
behalf of these individuals, from Dec. 1, 2017 to Dec. 31, 2017. For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar
1/10/2018 21:01 programs, please produce the records in &quot;memo&quot; form to include all invitees, notes and attachments.

EPA-HQ-2018-003273

EPA-HQ-2018-002815

Tiffany Stecker

EPA-HQ-2018-000685

Tiffany Stecker

EPA-HQ-2017-011530

Under the Freedom of Information Act, I request all forms titled “External Meeting Request Form for Administrator E.
Scott Pruitt” submitted to the U.S. EPA Office of the Administrator between Feb. 17, 2017 and Aug. 1, 2017.This
request is made as part of news-gathering activity and is not for commercial use. The information responsive to this
FOIA request will contribute to the public’s understanding of your agency and the government at large. This
information is not in the public domain but once your agency responds to this FOIA request, it will be printed on our
website, www.bnanews.bna.com. FOIA requires that if part of a record is exempt from disclosure, you must redact and
release all segregated parts. Please describe the deleted material in detail and specify the reasons for believing that
the alleged statutory justification applies in this instance. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify
which exemption(s) is (are) claimed for each passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number
of pages in each document and the total number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents
withheld. Such statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination. As required by
FOIA, I look forward to hearing from your office within 20 days in response to this request. Thank you for your timely
12/20/2017 22:12 response, Tiffany Stecker
Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all calender or calendar entries for Administrator Scott Pruitt,
Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn, and EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, including all calendars maintained on
behalf of these individuals, from May 20, 2017 to the processing date of this request. For calendar entries created in
Outlook or similar programs, please produce the records in &quot;memo&quot; form to include all invitees, notes and
10/18/2017 13:10 attachments.
Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all petitions received by EPA from May 4, 2017 to the
processing date of this request, inclusive. These petitions are searchable in EPA's Correspondence Management
9/15/2017 18:09 System. Please let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank you, Tiffany Stecker

Tiffany Stecker

EPA-HQ-2017-009692

Tiffany Stecker

EPA-HQ-2017-002632
EPA-HQ-2018-007473

Tiffany Stecker
Jennifer Sass

NRDC

1/6/2017 20:01
5/8/2018 16:05

EPA-HQ-2015-009975

Jennifer Sass

NRDC

8/18/2015 20:08

EPA-HQ-2013-009359

Larissa Walker

Center for Food Safety

8/23/2013 18:08

7/21/2017 21:07

I am requesting the following studies on the herbicide dicamba: I.D. Number 55947-3. Assess adequacy of confined
rotation crop protocol; address registrant's questions concerning 1) removal of ditchbank use, 2) address requirements
for volatility and rotation field crop studies. EPA File Symbol 55947-UA CN-11-4962 Herbicide Review toxicity studies:
WIL-15154, WIL-15155, WIL-15156, WIL-15143, American Biogenics 420-1981 Accession 263861. Tox review 006098 As
found on the Office of Pesticide Programs' Chemical Search webpage: https://iaspub.epa.gov/
Dear FOIA Officer, Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all documents to be released in response to
request No. EPA-HQ-2017-002584. As a reporter for Bloomberg BNA and a representative of the news media, I request
that all fees for this request be waived. Please contact me if you determine that fees will be applied for this request.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Please contact me with any questions. Sincerely, Tiffany Stecker 703341-3720 tstecker@bna.com
See attachments (total 2 pdf documents)
Please produce records of the following types in EPA’s possession, custody or control that are related to the planning
and execution of the August 2015 in vitro training(s) for EPA’s Office of Pesticides Program (OPP), which was led by
industry representatives. We ask that you provide records from the training itself, as well as all preceding
conversations related to planning and holding the training(s).
Please send them on a rolling basis; EPA’s search for- or deliberations concerning- certain records should not delay the
production of others that EPA has already retrieved and elected to produce.
Freedom of Information Act Request–neonicotinoid pesticides, information responsive or related to 7/22/13 and
8/15/2013 EPA letters to registrants

Freedom of Information Act Request – pesticide: cyantraniloprole

EPA-HQ-2013-009573

Peter Jenkins

EPA-R1-2018-000767
EPA-HQ-2013-010089

Caitlin S. Peale
Larissa Walker

EPA-HQ-2018-004264

Mary E. Greene

New Active Ingredient Insecticide Formulated as a Technical Product and Fourteen End Use Products (Docket No. EPA9/3/2013 18:09 HQ-OPP-2011-0668):
ORC to provide confidentiality determination for information initially withheld under request no. EPA- R1-2012Conservation Law Foundation 10/19/2017 15:10 001409.
Center for Food Safety
9/18/2013 20:09 PRODUCT PERFORMANCE (EFFICACY) AND POLLINATOR STEWARDSHIP INFORMATION
EPA employee and photographer Eric Vance’s travel vouchers, including records of
payments made and/or pending claims for reimbursement, from the date of first
employment at EPA through the present. A copy of an example of a travel voucher is
enclosed for your convenience.
• All videos recorded or photographs taken by Eric Vance where Administrator Scott Pruitt
gave remarks or presented information to third parties or where third parties gave
remarks or presented information to Administrator Pruitt. For purposes of this request,
“third parties” means individuals who are not federal government employees. This
request covers the time period from February 2017 through the present. This request
excludes videos already requested by the Environmental Integrity Project pursuant to
FOIA # EPA-HQ-2018-004127. Where available, such videos or photographs should
include date and location information.
• All photographs placed on or added to EPA’s intranet between January 1, 2017 and the
present. Where available, such photographs should include date and location
Environmental Integrity Project
2/8/2018 19:02 information.

Mary E. Greene

This FOIA request seeks copies of speeches that Administrator Scott Pruitt delivered through today’s date. This request
seeks both public speeches and speeches given to third parties in his role as EPA Administrator. For purposes of this
request, “speeches” means all written remarks, prepared in advance, which were delivered to the intended audience.
Included for your convenience is a partial but incomplete list of dates on which Administrator Pruitt delivered a speech
Environmental Integrity Project 10/24/2017 15:10 or remarks, as obtained from his calendar:

EPA-HQ-2018-000967

EPA-R2-2018-001083

Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-000337

Roger H. Miksad

EPA-HQ-2017-004452

Roger H. Miksad

Center for Food Safety

Wiley Rein LLP

I am interested in any records in possession of the EPA on the following sites: American Cyanamid/Cytec, Tremley
Point Rd., Linden, NJ Rahway City Incinerator, 320 Haydock/2 City Hall Plaza, Rahway, NJ Grasselli Chemical/DuPont,
Tremley Point Rd., Linden, NJ Irving Metal Company, Leesville Ave., Rahway, NJ Electrum Recovery Works, 827 Martin
St., Rahway, NJ I am particularly interested in records with detail site operations, site production data, and
contaminants released by site operations and/or found at the site location. However, please to do not limit yourself to
10/26/2017 19:10 solely these topics. Thank you very much.
Copies of all 6(a)(2) Incident Reports and related documentation received in the last 15 years for products containing
10/11/2016 20:10 Sulfuryl Fluoride.

Wiley Rein LLP

Please provide a list of any and all studies, data, or other information (including pertinent information such as author,
date of completion, and other details) submitted by the registrant, USDA, the state of Florida, or otherwise obtained or
relied on by EPA to support the approval of the Section 18 Emergency Exemption For the Use of Firewall 50 WP For
3/1/2017 21:03 Suppression of HLB on Citrus in Florida. EPA File Symbol: 17FL03.

EPA-HQ-2017-004436

Roger H. Miksad

Wiley Rein LLP

Please provide a full and complete copy of any and all studies, data, or other information (including pertinent
information such as author, date of completion, and other details) submitted by the registrant, USDA, the state of
Florida, or otherwise obtained or relied on by EPA to support the approval of the Section 18 Emergency Exemption For
3/1/2017 18:03 the Use of Firewall 50 WP For Suppression of HLB on Citrus in Florida. EPA File Symbol: 17FL03.
Please provide a detailed list (Excel format preferred) that includes brand name, manufacturer (with contact
information), MSDS information, and EPA registration information for antimicrobial pesticides approved for use for
hard surfaces, food and drinking water that contain any or all of the following components: copper, silver, grapefruit
seed extract, glycerin. If antimicrobial efficacy data were submitted as part of the registration process are available,
please include those reports.
If you need any clarification, please contact me:
Bradley J. Eldred, President
Email: beldred@analyticalservices.com
ANALYTICAL SERVICES, INC. (ASI)
Microbiological Testing, Consulting & Research
130 Allen Brook Lane
Williston, VT 05495 USA
Tel: 800.723.4432 Ext.16 / 802.878.5138 Ext.16 Fax: 802.878.6765
Cell: 802.233.5371
Web: www.analyticalservices.com
Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2014-000757

Brad Eldred

Analytical Services, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2015-006087

Brett Hartl

Center for Biological Diversity

EPA-HQ-2015-003682

Brett Hartl

Center for Biological Diversity

EPA-HQ-2014-007846

Brett Hartl

Center for Biological Diversity

EPA-HQ-2014-001185

Peter Jenkins

The Center For Food Safety

EPA-HQ-2018-004241

Gina Ecolino

Beveridge & Diamond, PC

10/31/2013 16:10 Brad Eldred
4/13/2015 13:04 Under Agency Review
All records and correspondence related to the Environmental Protection Agency’s Registration Decision for the New
1/28/2015 16:01 Active Ingredient Flupyradifurone (Docket ID: EPA-HQ-OPP-2013-0226-0044).
6/26/2014 13:06 Under Agency Review
: UPDATED and REVISED - Freedom of Information Act Request–neonicotinoid pesticides, information responsive or
11/18/2013 17:11 related to 7/22/13 and 8/15/2013 EPA letters to registrants
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request a copy of the final response to FOIA
case EPA-HQ-2018-001610, including a copy of the original request and any related correspondence between EPA and
the original requester. I respectfully ask that EPA keep this request open until FOIA case EPA-HQ-2018-001610 is closed
2/7/2018 23:02 and EPA issues its final response in connection with that case.

EPA-HQ-2017-002430

EPA-HQ-2017-002452

EPA-HQ-2017-002450

EPA-HQ-2018-005260

Gina Ecolino

Gina Ecolino

Gina Ecolino

Anthony Lacey

Beveridge & Diamond, PC

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request a copy of the response to FOIA case
number EPA-HQ-2017-002214, including a copy of the original request and any related correspondence between EPA
and the original requester. I authorize costs up to $50 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request.
12/29/2016 20:12 Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.

Beveridge & Diamond, PC

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request a copy of the response to FOIA case
number EPA-HQ-2017-002253, including a copy of the original request and any related correspondence between EPA
and the original requester. I authorize costs up to $50 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request.
12/30/2016 14:12 Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.

Beveridge & Diamond, PC

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request a copy of the response to FOIA case
number EPA-HQ-2017-001753, including a copy of the original request and any related correspondence between EPA
and the original requester. I authorize costs up to $50 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request.
12/30/2016 14:12 Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.

Inside EPA

Seeking any and all records (including but not limited to internal EPA memos, emails, letters, etc.) concerning EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and any use of federal funds for buying/replacing/upgrading/restoring either a single door
or doors -- whether at his home residence, his EPA office, or any other location in Washington, DC, or elsewhere. It is
possible that such work may have been performed by Conquest Solutions LLC, but I do not want to limit my request to
references to that company. I am looking for any requests Pruitt or anyone else at EPA on the administrator's behalf
made about replacing or improving or restoring or otherwise changing doors at any of the above-listed locations, as
well as all relevant paperwork. This should include any communications to and from anyone in EPA about whether the
3/8/2018 22:03 use of such funds was authorized, appropriate, etc.

EPA-HQ-2017-005795

Anthony Lacey

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-005796

Anthony Lacey

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2014-001596

Anne L. Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2018-005476

Tom Hallaren

Solution Technology Systems,
Inc.

EPA-HQ-2017-002191

Anthony V. Schick

Oregon Public Broadcasting

I am seeking all EPA staff comments on the following legislation introduced in the 115th Congress: S.767 Clean Air,
Healthy Kids Act H.R.1747 Brownfields Authorization Increase Act H.R.1716 to prohibit hiring freeze at EPA H.R.1674
Long Island Sound Restoration and Stewardship Act H.R.1673 Water Affordability, Transparency, Equity and Reliability
Act H.R.1670 Infrastructure 2.0 Act H.R.1653 Drinking Water Affordability Act H.R.1647 Water Infrastructure Trust
Fund Act S.692 Water Infrastructure Flexibility Act S.675 Long Island Sound Restoration and Stewardship Act S.J.Res.38
CRA disapproval resolution on Utah SIPs H.J.Res.87 CRA disapproval resolution on Utah SIPs H.R.1431 EPA Science
Advisory Board Reform Act H.R.1430 HONEST Act H.R.1315 RFS Reform Act H.R.1314 RFS Elimination Act S.519 A bill to
amend SDWA S.J.Res.28 CRA disapproval resolution on risk management program H.R.1261 Federal Regulatory
Certainty for Water Act H.Res.152 Sense of House on WOTUS rule H.R.861 A bill to terminate EPA S.J.Res.21 CRA
disapproval resolution on CSAPR update H.J.Res.59 CRA disapproval resolution on risk management program S.263
Ozone Standards Implementation Act H.R.694 Stop EPA Overregulation of Rural Americans Act H.R.637 Stop EPA
Overreach Act H.J.Res.22 CRA disapproval resolution of oil and gas emissions standards I am seeking all possible
correspondence -- internal EPA letters and emails between EPA staff that discuss the bills, as well as communications
with outside entities such as Congress discussing the bills. These records are not protected by the deliberative
exemption in FOIA because they do NOT affect EPA rulemaking in any way shape or form. They are simply the opinions
of EPA staff on legislation that Congress is developing, nothing more. If you withhold any documents you must provide
a list of the withheld documents and a document-specific reason for each withholding beyond simply citing a FOIA
4/6/2017 15:04 provision. Thank you in advance.

4/6/2017 16:04
11/26/2013 14:11

3/14/2018 22:03
12/20/2016 14:12

I am seeking all EPA emails, memos, etc. that mention either my name (Anthony Lacey) or the FOIA request EPA-HQ2017-002051, which seeks any agency documents from one month of the presidential transition. EPA has still not
granted the FOIA despite granting expedited processing, and the latest March 31 deadline has lapsed. I want to know
what communications have been made about this FOIA so I can see for myself what is behind the delays, so I therefore
seek under FOIA any records that mention my name either in full or part, or mention the FOIA request by number or
other reference, starting on Dec. 14, 2016, and continuing through to the date of this FOIA request, April 6, 2017.
All records dating from January 1, 2012 to October 31, 2013 relating to the neonicotinoid class of pesticides and their
relationship to colony collapse disorder and the massive die-off of honeybees.
The Call Order for Contract EP-BPA-16-H-0010 to Booz Allen Hamilton for Physical Access Card support (PAC or PACS) I
received the CISS BPA last time I requested this same thing. What I would like is the actual Call Order, not the Contract
Order. Thank you.
I request copies of any communications from Region 10 staff in Oregon, Washington or Idaho since July 2016 involving
both of the following keywords: &quot;Trump&quot;, &quot;President&quot;

EPA-HQ-2018-003995

EPA-HQ-2017-007830

EPA-HQ-2017-006618
EPA-HQ-2016-001314

Danielle Ivory

Danielle Ivory

Danielle Ivory
Matthew Baca

The New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552 et seq (&quot;FOIA&quot;), I
request copies of (or access to) documents (hereafter known as the Records), specifically: (1) Any agency records
identify members of the Senior Executive Service within the Department who were reassigned to different jobs or
different geographic locations during the period from Jan. 20, 2017, to the present. The records should include all
reassignments where members of the Senior Executive Service within the Department moved to different positions or
different geographic locations within the Department or outside of the Department. The records should also include all
reassignments where members of the Senior Executive Service outside of the Department moved to different positions
or different geographic locations within the Department (ie. the Records should include individuals who moved to,
from and within the Department.) I am a reporter for The New York Times, an accredited and recognized
newsgathering organization. I request the Records to inform the public about matters of public concern. FOIA requires
that your agency respond to this request within 20 business days. This request is segregable, and your agency may not
withhold entire records because of one section that you believe is exempt from disclosure. Under federal law, if you
choose to withhold any such parts of the records from disclosure, you must specify in a written response the factual
and legal basis for withholding any part of the Records. I am further requesting that the Records be provided to me on
computer files in the same format as they are currently maintained at the agency, pursuant to Burka v. Dept. of Health
&amp; Human Svcs., 87 F.3d 508 (D.C. Cir. 1996). As you know, providing documents electronically is cheaper than
2/1/2018 3:02 mailing hard copies.

The New York Times

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552 et seq (&quot;FOIA&quot;), I request copies of (or
access to) documents, pertaining to the progress of your agency’s Regulatory Reform Task Force, specifically: (1) The
report and any related documents that the regulatory reform task force has provided to the head of the agency to
meet the requirements of section 3(g) of Executive Order 13777, detailing the progress of the task force. On February
24, 2017, President Trump signed Executive Order 13777, “Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda,” which
established a federal policy “to alleviate unnecessary regulatory burdens” on the American people. Section 3(a) of the
EO directs federal agencies to establish a Regulatory Reform Task Force. Section 3(g) directs federal agencies to, within
90 days of the date of the order, and on a schedule determined by the agency head thereafter, have each Regulatory
5/30/2017 18:05 Reform Task Force provide a report to the agency head detailing the agency's progress.

The New York Times
Earthjustice

(1) All email correspondence involving any of the following individuals, from January 20, 2017 to the present:
Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen. (2) All electronic calendars or calendar entries for
Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen, including any calendars maintained on behalf of
these individuals (for example, by an administrative assistant) from January 20, 2017 to the present. For any calendar
entries in Outlook or similar programs, the documents should be produced in “memo” form to include all invitees, any
notes and all attachments. Please do not limit your search to Outlook calendars. I request all electronic calendars,
whether on government-issued or personal devices, used to track, coordinate or otherwise schedule how these
individuals allocate their time on agency-related business. (3) All logs or other records tracking incoming and outgoing
telephone calls made or received by any of the following individuals: Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown and
Brittany Bolen, from January 20, 2017, to the present. (4) Any conflicts or ethics waivers or authorizations issued for
Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen pursuant to 5 C.F.R. &sect; 2635.502. (5) Names of
4/27/2017 13:04 any other individuals on the EPA’s Regulatory Reform Task Force and their job titles.
11/13/2015 14:11 Under Agency Review

The United States Environmental Protection Agency

Whomever it may concern:
I would like to make a document request under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting information for
Freedom Industries Inc. Their facility is located at 1015 Barlow Drive, Charleston, WV 25311. I am interested in the
following types of documents:
1) Any and all correspondence and studies performed in regards to the January 2014 spill.
2) All documents related to violations, fines and penalties, facility and tank inspections, as well as odor and visibility
complaints.
Please let me know which files are available, and in what format (digital/hard copy) and when the files can be
compiled or enumerated so that we may proceed.
Thank you,
Mohit Dayal
EPA-R3-2014-002485

Mohit Dayal

1/10/2014 20:01 No Pollution Enterprises

January 14, 2014
National Freedom of Information Officer
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (2822T)
Washington, DC 20460
Dear National Freedom of Information Officer,
Pursuant to the state open records law, D.C. Code Secs. 2-531 to 2-540, I write to request access to and a copy of:
--All material provided by Eastman Chemical Co. to the agency related to 4-methylcyclohexane methanol (MCHM).
--All correspondence, including emails, between officers and employees of the EPA, and officers and employees of
Eastman Chemical Co. from January 1, 2014.
--All correspondence, including emails, between officers and employees of the EPA, and officers of and employees of
the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection involving MCHM.

EPA-R3-2014-002733

Kris Maher

The Wall Street Journal

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and include the proper
custodian's name and address.
I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $500. If the cost would be greater than this
amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each document.
As provided by the Freedom of Information Act, I would request your response within fifteen (15) business days. See
D.C. Code Sec. 2-532(c).
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the
specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt
material.
Please be advised that I am prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy necessary to obtain access to the requested
1/21/2014 14:01 records. I would note that willful violation of the open records law can result in the award of reasonable attorney fees
Freedom of Information request relating to Investigation of West Virginia Chemical Incident.

EPA-R3-2014-003070

EPA-HQ-2017-000401

Paul Vey

Megan A. Riccardi

Pietragallo Gordon Alfano
Bosick & Raspanti, LLP

SRC, Inc.

Request for documents related to the United States Environmental Protection Agency's inviestigation into actions with
respect to the manufacture, testing, storage, distribution, spill, dispersion and cleanup of chemicals known as "crude
1/24/2014 14:01 MCHM" and "PPH" in connection a release of those chemicals that occurred on or about January 9, 2014.
My organization would like to request copies of the attached MRID reports and any associated Data Evaluation
Records or Reports (DERs) for the pyrethroids listed (fenpropathrin, fluvalinate, fenvalerate, gamma-cyhalothrin,
tefluthrin). We really mostly need the original MRID studies AND their associated DERs (we need to review both the
original study plus the DER for our purposes). Not all of the studies in the list have MRID numbers listed. If this is a
problem, please let me know and I can try to track down the numbers. We are requesting these reports for work on
behalf of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)/Centers for Disease Control. The project
contact at ATSDR is Henry Abadin, phone: 770-488-3321, e-mail: Hga0@cdc.gov. Please find attached affirmations for
non-multinational status individuals who may see the documents. If anyone else needs to see the document we will
send additional non-multinational status affirmations as needed to Mr. Earl Ingram (Ingram.Earl@epa.gov). Please
10/13/2016 14:10 contact me with any questions. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2016-003291
EPA-HQ-2016-002754
EPA-HQ-2015-004854
EPA-HQ-2017-004557
EPA-HQ-2017-003925

Megan A. Riccardi
Megan A. Riccardi
Megan A. Riccardi
Megan A. Riccardi
Megan A. Riccardi

SRC, Inc.
SRC, Inc.
SRC, Inc.
SRC, Inc.
SRC, Inc.

1/28/2016 20:01
1/14/2016 14:01
3/5/2015 16:03
3/6/2017 14:03
2/14/2017 18:02

My organization would like to request copies of the attached MRID reports and any associated Data Evaluation
Records or Reports (DERs) for bromomethane (CASRN 74-83-9). Please only send the original MRIDs for studies that
have DERs associated with them (we need both the original plus the DER for our purposes). We are requesting these
reports for work on behalf of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR)/Centers for Disease
Control. The project contact at ATSDR is Henry Abadin, phone: 770-488-3321, e-mail: Hga0@cdc.gov. Please find
attached affirmations of non-multinational status individuals who may see the documents. If anyone else needs to see
the document we will send additional non-multinational status affirmations as needed to Mr. Earl Ingram
(Ingram.Earl@epa.gov). Please contact me with any questions. Thank you.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review

EPA-R3-2018-007950

Jessica Sharrow
Thompson

Eckert Seamans Cherin &
Mellot

EPA-R5-2018-007808

Caitlin Keefe

Weaver Consultants Group

To the extent not produced in response to FOIA Request No. EPA-R3-2018-004407, I am requesting the following
records: 1. All records from 1/1/2018 to present related to or regarding the PPG Industries, Inc. Former Ford City
Facility Slurry Lagoon Area and Solid Waste Disposal Area site located in North Buffalo and Cadogan Townships,
Armstrong County, PA (aka the “PPG Glass Dump” or “PPG Cadogan”), including, but not limited to, internal and
external e-mails related to this site. 2. All records regarding the “Ford City Allegheny River Sediments site” (as
referenced in Attachment 1 included as a supporting document to this FOIA request), including, but not limited to,
investigations, data, assessments, and internal and external e-mails related to this site. 3. The attachments to the
November 30, 2017 e-mail from Lorie Baker to Anita Wright, namely “Ford City Allegheny River Sediments Discovery
locational.doc”; “SEMS Data Entry Ford City Allegheny River Sediments.pdf”; and “Discovery form Ford City Allegheny
River Sediments.doc” (See Attachment 1 which is provided as a supporting document to this FOIA request).
Additionally, please provide a log of any responsive records that are being withheld that includes, at a minimum,
information as to the type of record, author, recipients, and other persons involved, the privilege or FOIA exception
being asserted, as well as a description of the subject matter contained in the record. We will pay all reasonable search
5/23/2018 16:05 and copying costs, up to $250. Should the cost of fulfilling this request exceed $250, please contact me.
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents the USEPA may have on file concerning current or historical risk management plans;
building permits; current or historical underground or aboveground storage tanks; hazardous materials incidents; and
any other environmental conditions, inspections, releases, or violations located at the 6210 Airport Road in Gary,
5/18/2018 16:05 Indiana.

Weaver Consultants Group

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents the USEPA may have on file concerning current or historical risk management plans;
building permits; current or historical underground or aboveground storage tanks; hazardous materials incidents; and
any other environmental conditions, inspections, releases, or violations located at: 10451 West Waveland Ave Franklin
Park, IL. The property is listed on the FINDS/FRS database with registry ID 110005962315 on the ACES and RCRA
5/10/2018 16:05 databases. The property is listed on the RCRA CESQG database with EPA ID ILR000048272.

EPA-R5-2018-007544

Caitlin Keefe

EPA-R3-2018-006290

EPA-R2-2018-000300
EPA-HQ-2014-007815
EPA-HQ-2015-000753
EPA-HQ-2014-003753
EPA-HQ-2014-003754

EPA-R2-2017-009678

Caitlin Keefe

Mark I. Friesz
Zachary Marker
Zachary Marker
Zachary Marker
Zachary Marker

Sean Dixon

Weaver Consultants Group

Darger Errante Yavitz & Blau,
LLP
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety

Riverkeeper

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents the U.S. EPA may have on file concerning current or historical building permits,
underground and aboveground storage tanks, leaks, spills, environmental permits, conditions, inspections,
4/5/2018 19:04 investigations, or violations at the Sparrows Point Shipyard located at 600 Shipyard Road in Baltimore Maryland.

10/10/2017 21:10
6/25/2014 17:06
10/22/2014 19:10
2/19/2014 20:02
2/19/2014 20:02

Facility: Beaunit Fibers, Utica, NY Time Period: 1935-present Requested records: 1) All records or things that provide
information about air sampling or airborne dust/particle testing conducted at the above facility (including results and
testing company) during the above time period(s) - including but not limited to testing for asbestos and other
carcinogenic or toxic substances; 2) all records of any type related to the use, purchase, handling, remediation, or
abatement of asbestos or other carcinogenic or toxic substances at the above facility regardless of time period(s); 3)
copies of any contracts to remediate asbestos or asbestos containing materials at the above facility; 4) all records
concerning violations or citations issued for the use, remediation, installation, or purchase of asbestos or carcinogenic
materials the above facility during the above time period(s); 5) all records identifying the sellers, manufacturers, or
suppliers of any asbestos-containing materials and/or other carcinogenic or toxic products or materials used at the
above facility during the above time period(s); 6) all documents or other records (regardless of time period(s))
concerning carcinogenic material cleanup, abatement, surveys, and/or samples taken at or concerning this location; 7)
all records of any type related to the use of thermal insulation products at the above facility during the above time
period(s); 8) all records relating to employee or union grievances or complaints filed by the union or individual
employees regarding asbestos, asbestos-containing materials, carcinogenic materials and/or airborne dust at the
above facility; 9) all records concerning Workers' Compensation claims based on alleged asbestos exposure, or
exposure to carcinogenic materials, by employees at the above facility; 10) any and all records, documents, etc.
relating to any and all asbestos abatement projects performed at the above facility.
Please see attached PDF for description of FOIA request.
Please see attached FOIA request
Under Agency Review
See attached FOIA request and Appendices A and B.

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request by the Riverkeeper, Inc., for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”)
records (and records under the control of the EPA) submitted pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5
U.S.C. &sect; 552. • All&nbsp;correspondence or other records dated November 8, 2016 to the present between the
EPA and the City of New York (including all agents and agencies of the City of New York) regarding combined sewer
overflow (“CSO”) retention tanks; • All&nbsp;correspondence or other records dated November 8, 2016 to the present
between the EPA and the City of New York (including all agents and agencies of the City of New York) regarding the
Gowanus Canal in-water remediation work; • All&nbsp;correspondence or other records dated November 8, 2016 to
the present between the EPA and the potentially responsible parties (exclusive of New York City) regarding combined
sewer overflow (“CSO”) retention tanks; • All&nbsp;correspondence or other records dated November 8, 2016 to the
present between the EPA and the potentially responsible parties (exclusive of New York City) regarding the Gowanus
Canal in-water remediation work; • All correspondence or other records dated November 8, 2016 to the present
regarding bulkheads along the Gowanus Canal; and • A list of the points of contact for all Potentially Responsible
Parties and their contractors. Please provide responsive documents in an electronic format (such as email files or PDFs)
7/21/2017 18:07 to me at sdixon@riverkeeper.org.

EPA-R3-2014-003829

Alexandra Berzon

Wall Street Journal

To the National Freedom of Information Officer,
Pursuant to the state open records law, D.C. Code Secs. 2-531 to 2-540, I write to request access to and a copy of:
---All correspondence, including emails, between officers or employees of the U.S. EPA and officers or employees of
West Virginia American Water Company beginning January 1, 2014.
---All correspondence, including emails, between officers or employees of the U.S. EPA and officers or employees of
the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources beginning January 1, 2014 that relate to any of the
following topics:
-------the Charleston water supply
--------West Virginia American Water
---------the chemical spill that occurred in Charleston on January 9, 2014
---------the chemical Crude MCHM or any variation of MCHM.
I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $500. If the cost would be greater than this
amount, please contact me at 424-204-4811. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each document an.
As provided by the Freedom of Information Act, I would request your response within fifteen (15) business days. See
D.C. Code Sec. 2-532(c).
As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is time-sensitive, I would appreciate your
communicating with me by e-mail and sending information electronically when possible.
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the
specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt
material.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Berzon
Wall Street Journal
424-204-4811
2/21/2014 14:02 323-327-8194 (cell)

EPA-R3-2014-003830

Alexandra Berzon

EPA-R5-2018-008113

Carolyn Pantle

Illinois State Geological Survey

To the National Freedom of Information Officer,
Pursuant to the state open records law, D.C. Code Secs. 2-531 to 2-540, I write to request access to and a copy of:
----- All documents submitted to the EPA from the West Virginia American Water Company, including but not limited to
documents submitted on February 18, 2014. I am seeking an expedited request for this information as it should be
easy to identify and retrieve, is time sensitive and will be used for general public information purposes.
I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $500. If the cost would be greater than this
amount, please contact me at 424-204-4811. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each document.
As provided by the Freedom of Information Act, I would request your response within fifteen (15) business days. See
D.C. Code Sec. 2-532(c).
As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is time-sensitive, I would appreciate your
communicating with me by e-mail and sending information electronically when possible.
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the
specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt
material.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Berzon
Wall Street Journal
2/21/2014 14:02 424-204-4811
Please send any releasable electronic SEMS files for the following address in Schaumburg, Cook County, IL. I do not
need any exempt or redacted documents, or any documents from the Federal Records Center (if any). This information
will be used to complete an environmental site assessment for the Illinois Department of Transportation. Please
contact me if you have any questions regarding this request. AUTOMATIC INDUSTRIAL PLATING, 920 MORSE AVENUE,
5/30/2018 14:05 SCHAUMBURG, IL 60193 (ILD099200206)

Please see attached FOIA Request Letter for more information. The Center for Food Safety is requesting:
Any and all documents related to the data on which EPA based its decision to register the pesticide Cyantraniliprole
and its fourteen end use products, listed below:
1.352-ILT: Benevia
2.352-ILO: Exirel
3.352-IAN: Verimark
4.352-ILI: Dermacor Z-103 seed treatment
5.352-IAE: Fly Control Bait
6.352-IAI: SC Insect Control
7.352-IAL: T&O Insect Control
8.352-IAG: GH&N Insect Control
9.100-RUER: A169101B CP
10.100-RUEE: Mainspring
11.100-RUEG: A16901B Residential
12.100-RUEU: A16901B Turf
13.100-RUEN: A17960A ST seed treatment
14.100-RURI: A17960B ST seed treatment

EPA-HQ-2014-004306

EPA-R2-2017-002243

Sylvia Wu

Dan M. Telvock

Center for Food Safety

Investigative Post, Niagara
Gazette, WGRZ-Channel 2

“All documents” includes, but is not limited to, all NEPA Decision Worksheets, permits, permit applications,
notifications, agreements, contracts, correspondence, minutes, memoranda, maps, plans, drawings, emails, reports,
databases, and notes. This request includes all documents that have ever been within your custody or control,
whether they exist in agency “working,” investigative, retired, electronic mail, or other files currently or at any other
3/7/2014 14:03 time.
• The 104E letter sent to 9540 Niagara Falls Boulevard, LLC, and 9524 Niagara Falls Boulevard, LLC, 574 Young Street,
Tonawanda, New York 14150 Attn: Leonard Pimm; • All responses, documentation and emails, letters, reports to the
104E letter from 9540 Niagara Falls Boulevard, LLC, and 9524 Niagara Falls Boulevard, LLC, 574 Young Street,
Tonawanda, New York 14150 Attn: Leonard Pimm • Email communications, video conferences recordings and
conference call recordings between or among EPA, NYCDEC, NYSDEC and NYSDOH officials regarding radioactive
hotspots, radioactive slag, radioactive removal actions and radioactive waste for the years 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and
2016. Please provide the responsive records as they become available instead of waiting until all records are gathered.
12/21/2016 16:12 In addition, please send responsive records on a Disc of thumb drive to avoid copy fees.

EPA-HQ-2018-004446

John Greenewald

The Black Vault

EPA-HQ-2017-004070

John Greenewald

The Black Vault

EPA-R8-2018-007545

Michelle L. Harper

EPA-HQ-2017-008027

Joseph A. Davis

EPA-HQ-2017-008026
EPA-HQ-2018-007827

Joseph A. Davis
Kevin Bogardus

Trihydro Corporation
Society of Environmental
Journalists
Society of Environmental
Journalists
E&E News

To whom it may concern, This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act 5 U.S.C. S 552. My FOIA requester status as a &quot;representative of the news media.&quot; I am a freelance
television producer often working on documentaries related to my FOIA requests, my work is commonly featured
throughout major news organizations, and I freelance writer for news sites as well. Examples can be given, if needed. I
prefer electronic delivery of the requested material either via email to john@greenewald.com, FAX 1-818-659-7688 or
via CD-ROM or DVD via postal mail. Please contact me should this FOIA request should incur a charge. I respectfully
request a copy of records, electronic or otherwise, of the following: 1) A DVD (or higher) quality version of the EPA
video: Recovering from a Nuclear Incident – Lessons Learned from Chernobyl which is located at:
https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response/recovering-nuclear-incident-lessons-learned-chernobyl I understand the
video is released, but the quality is very poor, and am seeking a higher quality version. 2) A copy of all scripts AND
draft scripts of this video. Please include all copies as responsive to this request. 3) A copy of all communications
regarding the production of this video. This would include, but not be limited to, all emails, letters, memos, interagency communications, etc. from all parties involved in the production of this video. I agree to limit the scope of the
request to only those individuals involved with the production. 4) A copy of all drafts, including the final, BUDGET for
the video. Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking forward to your response. Sincerely, John
2/14/2018 18:02 Greenewald, Jr. 27305 W. Live Oak Rd. Suite #1203 Castaic, Ca. 91384 FAX 1-818-659-7688

To whom it may concern, This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act 5 U.S.C. S 552. My FOIA requester status as a &quot;representative of the news media.&quot; I am a freelance
television producer often working on documentaries related to my FOIA requests, my work is commonly featured
throughout major news organizations, and I freelance writer for news sites as well. Examples can be given, if needed. I
prefer electronic delivery of the requested material either via email to john@greenewald.com, FAX 1-818-659-7688 or
via CD-ROM or DVD via postal mail. Please contact me should this FOIA request should incur a charge. I respectfully
request a copy of records, electronic or otherwise, of the following: 1) All emails, letters, inter-agency communications
etc., from the pertinent employees involved in the project, about the launching of the archived &quot;mirror&quot;
site for the way the EPA.GOV website looked on January 19, 2017, as created here:
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/ I ask that you include all documents that pertain to the decision to launch
the site, the design of it, etc. Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking forward to your response.
2/17/2017 19:02 Sincerely, John Greenewald, Jr. 8512 Newcastle Ave. Northridge, Ca. 91325 FAX 1-818-659-7688
I am requesting any documentation you may have on the oil and gas wells listed in the attached spreadsheet. I do not
5/10/2018 16:05 want 0000 and 0000a reporting.
6/5/2017 16:06 Information on news media policy from Office of Administrator as detailed in attached document.
6/5/2017 16:06 Request for information on news media policy for Office of Public Affairs as described in attached document.
5/21/2018 22:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-007419

EPA-HQ-2018-007418

EPA-HQ-2018-007415

EPA-HQ-2018-007407

EPA-HQ-2018-007406

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to the demotion,
reassignment, resignation, termination, transfer and/or any other personnel action regarding Reginald Allen, Mario
Caraballo, Kevin Chmielewski, John Martin, John Reeder and Eric Weese from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this
request is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Pasquale &quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta Sarah
Greenwalt Millan Hupp Charles Munoz Kevin Chmielewski Reginald Allen Mario Caraballo John Martin John Reeder
Eric Weese Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
5/8/2018 0:05 recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to the preparation, creation
and reaction to the April 6 and 7, 2018 tweets by President Donald Trump that mention EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
from March 29 to April 13, 2018: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Liz Bowman
John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly Block Kelsi Daniell Please click on
these links for more detail on these tweets (https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/982268230306709509 and
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/982770847046922240). Please consider any emails, handwritten notes,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
5/8/2018 0:05 communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from J. Steven Hart — including but not limited to his email address
jshart@wms-jen.com — and Vicki Hart — including but not limited to her email address vhart@hhstrategies.com —
from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this request is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan
Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Madeline Morris Please consider any emails, handwritten
notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
5/7/2018 19:05 communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
5/8/2018 2:05 congressional office: AL-18-000-2816 Sen. Mark Warner

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
5/8/2018 2:05 congressional office: AL-18-000-1489 Rep. John Rutherford

EPA-HQ-2018-007405

EPA-HQ-2018-007404

EPA-HQ-2018-007403

EPA-HQ-2018-007402

EPA-HQ-2018-007393

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
5/8/2018 2:05 congressional office: AL-18-000-0107 Rep. Anthony Brown

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
5/8/2018 2:05 congressional office: AL-17-001-3125 Rep. Betty McCollum

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
5/8/2018 2:05 congressional office: AL-18-000-0062 Sen. Jon Tester

E&E News

I request records detailing EPA's Freedom of Information Act requests. Please include the received date for each FOIA
request; the closed date for each FOIA request; the name of the agency component, as in the program office and/or
regional office, which has been assigned each FOIA request; the categorization of each and every person or entity
making a FOIA request for the purpose of making a determination about the applicability of FOIA fees, including the
FOIA request control number, indication of whether a fee waiver was requested, the fee waiver category assigned to
the request such as &quot;commercial use,&quot; &quot;educational or noncommercial scientific institution&quot;
and &quot;representative of the news media&quot; requesters as well as requesters eligible for reduction or waiver of
fees under 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(4)(A)(iii) and dollar amount charged to requester for responding to the request and
the date of the invoice. Please provide these records, otherwise known as FOIA logs, from Jan. 1, 2013 to April 1, 2018.
I request that the records listed above to be produced in electronic form, specifically in a computer-readable format
such as delimited-text or Excel. For guidance in how to respond to this request, please see the response to EPA-HQ5/8/2018 2:05 2018-003121.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from April 1 to May 1,
2018: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson
Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
5/4/2018 21:05 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-007391

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007390

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007389

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007388

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request records of all responses to Questions for the Record provided to Congress from EPA from April 1 to May 1,
2018. These records are responses to formal questions posed by lawmakers in association with witness testimony at
5/4/2018 21:05 congressional committee hearings.
I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
April 1 to May 1, 2018. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
5/4/2018 21:05 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from April 1 to May 1, 2018. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
5/4/2018 20:05 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.
I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule and EPA Deputy Administrator
Andrew Wheeler's schedule from April 1 to May 1, 2018. Please include all records that document Flynn and Wheeler’s
schedules, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars,
5/4/2018 20:05 Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-007387

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007386

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from April 1 to May 1, 2018. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
5/4/2018 20:05 itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
I request all documents related to EPA employees' ethics waivers in resolving financial conflicts of interest from April 1
to May 1, 2018. These documents are maintained by federal agencies and are released to the public upon request
5/4/2018 20:05 under 18 U.S.C. 208.

E&E News

I request all records concerning all logs of correspondence that record letters from members of Congress to EPA from
April 1 to May 1, 2018. The logs should detail the correspondence’s control number, the date it was received, what
congressional office sent it and its subject. Please redact constituents’ names and other personal information detailed
5/4/2018 20:05 in these logs in order to expedite this request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from Matthew Freedman — including but not limited to his email
address mfreedman@globalimpact-inc.com — from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date
that this request is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Please
consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as
5/7/2018 19:05 other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from Richard Smotkin — including but not limited to his email address
Rick_Smotkin@Comcast.com — from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this request
is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Please consider any emails,
handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented
5/7/2018 19:05 forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request a copy of the document dated Feb. 14, 2018 from EPA’s Office of Homeland Security Intelligence Team titled
“Preliminary Intelligence Enterprise Threat Assessment Review,” as described in the April 10, 2018 letter by Sens. Tom
Carper and Sheldon Whitehouse to Sen. John Barrasso. Please click on this link for more detail on this document
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/10/document_gw_07.pdf). Responsive records to my request will likely be
4/17/2018 21:04 found in EPA's Office of Homeland Security.

EPA-HQ-2018-007385

EPA-HQ-2018-007417

EPA-HQ-2018-007416

EPA-HQ-2018-006754

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-005772

EPA-HQ-2018-005771

EPA-HQ-2018-005770

EPA-HQ-2018-005908

EPA-HQ-2018-005907

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request a copy of the EPA presentation given by EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and EPA Assistant Administrator for
Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum describing the EPA &quot;red team, blue team&quot; climate change science debate at
a Dec. 13, 2017 White House meeting. Please click on this link for more detail on this presentation
(https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/09/climate/pruitt-red-team-climate-debate-kelly.html). Please consider any
emails, letters, memorandums, PowerPoint presentations, text messages, handwritten notes, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication that record the presentation as responsive records to
3/26/2018 20:03 my request.

E&E News

I request a copy of the EPA &quot;draft news release&quot; announcing the launch of the &quot;red team, blue
team&quot; climate change science debate as well as communication records to and from the following individuals in
EPA related to the draft news release from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 2017. Please click on this link for more detail on this draft
news release (https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/09/climate/pruitt-red-team-climate-debate-kelly.html). Please
consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, handwritten notes, voice and video recordings as well as
other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records
to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis
Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly Block Kelsi Daniell Nancy
3/26/2018 19:03 Grantham

E&E News

I request a log of all phone calls made from the secure phone booth, otherwise known as the &quot;privacy
booth,&quot; installed by Acoustical Solutions, LLC in EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's office. Responsive records to my
request should include both a list of all incoming and outgoing calls from the secure phone booth from Jan. 20, 2017 to
the date that this request is processed. Please click on this link for more detail on the secure phone booth
3/26/2018 19:03 (https://www.usaspending.gov/#/award/14262726).

E&E News

I request records detailing travel by EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson from Jan. 26, 2009 to Feb. 14, 2013. Please
consider requests for travel approval submitted by Jackson or anyone acting on her behalf; responses to said travel
requests, including approvals and denials; travel authorizations for Jackson, including but not limited to authorizations
issued by the Office of General Counsel or the White House; communications between EPA and any company used for
chartered flights for Jackson; communications between EPA and the U.S. Air Force regarding travel on military aircraft;
invoices and receipts pertaining to payment to the U.S. Air Force or charter flight companies for Jackson's air travel;
voucher claims submitted by Jackson or anyone on her behalf after travel undertaken by her; and Senior Federal
3/27/2018 20:03 Travel Reports as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request records detailing travel by EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy from July 19, 2013 to Jan. 20, 2017. Please
consider requests for travel approval submitted by McCarthy or anyone acting on her behalf; responses to said travel
requests, including approvals and denials; travel authorizations for McCarthy, including but not limited to
authorizations issued by the Office of General Counsel or the White House; communications between EPA and any
company used for chartered flights for McCarthy; communications between EPA and the U.S. Air Force regarding
travel on military aircraft; invoices and receipts pertaining to payment to the U.S. Air Force or charter flight companies
for McCarthy's air travel; voucher claims submitted by McCarthy or anyone on her behalf after travel undertaken by
3/27/2018 20:03 her; and Senior Federal Travel Reports as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-006351

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from March 1 to April
1, 2018: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
4/6/2018 22:04 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-006349

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-006348

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
March 1 to April 1, 2018. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
4/6/2018 22:04 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from March 1 to April 1, 2018. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
4/6/2018 22:04 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from March 1 to April 1, 2018.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
4/6/2018 22:04 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-006347

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-006346

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

4/6/2018 22:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006345

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

4/6/2018 22:04

EPA-HQ-2018-005904

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

3/27/2018 20:03

EPA-HQ-2018-007036

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

4/25/2018 20:04

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from March 1 to April 1, 2018. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
I request all documents related to EPA employees' ethics waivers in resolving financial conflicts of interest from March
1 to April 1, 2018. These documents are maintained by federal agencies and are released to the public upon request
under 18 U.S.C. 208.
I request records created by the EPA Administrator's Protective Service Detail documenting threats related to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or his family dated from Feb. 17, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed.
Please consider incident reports; protective intelligence reports; threat reports; records related to referrals to the EPA
Inspector General or FBI; and incident files including reports, notes, photographs and other related materials as
responsive records to my request. Responsive records to my request would likely be in the care of the EPA
Administrator's Protective Service Detail, which is housed in EPA's Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and
Training.
I request records of all approval of outside activity forms; certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture;
impartiality determinations; notices of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers, including those
resolving financial conflicts of interest; and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given to Pasquale
&quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect;
208; 5 C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency
Ethics Official. Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive
records to this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-007035

EPA-HQ-2018-006756

EPA-HQ-2018-006753

EPA-HQ-2018-006662

EPA-HQ-2018-006661

EPA-HQ-2018-006660

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request records of all approval of outside activity forms; certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture;
impartiality determinations; notices of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers, including those
resolving financial conflicts of interest; and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given to Andrew Wheeler.
These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R. Part 2634; 5
C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official. Please do not
4/25/2018 20:04 consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this request.

E&E News

I request copies of the EPA’s Office of Homeland Security Intelligence Team requests to the U.S. Secret Service for a
“Direction of Interest Query” on Feb. 21, 2017 and on Feb. 22, 2018 for potential threats against EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt as well as any and all responses from the U.S. Secret Service to these EPA requests, as described in the
April 10, 2018 letter by Sens. Tom Carper and Sheldon Whitehouse to Sen. John Barrasso. Please click on this link for
more detail on these requests (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/10/document_gw_07.pdf). Responsive
4/17/2018 21:04 records to my request will likely be found in EPA's Office of Homeland Security.

E&E News

I request a copy of the October 17, 2017 memorandum from William Stull, EPA Special Agent on EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt’s Protection Services Detail, to Pasquale &quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta, the PSD’s Special Agent in Charge, as
described in the April 10, 2018 letter by Sens. Tom Carper and Sheldon Whitehouse to Sen. John Barrasso. Please click
on this link for more detail on this memo (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/10/document_gw_07.pdf).
Responsive records to my request will likely be found in EPA's PSD, housed in EPA's Office of Criminal Enforcement,
4/17/2018 21:04 Forensics and Training.

E&E News

I request all communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the March 29, 2017 and
May 10, 2017 meetings with Water-Gen and Watergen USA executives. Please click on these links for more detail on
these meetings (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/03/28/document_gw_02.pdf and
https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/03/28/document_gw_03.pdf). Please consider any emails, handwritten notes,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
communication as responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email
4/17/2018 1:04 accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt

E&E News

I request a copy of the January 2018 Cooperative Research and Development Agreement, or CRADA, EPA signed with
Water-Gen. Please click on this link for more detail on this CRADA (https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/administratorpruitt-announces-cooperative-research-and-development-agreement). Responsive records to my request will likely be
4/17/2018 0:04 found in EPA's Office of Research and Development, specifically the Federal Technology Transfer Act staff.

E&E News

I request all communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the creation of the EPA
March 27, 2018 press entitled &quot;Administrator Pruitt Announces Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement&quot; from Jan. 1 to April 1, 2018. Please click on this link for more detail on this press release
(https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/administrator-pruitt-announces-cooperative-research-and-developmentagreement). Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please search
for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan
Jackson Samantha Dravis Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly
4/17/2018 0:04 Block Kelsi Daniell Nancy Grantham

EPA-HQ-2018-007779

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals regarding the creation of as well as
consultation and/or guidance related to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's legal defense fund from Jan. 20, 2017 to the
date this request is processed. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, legal documents such as draft trust
templates, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
communication as responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request sent to and
from the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Matt Leopold
5/17/2018 17:05 Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh Cleta Mitchell Paul Rauser David Apol Shelley Finlayson Seth Jaffe

EPA-HQ-2018-007713

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-007409

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to discussions to grant
and/or retract from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt 24/7 or around-the-clock protection coverage by the Protection
Services Detail from Jan. 20 to April 13, 2017: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Don Benton Reginald Allen Lawrence Starfield
John Reeder Chuck Cavanaugh Eric Weese Henry Barnet Pam Mazakas Jessica Taylor Helena Wooden-Aguilar Please
consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as
5/16/2018 3:05 other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
I request records detailing the name, salary, job title and position description of all EPA employees who were issued an
Intergovernmental Personnel Act assignment and/or temporary detail — including information that describes the EPA
employee's IPA assignment employer outside of EPA, whether EPA continued to pay the EPA employee's salary during
their IPA assignment as well as the start and end dates of their IPA assignment — from Jan. 1, 2009 to the date that
5/8/2018 3:05 this request is processed.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to the preparation, creation
and public release of the March 30, 2018 EPA memorandum entitled &quot;Review of Lease Agreement Under the
Federal Ethics Regulations Regarding Gifts&quot; by Kevin Minoli; the April 4, 2018 EPA memorandum entitled
&quot;Record for 'Review of Lease Agreement Under the Federal Ethics Regulations Regarding Gifts'&quot; by Kevin
Minoli; and the April 9, 2018 EPA letter to David Office of Government Ethics Acting Director and General Counsel
David Apol by Kevin Minoli from March 29 to April 10, 2018: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Matthew Leopold Liz Bowman
Jahan Wilcox Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh Please click on these links for more detail on these memos and letter
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/02/document_gw_01.pdf;
https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/05/document_gw_04.pdf; and
https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/04/10/document_gw_05.pdf). Please consider any emails, handwritten notes,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
5/7/2018 19:05 communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to the March 29, 2017
break-in by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's Protection Services Detail at 223 C Street NE, Washington, DC 20002 from
March 29 to March 31, 2017: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Pasquale
&quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta J.P. Freire Liz Bowman Jahan Wilcox Please click on this link for more detail on this incident
(https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/exclusive-pruitts-epa-security-broke-door-lobbyist-condo/story?id=54129080).
Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as
5/7/2018 19:05 well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-007413

EPA-HQ-2018-007412

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-006841

EPA-HQ-2018-006843

EPA-HQ-2018-005102

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request records of all approval of outside activity forms; certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture;
impartiality determinations; notices of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers, including those
resolving financial conflicts of interest; and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given to Owen McDonough.
These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R. Part 2634; 5
C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official. Please do not
4/19/2018 20:04 consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this request.

E&E News

I request communication records sent to and from EPA's ethics staff regarding late or missing OGE Form 278 public
financial disclosure reports sent to and from EPA’s political appointees – either classified as Administratively
Determined, Schedule C, Non-career Senior Executive Service, Presidential Appointment without Senate Confirmation
or Presidential Appointment with Senate Confirmation – from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date this FOIA request is processed.
Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters (including but not limited to dunning letters), memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Responsive records to my request will likely be found in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
4/19/2018 21:04 Official as well as their ethics staff.

E&E News

In responses to previous FOIA requests, I have received EPA's congressional correspondence logs that identify specific
pieces of correspondence between EPA and members of Congress by control number and congressional office. I am
now requesting specific pieces of correspondence identified in those correspondence logs by control number and
congressional office. Please include attachments, enclosures or any other documents that were provided with the
piece(s) of correspondence in its original form. In addition, please provide all direct agency responses to the requested
piece(s) of correspondence. I request the following piece(s) of correspondence listed by control number and
3/6/2018 2:03 congressional office: AL-17-001-1853 Rep. Elijah Cummings

EPA-HQ-2018-005574

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005378
EPA-HQ-2018-005377

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005374

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request a copy of a document entitled &quot;Creating a Culture of Compliance,&quot; which describes ethical
guidelines and was shared with EPA by the White House. Please click on this link for more detail on this document
3/19/2018 21:03 (https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/09/politics/cabinet-secretaries-ethical-behavior/index.html).
I request communication records sent between John Konkus and his &quot;two likely clients&quot; and any other
clients applicable to his Aug. 1, 2017 approval of outside activity form from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date this request is
processed. Konkus received an outside of approval activity form to take on clients to advise about strategy, mail and
media production. Please click on this link for more detail on this form
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/03/05/document_gw_03.pdf). Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, handwritten notes, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
3/13/2018 0:03 communication as responsive records to my request.
3/13/2018 0:03 Under Agency Review
I request all records related to the following contract, including but not limited to all sole source justifications, requests
for proposal, statements of work, equitable adjustments, modifications, claims and/or cancellations. I request records
related to the following contract: Contract Award ID EP18H000019 to Go BIG Media, Inc. Please click on this link for
3/13/2018 0:03 more detail on this contract (https://www.usaspending.gov/#/award/61802028).

EPA-HQ-2018-005376

EPA-HQ-2018-005375

EPA-HQ-2018-005055

EPA-HQ-2018-004595

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records related to the end of Jeff Sands' employment at EPA on or around March 2, 2018. Please consider
responsive records to my request to include but not limited to resignation letters sent by Sands; farewell messages
sent by Sands, such as emails, letters and/or notes; farewell messages sent by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to Sands,
such as emails, letters and/or notes; and personnel action notifications created by EPA related to the end of Sand's
3/13/2018 0:03 employment at EPA.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID EP18H000019 to Go BIG Media, Inc. from Jan. 20, 2017 to March 9, 2018, including but not limited to the sole
source justification as well as the services rendered under the contract. Please click on this link for more detail on this
contract (https://www.usaspending.gov/#/award/61802028). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text
messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to
my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox
3/13/2018 0:03 Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly Block Kelsi Daniell Nancy Grantham

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Feb. 1 to March 1,
2018: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson
Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
3/2/2018 19:03 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request all threat assessments conducted every 90 days by the EPA Protective Service Detail related to the personal
security of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt. Please click on this link for more detail on these threat assessments
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/02/15/public-confrontations-promptedpruitt-to-switch-to-first-class-travel-epa-says/?utm_term=.11207cbd8bee). Responsive records to my request will likely
2/20/2018 22:02 be found in the EPA Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training.

EPA-HQ-2018-005052

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005051

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
Feb. 1 to March 1, 2018. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
3/2/2018 19:03 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from Feb. 1 to March 1, 2018. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
3/2/2018 19:03 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Feb. 1 to March 1, 2018.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
3/2/2018 19:03 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Feb. 1 to March 1, 2018. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
3/2/2018 19:03 itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-005050

EPA-HQ-2018-005049

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-R10-2018-004329 Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request records created for scheduling, in preparation of and/or the result of meetings held between EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and CIA Director Mike Pompeo on March 28, 29 and 30, 2017 as well as July 12, 2017. Please
click on these links for more detail on these meetings, which are listed in Pruitt's private and public calendars
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/06/15/document_gw_08.pdf and https://www.epa.gov/senior-leaderscalendars/calendar-scott-pruitt-administrator). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages,
written notes, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
2/13/2018 2:02 to my request.
Communications to and from the following individuals or entities: Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Commissioner Larry Hartig Sen. Lisa Murkowski Sen. Dan Sullivan Rep. Don Young Alaska Speaker Bryce Edgmon
Robert "Bob" Gillam Donald Trump Jr. Eric Trump Backcountry Hunters and Angles President and CEO Land Tawney
Tom Douglas Restaurants CEO Tom Douglas Orvis CEO
Perk Perkins Any individual employed and/or affiliated with Publix supermarkets Any individual employed and/or
2/12/2018 20:02 affiliated with Hyvee supermarkets. The date range is May 12, 2017 to Jan. 26, 2018.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the deletion of a Feb. 2, 2018
tweet on the EPA Twitter account discussing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's visit to May Nursery near Tallahassee, Fla.
from Feb. 2 to 6, 2018. Please click on these links for more detail on this tweet and Pruitt's visit to May Nursery
(https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-administrator-pruitt-talks-environmental-outcomes-state-florida and
https://twitter.com/EPAScottPruitt/status/959594750184697856). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox
2/13/2018 2:02 Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly Block Kelsi Daniell

EPA-HQ-2018-004324

EPA-HQ-2018-004325

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-003570

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-004744

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-004603

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the legal justification
supporting the decision to keep EPA operating in the event of a lapse of appropriations, including but not limited to an
analysis of the Antideficiency Act, from Jan. 12 to Jan. 19, 2018. Please click on this link for more detail on this decision
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/01/19/document_pm_02.pdf). Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as
responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated
with the following individuals: Matt Leopold Kevin Minoli Erik Baptist Marcella Burke David Fotouhi Justin Schwab
1/22/2018 22:01 Richard Albores Elise Packard Kenneth Redden
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Steven Cook. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R.
Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official.
Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this
2/22/2018 17:02 request.
I request all records detailing requests for exemptions to the EPA external hiring freeze from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date
that this FOIA request is processed. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, handwritten
notes, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my
request. Responsive records to my request will likely be found in the EPA Office of Administration and Resources
Management. Please click on this link for more detail on these records
2/20/2018 22:02 (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/09/14/document_gw_08.pdf).

EPA-HQ-2018-004078
EPA-HQ-2018-003996

EPA-HQ-2018-003355

EPA-HQ-2018-003120

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1,
2018: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson
Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
2/2/2018 21:02 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
2/1/2018 3:02 Under Agency Review

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the reassignment of Lorie
Schmidt and/or the replacement of the Clean Power Plan from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 5, 2018. Please click on this link for
more detail on Schmidt's reassignment (https://www.eenews.net/assets/2018/01/08/document_pm_01.pdf). Please
consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented
forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in
the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Bill Wehrum
1/16/2018 21:01 Clint Woods Amanda Gunasekara David Harlow Justin Schwab Kevin Minoli Lorie Schmidt Gautam Srinivasan

E&E News

I request records showing the number of EPA special agents and other members of the security detail assigned to
former EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson's security detail from Jan. 23, 2009 to Jan. 23, 2010, including full-time as well as
those who supported the security detail on a temporary basis. I also request records documenting the total
compensation for former EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson's security detail during this time period, including base pay,
1/9/2018 2:01 night differential, availability pay, scheduled overtime, holiday pay and travel costs.

EPA-HQ-2018-003119

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-003112

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request records showing the number of EPA special agents and other members of the security detail assigned to
former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy's security detail from July 18, 2013 to July 18, 2014, including full-time as well
as those who supported the security detail on a temporary basis. I also request records documenting the total
compensation for former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy's security detail during this time period, including base
1/9/2018 2:01 pay, night differential, availability pay, scheduled overtime, holiday pay and travel costs.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Clint Woods. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R.
Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official.
Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this
1/6/2018 4:01 request.

E&E News

I request all communication records related to the creation of EPA's Dec. 10, 2017 press release entitled &quot;EPA Is
Committed To Enforcement,&quot; including but not limited to all communication records related to any decisions to
either take down, restrict access to and/or repost online this press release. Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication
1/6/2018 4:01 regarding this press release as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-003113

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-004076

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-004075

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 2018. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
2/2/2018 21:02 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 2018. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
2/2/2018 21:02 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 2018.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
2/2/2018 21:02 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-004074

Kevin Bogardus

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 2018. Please include all
records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
I request all records related to the end of Michael Dourson's employment at EPA on or around Jan. 31, 2018. Please
consider responsive records to my request resignation letters sent by Dourson; farewell messages sent by Dourson,
such as emails, letters and/or notes; farewell messages sent by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to Dourson, such as
emails, letters and/or notes; and personnel action notifications created by EPA related to the end of Dourson's
employment at EPA.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Alexandra Dunn. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5
C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
Official. Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records
to this request.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Anne Idsal. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R.
Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official.
Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this
request.

EPA-HQ-2018-004073

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

2/2/2018 21:02

EPA-HQ-2018-004041

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

2/2/2018 2:02

EPA-HQ-2018-003114

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

1/8/2018 17:01

EPA-HQ-2018-002698

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

12/16/2017 4:12

E&E News

I request all multimedia recordings, including audio and video recordings, of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt created by
EPA employees and/or contractors from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed. Responsive
records to my request would be public and previously non-public multimedia recordings of Pruitt at public as well as
private events, including but not limited to meetings, speeches, press conferences, portraits, candid shots and any
other activity that Pruitt took part in for official business. Please include the relevant information with each
multimedia recording, including but not limited to the names of each individual recorded, date, location and subject
12/16/2017 1:12 matter. Responsive records to my request would likely be found with the Office of Multimedia.

EPA-HQ-2018-002696

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-002695

EPA-HQ-2018-002690

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all photographs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt created by EPA employees and/or contractors from Jan. 20,
2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed. Responsive records to my request would be public and previously
non-public photographs of Pruitt at public as well as private events, including but not limited to meetings, speeches,
press conferences, portraits, candid shots and any other activity that Pruitt took part in for official business. Please
include the relevant information with each photograph, including but not limited to the names of each individual
photographed, date, location and subject matter. Responsive records to my request would likely be found with EPA
12/16/2017 1:12 Chief Photographer Eric Vance and/or his staff as well as employees and/or contractors that have worked with Vance.

E&E News

I request all records related to the leaks in the William Jefferson Clinton North Building of EPA headquarters found on
Dec. 14, 2017, as described in a Dec. 14, 2017 EPA email. Please consider any photos, images, incident reports,
maintenance service requests and/or trouble tickets, emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Responsive
records will likely be found in the Office of Administration and Resources Management. The following is the Dec. 14,
2017 EPA email that I'm referring to: From: HQ_Facilities_Updates Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2017 8:58 AM To: All
HQ Employees Subject: Facilities update There is a water line back up in the William Jefferson Clinton North Building
that is causing the hallway water fountains to leak throughout the building in the 400 and 500 Corridors. GSA is
12/15/2017 22:12 working this issue right now. There is no estimated time for resolution.

EPA-HQ-2018-002688

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-002507

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-002261

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID EP18H000025 to Definers Corp. from Jan. 20 to Dec. 7, 2017, including but not limited to the sole source justification
as well as the services rendered under the contract. Please click on this link for more detail on this contract
(https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=53D2AF0E-B566-47BB-8EB4728DAC00CEB7&amp;AwardID=59978626&amp;AwardType=C). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox
12/15/2017 22:12 Michael Abboud James Hewitt Molly Block Kelsi Daniell Nancy Grantham
I request a list of all social media accounts blocked by the all of EPA's social media accounts, including but not limited
to the Twitter accounts @EPA, @EPAScottPruitt, @LizBowmanEPA, @john_konkus_epa and all other social media
accounts listed here on EPA's website (https://www.epa.gov/web-policies-and-procedures/list-social-media-platforms12/11/2017 22:12 epa-uses).
I request a copy of the &quot;after action/lessons learned report&quot; developed in response to the Aug. 9, 2017
security incident at the William Jefferson Clinton North Building of EPA Washington, D.C. headquarters. This report is
referenced in the Aug. 10, 2017 email by Donna Vizian sent to EPA employees (please see
12/4/2017 21:12 https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/08/14/document_gw_03.pdf).

EPA-HQ-2018-002264

EPA-HQ-2018-002263

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to editorials and opinion
columns advocating for President Trump to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement from Jan. 20 to June
1, 2017, including but not limited to the following op-eds: &quot;Deep-sixing the Paris Agreement,&quot; Ed Feulner,
The Washington Times, May 15, 2017 (https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/may/15/paris-climateagreement-needs-to-go/); &quot;Loris: Prez should keep vow, dump Paris climate pact,&quot; Nicolas Loris, The
Boston Herald, May 22, 2017
(http://www.bostonherald.com/opinion/op_ed/2017/05/loris_prez_should_keep_vow_dump_paris_climate_pact);
&quot;Trump should keep climate deal promise,&quot; Phil Kerpen, USA Today, May 23, 2017
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2017/05/23/trump-keep-climate-deal-promise/102017252/);
&quot;Trump should keep climate deal promise,&quot; Phil Kerpen, The News Journal, May 23, 2017
(hhttp://www.delawareonline.com/story/opinion/2017/05/23/trump-keep-climate-deal-promise/102017252/);
&quot;Trump should keep his promise to cancel Obama climate deal,&quot; Phil Kerpen, The Jackson Sun, May 24,
2017 (http://www.jacksonsun.com/story/opinion/columnists/2017/05/24/trump-should-keep-his-promise-cancelobama-climate-deal/339579001/); and &quot;The scientific argument against the Paris climate agreement,&quot;
Patrick J. Michaels, The Hill, May 25, 2017 (http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/energy-environment/335002-thescientific-argument-against-the-paris-climate). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages,
voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: J.P.
12/4/2017 19:12 Freire Liz Bowman John Konkus Amy Graham Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox Michael Abboud James Hewitt

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to President Trump's decision to
withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement from Jan. 20 to June 3, 2017, including but not limited to EPA
employees arguing for withdrawal from the agreement. Please click on this link for more detail on this decision
(https://www.epa.gov/speeches/administrator-scott-pruitt-speech-paris-accord-prepared). Please consider any
emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
communication as responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email
accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Justin Schwab Mandy
12/4/2017 19:12 Gunasekara J.P. Freire Liz Bowman

EPA-HQ-2018-003111

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-003110

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Dec. 1, 2017 to
Jan. 1, 2018: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
1/6/2018 1:01 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
I request records of all responses to Questions for the Record provided to Congress from EPA from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan.
1, 2018. These records are responses to formal questions posed by lawmakers in association with witness testimony at
1/6/2018 1:01 congressional committee hearings.

EPA-HQ-2018-003109

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-003108

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 1, 2018. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to
1/6/2018 1:01 database queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 1, 2018. A SGE is
an agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days
1/6/2018 1:01 during any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 1,
2018. Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets,
1/6/2018 1:01 appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 1, 2018. Please
include all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day
1/6/2018 1:01 calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all communication records related to the creation of EPA's Oct. 23, 2017 activity book entitled &quot;How
Does EPA Protect the Environment? Activity Book for Children.&quot; Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication
regarding this activity book as responsive records to my request. Please click on this link for more detail on this activity
12/29/2017 18:12 book (https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-10/documents/epa_general_coloring_book_final.pdf).

E&E News

I request copies of any and all emails concerning official EPA business that were sent to or from EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt's personal email account(s) from Feb. 17, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed. Other past
senior administration officials, such as former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, former Defense Secretary Ash Carter
and former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, have been found to have used a personal email account for government
business. In the cases of former Secretary Clinton and former Secretary Carter, some of those instances not only ran
counter to their departments' policies but could have led to the potential exposure of classified information. In
response to worries over their use of personal email for government business &not;– and also litigation in former
Secretary Clinton's case &not;– both former Secretary Clinton and former Secretary Carter released thousands of
pages of their personal emails that were used for government business. EPA has also released former Administrator
McCarthy's personal emails that were used for government business. Further, a recent court ruling found that agency
officials should expect that work-related emails in their personal email accounts to be subject to the Freedom of
Information Act. In Competitive Enterprise Institute vs. Office of Science and Technology Policy, D.C. Circuit Senior
Judge David Sentelle wrote in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit's opinion that &quot;an
agency cannot shield its records from search or disclosure under FOIA by the expedient of storing them in a private
email account controlled by the agency head.&quot; Administrator Pruitt should follow the example of other past
administration officials as well as court precedent and release all of his personal emails that were used for EPA
12/22/2017 17:12 business.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1, 2017. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
12/1/2017 14:12 itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-003107

EPA-HQ-2018-003106

EPA-HQ-2018-002956

EPA-HQ-2018-002866

EPA-HQ-2018-002207

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-002212
EPA-HQ-2018-002210

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-002208

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-001927

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Nov. 1, 2017 to
Dec. 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
12/1/2017 14:12 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
12/1/2017 14:12 Under Agency Review
I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
12/1/2017 14:12 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Marcella Burke. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5
C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics
Official. Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records
11/25/2017 4:11 to this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-001608

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-001656

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request a copy of Murray Energy Corp. CEO Bob Murray's &quot;action plan.&quot; Murray describes the
&quot;action plan&quot; in the following news article: &quot;Bob Murray says Trump's at work on industry 'action
plan,'&quot; Hannah Northey, E&amp;E News, Oct. 10, 2017 (https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060063221/). I also
request communication records exchanged between the following individuals in EPA and/or any individual employed
by and/or affiliated with Murray Energy Corp. related to Murray's &quot;action plan&quot; from Jan. 20, 2017 to the
date that this FOIA request is processed. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and
video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please
search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt
11/14/2017 4:11 Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Amanda Gunasekera Brittany Bolen Charles Munoz Troy Lyons
I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality determinations; notices
of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given
to Bill Wehrum. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R.
Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official.
Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure reports as responsive records to this
11/13/2017 21:11 request.

E&E News

I request all records created by EPA in preparation for, distributed during and/or as the result of the &quot;WOTUS
Briefing[s] with Army Corps of Engineers&quot; on Sept. 11, 13 and 14, 2017 at EPA's Washington, D.C. headquarters
with EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt. Please click on this link for more detail on Administrator Pruitt's calendar, which
list these briefings (https://www.epa.gov/senior-leaders-calendars/calendar-scott-pruitt-administrator). Please
consider any calendar entries, emails, invitations electronic or otherwise, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice
11/14/2017 3:11 and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-001612

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2018-002209

EPA-HQ-2018-001315

EPA-HQ-2018-000569

EPA-HQ-2018-000561

EPA-HQ-2018-000560

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1, 2017. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
12/1/2017 14:12 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request photos and/or images of the facility called the &quot;privacy booth&quot; as described in Contract Award ID
EP17H000248 to Acoustical Solutions LLC. Please click on this link for more detail on this contract
(https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=4716D4A2-5DC7-4478-99B911/2/2017 21:11 C149824A8233&amp;AwardID=59105713&amp;AwardType=C).

E&E News

I request communication records between (to and from) the following individuals in EPA and Glenn Coffee, Crystal
Coon, Tyler Norvell and/or any individual employed by and/or affiliated with Coffee Group related to the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, also known as Superfund; air regulation and
emissions matters; the Clean Air Act; the Clean Power Plan; New Source Performance Standards; New Source Review
Permitting; the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule; and the Renewable Fuel Standard from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that
this FOIA request is processed. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please search
for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Ryan
Jackson Samantha Dravis Michelle Hale Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Sydney Hupp Lincoln Ferguson Albert
10/16/2017 18:10 &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly Ken Wagner

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID EP17H000248 to Acoustical Solutions LLC from Jan. 20 to Oct. 9, 2017, including but not limited to the planning of
the construction of the privacy booth as agreed to under the contract. Please click on this link for more detail on this
contract (https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=4716D4A2-5DC7-447899B9-C149824A8233&amp;AwardID=59105713&amp;AwardType=C). Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as
responsive records to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated
with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt Mike Flynn Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis David Bloom Donna Vizian Gayle
10/16/2017 19:10 Jefferson Kelly Glazier Liz Bowman Amy Graham Lincoln Ferguson Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID EPW13013 to Secure Mission Solutions LLC from Jan. 20 to the date that this FOIA request is processed, including
but not limited to the planning of the removal of the CCTV equipment as agreed to under the contract. Please click on
this link for more detail on this contract
(https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=B946C10E-A4CF-49AD-A15C9EBD29321A79&amp;AwardID=20254897&amp;AwardType=C). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Mike Flynn Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis David Bloom Donna Vizian Gayle Jefferson Kelly
10/16/2017 19:10 Glazier Liz Bowman Amy Graham Lincoln Ferguson Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh

EPA-HQ-2018-000559

EPA-HQ-2018-000558

EPA-HQ-2018-000562

EPA-HQ-2018-000281

EPA-HQ-2018-000211

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID IND17PB00351 to Martinair, Incorporated from Jan. 20 to Aug. 29, 2017, including but not limited to the planning of
the charter flight as agreed to under the contract. Please click on this link for more detail on this contract
(https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=891FBE29-C343-4445-998781E465D2A942&amp;AwardID=58769818&amp;AwardType=C). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Mike Flynn Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Millan Hupp Madeline Morris Liz Bowman Amy
10/16/2017 19:10 Graham Lincoln Ferguson Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals in EPA related to the award of Contract Award
ID IND17PB00304 to North Dallas Aviation, Inc. from Jan. 20 to July 27, 2017, including but not limited to the planning
of the charter flight as agreed to under the contract. Please click on this link for more detail on this contract
(https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=03C7AF43-5A22-4CF9-A1E78690EAB27C3E&amp;AwardID=58313597&amp;AwardType=C). Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums,
text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records
to my request. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following
individuals: Scott Pruitt Mike Flynn Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Millan Hupp Madeline Morris Liz Bowman Amy
10/16/2017 19:10 Graham Lincoln Ferguson Kevin Minoli Justina Fugh

E&E News

I request all records related to the following contract, including but not limited to all requests for proposal, statements
of work, equitable adjustments, modifications, claims and/or cancellations. I request records related to the following
contract: Contract Award ID EP17H000248 to Acoustical Solutions, LLC Please click on this link for more detail on this
contract (https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/TransactionDetails.aspx?RecordID=4716D4A2-5DC7-447810/16/2017 20:10 99B9-C149824A8233&amp;AwardID=59105713&amp;AwardType=C).

E&E News

I request records detailing travel by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt from Feb. 17, 2017 to the date that this request is
processed. Please consider requests for travel approval submitted by Pruitt or anyone acting on his behalf; responses
to said travel requests, including approvals and denials; travel authorizations for Pruitt, including but not limited to
authorizations issued by the Office of General Counsel or the White House; communications between EPA and any
company used for chartered flights for Pruitt; communications between EPA and the U.S. Air Force regarding travel on
military aircraft; invoices and receipts pertaining to payment to the U.S. Air Force or charter flight companies for
Pruitt's air travel; voucher claims submitted by Pruitt or anyone on his behalf after travel undertaken by him; and
10/10/2017 19:10 Senior Federal Travel Reports as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Sept. 1, 2017 to
Oct. 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
10/6/2017 13:10 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-000207

EPA-HQ-2018-000206

EPA-HQ-2018-001333

EPA-HQ-2018-001338

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Sept. 1 to Oct. 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
10/6/2017 13:10 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Sept. 1 to Oct. 1, 2017. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
10/6/2017 13:10 itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, 2017. Please include
all records that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars,
11/3/2017 17:11 itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Oct. 1, 2017 to
Nov. 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
11/3/2017 17:11 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-001336

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-001335

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, 2017. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
11/3/2017 17:11 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.
I request a list of “special government employees” (SGEs) employed by EPA from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, 2017. A SGE is an
agency employee that performs temporary duties, with or without compensation, for not more than 130 days during
11/3/2017 17:11 any period of 365 consecutive days, as defined in 18 U.S.C &sect; 202.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
11/3/2017 17:11 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2018-001334

EPA-HQ-2017-011116

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all communication records related to the creation of EPA's Sept. 3, 2017 press release entitled &quot;EPA
Response To The AP's Misleading Story,&quot; including but not limited to all communication records related to any
decisions to either take down, restrict access to and/or repost online this press release. Please consider any emails,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
communication regarding this press release as responsive records to my request. Please click on this link for more
9/6/2017 1:09 detail on this press release (https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story).

EPA-HQ-2017-011093

EPA-HQ-2017-011091

EPA-HQ-2017-011089

EPA-HQ-2017-011088

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from Aug. 1, 2017 to
Sept. 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
9/1/2017 15:09 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
Aug. 1 to Sept. 1, 2017. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
9/1/2017 15:09 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from Aug. 1 to Sept. 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
9/1/2017 15:09 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt from Aug. 1 to Sept. 1, 2017. Please include all records
that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, itineraries,
9/1/2017 15:09 Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2017-010199
EPA-HQ-2017-010205
EPA-HQ-2017-010204

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News
E&E News

8/4/2017 17:08
8/4/2017 18:08
8/4/2017 18:08

EPA-HQ-2017-010210
EPA-HQ-2017-010206

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

8/4/2017 19:08
8/4/2017 18:08

I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; notices of disqualification; recusals;
waivers; screening arrangements and all other ethics-related records filed by and/or given to the following individuals:
Michael Abboud Layne Bangerter Erik Baptist Nancy Beck Tate Bennett Brittany Bolen Liz Bowman Bryon Brown Kevin
Chmielewski Preston Cory Henry Darwin Veronica Darwin Patrick Davis Alex Dominguez Samantha Dravis Nicholas
Falvo Lincoln Ferguson Hayley Ford Lee Forsgren David Fotouhi J.P. Freier Robert Frye Amy Graham Holly Greaves
Kristopher Green Sarah Greenwalt Amanda Gunasekara Michelle Hale James Hewitt Sydney Hupp Millan Hupp Ryan
Jackson Albert &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly John Konkus Daisy Letendre Will Lovell Troy Lyons Forrest McMurray Madeline
Morris Charles Munoz Christian Palich Aaron Ringel Christian Rodrick Justin Schwab Kaitlyn Shimmin George Sugiyama
Patrick Traylor Kenneth Wagner Jahan Wilcox Richard Yamada These documents would likely be prepared under 18
U.S.C. &sect; 207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641 as well as be in the
care of the Designated Agency Ethics Official. Please do not consider this individual's OGE Form 278 public financial
disclosure reports as responsive records to this request.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
I request all records concerning EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt from July 1 to Aug. 1, 2017. Please include all records
that document Pruitt’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, itineraries,
Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010215

EPA-HQ-2017-010213

EPA-HQ-2017-010211

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from July 1, 2017 to
Aug. 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
8/4/2017 19:08 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
July 1 to Aug. 1, 2017. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
8/4/2017 19:08 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from July 1 to Aug. 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
8/4/2017 19:08 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2017-010234

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-010236

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all emails sent to and from the following individuals in EPA regarding EPA's Aug. 2, 2017 report known as
&quot;Determination regarding Allegations of a Loss of Scientific Integrity concerning Remarks by Administrator
Pruitt&quot; (please see here https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/08/02/document_pm_04.pdf) from March 9,
2017 to Aug. 2, 2017. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the
following individuals: Francesca Grifo Ryan Jackson Scott Pruitt John Reeder Bruce Rodan Betsy Shaw Carol Ann
8/7/2017 20:08 Siciliano Thomas Sinks Kevin Teichman
I request a copy of every official Memorandum signed by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt from Feb. 17, 2017 to the date
that this FOIA request is processed (please see here for an example
8/7/2017 21:08 https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/04/04/document_gw_01.pdf).

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from June 1 to July 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
7/6/2017 20:07 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from June 1, 2017 to
July 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
7/6/2017 20:07 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA's headquarters -- the William Jefferson Clinton
North, South, East and West Buildings as well as the Ronald Reagan Building at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW -- from
June 1 to July 1, 2017. Please include all records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database
7/6/2017 20:07 queries, online registration forms, sign-in sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes.

EPA-HQ-2017-009155

EPA-HQ-2017-009160

EPA-HQ-2017-009158

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2017-008016

EPA-HQ-2017-008012
EPA-HQ-2017-007275
EPA-HQ-2017-007272

EPA-HQ-2017-006971

EPA-HQ-2017-006967

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

E&E News
E&E News
E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from May 1, 2017 to
June 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
6/5/2017 13:06 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from May 1 to June 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
6/5/2017 13:06 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.
5/15/2017 13:05 Under Agency Review
5/15/2017 13:05 Under Agency Review

E&E News

I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;trump.com&quot;; &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;; &quot;trumphotels.com&quot;;
&quot;trumpinternationalrealty.com&quot;; &quot;trumpwinery.com&quot;; &quot;ivankatrump.com&quot;;
&quot;kushner.com&quot;; &quot;observer.com&quot;; or &quot;observedmedia.com&quot; from April 1, 2017 to
May 1, 2017: • EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt • Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn • EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
5/8/2017 13:05 documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

E&E News

I request all records concerning Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn’s schedule from April 1 to May 1, 2017.
Please include all records that document Flynn’s schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments,
5/8/2017 13:05 day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2017-006633

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-006694

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

Regarding the flier for the May 5, 2017 annual Oklahoma Republican Party Gala where EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
was expected to be the keynote speaker: -- I request all communication records between employees of the EPA ethics
office and the EPA Office of the Administrator, including staff who work on scheduling Administrator Pruitt for this
event. -- I request all communication records between employees of the EPA ethics office and employees of the U.S.
Office of Special Counsel related to this flier. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice
and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication regarding this flier as responsive records
to my request. Please click on this link for more detail on this flier (http://mailchi.mp/okgop/scott-pruitt-confirmed-to4/27/2017 17:04 speak-at-okgop-convention).
I request all communication records related to the creation of EPA's April 28, 2017 press release entitled &quot;EPA
Kicks Off Website Updates.&quot; Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication regarding this press release as responsive records to
my request. Please click on this link for more detail on this press release (https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa5/1/2017 13:05 kicks-website-updates).

EPA-HQ-2017-005998

EPA-HQ-2017-005555

EPA-HQ-2017-005554

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request emails sent to and from Don Benton for the following individuals during the time period of Nov. 9, 2016 to
April 11, 2017. This request includes those emails sent to and from his EPA email account, benton.donald@epa.gov, as
well as to and from any other non-official email accounts associated with Benton that were used for official purposes.
Those individuals are Acting EPA Administrator Catherine McCabe, Acting EPA Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn,
Acting EPA Chief of Staff John Reeder, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and EPA
4/11/2017 13:04 Assistant Administrator for Office of Policy Samantha Dravis.

E&E News

I request all records of communications between any individual affiliated with and/or employed by EPA and any
individual affiliated with and/or employed by the Oklahoma Bar Association regarding the grievance filed against EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt, titled &quot;Grievance against Edward Scott Pruitt, DC-17-70.&quot; Please click on this link
for more detail regarding this grievance (http://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/03/30/document_pm_01.pdf). Please
consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented
forms of communication as responsive records to my request. Please provide responsive records on a rolling basis in
3/31/2017 13:03 response to my request.

E&E News

I request all records of communication regarding the EPA news release, &quot;What They Are Saying About President
Trump’s Executive Order on Energy Independence,&quot; sent on March 30, 2017. Please click on this link for more
detail regarding this news release (https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/what-they-are-saying-about-president-trumpsexecutive-order-energy-independence). Please consider any and all drafts of this news release as responsive records to
my request. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as
3/30/2017 20:03 other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2017-005548
EPA-HQ-2017-005149

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

3/30/2017 20:03
3/22/2017 13:03

EPA-HQ-2017-005148

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

3/22/2017 13:03

EPA-HQ-2017-005150

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

3/22/2017 13:03

I request all records identifying individuals who were invited and/or ordered to attend President Donald Trump's
signing of the &quot;Presidential Executive Order on Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth&quot;
held in the Map Room of EPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. on March 28, 2017. Please click on this link for more
detail regarding this event (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9I5z7_GLro). Please consider records that would
identify individuals not employed by EPA -- such as members of Congress, business executives, trade association
officials and members of the media -- as well as individuals employed by EPA, including both political and career staff
at the agency, that were invited and/or ordered to attend the event as responsive records to my request.
Under Agency Review
-- I request copies of all EPA talking points as well as all records, which include but are not limited to emails, reports,
memos and transcripts, that were used to prepare said talking points for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt for his Feb. 25,
2017 appea
-- I request all emails sent to staffrsvp@epa.gov to RSVP for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's first address to EPA
employees on Feb. 21, 2017. -- I request all emails sent to individuals -- including EPA employees as well as anyone
from outside of EPA --

EPA-HQ-2017-005033

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all communications records sent to and/or from David Schnare -- including emails sent to and/or from his
EPA email account, schnare.david@epa.gov, and from any other non-official email accounts associated with Schnare
that were used for official purposes as well as text messages sent to and/or from Schnare -- during the time period of
Nov. 9, 2016 to March 17, 2017. I request copies of all of Schnare's communications records because after his March
15, 2017 resignation from EPA, he alleged that he left the agency because of EPA officials' &quot;misuse of federal
funds, failure to honor oaths of office, and a lack of loyalty to the President [Trump]&quot; (please see
&quot;Questions trail agency critic's exit,&quot; Kevin Bogardus, Greenwire, March 16, 2017
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1060051580). Consequently, there is an overwhelming public interest that all of
Schnare's communications records are disclosed, considering that those records may shed more light on Schnare's
allegations against other EPA officials. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and
video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication sent to and/or from Schnare as responsive
3/17/2017 13:03 records to my request. Please consider Personally Identifiable Information as not responsive to my request.

EPA-HQ-2017-004552
EPA-HQ-2017-004547

Kevin Bogardus
Kevin Bogardus

E&E News
E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-004089

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request all records concerning communications between any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the EPA
Office of the Administrator and any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the Trump Organization, the Ivanka
Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media from Feb. 1 to March 1, 2017.
Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
documented forms of communication between the EPA Office of the Administrator and the Trump Organization, the
Ivanka Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media as responsive records to
3/6/2017 14:03 my request.
3/6/2017 14:03 Under Agency Review
I request copies of all written drafts of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's official EPA biography
(https://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/epas-administrator). These records are likely to be found in EPA's Office of the
2/21/2017 14:02 Administrator and/or EPA's Office of Public Affairs.

E&E News

I request records detailing all attendees for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's swearing-in ceremony held in the Indian
Treaty Room of the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, 1650 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20502, at 5
p.m. on Feb. 17, 2017. Please include records that detail any and all guests who were requested by Administrator
2/21/2017 14:02 Pruitt and/or any other EPA officials to be allowed to attend Administrator Pruitt's swearing-in ceremony.

E&E News

I request copies of all emails containing at least one or more of the following search terms — “resist,”
&quot;resistance,&quot; &quot;#Resist,&quot; &quot;leak,&quot; &quot;leaks,&quot; &quot;#altEPA,&quot;
&quot;RogueEPAstaff,&quot; &quot;DefiantEPA,&quot; &quot;altepanorthwest,&quot; &quot;ActualEPAFacts,&quot;
&quot;altUSEPA,&quot; &quot;ungaggedEPA,&quot; &quot;ginasarmyFTW&quot; and "FakePruitt" — resulting from
an electronic automated search of the email accounts associated with the following listed EPA employees since Jan.
20, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed. Those EPA employees are: Layne Bangerter, Don Benton,
Patrick Davis, Doug Ericksen, Holly Greaves, John Konkus, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, Justin
Schwab and George Sugiyama. I agree to accept the results of an electronic search for these records. EPA may consider
news articles containing the identified search terms that have been emailed as non-responsive to my request unless
2/21/2017 14:02 those news articles have been forwarded with commentary.

EPA-HQ-2017-004088

EPA-HQ-2017-004092

Kevin Bogardus

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2017-004090

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request copies of all emails containing at least one or more of the following search terms — “Trump,” &quot;Make
America Great Again,&quot; &quot;MAGA,&quot; &quot;Build The Wall,&quot; &quot;Lock Her Up,&quot;
&quot;Drain The Swamp&quot; and &quot;DTS&quot; — resulting from an electronic automated search of the email
accounts associated with the following listed EPA employees since Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is
processed. Those EPA employees are: Layne Bangerter, Don Benton, Patrick Davis, Doug Ericksen, Holly Greaves, John
Konkus, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, Justin Schwab and George Sugiyama. I agree to accept the
results of an electronic search for these records. EPA may consider news articles containing the identified search terms
that have been emailed as non-responsive to my request unless those news articles have been forwarded with
2/21/2017 14:02 commentary.

EPA-HQ-2017-004091

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-003594

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-003173

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

I request copies of all emails containing at least one or more of the following search terms — “Russia,”
&quot;Russian,&quot; &quot;Putin,&quot; &quot;Kislyak,&quot; &quot;kompromat,&quot; &quot;Wikileaks,&quot;
&quot;Assange,&quot; &quot;CIA,&quot; &quot;FBI,&quot; &quot;NSA,&quot; &quot;Comey,&quot; and
&quot;Podesta&quot; — resulting from an electronic automated search of the email accounts associated with the
following listed EPA employees since Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this FOIA request is processed. Those EPA
employees are: Layne Bangerter, Don Benton, Patrick Davis, Doug Ericksen, Holly Greaves, John Konkus, David
Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, Justin Schwab and George Sugiyama. I agree to accept the results of an
electronic search for these records. EPA may consider news articles containing the identified search terms that have
2/21/2017 14:02 been emailed as non-responsive to my request unless those news articles have been forwarded with commentary.
I request all records concerning communications between any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the EPA
Office of the Administrator and any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the Trump Organization, the Ivanka
Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 2017.
Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other
documented forms of communication between the EPA Office of the Administrator and the Trump Organization, the
Ivanka Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media as responsive records to
2/6/2017 14:02 my request.
I request copies of all emails sent to and from the EPA Office of Public Affairs containing the term
1/25/2017 14:01 &quot;who.eop.gov&quot; from Jan. 20 to Jan. 27, 2017.

E&E News

I request copies of all emails containing the word “Trump” resulting from an electronic automated search of the email
accounts associated with the individuals listed below that are employed by EPA since Nov. 8, 2016 to Nov. 15, 2016.
Those individuals at EPA are: Gina McCarthy Stan Meiburg Donna Vizian Janet McCabe Jim Jones David Bloom Cynthia
Giles Ann Dunkin Avi Garbow Arthur A. Elkins, Jr. Jane Nishida Mathy Stanislaus Thomas Burke Joel Beauvais Curt
Spalding Judith A. Enck Shawn M. Garvin Heather McTeer Toney Robert A. Kaplan Ron Curry Mark Hague Shaun
McGrath Alexis Strauss Dennis McLerran Nichole Distefano David J. Kling Laura Vaught Frank Benenati Micah Ragland
Matt Fritz Mike Flynn John Reeder Arian Herckis Luseni Pieh Lateisha Garrett Kate Bluhm Reginald E. Allen Ruth A.
Etzel Velveta Golightly-Howell Eric Wachter Christopher Zarba Kimberly Patrick I agree to accept the results of an
electronic search for these records. EPA may consider news articles containing the word “Trump” that have been
12/29/2016 21:12 emailed as non-responsive to my request unless those news articles have been forwarded with commentary.

EPA-HQ-2017-002449

Kevin Bogardus

EPA-HQ-2017-002451

Kevin Bogardus

E&E News

EPA-R3-2014-005925
EPA-R3-2014-006063
EPA-HQ-2014-006228

Kevin W. Thompson
Deborah Rowe
Gregory C. Loarie

Thompson Barney
The Sutter Law Firm, PLLC
Earthjustice

4/25/2014 13:04
4/29/2014 13:04
5/6/2014 13:05

This request relates to FOIA Request EPA-R6-2017-004201 about the San Jacinto River Waste Pits Superfund Site in
Harris County, Texas, EPA ID# TXN000606611. I am requesting indices of all responsive documents regardless of FOIA
2/14/2018 22:02 exemption/CBI classification relating to FOIA request EPA-R6-2017-004201 .
5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 19713-683

EPA-R6-2018-004462
EPA-HQ-2018-008178

Craig A. Stanfield
Fred Trudwig Jr.

EPA-HQ-2018-008177

Fred Trudwig Jr.

5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 19713-404 &amp; 19713-673

EPA-HQ-2018-008176

Fred Trudwig Jr.

EPA-HQ-2018-008175
EPA-HQ-2018-008174
EPA-HQ-2018-008173
EPA-HQ-2018-008172

Fred Trudwig Jr.
Fred Trudwig Jr.
Fred Trudwig Jr.
Fred Trudwig Jr.

5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registrations 19713-384 &amp; 19713-403
Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 10163-361. This product was
transferred from EPA Registration 62719-99 so the requested data matrix file might be listed under this registration
5/31/2018 13:05 number still.
5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 53591-5
5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 42750-276
5/31/2018 13:05 Please provide the most recent Data Matrix file (Form 8570-35) for EPA Registration 11603-13

Fred Trudwig Jr.

I am requesting the file jacket information including copies of all of the data matrix files (EPA Form 8570-35) for the
following EPA Pesticide registrations: EPA Registration # 67727-1, 7727-2, 67727-3, 67727-4 and 67727-5 please
8/24/2017 16:08 provide the Agency Use versions of the Form 8570-35s for each of these registrations. Thank you

EPA-HQ-2017-010827

King & Spalding, LLP

12/30/2016 14:12

I request copies of all emails containing the words and/or phrases “Scott Pruitt,&quot; &quot;Pruitt,&quot;
&quot;Kathleen Hartnett White,&quot; &quot;Hartnett White,&quot; &quot;Jeffrey Holmstead,&quot; &quot;Jeff
Holmstead,&quot; and/or &quot;Holmstead&quot; resulting from an electronic automated search of the email
accounts associated with the individuals listed below that are employed by EPA since Nov. 8, 2016 to the date that this
FOIA request is processed. Those individuals at EPA are: Gina McCarthy Stan Meiburg Donna Vizian Janet McCabe Jim
Jones David Bloom Cynthia Giles Ann Dunkin Avi Garbow Arthur A. Elkins, Jr. Jane Nishida Mathy Stanislaus Thomas
Burke Joel Beauvais Curt Spalding Judith A. Enck Shawn M. Garvin Heather McTeer Toney Robert A. Kaplan Ron Curry
Mark Hague Shaun McGrath Alexis Strauss Dennis McLerran Nichole Distefano David J. Kling Laura Vaught Frank
Benenati Micah Ragland Matt Fritz Mike Flynn John Reeder Arian Herckis Luseni Pieh Lateisha Garrett Kate Bluhm
Reginald E. Allen Ruth A. Etzel Velveta Golightly-Howell Eric Wachter Christopher Zarba Kimberly Patrick I agree to
accept the results of an electronic search for these records. EPA may consider news articles containing the words
and/or phrases noted above that have been emailed as non-responsive to my request unless those news articles have
been forwarded with commentary.
Any and all documents, emails, notes, memos, reports and/or computer files related to the chemical 4methylcyclohexane methanol (4-MCHM) including but not limited any and all emails, reports, memos and/or
correspondence from, by, to, between and/or among the EPA and Eastman Chemical Company.
Under Agency Review
Requesting copies of all documents relating to application for proposed new sulfoxaflor uses.

On May 5 2012 Debbie Cenziper wrote an article in the Washington Post on aftermarket motorcycle parts. In the
article EPA officials was quoted on aftermarket parts. I would like copies of Ms. Cenziper request, inter-office email
and letters, phone recorders and the name of EPA technical experts how wrote the response.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/some-after-market-motorcycle-parts-dont-meet-safety-orenvironmental-standards-experts-say/2012/05/26/gJQAgQezsU_story.html

EPA-HQ-2014-006496

George D. Allen

EPA-HQ-2018-007877

Thaddeus Driscoll

EPA-HQ-2016-002106

Margaret Hsieh

EPA-HQ-2017-011654

Margaret Hsieh

EPA-HQ-2017-005967

EPA-HQ-2018-006695

Jessica Bartlow

Hudson Munoz

Frost Brown Todd LLC
Natural Resources Defense
Council
Natural Resources Defense
Council

CSPA/PIR

EPA officials said any after-market part that alters the air-fuel ratio in an engine probably will affect emissions. The
agency declined to comment on specific parts advertised online and in catalogues, saying it needs test data to
determine emission increases.
“EPA is aware that some manufacturers and suppliers may be selling after-market motorcycle parts that could increase
air pollution,” the agency said in a written statement. “EPA takes this issue seriously and will investigate and take
5/15/2014 13:05 action as appropriate to address potential threats to air quality.”
I respectfully request the public rulemaking docket (including comments and responses to comments) for the RCRA
5/22/2018 14:05 mining waste exclusion, docket ID EPA-HQ-RCRA-1985-0045.
12/15/2015 19:12 Please see attached.
9/20/2017 14:09 Under Agency Review
On behalf of the Piperonyl Butoxide Task Force II, EPA Company No. 66045, we respectfully request Data Evaluation
Records (DERs) for the studies listed on the attached spreadsheet. I am trying to ensure our records are complete, and
4/10/2017 19:04 that the task force is in possession of all DERs. Many thanks in advance for your assistance.
I request all records (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes, curriculum vitae, memos,
calendars, text messages, telephone transcripts and other accompanying information) related to the end of Samantha
Dravis’ employment at EPA announced April 5, 2018. Please consider responsive records to my request to include but
not limited to resignation letters sent by Dravis, farewell messages sent by Dravis, such as emails, letters and/or notes;
farewell messages sent by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to Dravis, such as emails, letters and/or notes; and personnel
4/16/2018 18:04 action notifications created by EPA related to the end of Dravi's employment at EPA.

EPA-HQ-2018-008208

Hudson Munoz

5/31/2018 19:05

EPA-HQ-2018-006874
EPA-HQ-2018-000318

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

4/20/2018 17:04
10/10/2017 15:10

EPA-HQ-2018-000350

Hudson Munoz

10/11/2017 15:10

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of communications
between the EPA and the Office of Management and Budget about the Midterm Evaluation of greenhouse gas
standards for vehicle model years 2022 to 2025. Please limit your search to records created after February 1, 2017.
This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of
communications within the Office of Public Affair and the Office of the Administrator about the group
&quot;Heartland Priorities.&quot; I am also requesting copies of communications between EPA Officials and
representatives of Twitter about &quot;Heartland Priorities.&quot;
Under Agency Review
This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. It is my understanding that Administrator
Pruitt purchased a new desk after taking office, and that the desk was made in Texas. I am requesting copies of
invoices, purchase orders, invoices, payment records, contracts, agreements, requisition documents, or any other
record of the EPA purchasing a new desk for Mr. Pruitt. Please search for records created between January 20, 2017
and the date of this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-006679

EPA-HQ-2018-008210

EPA-HQ-2018-008209

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of Samantha
4/16/2018 14:04 Dravis' full calendar and schedule from February 2017 to the date of her departure from the agency.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of communications
between the Office of the Administrator and the Office of Air and Radiation about the mid-term evaluation of
greenhouse gas emissions under the Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards. This request includes: (1) Copies of
electronic communications between EPA employees in the Office of Air and Radiation and employees in the Office of
the Administrator about the mid-term evaluation. (2) Copies of requests for information the Office of the
Administrator sent to the Office of Air and Radiation that relate to the mid-term evaluation of CAFE standards. (3)
Copies of materials such as memorandum, research briefs, presentations, technical reports, data, and any other
informational material provided in response to the Office of the Administrator’s requests for information. (4) Copies of
records of meetings between employees in the Office of the Administrator and the Office of Air and Radiation about
5/31/2018 19:05 the mid-term evaluation. Please limit your search to records created after February 1, 2017.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of communications
between the EPA and the White House Center for Environmental Quality about the Midterm Evaluation of greenhouse
5/31/2018 19:05 gas standards for vehicle model years 2022 to 2025. Please limit your search to records created after February 1, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2018-008206

Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-008205

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. According to the EPA, “On March 15, 2017, EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and Department of Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao announced that EPA intended to
reconsider the final determination, issued on January 12, 2017, that recommended no change to the greenhouse gas
standards for light duty vehicles for model years 2022- 2025. EPA announced it would reconsider that determination in
coordination with NHTSA.” • I am requesting a copy of communications between the EPA, Department of
Transportation, and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration about the coordinated reconsideration of the
5/31/2018 19:05 January 12, 2017 final determination.
This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. On April 2, 2018, Administrator Pruitt announced
the completion of the midterm evaluation process for GHG emissions, and the EPAs decision to revise current
standards “in light of recent data.” For additional information, please see “EPA Administrator Pruitt: GHG Emissions
Standards for Cars and Light Trucks Should Be Revised.” • I am requesting a copy of the “recent data” the EPA
reviewed to conclude that current standards were not appropriate and should be revised. • I am requesting copies of
communications within the principal EPA office charged with reviewing the CAFE standards, as well as input, feedback,
or any other written exchanges about the standards between the principal office and other components of the
5/31/2018 19:05 Agency.

EPA-HQ-2018-008207

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. On April 2, 2018, Administrator Pruitt announced
the completion of the midterm evaluation process for GHG emissions, and the EPAs decision to revise current
standards “in light of recent data.” I am requesting copies of communications between the EPA and stakeholder
organizations about GHG emission standards for model year 2022-2025 vehicles under Administrator Pruitt and the
EPA’s decision to revise the standards. The nongovernmental organizations including but not limited to the United
Auto Workers (uaw.org), General Motors Co. (@gm.com), Ford Motor Co. (@ford.com), Alliance of Automobile
Manufacturers (autoalliance.org), Alliance of Global Automakers (@globalautomakers.org), American Automotive
Policy Council (@americanautocouncil.org), Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG.org), National Automobile
Dealers Association (@NADA.org) Reason Foundation (@reason.org), American Enterprise Institute (@aei.org), Cato
Institute (@cato.org), Heartland Institute (@heartland.org), Heritage Foundation (@heritage.org), and the Competitive
Enterprise Institute (@cei.org) I am requesting communications about the “recent data” EPA relied on in its decision to
revise current standards. Communications include input, feedback, and any written exchange between the principal
EPA office responsible for the MTE and outside organizations, other EPA offices, the Office of Management and
Budget, or the Center for Environmental Quality. This is not a request for publicly available information available on
the EPA website. My request is for communications between NGOs listed above and the EPA about the MTE and
decision to revise the standards under Administrator Pruitt. Please limit your search to records created after February
5/31/2018 19:05 1, 2017.
I am requesting copies of records related to EPA Associate Administrator of Policy Samantha Dravis. This request
includes:

EPA-HQ-2018-006091

Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-005244

Hudson Munoz

•A copy of Ms. Dravis' calendar and daily schedule from March 29, 2017;
•A copy of Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance communications (electronic and physical) that mention
Ms. Dravis in connection with Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, 223 C St NE, or the events of March 29, 2017;
4/2/2018 14:04 •A copy of any after-incident reports or memoranda about the events of March 29, 2017 or 223 C St NE.
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for a copy of Administrator Pruitt's daily calendar for March 29,
3/8/2018 16:03 2017.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. President Obama signed the FOIA
Improvement Act into law in the Summer of 2016. This legislation created a presumption of openness and limited the
federal government's ability to withhold documents on a discretionary basis. It also compelled FOIA offices to release
3/8/2018 16:03 as much information as possible as quickly as possible. A copy of my request is attached.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. President Obama signed the FOIA
Improvement Act into law in the Summer of 2016. This legislation created a presumption of openness and limited the
federal government's ability to withhold documents on a discretionary basis. It also compelled FOIA offices to release
3/8/2018 16:03 as much information as possible as quickly as possible. A copy of my request is attached.

EPA-HQ-2018-005242

EPA-HQ-2018-005241

EPA-HQ-2018-005239

EPA-HQ-2018-005238

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. The custodian for this request is
the Office of Administrator- Immediate Office. Please do not construe the subject of this request to meant that I
am concerned with records in any other office. I am requesting copies of records that related to events at 223 C
St. NE, Washington, DC on March 29, 2017. This includes:
? Records mentioning the names Vicki Hart or J. Steven (“Steven”) Hart;
? Records mentioning the address 223 C Street NE., Washington, DC.
? Records relating to events at this address on March 29, 2017;
? Records of payments to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC;
? Records of requests for reimbursement related to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; and,
? Records of communications with or mentioning Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC in either
3/8/2018 16:03 electronic or physical format.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. The custodian for this request is
the Office of Administrator- Executive Services. Please do not construe the subject of this request to meant that
I am concerned with records in any other office. I am requesting copies of records that related to events at 223 C
St. NE, Washington, DC on March 29, 2017. This includes:
? Records mentioning the names Vicki Hart or J. Steven (“Steven”) Hart;
? Records mentioning the address 223 C Street NE., Washington, DC.
? Records relating to events at this address on March 29, 2017;
? Records of payments to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC;
? Records of requests for reimbursement related to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; and,
? Records of communications with or mentioning Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC in either
3/8/2018 16:03 electronic or physical format.

EPA-HQ-2018-005256
EPA-HQ-2018-005592

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-004381

Hudson Munoz

is is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. President Obama signed the FOIA
Improvement Act into law in the Summer of 2016. This legislation created a presumption of openness and limited the
federal government's ability to withhold documents on a discretionary basis. It also compelled FOIA offices to release
3/8/2018 21:03 as much information as possible as quickly as possible. A copy of my request is attached.
3/19/2018 18:03 Under Agency Review
Under the FOIA, I am requesting all call call sheets made by or to, or otherwise prepared for, Scott Pruitt, including
names, the time of call, the duration of calls, requests for the call, who was present for the call, any correspondence or
documents prepared for, and notes from or following up from the call. Please send these materials for the time period
2/13/2018 15:02 of Feb. 17, 2017 to the date this request is processed.

Hudson Munoz

Under the FOIA, I am requesting any e-mails to or from scott.pruitt@me.com and Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Henry
Darwin, Byron Brown, Kevin Chmielewski, Alex Dominguez, Nicholas Falvo, Hayley Ford, Sarah Greenwalt, Mandy
Gunasekara, Michelle Hale, Millan Hupp, Albert &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly, Forrest McMurray, Madeline Morris, Carlos
Munoz, Ken Wagner, Samantha Dravis, Brittany Bolen, Daisy Letendre, Will Lovell, George Sugiyama, Troy Lyons, Liz
2/13/2018 15:02 Bowman, Holly Greaves, Patrick Traylor, Erik Baptist, Lee Forsgren, Patrick Davis, Nancy Beck and Richard Yamada.

EPA-HQ-2018-004380

EPA-HQ-2018-004379

EPA-HQ-2018-004378

EPA-HQ-2018-004377

EPA-HQ-2018-004376

Hudson Munoz

I am requesting the most complete and up-to-date version of Samantha Dravis’s calendar at the agency from June 1,
2017 to the date this search is conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf of Dravis herself by an
2/13/2018 15:02 assistant or someone else

Hudson Munoz

I am requesting copies and/or transcripts of the following speeches or other remarks given by Scott Pruitt at: (1) the
National Association of Manufacturers event in Scottsdale, Arizona on March 6; (2) American Petroleum Institute’s
Executive Committee and Board of Directors Dinner at Trump International Hotel on March 22; (3) Ag America Caucus
at J.W. Marriott in Washington, D.C. on April 5; National Association of Royalty Owners Convention at the Embassy
Suites Hilton Norman Hotel &amp; Convention Center on April 21; (4) National Mining Association’s spring board of
directors meeting on April 24 at the Ritz Carlton Golf Resort in Naples, Fla.; (5) Alliance Resource Partners LP Board of
Directors meeting on April 26 at the Trump International Hotel in Washington, D.C.; (6) Portland Cement Association
event on May 9 in Washington, DC; (7) the Heritage Foundation event May 11 (2017 Resource Bank Meeting) in
Colorado Springs, Colo.; (8) Manhattan Institute Board Meeting at the Union League Club in New York, N.Y. on May 17;
(9) American Iron and Steel event at the Four Seasons Hotel on May 23; the American Exploration &amp; Production
Council’s annual Washington CEO meeting in Russell Senate Office Building on May 24; (10) the Energy and
Environment Symposium at the City Club of Washington on May 24; (11) the US Oil and Gas Association Board of
Directors and Executive Committee Annual Meeting at the Hay Adams Hotel on May 25; and (12) the American
Chemistry Council’s 2017 chairman’s dinner, board of directors &amp; related events on Nov. 9 at the Sanctuary in
Kiawah Island, South Carolina. Please also send any documents containing any reference to the drafting of these
2/13/2018 15:02 speeches or follow-up from these speeches. I am available to discuss clarifying and potentially narrowing this request.

Hudson Munoz

I request any and all communication records (including e-mails, texts, instant messages and other records), scheduling
documents, itinerary, call logs, receipts of spending charged to the federal government and other records describing
Scott Pruitt’s trip to Italy on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency. This should include any planning for,
2/13/2018 15:02 discussions during and considerations after the trip occurred. The trip occurred around June 7, 2017.

Hudson Munoz

I am writing to request any and all written communications sent on or after March 1, 2017 between Justina Fugh,
EPA’s Senior Counsel for Ethics, and any of the following EPA employees: Brittany Bolen, Samantha Dravis, Layne
2/13/2018 15:02 Bangerter, Aaron Ringel, and Troy Lyons. This request includes but is not limited to emails.

EPA-HQ-2018-004373

Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-004372

Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-004382

Hudson Munoz

Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between Administrator Pruitt And Kenneth Wagner On The Topic Of
Relocating EPA Laboratories. I am requesting copies of incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and Kenneth Wagner. The search for correspondence should include a search for emails that
2/13/2018 15:02 include the words “Houston”, “Oklahoma” and “Superfund”.
I request copies of all data produced by any access control card readers outside the administrator's office in the
William J. Clinton Building, showing any card scans processed by the system, limited to between Sept. 1, 2017, and
Sept. 30, 2017. If the resulting data does not identify the people whose cards were scanned by name, I also request
2/13/2018 15:02 records sufficient to identify those people.
Under the FOIA I am requesting copies of travel records and detailed schedules for the EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt,
related to his trip to Morocco during the week of December 10, 2017. Please also include a detailed list of all
individuals who accompanied him (staff and non staff) on the trip. Additionally, include details of all travel
2/13/2018 15:02 accommodations during the administrator’s stay in Morocco.

EPA-HQ-2018-004472
EPA-HQ-2018-004117

EPA-HQ-2018-004124

EPA-HQ-2018-004123

EPA-HQ-2018-004122

EPA-HQ-2018-004121

EPA-HQ-2018-004120

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. On February 14, 2018, Juliana Goldman
tweeted that &quot;In response to WaPo's Pruitt travel expose this week, and EPA ethics official told EPA press shop
its inaccurate to say that federal ethics officials approved @EPAScottPruitt's travel.&quot; Subsequent tweets indicate
that the ethics official is Justina Fugh. I am requesting copies of communications between Justina Fugh and Liz
2/15/2018 14:02 Bowman about the Washington Posts February 11, 2018 story about Administrator Pruitt's travel.
2/5/2018 16:02 Under Agency Review

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act for copies of records showing Kenneth Wagner’s use of the EPA’s purchase card
and convenience check program, including records of transactions Wagner made using his government issued charge
card. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20day deadline for an initial response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any
extension to respond. Please provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any
2/5/2018 16:02 documents withheld either in part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act request for copies any and all travel vouchers or expenses for Kenneth Wagner,
including but not limited to records of payments made and or any pending claims for reimbursement. Due to the timesensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day deadline for an initial
response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond. Please
provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld either in
2/5/2018 16:02 part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act request for copies of Kenneth Wagner’s meetings, including but not limited to,
Wagner’s schedule of appointments, the persons with whom the he met, their organizational affiliations, and the
topics discussed calendar from August 2017 to the date that the Agency begins searching for records per this request.
Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day
deadline for an initial response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension
to respond. Please provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents
2/5/2018 16:02 withheld either in part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz

This is a request for copies of records of communications between Albert Kelly and the EPA's Ethics Offices regarding
SpiritBank. My request for communications includes email, physical mail, and electronic communications as defined by
NARA. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20day deadline for an initial response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any
extension to respond. Please provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any
2/5/2018 16:02 documents withheld either in part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act for copies of records showing Albert Kelly’s use of the EPA’s purchase card and
convenience check program, including records of transactions. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will
hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day deadline for an initial response and expect the agency to
provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond. Please provide the specific FOIA exemption
used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld either in part or in its entirety as part of the
2/5/2018 16:02 agency’s response. Kelly made using his government issued charge card.

EPA-HQ-2018-004119

EPA-HQ-2018-004118

EPA-HQ-2018-003565
EPA-HQ-2018-001766

EPA-HQ-2017-010245

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act request for copies any and all travel vouchers or expenses for Albert C. Kelly,
including but not limited to records of payments made and or any pending claims for reimbursement. Due to the timesensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day deadline for an initial
response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond. Please
provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld either in
2/5/2018 16:02 part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz

This is a Freedom of Information Act request for copies of Albert C. Kelly’s meetings, including but not limited to,
Kelly’s schedule of appointments, the persons with whom the he met, their organizational affiliations, and the topics
discussed calendar from August 2017 to the date that the Agency begins searching for records per this request. Due to
the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day deadline for
an initial response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond.
Please provide the specific FOIA exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld
2/5/2018 16:02 either in part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response.

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

Hudson Munoz

I am requesting copies of travel records and detailed itineraries for EPA administrator Scott Pruitt's trip to Morocco
during the week of December 10, 2017. Please include a detailed schedule, accommodations for the trip, as well as
vouchers for airline travel and other transportation. Please also include a list of EPA employees who accompanied Mr.
1/19/2018 22:01 Pruitt on this trip, as well as records created prior to the trip, during the trip, and any post-trip materials.
11/16/2017 21:11 Under Agency Review

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act. I am writing to request copies of any and all OGE
conflict of interest waivers that may have been granted to the following individuals: Tate Bennett, Troy Lyons, Liz
Bowman, and Christian Palich. According to the Office of Government Ethics, “18 U.S.C. &sect; 208 requires that an
executive branch employee be disqualified (&quot;recused&quot;) from a &quot;particular matter&quot; if the matter
would have a direct and predictable effect on the employee's own financial interests or on certain financial interests
that are &quot;imputed&quot; to the employee by the statute, unless the employee first obtains an individual waiver
or a regulatory exemption applies.” I am requesting copies of any and all recusal letters purported to show that the
following individuals recused themselves from a “particular matter” as described under statute 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208:
Tate Bennett, Troy Lyons, Liz Bowman, and Christian Palich. I am also requesting copies of the Environmental
Protection Agency’s recusal policy. I am requesting copies of the full calendars, starting from January 20, 2017 until the
date of this request, for the following individuals: Tate Bennett, Troy Lyons, Liz Bowman, and Christian Palich. As you
know, public records law provides that if portions of a document are exempt from release, the remainder must be
segregated and disclosed. While I expect that you will send me all non-exempt portions of the records I have
requested, I respectfully reserve the right to challenge your decision to withhold any materials. Due to the timesensitive nature of this request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20-day deadline for an initial
8/7/2017 14:08 response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond.

EPA-HQ-2017-009541

EPA-HQ-2017-008750

Hudson Munoz

Hudson Munoz

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for copies of records related to Administrator Pruitt’s meetings
with Dow Chemical As detailed in his recently-released calendar, Administrator Pruitt met with Andrew Liveris of Dow
Chemical from 3:05pm to 3:30pm on March 9, 2017. I am requesting the following documents: a copy of the meeting
request, electronic and physical correspondence between the EPA Employees in the Office of the Administrator
regarding the meeting, materials provided to the Administrator, materials provided to the Andrew Liveris, pre-meeting
briefing materials, and records of any post-meeting correspondence. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I
will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20- day deadline for an initial response and expect the agency
to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond. Please provide the specific FOIA exemption
used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld either in part or in its entirety as part of the
agency’s response. Environmental Protection Agency I prefer to receive records in electronic format, and I am a
commercial requestor for fees. Please inform me if the cost of searching or copying these records will exceed $200.
You may contact me with questions at (202) 748-2309 or Hudson.munoz@gmail.com. My address for correspondence
7/18/2017 16:07 is PO Box 34614, Washington, DC 20043. Thank you, Hudson Munoz
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for copies of records related to Administrator Pruitt’s meetings
with energy CEOS. According to an article in E&amp;E News, “Dozens of power industry executives who flew to
Washington for a Monday meeting with U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt had three minutes apiece to tell him
whether they want to replace the Clean Power Plan.” I am requesting the following documents related to this meeting:
a copy of the meeting request, a record of who attended the meeting, electronic and physical correspondence
between the EPA Employees in the Office of the Administrator regarding the meeting, materials provided to the
Administrator, materials provided to the stakeholder, pre-meeting briefing materials, handwritten notes taken during
the meeting, audio recording of the meeting, video recording of the meeting, and records of any post-meeting
6/23/2017 13:06 correspondence.
This is a request for information under the Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of records related to
the proposal to consolidate EPA Regions 5 and 6, and communications with the Office of Management and Budget
about that proposal.
Please search for records from February 17, 2017 to the date of this request. The search terms for this request include
&quot;Region 5,&quot; &quot;Region 6,&quot; &quot;Chicago,&quot; &quot;Kansas City,&quot; and Office of
Management and Budget.
Please search for records in the Office of the Administrator, as well as correspondence between the Office of the
Administrator and the Office of Management and Budget. It has been reported that OMB Director Mick Mulvaney
requested information from the EPA regarding this proposal.

EPA-HQ-2017-008729
EPA-HQ-2017-008667

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

With this request, "correspondence" mean electronic and physical communications, and all associated attachments. I
am also requesting briefing materials, research, memoranda, or other government records related to proposed
6/22/2017 17:06 consolidation of the two regions.
6/21/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-008401
EPA-HQ-2017-006155
EPA-HQ-2017-005349

EPA-HQ-2017-003062
EPA-HQ-2017-002144
EPA-HQ-2017-002141

EPA-HQ-2017-001897

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

Correspondence between the Office of the Administrator and relevant component offices of EPA that mention Paris
Agreement, PA, accord, agreement, climate change, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, UN,
UNFCCC, greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), Syria, Nicaragua, Holy See, Intended Nationally Determined Contributions,
coal, Ivanka Trump, Ivanka, Trump, Jared Kushner, Jared, Kushner, Steve Bannon, Bannon, Le Diplomat, or Article 28.
Records given or provided to Administrator Pruitt about Paris Climate Agreement, and the Trump Administration’s
6/14/2017 13:06 request for information regarding the Paris Agreement.
4/14/2017 20:04 Under Agency Review
3/27/2017 18:03 Under Agency Review

Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz
Hudson Munoz

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for copies of records maintained by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) related to content that appeared on EPA’s websites on January 19, 2017 but no longer
appear, or were modified, as of January 20, 2017. This request includes web pages and any records accessible through
EPA’s websites via hyperlink or other means, including web pages linking to climate and air quality information on
White House or other federal agency websites. In addition, I am requesting copies of communications related to plans
to delete or modify the content of EPA’s websites related to the following issues: climate; air quality information
including air pollution and emissions data; and, policies, actions, statements, and information that pertain to
monitoring or addressing climate change and air quality. Please limit the search to copies of records received after
November 8, 2016 that relate to website changes to be made after January 19, 2017. Please search for
communications to and from Myron Ebell, Chris Horner, Don Benton, Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, George Sugiyama,
David Schnare, Joseph Desilets, Charles Munoz, Patrick Davis, David Kreutzer, Doug Ericksen, Justin Schwab, Layne
Bangerter, and Brian Dansel before searching accounts belonging to custodians attached to this request. This includes
internal and third-party correspondence such as emails, text messages, and correspondence transmitted through any
1/23/2017 17:01 other electronic platform such as Slack or Skype for Business.
12/16/2016 21:12 Under Agency Review
12/16/2016 21:12 Please see attached.

Hudson Munoz

Regional Freedom of Information Officer December 8, 2016 U.S. EPA, Region 6 1445 Ross Avenue (6MD-OE) Dallas, TX
75202-2733 Re: Freedom of Information Act Request This is a request for copies of correspondence under the
Freedom of Information Act. Specifically, I am requesting copies of correspondence between Environmental Protection
Agency staff and Oklahoma Attorney General Scott E. Pruitt from 2010 to the date of this request. I am also requesting
copies of correspondence between EPA staff and any email address with the stem @oag.ok.gov during the same
timeframe. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this request, I will hold the EPA to a strict 20-day deadline for an initial
response and expect the agency to provide written notice of its intention to take any extension to respond. Please
provide the specific FOIA Exemption used to justify any redaction and an index of any documents withheld either in
part or in its entirety as part of the agency’s response. I prefer to receive records in electronic format, and I am a
commercial requestor for fees. Please inform me if the cost of searching or copying these records will exceed $200.
You may contact me with questions at (202) 748-2309 or Hudson.munoz@gmail.com. My address for correspondence
12/8/2016 16:12 is PO Box 34614, Washington, DC 20043. Thank you, Hudson Munoz

EPA-HQ-2018-001032

EPA-HQ-2018-001031

Sam Pearson

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of the following
documents: Any emails between Michael Dourson, adviser to the administrator, and Nancy Beck, deputy assistant
administrator, Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, containing the search terms &quot;chemical,&quot;
&quot;TSCA,&quot; &quot;1-bromopropane,&quot; &quot;1,4-dioxane,&quot; &quot;HBCD,&quot;
&quot;asbestos,&quot; &quot;carbon tetrachloride,&quot; &quot;cyclic aliphatic bromide cluster,&quot;
&quot;methylene chloride,&quot; &quot;N-methylpyrrolidone,&quot; &quot;perchloroethylene,&quot;
10/25/2017 19:10 &quot;pigment violet 29,&quot; &quot;trichloroethylene.&quot;

Bloomberg BNA

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of the following
documents: • Schedule of Michael Dourson, adviser to the administrator, from his hiring date to the date this search is
performed. According to a news article on October 18, 2017, an EPA spokesman said &quot;Dr. Dourson's title is
adviser to the administrator.&quot; For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar programs, the documents should
be produced in “memo” form to include all invitees, any notes, and all attachments. Please do not limit your search to
Outlook calendars if other calendars exist in paper or electronic form, whether on government-issued or personal
10/25/2017 19:10 devices, used to track or coordinate how these individuals allocate their time on agency business.

Any and all email messages of Jack Housenger, director, Office of Pesticide Programs; Marty Monell, deputy director
for management, Office of Pesticide Programs; Robert McNally, director, Biopesticides and Pollution Prevention
Division; Dana Vogel, acting director, Health Effects Division; Donald Brady, director, Environmental Fate and Effects
Division; Susan Lewis, director, Registration Division; that refer to the use of pesticide products on marijuana plants,
from January 1, 2014 to present.
If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the
act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right
to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees.

EPA-HQ-2015-009568
EPA-HQ-2014-007716
EPA-HQ-2018-006627

Sam Pearson
Sam Pearson
Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA
Bloomberg BNA
Bloomberg BNA

As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your
8/4/2015 17:08 communicating with me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.
6/23/2014 19:06 Under Agency Review
4/13/2018 20:04 Current RMP dataset (I understand in the past this has been provided on a CD or other electronic form.)

EPA-HQ-2018-006541

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2018-000045

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

All records of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA” or the “Agency”) related to the development or release
of the Agency’s “Accidental Release Prevention Requirements: Risk Management Programs Under the Clean Air Act;
Further Delay of Effective Date”, 82 Fed. Reg. 13,968 (March 16, 2017) and the Agency’s “Accidental Release
Prevention Requirements: Risk Management Programs Under the Clean Air Act; Further Delay of Effective Date” 82
Fed. Reg. 16,146 (April 3, 2017) I respectfully request all records sent or received from January 20, 2017 until April 21,
2017 concerning the development and release of the NOI, including all records related to EPA’s contact with external
parties including businesses, trade groups and associations, state governments, and other federal agencies such as the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). I am requesting all records as that term is defined at 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(f)(2),
under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552—including but not limited to electronic and
written communications, text messages, background materials, meeting invitations, and written notes. If any of the
information sought in this request is deemed by EPA to be properly withheld under a FOIA exemption, 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552(b), please provide me with an explanation, for each such record or portion thereof, sufficient to identify the
4/12/2018 17:04 record and the particular exemption(s) claimed.
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of the following
documents: • Schedule of Nancy Beck, deputy assistant administrator, office of chemical safety and pollution
prevention, from her hiring date to the date this search is performed For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar
programs, the documents should be produced in “memo” form to include all invitees, any notes, and all attachments.
Please do not limit your search to Outlook calendars if other calendars exist in paper or electronic form, whether on
government-issued or personal devices, used to track or coordinate how these individuals allocate their time on
10/3/2017 15:10 agency business.

EPA-HQ-2017-011121

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2017-007976

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

Any and all emails, letters or internal memoranda generated in the Office of Public Affairs and the Office of the
Administrator referring to an Associated Press article published September 2, 2017, &quot;Toxic waste sites flooded in
Houston area,&quot; accessible at http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/ap-exclusive-toxic-waste-sites-floodedepa-scene-49584579, including any such documents referring to the statement &quot;EPA Response to the AP's
Misleading Story,&quot; which was posted on September 3, 2017 and is available at
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story. Please search between the dates August 17,
9/6/2017 0:09 2017 and September 4, 2017.
Any email correspondence between EPA's office of congressional and intergovernmental relations and Uttam Dhillon,
Deputy Counsel to the President and Special Assistant to the President, from January 20, 2017 to the date this search is
performed, and a log of all meetings between Dhillon and the office from January 20, 2017 to the date this search is
performed; any disclosable notes, memorandums or other written communications generated as a function of those
6/2/2017 15:06 meetings.

Bloomberg BNA

All documents related to ethics waivers in resolving financial conflicts of interest for EPA employee Nancy Beck, who
was recently hired as Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator in the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution
Prevention. These documents are maintained by federal agencies and are released to the public upon request under
18 U.S.C. 208. In addition, please include any documents showing on which issues, if any, Beck will recuse herself from
5/16/2017 16:05 at EPA. Beck is currently listed on EPA's website as a deputy assistant administrator.

EPA-HQ-2017-007362

Sam Pearson

EPA-HQ-2017-006215

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2017-005485

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2017-005509

Sam Pearson

Bloomberg BNA

Any and all memorandums, letters, emails or other written correspondence generated or received by the Office of
Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations describing the circumstances under which information may be shared
with ranking members of congressional committees and/or Democratic members of Congress, such as in response to
4/17/2017 19:04 letters sent to the EPA by these offices requesting information.
Any copies of EPA weekly newsletters that are distributed to agency-wide employees from January 1, 2017 to the date
this search is performed. According to a letter to the editor published in the New York Times March 30, 2017, EPA
3/30/2017 13:03 publishes a &quot;standard weekly newsletter&quot; for employees.
Any and all internal emails, communication strategy documents, memos or letters produced in the Office of Public
Affairs regarding the executive order, &quot;Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth,&quot; which
was issued on March 28, 2017, and a press release sent at about 9:05 am on March 30, 2017 with the subject line
&quot;What They Are Saying About President Trump's Executive Order on Energy Independence&quot;) from January
3/30/2017 15:03 20, 2017 to the date this search is performed.
Any documents received by EPA's Office of the Administrator from the Presidential Transition Team from November 8,
2016 to January 31, 2017. According to an article, &quot;Climate Deniers Are Winning—and Getting Greedy,&quot;
published in the New Republic March 27, an &quot;extensive policy document&quot; was prepared by the transition
team and submitted to EPA &quot;earlier this year&quot; containing information including &quot;many of the
environmental policy promises Trump made on the campaign trail: pull the U.S. out of the Paris Climate Agreement,
defund international climate programs, withdraw regulations on carbon dioxide and methane emissions, and undo the
3/27/2017 17:03 EPA’s categorization of carbon dioxide as a pollutant.&quot;
10/30/2015 19:10 See attached FOIA Request from Janette K. Brimmer, attorney for Upper Missouri Waterkeeper

EPA-HQ-2017-005338
EPA-R8-2016-000898

Sam Pearson
Janette Brimmer

EPA-R2-2014-008489

Joshua Berman

Bloomberg BNA
Earthjustice
Sierra Club Environmental Law
Program

EPA-HQ-2014-009553
EPA-R2-2018-008154

John Greenwald, Jr.
Timothy Lange

The Black Vault
The Intelligence Group

Request a copy of all communications, electronic or otherwise, between your agency and the Monsanto Company
8/18/2014 13:08 regarding Genetically Modified Food and/or GMOs. This will include, but not be limited to emails, letters, memos, etc.
5/30/2018 21:05 Under Agency Review

The Intelligence Group
The Intelligence Group
The Intelligence Group

We are interested in files for the Bayonne barrel and Drum site located at 150-154 Raymond Blvd, Newark, Essex
County, New Jersey 07104. The files we are interested in are as follows: Administrative order of consent (AOC), QAPPs,
1/16/2018 20:01 work plans, correspondence, sample and lab data, quarterly and monthly reports, and project schedules.
6/12/2017 19:06 Under Agency Review
6/12/2017 19:06 Under Agency Review

Los Angeles Times

I request a list of any and all members of the Trump transition, landing, beachhead or action team(s) for U.S. EPA, as
well as any plans, reports, memos, presentations or other documents sent or received by these teams or their
members. This should include the Trump team’s “action plan” for U.S. EPA. We request these records for the time
period from Sept. 1, 2016 to the most recently available date at the time of processing this request. If my request is
denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also
expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal
your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am making this request as a journalist and
this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than
2/24/2017 21:02 by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.

EPA-R2-2018-003371
EPA-R2-2017-008320
EPA-R2-2017-008319

EPA-HQ-2017-004276

Timothy Lange
Timothy Lange
Timothy Lange

Tony Barboza

5/23/2014 13:05 AES Eastern Energy RACT

EPA-R3-2018-004452

James MacFadyen

Lewis Baach pllc Kaufmann
Middlemiss

• Definitions: “Amtrak” refers to the National Railroad Passenger Corporation. “The sites” refer to the following: •
Amtrak Wilmington Maintenance Shops, including the Former Fueling Facility and the Maintenance Facility
(Wilmington, DE) • Materials Requested: 1) All documents, including but not limited to any remedial investigation
reports, feasibility studies, records of decision, manifests, letters, email, and other correspondence, maps, reports,
orders, or other documents of any kind, relating to historical operations, environmental conditions, or investigation or
remediation of the sites or any portion thereof. 2) All documents, including but not limited to expense reports,
invoices, budgets, and estimates of any kind, indicating the costs or anticipated costs associated with the investigation
and remediation of the sites or any portion thereof. 3) All documents identifying individuals involved in the
investigation or remediation of the sites or any portion thereof, including the U.S. EPA employees, Amtrak employees,
employees of other regulatory entities, and employees of environmental consulting or engineering entities or other
outside contractors of any of the foregoing. Please note that we made a similar FOIA request on September 29, 2014
relating to the sites. Documents responsive to our previous request were provided on February 18, 2015 (tracking
number EPA-R3-2014-010813). We are not requesting reproduction of materials previously provided. The current
request covers any materials responsive to this request and not produced under tracking number EPA-R3-20142/14/2018 20:02 010813.
I am looking for the most up to date cost estimate for the cleanup of the Lower Duwamish Waterway Terminal 117
site. The only cost estimate I can find for the site is based on the EE/CA which was submitted to EPA in 2010.
However, I understand that additional cleanup has occurred as a result of the pre-design sampling, and that more
cleanup may be anticipated based on findings from recent construction activities.
In addition, I am interested in obtaining the responses from Malarkey, City of Seattle, and Port of Seattle to EPA's
104(e) requests for the T-117 site.
9/23/2014 13:09 Thank you.
10/1/2014 19:10 Under Agency Review

EPA-R10-2014-010615 Kim Carlton
EPA-R3-2015-000033 Jonathan Mattise

EPA-HQ-2018-007674

Benjamin Hulac

EPA-HQ-2015-004198
EPA-HQ-2015-000707
EPA-HQ-2015-000711
EPA-HQ-2015-000844

Alan Russo
Larissa Walker
Larissa Walker
Larissa Walker

5/14/2018 20:05

epipeline, inc
Center for Food Safety
Ctr. for Food Safety
Ctr for Food Safety

2/13/2015 15:02
10/21/2014 19:10
10/21/2014 19:10
10/24/2014 19:10

I request the following: 1. All records memorializing all currently outstanding debts owed to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) by Peabody Energy Corp (PE) and all of its subsidiaries. 2. All records memorializing all
currently outstanding debts owed to EPA by Arch Coal Inc. and all of its subsidiaries. 3. All records memorializing all
currently outstanding debts owed to EPA by Alpha Natural Resources Inc. and all of its subsidiaries. 4. All records
memorializing all currently outstanding debts owed to EPA by Patriot Coal Corp. and all of its subsidiaries. 5. All records
memorializing all currently outstanding debts owed to EPA by Walter Energy Inc. and all of its subsidiaries.
Please provide copies of all non-confidential materials circulated within EPA and between companies, including
Monsanto Company or others, regarding increased ear biomass corn and /or improvement of crop agronomic traits
(e.g., drought tolerance/resistance, yield enhancement, or nitrogen use). Responsive records are likely to be located
in the Biopesticides and Pollution Prevention Division (BPPD) files and include, but are not limited to, submissions to
EPA, meetings minutes, and presentations. Please provide records dating from January 1, 2010 through December 31,
2014.
Neonicotinoid coated seeds, various matters
Neonicotinoid coated seeds, “treated article exemption”
FOIA Request–neonicotinoid insecticides, corn benefits review and other matters

EPA-HQ-2018-007925

EPA-HQ-2015-001463

Sheree Walsh

Timothy Backstrom

Kansas State University TAB
Program

Bergeson & Campbell PC

Hello - the KSU TAB program (funded by EPA) is requesting PDF file copies of the three most recent, top-scoring,
successful proposals for the following types of grants awarded through the EPA Brownfields Program. These will used
as examples to disseminate to the public in our (free) KSU TAB Brownfields Grant Writing Workshops and also be
posted to our (public) KSU TAB website to share with potential (re)applicants for EPA ARC Grant Proposals:
http://www.ksu.tab.org/resources. Top three requested: *FY18 ENVIRONMENTAL WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND
JOB TRAINING (EWDJT) GRANTS, CFDA #66.815 *FY18 BROWNFIELDS ASSESSMENT, REVOLVING LOAN FUND AND
CLEANUP GRANTS, CFDA #66.818, Including the top-scoring awards made specifically to Tribes and the top-scoring
awards made to non-tribal entities: Revolving Loan Fund-Hazardous Substance Proposal; Revolving Loan FundPetroleum Grant Proposal; Revolving Loan Fund-(both) Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Grant Proposal;
Cleanup(Site specific)-Hazardous Substance Proposal; Cleanup(Site specific)-Petroleum Grant Proposal; Cleanup(Site
specific)-(both) Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Grant Proposal; Coalition Assessment-Hazardous Substance
Proposal; Coalition Assessment-Petroleum Grant Proposal; Coalition Assessment-(both) Hazardous Substance and
Petroleum Grant Proposal; Community-wide Assessment-Hazardous Substance Proposal; Community-wide AssessmentPetroleum Grant Proposal; Community-wide Assessment-(both) Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Grant Proposal;
Site specific Assessment-Hazardous Substance Proposal; Site specific Assessment-Petroleum Grant Proposal; Site
5/22/2018 22:05 Specific Assessment-(both) Hazardous Substance and Petroleum Grant Proposal;
Requesting copies of all documents that include or relate to any written or oral communication between the Copper
Development Association (CDA) or its representatives and EPA, including the Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP), Office
of General Counsel (OGC), and Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA), regarding any product
11/12/2014 14:11 manufactured by Cupron or its affiliate EOS Surfaces, LLC.

EPA-R3-2015-001714

Brandon Verdream

Clark Hill PLC

11/20/2014 14:11

EPA-HQ-2018-004679

Steve Reilly

USA TODAY

2/21/2018 16:02

EPA-HQ-2017-003156

Steve Reilly

USA TODAY

1/25/2017 14:01

EPA-HQ-2017-003155

Steve Reilly

USA TODAY

1/25/2017 14:01

EPA-HQ-2018-005347

Emily McKinney

Frost Brown Todd LLC

3/12/2018 18:03

I am requesting a complete copy of any and all files in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA") with respect to Freedom Industries Inc. and with respect to the Freedom Industries Etowah River
Terminal site incident {spill) that occurred in Charleston. Kanawha County, West Virginia on January 9, 2014. This
request encompasses any predecessor entity to Freedom Industries that operated the site where the aforementioned
incident (spill) occurred. This request includes, but is not limited to, copies of all notes, memoranda, inspection
reports. tests, results of tests, orders, correspondence, notices, notices of violation, electronic
communications, color copies of photographs, video tapes/discs/files, audio tapes/discs/files, statements, citations,
correspondence, plans, maps, specifications, diagrams. and/or surveys. See attached letter
Copy of the confidential settlement agreement by and between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and ABT
ASSOCIATES INC in connection with FPDS Procurement Award ID EPW11003.
* A full copy of the directive, memorandum, or other written communication received by staff of the Environmental
Protection Agency's public affairs staff between 1/20/2017 and 1/24/2017 containing the text: &quot;Incoming media
requests will be carefully screened.&quot;
* Copies of all written directives or memoranda issued from the Office of Administration and Resources Management
to the EPA headquarters public affairs office between January 20, 2017 and January 24, 2017 regarding public affairs
activities.
I am requesting a copy of all Notices of Intent to Sue sent to the EPA Administrator under 42 USC 6972(b)(1)(A)(i) (60day notice requirement for citizen suits under RCRA) from October 1, 2017 to the present, related to alleged violations
of the CCR Rule, 40 CFR 257.1 et seq.

1.All information about Methylene Diphenyl Diisocyanate (MDI) (including CAS numbers 101-68-8 and 26447-40-5),
Polymeric MDI (including CAS numbers 9016-87-9), and/or Toluene Diisocyanate (TDI) (including CAS numbers 584-849, 91-08-7, 1321-38-6, and 26471-62-5), possessed by EPA and/or submitted to the EPA:

EPA-HQ-2015-002854

Andrew A. Davenport

Kasowitz Benson Torres LLP

EPA-R3-2018-007033

Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

a.Under TSCA Sections 8(a), 8(c), 8(d), and/or 8(e);
b.Under TSCA Section 5(b) in connection with TSCA Section 5 Pre-Manufacture Notices;
c.In any Interagency Testing Committee report to the EPA;
d.In studies provided by other federal agencies;
e.In EPA-initiated studies; or
1/6/2015 14:01 f.In EPA toxicological profiles or chemical hazard profiles.
Cumberland Gulf #142854, 2000 Valley Forge Road, Worcester, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania 19490; Whitestone
requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations, underground storage
tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases, incidents, fires, hazardous
materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above referenced property.
4/25/2018 19:04 Whitestone Project No.: EP1815380.000

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

EPA ID: PAD002349248; Palmer International Inc.,2955 Skippack Pike, Worcester, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania
19490; Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
4/25/2018 19:04 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815380.000

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

Vacant Parcel (Former Hotel), 111 Hickory Grade Road, Bridgeville (South Fayette), Allegheny County, PA 15017;
Owner: South Fayette Hotels Associates, Inc.; Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent
to environmental investigations, underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective
actions, contaminant releases, incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other
4/27/2018 20:04 areas of concern at the above referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815475.000

EPA-R3-2018-007031

EPA-R3-2018-007130

Kathryn Friel

Kathryn Friel

EPA-R3-2018-006772
EPA-R2-2018-008180

Kathryn Friel
Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.
Whitestone Associates, Inc.

EPA-R3-2018-007475

Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

Undeveloped Parcel, 3815 West Chester Pike, Newtown Township, PA 19073; Owner: BPG c/o BPG Management Co.;
Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
4/18/2018 13:04 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815445.000
5/31/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review
Parking Lot, 225-39 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107; Owner: Robert P Fine &amp; Margaret Fine Levy;
Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
5/8/2018 17:05 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815496.000

EPA-R3-2018-007430
EPA-R3-2018-006732

EPA-R3-2018-006577

Kathryn Friel
Kathryn Friel

Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.
Whitestone Associates, Inc.

Wooded Parcel, Muirkirk Road and Konterra Drive, Laurel (Beltsville), Maryland 2070; Owner: Konterra Associates, LLC;
Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
5/7/2018 14:05 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815481.000
4/17/2018 18:04 Under Agency Review

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

Wooded Parcel, 232 North Henderson Road, Upper Merion Twp., Montgomery County, PA 19406; Owner: Glasgow
Quarry, Inc.; Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
4/13/2018 15:04 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815401.000

EPA-R3-2018-006432
EPA-R2-2018-008106

Kathryn Friel
Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.
Whitestone Associates, Inc.

EPA-R3-2018-007902

Kathryn Friel

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

Wooded Parcel, 171 Boro Line Road, Upper Merion Twp., Montgomery County, PA 19406; Owner: Glasgow Inc.;
Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations,
underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases,
incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above
4/10/2018 14:04 referenced property. Whitestone Project No.: EP1815401.000
5/30/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review
McDonald's Restaurant #37-0209, 1940 Lycoming Creek Road, Williamsport (Lycoming Township), Lycoming County,
PA 17701; Owner: Franchise Realty Interstate Co c/o Douglas Doherty; Whitestone requests copies of any available
files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations, underground storage tanks (USTs), potable water
well/septic systems corrective actions, contaminant releases, incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations,
notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the above referenced property. Whitestone Project No.:
5/22/2018 18:05 EP1815530.000

Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility
(PEER)

1. A comprehensive list of presenters who have been proposed to participate in an EPA webinar or speaking
engagements since January 20, 2017 to the present. This may be an existing list, series of lists, or any other
documentation highlighting potential presenters; 2. A comprehensive list of presenters who have been denied
approval by OPA to speak during an EPA webinar or speaking engagement, as well as any communications or decision
documents detailing the basis for such a denial; 3. Any materials or communications among Agency professionals
detailing what criteria is employed by OPA in reviewing proposals for webinars and speaking engagements from EPA’s
program offices; and 4. Any and all documentation, including written policies and communications among OPA staff,
detailing OPA practices monitoring social media accounts of EPA programmatic staff and potential webinar and
5/11/2018 14:05 speaking engagement presenters.

Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility
(PEER)

1. A copy of any and all current and proposed policies maintained by the EPA concerning the retention of electronic
messages and communications; 2. Any materials or communications among Agency professionals, as well as
supporting data and proposed changes, concerning the promulgation of the EPA’s electronic communication retention
policy since January 20, 2017 to the present; and 3. Any and all communications between EPA staff and the National
Archives and Records Administration concerning the Agency’s electronic messages and communications retention
5/11/2018 14:05 policy from January 20, 2017 to the present

EPA-HQ-2018-007571

EPA-HQ-2018-007570

Adam Carlesco

Adam Carlesco

EPA-HQ-2018-004959

EPA-HQ-2018-004521

Marc Edwards

In 2/20/2011 Nancy Love (nglove@umich.edu) sent Aaron Yeow an email related to the EPA Science Advisory Board.
She was later asked to participate on that board and then removed herself. I would like all emails and attachments,
2/28/2018 19:02 from the first to the last, related to Dr. Love and the EPA SAB on partial pipe replacements.

Edan Rotenberg

I file this request on behalf of Waterkeeper Alliance, which respectfully requests copies of the following records in
EPA’s possession: Any and all records of communications subsequent to November 7, 2016, regarding whether
pollutant discharges from point sources that reach jurisdictional surface waters via groundwater or other subsurface
flow that has a direct hydrologic connection to the jurisdictional surface water may be subject to Clean Water Act
regulation, including but not limited to records or communications related to the February 14 Notice attached,
between (A) people and organizations outside EPA and (B) members of the transition, beachhead, and landing teams
in any EPA office, and EPA staff in any EPA office, including but not limited to the Office of the Administrator
(Immediate Office), Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, Office of the Executive Secretariat, Office
of Policy, Office of Public Affairs, Office of Water, and Office of General Counsel. Relevant search terms include, but are
not limited to, “hydrologic connection,” “hydrological connection,” “hydrologically connected,” “discharge to
groundwater,” “groundwater discharge,” all the foregoing phrases with the word “discharge” replaced by the term
“discharges,” with the word “groundwater” replaced by the terms “ground water,” and with the word &quot;to&quot;
replaced by the word &quot;into.&quot; These terms are offered to assist the production of requested documents and
2/16/2018 17:02 should not be construed to narrow the scope of the requested documents.

Super Law Group, LLC

EPA-HQ-2017-004877

Jared E. Knicley

Natural Resources Defense
Council

EPA-HQ-2017-000491

Steve Crisafulli

Critical Path Services

1. All records setting forth general policy or guidance for EPA staff to apply when determining whether to remove
information, documents, or webpages from an EPA website. 2. All records from January 20, 2017 through the present
instructing EPA staff within the Office of Public Affairs to remove specific information, documents, or webpages from
any EPA website. In this request, the term “records” means anything denoted by the use of that word or its singular
form in the text of FOIA and includes correspondence, memoranda, notes, emails, text messages, notices, facsimiles,
orders, filings, and other writings (handwritten, typed, electronic, or otherwise produced, reproduced, or stored). This
3/14/2017 16:03 request seeks responsive records in the custody of EPA Headquarters.
We, Critical Path Services, U.S. Agent of Belchim Crop Protection, request all Registration Jackets for Syngenta
(Company Number 100) products containing PYRIDATE. We request that this includes all administrative materials,
10/18/2016 13:10 especially the data matrices. Thank you.

EPA-R1-2018-007835

Daniel Dabrowski

Loureiro Engineering
Associates

To Whom it May Concern, I am filing this request for all records (if any exist) on file and all information available,
including current action files (pending orders), maintained for the following properties located in Torrington,
Connecticut under the zip code of 06790 and having the physical address of: 1171 East Main Street 1183 East Main
Street 1219 East Main Street 1232 East Main Street 1237 East Main Street 1244 East Main Street 1270 East Main Street
1284 East Main Street 1288 East Main Street 1294 East Main Street 1299 East Main Street 462 Torringford West Street
or otherwise known as: Print Master Santoros Cleaners Gary’s Hilltop Auto Repair Cumberland Farms Mario Tedeschi
Nonover Construction Getty Station #6817 / Getty Service Station Monro Muffler &amp; Break Nu Stars Inc. My
request covers all records maintained by the EPA on RCRA (including but not limited to Corrective Action requests,
RCRA Facility Assessments, Solid Waste Management Units, Part B Permit Cells if any), TCSA inspections, Hazardous
Waste Corrective Action Requests, permitting, CERCLA, Federal and/or State Superfund, Air Quality, Water Pollution
Control, SARA Right to Know (Title III), Emergency Response Notifications (ERNS) Facility Index System Database, and
any relevant information for the property from 1970 to the present, including any information on investigations
currently in progress. In case any documents pertaining to the above property are withheld from public record, I am
requesting that these documents be identified as to the subject, date, author and reason for the claim of privilege. The
purpose of this request is to allow Loureiro Engineering Associates (Loureiro) to obtain all necessary information to
complete an environmental audit of the above property. Loureiro is a professional corporation conducting studies,
5/21/2018 13:05 reports, and design work in the area of environmental engineering. Sincerely, Daniel Dabrowski, Senior Geologist LEA

EPA-HQ-2017-006781

Rachel Leven

EPA-HQ-2017-006140

Rachel Leven

Please send any and all communications to Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Environmental Information
that requests corrections of information disseminated by the agency through a website, social media or other source,
and any interactions discussing the resolutions of those correction requests. Please include any phone calls, call logs,
call sheets, Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda
sheets, text messages, voice and video recordings and other documented forms of communication regarding this
5/2/2017 17:05 issue. Please include any and correction requests and related discussions from Jan. 20, 2017 through May 2, 2017.
Please send any and all communications to Environmental Protection Agency officials or career staff that discusses
whether staff are obligated or should respond to ranking members on congressional committees. Please include any
phone calls, call logs, call sheets, Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars,
memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text messages, voice and video recordings and other documented forms of
4/14/2017 16:04 communication regarding this issue.

EPA-HQ-2017-005506

Rachel Leven

I would like to request any and all records of or communications between EPA personnel and individuals or companies
who reached out to the EPA related to the following appearances by Scott Pruitt, the EPA administrator: *National
Association of Manufacturers' spring board of directors meeting at The Phoenician in Scottsdale, AZ during the period
of March 5 and March 7 *the Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies on March 31 at Tony Cheng's
Restaurant, 619 H Street NW, Washington, D.C. Please include any phone calls, call logs, call sheets, Skype calls or
videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text messages,
3/30/2017 15:03 voice and video recordings and other documented forms of communication regarding this set of actions.

EPA-HQ-2017-010400

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-010363

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

8/10/2017 13:08 See accompanying document.
8/9/2017 16:08 Under Agency Review

1. Correspondence sent to the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention (including sub-offices), the Office of
Administrator Immediate Office, the Office of Policy and the Science Advisory Board Staff Office by, or on behalf of, the
Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance (HSIA) from 2012 to the date this request is processed. . Please include, but do
not limit the search to, the email address “fgraul@mindspring.com” and email addresses ending in “@hsia.org.”
2. Any emails, documents or other correspondence sent by those same EPA offices to the Halogenated Solvents
8/9/2017 16:08 Industry Alliance (HSIA) or its representatives from 2012 to the date this request is processed.

EPA-HQ-2017-010365

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-010362

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-010107

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

8/9/2017 16:08 Under Agency Review
Any and all reports produced by the EPA in response to the Presidential Executive Order on Promoting Energy
8/2/2017 18:08 Independence and Economic Growth.

EPA-HQ-2017-010105

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

All communications that include both the words "enforcement" and "priorit*," sent between Jan. 20, 2017 and the
8/2/2017 18:08 date you process this request, by employees in the Office of the Administrator, including its sub-offices.

EPA-HQ-2017-010103

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-009957

Jamie S. Hopkins

The Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-006975

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-006654

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-006146

Timothy Cama

The Hill

8/2/2017 18:08 Under Agency Review
1. All reports, policies, directives, opinions and other documents produced by EPA’s Regulatory Reform Task Force as
required by the Presidential Executive Order on Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda and related Presidential
Executive Order on Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs.
7/31/2017 13:07 2. A document with the names and titles of all members of the task force.
Requesting travel that included Scott Pruitt records created, edited, sent or received between March 1, 2018, and
4/24/2018 16:04 March 31, 2018.
I request copies of records sufficient to show expenses the agency has incurred or is expecting to incur from
implementation of the &quot;Lean&quot; initiative (or whatever the moniker is for the lean management program
4/13/2018 23:04 presented Jan. 30 by Henry Darwin at the National Executive Leadership Development Conference).
I request copies of all records of waivers of the Renewable Fuel Standard granted by the EPA between Jan. 20. 2017,
4/3/2018 16:04 and the date the search for this request is processed.

EPA-HQ-2018-006003

Timothy Cama

The Hill

I request copies of all records requested in FOIAs EPA-HQ-2018-005239 and EPA-HQ-2018-005238. Those requests are
copied and pasted verbatim below: This is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. The
custodian for this request is the Office of Administrator- Immediate Office. Please do not construe the subject of this
request to meant that I am concerned with records in any other office. I am requesting copies of records that related
to events at 223 C St. NE, Washington, DC on March 29, 2017. This includes: ? Records mentioning the names Vicki
Hart or J. Steven (“Steven”) Hart; ? Records mentioning the address 223 C Street NE., Washington, DC. ? Records
relating to events at this address on March 29, 2017; ? Records of payments to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC;
? Records of requests for reimbursement related to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; and, ? Records of
communications with or mentioning Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC in either electronic or physical format. This
is a request for copies of records under the Freedom of Information Act. The custodian for this request is the Office of
Administrator- Executive Services. Please do not construe the subject of this request to meant that I am concerned
with records in any other office. I am requesting copies of records that related to events at 223 C St. NE, Washington,
DC on March 29, 2017. This includes: ? Records mentioning the names Vicki Hart or J. Steven (“Steven”) Hart; ?
Records mentioning the address 223 C Street NE., Washington, DC. ? Records relating to events at this address on
March 29, 2017; ? Records of payments to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; ? Records of requests for
reimbursement related to Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC; and, ? Records of communications with or
3/30/2018 16:03 mentioning Vicki Hart, Steven Hart, or 223 C St LLC in either electronic or physical format.

EPA-HQ-2018-000077

Timothy Cama

The Hill

10/3/2017 23:10

EPA-HQ-2018-007114

Timothy Cama

The Hill

4/27/2018 16:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006915

Timothy Cama

The Hill

4/23/2018 13:04

EPA-HQ-2018-008053

Timothy Cama

The Hill

5/25/2018 19:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007764

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-007763

Timothy Cama

The Hill

I request a copy of the original contract for procurement instrument number EPW13013, awarded Secure Mission
Solutions LLC on or about April 1, 2013. I also ask for copies of the following modifications to that contract: 16 (March
30, 2017), 17 (April 3, 2017), 18 (Sept. 13, 2017), 19 (Sept. 14, 2017) and 20 (Sept. 29, 2017).
I request copies of all records provided to the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee in response to its
April 11, 2018, letter regarding Administrator Pruitt's official travel and his rental agreement
(https://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/2018-04-11-TG-to-Pruitt-EPA-Travel-Follow-up-due-425.pdf).
I request copies of any email to, from or mentioning J. Steven Hart (or Steven Hart, or Steve Hart),
williamsandjensen.com or Smithfield, in the following custodians: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, Millan
Hupp, Michelle Hale, Madeline Morris, Cosmo Servidio, Kate McManus or Jim Edward. Please restrict the request to
records created, edited, sent or received between Jan 1., 2018, and the date the search for this request is processed.
Please excluded mentions of the search terms that are only in news clips that do not have other commentary or
content within the same email.
I request copies of all security camera footage that showed the doors or lobby at the entrance to the William Jefferson
Clinton building that is directly south of the Federal Triangle metro station between 7:30 a.m. and 8:40 a.m. on
Tuesday, May 22, 2018.

For travel that included Administrator Scott Pruitt, and advance or follow-up trips for such travel (whether or not the
main trip happened), I request copies of the following: All travel vouchers filed by or on behalf of any person on the
trip (including the administrator) AND records sufficient to show which people, if any, flew in a premium class on those
trips or used charter or military aircraft AND all waivers that any EPA employee received for such trip to waive federal
travel policies or regulations, including those restricting the use of premium flight classes, military or charter aircraft.
5/17/2018 15:05 Please restrict the request to records created, edited, sent or received between April 1, 2018 and April 30, 2018.
Copies of all text messages sent between Scott Pruitt and Ryan Jackson. Please restrict the search to text messages
5/17/2018 15:05 sent or received between Jan 1., 2018, and April 1, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-007762

EPA-HQ-2018-006905

Timothy Cama

Timothy Cama

The Hill

Copies of all email records mentioning “Disneyland,” “Disney,” “Anaheim,” “Pasadena” or “Rose Bowl,” in any field
(including body, subject and attachments), within the following custodians: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha
Dravis, Millan Hupp, Lincoln Ferguson, Pasquale Perrotta and Kevin Chmielewski. Please restrict the search to records
created, edited, sent or received between Dec. 1, 2017 and March 20, 2018. Please exclude records in which a
5/17/2018 15:05 keyword is mentioned only in a news clip and there is no content in the email other than the news clip.

The Hill

For travel that included Administrator Scott Pruitt, and advance or follow-up trips for such travel (whether or not the
main trip happened), I request copies of the following: All travel vouchers filed by or on behalf of any person on the
trip (including the administrator) AND records sufficient to show which people, if any, flew in a premium class on those
trips or used charter or military aircraft AND all waivers that any EPA employee received for such trip to waive federal
travel policies or regulations, including those restricting the use of premium flight classes, military or charter aircraft.
4/20/2018 21:04 Please restrict the request to records created, edited, sent or received between March 1, 2018, and March 31, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006338
EPA-HQ-2018-005607

Timothy Cama
Timothy Cama

The Hill
The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-005296

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-005144

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-005606

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-004422

Timothy Cama

The Hill

I request copies of all records of email sent between any political employee or employees in an administratively
determined position in the immediate Office of the Administrator (including the chief of staff, any deputy chiefs of
staff and any political employees of them) or Office of Public Affairs and any of the following people: anyone with
email addresses that contain inhofe.senate.gov, lankford.senate.gov, paul.senate.gov, cruz.senate.gov,
epw.senate.gov, barrasso.senate.gov, heritage.org, americansforprosperity.org, freedompartners.org or Tom Pyle,
Myron Ebell, Jenny Beth Martin, David Rivkin or Harold Hamm. I also request copies of all records of talking points sent
by any political employee or employees in an administratively determined position in the immediate Office of the
Administrator (including the chief of staff, any deputy chiefs of staff and any political employees of them) or Office of
4/6/2018 20:04 Public Affairs to any party outside the executive branch of the federal government.
3/19/2018 20:03 Under Agency Review
I request copies of all records related to contract award ID EP18H000019, for &quot;DESIGN, GRAPHICS, PRODUCTION
AND EDITS OF THE EPA END OF YEAR REPORT&quot; with Go Big Media Inc. The records I seek include, but are not
limited to, the contract, any modifications, the solicitation, all bids/proposals (including any that were not accepted),
invoices and payment records. Please limit the search for this request to records created, edited, sent or received
3/9/2018 19:03 between Dec. 1, 2017 and March 5, 2018.
I request copies of all documents and information sent to the House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform in response to its Feb. 20, 2018, letter requesting various pieces of information and documents
regarding Administrator Scott Pruitt’s official travel (https://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/201802-20-TG-to-Pruitt-EPA-re-First-Class-Travel-due-3-6.pdf). Please limit the search for the request to records sent
3/6/2018 14:03 between Feb. 20, 2018, and the day the search for this request is processed.
I request copies of all records that show travel expenses related to Administrator Pruitt's trip on or about March 15,
2018 and March 16, 2018 (that is, the entire trip away from the Washington, D.C., area, including all stops and
3/19/2018 20:03 destinations and returning to the Washington, D.C., area).
I request copies of any documents that waived for Administrator Scott Pruitt any provision of the federal regulations
for federal employee payments of travel expenses, including, but not limited to, regulations on airline class
accommodations and any part of 41 CFR Part 301-10 &quot;Transportation Expenses.&quot; Please limit the search to
2/14/2018 2:02 records produced or edited between Jan. 20, 2017, and the date the search for the request is processed.

EPA-HQ-2018-004727
EPA-HQ-2018-002662

Timothy Cama
Timothy Cama

The Hill
The Hill

2/22/2018 15:02
12/15/2017 17:12

EPA-HQ-2018-000923

Timothy Cama

The Hill

10/23/2017 19:10

EPA-HQ-2017-011923

Timothy Cama

The Hill

9/29/2017 0:09

EPA-HQ-2017-011785

Timothy Cama

The Hill

I request copies of all photographs or videos that show the &quot;privacy booth&quot; for Administrator Scott Pruitt,
as described in contract EP17H000248, signed with Acoustical Solutions Inc. This includes, but is not limited to, photos
and videos that show the inside or outside of it, even if the booth is not the main subject of the photo or video. Please
also include any photos or videos of the process of installing it. Please limit the search to records created or edited
between Aug. 30, 2017, and the day the search for this request is processed.
Under Agency Review
I request copies of all data produced by any access control card readers outside the administrator's office in the
William J. Clinton Building, showing any card scans processed by the system, limited to between Sept. 1, 2017, and
Sept. 30, 2017. If the resulting data does not identify the people whose cards were scanned by name, I also request
records sufficient to identify those people.
I request copies of all comments submitted to Thomas Carpenter regarding candidates for the EPA’s Science Advisory
Board, in response to the Sept. 7, 2017, notice, “Invitation for Public Comment on the List of Candidates for the EPA
Chartered Science Advisory Board.” Please restrict the time period for the request to between Sept. 7, 2017, and the
date the search for this request is processed.

I request copies of all records of email communications sent to or received (including cc and bcc) by Scott Pruitt, Ryan
Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Michelle Hale, Millan Hupp, Mandy Gunasekara, Don Benton or Charles Munoz that meet
any of the following criteria: contains “Ivanka” in any field (including but not limited to body, subject, to, from, cc or
bcc), was sent to or from Ivanka Trump or was sent to or from Julie Radford (julie.t.radford@who.eop.gov). Please
exclude any emails that are news clips without any additional content. Please limit the request to emails sent or
9/25/2017 21:09 received between Jan. 20, 2017, and the date the search for this request is processed.

EPA-HQ-2017-011595

Timothy Cama

The Hill

EPA-HQ-2017-010742

Timothy Cama

The Hill

I request copies of records sufficient to identify all actions taken by the Office of Public Affairs (OPA), John Konkus
and/or his designee regarding draft competitive grant solicitations pursuant to the memo “Protocol for Office of Public
Affairs Review of Draft Competitive Grant Solicitations,” as reported by the Washington Post is the Sept. 4, 2017, story,
“EPA now requires political aide’s sign-off for agency awards, grant applications”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/epa-now-requires-political-aides-sign-off-for-agency-awards-grantapplications/2017/09/04/2fd707a0-88fd-11e7-a94f-3139abce39f5_story.html). This includes, but is not limited to, OPA
or Konkus contacting the program office or Grants Competition Advocate with questions, comments or concerns;
OPA/Konkus ordering or suggesting any changes to the solicitations; any changes made by the program office or
Grants Competition Advocate; any delays in the process due to OPA/Konkus; approval of the solicitation by
OPA/Konkus; and/or rejection of the solicitation by OPA/Konkus. If this or similar information exists in a list or table
format, that may be preferable. Please limit this request to the time period from the start of the OPA/Konkus grant
9/18/2017 20:09 solicitation review process to the date the search for this request is executed.
I request copies of the processing notes for FOIA request EPA-HQ-004263. This includes all records related to the
8/22/2017 21:08 search, processing, discussion and other steps in consideration of the request.

The Hill

I request copies of all records related to Administrator Scott Pruitt’s March 9, 2017, meeting with Dow Chemical Co.
CEO Andrew Liveris, described on his publicly released calendar as “Meet with Andrew Liveris, Dow Chemical -- Hilton
Americas-Houston, 8th floor, Room 5. Alcove for check-in.” This includes, but is not limited to, meeting requests,
6/28/2017 13:06 agendas, attendance lists, any documents exchanged, notes, readouts and follow-ups.

EPA-HQ-2017-008890

Timothy Cama

EPA-HQ-2017-009004

Timothy Cama

The Hill

6/30/2017 18:06

EPA-HQ-2017-007924
EPA-HQ-2017-007579

Timothy Cama
Timothy Cama

The Hill
The Hill

6/1/2017 18:06
5/22/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-006484

Timothy Cama

The Hill

4/24/2017 16:04

EPA-HQ-2017-006149

Timothy Cama

The Hill

4/14/2017 18:04

EPA-HQ-2017-006034

Timothy Cama

The Hill

4/11/2017 20:04

EPA-HQ-2017-004238
EPA-HQ-2017-003898

Timothy Cama
Timothy Cama

The Hill
The Hill

2/24/2017 14:02
2/14/2017 14:02

EPA-HQ-2017-002662

Timothy Cama

The Hill

1/9/2017 15:01

EPA-HQ-2018-006698

Sandra Fischer

I request copies of the most recent 10 emails sent by J.P. Freire, who was at one time the associate administrator for
public affairs, as of the date the search for this request is executed. I also ask for any email replies to those email
messages that he received. He has used the email address freire.jp@epa.gov, but this request extends to all email
addresses for which he has been the custodian.
I request a copy of the report that the EPA's regulatory reform task force sent to the administrator. This report was
mandated by the president's Feb. 24 &quot;Presidential Executive Order on Enforcing the Regulatory Reform
Agenda,&quot; section 3(g) (https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/02/24/presidential-executive-orderenforcing-regulatory-reform-agenda).
Under Agency Review
I request copies of all Administrator Scott Pruitt’s calendar-, expense reimbursement- or expense card-related records
that concern baseball, the Chicago Cubs or Wrigley Field. Please restrict the search to between March 20, 2017, and
the date the search for this request is executed.
I request copies of all records related to Administrator Scott Pruitt's activities related to the Republican Attorneys
General Association meeting on or about Feb. 26 and 27, 2017, in Washington, D.C. This includes, but is not limited to,
any agendas, calendar items, notes, records concerning scheduling, materials received by the EPA, materials
distributed by the EPA, follow-up communications, planning communications, recordings and photographs.
I request copies of email records sent to or received by (including cc or bcc) Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Mike Flynn,
Catherine McCabe, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente, Henry Barnet, Pam Mazakas OR Chuck
Cavanaugh; and that contain the terms &quot;protective service,&quot; &quot;protection service,&quot;
&quot;protective services,&quot; &quot;protection services&quot; or &quot;PSD&quot; (as in &quot;protection
services detail&quot;). Please limit the search to emails sent or received from Jan. 20, 2017, to the day the search for
this request is processed.
I request copies of all policy or EPA-related e-mail messages sent to or from (including cc or bcc) scott.pruitt@me.com
or scott.pruitt@oag.ok.gov. Please restrict the search to between Jan. 17, 2017, and the day the search for this request
is executed.
Under Agency Review
Any and all transition briefing documents or materials given by the EPA to the transition/landing team for thenPresident-elect Barack Obama in 2008 and 2009. This includes copies of materials loaded onto technology (e.g. tablets
or cloud technology) for ease of use by the transition and/or landing teams.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request all non-confidential information in
EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs Registration Division “registration jacket” for the following EPA Registration
Numbers since January 1, 2012: • 83520-3 • 83520-4 • 83520-14 • 87427-4 (including any materials filed under the
previous EPA registration number 83520-5) We believe a previous FOIA request covered all materials to this date, and
would like to update the file with any newly filed materials. Please contact me at (212) 702-5464 or via email if you
have any questions or concerns. I authorize costs up to $150 associated with copy and review time to prepare this
4/16/2018 19:04 request. Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.

EPA-HQ-2018-001237

Sandra Fischer

EPA-HQ-2018-001243

Sandra Fischer

EPA-HQ-2018-000926

Sandra Fischer

EPA-HQ-2018-000922

Sandra Fischer

EPA-R2-2017-010147

Anna Statkiewicz

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request all non-confidential information in
EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs Registration Division “registration jacket” for the EPA Registration Numbers below,
which pertain to Central Garden &amp; Pet Company: • 89459-16 • 89459-34 Please contact me at (212) 702-5464 or
via email if you have any questions or concerns. I authorize costs up to $200 associated with copy and review time to
11/1/2017 16:11 prepare this request. Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request all non-confidential information in
EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs Registration Division “registration jacket” for the EPA Registration Number 4822310. Please contact me at (212) 702-5464 or via email if you have any questions or concerns. I authorize costs up to
$100 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request. Please let me know if the costs will exceed this
11/1/2017 17:11 amount.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request all non-confidential information in
EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs Registration Division “registration jacket” for the EPA Registration Number 70553-2.
Please contact me at (212) 702-5464 or via email if you have any questions or concerns. I authorize costs up to $100
10/23/2017 19:10 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request. Please let me know if the costs will exceed this amount.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, as amended, and the FOIA regulations promulgated
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I hereby request all non-confidential information in
EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs Registration Division “registration jacket” for the EPA Registration Number 5187310. Please contact me at (212) 702-5464 or via email if you have any questions or concerns. I authorize costs up to
$100 associated with copy and review time to prepare this request. Please let me know if the costs will exceed this
10/23/2017 19:10 amount.

Langan Engineering and
Environmental

Langan Engineering and Environmental Services is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of the
property located at 80 County Road (not New County Road), Jersey City, Hudson County, New Jersey, which is also
identified as a portion of tax Block 101, Lot 6. It is our understanding that this property is occupied by the United
States Postal Service: New Jersey International Bulk Mail Center. A search of the MyPropertyInfo and MyEnvironment
databases identified listings for the Site in the ICIS (NJ0000003401711503), NPDES (NJ0121321), NJEMS (7478), and
RCRA (NJ3180000132) databases. An NOV was issued to the facility on August 23, 2005. I would like to request any
8/3/2017 16:08 information you may have regarding violations, spills, or releases at the Site. Thanks,

To Whom It May Concern:
I'm a reporter with Reuters News in New York.
We would like to request via the Freedom of Information Act any and all communications between the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and members of industry, representatives from the White House, or members of
Congress regarding the Renewable Fuel Standards program since May 1, 2014.
I expect the fee to be waived as I am a member of the press, employed full-time by Reuters, the world's largest news
organization. The disclosure of these documents will inform the public record and contribute to public understanding
of the issue. Neither I nor my employer have any commercial interest in the disclosure of the information sught.

EPA-HQ-2015-006869 Christine Prentice
EPA-R10-2018-001304 Natalie C. Rogers

Reuters News
LATHAM & WATKINS LLP

EPA-R3-2015-005836

Robert Massie

EPA-HQ-2018-000056

Katie Hill

Nelson Mullins Riley &
Scarborough LLP
Intrinsik Environmental
Sciences, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2015-005948

Marquel Jordan

Blank Rome LLP

EPA-HQ-2015-006197

Jonathan L. Kranz

D'Amato & Lynch, LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-005041

Sylvia Lam

Environmental Integrity Project

EPA-HQ-2018-003801

Sylvia Lam

Environmental Integrity Project

Additionally, please provide the responsive records on a rolling basis and in an electronic format by email instead of
5/6/2015 18:05 paper records, where possible.
11/2/2017 18:11 Please see attached FOIA request.
we request copies of any and all documents or records possessed and/or maintained by the Environmental Protection
Agency, or any department therein, from 2002 to the present:

4/3/2015 13:04
10/3/2017 17:10
4/8/2015 13:04

4/15/2015 19:04

3/2/2018 18:03

1. concerning Freedom Industries Inc.;
2. the facility located 1015 Barlow Dr., Charleston WV;
3. the release of MCHM and/or other chemicals from Freedom Industries facility on or
about January 9, 2014;
4. the investigation into the cause of the release described above;
5. the investigation into the effect of the release described above; or
6. the environmental or regulatory testing and cleanup thereafter.
I would like to access the general and species reports for malathion from the Ecological Incident Information System
(EIIS).
Requesting copies of any and all documents or records possessed by EPA concerning Lawrence M. Stanton's activities
on or about January 9, 2014 or the environmental testing and cleanup thereafter.
This request pertains to the Consent Agreement and Final Order (CAFO) between EPA and DuPont re: the Imprelis
Herbicide (copy of CAFO is attached). I seek (i) all EPA internal reports or similar documents discussing and/or
evaluating the eighteen (18) studies DuPont withheld, as listed in paragraph 19 of the CAFO and (ii) DuPont
submissions to the EPA discussing or explaining the 18 studies and why it withheld them. Be advised: I do NOT seek
any CBI-protected information at this time. Thank you.
Records Requested
• Records of travel expenditures for all travel outside of Washington, DC by Administrator
Pruitt, from August 18, 2017 to March 2, 2018.
• Records of travel expenditures for all travel outside of Washington, DC by any and all
EPA staff accompanying Administrator Pruitt, including, but not limited, to any EPA
staff assigned to security detail for the Administrator, from August 18, 2017 to March 2,
2018.

1/26/2018 19:01 Under Agency Review

Any and all records relating to the meetings attended by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
to discuss the proposed repeal and changes to the “Waters of the US” rule (listed in the table
starting on page 2 of this request), including, but not limited to:
• Communications between EPA and any third party regarding the roundtables, including,
but not limited to, the draft and final agenda, proposed or final list of invitees, and draft
or final press releases. This request includes, but is not limited to, any communications
between EPA and third parties which:
o occurred before, during, or after each meeting;
o pertain to specific or multiple meetings; or
o discuss the proposed repeal of EPA’s 2015 “Waters of the US” rule and any
alternatives to the 2015 rule.
• Any written testimony, exhibits, notes, transcripts, or other materials either presented to
EPA by third parties, or presented by EPA to third parties during the meeting, shared in
advance before the meeting, or provided to/from EPA as follow-up to the meeting;
• The identity and organizational affiliation of speakers or other attendees at each meeting;
• Any remarks prepared for the Administrator for use at such meetings;
• Any video or photographic evidence of each meeting;
• Any requests from third parties to participate in any meeting; or
2/5/2018 17:02 • Records of any meeting minutes or summaries written by or shared with EPA staff.

EPA-HQ-2018-004127

Sylvia Lam

Environmental Integrity Project

EPA-HQ-2017-010603

Sylvia Lam

Environmental Integrity Project

8/17/2017 19:08 Please see attached FOIA request letter and enclosure.

EPA-HQ-2015-006495

Jonathan L. Kranz

D'Amato & Lynch, LLP

This relates to my currently pending FOIA request, EPA-HQ-2015-006197. In this supplemental request, I also seek all
communications/correspondence between EPA and DuPont regarding the (i) Consent Agreement and Final Order
(CAFO) (copy of CAFO is attached) and (ii) eighteen (18) studies DuPont withheld, as listed in paragraph 19 of the
4/23/2015 18:04 CAFO. As before: I do NOT seek any CBI-protected information at this time. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-006468

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

Contract Negotiations And Invoices: I am requesting copies of records of all contract negotiations and invoices for the
4/10/2018 20:04 contract with the Procurement Instrument Identifier EP18W000019 (signed on 3/30/2018).

EPA-HQ-2018-006471

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2018-006825

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-R4-2018-007508

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

Specific Contract Negotiations: I am requesting copies of records of all contract negotiations and invoices for the
contracts with the following Procurement Instrument Identifiers: • EP18H000054 - 3/23/2018 - vendor: ACME AUTO
LEASING LLC • EPG17H00966 - 5/2/2017 - vendor: ADVANTAGE LEASING ASSOCIATES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY •
EPG17H00966 (modification 1) - 5/5/2017 - vendor: ADVANTAGE LEASING ASSOCIATES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Additional Invoices: I am requesting copies of invoices for automobile leases, loans, or payments initiated after
4/10/2018 20:04 February 17, 2017 for the use of the EPA’s Office of the Administrator.
I am requesting all ethics forms submitted to the Office of General Counsel regarding payment for Administrator
Pruitt's travel and accommodations by third party groups and/or organizations. The search for ethics forms should be
4/19/2018 16:04 limited to between February 17, 2017 and April 19, 2018.
I am requesting copies of all investigatory and case files related to the investigation into the Florida Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services' investigation into the 2014 crop-dusting accident and chemical exposure in Belle
Glade. The existence of this investigation was publicly confirmed by EPA spokesman Nick Conger to the Associated
5/9/2018 16:05 Press in March 2016.

EPA-HQ-2018-006448

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2018-004847

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2018-004862

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

I am requesting copies of contracts and/or negotiations for contracts associated with the following Procurement
Instrument Identifiers listed below. • EP147000098 (modification 2) - 6/12/2017 • EP17H000221 - 7/19/2017 •
EPB13H00152 (modification P00002) - 11/2/2017 • EPB14H00162 (modification P00002) - 11/1/2017 • EPB15H00177
(modification P00002) - 11/1/2017 • EPB16H00157 (modification 2) - 5/5/2017 • EPB17H00112 - 4/24/2017 •
EPB17H00197 - 6/30/2017 • EPB17H00197 (modification 1) - 9/19/2017 • EPB17H00228 - 8/30/2017 • EPB18S00003 11/1/2017 • EPB18S00003 (modification P00001) - 11/7/2017 • EPBPA13H0011 (modification 7) - 8/29/2017 •
EPBPA13H0011 (modification 6) - 5/5/2017 • EPBPA13H0011 (modification 8) - 1/30/2018 • EPBPA17H0004
(modification P00002) - 1/8/2018 • EPG17H01367 - 6/9/2017 • EPG17500562 - 8/9/2017 • EPG17H00326 - 7/21/2017 •
4/10/2018 17:04 EPG18H01456 - 12/8/2017
Records Detailing The Environmental Protection Agency’s Response To House Committee On Energy And Commerce’s
February 20, 2018 Letter To Secretary Scott Pruitt. I am requesting records sufficient to detail the Environmental
Protection Agency’s response to the February 20, 2018 letter from the House Committee On Energy and Commerce.
Specifically, I am requesting the Environmental Protection Agnency’ answers to questions 1, 2b, 4 and 7 of the linked
2/26/2018 18:02 letter. http://ift.tt/2HBlMVU
Correspondence Related To The Travel Of EPA Secretary Scott Pruitt. I am requesting copies of email correspondence
within the Ethics Office, limited to employees within the office, on the topic of Secretary Pruitt’s travel from February
2/26/2018 22:02 17, 2017 through the present.

American Bridge 21st Century

1. Records sufficient to identify all employees who are currently (as of March 5, 2018) in a position at the agency as
“political appointees”, and the title or position of each employee. For purposes of this request, please consider any
employee in a PAS position, a presidentially-appointed position, a non-career SES position, or a Schedule C position a
&quot;political appointee;&quot; 2. For each individual identified in response to the above request please provide: •
the resume submitted by the individual to the agency in connection with determining the appropriate salary for the
individual, or, if that is not available, a recent resume contained within the agency's records • Sufficient information as
to identify the General Schedule (GS) Classification of that employee or sufficient information to determine if the
3/5/2018 15:03 individual is paid on the Senior Executive Service(SES) or Executive schedule (ES) pay scales.

American Bridge 21st Century

Records On Environmental Protection Agency Posters On Environmental Achievements For America At EPA Offices. I
am requesting records sufficient to detail the costs incurred by the Environmental Protection Agency, including but not
limited to printing and shipping, for the posters summarizing Environmental Achievements for America as described in
the linked Newsweek article, from February 17, 2017 through the present date of this request.
http://www.newsweek.com/trump-scott-pruitt-epa-posters-791140 Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence
With The Office Of Administration And Resource Management On “Poster.” I am requesting all incoming-and-outgoing
email correspondence with the Office of Administration and Resource Management that include the word “poster”
2/5/2018 19:02 from February 17, 2017 through the present date of this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005109

EPA-HQ-2018-004132

Liz Charboneau

Liz Charboneau

EPA-HQ-2018-003484

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2018-001788

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between Administrator Pruitt And Kenneth Wagner On The Topic Of
Relocating EPA Laboratories. I am requesting copies of incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and Kenneth Wagner. The search for correspondence should include a search for emails that
1/17/2018 21:01 include the words “Houston”, “Oklahoma” and “Superfund”.
Incoming-And-Outgoing Correspondence Between The Environmental Protection Agency And Martha McSally From
January 3, 2015 Through The Present. I am requesting copies of incoming-and-outgoing correspondence between the
Environmental Protection Agency and Martha McSally, in her capacity as member of the United States House of
11/17/2017 16:11 Representatives, from January 3, 2015 through the present.

EPA-HQ-2017-009599

EPA-HQ-2017-009096

Liz Charboneau

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

American Bridge 21st Century

Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between The Environmental Protection Agency And The Republican
Attorney’s General Association From February 2017 Through July 2017. I am requesting copies of incoming-andoutgoing email correspondence between the Environmental Protection Agency, which should be limited to the staffers
named below, and the Republican Attorney General’s Association from February 21, 2017, through July 5, 2017. The
search for correspondence with the Republican Attorney General’s Association should be conducted through a search
for the email domains, “@republicanags.com” and for the staff members named below, whose names should be
searched for as keywords. • Environmental Protection Agency o Scott Pruitt o Nancy Beck o Albert Kelly o Ryan
Jackson o Erik Baptist o Samantha Dravis o Mandy Gunasekara o Byron Brown o Ken Wagner • Republican Attorney
7/6/2017 13:07 General’s Association o Scott Will o Seth Wimer o Robert Simpson o Adam Piper o Jason Heath o Greg Cairns
Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between The Office Of The Administrator And The Individuals Listed
Below From February 2017 To The Present. I am requesting copies of incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence
between the Office of the Administrator and the Individuals listed below from February 17, 2017, through the present.
The search within the Office of the Administrator, which should be limited to a search of the following employees:
Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Charles Munoz, Doug Ericksen. The following individuals and the email domains and/or
addresses provided should be searched for within the named staffer’s emails. • Scott Segal:
scott.segal@bracewell.com • Lisa Jaeger: lisa.jaeger@bracewell.com • Edward Krenik: edward.krenik@bracewell.com
• E. Dee Martin: dee.martin@bracewell.com • Joseph Stanko: jstanko@hunton.com • Eric Hutchins:
ehutchins@hunton.com • Catherine Van Way: catherine.vanway@cummins.com • Emily Foster:
Emily.Foster@cummins.com • Gabe Rozsa: gabe.rozsa@prime-policy.com • Teresa Gorman:
tagorman@mindspring.com • Anthony “Tony” Alexander: @firstenergycorp.com • Lorna Wisham:
5/16/2017 20:05 @firstenergycorp.com • Marty Hall: @firstenergycorp.com

EPA-HQ-2017-007406

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2017-006845

Liz Charboneau

American Bridge 21st Century

EPA-HQ-2017-006542

Liz Charboneau

Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between The Office Of The Administrator And Commissioner Adam
Putnam On The Topic Of, “WOTUS,” And/or “Water,” From February 2017 Through June 2017. I am requesting
incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the Office of the Administrator, which should be confined to
the staff named below, and Florida Commissioner of Agriculture Adam Putnam from February 21, 2017, through June
30, 2017. The search for correspondence with Adam Putnam should be conducted through a search for his name
(Adam Putnam) as a keyword and the following email domains: @FreshFromFlorida.com and @AdamPutnam.Com.
The following staff members within the Office of the Administrator should be searched for correspondence:
7/19/2017 18:07 Administrator Adam Putnam, Ryan Jackson, and Byron Brown.

American Bridge 21st Century

5/4/2017 13:05 See attached letter.

Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence With The Office Of The Administrator And The EPA Staffers, Listed
Below, And AFGE In April 2017. I am requesting incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the Office of
the Administrator and the E.P.A. staffers, listed below, and representatives of AFGE Council 238 from April 17, 2017,
through the present. The search for correspondence with AFGE should include a search for emails with John O’Grady,
Denis Morrison, and Steve Hopkins and for the keyword, “AFGE.” The search for correspondence with the Office of the
Administrator and the EPA should search the following staffers emails: • Scott Pruitt • Ryan Jackson • Charles Munoz •
4/25/2017 15:04 Patrick Davis • Douglas Ericksen • David Kreutzer • Justin Schwab • George Sugiyama • Holly Greaves

EPA-HQ-2017-003118

EPA-R5-2018-007805

Liz Charboneau

Daniel Kekacs

American Bridge 21st Century

Tuesday, January 24, 2017 Attn: FOIA Officer Environmental Protection Agency To Whom It May Concern, The
following request is being made in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552). I am
requesting copies of the following: Incoming-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence Between The Environmental
Protection Agency And The Individuals Listed Below From November 9, 2016 Through The Present. I am requesting
incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the Environmental Protection Agency and the individuals
listed below from November 9, 2016 through the present. The search within the Environmental Protection Agency
should be confined to the following offices: Office of Acquisition Management, Office of the Administrator, and the
Office of General Counsel. The following individuals should be searched for correspondence with the Environmental
Protection Agency: • Myron Ebell • Scott Pruitt • Stephen “Steve” Bannon • Jared Kushner • Michael Catanzaro • Ron
Nicol • Rob Gordon I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this request. Please contact me when you can
provide a payment amount for my requests. In the meantime, I authorize an initial expense cap of $100 to be accrued.
To help assess my status for copying and mailing fees, please note that I am gathering information for research
purposes and not for commercial activities. I also request that you state the specific legal and factual grounds for
withholding any documents or portions of documents, should you withhold any. Please identify each document that
falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are located in, or originated
in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you please refer this request, or any relevant portion of this
request, to the appropriated installation or bureau. To the extent that the information is available in electronic format,
1/24/2017 19:01 I would prefer

T&M Associates

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Hardin County, T&amp;M Associates is conducting an environmental
assessment of the following property: Property Name: 439 South Detroit Street Property Property Owner: Scott
McClain and Pamela Kuivinen Property Address: 439 South Detroit Street, Kenton, Ohio 43326 Hardin County Auditor
Parcels: 361000190000, 361000200000, 361000210000, 361000220000, 361000230000, and 361000240000 As part of
the assessment, we are requesting copies of any and all public records your office has regarding this property. We will
readily reimburse you for any copying and mailing costs related to fulfilling this request. Thank you for your assistance
in this matter. If there are any questions regarding this request, please call me at (614) 339-3380 or email me at
5/18/2018 13:05 dkekacs@tandmassociates.com. Sincerely, Daniel Kekacs T&amp;M Associates

EPA-R5-2018-003432

Daniel Kekacs

T&M Associates

EPA-HQ-2016-009160

Todd A. Neeley

DTN/The Progressive Farmer

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of the City of Barberton, T&amp;M Associates is conducting an environmental
assessment of the following property: Property Name: 16th and Wooster Property Property Owner: Barberton Land
Improvement Company Property Address: Intersection of 16th Street and Wooster Road West, southeast corner.
Approximately 890 to 920 Wooster Road West. A former filling station was located at 918 Wooster Road West. Summit
County Fiscal Office Parcel: 0115103 As part of the assessment, we are requesting copies of any and all public records
your office has regarding this property. We will readily reimburse you for any copying and mailing costs related to
fulfilling this request. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. If there are any questions regarding this request,
please call me at (614) 339-3380 or email me at dkekacs@tandmassociates.com. Sincerely, T&amp;M Associates
1/16/2018 21:01 Daniel Kekacs Staff Designer
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act in accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552a seeking electronic copies of all experimental use permit applications filed with EPA by Monsanto to include
applications for Roundup Ready Xtend with VaporGrip (a premix of M1691 and glyphosate) and XtendiMax with
8/5/2016 13:08 VaporGrip.

EPA-HQ-2018-003979
EPA-HQ-2017-001216

Todd A. Neeley
David LaRoss

DTN/The Progressive Farmer
Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2018-006559
EPA-HQ-2017-001753

David LaRoss
Amy L. van Saun

Inside EPA
Center for Food Safety

4/12/2018 21:04
12/5/2016 14:12

EPA-HQ-2016-001185

Amy L. van Saun

Center for Food Safety

11/10/2015 14:11

EPA-HQ-2016-001184

Amy L. van Saun

Center for Food Safety

11/10/2015 14:11

EPA-R10-2018-007813 Paul Michel

1/31/2018 20:01
11/14/2016 18:11

5/18/2018 18:05

EPA-R5-2018-006828

Cemone Cali

Manko Gold Katcher & Fox

4/19/2018 18:04

EPA-HQ-2015-007962

Julia Olson

Our Children's Trust

6/12/2015 13:06

EPA-R5-2018-007948

Angela Bouche

Weaver Consultants Group

EPA-R6-2018-003314
EPA-HQ-2017-006818

David O. Frederick
Yogin Kothari

Frederick, Perales, Allmon &
Rockwell
UCS

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act in accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552a seeking copies of Renewable Fuel Standard waiver requests on behalf of small refiners, from Jan. 1, 2012 to Jan.
1, 2018. EPA has authority to grant exemptions from the RFS requirements to refineries with a capacity under 75,000
barrels per day, if companies can demonstrate financial hardship. DTN requests copies of those waiver requests.
Under Agency Review
All email sent and received within the last 30 days as of this request (April 12, 2018) for the epa.gov addresses
adm14pruitt@epa.gov, esp7@epa.gov, pruitt.scott@epa.gov, and sooners7@epa.gov.
Please see attached letter.
All documents related to the FIFRA registration review for glyphosate, Case No. 178, and the Endangered Species Act
(ESA). Please see the attached letter.
All documents related to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act registration review for glyphosate,
Case No. 178. Please see attached letter.
I would like to review all records related to the Environmental Pacific Corporation site at 111 W. 4th St. in city, OR,
97101, CERCLIS #110067913798, including all records related to any investigation of other the site or its operator(s),
Environmental pacific corporation and/or Richard W. Hill. Thank you.
I request all 104(e) requests and responses, all documents produced in response to the 104(e) requests, and all
deposition transcripts from depositions taken, relating to Superfund Site Elm Street Ground Water Contamination, site
located at Elm Street and Highway 41, Terre Haute, IN
FOIA Request for certain records created by Lisa Jackson, Gina McCarthy, David McIntosh, Dan Costa and Tim Watkins.
See attachment.

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents the USEPA may have on file concerning current or historical risk management plans;
building permits; current or historical underground or aboveground storage tanks; hazardous materials incidents; and
any other environmental conditions, inspections, releases, or violations located at two parcels of farmland that are
unimproved with the exception of a railroad along the eastern bank of the Illinois River in Oxville, Scott County, Illinois.
The properties are located east of the Illinois River, south of Pine Switch Road, west of IL-100 and north of I-72. The
eastern parcel (&quot;River Terminal&quot;) is situated along Valley City Lane and the western parcel (&quot;Plant
SIte&quot;) is situated along IL-100, but the properties otherwise have no listed addresses. PINs associated with the
properties include: River Terminal: 01-26-100-001 01-26-100-002 01-26-100-003 01-26-300-001 01-26-300-002 01-26300-003 01-26-300-006 01-35-100-001 01-35-100-003 01-35-100-004 01-35-100-005 01-34-200-001 01-34-200-003 0134-400-001 01-34-400-003 Plant Site: 02-31-200-001 02-31-200-002 02-31-100-005 02-32-100-001 02-32-100-002 02-31300-002 A figure is attached of the property boundaries. Thank you in advance for your assistance with this request.
Should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact our office at 312-922-1030, or contact
5/23/2018 16:05 me directly at abouche@wcgrp.com.
Please provide: (1) EPA Inspection Report for Formosa Plastics Corporation, Inc., FRS ID 110018925957 and EPA ID No.
TXT490011293, that describes the inspection conducted by EPA February 2, 2004, through February 14, 2004. This
facility is located in Point Comfort, Texas. I believe the 2004 inspection to have been a &quot;corrective action
inspection.&quot; (2) A list or log, if such a document exists, of EPA corrective action inspections of this facility since
1/11/2018 21:01 1990. Thank you.
5/3/2017 15:05 see attached

All communications from January 20, 2017 to present, between EPA staff and members of the EPA beachhead team. In
particular, we request access to and copies of all communications between the following EPA staff:
1. Catherine McCabe
2. Mike Flynn
3. Donna Vizian
4. Sarah Dunham
5. Wendy Cleland-Hamnett
6. David Bloom
7. Lawrence Starfield
8. Steven Fine
9. Kevin S. Minoli
10. Arthur A. Elkins, Jr.
11. Jane Nishida
12. Barry Breen
13. Robert Kavlock
14. Michael Shapiro
15. David Kling
16. Shannon Kenny
17. George Hull
18. Tom Brennan
19. Robin Richardson
20. John Reeder
21. Lilian Dorka
22. Christopher Zarba
23. Brian Hope
24. Denise Benjamin-Sirmons
EPA-HQ-2017-003240

Yogin Kothari

UCS

EPA-HQ-2017-002197

Yogin Kothari

UCS

EPA-HQ-2015-008401
EPA-HQ-2018-004103

EPA-HQ-2018-003020
EPA-HQ-2018-004697

Anne Novak
Jean Warshaw

Jean Warshaw
Benjamin Kirby

Protect Mustangs

1/25/2017 20:01 And the following members of the beachhead and landing teams:
All communications from January 1, 2011 to the present between named EPA employees attached and Scott Pruitt and
12/20/2016 14:12 anyone with the email domain @oag.ok.gov.
Requesting a copy of all materials relating to PZP as well as relating to the Pesticide Fact Sheet for PZP. Also
requesting a copy of the petition that Friends of Animals has filed against using Porcine Zona Pellucida (PZP) on wild
6/26/2015 13:06 horses and burros.
2/5/2018 18:02 Under Agency Review
For the substance with CAS 68424-41-9, &quot;Fatty acids, C18-unsatd., dimers, polymers with triethylenetriamine,
reaction products with bisphenol A diglycidyl ether polymer&quot; please send me 1) the Inventory Reporting forms
(either “Form C’s, ” PMN’s, or any such forms) that were used to report this substance for the TSCA Chemical
Substance Inventory (“TSCA Inventory”); and 2) any associated non-confidential correspondence and related
documents pertaining to the TSCA Inventory listing for this substance. What companies reported these substances for
the TSCA Inventory? With respect to item 1) I am requesting copies of the original TSCA Inventory form(s) reporting
this substance. I agree to pay reasonable search and reproduction costs for this information, up to $25. Please do not
1/3/2018 22:01 hesitate to contact me at (212) 722-2240 or Jean@WarshawLegal.com. Thank you.
2/21/2018 19:02 Please see the attached PDF.

On April 27, 2017, Congressman Charlie Dent sent EPA a letter requesting clarification of EPA’s position on the legality
of blending. Several Pennsylvania municipal wastewater facilities remain interested in blending to increase peak flow
capacity but are uncertain of EPA’s position regarding Clean Water Act compliance for such facility modifications. This
request seeks:
1. All Agency records, correspondence, or communications related to the development of the June 20, 2017 or
October 27, 2017 response letters to Congressman Dent.

EPA-HQ-2018-001438

Benjamin Kirby

EPA-HQ-2015-009200

Tom Alwin

Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality

EPA-R7-2017-010018

Katherine I. Dlubac

Farallon Consulting

EPA-HQ-2015-009393

Eve C. Gartner

EPA-HQ-2015-009470

Joel Kupferman

Earthjustice
New York Environmental Law
and Justice Project

EPA-R4-2018-006781

Haley C. Lewis

GASP

2. All records, correspondence, or communications which identify which Agency personnel were involved, in any way,
11/7/2017 17:11 in the development of the June 20, 2017 or October 27, 2017 response letters to Congressman Dent.
I'm looking for the following documentation:
MR ID# 418436-01
The science reviews for a product called "Aqua-Fyte"
7/21/2015 20:07 The experimental use permit application for "Aqua-Fyte"
Farallon Consulting is investigating environmental violations incurred by Doe Run Company (formally St. Joseph
Mineral) at their mining and smelting sites throughout Missouri. Please notify Farallon Consulting with any information
regarding violations, hazardous spills, and investigations/remedial actions for all dates on record ranging between
7/31/2017 20:07 1970 to 1990. See attached email.
Requesting information related to EPA's language requirements for pesticide labeling under FIFRA and EPA's Spanish
7/29/2015 13:07 Labeling Pilot Project.
Requesting records or portions thereof pertaining to any studies or complaints of dog and cat spot-on
7/30/2015 13:07 treatments containing the pesticide fipronil from January 1, 2008 to present.
This is a follow up to the FOIA Request processed by Gayla Mendez regarding 35th Avenue/Tarrant. Request email
search based on the following: Time Frame - September 1, 2017 - April 18, 2018 Record Holder: Trey Glenn
(glenn.trey@epa.gov) Search terms: Drummond ABC Coke 35th Avenue Pinson Valley Tarrant Balch &amp; Bingham,
LLP Joel Gilbert Steve McKinney Oliver Robinson Jacqueline Tymes Loxcil Tuck Luther Strange Jeff Sessions Strada
4/18/2018 17:04 Professional Services Big Sky Environmental

Environmental Works, Inc.

WILMER DRUMS (EPA ID: TXN000607342) 2012 N. GOODE RD. Location/map of material removal, date completed. List
of what kind of/quantity of material removed. Why no site assessment was determined to be needed, and why listing
5/31/2018 17:05 is still open. Contact via email or have project manager/knowledgeable party call me if easier.

Associated Press

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request the following information: The most
recent draft of the forthcoming EPA report, “Planning for Response Actions at Abandoned Mines with Underground
Workings: Best Practices for Preventing Sudden, Uncontrolled Fluid Mining Waste Releases Reference Document.” This
draft was described to be by title by Nancy Grantham, EPA Office of Public Affairs, in a June 16, 2017, email. Ms.
Grantham said a draft was completed as of June 16, 2017. I would like to receive the information in electronic format. I
will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I reserve the right to appeal your
6/20/2017 17:06 decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees.

EPA-R6-2018-008192

EPA-HQ-2017-008631

Angela Dugan

Dan Elliott

Please see attached FOIA request document for additional detail.
All documents related to APHIS’s Regulated Letters of Inquiry located at:
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/wps/portal/?1dmy&urile=wcm%3Apath%3A/aphis_content_library/sa_our_focus/sa_biot
echnology/sa_regulations/ct_reg_loi
Specifically, CFS requests the following:
1.)Any correspondence including emails, letters, and all documents including attachments regarding any of the
Regulated Letters of Inquiry, the process, or issues raised by the letters.
2.)Any notes taken regarding any correspondence (phone calls, casual or formal conversations, letters, or emails),
meetings, internal or external deliberations and conclusions discussing any of the Regulated Letters of Inquiry, the
process, or issues raised by the letters.

EPA-HQ-2015-010223

Rachel A. Zubaty

Center for Food Safety

“All documents” includes but is not limited to all correspondence, minutes, memoranda, communications, maps,
plans, drawings, emails, reports, databases, and phone notes. This request includes all documents that have ever been
within your custody or control, whether they exist in agency “working,” investigative, retired, electronic mail, or other
8/26/2015 18:08 files currently or at any other time.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, and the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA” or
“the Agency”) FOIA regulations, set forth at 40 C.F.R. Pt. 2, Friends of the Earth hereby requests various documents,
records, and materials between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including the Office of the
Administrator and Office of Pesticide Programs and the lobbyists or individuals representing Syngenta, Bayer
Cropscience, Croplife America, and Monsanto pertaining to neonicotinoids, pesticides, Varroa mites and other issues
pertaining to honey bee health from June 19, 2013 to the present. This request includes documents regarding
meetings or communications or other contacts— including meeting minutes and scheduling notes—that any individual
from any of the entities listed above arranged or attended with the EPA or that the EPA arranged or attended with any
of the listed entities.
Our request includes but is not limited to communications with or by the following individuals employed by or
contracted by the above listed entities regarding neonicotinoids, pesticides, Varroa mites and other issues pertaining
to honey be health:

EPA-HQ-2015-010230

Tiffany Finck-Haynes

Friends of the Earth

EPA-HQ-2018-004208

Eve C. Gartner

Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2017-007879
EPA-HQ-2015-010286

Eve C. Gartner
Larissa Walker

Earthjustice
Ctr for Food Safety

8/26/2015 20:08

2/7/2018 17:02
5/31/2017 20:05
8/28/2015 16:08

-John Abbott and Caydee Savinelli, Syngenta
-Iain Kelly, Bill Striegel, Dr. David Fisher, Director of the Pollinator Safety Group, and Jamin Huang, Registration
Manager, Jim Bloom, President and CEO, Bayer Cropscience
- Jay Vroom, Barb Glenn, and Ray McAllister, Croplife America
See attached request for: Any record reflecting a determination regarding the scope of activities in which Deputy
Administrator Nancy Beck is permitted, or not permitted, including but not limited to, an impartiality determination
dated in or around January 11, 2018. EPA need not release the June 8, 2017 memo from Kevin S. Minoli to Nancy Beck,
Ph.D., as it has already been made public.
Earthjustice and Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families submit the attached request for records related to Deputy Assistant
Administrator Nancy Beck’s role in TSCA rulemakings, and accompanying fee waiver.
Freedom of Information Act Request - treated seed tag/bag initiative -Update

EPA-R2-2016-001048
EPA-HQ-2018-007088
EPA-HQ-2018-006356

David Sirota
James Chelmowski
James Chelmowski

EPA-HQ-2018-007041
EPA-HQ-2018-005667

James Chelmowski
James Chelmowski

EPA-HQ-2015-010639

Ida Matias

International Business Times

11/5/2015 15:11
4/26/2018 18:04
4/9/2018 13:04
4/25/2018 21:04
3/21/2018 14:03

The Hartz Mountain
Corporation

EPA-HQ-2015-010701

Curt Devine

CNN

EPA-R2-2015-010748

Richard S. Mills

HDR

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: - Any letters, reports or memos sent to the Department of Environmental Conservation from EPA official Gary
Klawinski or Michael Cheplowitz regarding General Electric's dredging of the Hudson River, and/or the proposed end of
that dredging. I request the documents from 1/1/11 to the present. - All letters, reports or memos sent to EPA official
Gary Klawinski or Michael Cheplowitz by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation or and/or its
subsidiary departments (such as the Division of Fish, Wildlife and Marine Resources) regarding General Electric's
dredging of the Hudson River, and/or the proposed end of that dredging. I request the documents from 1/1/11 to the
present. - All letters, reports or memos sent to EPA official Gary Klawinski or Michael Cheplowitz by officials,
consultants and/or lobbyists for General Electric regarding General Electric's polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the
Hudson River, General Electric's dredging of the Hudson River and/or the proposed end of that dredging. - All letters,
reports or memos sent by EPA official Gary Klawinski or Michael Cheplowitz to officials, consultants and/or lobbyists
for General Electric regarding General Electric's polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the Hudson River, General
Electric's dredging of the Hudson River and/or the proposed end of that dredging. I request the documents from
1/1/11 to the present.Please search for responsive records regardless of format. I request the information in a
machine-processable format, such as a spreadsheet (CSV or XLS) or word processor (TXT, DOC, DOCX) format. It can be
provided by email, thumb drive, or CD. If it is unavailable in any other format, an OCRed PDF (i.e. searchable) will do.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
This is a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for records of all Freedom of Information Act Training EPA
attendees for each FOIA training since January 1, 2014 to February 15, 2018.
Under Agency Review

The requester seeks all available information regarding adverse effects of topical flea and tick products on dogs and
cats. The requester seeks all enhanced adverse effects reports filed with EPA during calendar year 2014. A listing of the
9/10/2015 14:09 EPA registered products with EPA Registration Numbers is attached as a file.
Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;)
requests access to and copies of (in pdf form, where possible) all documents related to investigations involving the
pest control company Terminix and fumigation(s) in which adverse health consequences or potential adverse health
consequences occurred. This should not include documents related to the recent investigation of a fumigation incident
in March 2015 involving methyl bromide in the Virgin Islands. This should include documents related to all other
9/14/2015 13:09 investigations involving Terminix and fumigation(s) before or after this time.
Please provide Covanta's responce and all other related replies to the USEPA's Information Request Number CAA-029/15/2015 14:09 2014-1459. Please let me know if this cost more than $200, which may be approved.

EPA-HQ-2018-007581

carey l. gillam

USRTK

EPA-HQ-2016-006123

carey l. gillam

USRTK

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the following records be provided to
me: Emails between EPA employee David Hrdy and FDA employee Chris Sack on any/all of the dates from January 1,
2016 to May 10, 2018 that include the word glyphosate, and/or 2,4-D, and/or dicamba, and/or Monsanto, and/or
Roundup, and/or honey. This should include email communication discussing &quot;over the tolerance finding of
glyphosate in corn.&quot; Separately, this request also seeks any communications between David Hrdy and CropLife
America employees for this time span and between David Hrdy and any employee of Monsanto Co. This latter part of
the request is not specific to communications that include the word glyphosate but is seeking all communications
5/11/2018 17:05 between Hrdy and these external contacts.
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act in accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552a seeking all documents, files, and communications created, sent and received by EPA personnel dealing with the
draft risk assessment for glyphosate between March 19, 2015 and the current date, along with any correspondence or
communications that reference &quot;IARC.&quot; A search for such documents should include correspondence with
personnel at Monsanto Co. This FOIA seeks information that includes EPA's work to determine if human breast milk
contains glyphosate residues, reviews of epidemiology evaluations related to glyphosate and glyphosate's toxicity to
4/27/2016 16:04 milkweed.

USRTK

This is a request for all documents, communications or other records created by or received by EPA employees
pertaining to glyphosate between the dates of March 1, 2015 and today's date, Sept. 19, 2016. I specifically request
that you look for email communications created and/or emailed and/or received by EPA employees David Miller,
and/or Rick Keigwin, and/or Charles Smith, and/or Khue Nguyen, and/or David Hardy, and/or Neil Anderson, and/or
Michael Goodis, and communications, including emails, received within the agency from Monsanto official Dan Jenkins
9/20/2016 13:09 and/or JENKINS, DANIEL J .

EPA-HQ-2016-010395

carey l. gillam

EPA-HQ-2016-008260

carey l. gillam

USRTK

EPA-HQ-2017-003964

carey l. gillam

USRTK

This is a request for all documents, communications, internal to EPA and/or between EPA staffers/officials and the
Food &amp; Drug Administration and/or Monsanto staffers/officials and/or GIPSA regarding testing for residues of
glyphosate herbicide in or on food, food products, grains, etc... The FDA announced in February 2016 it's intent to do
such testing and this request covers communications leading up to and subsequent to that announcement, a period
from January 1, 2014 through today's date of July 5, 2016. I am asking specifically for all emails with the subject line
&quot;glyphosate,&quot; &quot;glyphosate proposal&quot; (quotation marks added, not to be included in search)
and emails with subject line &quot;glyphosate testing&quot; (again quotations added). Search words include, but are
not limited to, glyphosate, residue(s), testing, breast milk, Chris A. Sack, &quot;Glyphosate Discussion with Beyond
Pesticides&quot; (quotations not to be part of search) David Miller, Diana Haynes, Charles Smith and/or Charles “ Billy”
7/5/2016 19:07 Smith, Terry Councell and Jason Vanfossan at GIPSA and Thomas Weber at GIPSA.
This is a request for all documents, communications or other records created or received by any of the following EPA
Office of Pesticide Program employees - Jim Jones, Jess Rowland, David Hrdy, David Miller, Brenda May, Chris Olinger,
Dana Vogel, Jeff Dawson, Ray Kent, Elissa Reaves, Gregory Akerman or Elizabeth Mendez to or from CropLife America
representatives, including Jay McAllister and Janet Collins of CropLife, between October 1, 2015 and today's date of
2/15/2017 16:02 February 15, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2018-006842

EPA-HQ-2018-004151

David Schultz

David Schultz

Bloomberg Environment

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to copies of any and all
emails sent to or from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt that contain the following words or phrases: &quot;Chicago
Cubs&quot;; &quot;Cubs&quot;; &quot;Cubbies&quot;;&quot;Wrigley Field&quot;; &quot;Wrigley&quot;; &quot;St.
Louis Cardinals&quot;; &quot;Cardinals&quot;; or &quot;Redbird.&quot; My search encompasses only emails sent
between Jan. 1, 2018 and April 19, 2018. I would like to receive the requested information in electronic format
preferably, although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. I agree to pay reasonable processing fees for the
processing of this request up to the amount of $49. Please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of
that amount. Through this request, I am gathering information on that is of current interest to the public. This
information is being sought on behalf of Bloomberg BNA for dissemination to the general public. If my request is
denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also
expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal
your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. Thank you for your assistance. David Schultz
4/19/2018 21:04 Bloomberg Environment

Bloomberg Environment

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to a list detailing any and all
meetings between EPA employees and Marshall Macomber in 2017. Macomber is the president of the consulting firm
ThinkP3. This list should include the dates, locations, and attendees at these meetings with Macomber, should any
have taken place. Please also include any documents that were presented or shared at these meetings. I would like to
receive the requested information in electronic format preferably, although hard copies of the documents are
acceptable. I agree to pay reasonable processing fees for the processing of this request up to the amount of $49.
Please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. Through this request, I am gathering
information on that is of current interest to the public. This information is being sought on behalf of Bloomberg BNA
for dissemination to the general public. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by
reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise
exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a
2/6/2018 16:02 waiver of fees. Thank you for your assistance. David Schultz Bloomberg Environment

EPA-HQ-2017-005476

David Schultz

Bloomberg Environment

3/30/2017 13:03

EPA-HQ-2015-011156

Michael Gelinne

Bayer CropScience

9/25/2015 13:09

EPA-HQ-2015-011157
EPA-HQ-2018-007893

Christopher C. Horner
Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-007866

EPA-HQ-2018-007297
EPA-HQ-2018-007272

Competitive Enterprise
Institute

9/25/2015 13:09
5/22/2018 18:05

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of any and all
documents that were generated in preparation for, during or following a March 1, 2017, meeting between Scott Pruitt,
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, and Ken Paxton, attorney general of the state of Texas. (Several
other state attorneys general may have also attended this meeting.) The documents I am requesting include, but are
not limited to: • Talking points • A list of people attending the meeting • Notes, either electronic or hand-written,
taken during the meeting • Meeting minutes • Follow-up correspondence between meeting attendees and/or their
respective staffs Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any clarifying information about which types of
documents I am seeking. I would also be happy to entertain any good-faith suggestions you may have to modify this
request in a way that makes fulfilling it less time consuming. I would like to receive the requested information in
electronic format preferably, although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. I agree to pay reasonable
processing fees for the processing of this request up to the amount of $49. Please notify me prior to your incurring any
expenses in excess of that amount. Through this request, I am gathering information on that is of current interest to
the public. This information is being sought on behalf of Bloomberg BNA for dissemination to the general public. If my
request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I
will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to
appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. I look forward to your determination
regarding my request for expedited processing within 10 calendar days, as the statute requires.
Requesting the data evaluation reports (DERs) for all studies submitted to EPA and assigned with the attached MRID
numbers, for the active ingredient Glufosinate-ammonium.
Requesting copies of emails sent to or from Elizabeth Kopits or Alex Martens in the To or From, cc: and/or bcc: fields,
the Subject field, and/or the email body, any of the terms or parties: “SCC”, “social cost”, Maureen Cropper, Richard
Newell, William Pizer and/or John Weyant , b) which were sent or received during 2015, through the date you process
this request.
Under Agency Review

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters, from
January 1 2017 to the date EPA conducts this search: 1. The records generated in connection with the creation of and
funding for the attached document, EPA Year in Review 2017-2018. Attachment A (EPA Year in Review 2017- 2018); 2.
The name and contact information of the entity responsible for creation of the EPA Year in Review 2017-2018; and 3.
5/21/2018 21:05 The amount EPA paid the contractor to create and/or produce the EPA Year in Review 2017-2018.

Margaret Townsend
Margaret Townsend

The subject matter of this request concerns the operations and activities of the EPA. This request asks for from January
20, 2017 to the date EPA conducts this search: (1) the records mentioning, including, and/or referencing: (a)
strengthening transparency in regulatory science; (b) data used in regulatory science; (c) transparency in regulatory
science; (d) dose response data and models; (e) secret science; and/or (f) pivotal regulatory science; and (2) the
decision files mentioning, including, and/or referencing: (a) strengthening transparency in regulatory science; (b) data
used in regulatory science; (c) transparency in regulatory science; (d) dose response data and models; (e) secret
5/2/2018 23:05 science; and/or (f) pivotal regulatory science.
5/2/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R8-2018-006878
EPA-HQ-2017-000969

EPA-HQ-2017-000589
EPA-R3-2018-000404

Margaret Townsend
Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Region 8: the records generated in
connection with Colorado’s request for a concurrence for an exceptional event designation for ozone on September 2,
4/20/2018 17:04 2017 and September 4, 2017, including but not limited to draft concurrence requests and correspondence.
11/3/2016 17:11 Under Agency Review

Margaret Townsend
Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the EPA: 1. All records containing and/or explaining the EPA’s decision
to register the pesticide product “M1769 Premix Herbicide,” (also known by its alternative brand name “Roundup
XtendTM With VaporGripTM Technology”), EPA Reg. No. 524-616; 2. All records demonstrating that the public had
notice of the application to register and/or the proposed registration of the pesticide product “M1769 Premix
Herbicide,” (also known by its alternative brand name “Roundup XtendTM With VaporGripTM Technology”), EPA Reg.
No. 524-616; 3. All records demonstrating that the public had an opportunity to participate in the process that resulted
in the EPA’s decision to register the pesticide product “M1769 Premix Herbicide,” (also known by its alternative brand
name “Roundup XtendTM With VaporGripTM Technology”), EPA Reg. No. 524-616; 4. All records containing
information and/or data that the EPA relied upon in deciding to register the pesticide product “M1769 Premix
Herbicide,” (also known by its alternative brand name “Roundup XtendTM With VaporGripTM Technology”), EPA Reg.
No. 524-616, mentioning, referencing or relating to synergy or antagonism, including but not limited to potential
synergy or antagonism of: a. glyphosate when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of
chemicals; and/or b. dicamba when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or
c. glyphosate and dicamba; and/or d. any possible combination of glyphosate and dicamba when mixed or coapplied
with any other chemical or combination of chemicals. 5. All records demonstrating that the applicant/registrant,
Monsanto Company, has satisfied the conditions of the conditional registration of the pesticide product “M1769
10/19/2016 20:10 Premix Herbicide,” EPA Reg. No. 524-616 or that the aforementioned product is no longer conditionally registered.
10/11/2017 23:10 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-000977

EPA-HQ-2018-002377

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records containing
and/or explaining the EPA’s decision to register the pesticide product “CruiserMaxx Vibrance Pulses,”; 2. All records
demonstrating that the public had notice of the application to register and/or the proposed registration of the
pesticide “CruiserMaxx Vibrance Pulses,”; 3. All records demonstrating that the public had an opportunity to
participate in the process that resulted in the EPA’s decision to register the pesticide product “CruiserMaxx Vibrance
Pulses,”; 4. All records containing information and/or data that the EPA relied upon in deciding to register the pesticide
product “CruiserMaxx Vibrance Pulses,”, mentioning, referencing or relating to synergy or antagonism, including but
not limited to potential synergy or antagonism of: a. thiamethoxam when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical
or combination of chemicals; and/or b. fludioxonil when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination
of chemicals; and/or c. sedaxane when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals;
and/or d. thiabendazole when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or e.
mefenoxam when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or f. any possible
combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil, sedaxane, thiabendazole and/or mefenoxam; and/or g. any possible
combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil, sedaxane, thiabendazole and/or mefenoxam when mixed or co-applied
with any other chemical or combination of chemicals. 5. All records demonstrating that the applicant/registrant,
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC, has satisfied the conditions of the conditional registration of the pesticide product
11/3/2016 17:11 “CruiserMaxx Vibrance Pulses,&quot; that the aforementioned product is no longer conditionally registered.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) from April 1, 2017 to the date of this
search: 1. All records generated in connection with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) request to EPA for
additional information and additional time to complete the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1531-1544
(“ESA”) consultation on the effects of reregistering chlorpyrifos, malathion, and diazinon, as set forth in the enclosed
letter from Gary Frazer to Marietta Echeverria (dated Nov. 14, 2017). Attachment A (Gary Frazer’s November 14, 2017
Letter to Marietta Echeverria); and 2. All records generated in connection with EPA’s agreement to provide additional
information and time to complete said consultations, as set forth in the enclosed letter from Brian Anderson on behalf
of Marietta Echeverria (dated November 17, 2017). Attachment B (Brian Anderson’s November 17, 2017 Letter to Gary
12/6/2017 19:12 Frazer).

EPA-HQ-2017-000975

EPA-HQ-2017-000979

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records containing
and/or explaining the EPA’s decision to register the pesticide product “THX/MXM/FLD/TBZ/SDX FS,”; 2. All records
demonstrating that the public had notice of the application to register and/or the proposed registration of the
pesticide “THX/MXM/FLD/TBZ/SDX FS,”; 3. All records demonstrating that the public had an opportunity to participate
in the process that resulted in the EPA’s decision to register the pesticide product “THX/MXM/FLD/TBZ/SDX FS,”; 4. All
records containing information and/or data that the EPA relied upon in deciding to register the pesticide product
“THX/MXM/FLD/TBZ/SDX FS,”, mentioning, referencing or relating to synergy or antagonism, including but not limited
to potential synergy or antagonism of: a. thiamethoxam when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or
combination of chemicals; and/or b. fludioxonil when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of
chemicals; and/or c. sedaxane when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or
d. thiabendazole when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or e.
mefenoxam when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; and/or f. any possible
combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil, sedaxane, thiabendazole and/or mefenoxam; and/or g. any possible
combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil, sedaxane, thiabendazole and/or mefenoxam when mixed or co-applied
with any other chemical or combination of chemicals. 5. All records demonstrating that the applicant/registrant,
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC, has satisfied the conditions of the conditional registration of the pesticide product
11/3/2016 17:11 “THX/MXM/FLD/TBZ/SDX FS,” or that the aforementioned product is no longer conditionally registered.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following from EPA: 1. All records containing and/or explaining the EPA’s decision to register
“A21185B”; 2. All records demonstrating that the public had notice of the application to register and/or the proposed
registration of A21185B; 3. All records demonstrating that the public had an opportunity to participate in the process
that resulted in the EPA’s decision to register A21185B; 4. All records containing information and/or data that the EPA
relied upon in deciding to register A21185B mentioning, referencing or relating to synergy or antagonism, including but
not limited to potential synergy or antagonism of: a. thiamethoxam when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical
or combination of chemicals; b. fludioxonil when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of
chemicals; c. sedaxane when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; d.
difenoconazole when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; e. mefenoxam when
mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination of chemicals; f. cytokinin when mixed or co-applied with
any other chemical or combination of chemicals; g. gibberellic acid when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical
or combination of chemicals; h. indole butyric acid when mixed or co-applied with any other chemical or combination
of chemicals; i. any possible combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil, sedaxane, difenoconazole, mefenoxam,
cytokinin, gibberellic acid and/or indole butyric acid; and/or j. any possible combination of thiamethoxam, fludioxonil,
sedaxane, difenoconazole, mefenoxam, cytokinin, gibberellic acid and/or indole butyric acid when mixed or co-applied
with any othother chemical or combination of chemicals. 5. All records demonstrating that Syngenta Crop Protection,
LLC, has satisfied the conditions of the conditional registration of A21185B, or that the product is no longer
11/3/2016 18:11 conditionally registered.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records generated
as part of compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1531-1544 (“ESA”), on the
effects of EPA registration and/or reregistration of Sodium Cyanide and/or Sodium Fluoroacetate. This request
includes but is not limited to the following: a. All final effects determinations or biological assessments concerning the
effects of EPA registration or reregistration of Sodium Cyanide or Sodium Fluoroacetate; b. All draft and/or final
concurrences and/or biological opinions from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) concerning the effects of EPA
registration and/or reregistration of Sodium Cyanide and/or Sodium Fluoroacetate; c. All records generated as part of
EPA’s Feb. 10, 2011 request to FWS for reinitiation of Section 7 consultation for Sodium Cyanide and/or Sodium
Fluoroacetate, including all records generated by either agency in response to that request; d. All of FWS’s requests to
extend the deadlines and/or agreements to extend the deadlines for reinitiated consultations for Sodium Cyanide
and/or Sodium Fluoroacetate; e. All conservation recommendations concerning the effects of EPA registration and/or
reregistration of Sodium Cyanide and/or Sodium Fluoroacetate. 2. All records generated after January 1, 1993, that
11/21/2016 14:11 document endangered and/or threatened species harmed by Sodium Cyanide and/or Sodium Fluoroacetate.

EPA-HQ-2018-000395

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all records mentioning,
including, referencing, and/or generated in connection with EPA’s “Smart Sectors program.” See Timothy Cama, EPA
launches industry partnership program for regulating, The Hill, http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/35370310/11/2017 23:10 epa-launchesindustry- partnership-program-for-regulating (last visited October 11, 2017).

EPA-HQ-2016-005448

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all records related to use of dicamba on genetically engineered crops, and/or specifically
4/6/2016 16:04 pertaining to the docket EPA-HQ-OPP-2016-0187 for “Dicamba: New Use on Herbicide-Tolerant Cotton and Soybean.”

EPA-HQ-2016-004953

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-001454

EPA-HQ-2018-006938

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-006946

Margaret Townsend

3/21/2016 17:03 The Center requests all records relating to the fungicide flutianil (referenced in the docket EPA-HQ-OPP-2015-0817).
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): the records generated in connection with
OIRA’s work with EPA to develop a policy on the use of scientific data that underlies EPA’s rules. See generally Inside
EPA, “OIRA Working With EPA To Develop 'Best Practices' On Scientific Data,” https://insideepa.com/daily-news/oira4/23/2018 18:04 workingepa- develop-best-practices-scientific-data (last visited Apr. 23, 2018).
The Center requests the following from EPA Office of Pesticide Programs, from April 10, 2018 to the date EPA conducts
its search for this request: 1. All applications and/or requests for exemptions under Section 18 of the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. 6 &sect;136 et seq. (“FIFRA”) for the use of the pesticide
sulfoxaflor, and/or any pesticide products containing sulfoxaflor; and 2. All records explaining the basis for any final
decisions on any applications and/or requests for emergency exemptions, including but not limited to EPA’s notices to
4/23/2018 19:04 applicants of EPA’s decisions.

EPA-HQ-2018-007787

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-007662

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Office of Pesticide
Programs: 1. The acute and chronic studies of bicyclopyrone on honey bee larval development and survival, and
chronic studies of adult bees that the registrant was required to submit to EPA by April 21, 2018 as a condition of
registration of AcuronTM Herbicide, EPA Registration Number 100-1466. See Attachment A (Notice of Pesticide
Registration for AcuronTM Herbicide) at p. 2, condition 3.; and 2. From March 31, 2017 to the date EPA conducts this
search, the records where EPA summarizes, synthesizes, tabulates, or otherwise discusses data generated in
connection with the application of atrazine, or specific herbicide products containing atrazine, as described in
condition 4 of registration of AcuronTM Herbicide, EPA Registration Number 100-1466. See Attachment A at p. 2,
5/17/2018 19:05 condition 4.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Office of Pesticide Programs: the records
that EPA has generated in connection with the actual use of chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and/or malathion from January 1,
5/14/2018 19:05 2018 to the date EPA conducts this search.

EPA-HQ-2018-007658

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-007336

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Office of Pesticide Programs
Environmental Fate and Effects Division: the records generated in connection to the preparation of biological
evaluations for new pesticide products registered for use on genetically modified crops, as discussed in Marietta
5/14/2018 19:05 Echeverria’s, paragraph 19. Attachment A (Marietta Echeverria’s Declaration).
At the May 3, 2018 Pesticide Program Dialogue Committee meeting, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
(“EPA”) Division Director for the Office of Pesticide Programs’ Environmental Fate and Effects Division, Marietta
Echeverria, stated that EPA reinitiated informal consultations with the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”)
about the National Biological opinion on chlorpyrifos, malathion, and diazinon. The Center requests from EPA
Headquarters: a copy of EPA’s reinitiation request for informal consultations with NMFS about the National Biological
5/3/2018 22:05 opinion on chlorpyrifos, malathion, and diazinon.

Margaret Townsend

1. All records generated in connection with EPA’s decision to open a comment period on the National Marine Fisheries
Service (“NMFS”) assessment on chlorpyrifos, diazinon and malathion. See EPA Press Release, “EPA Opens Comment
Period on NMFS’s Assessment on Chlorpyrifos, Diazinon, and Malathion,” https://www.epa.gov/pesticides/epa-openscomment-period-nmfss-assessment-chlorpyrifos-diazinon-and-malathion (last visited Mar. 23, 2018); and 2. All records
mentioning, including, and/or referencing connection with the January 31, 2018 letter Brett Hartl sent to EPA
3/23/2018 19:03 requesting a stakeholder workshop. Attachment A (Brett Hartl’s January 31, 2018 Stakeholder Workshop Letter).

Margaret Townsend

The Center is now requesting records from EPA from November 13, 2017 to the date EPA commences this search for:
all communications, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant messages, transcripts,
recordings, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”) from
any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, smart phones, etc., sent to or
from Mr. Pruitt, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g., through regulations.gov).
Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Pruitt in the course of his official
3/15/2018 22:03 duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from his email addresses.

EPA-HQ-2018-005756

EPA-HQ-2018-005526

EPA-HQ-2018-004348

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-005528

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-005527

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-004054

Margaret Townsend

The Center is requesting records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency(“EPA”) Headquarters from January 1,
2014 to the date of this search: all records mentioning, including, and/or referencing U.S. aircraft emission standards
and U.S. participation in the 2016 International Civil Aviation Organization (“ICAO”) CO2 rulemaking process, including
but not limited to all records of communications between all United States officials, the Boeing Company and/or any
other aircraft manufacturer or airline, and ICAO. See generally “EPA Collaboration on International Air Pollution
Standards for Aircraft,” EPA, https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/epa-collaboration2/12/2018 19:02 international-air-pollution-standards (last visited Feb. 12, 2018).

The Center is requesting the following records from EPA from November 13, 2017 to the date EPA commences this
search: 1. All records of schedules, including but not limited to travel and meeting schedules, of EPA Administrator’s
Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson (“Mr. Jackson”); and 2. All records of correspondence, including but not limited to, all
letters, emails, text messages, instant messages, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by Mr. Jackson
from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, and smart phones sent to
or from Mr. Jackson, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g., through
regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Jackson in the
3/15/2018 22:03 course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from her email address(es).
The Center is now requesting records from EPA from December 1, 2017 to the date EPA commences this search for: all
calendars and/or schedules, including but not limited to travel itineraries and meeting schedules of the EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”). The Center seeks records of Mr. Pruitt’s calendar entries and/or schedules on
EPA accounts or otherwise addressing work-related matters, all of which are “agency records.” The Center notes that
this request is sufficiently specific and narrow, requires no forwarding to other offices for processing, and is a “simple”
3/15/2018 22:03 request.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all records mentioning,
including, referencing, and/or generated in connection with EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s statements regarding
metrics under the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1251-1387 (“CWA”), other environmental laws, and goals
for each program office. See “Oversight Hearing to Receive Testimony from Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Scott Pruitt,” at 2 hour, 38 minute mark,
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/hearings?ID=8E3E883C-477F-4A6A-9F1E- 1DDAADBDAF32 (last visited
2/2/2018 17:02 Feb. 2, 2018).

EPA-HQ-2018-004017

Margaret Townsend

1. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the Seventh Climate Action Report (“CAR-7”), which is
bifurcated into both the Seventh U.S. National Communication (“NC-7”) and the Third U.S. Biennial Report (“BR-3”), as
mandated to be submitted under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (“UNFCCC”) Articles 4
and 12, including but not limited to: a. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the substantive content of
the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3, including but not limited to U.S. greenhouse gas emission inventories, climate action plans,
and international finance assistance; b. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the preparation, timeline
of production and release, status of production and release, Federal Register notifications of production and release,
public comment procedures, and interagency, intra-agency, expert, and/or other public review procedures, with
respect to producing, finalizing, and releasing the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3; c. All records mentioning, including, and/or
referencing whether the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3 will be issued in final form by the UNFCCC deadline of January 1, 2018
and/or any other further revised timeline; d. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing obstacles
completing the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3 by UNFCCC deadline of January 1, 2017 and any further revised deadline or
timeline; 2 e. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing whether to comply with the UNFCCC, Paris
Agreement, and other climate treaty deadlines with respect to the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3; f. All records mentioning,
including, and/or referencing the effects and consequences of compliance and non-compliance with the UNFCCC, Paris
Agreement, and other climate treaty deadlines with respect to the CAR-7, NC-7, and BR-3; g. All inter- and intra-agency
2/1/2018 19:02 correspondence. See attached PDF for the rest of description.

EPA-HQ-2018-003267

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-002286

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Office of Pesticide
Programs: 1. All records of Rick Keigwin, Director of EPA’s Office Of Pesticide Programs, mentioning, including,
referencing, and/or generated in connection with the transcript of the November 2017 Pesticide Program Dialogue
Committee (“PPDC”) meeting; 2. All records mentioning, including, and/or containing references to posting “tweets,”
“tweeting,” or use of Twitter at the November 2017 Pesticide Program Dialogue Committee meeting and/or any public
meetings from October 2017 to the date of this search; and 3. All of Mr. Keigwin’s schedules, including but not limited
1/10/2018 20:01 to travel and meeting schedules, from January 1, 2017 to the date of this search.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all records mentioning,
including, and/or referencing EPA’s Administrator’s Office Review from February 17, 2017 to the date EPA conducts
12/4/2017 19:12 this search for responsive records.

Margaret Townsend

The Center is requesting records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: 1. All records
of schedules, including but not limited to travel and meeting schedules of EPA employee Mandy Gunasekara (“Ms.
Gunasekara”); and 2. All records of communications, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages,
instant messages, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by Ms. Gunasekara from any and all agency and
EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, and smart phones sent to or from Ms. Gunasekara,
with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g., through regulations.gov). Please note, the
Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Ms. Gunasekara in the course of her official duties, but
12/4/2017 21:12 only the correspondence sent to and from her email address(es).

EPA-HQ-2018-002296

EPA-HQ-2018-004663

EPA-HQ-2018-001924

EPA-HQ-2018-001932

EPA-HQ-2018-001635

EPA-HQ-2018-001662

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from June 30, 2017 to the
date EPA conducts this search: all records mentioning and/or including EPA’s Endangered Species Act “effects
determination” regarding its registration order for cyantraniliprole (“CTP”) and pesticide products containing CTP,
consistent with the remand and opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, Ctr.
for Biological Diversity v. EPA, 861 F.3d 174 (D.C. Cir. 2017). Attachment A (Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. EPA, 861 F.3d
2/21/2018 14:02 174 (D.C. Cir. 2017).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from March 31, 2016 to the
date of this search: All records mentioning, including, referencing, and/or generated in connection with EPA’s decision
to change the field buffer from 110 ft / 220ft in all directions to 110 ft / 220 ft in just the downwind direction for the
new uses of dicamba (brand names Xtendimax, Engenia and Fexapan) on dicamba tolerant soybean and cotton,
including but not limited to records of communication between EPA and Monsanto Company, EPA and U.S.
11/22/2017 21:11 Department of Agriculture (“USDA”), and within the EPA.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters since
the Center’s last FOIA request concerning this topic, EPA-HQ-2017-009095. The Center requests from July 5, 2017 to
the date of EPA’s search for responsive records: 1. The directive signed by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”)
curtailing so-called “sue and settle” tactics, as reported by media outlets. See David LaRoss &amp; Doug Obey, Pruitt
Moves To Curtail EPA Use Of ‘Sue And Settle’ As GOP Pushes Bills, Inside EPA.Com, https://insideepa.com/dailynews/pruitt-moves-curtail-epa-use-sue-and-settle-goppushes- bills, (last visited November 22, 2017); 2. All records
mentioning, including, and/or referencing the directive signed by Mr. Pruitt curtailing so-called “sue and settle” tactics;
3. The “Directive Promoting Transparency and Public Transparency and Public Participation in Consent Decrees and
Settlement Agreements,” signed by Mr. Pruitt and announced in a news release on October 16, 2017; and 4. All
11/24/2017 15:11 records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the October 16, 2017 directive.

Margaret Townsend

All records of communications between EPA and Dow Chemical and/or the U.S. Department of Agriculture (“USDA”),
and/or within EPA mentioning, including, referencing, and/or generated in connection with EPA’s decision to remove
ingredients from the list of restricted active ingredients that cannot be tank mixed with the herbicide “halauxifen11/13/2017 18:11 methyl” (product name GF- 2685 Herbicide or Quelex).

Margaret Townsend

The Center is requesting records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters (“EPA”) since the
Center’s last FOIA submission, tracking number EPA-HQ-2018-000531. The Center requests from October 13, 2017 to
the date of this search: all communications, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant
messages, transcripts, recordings, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
(“Mr. Pruitt”) from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, smart
phones, etc., sent to or from Mr. Pruitt, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g.,
through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Pruitt in
11/13/2017 22:11 the course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from his email addresses.

EPA-HQ-2018-001661

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2018-001660

Margaret Townsend

The Center is requesting records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters as an update
from its previous FOIA on this matter, tracking number EPA-HQ- 2017-008996. The Center requests from June 30, 2017
to the date of this search: 1. All records of schedules, including but not limited to travel and meeting schedules, of EPA
Administrator’s Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson (“Mr. Jackson”); and 2. All records of correspondence, including but not
limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant messages, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by
Mr. Jackson from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, and smart
phones sent to or from Mr. Jackson, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g.,
through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Jackson
11/13/2017 21:11 in the course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from her email address(es).
The Center is requesting records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters since its last
FOIA on this matter to EPA, tracking number EPA-HQ-2018-000395. The Center requests from October 11, 2017 to the
date of this search: all records mentioning, including, referencing, and/or generated in connection with EPA’s “Smart
Sectors program.” See Timothy Cama, EPA launches industry partnership program for regulating, The Hill,
http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/353703-epa-launches-industry-partnershipprogram- for-regulating (last
11/13/2017 21:11 visited Nov. 13, 2017).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from September 5, 2017 to
the date of this search: 1. All reports of expenses incurred by and/or on behalf of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt using
a U.S. government-issued credit card, travel purchase card, and/or other government funds; and/or 2. All reports of
11/8/2017 22:11 U.S. government reimbursements of expenses incurred by and/or on behalf of Mr. Pruitt using a personal credit card.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Headquarters from
January 1, 2017 to the date of this search: All records generated in connection with all meetings between EPA officials,
including but not limited to Administrator Scott Pruitt and representatives from the Office of Administrator Scott
Pruitt, and the American Farm Bureau Federation, American Meat Institute, National Cattlemen's Beef Association,
National Chicken Council, National Fisheries Institute, National Milk Producers Association, National Pork Producers
Council, the National Turkey Federation, the Poultry Federation, U.S. Poultry and Egg Council, and/or United Egg
Producers mentioning, including, and/or referencing the regulation of industrial animal agricultural facilities or
concentrated animal feeding operations (“CAFOs”) under the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1251-1387
9/27/2017 21:09 (“CWA”), including but not limited to any revisions to the 2015 Clean Water Rule.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records
mentioning, including, and/or referencing when the final reports shall be published in the Federal Register and on
agency websites per M-17-24, “Guidance for Section 2 of Executive Order 13783, Titled ‘Promoting Energy
Independence and Economic Growth’” issued May 8, 2017 (“OMB Memo”); 2. All records of the final reports
submitted pursuant to the OMB Memo that were to be finalized and provided to OMB per M-17-24 by September 24,
2017; and 3. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing any and all extensions for such report from the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) Director, in consultation with other Executive Office of the President
10/2/2017 16:10 officials that received draft final reports.

EPA-HQ-2018-001516

EPA-HQ-2017-011872

EPA-HQ-2018-000016

EPA-HQ-2017-011499

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Headquarters from
January 20, 2017 to the date of this search: 1. All records of communications between the office of EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”), including but not limited to Mr. Pruitt himself, and the National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association (“NCBA”), American Beef Federation (“ABF”), and/or Beltway Beef mentioning, including, and/or
referencing changes to the 2015 Clean Water Rule, 80 FR 37053; 2. All records of communications between the office
of Mr. Pruitt, including but not limited to Mr. Pruitt himself, and NCBA, ABF, and/or Beltway Beef mentioning,
including, and/or referencing Mr. Pruitt’s participation in any advertisements, media campaign, videos, and/or other
publicity in connection with changes to the 2015 Clean Water Rule, 80 FR 37053; and 3. All records, including but not
limited to request, planning, and orchestration documents, generated in connection with Mr. Pruitt’s participation in
the informational video “EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt Urges Ranchers to File WOTUS Comments.” See BeltwayBeef,
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt Urges Ranchers to File WOTUS Comments, YOUTUBE (August 16, 2017)
9/14/2017 21:09 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTVd54WyhDQ&amp;hd=1.

EPA-HQ-2017-011480

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-011229

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Headquarters: all records mentioning,
including, and/or referencing EPA’s summer 2017 decision to place the “Control of Air Pollution from Aircraft Engines:
Proposed GHG Emissions Standards and Test Procedures, RIN 2060-AT26” on the 2017 Inactive Actions List on the
Current Unified Agenda of Regulatory and Deregulatory Actions. See Current Unified Agenda of Regulatory and
9/14/2017 17:09 Deregulatory Actions, https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaMain (last visited September 12, 2017).
The Center seeks from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs (“EPA”) the following
records from January 1, 2014 to the date of this search: all communications within EPA and/or between EPA and
employees of Monsanto Company mentioning, including, and/or referencing the pesticide product “Roundup Xtend”
or “M1769 Premix Herbicide,” (also known by its alternative brand name “Roundup XtendTM with VaporGripTM
9/7/2017 16:09 Technology”), EPA Reg. No. 524-616.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters since February 17, 2017: 1.
All reports of expenses incurred by and/or on behalf of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”) using a U.S.
government-issued credit and/or travel purchase card; and/or 2. All reports of U.S. government reimbursements of
9/5/2017 21:09 expenses incurred by and/or on behalf of Mr. Pruitt using a personal credit card.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records mentioning, including,
and/or referencing the timing for the release of the Fourth National Climate Assessment (“Fourth Climate
Assessment”) pursuant to 15 U.S.C. &sect; 2936, including but not limited to: a. All records mentioning, including,
and/or referencing whether the Fourth Climate Assessment will be issued in final form by the statutory deadline; b. All
records mentioning, including, and/or referencing obstacles to completing the Fourth Climate Assessment by the
statutory deadline; and c. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing whether the recent decision to
terminate the “Advisory Committee for the Sustained National Climate Assessment” will impact the date for issuance
8/31/2017 15:08 of the final Fourth Climate Assessment.

EPA-HQ-2017-011151

EPA-HQ-2017-011040

EPA-HQ-2017-011138

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-010761

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Headquarters: all draft and final
documents, press releases, communications, correspondence, notes, edits, emails, memoranda, text messages, chat
messages, or voicemails that mention, include, and/or refer to EPA’s September 3, 2017 Press Release: EPA Response
To The AP's Misleading Story, located at https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story. See
Press Release, U.S. Environmental Agency, EPA Response To The AP's Misleading Story,
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story (last visited Sept. 5, 2017). Record custodians
include, but are not limited to, Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Liz Bowman, and/or assistants or staff reporting to these
9/5/2017 19:09 individuals.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): All records created since January 20,
2017 that mention, include, and/or refer to the Paris Agreement (also known as the Paris climate accord). See United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, The Paris Agreement,
8/23/2017 14:08 http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php (last visited Aug. 16, 2017).

Margaret Townsend

All records in the decision file on, or that the agency relied upon or considered or that were created in reaching, the
decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement (also known as the Paris climate accord). See The White House, Office
of the Press Secretary, Statement by President Trump on the Paris Climate Accord, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the8/23/2017 14:08 press-office/2017/06/01/statement-president-trump-paris-climate-accord (last visited Aug. 16, 2017).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all of the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters (“EPA”)
since February 17, 2017: all communications, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant
messages, transcripts, recordings, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
(“Mr. Pruitt”) from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, smart
phones, etc., sent to or from Mr. Pruitt, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g.,
through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Pruitt in
8/8/2017 16:08 the course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from his email addresses.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): All records of the draft final reports
submitted July 26, 2017 to the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) Director and concurrently sent to the
Vice President, the Assistant to the President for Economic Policy, the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy,
and/or the Chair of the Council for Environmental Quality (“CEQ”) per M-17-24, “Guidance for Section 2 of Executive
Order (“EO”) 13783, Titled ‘Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth’” issued May 8, 2017. See The
White House, Memorandum For: Regulatory Reform Officers and Regulatory Policy Officers at Executive Departments
and Agencies, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/08/memorandum-regulatory-reform-officers7/26/2017 17:07 and-regulatory-policy-officers (last visited July 24, 2017).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters as an
update from the Center’s May 25, 2017 FOIA Request No. EPA-HQ-2017-007766. The Center requests from May 25,
2017 to the date of this search: 1. The directive signed by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”) curtailing socalled “sue and settle” tactics, as reported by media outlets. See David LaRoss &amp; Doug Obey, Pruitt Moves To
Curtail EPA Use Of ‘Sue And Settle’ As GOP Pushes Bills, Inside EPA.Com, https://insideepa.com/daily-news/pruittmoves-curtail-epa-use-sue-and-settle-gop-pushes-bills, (last visited July 5, 2017); and 2. All records mentioning,
7/6/2017 13:07 including, and/or referencing the directive signed by Mr. Pruitt curtailing so-called “sue and settle” tactics.

EPA-HQ-2017-010760

EPA-HQ-2017-010311

EPA-HQ-2017-009819

EPA-HQ-2017-009095

EPA-HQ-2017-008997

EPA-HQ-2017-008996

EPA-HQ-2017-008994

EPA-HQ-2017-008866

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from
the date that Nancy Beck’s (“Ms. Beck”) employment as Deputy Assistant Administrator at the Office of Chemical
Safety and Pollution Prevention commenced at the EPA to the date of this search: 1. All records of schedules, including
but not limited to travel and meeting schedules, of EPA employee Ms. Beck; and 2. All records of correspondence,
including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant messages, voicemails, and phone logs for any
phones utilized by Ms. Beck from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers,
tablets, and/or smart phones sent to or from Ms. Beck, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly
available (e.g., through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized
6/30/2017 16:06 by Ms. Beck in the course of her official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from her email address(es).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from the date that EPA
Administrator’s Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson (“Mr. Jackson”) commenced employment with the EPA to the date of this
search: 1. All records of schedules, including but not limited to travel and meeting schedules, of Mr. Jackson; and 2. All
records of correspondence, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant messages,
voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by Mr. Jackson from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud
portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, and smart phones sent to or from Mr. Jackson, with the exception of any
records that are or will be publicly available (e.g., through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting
the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Jackson in the course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent
6/30/2017 16:06 to and from her email address(es).

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all of the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters (“EPA”)
since February 17, 2017: all correspondence, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant
messages, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by the new EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”)
from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, smart phones, etc., sent
to or from Mr. Pruitt, with the exception of any records that are or will be publicly available (e.g., through
regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses utilized by Mr. Pruitt in the
6/30/2017 16:06 course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from his email addresses.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from
April 1, 2017 to the date of this search: 1. All records mentioning, including and/or referencing the draft and/or final
biological evaluation of chlorpyrifos under the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1531-1544 (“ESA”); 2.
All records mentioning, including, and/or the draft and/or final biological evaluation of malathion under the ESA; 3. All
records mentioning, including, and/or the draft and/or final biological evaluation of diazinon under the ESA; 4. All
records mentioning, including, and/or the draft and/or final biological evaluation of carbaryl under the ESA; and 5. All
records mentioning, including, and/or the draft and/or final biological evaluation of methomyl under the ESA. Please
6/27/2017 18:06 note that this request does not apply to records found online or under the docket EPA-HQ-OPP-2016-0167.

EPA-HQ-2017-008431

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-008183

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-009286

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: 1. All EPA comments on,
and/or all EPA records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
to Continue the Program of Protecting the Southwest Border Through the Interdiction of Illegal Drugs With the Support
of the Joint Task Force Six (Prepared by U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”), draft issued May 19, 1994;
final issued October 5, 1994); 2. All EPA comments on, and/or all EPA records mentioning, including, and/or
referencing the Supplemental Programmatic EIS—INS and JTF-6. Revised to Address Potential Impacts of Ongoing
Activities from Brownsville, Texas to San Diego, California (“SPEIS”) (prepared by the Army Corps of Engineers, draft
issued April 2, 1999; revised draft issued September 2000; final issued July 2001, see 65 Fed. Reg. 35,618); 3. All EPA
comments on, and/or all EPA records mentioning, including, and/or referencing environmental impact statements
and/or other National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 4321-4370h (“NEPA”) documents prepared for
border security proposals and/or infrastructure for the U.S.-Mexico border, from 2001 to the date of this search; 4. All
records sent to and/or from the EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”) and/or Office of the Administrator
mentioning, including, and/or referencing border security, including but not limited to construction of a U.S.-Mexico
border wall, from January 20, 2017 to the date of this search; and 5. All records prepared and/or held by Mr. Pruitt
and/or Office of the Administrator mentioning, including, and/or referencing border security, including but not limited
6/14/2017 19:06 to construction of a border wall, from January 20, 2017 to the date of this search.
The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: 1. All
records mentioning, including, and/or referencing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s (“Mr. Pruitt”) decision to delay
attainment designations for ozone for the 70 parts per billion National Ambient Air Quality Standards (“NAAQS”); and
6/8/2017 13:06 2. All records mentioning, including, and/or referencing the Ozone Cooperative Compliance Task Force.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all records mentioning,
including, and/or referencing the so-called EPA “Red Team” strategy. See Josh Voorhees, EPA Chief Scott Pruitt Wants
to Enlist a “Red Team” to Sow Doubts About Climate Change, Slate,
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/30/scott_pruitt_wants_to_use_a_red_team_to_sow_doubts_about
7/11/2017 19:07 _climate_change.html (last visited July 11, 2017).

EPA-HQ-2017-007503

EPA-HQ-2017-007116

EPA-HQ-2017-006889

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from February 17, 2017 to
the date of this search: 1. All records of correspondence to, from, and/or with EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr.
Pruitt”) mentioning, including, and/or referencing: a. Non-official messaging systems; and/or b. Email records
management; and/or c. EPA Office of Inspector General’s (“OIG”) investigation of allegations of an encrypted
messaging application referenced in a February 14, 2017 letter from the House Committee on Science, Space, and
Technology to the OIG. See generally Attachment A (Mr. Pruitt’s May 5, 2017 Letter to Chairman John Barrasso and
Ranking Member Tom Carper); 2. All records that the Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) requested that
mention, include, and/or reference the NRDC’s February 17, 2017 press release announcing Mr. Pruitt’s “Ascension.”
See https://www.nrdc.org/media/2017/170511, website last visited May 17, 2017; 3. All records that NRDC requested
that mention, include and/or reference Mr. Pruitt’s involvement, if any, in two pleadings filed by EPA in ongoing
litigation over the Clean Water Rule, 40 C.F.R. &sect;&sect; 110–401, in which the State of Oklahoma is a party. See
https://www.nrdc.org/media/2017/170511, website last visited May 17, 2017; 4. All records that NRDC requested that
mention, include and/or reference Mr. Pruitt’s participation in, recusal from, and/or receipt of an ethics waiver to
participate in any 2 litigation in which the State of Oklahoma is a party. See
https://www.nrdc.org/media/2017/170511, website last visited May 17, 2017; and/or 5. All records that NRDC
requested that mention, include and/or reference the memorandum and/or memoranda referenced by Mr. Pruitt
during a radio interview describing the agency’s settlement and consent decree policies. See
5/18/2017 20:05 https://www.nrdc.org/media/2017/170511, website last visited May 17, 2017.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters from January 20, 2017 to
the date of this search: all records of correspondence between, from, to, or with any EPA employee and/or agent and
any member and/or agent of the United States Congress that mention, include and/or reference the Clean Power Plan
5/10/2017 16:05 (“CPP”), Waters of the United States rule, 40 C.F.R. &sect; 230.3 (“WOTUS”), and/or ozone.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): all records, generated since January 20,
2017, referencing directly or indirectly, discussing, facilitating, implementing, and/or executing the removal of or
changes to any EPA webpages on the topic of climate change, including but not limited to those webpages that now
land at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/signpost/cc.html, www.epa.gov/cleanpowerplan, and/or
5/4/2017 16:05 https://www.epa.gov/Energy-Independence.

EPA-HQ-2017-006551

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-006375

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) the following from January 1, 2017 to the
date of the search: 1. All records of agency directives, instructions and communications with the Trump
administration, electric utilities, and fossil fuel representatives to remove from formal agency communications clean
energy, renewable energy, and alternative energy-related words or phrases including, but not limited to, solar energy,
wind energy, distributed renewable energy generation, clean energy technology and energy storage; and 2. All records
of communications mentioning or including energy subsidy and tax policy, regulatory burdens or communications
related to the electric grid study referenced in the EPA April 14, 2017 memorandum. (See generally,
https://thinkprogress.org/energy-secretary-throws-bone-to-coal-nukes-with-review-of-wind-solar-subsidies4/25/2017 18:04 be58bc5af9f1, website last visited April 24, 2017).
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all records of
communication between Dow Chemical, including any of its agents and/or employees, and any office or employee
4/20/2017 19:04 within the EPA since January 20, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-007087

EPA-HQ-2017-006341

EPA-HQ-2017-006018

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters: all
records referencing, including and/or mentioning any member’s removal, suspension, dismissal, nonrenewal of terms,
and/or termination from any EPA scientific advisory board, committee, group and/or panel, (“advisory board”) as
referenced in media outlets from January 20, 2017 to the date of this search. See e.g.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/05/07/epa-dismisses-half-of-its-scientificadvisers-on-key-board-citing-clean-break-with-obama-administration/?utm_term=.e9f013e90838, website last visited
5/9/2017 18:05 May 9, 2017.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Headquarters all records that reference,
discuss, and/or facilitate the repeal and/or rewrite of the rule defining the “waters of the United States” (“WOTUS”) in
the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 1251-1387 (“CWA”), including, but not limited to, any responsive records
4/20/2017 13:04 that are communicated to and/or received from third parties (e.g. agency consultants).

Margaret Townsend

The Requesters seek from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs (“EPA”) all of the
following records: 1. From January 1, 2012 to the date of the search all correspondence between, from, to, or with Jess
Rowland and any employee or assign of Monsanto (including, but not limited to, Dan Jenkins and William Heydens)
and the following individuals or combination of individuals: Jessilynn Taylor, Anna Lowit, Karlyn Middleton, Gregory
Akerman, Lori Brunsman, Jonathan Chen, Anwar Dunbar, Ray Kent, Jessica Kidwell, John Liccione, Danielle Lobdell,
Nancy McCarroll, Chris Schlosser, Charles Wood that mention or include the following terms: Glyphosate, Roundup
and any of its associated products, including but not limited to, Roundup Xtend, inert ingredients in formulations
containing glyphosate (POEA and AMPA in particular), glyphosate carcinogenicity analyses (including the terms
“probable carcinogen” or “carcinogen”), California’s Proposition 65, California’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, glyphosate labeling, Cancer Assessment Review Committee (“CARC”), Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry (“ATSDR”), Center for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (“DHHS”), scientific advisory panel (“SAP”), guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment, lymphoma,
guidelines, statistic, statistical, statistically, control, controls, pair-wise, trend, International Agency for Research on
Cancer (“IARC”), European food safety authority (“EFSA”), genotoxic, 2 genotoxicity, genotoxin, oxidative, DNA
damage, German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (“BfR”), Kier and Greim; 2. From January 1, 2012 to the date of
the search all communications between Monsanto and Kerry Leifer regarding N-nitrosoglyphosate (“NNG”) and 1,44/11/2017 17:04 Dioxane; 3. From January 1, 2010 to the date of the search all communications mentioning or to or from Marion

EPA-HQ-2017-006017

Margaret Townsend

EPA-HQ-2017-005517

Margaret Townsend

The Requesters seek from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs (“EPA”) all of the
following records: The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs
(“EPA”) all of the following records: all communications between Jess Rowland and/or any employee or assign of
Monsanto (including, but not limited to, Dan Jenkins and William Heydens), Jessilynn Taylor, Anna Lowit, and Karlyn
Middleton with the staff of EPA’s Office of Research and Development (“ORD”) mentioning or including the following
terms: Glyphosate, Roundup and any of its associated products, including but not limited to, Roundup Xtend, inert
ingredients in formulations containing glyphosate, glyphosate carcinogenicity analyses (including the terms “probable
carcinogen” or “carcinogen”), California’s Proposition 65, California’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, glyphosate labeling, Cancer Assessment Review Committee (“CARC”), Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry (“ATSDR”), Center for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (“DHHS”), scientific advisory panel (“SAP”), cancer, lymphoma, guideline, guidelines, guidelines for
carcinogen risk assessment, International Agency for Research on Cancer (“IARC”), statistic, statistical, statistically,
probable, European food safety authority (“EFSA”), control, controls, genotoxic, genotoxicity, genotoxin, oxidative,
4/11/2017 17:04 DNA damage, mechanism, German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (“BfR”), pair-wise, trend, Kier and Greim.
The Center requests from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) all agency directives, instructions, and/or
other communications, including communications with the Trump administration transition team, instructing agency
and/or department staff to not use, or to remove from formal agency communications, any climate change-related or
energy-related words or phrases, including but not limited to “climate change,” “global warming,” “climate
disruption,” “greenhouse gas emissions,” “emissions reductions,” and/or “Paris agreement,” and any related words or
3/30/2017 17:03 phrases.

Margaret Townsend
Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all of the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All
communications with any outside parties discussing or referencing Executive Order 13778 and/or its content or
development; 2. All records discussing or referencing Executive Order 13778 and/or its content, including but not
limited to such records that discuss or reference the development of the EO and/or implementation of the EO or its
content (even if the EO itself is not explicitly discussed or referenced); 3. All records discussing or referencing any
request or authorization from the EPA’s Designated Agency Ethics Official for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to
participate in the development or implementation of the EO; and 4. All records generated by the Designated Agency
3/22/2017 15:03 Ethics official and/or his/her office in connection with the preparation of the EO and/or its content or development.
2/28/2017 15:02 Under Agency Review

Margaret Townsend

1) All records that mention the 2016-2017 Presidential Transition Team for the EPA (“EPA Beachhead Team”), and/or
any of its members including the following individuals: Layne Bangerter, Don Benton, Patrick Davis, Doug Ericksen,
Holly Greaves, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, Justin Schwab, and George Sugiyama; 2) All
correspondence, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text messages, instant messages, voicemails, and
phone logs for any phones utilized by the EPA Beachhead Team, to and/or from any and all agency servers, cloud
portals, secure websites, computers, tablets, smart phones, etc., sent to or from any EPA office; 3) All schedules,
including but not limited to travel and meeting schedules, of the members of the EPA Beachhead Team, individually or
as a group; and 4) All curriculum vitae of the individuals that form the EPA Beachhead Team, which includes Layne
Bangerter, Don Benton, Patrick Davis, Doug Ericksen, Holly Greaves, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare,
2/23/2017 14:02 Justin Schwab, and George Sugiyama.

EPA-HQ-2017-005166
EPA-HQ-2017-004360

EPA-HQ-2017-004203

EPA-HQ-2017-003132

EPA-HQ-2017-002584

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all of the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All records
that the EPA considered directl and/or indirectly to identify the list of active ingredients and combinations of active
ingredients (found at 2685tankmix.com and enclosed here) that may not be tank-mixed with the pesticide product GF2685; and 2. All records that the EPA considered directly and/or indirectly to identify glufosinate as the only active
ingredient that may not be tank-mixed with the pesticide product Quelex, including but not limited to vegetative vigor
1/24/2017 21:01 studies.

Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all records discussing the following four studies, including but not limited to data evaluation
records, correspondence, and/or any other records that evaluate and/or analyze the studies: 1. MRID 49903201:
Seedling emergence test with typical guideline set of monocot and dicot plants; 2. MRID 49903202: Vegetative vigor
test with typical guideline set of monocot and dicot plants; 3. MRID 49903203: Seedling emergence test with one weed
1/5/2017 19:01 species; and 4. MRID 49903204: Vegetative vigor test with three weed species.

EPA-HQ-2018-000531

Margaret Townsend

EPA-R2-2018-004849

Stephanie Pollert

The Center requests all of the following records from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters (“EPA”)
since August 8, 2017 to the date of search: all communications, including but not limited to, all letters, emails, text
messages, instant messages, transcripts, recordings, voicemails, and phone logs for any phones utilized by EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt (“Mr. Pruitt”) from any and all agency and EPA servers, cloud portals, secure websites,
computers, tablets, smart phones, etc., sent to or from Mr. Pruitt, with the exception of any records that are or will be
publicly available (e.g., through regulations.gov). Please note, the Center is not requesting the actual email addresses
utilized by Mr. Pruitt in the course of his official duties, but only the correspondence sent to and from his email
10/13/2017 20:10 addresses.
Requesting files regarding environmental permits, testing, surveys, tank registrations, cleanups or federal regulation
2/26/2018 18:02 status.

Margaret Townsend
Margaret Townsend

The Center requests all records that are maintained, possessed, controlled, and/or generated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA”) relating to EPA’s recent discovery that information included in pesticide
patents, such as for the Enlist Duo™ product and also for other pesticides, is not being presented to EPA in applications
to register pesticides under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 135-136y, as
amended (“FIFRA”). This request includes, but is not limited to, any records regarding the content of patent
applications, the failure of registrants to provide this information to EPA, EPA’s reaction or responses to this discovery,
12/14/2015 14:12 and any information regarding enforcement actions considered or taken.
10/2/2015 13:10 Under Agency Review

Annalee Armstrong

I am seeking copies of the following records produced or in existence from Jan. 10, 2018, through the date this request
is made pertaining to Administrator Scott Pruitt's trip to New England the week of Feb. 12, 2018: - copies of all travel
forms, expense reports and waiver requests and responses, briefing materials, notes or books related to the trip. copies of email correspondence involving (either passively or directly) Administrator Pruitt, Mr. Pruitt’s staff (Mike
Flynn, Ryan Jackson, Henry Darwin and Helena Wooden-Aguilar) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
containing any of the following words: Pruitt, EPA, Administrator, Northfield Mountain, Northfield, FirstLight, First
Light, John Shue, hydropower, hydroelectric, Massachusetts, Erving, Chatterjee, and Neil. - full, unedited copies of Mr.
Pruitt’s calendars for the months of January and February. - copies of any speeches or speaking materials Mr. Pruitt
made between Feb. 12 and Feb. 20. Please be aware that I am today sending an identical FOIA request to the FERC. I
2/20/2018 20:02 would prefer to receive these documents electronically and in their native formats.

EPA-HQ-2016-002043
EPA-HQ-2016-000032

EPA-HQ-2018-004653

S&P Global Market Intelligence

EPA-HQ-2017-011547

EPA-HQ-2017-010344

EPA-HQ-2017-010343

EPA-HQ-2017-010338

Annalee Armstrong

Annalee Armstrong

Annalee Armstrong

Annalee Armstrong

S&P Global Market Intelligence

I am writing to seek copies of visitations logs to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's headquarters, located at
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20460, as well as any associated EPA buildings within the EPA's
Federal Triangle office space. I am seeking records of all visitors to the agency headquarters from Jan. 20, 2017,
through the date of this request. I would like to receive these documents in electronic form, as a CSV or Excel file, or as
a searchable PDF. I am willing to break this request up and receive them in batches, if that would expedite the request.
If so, I would prefer to receive the documents starting from the most recent available, going back to Jan. 20. If you
have any concerns with this request, or feel the responsive records may be too large to process, please contact me at
9/15/2017 20:09 571-814-2081 to discuss further.

S&P Global Market Intelligence

I am writing to seek documents pertaining to Presidential Executive Order 13771 issued by President Donald Trump in
February. I am specifically looking for: - any meeting notes; agency memorandums; emails; talking points; transcripts;
policy briefs; calendar events; preliminary, draft or completed reports, plans or guidance; or other documents
regarding Executive Order 13771 that were created by, issued, or sent to Administrator Scott Pruitt, Acting Deputy
Administrator Mike Flynn, Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha Dravis, Regulatory
Reform Task Force Chair and Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen
8/8/2017 21:08 between February 1, 2017, and August 8, 2017. I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form.

S&P Global Market Intelligence

I am writing to seek documents pertaining to Presidential Executive Order 13777 issued by President Donald Trump in
February. I am specifically looking for: - any meeting notes; agency memorandums; emails; talking points; transcripts;
policy briefs; calendar events; preliminary, draft or completed reports, plans or guidance; or other documents
regarding Executive Order 13777 that were created by, issued, or sent to Administrator Scott Pruitt, Acting Deputy
Administrator Mike Flynn, Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha Dravis, Regulatory
Reform Task Force Chair and Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen
8/8/2017 21:08 between February 16, 2017, and August 8, 2017. I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form.

S&P Global Market Intelligence

I am writing to seek documents pertaining to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Regulatory Reform Task
Force, which was set up in response to Presidential Executive Orders 13777 issued by President Donald Trump in
March. I am specifically looking for: - Any emails that were sent, received or copied to Administrator Scott Pruitt,
Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn, Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha
Dravis, Regulatory Reform Task Force Chair and Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and
Brittany Bolen between March 24, 2017, and August 8, 2017 referencing the following executive orders: 13777, 13771
or 13783. - Any emails that were sent, received or copied to Administrator Scott Pruitt, Acting Deputy Administrator
Mike Flynn, Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha Dravis, Regulatory Reform Task
Force Chair and Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen between March 24,
2017, and August 8, 2017 referencing the following keywords: Clean Power Plan, carbon emissions, greenhouse gases,
&quot;Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Existing Sources,&quot; or &quot;Electric Utility
8/8/2017 20:08 Generating Units&quot; I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form.

EPA-HQ-2017-010337

Annalee Armstrong

S&P Global Market Intelligence

I am writing to seek documents pertaining to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Regulatory Reform Task
Force, which was set up in response to Presidential Executive Orders 13777 issued by President Donald Trump in
March. I am specifically looking for: - any preliminary, draft or completed reports or guidance this task force may have
created or issued between March 24, 2017, and August 8, 2017. - any meeting notes, talking points, transcripts, policy
briefs, calendar events or other documents created by or regarding the Regulatory Reform Task Force created or
issued between March 24, 2017, and August 8, 2017. - any agency memorandums regarding the Regulatory Reform
Task Force written by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha Dravis, Regulatory Reform
Task Force Chair Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen created or issued between
8/8/2017 20:08 March 24, 2017, and August 8, 2017. I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form.

EPA-HQ-2017-010342
EPA-HQ-2017-000322

Annalee Armstrong
Juan C. Estrada

S&P Global Market Intelligence
8/8/2017 20:08
Weitz & Luxenberg
10/11/2016 15:10

EPA-HQ-2016-000139
EPA-HQ-2016-002803

Juan C. Estrada
Caitlin Zittkowski

Weitz & Luxenberg
Center for Food Safety

10/7/2015 14:10
1/15/2016 14:01

EPA-HQ-2016-000506

Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-005034

Melissa Valle

Knauf Shaw LLP

3/2/2018 16:03

EPA-R2-2017-005391

Melissa Valle

Knauf Shaw LLP

3/28/2017 15:03

EPA-HQ-2018-004900

Renee Schoof

Bloomberg BNA

2/27/2018 20:02

EPA-HQ-2018-002316

Renee Schoof

Bloomberg BNA

12/5/2017 15:12

10/19/2015 13:10

I am writing to seek documents pertaining to Presidential Executive Orders 13783 issued by President Donald Trump in
March. I am specifically looking for: - any meeting notes; agency memorandums; emails; talking points; transcripts;
policy briefs; calendar events; preliminary, draft or completed reports, plans or guidance; or other documents
regarding Executive Order 13783 that were created by, issued, or sent to Administrator Scott Pruitt, Acting Deputy
Administrator Mike Flynn, Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder, Regulatory Reform Officer Samantha Dravis, Regulatory
Reform Task Force Chair and Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson or task force members Byron Brown and Brittany Bolen
between March 24, 2017, and August 8, 2017. I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form.
Under Agency Review
Please see attached letter with a request for information on Glyphosate. If you have any questions, please call (212)
558-5991.
Please see attached FOIA request.
I am formally requesting the inert ingredients of the following pesticides and their adjuvants: 1. Accord Concentrate –
Dow Agriscience - Epa No. 62719-324 Main ingredient Glyphosate 2. Nufarm Polaris Herbicide –EPA Reg. No. 228-534
Active ingredient - Imazapyr 3. Optima – by Helena Chemical, CA Reg No. 5905-50075-AA I am also requesting whether
the presence of dioxin was found in these products, the amount, type and parts per million, (ppm). I am also
requesting whether any testing done revealed additional ingredients and/or any and all other ingredients not found on
the labels or inert ingredient list.
All documents related to all Formal and Informal Enforcement Actions taken against HIGH ACRES LANDFILL and
RECYCLING CENTER, 425 PERINTON PKWY , FAIRPORT, NY 14450, specifically the four listed here:
https://oaspub.epa.gov/enviro/airsquery.detail_plt_view?p_id=NY0000008990800162
Any report and/or documentation from EPA's involvement in water and/or testing completed in Corning, NY 14830.
Residents recall that EPA performed testing on water and/or soil about 25 years ago. The testing may have been
specific to the Houghton Plot Neighborhood.
This is an amendment of a previous FOIA request (EPA-HQ-2018-002319). Please amend my request to be for the
number of cases that have been referred by the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to the Justice
Department in fiscal years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.
I am requesting any emails, communications, memos, presentations, documents or otherwise pertaining to the EPA's
Smart Sectors program in the sectors oil and gas and mining. Specifically, I am looking for these documents and
communications among the EPA staff-level points of contact for the two sectors, trade associations and companies in
the sectors, EPA program and regional offices, state and local governments and other stakeholder groups since the
Smart Sectors Program launch.

EPA-HQ-2017-005051

Renee Schoof

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2016-000921

Danny Hakim

The New York Times

EPA-HQ-2016-001296

Jesse Coleman

Greenpeace

I am requesting copies of all letters, email and other correspondence, including records of telephone calls and inperson meetings and notes about the content of those communications, between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and
any secretary, acting secretary or other top official of any state department of environmental protection, including all
50 states as well as territories, from Feb. 23, 2017, to the present and ongoing through April 15, 2017, addressing: 1)
the president's budget blueprint section concerning the EPA, including reports about the &quot;passback&quot;
budget process, and the effect of proposed cuts on state environmental protection work; or 2) impact of cuts outlined
in the budget blueprint on environmental law enforcement in any state; or 3) Administrator Pruitt's recent comments
3/17/2017 20:03 regarding climate change.
Narrowed scope of request to emails and attachments to/from @syngenta.com, @bayer.com, @basf.com,
@monsanto.com, @croplife.org and Registration Division or Health Effects Division since 1/1/13. Search terms "risk"
11/2/2015 15:11 and "assessment."
- Details of all internal communications and communications with BP and/or the unified command regarding the use of
dispersants and any human safety and health concerns for spill workers and/or the civilian population along the
11/12/2015 18:11 affected Gulf state’s coast

EPA-HQ-2016-001298

Jesse Coleman

Greenpeace

Details of all internal communications and communications with BP and/or the unified command regarding Personal
11/12/2015 18:11 Protective Equipment, Respirators, Industrial Hygiene, Environmental Health and Safety, Air Monitoring and Testing.

EPA-HQ-2018-008023

Tyler Kusma

TKNN

EPA-R4-2018-008158

Tina Madrid

Sweetgum Environmental

EPA-HQ-2016-001605

EPA-HQ-2018-006994
EPA-HQ-2016-001939
EPA-HQ-2016-002037

Alexander J. Drago

Steven Williams
Ryan B. Berghoff
Kristin Landis

I am looking for records (including emails) regarding media access (or lack thereof) to the National Leadership Summit
held on May 22-23, 2018, in Washington, D.C. especially as it pertains to the media outlets CNN, the Associated Press,
5/24/2018 20:05 and E&amp;E News. Please let me know if any clarifications are necessary.
Looking for the following information on Tower Chemical SEMS/NPL ID 400521 Groundwater flow map; Map showing
where all the potable wells are located that were sampled in the 2013 Five Year Review; Laboratory analytical reports
from the FYR; A figure that shows the actual extent of the groundwater contaminant plume from the 2013 FYR. Please
5/30/2018 22:05 advise on the fees before.

Marin Goodman

all reports, studies, investigations or analysis of the herbicide Alachlor and its effects on humans and the environment.
all correspondence and communications with Monsanto Company and any of its affiliates regarding its manufacture of
11/24/2015 14:11 any products containing Alachlor, including, but not limited to Lasso.

Center for Food Safety
CropLife America

Request the final report and all notes of interview including emails directing the review and discussing results
associated with a management review of the Office of Administrator, Office of Homeland Security (OHS) conducted by
Ted Stanich upon his appointment as Acting Associate Administrator. This review was conducted by Brad Mahanes,
Andrea Abat, and Jimmy Seidel of EPA OECA/OCEFT. The OHS staff was compelled to assist in this review under the
stated purpose that the use of the document was to assist OHS staff. The document was never released to OHS staff to
review for accuracy or proper attribution. This FOIA submission requests all correspondence that discusses this review
between Ted Stanich, Helena Wooden-Aguliar, Ryan Jackson, Henry Barnet, and any other officials internal or external
4/25/2018 13:04 to EPA.
12/9/2015 14:12 Please See Attached Request
12/11/2015 19:12 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2016-003685
EPA-R5-2018-007186

EPA-R5-2018-004475

Drew Jordan
Chrissy DeVono

Chrissy DeVono

EPA-HQ-2017-004379

Cecilia Kang

EPA-R5-2018-007876

Sydney Miller

TRC

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 552 et seq., and regulations thereunder, I hereby
request copies of the following: • Copies of all responses received by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”) in response to all requests for information pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect; 9604(e) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (“104(e) requests”) issued in connection with the San
German Groundwater Contamination Site located in San German Puerto Rico (the “Site”) (Site ID# PRN000205957),
including, but not limited to, the responses to the following 104(e) requests in connection with the Site: o September
16, 2015 104(e) Request from EPA, Region II, to CLL Label Inc. (addressed to Mark McClendon, Vice President/General
Counsel); o September 16, 2015 104(e) Request from EPA, Region II, to Cenveo, Inc. (addressed to Timothy Davis,
Senior Vice President/General Counsel); o September 16, 2015 104(e) Request from EPA, Region II, to Hewlett-Packard
Company (addressed to John Schultz, Executive Vice President/General Counsel); o September 16, 2015 104(e)
Request from EPA, Region II, to Katy Industries, Inc. (addressed to Brian G. Nichols, Vice President of Human
Resources, Legal Affairs &amp; Risk Management); o September 16, 2015 104(e) Request from EPA, Region II, to
Menasha Corporation (Attn: Mark P. Fogarty, Vice President, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary); o September
16, 2015 104(e) Request from EPA, Region II, to Syratech Corporation (addressed to Walter Jones, President, c/o J.H.
Cohn LLP); and o Any and all other responses to 104(e) requests related to the Site which EPA has received. Full Site
Name and Location: San German Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site OU-1 Source Control San German,
2/10/2016 17:02 Puerto Rico PRN000205957
5/1/2018 13:05 We are requesting any information for ABB, Inc. located at 29801 Euclid Ave. Wickliffe, OH 44092.

TRC

We are requesting records for Ohio Decorative Products, located at 220 South Elizabeth Street, Spencerville OH 45887.
Aliases for the business are: Ohio Decorative Products, LLC; ODP; and Ohio Cadium Plating Works, Inc. We would like
all records from January 1, 1900 through the present for the property. We had previously requested information for
2/15/2018 15:02 the property - EPA - R5- 2018-003754, but now need all records that may exist for the property. Thank you!

New York Times

Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C subsection 552, I am requesting access to internal documents, briefing
memos, emails and other communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and his staff and officials at Tesla
and Solar City, including but not limited to chief executive, Elon Musk related to energy credits and general
environmental policy. In order to help you determine my status for the purpose of assessing fees, you should know
that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with The New York Times and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for commercial use. If you estimate that there will be fees associated with this request that
exceed $1,000, please inform me. If you have questions about handling this request, you may telephone me on my
2/28/2017 20:02 mobile phone at 202-379-8455 or by email at Cecilia.kang@nytimes.com. Sincerely, Cecilia Kang
Any/all (non-fiscal) documents as it pertains to the SEMS and RCRA CORRACTS database listings associated with the
5/22/2018 14:05 following location: Chemisphere Storage No. 1 829 West 22nd Place Chicago, Illinois Site ID: 501167 Thank you!

EPA-HQ-2016-003451

Nate Carlisle

Salt Lake Tribune

I am making a request under the Freedom of Information Act for copies of materials I believe to be a public record.
Please provide the documents I seek. I am a journalist working to benefit the public and ask you please waive fees
associated with my request. I am working on a timely news story and ask my request please be expedited. Please
provide the documents in a common electronic format when possible. I request all documents concerning Washakie
Renewable Energy, of Plymouth, Utah, and violations of the Clean Air Act and the company’s settlement of those
violations. “All documents” may include, but may not necessarily be limited to, the following: investigative reports,
witness interviews, video and photography, subpoenas, evidence seized by subpoenas or warrants, materials provided
by other government agencies, internal and external correspondence, notice of violations, responses to that notice,
settlement agreements, audits to ensure compliance with that agreement, and any notices of non-compliance with
that agreement. I also intend to send a related request to the U.S. Department of Justice. Please contact me if you
2/3/2016 19:02 have questions or concerns. Thank you for your time in this matter.
Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request copies of all e-mails (including
attachments) sent or received by the following Environmental Protection Agency staff on March 30, 2018:
Environmental Protection Agency staff:

EPA-HQ-2018-007075

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-006259

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-006270

Nick Bauer

EPA-R4-2018-005984

Nick Bauer

EPA-R2-2018-005983

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-005982

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

• Scott Pruitt, Administrator
4/26/2018 15:04 • Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff
Emails, including attachments, sent or recieved by Associate Administrator Liz Bowman which reference the
production and/or release of the EPA report entitled &quot;EPA Year In Review 2017-2018&quot;, to include all emails
which contain any of the following terms: &quot;Year In Review&quot;; &quot;Go BIG Media&quot;; &quot;Phillip
4/5/2018 16:04 Stutts&quot;;&quot;Peter Graves&quot;; &quot;Elliot Fuchs.&quot;
Emails, to include attachments, sent or received by Millan Hupp, Director of Scheduling and Advance, which include
any of the following terms: &quot;Edwin Steinmetz&quot;; &quot;Sequoia Security Services&quot;; &quot;Nino
Perrotta&quot;; &quot;listening devices&quot;; &quot;bug sweeping&quot;; &quot;sweep for bugs&quot;; or
4/5/2018 18:04 &quot;technical surveillance countermeasures.&quot;
3/29/2018 20:03 Please see the attached document for my full request.
3/29/2018 20:03 Under Agency Review
3/29/2018 20:03 Please see the attachment for my full request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005980

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

• All emails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
employees regarding the cost of Administrator Scott Pruitt’s travel and security detail and the reassignment of agents
from the Office of Enforcement and Compliance to the security detail of Administrator Pruitt.
E.P.A. Employees: Any individual who has held the following positions or has performed the responsibilities of the
following positions in an acting capacity during the timeframe of this request.
o Any individual who has held the position of Administrator from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including – but
not limited to – Scott Pruitt.
o Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Administrator from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including
– but not limited to – Mike Flynn.
o Any individual who has held the position of Chief of Staff from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including – but
not limited to – Ryan Jackson.
o Any individual who has held the position of Chief of Operations from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including –
but not limited to – Henry Darwin.
o Any individual who has held the position of Chief Financial Officer from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018.
o Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Chief Financial Officer from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018,
including – but not limited to – David Bloom.
o Any individual who has held the position of Assistant Administrator of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance from
August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including – but not limited to – Susan Bodine.
o Any individual who has held the position of Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance from August 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018, including – but not limited to – Lawrence Starfield.
o Any individual who has held the position of Director of the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training
3/29/2018 20:03 within the Office of

EPA-R6-2018-005985

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-005613

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-005301

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

Please see the attachment for my full request. Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I
request the following records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6:
• All emails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following EPA Region 6 employees that pertain to
the flooding and damage of Superfund sites, storage tanks, brownfields, and land revitalization sites due to Hurricane
Harvey. This should also include any e-mails regarding actions taken in response to the flooding and damage.
E.P.A. Employees:
o Any individual who has held the position of EPA Region 6 Administrator from August 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017,
including – but not limited to – Anne L. Idsal.
o Any individual who has held the position of EPA Region 6 Deputy Administrator from August 1, 2017 to December 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – David Gray.
o Any individual who has held the position of EPA Region 6 Superfund Division Director from August 1, 2017 to
December 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Carl Edlund.
o Any individual who has held the position of EPA Region 6 Water Division Director from August 1, 2017 to December
31, 2017, including – but not limited to – David Garcia.
• All letters sent or received by any of the aforementioned EPA Region 6 employees that pertain to the above topic of
interest.
My request covers August 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017.
Modified on 05/01/18 - request for communications related to the hurricane's "impact" among the listed officials
3/29/2018 21:03 instead of requesting records related to the "damage" caused by Hurricane Harvey.

Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request copies of all e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by the following Environmental Protection
Agency staff from February 19, 2018 to February 21, 2018. Environmental Protection Agency staff: • Any individual
who has held the position of White House Liaison from February 19, 2018 to February 21, 2018, including – but not
limited to – Charles Munoz • Any individual who has held the position of Senior White House Advisor from February
19, 2018 to February 21, 2018, including – but not limited to – Donald Benton I am not a commercial requester. I
understand that there might be costs associated with this request. I would request a waiver of fees, and ask for you to
contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before incurring charges if this request will be in excess of $50. My
preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not possible, I
request that you provide access to these records electronically via an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of the records
to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of these delivery methods are feasible, I request that
you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided above. I would appreciate your communicating
with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or telephone, if you have questions regarding this
request. If all or any part of this request is denied or redacted, please cite the specific exemption which you believe
justifies your redactions or refusal to release the information and inform me of your agency’s administrative appeal
3/19/2018 22:03 procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
3/9/2018 20:03 Please see the attached letter for my full request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005300

EPA-HQ-2018-005298

Nick Bauer

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

• All e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following staff that pertain to funding for the
Justice Department’s Environment and Natural Resources Division (which assists the EPA in initiating and prosecuting
civil, judicial, and administrative Superfund site remediation cases and ensures that responsible parties perform
cleanup actions where they are liable) or that otherwise contain any of the following words or phrases: o I ask that this
search include any individual who held any of the following positions in the Office of the Administrator or who
performed the duties of any such positions in an acting capacity from February 17, 2017 to October 31, 2017: ?
Administrator, including - but not limited to - Scott Pruitt ? Deputy Administrator, including – but not limited to – Mike
Flynn ? Associate Deputy Administrator, including – but not limited to – Mike Flynn ? Chief of Staff, including – but not
limited to – Ryan Jackson ? Chief of Operations, including – but not limited to – Henry Darwin ? Deputy Chief of Staff,
including – but not limited to – Helena Wooden-Aguilar o Search terms: ? “Environment and Natural Resources” ?
“Environment &amp; Natural Resources” ? “Environment Division” ? “ENRD” ? “E.N.R.D.” ? “Superfund enforcement” ?
“Superfund remediation” ? “Superfund litigation” ? “Superfund case” ? “Superfund program” ? “Site enforcement” ?
“Site remediation” ? “Site litigation” ? “Enforcement spending” ? “remediation case” My request covers February 17,
3/9/2018 20:03 2017 to October 31, 2017.

Democratic National
Committee

• All e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following staff that pertain to funding for the
Justice Department’s Environment and Natural Resources Division (which assists the EPA in initiating and prosecuting
civil, judicial, and administrative Superfund site remediation cases and ensures that responsible parties perform
cleanup actions where they are liable) or that otherwise contain any of the following words or phrases: o I ask that this
search include any individual who held any of the following positions in the Office of the Chief Financial Officer or who
performed the duties of any such positions in an acting capacity from February 17, 2017 to October 31, 2017: ? Chief
Financial Officer ? Deputy Chief Financial Officer, including – but not limited to – David Bloom ? Associate Chief
Financial Officer, including – but not limited to – Howard Osborne ? Director of the Office of Budget Leadership,
including – but not limited to – Carol Terris ? Deputy Director of the Office of Budget Leadership, including – but not
limited to – Maria Williams ? Director of the Office of Planning, Analysis, &amp; Accountability, including – but not
limited to – Kathy Sedlak O’Brien ? Deputy Director of the Office of Planning, Analysis, &amp; Accountability, including
– but not limited to – Malena Brookshire o Search terms: ? “Environment and Natural Resources” ? “Environment
&amp; Natural Resources” ? “Environment Division” ? “ENRD” ? “E.N.R.D.” ? “Superfund enforcement” ? “Superfund
remediation” ? “Superfund litigation” ? “Superfund case” ? “Superfund program” ? “Site enforcement” ? “Site
remediation” ? “Site litigation” ? “Enforcement spending” ? “remediation case” My request covers February 17, 2017
3/9/2018 20:03 to October 31, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2018-005297

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-005131

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-005130

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-005151

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

EPA-R1-2018-004826

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-005914

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-005913

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am writing to request the following records
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention: • All emails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following staff that pertain to funding for the Justice
Department’s Environment and Natural Resources Division (which assists the EPA in initiating and prosecuting civil,
judicial, and administrative Superfund site remediation cases and ensures that responsible parties perform cleanup
actions where they are liable) or that otherwise contain any of the following words or phrases: o I ask that this search
include any individual who held any of the following positions in the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention
or who performed the duties of any such positions in an acting capacity from February 17, 2017 to October 31, 2017: ?
Assistant Administrator, including – but not limited to – Wendy Cleland-Hamnett ? Principal Deputy Assistant
Administrator, including – but not limited to – Charlotte Bertrand ? Deputy Assistant Administrator, including – but not
limited to – Nancy Beck and Louise Wise ? Associate Assistant Administrator for Management – but not limited to –
Oscar Morales o Search terms: ? “Environment and Natural Resources” ? “Environment &amp; Natural Resources” ?
“Environment Division” ? “ENRD” ? “E.N.R.D.” ? “Superfund enforcement” ? “Superfund remediation” ? “Superfund
litigation” ? “Superfund case” ? “Superfund program” ? “Site enforcement” ? “Site remediation” ? “Site litigation” ?
3/9/2018 20:03 “Enforcement spending” ? “remediation case” My request covers February 17, 2017 to October 31, 2017.
Emails, including attachments, sent or received by EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and Associate Administrator for
Public Affairs Liz Bowman which reference Administrator Pruitt's planned January 2018 trip to Israel. The time frame of
3/5/2018 22:03 my request is January 1, 2018 to March 1, 2018.
Copies of travel vouchers generated for Administrator Scott Pruitt's December 2017 trip to Morocco. Additionally, I
3/5/2018 22:03 request copies of all travel vouchers generated for EPA staff accompanying Administrator Pruitt to Morocco.
3/6/2018 15:03 Record of payroll and transportation costs for Administrator Scott Pruitt's security detail for the first quarter of FY2018.
All emails, including attachments, sent or received by Doug Gutro, acting director of public affairs for EPA Region 1,
which reference Administrator Scott Pruitt’s February 13, 2018 visit to New Hampshire and February 14, 2018 visit to
EPA’s Region 1 office, or which otherwise contain the terms “Pruitt” or “the Administrator.” The timeframe of my
2/27/2018 3:02 request is February 1, 2018 to February 15 2018.

1. All e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by David Bloom, Deputy Chief Financial Officer and former
Acting Chief Financial Officer, that contain the word “Dourson” in the subject, body text, or attachments.
2. All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between David Bloom, Deputy Chief Financial Officer and former
Acting Chief Financial Officer, and Michael L. Dourson, adviser to Administrator Scott Pruitt. I ask that this search
include the following:
o All e-mails sent to or received from any e-mail addresses Mr. Dourson has used in his role at the EPA, as well as any
personal e-mail address associated with Mr. Dourson, including – but not limited to – Michael.Dourson@uc.edu,
doursoml@ucmail.uc.edu, dourson@tera.org, and mdourson1@hotmail.com.
o All e-mails that include the word “Dourson” in the “To,” “From,” or “CC” fields.
3/27/2018 21:03 My request covers February 17, 2017 to the present.
3/27/2018 21:03 Please see the attached letter for a full description of my request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005912

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

1. All e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following staff in the Office of the Administrator
that contain the word “Dourson” in the subject, body text, or attachments.
• I ask that this search include any individual who held any of the following positions in the Office of the Administrator
or who performed the duties of any such positions in an acting capacity from February 17, 2017 to the present:
o Administrator, including – but not limited to – Scott Pruitt
o Deputy Administrator, including – but not limited to – Mike Flynn
o Associate Deputy Administrator, including – but not limited to – Mike Flynn
o Chief of Staff, including – but not limited to – Ryan Jackson
o Chief of Operations, including – but not limited to – Henry Darwin
o Deputy Chief of Staff, including – but not limited to – Helena Wooden-Aguilar
o Director of Administrative and Executive Services, including – but not limited to – Reginald Allen
o Director of the Office of Administrative and Executive Services, including – but not limited to – Karen Maher
o Administrative/Management Chief of the Office of Administrative and Executive Services, including – but not limited
to – Twanna Lesperance
o Resources Management Chief of the Office of Administrative and Executive Services, including – but not limited to –
Lance McCluney
2. All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between any of the aforementioned staff in the Office of the
Administrator and Michael L. Dourson, adviser to Administrator Pruitt. I ask that this search include the following:
o All e-mails sent to or received from any e-mail addresses Mr. Dourson has used in his role at the EPA, as well as any
personal e-mail address associated with Mr. Dourson, including – but not limited to – Michael.Dourson@uc.edu,
doursoml@ucmail.uc.edu, dourson@tera.org, and mdourson1@hotmail.com.
3/27/2018 21:03 o All e-mails that include the word “Dourson” in the “To,” “F
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EPA-HQ-2018-004255

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
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EPA-HQ-2018-004254

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
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EPA-HQ-2018-004253

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I am writing to request the following records in the
possession of the Environmental Protection Agency:
1. All e-mails (including attachments) sent or received by any of the following staff in the Office of Chemical Safety and
Pollution Prevention that contain the word “Dourson” in the subject, body text, or attachments.
• I ask that this search include any individual who held any of the following positions in the Office of Chemical Safety
and Pollution Prevention or who performed the duties of any such positions in an acting capacity from February 17,
2017 to the present:
o Assistant Administrator, including – but not limited to – Wendy Cleland-Hamnett
o Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator, including – but not limited to – Charlotte Bertrand
o Deputy Assistant Administrator, including – but not limited to – Nancy B. Beck and Louise P. Wise
2. All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between any of the aforementioned staff in the Office of Chemical
Safety and Pollution Prevention and Michael L. Dourson, adviser to Administrator Pruitt. I ask that this search include
the following:
o All e-mails sent to or received from any e-mail addresses Mr. Dourson has used in his role at the EPA, as well as any
personal e-mail address associated with Mr. Dourson, including – but not limited to – Michael.Dourson@uc.edu,
doursoml@ucmail.uc.edu, dourson@tera.org, and mdourson1@hotmail.com.
o All e-mails that include the word “Dourson” in the “To,” “From,” or “CC” fields.
3/27/2018 21:03 My request covers February 17, 2017 to the present.
2/16/2018 20:02 Please see the attachment for my full request.
Emails, including all attachments, sent or received by the below-identified EPA personnel which reference
Administrator Scott Pruitt’s visit to the Harvey Mine on April 13, 2017. The timeframe of my request is March 13, 2017
2/8/2018 18:02 to April 30, 2017. EPA personnel: Associate Administrator Liz Bowman
Emails, including attachments, sent or received by the below-identified EPA personnel which reference possible
reductions in EPA funding for the Department of Justice’s Environment and Natural Resources Division. The timeframe
of my request is February 1, 2017 to October 31, 2017. EPA personnel: Scott Pruitt, Mike Flynn; Wendy Cleland2/8/2018 18:02 Hamnett; David Bloom; Lawrence Starfield; Ryan Jackson; and Henry Darwin.
Emails, including attachments, sent or received by the below-identified EPA personnel which reference the EPA’s 2017
review of the National Climate Assessment. The timeframe of my request is July 1, 2017 to August 31, 2017. EPA
personnel: Scott Pruitt; Mike Flynn; Robert Kavlock; Wendy Cleland-Hamnett; George Hull; Tom Brennan; Ryan
2/8/2018 18:02 Jackson; John Reeder; and Andrew Miller.

EPA-HQ-2018-004008
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All emails (including attachments) exchanged between any of the following EPA employees and the Office of former
Congressman Ryan Zinke or any employee of the Office of former Congressman Ryan Zinke.
E.P.A. Employees:
o Any individual who has held the position of Administrator from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Scott Pruitt and Gina McCarthy.
o Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Administrator from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017,
including – but not limited to – Mike Flynn and A. Stanley Meiburg.
o Any individual who has held the position of Chief of Staff from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Ryan Jackson and Keyes Fleming.
o Any individual who has held the position of Associate Administrator of the Office of Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017, including – but not limited to – Troy Lyons and
Nichole Distefano.
o Any individual who has held the position of Principal Deputy Associate Administrator of the Office of Congressional
and Intergovernmental Relations from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017, including – but not limited to – Robin H.
Richardson and Joyce Frank.
o Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Associate Administrator (House) of the Office of Congressional
and Intergovernmental Relations from September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017, including – but not limited to – Aaron
Ringel, and Tristan Brown.
• All letters exchanged between any of the aforementioned EPA employees and the Office of former Congressman
Ryan Zinke or any employee of the Office of former Congressman Ryan Zinke.
• All faxes exchanged between any of the aforementioned EPA employees and the Office of former Congressman Ryan
Zinke or any employee of the Office of former Congressman Ryan Zinke
2/1/2018 15:02 My request covers September 1, 2016 to March 1, 2017.
I request from the Environmental Protection Agency all emails (including attachments) sent or received by the
following EPA Employees which reference the EPA’s Local Government Advisory Committee (LGAC), including – but not
limited to – emails which reference:
o Nominations to the LGAC received by the EPA following a Request for Nominations published in the Federal Register
on July 21, 2017;
o Agenda and logistics for the June 29, 2017 meeting of the LGAC, including references to Administrator Scott Pruitt’s
appearance at this meeting;
o Planning for future meetings of the LGAC.
EPA Employees:
o M. Frances Eargle, LGAC Designated Federal Officer; and
o M. Arnita Hannon-Christmon, Acting Director, State and Local Relations, Office of Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations.
1/23/2018 14:01 The time frame of my request is January 20, 2017 to December 31, 2017.
2/16/2018 20:02 Please see the attachment for my full request
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Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request the following records created from
January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017:
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of Public Affairs at the
Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Environmental Protection Agency staff:
? Any individual who has held the position of Associate Administrator for Public Affairs, including – but not limited to –
John Peter Freire.
? Any individual who has held the position of Speechwriter from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Lincoln Ross Ferguson.
? Any individual who has held the position of Senior Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – John A. Konkus.
? Any individual who has held the position of Strategic Communications Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Jahan Wilcox.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Press Secretary to the Vice
President from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Marc E. Lotter. I ask that this
search include – but not be limited to – the following e-mail address: [marc.e.lotter@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Assistant to the President and Director of Public Engagement and
12/19/2017 16:12 Intergovernmental Affairs for the Vice President from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 201

Democratic National
Committee

Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request the following records created from January 20, 2017 to the present: • Copies of all invoices, receipts, requests
for reimbursement, credit card or GSA Travel Charge Card statements, or any other records of payment generated by
or on behalf of personnel in the Office of the Administrator for meals at Le Diplomate restaurant, located at 1601 14th
St NW, Washington, DC. • All e-mails (including attachments) received or sent by Executive Scheduler Sydney Hupp
that contain the term “Le Diplomate” or that otherwise pertain to Le Diplomate restaurant, located at 1601 14th St
NW, Washington DC. I am not a commercial requester. I understand that there might be costs associated with this
request. I would request a waiver of fees and ask for you to contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before
making copies if this request will be in excess of $50. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to
me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not possible, I request that you provide access to these records electronically via
an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of
these delivery methods are feasible, I request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided
above. I would appreciate your communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or
telephone, if you have questions regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the
specific exemption which you believe justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency’s
administrative appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
12/12/2017 15:12 Sincerely, Lauren Dillon

EPA-HQ-2018-002750

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
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All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of Public Affairs at the
Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Environmental Protection Agency staff:
? Any individual who has held the position of Associate Administrator for Public Affairs, including – but not limited to –
John Peter Freire.
? Any individual who has held the position of Speechwriter from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Lincoln Ross Ferguson.
? Any individual who has held the position of Senior Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – John A. Konkus.
? Any individual who has held the position of Strategic Communications Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Jahan Wilcox.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Director of Special
Communications Projects from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Steven Cheung. I
ask that this search include – but not be limited to – the following e-mail address: [steven.cheung@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of Director of Congressional Communications from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Kaelan K. Dorr. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to –
the following e-mail address: [kaelan.k.dorr@who.eop.gov]
12/19/2017 16:12 ? Any individual who has held the position of White
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Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request the following records created from
January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017:
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations at the Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations staff at the Environmental Protection Agency:
? Any individual who has held the position Principal Deputy Associate Administrator, including – but not limited to –
Robin H. Richardson.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Press Secretary to the Vice
President from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Marc E. Lotter. I ask that this
search include – but not be limited to – the following e-mail address: [marc.e.lotter@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of Deputy Assistant to the President and Director of Public Engagement and
Intergovernmental Affairs for the Vice President from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited
to – Sarah E. Makin. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to – the following e-mail address:
[sarah.e.makin@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Deputy Director for Press Advance,
12/19/2017 16:12 including – but not limited to – Elizabeth M. Meadows. I ask that this search include – but not be l
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Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request the following records created from
January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017:
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations at the Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations staff at the Environmental Protection Agency:
? Any individual who has held the position Principal Deputy Associate Administrator, including – but not limited to –
Robin H. Richardson.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Director of Special
Communications Projects from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Steven Cheung. I
ask that this search include – but not be limited to – the following e-mail address: [steven.cheung@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of Director of Congressional Communications from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Kaelan K. Dorr. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to –
the following e-mail address: [kaelan.k.dorr@who.eop.gov]
? Any individual who has held the position of White House Director of Communications from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Michael D. Dubke. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to
12/19/2017 16:12 – the following e-mail address: [Michael.d.dubke@who.eop.gov]
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of the Administrator at
the Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Office of the Administrator staff at the Environmental Protection Agency:
? Any individual who has held the position of Acting Administrator or Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March
31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Scott Pruitt.
? Any individual who has held the position of Chief of Staff from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Ryan Jackson.
? Any individual who has held the position of Senior Advisor to the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Sarah A. Greenwalt.
? Any individual who has held the position Senior White House Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017,
including – but not limited to – Donald M. Benton.
? Any individual who has held the position Executive Assistant to the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Dawn Michelle Hale.
? Any individual who has held the position Deputy Chief of Staff from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including –
but not limited to – Byron R. Brown.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Press Secretary to the Vice
President from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Marc E. Lotter. I ask that this
12/19/2017 16:12 search include – but not be limi
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All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between the following list of staff at the Office of the Administrator at
the Environmental Protection Agency and the following list of White House staff:
o List of Office of the Administrator staff at the Environmental Protection Agency:
? Any individual who has held the position of Acting Administrator or Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March
31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Scott Pruitt.
? Any individual who has held the position of Chief of Staff from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but
not limited to – Ryan Jackson.
? Any individual who has held the position of Senior Advisor to the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Sarah A. Greenwalt.
? Any individual who has held the position Senior White House Advisor from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017,
including – but not limited to – Donald M. Benton.
? Any individual who has held the position Executive Assistant to the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to March 31,
2017, including – but not limited to – Dawn Michelle Hale.
? Any individual who has held the position Deputy Chief of Staff from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including –
but not limited to – Byron R. Brown.
o List of White House staff: In addition to the search criteria below, I ask that you search for senders or recipients using
the name (or any name variations) of any individual in the following positions within the specified time-frames. If
additional e-mail addresses are identified that were not listed below, please run searches for any sender or recipient
utilizing these additional e-mail addresses.
? Any individual who has held the position of Special Assistant to the President and Director of Special
Communications Projects from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Steven Cheung. I
12/19/2017 16:12 ask that this search include – but not be lim

Democratic National
Committee

I request the following records created from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017:
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between any of the following EPA staff and any of the following White
House staff:
o EPA staff:
? Any individual who held the position of Administrator or Acting Administrator of the EPA from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Scott Pruitt.
? Any individual who held the position of Chief of Staff or Acting Chief of Staff to the Administrator of the EPA from
January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Ryan Jackson.
? Any individual who held the position of Senior Advisor to the Administrator of the EPA from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Albert Kelly, Sarah A. Greenwalt, and John A. Konkus.
o White House staff: I ask that you search the e-mail accounts of the EPA staff listed above for senders or recipients
using the names (including name variations) and e-mail addresses of the White House staff listed below. If you identify
any additional e-mail addresses for the White House staff listed below, please also search for senders or recipients
using those additional e-mail addresses.
? White House Deputy Cabinet Secretary John K. Mashburn. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to – the
following e-mail address associated with Mr. Mashburn: John.K.Mashburn@who.eop.gov.
• All faxes exchanged between the aforementioned EPA staff and the White House staff listed above.
11/9/2017 15:11 • All letters exchanged between the aforementioned EPA staff and the White House staff listed above.
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I request the following records created from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017:
• All e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between any of the following EPA staff and any of the following White
House staff:
o EPA staff:
? Any individual who held the position of Associate Administrator or Acting Associate Administrator for Public Affairs
from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – John Peter Freire.
? Any individual who held the position of Deputy Associate Administrator or Acting Deputy Associate Administrator for
Public Affairs from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Elizabeth Bowman.
? Any individual who held the position of Speechwriter from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, including – but not
limited to – Lincoln Ross Ferguson.
? Any individual who held the position of Special Advisor for Public Affairs from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017,
including – but not limited to – James Hewitt.
? Any individual who held the position of Special Assistant in the Office of Public Affairs from January 20, 2017 to
March 31, 2017, including – but not limited to – Michael Abboud.
o White House staff: I ask that you search the e-mail accounts of the EPA staff listed above for senders or recipients
using the names (including name variations) and e-mail addresses of the White House staff listed below. If you identify
any additional e-mail addresses for the White House staff listed below, please also search for senders or recipients
using those additional e-mail addresses.
? White House Deputy Cabinet Secretary John K. Mashburn. I ask that this search include – but not be limited to – the
following e-mail address associated with Mr. Mashburn: John.K.Mashburn@who.eop.gov.
• All faxes exchanged between the aforementioned EPA staff and the White House staff listed above.
11/9/2017 15:11 • All letters exchanged between the aforementioned EPA staff and the White House staff l

Democratic National
Committee

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request the following records: 1. Copies of
all calendars, agendas, and any other records of the schedule from January 1, 2017 through December 7, 2017 of any
individual who has held the position of Deputy Chief of Staff or Acting Deputy Chief of Staff since January 1, 2017,
including – but not limited to – John Reeder and Helena Wooden-Aguilar. 2. Copies of all calendars, agendas, and any
other records of the schedule from February 17, 2017 through December 7, 2017 of any individual who has held the
position of Chief of Staff or Acting Deputy Chief of Staff since February 17, 2017, including – but not limited to – Ryan
Jackson. I am not a commercial requester. I understand that there might be costs associated with this request. I would
request a waiver of fees and ask for you to contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before making copies if this
request will be in excess of $50. I understand that there may be costs associated with this request. I ask that you to
contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before making copies if this request will cost more than $50, as I would
then request a waiver of fees. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to me at
researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not possible, I request that you provide access to these records electronically via an
FTP site, or mail electronic copies of the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of
these delivery methods are possible, I request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided
above. I appreciate you communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or telephone,
12/7/2017 14:12 if you have questions regarding this request.
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Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request the following records: • Copies of all
calendars, agendas, and any other records of the schedule of Mike Flynn, Acting Deputy Administrator, from January
20, 2017 through December 7, 2017. The records should show the date, time, place, attendees, and purpose or subject
of each calendar item. I am not a commercial requester. I understand that there might be costs associated with this
request. I would request a waiver of fees and ask for you to contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before
making copies if this request will be in excess of $50. I understand that there may be costs associated with this
request. I ask that you to contact me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org before making copies if this request will cost
more than $50, as I would then request a waiver of fees. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file emailed to me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not possible, I request that you provide access to these records
electronically via an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash
drive. If none of these delivery methods are possible, I request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the
address provided above. I appreciate you communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by
mail or telephone, if you have questions regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite
the specific exemption which you believe justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your
agency’s administrative appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
12/7/2017 14:12 Sincerely, Lauren Dillon

Democratic National
Committee

Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request records created from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, as described in the attached PDF document. I
understand that there may be costs associated with this request. I ask that you to contact me by e-mail at
researchinfo@dnc.org before making copies if this request will cost in excess of $50, as I would then request a waiver
of fees. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not
possible, I request that you provide access to these records electronically via an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of
the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of these delivery methods are possible, I
request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided above. I appreciate you
communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or telephone, if you have questions
regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific exemption which you believe
justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency’s administrative appeal procedures
10/5/2017 14:10 available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Lauren Dillon
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Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request records created from January 20, 2017 to March 31, 2017, as described in the attached PDF document. I
understand that there may be costs associated with this request. I ask that you to contact me by e-mail at
researchinfo@dnc.org before making copies if this request will cost in excess of $50, as I would then request a waiver
of fees. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to me at researchinfo@dnc.org. If this is not
possible, I request that you provide access to these records electronically via an FTP site, or mail electronic copies of
the records to me on removable media, such as a CD or flash drive. If none of these delivery methods are possible, I
request that you mail paper copies of the records to me at the address provided above. I appreciate you
communicating with me by e-mail at researchinfo@dnc.org rather than by mail or telephone, if you have questions
regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific exemption which you believe
justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency’s administrative appeal procedures
10/5/2017 14:10 available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Lauren Dillon
10/5/2017 20:10 Please see the attached letter for my full request.
10/5/2017 20:10 Please see the attached letter for my full request.
10/5/2017 20:10 Please see the attached letter for my full request.

List of Environmental Protection Agency staff:
? Any Executive Assistant to the Administrator, including – but not limited to – Dawn Michelle Hale.
? Any Deputy Chief of Staff, including – but not limited to – Byron R. Brown and Kevin Chmielewski.
? Any Strategic Communications Advisor, including – but not limited to – Jahan Wilcox.
List of White House staff:
? Steve Bannon [stephen.k.bannon@who.eop.gov]
? John Kelly [john.f.kelly@who.eop.gov]
? Kellyanne Conway [kellyanne.e.conway@who.eop.gov]
? Christopher P. Liddell [christopher.p.liddell@who.eop.gov]
? Donald F. McGahn [donald.f.mcgahn@who.eop.gov]
? H.R. McMaster [herbert.r.mcmaster@who.eop.gov]
? Michael Flynn [michael.t.flynn@who.eop.gov]
? Stephen Miller [stephen.e.miller@who.eop.gov]
? Reince Priebus [reince.priebus@rnchq.org; rp@who.eop.gov; reince.r.priebus@who.eop.gov]
? Brad Rateike [brad.a.rateike@who.eop.gov]
? Daniel J. Scavino [daniel.j.scavino@who.eop.gov]
? George Sifakis [george.a.sifakis@who.eop.gov]
? Katie Walsh [katie.m.walsh@who.eop.gov]
? Michael Ambrosini [michael.ambrosini@who.eop.gov]
? Sean Cairncross [sean.s.cairncross@who.eop.gov]
? Mallory Hunter [mallory.g.hunter@who.eop.gov]
? Joseph W. Hagin [joseph.w.hagin@who.eop.gov]
? Kirstjen Nielsen [kirstjen.m.nielsen@who.eop.gov]
EPA-HQ-2018-000195

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2018-000199

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-011575

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-011332

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

10/5/2017 20:10 • All faxes exchanged between the aforementioned staff and the White House staff listed above.
10/5/2017 20:10 Please see the attached letter for my full request.
A list of all Environmental Protection Agency personnel who attended the Ministerial Meeting on Climate Action on
September 16, 2017. Additionally, I request all correspondence, to include emails or other electronic correspondence,
sent or received by EPA attendees of this Ministerial Meeting referencing &quot;climate change&quot;; &quot;Paris
Accord&quot;; &quot;Paris Agreement&quot;; &quot;greenhouse gas&quot;; &quot;GHG&quot;; or
&quot;carbon&quot; between September 15, 2017 and September 18, 2017. Finally, I request all correspondence, to
include emails or other electronic communications, between EPA attendees of this Ministerial Meeting and Everett
Eissenstat, Deputy Assistant to the President for International Economic Affairs and Deputy Director of the National
9/18/2017 16:09 Economic Council, from September 15, 2017 and September 18, 2017.
All emails sent or received by Associate Administrator Liz Bowman from March 1, 2017 to September 5, 2017 that
reference EPA grant making, to include any emails that reference approval or denial of specific grants as well as any
9/11/2017 15:09 emails that reference any “freeze” or “temporary hold” in grant making.

EPA-HQ-2017-011329

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2017-011333

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2017-011330

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010823

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010836

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010755

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010754

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010757

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010759

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010758

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-010752

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

All emails, telephone records, call sheets, faxes, memos, reports, or briefing documents sent, received, or created by
Associate Administrator Liz Bowman that reference the EPA press release titled “EPA Response To The AP’s Misleading
Story”, a copy of which has been attached to this request for your convenience. Additionally, I request all emails sent
or received by Associate Administrator Liz Bowman from August 24, 2017 to September 5, 2017 that contain any of the
following terms: “Hurricane”; “Harvey”; “superfund”; “Breitbart”; “Associated Press” or “AP”; “Biesecker”; or
9/11/2017 15:09 “Dearen”.
9/11/2017 15:09 Under Agency Review
9/11/2017 15:09 Under Agency Review
All emails sent or received by Associate Administrator Liz Bowman that contain any of the following terms:
“Cattlemen’s”; “Beltway Beef”; “NCBA”; “WOTUS”; “Waters of the U.S.”; or “Frasier Ranch.” The timeframe of my
request is July 1, 2017 to August 20, 2017. All emails between Associate Administrator Liz Bowman and National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association Director of Policy Communications Ed Frank. The timeframe for my request is July 1, 2017
8/24/2017 15:08 to August 20, 2017.
All emails, from March 1, 2017 to March 31, 2017, between EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and Tyson Redpath, Senior
Vice President at The Russell Group, regarding Administrator Pruitt’s March 22, 2017 meeting with Greg Love of Love’s
Travel Stops. All emails sent or received by EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, from March 1, 2017 to March 31, 2017,
that contain any of the following terms: “Love’s Travel Stops”; “Greg Love”; “Redpath”; “Michael Whitney”; or “Mike
8/24/2017 18:08 Turpen.”
All emails between EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson (Jackson.ryan@epa.gov) and Luke Holland, Chief of Staff to Senator
James Inhofe (Luke_Holland@inhofe.senate.gov), that contain any of the following terms: “SP”; “Scott”; or “The
8/23/2017 14:08 Administrator.” The timeframe of my request is January 20, 2017 through August 20, 2017.
All emails between EPA Spokesperson Liz Bowman (Bowman.Liz@epa.gov) and any representative of the American
Chemistry Council, to include Bryan Zumwalt, Vice President of Federal Affairs
(Bryan_Zumwalt@americanchemistry.com). The timeframe of my request is January 20, 2017 through August 20,
8/23/2017 14:08 2017.
All emails between Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis (dravis.samantha@epa.gov) and Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson (Jackson.ryan@epa.gov) that contain any of the following terms: “FOIA”; “freedom of information act”;
“written record”; “documenting”; “documentation”; “paper trail”; or “public record.” The timeframe of my request is
8/23/2017 14:08 January 20, 2017 through August 20, 2017.
All emails sent or received by EPA personnel Lincoln Ferguson or Jahan Wilcox that contain any of the following terms:
“climate change”; “global warming”; “Paris Agreement”; “Paris Accord”; “CO2”; “carbon”; “greenhouse gas”; or
8/23/2017 14:08 “endangerment finding.” The timeframe of my request is January 20, 2017 through August 20, 2017.
All emails between Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis (dravis.samantha@epa.gov) and Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson (Jackson.ryan@epa.gov) that contain any of the following terms: “climate change”; “global warming”; “Paris
Agreement”; “Paris Accord”; “CO2”; “carbon”; “greenhouse gas”; or “endangerment finding” The timeframe of my
8/23/2017 14:08 request is January 20, 2017 through August 20, 2017.
All emails between EPA Spokesperson Liz Bowman (Bowman.Liz@epa.gov) and White House Special Assistant Ray
Starling created between January 20, 2017 and the present that contain any of the following terms: “American
Chemistry Council”; “pesticide”; “herbicide”; “chlorpyrifos”; “climate change”; “global warming”; “Paris Accord”; “Paris
8/23/2017 14:08 Agreement.”

EPA-HQ-2017-011539

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2017-010160

Nick Bauer

EPA-HQ-2017-008976

EPA-HQ-2017-008975

Nick Bauer

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee
Democratic National
Committee

All correspondence sent or received between Office of the Administrator or Office of the Executive Secretariat and
Senator Ben Sasse from 1994 to the present. This is to include, but not be limited to, correspondence sent or received
over following time periods: o January 2004 to January 2005, when Senator Sasse served as staff director of the U.S.
Department of Justice Office of Legal Policy. o January 2005 to July 2005, when Senator Sasse served as chief of staff to
Representative Jeff Fortenberry of Nebraska. o July 2005 to September 2005, when Senator Sasse served as a
consultant to the Department of Homeland Security. o December 2006 to December 2007, when Senator Sasse served
as counselor to the Secretary of Health and Human Services. o January 2008 to January 2009, when Senator Sasse
served as Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. o
9/15/2017 19:09 January 2015 to the present, during which time Senator Sasse has served as United States Senator from Nebraska.
Requesting all e-mails (including attachments) exchanged between Justin Schwab Jr. (Deputy General Counsel) and any
8/3/2017 19:08 representative of the entities listed on attached request.

Democratic National
Committee

I request from the Environmental Protection Agency all communications created between January 20, 2017 and June
29, 2017 between Comcast Senior Vice President For Global Government Affairs Rick Smotkin and the following EPA
staffers/officials: o Andrew Wheeler (EPA Deputy Administrator) o Ryan Jackson (Chief of Staff) o Samantha Dravis
(Associate Administrator) o Byron Brown (Deputy Chief of Staff) o Kenneth Wagner (Deputy Advisor for Regional and
State Affairs) o Jahan Wilcox (Strategic Communications Advisor) o Lincoln Ferguson (Speechwriter) o Michelle D. Hale
(Executive Assistant to the Administrator) o Milan Hupp (Deputy Director for Scheduling and Advance) o Sydney Hupp
6/30/2017 13:06 (Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff)

Democratic National
Committee

I request from the Environmental Protection Agency all communications (including, but not limited to, email and text
messages) between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and Comcast Senior Vice President For Global Government Affairs
Rick Smotkin. The time frame for my request is January 20, 2017 through June 29, 2017. With regard to my request for
text messages as part of this request, I am aware based on publicly released records (see page 3 of the pdf attached to
6/30/2017 13:06 this release) that Administrator Pruitt and Mr. Smotkin have communicated about official matters via text message.

EPA-HQ-2017-006091

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-003694

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-003424

Nick Bauer

Democratic National
Committee

EPA-HQ-2016-002327

Stella Anderson

EPA-R10-2018-005037 Hollie L. Tice

Miller Nash Graham & Dunn
LLP

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and all other applicable state and federal
statutes, I request from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): • All communications created between January
20, 2017 and April 3, 2017 between the agriculture group Ag America and the following EPA officials or employees: o
Scott Pruitt (EPA Administrator) o Andrew Wheeler (EPA Deputy Administrator) o Ryan Jackson (Chief of Staff) o
Samantha Dravis (Associate Administrator) o Byron Brown (Deputy Chief Of Staff for Policy) o Kenneth Wagner (Deputy
Advisor for Regional and State Affairs) o Jahan Wilcox (Strategic Communications Advisor) o Lincoln Ferguson
(Speechwriter) o Michelle D. Hale (Executive Assitant to the Administrator) o Millan Hupp (Deputy Director for
Scheduling and Advance) o Sydney Hupp (Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff) • All records, including memorandum,
emails, written correspondence, briefing memos, and any other document created between January 20, 2017 and
April 3, 2017 that contains the phrase “Ag America” I request that the information I seek be provided, if possible, in an
electronic format via an ftp site, email or a personal computer disk or CD-ROM. If you must send hard copies I request
they be sent to the address at the top of this letter, and that they be double-sided copies if possible. I am individual,
non-commercial requestor. I am willing to pay up to $50 to fulfill my request. I would appreciate your communicating
with us by email at ResearchInfo@dnc.org or by telephone at (202) 798-3889, rather than by mail, if you have
questions regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific exemption which
you believe justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency’s administrative appeal
4/13/2017 15:04 procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely,
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. s. 552, I request the following records created between
January 20, 2017 and the date of this request: All records of communications from or on behalf of the White House or
President Trump's transition team providing guidance or direction to EPA employees on their ability to publicly discuss
the agency's work or issues that fall under the agency's purview. This request relates to public reports that the
administration issued &quot;gag orders&quot; on federal agencies (see:
http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/federal-agencies-trump-information-lockdown-234122). 2. All records of
communications sent internally from the EPA administrator's office to EPA staff providing guidance or direction to EPA
2/8/2017 14:02 employees on their ability to publicly discuss the agency's work or issues that fall under the agency's purview.
I request from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the following records created on or between November 9,
2016 on January 20, 2017 and 11:59AM ET on January 20, 2017: (a) any email sent to an EPA email address from an
email address ending in &quot;@ptt.gov&quot; and (b) any email sent from an EPA email address to an email address
1/31/2017 14:01 ending in &quot;@ptt.gov.&quot;
1. A list of all pesticides approved by EPA then later rescinded. 2. A list of all carbaryl studies performed on birds in
Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor. 3. The date EPA allowed human markers on the Willapa Bay and Grays Harbor tideflats
during aerial pesticide spraying. 4. The date EPA banned the above practice. 5. Copies of any complaints filed by
people exposed to pesticides used on Willapa Bay or Grays Harbor including carbaryl/sevin, imazamox, imazapyr,
12/28/2015 18:12 imidacloprid and glyphosate.
3/2/2018 17:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2016-002320

EPA-R2-2016-003430

EPA-HQ-2016-004024

PJ Huffstutter

Richard S. Mills

Reuters News

HDR

Stephanie Scilingo

EPA-HQ-2016-004528

Michael Ravnitzky

Request for Covanta Energy's response to USEPA Information Request Section 1114 Letter Reference Number CAA-022015-1460. Victor Tu (USEPA Region 2) is familiar with this submission. Covanta's response is likely to be submitted in
2/3/2016 18:02 electronic format. Electronic format of this submission would also be preferred.
Dear FOI officer, I’m writing to you to make a request under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act. For the
period November 2014 to December 2015, I would like to request details of all the scientific studies on neonicotinoids
submitted to the EPA by Bayer AG; Bayer Corp; Syngenta AG; Syngenta Corp; Cornerstone; Olsson Frank and Weeda;
East End Group; Gerhardt Group; Greenberg Traurig LLP; Rafaniello and Associates; Staton Park Group; Competitive
Enterprise Institute; Exponent. If you wish to clarify any part of this request please contact me either by email or
telephone (below). On receiving this email, please send me a note acknowledging my request and saying that you will
2/22/2016 16:02 respond within 20 working days. Kind regards, Joe

Joe Sandler Clarke

EPA-R5-2018-007875

P.J. Huffstutter Staff Writer Thomson Reuters/Reuters News 311 S. Wacker Drive Suite 1200 Chicago, IL 60606 Dear
Freedom of Information Office: I am an agriculture reporter at Thomson Reuters/Reuters News and I am reporting on
a series of stories focused on the U.S. agrochemical and seed industry. The purpose of this letter is to request copies of
documents and records pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and applicable U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, 40 C.F.R. &sect;&sect; 2.100-2.406. The types of records I seek
include, but are not limited to: 1. All records pertaining to the synergistic effects, or potential synergistic effects,
between the active ingredients glyphosate and 2,4-D in the herbicide Enlist Duo. 2. All communications (including
records communicated, and documentation of communications) between EPA and Dow Chemical Co or Dow
AgroSciences Inc. (Dow) relating to the synergistic effects, or potential synergistic effects, between glyphosate and 2,4D. 3. All communications between Dow and EPA, starting October 2014, pertaining to the EPA’s registration of Enlist
Duo. 4. All communication between Dow and EPA pertaining to the withdrawal of registration of Enlist Duo. 5. All
communications between Dow and EPA, and internal EPA communications, relating to human health risks and
environmental impacts posed by a synergistic effect between glyphosate and 2,4-D . Please mail all related
information and documents to my attention at the Thomson Reuters address: 311 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 1200,
12/24/2015 14:12 Chicago, IL 60606. I look forward to receiving your prompt response. Sincerely - PJ Huffstutter

PSI

PSI is seeking copies of any environmental records (e.g. underground/aboveground storage tanks, leaking
underground storage tanks, RCRA status/violations, air/water emissions, complaints, permits, asbestos-containing
materials, lead-based paint, hazardous wastes, hazardous material use/storage, etc.) for the following two properties
located in Cook County, Illinois: 1. 5321-5331 Dansher Road, Countryside, IL (Vee Pak Mixing Facility); and 2. 6710 River
5/22/2018 14:05 Road, Hodgkins, IL (Vee Pak Warehouse Distribution Facility).
Requesting a copy of each email that contains the word FOIA in the computer email system of Justin Greuel, Manager,
Diesel Engine Compliance Center, Compliance Division, Office of Transportation and Air Quality dated between
3/8/2016 14:03 September 1, 2015 and March 1, 2016.

EPA-R7-2016-004312

EPA-HQ-2018-008032

This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act (&quot;FOIA&quot;), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. et seq. I
request the following records: All records, messages, e-mails, communications, phone conversation notes, internal
memos, photos, and videos related to the West Lake Landfill in St Louis Missouri from EPA staff between January 1st,
2012 and March 1st, 2016. I request that I also receive all materials or correspondence transmitted between the Army
Corps of Engineers, USNRC and the USEPA related to the West Lake Landfill between January 1st, 2012 and March 1st,
2016. I am interested in documents from Region 7, and any other national or regional office that may have documents
3/1/2016 18:03 related to this request.

Luke Hixson

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2018-008031

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2018-003231

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2018-003230

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

The Associated Press requests electronic copies of any security camera footage recorded at the Environmental
Protection Agency on May 22, 2018, between 7a.m. and 8 a.m., at the security checkpoint inside the William Jefferson
5/24/2018 20:05 Clinton South building (WJC South) entrance by Federal Triangle metro. Please see attached letter from more detail.
The Associated Press requests copies of any emails, text messages or other written communications sent or received
between April 25, 2018 and May 24, 2018, by staff within the Environmental Protection Agency administrator’s office
or the EPA press office regarding media access to the National Leadership Summit on Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl
5/24/2018 20:05 Substances (PFAS) held in Washington, D.C., on May 22, 2018. Please see attached letter for more detail.
The Associated Press requests copies of the daily calendar or schedule for Ryan Jackson, the chief of staff to the
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, created between Jan. 20, 2017 and Dec. 31, 2017. Please see
1/9/2018 21:01 attached letter for more details.
The Associated Press requests copies of the daily calendar or schedule for Samantha Dravis, the associate
administrator for the Office of Policy at the Environmental Protection Agency, created between Jan. 20, 2017 and Dec.
1/9/2018 21:01 31, 2017. Please see attached letter for additional details.

EPA-HQ-2018-003234

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

1/9/2018 22:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003229

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

1/9/2018 21:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003232

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

1/9/2018 21:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003319

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

1/11/2018 23:01

EPA-HQ-2018-003322

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

1/11/2018 23:01

The Associated Press requests copies of any SMS text or Apple iMessages between Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Scott Pruitt and Samantha Dravis, the associate administrator for EPA’s Office of Policy, sent or received
between Feb. 17, 2017 and Dec. 31, 2017. The messages should include, but not be limited to, those exchanged using
Pruitt’s EPA-issued Verizon iPhone and Apple iPad, as well as using any other iOS electronic messaging apps, besides
email. Please see attached letter for additional details.
The Associated Press requests all daily calendars or schedules for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt created between Feb.
17, 2017 and Dec. 31, 2017. Please see attached letter for more detail.
The Associated Press requests copies of the daily calendar or schedule for Albert “Kell” Kelly, senior adviser to the
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, created between Jan. 20, 2017 and Dec. 31, 2017. Please see
attached letter for additional details.
The Associated Press requests all voucher and expense records related to the 2017 taxpayer funded travel by EPA
Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis. This should include but not be limited to records showing the cost and
mode of Dravis’ transportation, hotel accommodations, meals and other related expenses. In addition, please provide
any copies of administrative memos prepared to justify specific expenses, such as the use of charter aircraft or
premium-class (business class, first class, etc.) commercial airline tickets. Please see attached letter for additional
details.
The Associated Press requests copies of any SMS text or Apple iMessages between Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Scott Pruitt and his chief of staff, Ryan Jackson, sent or received between Feb. 17, 2017 and Dec. 31,
2017. The messages should include, but not be limited to, those exchanged using Pruitt’s EPA-issued Verizon iPhone
and Apple iPad, as well as using any other iOS electronic messaging apps, besides email. Please see attached letter for
additional details.

EPA-HQ-2018-003320

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2017-010434

Michael Biesecker

Associated Press

The Associated Press requests all voucher and expense records related to the 2017 taxpayer funded travel by EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt. This should include but not be limited to records showing the cost and mode of Pruitt’s
transportation, hotel accommodations, meals and other related expenses. In addition, please provide any copies of
administrative memos prepared by the administrator’s staff to justify specific expenses, such as the use of charter
aircraft or premium-class (business class, first class, etc.) commercial airline tickets. Please see attached letter for
1/11/2018 23:01 additional details.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, The Associated Press requests copies of all emails and text messages sent
or recieved by Environmental Protection Agency administrator Scott Pruitt's staff and EPA Press Office staff with
Breitbart News reporter Matthew Boyle. In addition, please provide any emails or text messages between members of
Environmental Protection Agency administrator Scott Pruitt's staff and EPA Press Office staff discussing contacts with
Boyle. The documents are requested in the public interest as part of news gathering efforts and not for commercial
usage. In the event that fees cannot be waived, please inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my
request. Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this request. Sincerely, Michael Biesecker, Associated
8/10/2017 22:08 Press

Associated Press

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, The Associated Press requests copies of all emails and text messages sent
or received by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's staff and EPA Press Office staff regarding Pruitt's Aug. 9, 2017, trip to
North Dakota. Responsive documents to this request should include, but not be limited to, electronic messages sent or
received in advance of the trip, while in North Dakota, and discussing related matters following the trip. The
documents are requested in the public interest as part of news gathering efforts and not for commercial usage. In the
event that fees cannot be waived, please inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. Thank you
8/10/2017 22:08 in advance for you prompt attention to this request. Sincerely, Michael Biesecker, Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2017-010433

EPA-HQ-2017-010171
EPA-HQ-2016-004446

EPA-R2-2017-005342

Michael Biesecker

Michael Biesecker
Larissa Walker

Kristen F. Mazzeo

Associated Press
Center For Food Safety

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, The Associated Press requests copies of all ethics letters, statements and
disclosures provided to or by political appointees or staff hired at EPA since Jan. 20, 2017. Similar documents have
already made public by the Trump administration covering political appointees at the White House. The documents
are requested in the public interest as part of news gathering efforts and not for commercial usage. In the event that
fees cannot be waived, please inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. Thank you in advance
8/3/2017 21:08 for you prompt attention to this request. Sincerely, Michael Biesecker, Associated Press
3/4/2016 21:03 Please see attached document.

Lavin, O'Neil, Cedrone &
DiSipio

We are requesting records pertaining to an asbestos litigation currently pending in New Jersey. Kindly provide any and
all records in your possession from 1947 until 2000 concerning asbestos studies, asbestos exposure, asbestos
abatement projects, air quality tests, and any other information regarding asbestos at the following locations: 7 Center
Street, Willinston Park, NY; 64 6th Street, Garden City Park, NY; 136 Central Ave., Garden City Park, NY; 34 Fiesta Drive,
Centereach, NY; Horn &amp; Harter, Garden City, NY; 465 Endo Blvd., Garden City, NY; 201 Willis Ave., Mineola, NY; 60
Hillside Ave., Roslyn Heights, NY; 148 Canterbury Rd., Williston Park, NY; Jericho Tpk. &amp; Denzon Ave., New Hyde
Park, NY; 993 Aberdeen Rd., Bay Shore, NY; 4 Waterview Lane, Setauket, NY; 2700 Shames Dr., Westbury, NY; Syosset,
NY; Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, NY; 263 E. Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, NY; 1703 Church St., Holbrook, NY; 90 E. Jefryn
Blvd., Deer Park, NY; 177 Buffalo Ave., Freeport, NY; 1330 Sandra Lane, Merrick, NY; 629 Rt. 112, Patchogue, NY; 45 7th
St., Garden City, NY; 5 Fairchild Ct., Plainview, NY; 194 Morris Ave., Holtsville, NY; Herricks High School, New Hyde Park,
3/27/2017 17:03 NY; and Farmingdale University, 2359 Broadhollow Road, Farmingdale, NY.

Lavin, O'Neil, Cedrone &
DiSipio

We are requesting records pertaining to an asbestos litigation currently pending in New Jersey. Kindly provide any and
all records in your possession from 1959 until 2000 concerning asbestos studies, asbestos exposure, asbestos
abatement projects, air quality tests, and any other information regarding asbestos at the following locations: 112
Normandy Way, Normandy Beach, NJ; Lavolette, NJ; Toms River North High School, Toms River, NJ; Gas Station, Route
35, Chadwick, NJ; Texaco Station on Normandy Way, Normandy Beach, NJ; Bridge Tire in Point Pleasant Beach, NJ; 637
Rankin Road, Brielle, NJ; 2150 W. County Line Road, Jackson, NJ; 1450 Richmond Ave. Point Pleasant Beach, NJ; 1192
3/22/2017 14:03 Wake Forest Drive, Toms River, NJ; and 280 Route 37, Toms River, NJ.

EPA-R2-2017-005158

Kristen F. Mazzeo

EPA-HQ-2016-004583

Michael Ravnitzky

EPA-HQ-2018-008170

Jaqueline Sumski

Delta Analytical Corporation

5/31/2018 13:05 Please send the most recent generic and end-use data matrices for EPA Reg. Nos. 52252-4, 52252-7, and 52252-11

EPA-HQ-2017-007783
EPA-HQ-2016-004595

Jaqueline Sumski
Larissa Walker

Delta Analytical Corporation
Center For Food Safety

EPA-HQ-2016-004536

Joseph C. Krella

Dinsmore &amp; Shohl LLP

5/26/2017 16:05 Please send all EPA data evaluation reviews for EPA Reg. No. 2568-103.
3/10/2016 14:03 Under Agency Review
Requesting all records and/or documents that reference or pertain to enforcement of the Energy Policy Act as it
3/8/2016 14:03 relates to Washakie Renewable Energy, L.L. C.

EPA-HQ-2016-004633
EPA-HQ-2016-004626

Robert A. Wampler
Emily Unglesbee

The National Security Archive

EPA-HQ-2016-004625
EPA-HQ-2016-004624

Emily Unglesbee
Emily Unglesbee

EPA-HQ-2018-001040

EPA-R2-2018-006508

Edwin D. Rios

Megan E. Cruz

Requesting copy of each email that contains the word FOIA in the computer system of Christopher Grundler, Director
3/9/2016 14:03 of the Office of Transportation and Air Quality, dated between September 1, 2015 and present.

Mother Jones

Terracon Consultants

3/10/2016 14:03 Requesting documents related to the Paris Climate Change Conference held from November 29 to December 13, 2015.
3/10/2016 18:03 Under Agency Review
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act in accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552a seeking all documents, files, and communications created, sent and received between EPA and Syngenta related
to the EPA’s Framework to Delay Corn Rootworm Resistance during the time period of January 1, 2015 through
3/10/2016 18:03 February 29, 2016.
3/10/2016 18:03 Under Agency Review
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the following document(s) be provided
to me: documents related to the security protection for Environmental Protection Agency Secretary Scott Pruitt for the
fiscal year 2017 and fiscal year 2018. The request covers the dates 2/17/17 until the present day. This request includes
the following: memoranda, compensation records, travel cost for security detail records, cost of Environmental
Protection Agency's spending on security detail records, agreements, contracts, security assessments, and any other
10/25/2017 20:10 responsive documents related to the protection of Pruitt.
I am looking for the remediation and investigation reports for the Woodbine Products facility located at 701 Grand
Blvd. in Deer Park, NY. This facility is listed in the SEMS Archive database under EPA ID# NYD002061380. Please let me
4/12/2018 13:04 know if you need further information in order to process this request. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-006804

EPA-HQ-2018-006802

Sean Reilly

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

I am requesting all materials, including but not limited to drafts, memoranda, emails, text messages, etc. generated by
EPA employees from Oct. 1 2017 to the present involved in creation of the Presidential Memorandum released April
11, 2018 and titled “Promoting Domestic Manufacturing and Job Creation — Policies and Procedures Relating to
Implementation of Air Quality Standards.” Those employees may include, but are not limited to: EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt; William Wehrum, Assistant Administrator for EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation; Clint Woods, Deputy
Assistant Administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation; EPA Senior Policy Adviser Mandy Gunasekara; Samantha
Dravis, Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator in EPA’s Office of Policy; Peter Tsirigotis, director of EPA’s Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS); and Anna Marie Wood, director of the Air Quality Policy Division within
OAQPS. I am also requesting any emails or other communications exchanged between EPA employees pursuant to
development of the memorandum and third-party organizations, including but not limited to the National Association
4/18/2018 21:04 of Manufacturers, the American Petroleum Institute and the American Chemistry Council.

Environment and Energy
Publishing

I am requesting all communications, including but not limited to letters, memoranda, emails, and text messages,
between the individuals listed below from Nov. 1, 2017 to the present related to development, submission and
prospects for approval of the “Petition for Rulemaking to Protect Domestic Integrated Iron and Steel Production,”
submitted to EPA on April 18, 2018, by West Virginia Attorney General Patrick Morrisey. The individuals in question are
Mr. Morrisey; Anthony Martin, Chief Deputy Attorney General for West Virginia; Robert Cheren, Special Assistant to
the West Virginia Attorney General; EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt; William Wehrum, Assistant Administrator of EPA’s
Office of Air and Radiation; Clint Woods, Deputy Assistant Administrator of EPA's Office of Air and Radiation; EPA
Senior Policy Adviser Mandy Gunasekara; and Samantha Dravis, Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator in EPA’s
Office of Policy. I am also requesting communications related to this matter involving any other EPA employee besides
4/18/2018 20:04 those named in this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-006757

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

All records, including but not limited to emails, memos, meeting notes, text messages, etc. sent, received or generated
by Mandy Gunasekara, Ryan Jackson, Scott Pruitt, Richard Yamada, Aaron Yeow, Chris Zarba and any other EPA
employee from August 1, 2017 through Nov. 30, 2017 related to the removal of Donna Kenski and Ronald Wyzga from
4/17/2018 22:04 the Chartered Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee.

EPA-HQ-2018-007778

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

All email chains involving EPA staff from March 1, 2017 to the present that include the following email address:
5/17/2018 17:05 dvitter@mercuryllc.com and reference any of the following search terms: Cabot; Cabot Corp.; or carbon black.

EPA-HQ-2018-007780

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2018-006838

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2018-006835

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2018-006902

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing

5/17/2018 18:05
4/19/2018 20:04
4/19/2018 19:04
4/20/2018 20:04

All email chains involving EPA staff from April 1, 2017 to the present that include either of the following email
addresses, mborden@sidley.com, or sboxerman@sidley.com, and reference any of the following search terms:
Continental Carbon; Cabot; Sid Richardson; Orion; Columbian Chemicals; Birla; or carbon black.
All records related to the daily calendar and meeting schedule for Clint Woods, deputy assistant administrator of EPA's
Office of Air and Radiation, from Dec. 1, 2017 to the present.
All records related to the daily calendar and meeting schedule for William Wehrum, assistant administrator of EPA's
Office of Air and Radiation, from March 1, 2018 to the present.
All records related to the daily calendar and meeting schedule for William Wehrum, assistant administrator of EPA's
Office of Air and Radiation, from Nov. 13 2017 through Feb. 28, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006649

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

All materials, including but not limited to any prepared remarks, drafts, notes, slides and PowerPoint presentation,
used by Administrator Scott Pruitt for remarks given at a closed-door event held at Heritage Foundation offices on
April 11, 2018. The same request extends to materials used by any other EPA employee who spoke at the event. I am
also requesting any sound recording, video, written transcript , notes or summary made of the event's proceedings, as
4/13/2018 21:04 well as any lists of invitees and actual attendees.
All documents, communications and records held by the Environmental Protection Agency related to the creation and
announcement of the March 13, 2018 guidance memorandum from Administrator Pruitt titled &quot;Project
Emissions Accounting Under the New Source Review Preconstruction Permitting Program.&quot; By
&quot;documents, communications, and records,” I mean all internal or external correspondence between EPA
officials and staff and others outside EPA, pertaining to the newly announced guidance memorandum, and include all
facsimiles, reports, letters, office emails, private emails, power-point presentations, minutes of meetings, schedules,
lists, slides, written notes, and/or other forms of information in which the guidance memorandum and its contents are
referenced. The precise dates for said communications and documents described above that we seek are from Oct. 1,
2017 until March 13, 2018. This request also seeks any and all records on these topics that are in or on the personal
computers, cellphones or other electronic devices, or personal email accounts used by EPA staff if used for any
government purpose.
All records reflecting requests from the Office of the Administrator in calendar years 2009 and 2010 to the Department
of Defense or other federal agencies for assistance in conducting sweeps for covert and/or illegal surveillance devices
at EPA headquarters.
A list of all members of the New Source Review Task Force referenced by Administrator Pruitt in his Dec. 7, 2017
testimony before the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Environment, along with any documents
outlining the task force's charge or purview.
All ethics letters and other records documenting specific legal, regulatory and administrative matters from which
William Wehrum, assistant administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation, is recused or otherwise restricted from
participation.

EPA-HQ-2018-005910

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

3/27/2018 21:03

EPA-HQ-2018-002736

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

12/18/2017 23:12

EPA-HQ-2018-002487

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

12/8/2017 21:12

EPA-HQ-2018-002440

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

12/7/2017 20:12

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

A list of all nominations (including the individuals and/or organizations responsible for making each nomination) for
the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee received by the Science Advisory Staff Office in response to its June 27,
11/6/2017 22:11 2017 Federal Register &quot;Request for Nominations of Candidates.&quot;

EPA-HQ-2018-001417

EPA-HQ-2018-001419

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2017-011645

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing

EPA-HQ-2017-011961

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

A list of all nominations (including the individuals and/or organizations responsible for making each nomination) for
the Science Advisory Board and the six SAB Committees received by the Science Advisory Staff Office in response to its
11/6/2017 23:11 June 27, 2017 Federal Register notice, titled &quot;Request for Nominations of Candidates . . . &quot;
All public comments received by the Science Advisory Board Staff Office in response to its Aug. 28, 2017 invitation for
9/19/2017 21:09 comment on 43 candidates for the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee.
All public comments received by the Science Advisory Board's Staff Office on the 132 candidates noted in the Sept. 7,
2017 &quot;Invitation for Public Comment on the List of Candidates for the EPA Chartered Science Advisory
10/2/2017 14:10 Board.&quot;

EPA-HQ-2017-010737

EPA-HQ-2017-010747

Sean Reilly

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2017-010173

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2017-008218

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2017-007800

Sean Reilly

EPA-HQ-2017-004261

Sean Reilly

Environment and Energy
Publishing

Environment and Energy
Publishing

Environment and Energy
Publishing

Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing
Environment and Energy
Publishing

All memoranda, emails and any other records from Nov. 8, 2016 to the present reflecting communications between
EPA employees (including, but not limited to, Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and acting Office
of Air and Radiation Assistant Administrator Sarah Dunham) and the entities listed below pertaining to the following
proposed rule, titled: &quot;Promulgation of Air Quality Implementation Plans; State of Texas; Regional Haze and
Interstate Visibility Transport Federal Implementation Plan,&quot; published on Jan. 4, 2017 at 82 Fed. Reg. 912. The
entities are: the Texas Governor’s Office; the Texas Attorney General's Office; the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality; Luminant Generation Co. LLC; Vistra Energy Corp.; Southwestern Public Service Co.; American Electric Power
(AEP); Coleto Creek Power LP; NRG Texas Power LLC; the Utility Air Regulatory Group; and any other company or
8/22/2017 20:08 organization related to the electric power generation industry.
All emails and other communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, and
Sarah Dunham, acting assistant administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation, from Feb. 17, 2017 to the present
related to the following memorandum of agreement, signed Aug. 14 by Acting EPA Region 6 Administrator Samuel
Coleman and Richard Hyde, executive director of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, titled:
“Memorandum of Agreement Between the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality and the United State
Environmental Protection Agency Regarding a State Implementation Plan to Address Certain Regional Haze and
8/23/2017 2:08 Interstate Visibility Transport Requirements Pursuant to Sections 110 and 169A of the Clean Air Act.”
All memoranda, opinions, staff analyses, emails and text messages prepared by the Office of General Counsel from
June 6, 2017 until the present in relationship to Administrator Pruitt's decision, announced on Aug. 2, 2017, to
withdraw the one-year extension for attainment designations for the 2015 ozone NAAQS. For search terms, I suggest
using &quot;extend/extension/extending,&quot; &quot;withdrawal,&quot; &quot;ozone,&quot;
8/3/2017 22:08 &quot;deadline,&quot; and &quot;designation/designations.&quot;
1) Any documents in possession of the Office of the EPA Administrator and the Office of Air and Radiation that state
the mission, charge and membership of the Ozone Cooperative Compliance Task Force referenced in Administrator
Scott Pruitt's June 6, 2017 letter delaying attainment designations for the 2015 ozone NAAQS
(https://www.eenews.net/assets/2017/06/06/document_gw_08.pdf). 2) Any letters, emails, text messages, etc.
between EPA employees and Sen. Orrin Hatch (or members of his staff) related to development of the task force and
6/9/2017 13:06 appointments to the task force.
5/26/2017 20:05 Under Agency Review
Any and all action plans, memoranda, correspondence and any other documents submitted to EPA by then=President2/24/2017 19:02 elect Trump's transition team for the agency.

EPA-HQ-2016-005490

Barry S. Neuman

EPA-HQ-2018-007376 John Templon
EPA-HQ-2018-007375 John Templon
EPA-R10-2016-005907 Loren R. Dunn

EPA-R6-2018-004604

Beth Hesse

Whiteford, Taylor &amp;
Preston, LLP

All documents relating to a request made by FMC Corporation to EPA in or about December 2014 asking EPA to
reevaluate Willowood, LLC’s registration of Clomazone 3ME (“FMC’s Request”), including without limitation: (a) FMC’s
Request including all exhibits and attachments and any supplemental submissions; (b) All communications between
FMC and EPA concerning FMC’s Request, including without limitation: a. All letters and emails; b. Notes, memoranda
or agendas of, and presentations made at, any meetings between FMC and EPA; c. Whether EPA considered and
treated FMC’s Request to be a Petition to Revoke, Cancel or Suspend Willowood’s Clomazone 3ME registration; d.
EPA’s reported denial of FMC’s Request in February 2015; e. FMC’s subseqnet request or requests for more
information including an FOIA requests it submitted; f. EPA’s response or responses to FMC’s requests for more
information, including all documents provided by EPA in response to FMC’s requests for more information; g. All
communications between FMC and EPA concerning FMC’s request for reevaluation after FMC’s receipt of the response
to its requests for more information, including emails and letters as wells as any notes, memoranda or agendas of, and
4/7/2016 15:04 presentations made at, any meetings between FMC and EPA.

BuzzFeed News
BuzzFeed News
Beveridge & Diamond PC

May 4, 2018 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant
to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., I request the database schema or record layout
for the Superfund Enterprise Management System. I am seeking documentation containing information about the
tables and columns inside the database that is the backend for this system. This information is being sought on behalf
of BuzzFeed News for informing the general public. I request these documents in their original digital format. Please
send these files via email or FTP upload. I understand that some of the fields may be related to network security
information. Because this information is being sought on behalf of BuzzFeed News for informing the general public I
am not interested in receiving the information related to these fields. If you determine that any information is exempt
from disclosure, please identify the parts that are exempt, specify the statutes that exempt them, and release all other
segregable parts. Please waive any applicable duplication fees. Release of this information is in the public interest
because it will contribute significantly to the public understanding of the process for cleaning up Superfund sites in the
United States. As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate
you communicating with me by telephone or electronic mail, rather than by postal mail. I look forward to your reply
within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Please let me know if there are any clarifications I can make to make
this request easier and/or quicker to complete. My email address and phone numbers are listed above. Sincerely, John
5/4/2018 19:05 Templon
5/4/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review
4/19/2016 13:04 See attached request letter.
Please limit the date range of this request from October 1, 2012 through February 20, 2018. I am not requesting CBI.
Oklahoma Pole and Lumber Company or Electric Mills Wood Preserving Highway 70 E, 305 Silvey Road in Broken Bow,
OK 74728 (alternate address: Highway 70 East and Silvey Road in Broken Bow, OK 74728) EPA Handler ID
OKD007335524 Requesting records associated with: 1) Environmental contamination investigation, remediation,
voluntary cleanup participation 2) Water, waste, and air records including permits, inspections and notices of violation
3) Enforcement actions/orders 4) PCB storage records 5) Existing and former aboveground and underground storage
2/20/2018 14:02 tanks 6) Natural resource damage claims

EPA-R2-2018-002275

Amberlynn Verderosa

Whitestone Associates, Inc.

EPA-R5-2018-006122

Allison Fournier

Weaver Consultants Group

EPA-HQ-2017-009885

Matt J. Novak

Gizmodo / Univision

EPA-R10-2016-006076 Bruce White

Barnes &amp; Thornburg LLP

EPA-R10-2018-001363 Stephanie Wilken

Bullivant Houser Bailey PC

EPA-R2-2018-005773

EPA-HQ-2016-006497

Jose A. Cepeda

Rebecca Riley

Cepeda Law Offices

Natural Resources Defense
Council

Existing Office/Medical Building, 938 Spring Valley Road, Block 2, Lot 3, Maywood, Bergen County, New Jersey 07657.
Owner: 938 Spring Valley Rd LLC. Whitestone Associates Inc. (Whitestone) is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment at the above-referenced location. Whitestone requests copies of any available files addressing or
pertinent to environmental investigations, underground storage tanks (USTs), corrective actions, contaminant
releases, incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or other areas of concern at the
12/4/2017 15:12 above referenced property.
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents that may be on file concerning current or historical risk management plans; building
permits; current or historical underground or aboveground storage tanks; hazardous materials incidents; and any
other environmental conditions, inspections, releases, or violations located at the following address: 6200 Industrial
Highway Gary, Indiana Please see the attached figure for the approximate property boundary. Should you require any
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact our office at 312-922-1030, or contact me directly at
4/2/2018 21:04 afournier@wcgrp.com.
I request all emails to and from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, from July 10, 2017 to July 27, 2017, in which the phrase
&quot;chlorpyrifos” is in the ''To&quot;, &quot;From&quot;, &quot;CC&quot;, &quot;BCC&quot;, subject and/or body
7/28/2017 13:07 fields of the message.
4/25/2016 13:04 Under Agency Review
Please provide copies of any and all records related to enforcement actions, air sampling, and/or asbestos monitoring
11/3/2017 23:11 and abatement at the Bunker Hill Mine in Kellogg, Idaho. Thank you.
I represent Environmental Preservation Associates Corp, &quot;EPAC&quot;. On March 6, 2027, the Region sent a
Notice of Potential Liability and Demand for Costs to Environmental Preservation Associates Corp., Pursuant to the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. &sect;&sect; 9601 - 9675. The
demand notice is related to a corporation by the name of Integrated Waste Management Site, Pef&ntilde;uelas,
Puerto Rico. The costs in demand were described in an attachment &quot;Certified by Financial Management
Office&quot; consisting of three pages, &quot;Table of Contents,&quot; &quot;Narrative Cost Summary&quot; and
describing in general the costs incurred in a removal. To date, EPAC has not received the documents supporting the
costs claimed. By this FOIA request, EPAC demands a copy of all related documents, work sheets, receipts for
expenses, invoices and all other documentation that corresponds to the expenses and costs claimed in the
aforementioned letter. A copy of the demand letter and its attachments is include herein for your convenience. Thank
3/27/2018 0:03 you.
Dear FOIA Officer: I write on behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) to request disclosure of records
pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and applicable U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, 40 C.F.R. &sect; 2.100-2.406. I. Description of Records Sought Please produce
records of the following types in EPA’s possession, custody, or control: 1. All records pertaining to the benefits, or lack
of benefits, of neonicotinoid seed treatments for corn and soybeans. Benefits include, but are not limited to, economic
and agricultural benefits. Neonicotinoids include clothianidin, imidacloprid, acetamiprid, dinotefuran, and
thiamethoxam. 2. All records pertaining to EPA’s 2014 draft review of neonicotinoid seed treatments on soybeans.
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201410/documents/benefits_of_neonicotinoid_seed_treatments_to_soybean_production_2.pdf Further description is
5/10/2016 13:05 attached.

EPA-HQ-2016-006460

David W. Schnare

The Free Market
Environmental Law Clinic

EPA-HQ-2016-006816

David W. Schnare

The Free Market
Environmental Law Clinic

EPA-HQ-2018-003826

EPA-HQ-2017-011502

EPA-HQ-2017-011131

EPA-HQ-2017-010435

5/9/2016 13:05 Requesting Certain Agency Records re: Glyphosate.
Requesting documents discussing, analyzing, commenting on, evaluating or otherwise related to the quality and/or
credibility of studies, research, reports and analyses produced by the Ramazzini Institute and 2. Documents addressing
the analytical and toxicological methods used by the Ramazzini Institute, including whether to use Ramazzini research
5/19/2016 13:05 in U.S. EPA risk assessments

Russ Kick

I hereby request all official photographs showing Administrator Scott Pruitt taken in August and September 2017. By
&quot;official,&quot; I mean any of the following: 1) photographs taken by any employee, official, or contractor of any
component of the EPA as part of their formal or informal duties 2) photographs taken using EPA equipment 3)
photographs for which EPA funds were spent Further, I request that these documents be sent in any digital formats in
which they exist. Under the terms of the E-FOIA Amendments of 1996, Section 5, if a document exists in electronic
1/29/2018 14:01 format, it must be released in that format upon request.

Russ Kick

I hereby request your agency's 2016 annual Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) report to the Secretary of Labor.
The deadline for turning this in was May 1, 2017. I am requesting the complete report, including all appendices,
attachments, subagency reports, and appendices to subagency reports. Instructions from the Department of Labor
regarding this report are here: https://www.osha.gov/dep/fap/Presidents_Report.html
https://www.osha.gov/dep/fap/micheals_memorandum.html Further, I ask that these documents be sent to me in
any digital formats in which they exist, such as PDF or Word. Under the terms of the E-FOIA Amendments of 1996,
Section 5, if a document exists in electronic format, it must be released in that format upon request. This request is for
my personal use and will not be used in a commercial manner. I agree to pay up to $10 for this request. If it will be
9/15/2017 13:09 more than this, please let me know in advance.

Russ Kick

I hereby request all emails, email chains, and texts that were sent to or from Scott Pruitt, Liz Bowman, Christie St. Clair,
Enesta Jones, and Robert Daguillard containing any one of the following terms: &quot;Associated Press&quot; or
&quot;AP&quot; or &quot;Superfund&quot; or &quot;mislead&quot; or &quot;misleading&quot; or the link
&quot;https://apnews.com/27796dd13b9549b0ac76aded58a15122&quot;. The time frame for this request is
9/5/2017 17:09 September 2, 2017, to the present.

Russ Kick

On August 9, 2017, Administrator Pruitt held three closed-door meetings in North Dakota (&quot;in Fargo at North
Dakota State University, at a farm west of Grand Forks, and at the Energy and Environmental Research Center at
UND,&quot; according to the Grand Forks Herald). I hereby request the following documents for ALL of these
meetings: 1) All notes, prepared remarks, written transcriptions, audio, and video for Pruitt's speeches, including any
Q&amp;A sessions. 2) All notes, prepared remarks, written transcriptions, audio, and video for the roundtable
discussions that occurred at Fargo, Grand Forks, and possible EERC. 3) Any accompanying presentations (such as
PowerPoint) or handouts related to Pruitt's participation in these events. 4) Notes, memos, transcripts, schedules, etc.
regarding any meetings or discussions Pruitt had while at these events. Further, I request that these documents be
sent to me in any digital formats in which they exist (PDF, Word, MP4, etc.). Under the terms of the E-FOIA
Amendments of 1996, Section 5, if a document exists in electronic format, it must be released in that format upon
8/10/2017 22:08 request.

EPA-HQ-2017-009032

I hereby request the 70 most recent emails sent from and the 70 most recent emails received by all email accounts
used by Administrator Pruitt for official business. This request includes all attachments to those emails. Further, I ask
that these documents be sent to me in any digital formats in which they exist. Under the terms of the E-FOIA
Amendments of 1996, Section 5, if a document exists in electronic format, it must be released in that format upon
7/3/2017 13:07 request.

Russ Kick

EPA-HQ-2018-005358

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

EPA-HQ-2017-010289

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

EPA-HQ-2017-008423

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

EPA-R3-2017-008427

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

EPA-HQ-2017-004816

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

Pursuant to FOIA, would like to request copies of all correspondence, including letters, emails and voice recordings not
already published or made available on the EPA website concerning the EPA's evaluation of the health risks of
exposure to the contaminant RDX,
(https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/iris/iris_documents/documents/subst/0313_summary.pdf) from January 1, 2000 to Oct.
31, 2016. The response should exclude comments formally submitted to the EPA as part of the IRIS review process,
and which are otherwise available online, as well as any other documents and information already published on the
EPA's IRIS website. It should include all other internal and external communications no previously published for the
public on the EPA website. I'd like responsive materials delivered on a rolling basis as they become available, and sent
to me on a DVD via mail, as download of materials from the FOIAonline website is unreliable and frequently does not
work. This request is a refiling of a previously withdrawn request, EPA-HQ-2017-000877 made to include my request
for a fee waiver. Since substantial research has already been completed to answer the original request, it is my hope
3/12/2018 19:03 this new request can receive a response quickly.
Pursuant to FOIA I'd like to request all documents and correspondence concerning the issue of penalties for, or the
calculation of penalties for federal facilities between Jan. 20, 2017 and August 8, 2017. I'd like to request that
8/8/2017 13:08 responsive materials be delivered on a rolling basis as they become available.
I'd like to request copies of all correspondence between the office of the Administrator, Scott Pruitt, and any entity
outside of the USEPA concerning the management, modernization or prioritization of the Superfund program between
6/14/2017 18:06 Feb 16, 2017 and the present.
In May, 2011 the EPA conducted a multi-media inspection at the Radford Army Ammunition Plant in Radford VA, EPA
RCRA ID No. VA1210020730 ; CWA NPDES Permit No. V A0000248 ; CAA Title V Permit Nos. 5112100006 and
5112100082. For EPA Region III. In December, 2014 EPA conducted a compliance investigation of the same facility,
NEIC Project No.: VP1068. For EPA Region III. Pursuant to FOIA I’d like to request copies of all correspondence, memos,
reports or presentations regarding the findings or the conduct of both of these inspections and investigations,
including what to do about them. I’d also like to request copies of any and all enforcement actions taken as a result of
these inspections, including notices of violation or formal citations or warnings issued to the U.S. Army or its tenants at
the Radford facility over the violations identified in these reports, as well as all records documenting the remedy of
6/14/2017 18:06 identified violations and return to compliance with the applicable laws and facility permits.
Pursuant to FOIA I'd like to request copies of all correspondence originating from or involving member of the EPA press
office mentioning &quot;Abrahm Lustgarten&quot;, &quot;ProPublica&quot; or regarding a press inquiry made by
3/13/2017 13:03 either entity since Sept. 1, 2016.

EPA-HQ-2017-003625

EPA-HQ-2017-003148

EPA-HQ-2017-003411

Abrahm Lustgarten

Abrahm Lustgarten

Abrahm Lustgarten

ProPublica

The following is a re-filing of a FOIA request previously submitted to EPA Region 4, but which seems to be more
appropriately handled by EPA HQ: The original FOIA # is EPA-R5-2017-003467 I am requesting copies of all releasable
files relating to the permitting of, conduct of, or investigations into, the company U.S. Technology, based in Canton
OH, and its handling of hazardous materials, between the years 2000 and 2017. It is my understanding that U.S.
Technology is the subject of investigations or enforcement actions in both EPA Region 4, and in EPA Region 6, and
perhaps elsewhere. It is information regarding the company's conduct and operations in these specific regions which I
am requesting information about. In addition I request copies of all correspondence, including emails and letters
received from or addressed to parties outside of the U.S. EPA concerning U.S. Technology, as well as any releasable
intra-agency correspondence. I understand that my original request was forwarded to EPA Region 5 because the
company in question is based there, But to reiterate, this request specifically concerns actions in R4 and R6. Also, I was
advised previously that Region staff did not know or have enough information to know where to begin their search. To
clarify my request, because this concerns a hazardous waste handling issue and an enforcement issue, I would suggest
beginning with the RCRA enforcement offices and the criminal investigations divisions of these regional offices.
However I do not know that responsive records would be limited to those offices, and therefore would like the request
2/6/2017 19:02 considered more broadly.

ProPublica

Pursuant to FOIA I request copies the list and contact information of all registrants for all public meetings held by the
EPA concerning its IRIS review of RDX between Jan 1, 2013 and Jan 20, 2017, as well as any presentation materials or
prepared comments also collected from these registrants, per the EPA's guidelines for these meetings referenced
below. In addition, I'd like to request copies of any meeting minutes, digitally recorded webinar, or other audio or
visual recordings made of these public sessions. According to the notice at Regulations.gov, &quot;III. Meeting
Registration and Presentations Registrants will be required to provide their name, title, affiliation, sponsor (if different
from affiliation), and contact information. If you intend to request time on the agenda to make a specific presentation,
please register no later than 30 days before the meeting to attend in person or via webinar/teleconference. All other
participants should register no later than 7 days before the meeting. Participants that want to make a specific
presentation should indicate such in their registration and provide the length of time required. In general,
presentations should be no more than 30 minutes. Please submit any written materials to the appropriate docket
number for the subject chemical, as specified in Section III of this notice, no later than 7 days before the meeting. If
there are more requests for presentations than time allows, the time limit for each presentation will be adjusted.
During the meeting, remote attendees and individuals attending the meeting in person are welcome to make
comments, ask questions, and participate in the dialogue. Details regarding registration procedures (in person, via
1/25/2017 14:01 webinar, or teleconference) will be posted on the IRIS Web site (http://www.epa.gov/iris/publicmeeting/).

ProPublica

I request a copy of the following technical report currently being cited in the EPA's IRIS review of RDX, and with the
EPA HERO ID# 2919533: Determination of the chronic mammalian toxicological effects of RDX: Twenty-four month
chronic toxicity/carcinogenicity study of hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) in the B6C3F1 hybrid mouse
(Volumes 1-3) The report was originally produced by the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command, but
is a central document in the EPA's current toxicological review. The report is not classified but is is not made available
through a hyperlink the way most other citations relied on for the IRIS review are on the IRIS website. Thus I am
1/30/2017 21:01 requesting a copy of the EPA's version of this technical report.

Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following Washington entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) Clark County, (2) Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation and
Development Authority, and (3) Port of Sunnyside. Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following
Oregon entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018 Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) South Central Oregon EDA,
(2) Marion County, and (3) City of Baker City. An electronic copy of application(s) submitted by the Nez Perce Tribe as
5/31/2018 23:05 part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018 Brownfields ARC Grant competition.

EPA-R10-2018-008224 Andrea Pedersen

Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following California entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) California Dept. of Toxic Substances Control; (2) City of Mt. Shasta; (3) City of
Sacramento; (4) City of Salinas; (5) Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation; and (6) City of West Sacramento.
Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following Arizona entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) City of Douglas; (2) Gila County IDA; (3) Hualapai Indian Tribe; (4) City of
Peoria; (5) City of Phoenix; and (6) City of Tucson.
An electronic copy of application(s) submitted by the City of Lamar, Colorado as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
Brownfields ARC Grant competition.
Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following Texas entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) City of Dallas; (2) City of Houston; (3) City of Kingsville; (4) Permian Basin
Regional Planning Commission; (5) City of Port Arthur; (6) City of Texarkana; and (7) West Central Texas Council of
Governments.

EPA-R9-2018-008223

Andrea Pedersen

5/31/2018 23:05

EPA-R9-2018-008222

Andrea Pedersen

5/31/2018 23:05

EPA-R8-2018-008221

Andrea Pedersen

5/31/2018 23:05

EPA-HQ-2018-008220

Andrea Pedersen

5/31/2018 23:05

EPA-HQ-2018-008219
EPA-R2-2018-008218

Andrea Pedersen
Andrea Pedersen

Electronic copies of applications submitted by the following New Mexico entities as part of the EPA Fiscal Year 2018
5/31/2018 23:05 Brownfields ARC Grant competition: (1) Chavez County; (2) City of Farmington; and (3) Lincoln County.
5/31/2018 23:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-006340

Ethan Barton

Daily Caller News Foundation

4/6/2018 20:04 Please see attached.

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request access to and copies of any and all
documents related to the Environmental Protection Agency administrator’s travel in first-class or business-class on
flights from between Jan. 23, 2009 and Jan. 19, 2018.
I am also requesting access to and copies of any and all documents, regardless of the type of seating, related to travel
to New Jersey from between Jan. 23, 2009 and Feb. 19, 2013 and travel to Massachusetts from between July 18, 2013
and Jan. 19, 2018.
Lastly, I am requesting the same documents, but in regards to the spouses of both administrators.
To be clear, the documents I am requesting cover the duration of both Lisa Jackson’s and Gina McCarthy’s time as
EPA administrator.

EPA-HQ-2018-006339

Ethan Barton

Daily Caller News Foundation

The documents I am requesting include, but are not limited to, the approval of the administrators’ travel, the
4/6/2018 20:04 justification for travel, the total estimated and actual costs of the travel, and any ethical justification of the travel.

EPA-HQ-2016-008039

EPA-HQ-2016-007823

David Schnare

John Greenewald

FME Law Clinic

Fee waiver requested in the attached. All records are in electronic form and we request them provided in electronic
6/27/2016 15:06 form.

The Black Vault

To whom it may concern, This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act 5 U.S.C. S 552. My FOIA requester status as a &quot;representative of the news media.&quot; I am a freelance
television producer often working on documentaries related to my FOIA requests, my work is commonly featured
throughout major news organizations, and I freelance writer for news sites as well. Examples can be given, if needed. I
prefer electronic delivery of the requested material either via email to john@greenewald.com or via CD-ROM or DVD
via postal mail. Please contact me should this FOIA request should incur a charge. I respectfully request a copy of
records, electronic or otherwise, of all emails that contain the word FOIA in the computer system of Christopher
Grundler, Director of the Office of Transportation and Air Quality, dated between September 1, 2015 and March 1,
2016. Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking forward to your response. Sincerely, John
6/21/2016 13:06 Greenewald, Jr. 8512 Newcastle Ave. Northridge, Ca. 91325

To whom it may concern, This is a non-commercial request made under the provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act 5 U.S.C. S 552. My FOIA requester status as a &quot;representative of the news media.&quot; I am a freelance
television producer often working on documentaries related to my FOIA requests, my work is commonly featured
throughout major news organizations, and I freelance writer for news sites as well. Examples can be given, if needed. I
prefer electronic delivery of the requested material either via email to john@greenewald.com or via CD-ROM or DVD
via postal mail. Please contact me should this FOIA request should incur a charge. I respectfully request a copy of
records, electronic or otherwise, of all emails that contain the word FOIA in the computer email system of Justin
Greuel, Manager, Diesel Engine Compliance Center, Compliance Division, Office of Transportation and Air Quality
dated between September 1, 2015 and March 1, 2016. Thank you so much for your time, and I am very much looking
6/21/2016 13:06 forward to your response. Sincerely, John Greenewald, Jr. 8512 Newcastle Ave. Northridge, Ca. 91325

EPA-HQ-2016-007824

John Greenewald

The Black Vault

EPA-HQ-2017-011970

Under Agency Review

Sentinel Imports

EPA-HQ-2017-011971

Under Agency Review

Sentinel Imports

EPA-HQ-2017-011759

Under Agency Review

Sentinel Imports

EPA-R5-2018-007841

Emily I. McGonigle

GSG Consultants

EPA-HQ-2016-008140
EPA-HQ-2016-010598
EPA-HQ-2016-005996

Amanda W. Goodin
Ryan B. Berghoff
Ryan B. Berghoff

Earthjustice
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety

Copies of EPA notices of arrival for pesticides containing Methoxyfenozide during Calender Year 2017. EPA Registration
9/21/2017 19:09 Numbers 91813-7, 70506-332. In the event of CBI assertions, I can accept redacted records
Please provide copies of EPA Notices of Arrival for pesticides containing any of the following 7 pesticides: Chlorimuron,
Metsulfuron, Tribenuron, Chlorsulfuron, Nicosulfuron, Rimsulfuron, Thifensulfuron, Sulfometuron. During the period
June 1,2017 - Aug 31, 2017. In the event of CBI Assertions, I can accept redacted records. A list of EPA Registration
8/29/2017 19:08 Numbers is attached.
Please provide copies of Notices of Arrival of Pesticides containing Fomesafen for the period June 2017-YTD 2017. In
the case of company asserted CBI, I can accept redacted records. EPA Registration Numbers 19713-656, 4787-68,
8/21/2017 23:08 11603-51, 82633-5, 85678-36, 87427-17, 88024-1.
I am requesting any/all environmental records for the property located at 9801 Pacific Ave, Franklin Park, IL 60131
5/21/2018 13:05 regarding SRPs, USTs, LUSTs, etc.
Freedom of Information Act Request – Endangered Species Act Biological Opinions Regarding Pacific Salmonids. Please
6/30/2016 13:06 see attached for the full text of our FOIA Request.
9/27/2016 13:09 See attached
4/22/2016 13:04 See Attached

EPA-HQ-2016-008460

This is a continuation of FOIA requests for on an ongoing project. I am making request for these documents: 40541301
and 40541302 .....Bodden, R.; Patanella, J.; Feng, P. (1988) Volume 1: Metabolism Study of Synthetic &cent;Carbon
13/Carbon14|--Labeled Glyphosate and Aminomethylphosphonic Acid in Lactating Goats: Laboratory Project No. HLA
6103-113: MSL-7458. Unpublished study prepared by Monsanto Co. 129p. 40541302 Bodden, R.; Feng, P.; Patanella, J.
(1988) Volume 2: 40541303 Metabolism Study of Synthetic &cent;Carbon 13/Carbon 14|--Labeled Glyphosate and
Aminomethylphosphonic Acid inLaying Hens: Laboratory Project No.: HLA 6103-112: MSL-7420. Unpublished study
prepared by Monsanto Co. 126p. 00027235 00028852 00028853 00033954 00036222 00036223 00036229 00036231
00036328 Monsanto Company (1979) Analytical Residue Method for N-Phosphonomethylglycine (Glyphosate) and
Aminomethylphosphoni acid in Sugarcane, Bagasse, Raw Sugar and Molasses. (Unpublish study received Dec 28, 1979
under 524-332; CDL:099157-B) 00039377 00039381 00040083 00040084 00040085 00040086 00040087 00044422
00044423 00044426 Summary of Glyphosate (Roundup) Residue Studies in Citrus Frui and Processed Fractions.
(Unpublished study received Jan 26, 1976 under 6G1734; submitted by Monsanto Co., Washington, D.C. CDL:095065A) Conkin, R.A.; Hannah, L.H.; Stewart, E.R. (1975) Residue Data for Roundup on Rice and in Fish. (Unpublished study
received S 26, 1975 under 6H5106; submitted by Monsanto Co., Washington, D.C.; CDL:094900-C) Kramer, R.M.; Arras,
D.D.; Beasley, R.K.; et al. (1975) Final Report on CP 67573 Residue and Metabolism: Agricultural Resear Report No. 372.
(Unpublished study received Sep 25, 1975 under 6G1679; prepared in cooperation with Washington State Univ. an
others, submitted by Monsanto Co., Washington, D.C.; CDL: 095355-A) Monsanto Company (1975) Storage Stability of
7/13/2016 13:07 Field Residue Samples and Glyphosate-14C Treated Crops. (Unpublished study received Aug 13, 1975

Anthony Samsel

EPA-HQ-2016-008399

Linda A. Backiel

backielymeneses

EPA-HQ-2018-000960

Brad Moss

Mark S. Zaid, P.C.

Any and all documents reporting and/or investigating incidents involving the pesticide naled, including allegations of
improper use, application, or adverse effects upon human health and/or the environment between Jan 1, 2005 and
the date of this request. Any and all documents related to its use for aerial spraying in Puerto Rico between 1987 and
the date of this request. Any and all documents relevant to the experience of Clarke Environmental, based in Illinois,
7/11/2016 20:07 and Dynamic Aviation group, based in Florida, or Roger Franklin, of that entity.
All records – including verbal communications memorialized in writing – reflecting communications between senior
EPA officials and employees of Icahn Enterprises L.P. or Icahn Enterprises Holdings L.P. (including Carl C. Icahn) and
10/24/2017 14:10 that concern the regulation of Renewable Identification Number credits.
(1) Documentation memorializing official authorization requests for travel by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, including,
but not limited to, requests to use private chartered planes;
(2) Documentation memorializing the stated justification(s) provided in seeking approval for official travel expenses for
Administrator Pruitt;
(3) Documentation memorializing the basis or bases upon which official authorization requests for travel by
Administrator Pruitt was approved or denied; and

EPA-HQ-2017-011765
EPA-HQ-2017-003479

Brad Moss
Christopher Hudak

Mark S. Zaid, P.C.
Environmental Advocates

(4) Documentation memorializing discussions between Administrator Pruitt (as well as his staff) and appropriate EPA
9/25/2017 14:09 officials regarding securing approval for official travel within the continental United
2/1/2017 18:02 Please see attached FOIA Request and Fee Waiver Request (combined in one PDF document).

EPA-R2-2018-008021

EPA-HQ-2017-005812

EPA-HQ-2017-005096

Ashley Sandve

Patrick Ambrosio

Patrick Ambrosio

Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services

Please consider this a formal Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request for records regarding buildings, construction,
chemical spills, underground storage tanks (USTs), monitoring wells, groundwater sampling, asbestos abatement,
radon, hazardous materials and any other documents that your department may have regarding the subject property
5/24/2018 19:05 located at 100 Jefferson Road, Parsippany, NJ (Block 737, Lot 5).

Bloomberg BNA

This is a request under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, the common law of the United States, the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C.) section 552a, and any statute providing
for public access to government information: I request that I be sent copies of the following documents or, if there is a
large number, be permitted to inspect the following documents: Any and all memorandums issued by EPA
headquarters (including from the Office of the Administrator and from heads of EPA offices) to EPA’s regional offices
from Jan. 19, 2017 until the date on which the search is conducted. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest
number of records or documents in electronic form. The Freedom of Information Act requires that if part of a record is
exempt from disclosure, you must redact and release all segregated parts. Please describe the deleted material in
detail and specify the reasons for believing that the alleged statutory justification applies in this instance. Do contact
me by telephone or e-mail if you have any questions regarding this request or recommendations on how to streamline
or revise it. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify which exemption(s) is (are) claimed for each
passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number of pages in each document and the total
number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents withheld. Please provide copies of any
logs, internal tracking numbers or other file-tracking device or system of documents in existence but denied disclosure.
Such statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination. I appreciate your attention to
this and expect, as the FOIA provides, to hear from your office within 20 days. If you have any questions about the
4/6/2017 18:04 nature or scope of this request, please call me at []

Bloomberg BNA

This is a request under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, the common law of the United States, the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C.) section 552a, and any statute providing
for public access to government information: I request that I be sent copies of the following documents or, if there is a
large number, be permitted to inspect the following documents: Please send any and all communications between the
Office of the Administrator (including, but not limited to, Administrator Pruitt and his chief of staff) and EPA’s Ethics
Office related to lawsuits Scott Pruitt brought against the EPA while serving as Oklahoma’s attorney general. Please
include any phone calls, call logs, call sheets, emails, letters, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets
and other documented forms of communication regarding this issue. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest
number of records or documents in electronic form. The Freedom of Information Act requires that if part of a record is
exempt from disclosure, you must redact and release all segregated parts. Please describe the deleted material in
detail and specify the reasons for believing that the alleged statutory justification applies in this instance. Do contact
me by telephone or e-mail if you have any questions regarding this request or recommendations on how to streamline
or revise it. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify which exemption(s) is (are) claimed for each
passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number of pages in each document and the total
number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents withheld. Please provide copies of any
logs, internal tracking numbers or other file-tracking device or system of documents in existence but denied disclosure.
3/20/2017 17:03 Such statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination.

EPA-HQ-2018-006154

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-006152

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-006383

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-006380

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-006377

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-006033

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-005926

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-005925

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-005924

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-004816

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2018-001439

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2017-007033

Umair Irfan

Vox

EPA-HQ-2017-004885

Umair Irfan

Vox

I request a listing of all media inquiries made to the US Environmental Protection Agency from January 1, 2018 until
4/3/2018 17:04 the date of this filing.
I request all travel records for senior EPA personnel including EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, Assistant Administrator
William Wehrum, and Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis, including itineraries, flight schedules, agendas, trip
books, hotel bookings, security arrangements, accompanying personnel, and receipts from January 1, 2018 until the
4/3/2018 17:04 date of this filing.
I request all correspondence between EPA spokespersons Jahan Wilcox and Elizabeth (Liz) Bowman and Elizabeth
Harrington at the Washington Free Beacon -- including telephone records, emails, and text messages, as well as all
4/9/2018 16:04 email correspondence from the domain @freebeacon.com -- from February 15, 2018 until April 1, 2018.
I request all public schedules, meeting records, and travel itineraries for Associate Administrator For Policy Samantha
4/9/2018 16:04 Dravis from February 2017 until the date of this filing.
I request all personnel records for Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis from February 2017 until the date of this
filing, including pay stubs/ payroll information, performance reviews, logged hours, office assignments, and reporting
4/9/2018 16:04 subordinates.
I request EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule and activities for the week from March 26, 2017 to April 2, 2017,
3/30/2018 20:03 including all scheduled meetings, travel arrangements, itineraries, agendas, expense reports, and call records.
I request a listing of all new hires at US EPA headquarters, including names, job titles, salary grades from January 1,
3/28/2018 16:03 2018 until the date of this filing.
I request a log of all visitors to the US EPA headquarters office in Washington DC from January 1, 2018 until the date of
3/28/2018 16:03 this filing.
I request a telephone and email directory of all EPA employees located at EPA headquarters in Washington DC
3/28/2018 16:03 accurate as of March 1, 2018.
I request all information pertaining to travel arranged by EPA for Marlyn Pruitt, including all travel itineraries, budgets,
2/23/2018 22:02 receipts, visa filings, and lodging records from February 2017 until the date of this filing.
I request all electronic correspondence between the following EPA personnel -- EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt,
Elizabeth Bowman, John Konkus, Andrew Wheeler, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis -- and the following domains -kochind.com, murrayenergycorp.com, coalsource.com, peabodyenergy.com, archcoal.com, alphanr.com, from January
11/7/2017 17:11 20, 2017 until the date of this filing.
I request email correspondence and telephone records between transition team members and senior leadership at the
Environmental Protection Agency including Scott Pruitt, Myron Ebell, Doug Ericksen, J. P. Freire and senior leadership
at the U.S. Department of Energy including Rick Perry, Travis Fisher, William Greene, Steve Milloy, Mark Palazzo, Brian
McCormack, Robert Haus, Sarah Habansky resulting from an electronic automated search of the email accounts
5/8/2017 20:05 associated with these individuals from January 20, 2017 until the date of this filing.
I request email correspondence between senior leadership at the Environmental Protection Agency including Gina
McCarthy, Stan Meiburg and Bob Perciasepe, and senior leadership at the U.S. Department of Energy including Ernest
Moniz, Elizabeth Sherwood-Randall, Kevin Knobloch, David Turk, David Danielson and Jonathan Pershing resulting
from an electronic automated search of the email accounts associated with these individuals from July 1, 2016 and
3/14/2017 18:03 January 20, 2017.

EPA-R5-2017-006802

Ryan C. Granholm

Schiff Hardin LLP

EPA-HQ-2016-009184

Robert A. Wampler

The National Security Archive

Please provide all documents and communications (notes, reports, inspection reports, etc) from January 1, 2016
through the present by and between EPA Region 5 and (a) Huntsman Corporation; (b) Flint Hills Resources; (c) Illinois
EPA; and/or (d) City of Peru, regarding the site located at 501 Brunner Street, Peru, Illinois, including but not limited to
documents and communications related to: (1) the July 15, 2016 EPA Region 5 inspection of the 501 Brunner Street
site; (2) the August 17, 2016 letter from J. Matson, Assoc. Regional Counsel, EPA Region 5 to D. Nutt, Huntsman
Corporation regarding EPA’s intent to proceed with a corrective action at the 501 Brunner Street site under Section
5/3/2017 13:05 3008(h) of RCRA.
Requesting documents prepared in connection with the 42nd session of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
8/5/2016 13:08 Change (IPCC), which took place on October 5-8, 2015 in Dubrovnik, Croatia.

EPA-R2-2018-007211

Angie Tran

5/1/2018 18:05

EPA-R1-2018-008062

Angie Tran

5/25/2018 23:05

EPA-HQ-2016-009042

Aram V. Desteian

Bassord Remele

EPA-R6-2018-001667
EPA-HQ-2016-008779
EPA-HQ-2016-008780
EPA-HQ-2016-008781

Renee Floyd
Sylvia Wu
Sylvia Wu
Sylvia Wu

Baker Hostetler LLP
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety

EPA-HQ-2017-007450

Matt Dixon

5/17/2017 20:05

EPA-HQ-2017-007449
EPA-HQ-2017-007446

Matt Dixon
Matt Dixon

5/17/2017 20:05
5/17/2017 20:05

8/1/2016 13:08
11/14/2017 1:11
7/25/2016 17:07
7/25/2016 18:07
7/25/2016 18:07

Hello. I would like to receive Region 2, NPL site, boundary shapefiles, if they updated. My office last received the
shapefile in 2015. Subsequent to that years, we've received confirmation no updates made to it, which is to be
expected again this time. If no update, you may confirm “No update” and close out this request. Last
time,calderon.wanda@epa.gov assisted us. Thank you, angiet@RECCHECK.COM; 714-669-8096 ext.1009
Hello. I would like to request for Hazardous Waste sites with Financial Assurance . My co-worker, Joe Ampuero, last
received from you on 11/14/2017, the EPA-R1-2018-000538 Records.zip, which contained the 11-14-17 FOIA Financial
Assurance.pdf inside it. I've also attached the last received PDF as reference of what I am requesting for. Please also let
me know if there are any other related financial assurance data besides that PDF. Thank you, Angie Tran. 714-6698097 ext. #1009, angiet@reccheck.com
Requesting documents involving the regulatory approval for several Syngenta corn seed biotechnology traits and
products for which Syngenta applied for and received EPA approval.
Dear Sir or Madam: Please refer to the attached FOIA request. Thank you for your attention to our request. Sincerely,
Renee Floyd
Please see attached FOIA request and request for fee waiver.
Please see attached FOIA request and request for fee waiver.
Please see attached FOIA request and request for fee waiver.
Any documents, emails or other communications to/from former Congressman Adam Putnam's office. Timeline:
1/1/2001-1/1/2011
Any documents, emails or other communications to/from former Congressman Adam Putnam's office. Timeline:
1/1/2001-1/1/2011
Under Agency Review

EPA-R1-2017-011706

Michelle Buchanan

Shook, Hardy & Bacon, LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-010833

Rachel Johnson

FOI Services

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I write to request copies of
documents created and/or maintained by your agency in regard to the following site: The Naval Weapons Industrial
Reserve Plant in Bedford, Massachusetts (EPA Site ID #MA6170023570) Generally, I am requesting copies of all
documents, including electronic mail, maintained by EPA’s Region 1 Office relating to this site, including but not limited
to the following: 1. Any and all external and internal communications related to the Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve
Plant. 2. Any and all documents related to the Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant. 3. Any and all monitoring
and/or test results related to the Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant. 4. Any and all technical documents related
to the Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant. 5. Any and all documents related to costs for removal and/or
remediation actions on the Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant. If this request is denied with respect to any
documents falling within the scope of the request, please notify me and cite the specific exemption upon which denial
is based. We agree to pay reasonable search and photocopy fees associated with processing this request up to $1,000.
If you believe the request will require additional funding, please contact me for approval at (816) 559-2794. Thank you
for your assistance with this request. Should you have any questions or need further information, please do not
9/21/2017 18:09 hesitate to call. I look forward to hearing from you.
Copy of the disclosable portions of all records referencing Josh Tetrick, Olivia Zaleski, Sean Lynch, Hampton Creek, Just
8/24/2017 17:08 Mayo, and clean meat, from 01/01/15 to the present
•Limit the request to everything that is currently in digital format and upload it to the FOIA website.
•Limit it to every available record on any medium for the last 2 TRs released in 2014 and 2012.
•If possible, provide me with the Administrative Record lists for every TR that was originally requested. Then provide
me with 2 weeks to review the Admin Records and provide you with a specific list of documents I wish to obtain.
•Limit the request to all records regarding the topics of Antidegradation and Tier II waters (This would be my least
3/15/2018 17:03 preferred method).
Requesting all records concerning Matthew Tejada's and Sheila Lewis' schedule from January 1, 2015 through August
8/23/2016 13:08 15, 2016

EPA-R3-2018-005505

Patrick DeArmey

EPA-HQ-2016-009644

Kimberly S. Hermann

Environmental Action Center
Southeastern Legal
Foundation, Inc.

Joshua B. Niemtzow

Langsam Stevens Silver &
Hollaender

I would like to request all written communication and all memoranda reflecting oral communication between the EPA
and The Dayton Power and Light Company, or its parent company, AES Corporation, regarding the South Dayton Dump
4/12/2018 15:04 &amp; Landfill Superfund Site, in Moraine Ohio, Facility ID # OHD980611388, from 2012 to the present.

Matrix New World Engineering

Matrix is requesting any information/files for the property located at 301 Penhorn Avenue, Block 47, Lot 3.01, in
Secaucus, Hudson County, New Jersey, including but not limited to: underground storage tanks, above ground storage
tanks, tanks and building permits, health and environmental violations, discharges/releases of petroleum and
hazardous materials, spills, hazardous materials, health and environmental inspections and/or investigations, historic
9/18/2017 15:09 property ownership, existing and former tenants, fires, potable wells, monitoring wells, and septic systems.

EPA-R5-2018-006536

EPA-R2-2017-011572

Jordan Farber

EPA-HQ-2016-009862

Allison Caruana

The Mayday Project

EPA-R3-2018-006887

Kimberly Silvi

History Associates

EPA-R3-2018-007197

Kimberly Silvi

History Associates

Pertinent information on the effects of mutated T and Staphylococcus bacteriophages cleaved to E.coli due to the
mutation factors of chemicals used in Agent Orange production and spraying that caused known disease and disorders
8/31/2016 15:08 such as: Lyme disease, Crohn's, Celiac, Parkinson's, ALS, seizures, dementia, Alzheimer's and others.
Follow Up to FOIA Request EPA-R3-2017-008242 concerning groundwater contamination at Union Carbide
4/20/2018 18:04 Corporation, Institute, West Virginia.
West Virginia State University compliance with and/or status as a permittee/registrant under RCRA and the Clean
5/1/2018 15:05 Water Act.

EPA-R2-2018-007123

Amanda Bischak

Impact Environmental

EPA-HQ-2016-009749

Amber Sanchez

Burkhalter Kessler Clement
&amp; George, LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-007462

Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News

Metro Chemical - 22, 24, 31 Pennsylvania Avenue, Kearny, NJ Block: 284, Lots: 50 &amp; 51 Requesting documents for
the above referenced property related to: Hazardous Waste Program - disposal manifests, identification numbers,
hazardous waste inventory documents; Community Right to Know - documents, public notifications, enforcement,
inspections, and violations; Air Program Permitting - RADIUS permitting, air monitoring information, air quality
4/27/2018 18:04 planning information, and mobile sources permitting information.
All documents and communications regarding the pesticide registration determination dated July 1, 2016 regarding
Blueray XL in an email from John Hebert to Scott McWhorter. I am the attorney for Blueray XL and believe that PoolRx
and its attorney, Tom S. Chun, have demanded that the EPA retract its earlier decision and I would like a copy of all
such communications to John Hebert and Scott McWhorter from PoolRx, Tom S. Chun or James K. Wells regarding this
8/26/2016 13:08 determination.
This request seeks communications between Robert &quot;Bob&quot; Gillam and EPA employees, including
Administrator Scott Pruitt and his staff, in the form of emails, letters, appointment or scheduling records or logs of
5/8/2018 13:05 phone calls.

EPA-HQ-2018-007377

Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News

This requests seeks emails between Brian Sullivan and Nancy Grantham between February 1, 2018 and May 1, 2018,
5/4/2018 20:05 and any subsequent emails that result from replying to or forwarding an email between Sullivan and Grantham.

ABC News

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request access to and copies of reports from the
EPA Office of Criminal Enforcement or EPA Inspector General's office regarding any and all incident on March 29, 2017
relating to activity by EPA agents and/or DC Metropolitan police at a private residence in Washington, DC. This request
is specifically interested in any and all emails about the incident between March 28, 2017 and December 31, 2017 from
EPA employees Ryan Jackson, Mike Flynn, Henry Darwin, Helena Wooden-Aguilar, Liz Bowman, Jahan Wilcox, Henry
Barnet, Pam Mazakas, Chuck Cavanaugh, William Bellrose or
3/5/2018 21:03 Nino Perrota.

EPA-HQ-2018-005128

Stephanie Ebbs

EPA-HQ-2018-005070

Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News

3/2/2018 22:03

EPA-HQ-2018-004343

Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News

2/12/2018 19:02

EPA-HQ-2017-011937
EPA-HQ-2017-011934

Stephanie Ebbs
Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News
ABC News

9/29/2017 16:09
9/29/2017 16:09

EPA-HQ-2017-006974

Stephanie Ebbs

ABC News

This request seeks emails including references to contracts for a &quot;bulletproof desk,&quot;
&quot;bulletproof&quot; or &quot;bulletproofing&quot; vehicles for the administrator or any other reference of
equipment needed to protect the administrator from bullets or guns. Specifically emails including these references
between staff members from the Office of the Administrator, Office of Public Affairs or Office of Criminal Enforcement
between February 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017. This request is specifically interested in emails from EPA
employees Ryan Jackson, Mike Flynn, Henry Darwin, Helena Wooden-Aguilar, Liz Bowman, Jahan Wilcox, Henry
Barnet, Pam Mazakas, Chuck Cavanaugh, William Bellrose or Nino Perrota.
I request access to and copies of travel vouchers for all trips by EPA employee Samantha Dravis both domestic and
internationally. In addition, we specifically request vouchers for travel from Morocco to Washington, DC between
December 13, 2017 and December 14, 2017.
Any and all contracts with private companies or payments to private companies regarding air travel for the
administrator, including pending requests for payment or reimbursement between February 17 and September 30,
2017.
Under Agency Review

I am requesting communications, including emails, between representatives of Dow Chemical Company and EPA
5/8/2017 13:05 Administrator Scott Pruitt or staff from the administrator's office between January 1, 2017 and the present day.

EPA-R5-2017-006973

EPA-HQ-2018-002817

EPA-HQ-2018-002765

EPA-HQ-2017-011639

Stephanie Ebbs

Derek Kravitz

Derek Kravitz

Derek Kravitz

ABC News

I am writing to request emails sent or received by Robert Kaplan, the acting administrator for the EPA Region 5 office
between February 1, 2017 and the present day. I am specifically requesting emails mentioning the White House
5/8/2017 13:05 budget proposal known as the &quot;skinny budget&quot; and proposed cuts to EPA within the specified time period.

ProPublic

A listing of the following: -- All current EPA employees, including all Senior Executive Service; competitive; and
excepted service (including temporary, time-limited, intermittent and seasonal appointments in Schedule A, B, C, or D,
or unpaid and volunteer equivalents) employees, hired between September 1, 2017, and the date this request is
released to me, along with the employee’s position, office, start date, end date (if applicable), pay scale and applicable
appointment authority. -- All separated EPA employees, including all Senior Executive Service; competitive; and
excepted service (including temporary, time-limited, intermittent and seasonal appointments in Schedule A, B, C, or D,
or unpaid and volunteer equivalents) employees, who left government service between September 1, 2017, and the
date this request is released to me, along with the employee’s position, office, reason for separation, start date, end
12/20/2017 22:12 date, pay scale and applicable appointment authority.

ProPublic

List of current and former special government employees, or “SGEs,” hired between Jan. 20, 2017, and the date this
request is ultimately fulfilled, along with the employee’s name; hire date; agency title; office and department; hiring
12/19/2017 20:12 authority; government pay scale, step and salary; and separation date, if applicable.

ProPublic

• All records pertaining to ethics recusals or counseling memos issued between agency ethics officials and agency
political appointees between January 20, 2017, and the date this request is ultimately fulfilled. These include o Records
pertaining to all recusal memos and recusal agreements issued by agency ethics officials or by individual agency
employees to agency ethics officials, and; o All counseling or ethics memos issued to agency employees by agency
ethics officials interpreting 18 USC &sect; 208(a), or the restrictions under Executive Order #13770, or the restrictions
under 5 CFR Part 2635, Subpart D (entitled &quot;Conflicting Financial Interests&quot;); Subpart E (entitled
“Impartiality in Performing Official Duties”); and Subpart G (entitled &quot;Misuse of Position&quot;). This requests
adopts the definition of “political appointee” provided in Executive Order 13770, “Ethics Commitments by Executive
Branch Appointees,” which is as follows: “Every full-time, non-career Presidential or Vice-Presidential appointee, noncareer appointee in the Senior Executive Service (or other SES-type system), and appointee to a position that has been
excepted from the competitive service by reason of being of a confidential or policymaking character (Schedule C and
other positions excepted under comparable criteria) in an executive agency. It does not include any person appointed
as a member of the Senior Foreign Service or solely as a uniformed service commissioned officer.” Executive Order,
9/19/2017 20:09 sec. 2(b).
We request all records concerning communications between any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the
EPA Office of the Administrator and any individuals affiliated with and/or employed by the Trump Organization, the
Ivanka Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media from Nov. 7, 2016, to
Feb. 1, 2017. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as
other documented forms of communication between the EPA Office of the Administrator and the Trump Organization,
the Ivanka Trump apparel and accessories brand, the Kushner Companies and/or Observer Media as responsive
2/8/2017 19:02 records to my request.

EPA-HQ-2017-003719

Derek Kravitz

ProPublic

EPA-R6-2018-007636

Emily Walkenhorst

Arkansas Democrat-Gazette

5/14/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-004892
EPA-R5-2017-011071

EPA-HQ-2018-005278

EPA-HQ-2018-005274

Bert Krages
Alex Garel-Frantzen

Schiff Hardin LLP

I am seeking copies of emails or other correspondence between the Registration Division of the Office of Pesticide
Programs and persons outside the agency that relate to the status of calcium cyanamide and its regulation as a
nitrogen stabilizer that were written between January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2016. Information pertaining to
specific documents that are believed to exist include: Email dated 04/04/2013 (4:03 pm) from the ombusdsperson for
the Registration Division. Email dated 05/20/2013 (3:36 pm) from the ombusdsperson for the Registration Division
Email dated 08/11/13 from the ombudsperson with subject line “Calcium Cyanamide Compound as a Nitrogen
Stabilizer” Email dated 03/04/14 from Director of Registration Division Lois Rossi. Email dated 10/29/2014 (10:52 am)
from Deputy Director George Herndon. I only have partial information concerning the documents identified above. I
would like to get copies of these documents as well as other correspondence between Registration Division staff and
the person who was the recipient of the emails described above. Please let me know if you have any questions.
3/15/2017 13:03 Thanks.
9/1/2017 13:09 Dear FOIA Officer, Please see the attached FOIA request. Regards, Alex Garel-Frantzen

Jennifer Fulford

Good afternoon. On behalf of LANXESS Corp., the registration owner of Virkon S, EPA Reg. No. 39967-137, we are
requesting a full copy of the registration jacket and all unredacted submissions, reviews by EPA, and complete study
reports submitted on Virkon S. The Virkon S registration has transferred hands several times since the initial
registration by AH. Robins Company and Antec International Ltd. An explanation of the registration transfer history is
provide din the attached authorization letter signed by Antec and Lanxess. Although we are requesting the complete
jacket files at EPA, we would appreciate receiving some priority items as soon as possible during the process of this
request. Specifically, (1) MRID 41057401 A.H. Robins Co. (1989) Product Chemistry Data for VirKon-S and Its Active
Ingredients: Laboratory Project Product Data for VirKon-S. Unpublished study. 32 p. --- AND (2) MRID 42092401
3/9/2018 17:03 Lybrand, R.; Szulczewski, D. (1991) Product Chemistry: Virkon S. Unpublished study prepared by A. H. Robins Co. 16 p.

Jennifer Fulford

Good afternoon, We are requesting the responses to the GDCI for Potassium permoxymonosulfate from 1999.
Specifically the following MRIDs: ---(1) 94340000 A.H. Robins Co. (1992) Reregistration Phase 3 Response: Potassium
peroxymonosulfate. ---(2) 94340999 A.H. Robins Co. (1992) Reregistration Phase 3 Response: Potassium
peroxymonosulfate. Correspondence and Supporting Material. ---(3) 94357000 Antec International (1992)
Reregistration Phase 3 Response: Potassium peroxymonosulfate. AND ---(4) 94357999 Antec International (1992)
3/9/2018 17:03 Reregistration Phase 3 Response: Potassium peroxymonosulfate. Correspondence and Supporting Material.

EPA-HQ-2017-000327

Robert A. Campos

NBC Universal

National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
(2822T) Washington, DC 20460 (202) 566-1667 This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a
copy of the following documents be provided to me: Beginning January 1, 2009, any and all analysis, peer review, peer
analysis, correspondence, emails, graphs, bar graphs and charts regarding the proposed Protective Action Guides for
radiological Incidents. Please include but do not limit documents with the following senders / recipients: • Gina
McCarthy, Administrator, US EPA • Susan Stahle, Attorney-Advisor Air and Radiation Law Office, US EPA • Douglas
Ammon, Site Assessment and Remedy Decisions Branch Chief, US EPA • Sara DeCair, Health Physicist, US EPA •
Charmagne Ackerman, Environmental Engineer at EPA • John Cardarelli, Health Physicist, US EPA • Stuart Walker,
Superfund remedial program National Radiation Expert at US EPACarrie Wehling, Assistant General Counsel at US EPA
• Carrie Wehling, Assistant General Counsel, US EPA • Charles A. Openchowski, General Attorney, US EPA In order to
help to determine my status to assess fees, I am a representative of the news media affiliated with the NBC News Bay
Area and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Best regards, Robert Campos
10/11/2016 18:10 Investigative Producer NBC Bay Area

EPA-R5-2018-008035

Joan M. Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

EPA-R2-2018-000431

Joan M. Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting Notice of Arrivals for Dicamba. The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 85678-40, 6936141, 81598-12, 82633-20, 100-905, 100-1593, 90330-1, 7969-132, 7969-362, 7969-373, 42750-57, 19713-693, 352-907,
35935-38, 83520-10. During the time frame of May 2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please
5/24/2018 21:05 let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this request. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin
Good Afternoon, I am requesting the Notice of Arrivals for Dicamba Technical. The following are the EPA registration
numbers that are associated with my search: 100-905, 100-1593, 352-907, 524-622, 524-634, 7969-132,7969-141, 7969362, 7969-373, 19713-693, 35935-38, 42750-57, 66330-426, 66330-427, 69361-41, 80967-16, 81598-12, 82633-20,
85678-40, 85806-4, 87427-6, 90330-1, 91640-2, 93182-1. The time frame in which I am requesting is January 2017present YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please feel free to call if you have any questions. 90810/12/2017 15:10 322-8440 Thanks so much! Joan Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

Good Afternoon, I am requesting the Notice of Arrivals for Dicamba Technical. I am looking for the following Regions:
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10. The following are the EPA registration numbers that are associated with my search: 100-905, 1001593, 352-907, 524-622, 524-634, 7969-132,7969-141, 7969-362, 7969-373, 19713-693, 35935-38, 42750-57, 66330426, 66330-427, 69361-41, 80967-16, 81598-12, 82633-20, 85678-40, 85806-4, 87427-6, 90330-1, 91640-2, 93182-1.
The time frame in which I am requesting is January 2017-present YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records.
10/10/2017 16:10 Please feel free to call if you have any questions. 908-322-8440 Thanks so much! Joan Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

EPA-R2-2018-000424

Under Agency Review

EPA-R10-2018-008135 Joan M. Hardin

EPA-R9-2018-008134

Joan M. Hardin

EPA-R8-2018-008133

EPA-R7-2018-008132

EPA-R5-2018-008130

EPA-R4-2018-008129

EPA-R3-2018-008128
EPA-R2-2018-008127

EPA-R1-2018-008126

Joan M. Hardin

Joan M. Hardin

Joan M. Hardin

Joan M. Hardin

Joan M. Hardin
Joan M. Hardin

Joan M. Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

Fanwood Chemical
Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440
5/30/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review

Fanwood Chemical

Hello, I am requesting for the Notices of arrivals for the active ingredient Carbamothioic acid, dipropyl-, S-ethyl ester.
The EPA registration numbers are as follows: 19713-101, 19713-557, 19713-561, 19713-562, 19713-564, 19713-568,
10163-281, 10163-282, 10163-283, 10163-284, 10163-285, 100-1083. The time frame in which I am searching is Jan
2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I will accept redacted records. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions or
5/30/2018 17:05 concerns. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc. 908-322-8440

EPA-R9-2018-007872

Joan M. Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

EPA-R2-2018-004216

Joan M. Hardin

Fanwood Chemical

Good Morning, I am requesting the Notice of arrivals for Etoxazole. EPA#'s are 59639-107 and 91540-1. The time frame
need is Jan 2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I can accept redacted records. Please contact me if there are any questions or
5/22/2018 13:05 concerns in regards to my request. Thanks so much! Joan Hardin, Fanwood Chemical, Inc.
Good Afternoon, I am requesting Notice of Arrivals for the pesticide product Lactofen CAS# 77501-63-4. The EPA
registration numbers are as follows: 59639-70, 59639-94, 82633-32, 83520-49, 83529-78, 87290-72, 87427-20, 89966-8,
89966-13. The time frame would be July 2017-YTD. In the case of CBI, I can accept redacted records. Thanks so much!
2/7/2018 18:02 Joan Hardin

EPA-R6-2018-007865

EPA-R6-2018-007097

Timothy M. Bagshaw

Timothy M. Bagshaw

Holland & Hart LLP

Please note the following: (a) I am not aware of any particular front-end date from which you could set any date
parameters for date range of records requested. We would like all documents that fit the request criteria up to, and
including, May 21, 2018, the date of the FOIA. (b) We would like any CBI withholdings substantiated (and agree to the
increased fee). (c) We would like a denial log. We are requesting all documentation explaining, supporting, and
justifying $9,643,075.40 million for alleged past response costs incurred by EPA in connection with the San Mateo
Creek Basin Legacy Uranium Sites in Cibola and McKinley counties, NM, including, but not limited to: (1) the Financial
Management Office's “Oversight Billing Report”; (2) all contracts, including, but not limited to, third-party consultant
and third-party construction contracts; (3) all documentation supporting fees included in the contribution amount; and
5/21/2018 20:05 (4) detailed time and associated costs.

Holland & Hart LLP

Request modified on May 02, 2018: Where pre?CERCLIS screens do not exist for certain of the mines we listed in our
FOIA, we would like to have the state report. We are respectfully requesting copies of Pre-CERCLIS Screening
Assessment memoranda for the following mines located in the Ambrosia Lake Mining Sub-district: • Ann Lee •
Blackhawk • Bobcat • Bucky • Bunny • Cedar • Charlotte • Christmas Day • Dysart #1 • Flat Top • Gay Eagle • Hogan •
L-Bar (JJ No. 1) • La Jara • Last Chance • Lone Pine • Moe No. 4 • Mount Taylor • Red Bluff No. 1 • Red Bluff No. 2 •
Red Bluff No. 3 • Red Bluff No. 4 • Red Bluff No. 5 • Red Bluff No. 7 • Red Bluff No. 8 • Red Bluff No. 9 • Red Bluff No.
4/26/2018 20:04 10 • Section 9 • Section 15 • Spencer • Taffy • UDC No. 1

EPA-R6-2018-003673

Timothy M. Bagshaw

Holland & Hart LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-000407

Joe G. Hollingsworth

Hollingsworth LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-006498

Eric P. Wolff

EPA-HQ-2018-005823

Eric P. Wolff

EPA-HQ-2017-008937

Eric P. Wolff

We are requesting copies of all correspondence to, from, or between EPA personnel since April 7, 2016, related to the
San Mateo Creek Basin Uranium Legacy Site. We are amenable to rolling releases. We would like a denial log for any
CBI documents. The date range of records requested is April 7, 2016 to current date of January 29, 2018. In general,
the search for correspondences for involves EPA Region 6 Superfund Division and Water
1/23/2018 21:01 Division discussing the decision whether to list the site on the NPL.
Requesting certified copies of: all emails with any attachments and all other documents created by, sent by, received
by, copied to, or maintained by one or more of the following EPA employees: Matthew Martin, Peter Egeghy,
10/13/2016 13:10 Catherine Eiden, and Jesudosh Rowland.
This is a request for the legal analysis of whether EPA could issue a Clean Air Act waiver to allow year-round sales of 15
percent ethanol blends (or greater, if applicable). The analysis may be a memo or report or other document. It was
undertaken at the request of Administrator Scott Pruitt and completed in 2017. I am a member of the news media and
4/11/2018 21:04 this information will be disseminated to the public.
This is a request related to the Small Refiners Exemption under the Renewable Fuel Standard (i.e. the exemption
available to refineries with capacity under 75,000 barrels per day). This request is for each compliance year of 2015,
2016, and 2017. I am asking for the number of refineries *requesting* exemptions for each year,and the total
cumulative capacity of those refineries for each year. I am also asking for the number of refineries *receiving* an
3/26/2018 20:03 exemption for each year, and the total cumulative capacity of those refineries for each year.
This is a request travel related email between February 17, 2017 and July 1, 2017. Please provide all email related to
Mr. Pruitt's travel and that of his security detail between and among Mr. Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Milan Hupp, Michelle
Hale, and Kevin Chmielewski. Please also provide email between any of the above staff and the Office of Government
6/29/2017 15:06 Ethics connected to Mr. Pruitt's travel.

EPA-HQ-2017-008939

Eric P. Wolff

EPA-HQ-2017-006636

Eric P. Wolff

EPA-R5-2018-005155

This is a FOIA request for documents related to both personal and business travel by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
and his security detail between the dates of February 17, 2017 and July 1, 2017. Please provide, for the preceding
dates: — Concur expense reports filed for Mr. Pruitt's travel and that of his security detail, along with supporting
information attached to the reports (receipts, justification letters, etc.) — Travel waivers used to allow Mr. Pruitt and
his security detail to fly above coach class (e.g. business class, first class, etc.). — Forms to account for travel expenses
paid by non-federal sources — Monthly statements from Mr. Pruitt's federally issued credit card (or for whomever's
federally issued credit card is used to pay for Mr. Pruitt's travel expenses) — Travel Authorizations for each of Mr.
6/29/2017 15:06 Pruitt's trips — International Travel Plans for trips in this period
This is a request for all emails received by press@epa.gov between and including Jan. 20, 2017 and April 27, 2017.
4/27/2017 18:04 Please send them to me in electronic format, ideally in a word or text document.
1. March 23, 2012 Answer of Fisher Controls International LLC to March 6, 2012 EPA General Notice of Potential
Liability; 2. March 23, 2012 Answer of Pharmacia LLC to March 6, 2012 EPA General Notice of Potential Liability; 3.
3/6/2018 16:03 March 23, 2012 Answer of Slyman Industries, Inc. to March 6, 2012 EPA General Notice of Potential Liability

Maile Beres

EPA-HQ-2017-000074

Daniel Raichel
Michael O.
Messerschmidt

EPA-HQ-2017-000697

Wayne Allard

OMC Ag Consulting
American Motorcyclist
Association

EPA-HQ-2017-000707

Gregory F. Dorrington

Crowley Fleck PLLP

EPA-HQ-2017-000387

EPA-HQ-2017-000918

Malcolm Kim

NRDC

New York Environmental Law
& Justice Project

The attached FOIA request (in pdf form) concerns records in EPA’s possession, custody, or control regarding the
conditionally-registered neonicotinoid pesticides Acetamiprid, Thiamethoxam, and Dinotefuran. The request is also
10/13/2016 13:10 accompanied by a separate pdf file of attachments that are referenced in the request.
Could you please send me the EPA Biopesticides and Pollution Prevention Division (BPPD) Data Evaluation Records
10/4/2016 19:10 (DERs) on methyl salicylate (PC Code: 76601)?
10/25/2016 13:10 Under Agency Review
10/25/2016 13:10 Requesting records relating to EPA's regulation of bear deterrent pepper spray.

Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request a copy of records or portions thereof,
including but not limited to emails, pertaining to or containing the following: all complaints and/or adverse event
reports (including compilations or studies of such incidents and communications with other agencies about such
incidents), from the date of January 1st, 2008 to the present, held by the Environmental Protection Agency, related to
effects on human and/or animal health (including but not limited to effects on dogs, cats, and bees) and/or the
environment due to the use of the following chemicals (which are used in, for one example, Frontline brand flea and
tick killing products) fipronil, s-methoprene, and pyriproxyfen, and other chemicals in their chemical families (the
phenylpyrazol, terpenoid, and pyridine groups, respectively). We also request the same records related to carbitol or
any other “inert chemicals” used in flea and tick products that have been linked to harmful effects. If the cumulative
fee of all the duplicated pages of the requested records exceeds $60, please contact me before duplicating the
records. Federal agencies are required to respond to a Freedom of Information Act request within twenty business
days upon receipt of the request. A prompt response would be greatly appreciated and I look forward to hearing back
from you in the near future. If my request or any portion of it is to be rejected for any reason, I would like to be
informed of the reasons that led to the decision to deny it. Furthermore, if that were to be the case, please provide me
with the contact information (name and address) of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed.
Sincerely, Malcolm Kim, J.D., Law Fellow New York Environmental Law &amp; Justice Project Office phone: 212-33411/1/2016 19:11 5551 Email: malcolm@nyenvirolaw.org

EPA-R5-2017-001098

Katharine F. Newman

Sidley Austin LLP

EPA-R2-2018-007566

Ashley L. Sweeney

Roux Associates Inc.

EPA-HQ-2017-001228

Sherry Mathews

1. All records* relating to Illinois Construction Permit I.D. No. 03109AAI (Application No. 12100052) issued by the
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency to Saint-Gobain Containers, Inc. on August 9, 2013 (attached to this request)
including, but not limited to, communications or records exchanged between U.S. EPA and Illinois EPA relating to the
permit. 2. All records* relating to or discussing Paragraph 29 of the Consent Decree between Plaintiff United States of
America and Defendant Saint-Gobain Containers, Inc., in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington
(attached or available electronically on U.S. EPA’s website at
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/saintgobain10-cd.pdf). *For purposes of these requests, the
term “records” shall include, but not be limited to, documents, information, notes, presentations, memoranda, letters,
records of communications, telephone message slips and records, calendars and meeting notices, agendas, data and
11/8/2016 15:11 analyses of data, computerized stored records, electronic data compilations, and email.
SRP PI # 779057 _METRO-CHEM INC. We are conducting an environmental investigation of property address located at
24 Pennsylvania Ave, Kearny, Hudson, NJ Block 284 Lot 51. As part of this investigation we are requesting that your
office perform a records search for see all identifiable remedial, permitting, enforcement violations, air permits and
inspections, hazardous waste, water quality and allocation, land use, solid waste, and Right to Know surveys, spills,
cleanups, underground storage tank records, TCPA, DPCC, No Further Actions, correspondence, maps, permits, and
5/11/2018 14:05 reports on the subject property.
Any and all documents or records, including but not limited to position papers, statements issued, directives, alerts,
instructions, studies, investigation reports, articles, enforcement actions, memos, emails, or correspondence regarding
the application of dicamba on XtendFlex Cotton, Bollgard II XtendFlex Cotton, and/or Roundup Ready 2 Xtend Soybean
11/14/2016 21:11 crops

Jacob Zicarelli

1) Any and all documents, including any case file, associated with any report made to the EPA, and/or to the Georgia
Department of Agriculture, regarding Gregory K. Hecht and his injury from a pesticide and/or insecticide, including any
report made by Bayer Corporation, Bayer CropScience, Orkin, LLC, and/or Rollins, Inc., from December 2008 through
present; 2) Any record or report detailing adverse consequences relating to pesticides Tempo Ultra WP Insecticide
and/or CY-KICK CS and any related reports made by Bayer Corporation, Bayer CropScience, Orkin, LLC, and/or Rollins,
Inc., from December 2008 through present; 3) Reports or other records of any kind detailing disciplinary actions taken
by the EPA or by the Georgia Department of Agriculture or the State of Georgia or any other federal regulator relating
to Bayer Corporation, Bayer CropScience, Orkin, LLC, and/or Rollins, Inc.; 4) Tests, reports, and/or studies detailing skin
irritation, red welts, redness of the skin, respiratory problems, and/or headaches associated with human exposure to
any pesticide and/or insecticide that is made or sprayed by Bayer Corporation, Bayer CropScience, Orkin, LLC, and/or
Rollins, Inc.; 5) Any and all records of any complaints filed for the medical effects in paragraph 4 above as it relates to
complaints made against Bayer Corporation, Bayer CropScience, Orkin, LLC, and/or Rollins, Inc., including but not
11/14/2016 16:11 limited to allegations of overspraying.

Catherine Altier
Erika Masters

(i) Documents pertaining to any regulatory, enforcement, or litigation proceedings concerning the New
Cassel/Hicksville Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site; (ii) Consent Orders and unilateral orders related to the
New Cassel/Hicksville Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site; (iii) information about Potentially Responsible
Parties related to the New Cassel/Hicksville Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site; and (iv) calculations of costs
11/15/2016 18:11 and expenses to remediate the New Cassel/Hicksville Groundwater Contamination Superfund Site.
1/8/2018 16:01 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-001205

EPA-R2-2017-001293
EPA-R2-2018-003136

Ford Marrin
Ramboll Environ

EPA-HQ-2018-001771

EPA-HQ-2017-007078
EPA-HQ-2017-001499

Dear Sir or Madam, Good day for you. This is Ivy from REACH24H Consulting Group China. Recently we plan to apply
for a pesticide registration to EPA. Our product is identical to ZENITH GREEN 388 (EPA registration number 92520-1),
which contains 9.3% Octhilinone. Could you please help us to have a check what is the PRIA action code for that
11/17/2017 1:11 registration? Thank you very much and looking forward for your reply. Kind regards, Ivy

Ivy Zhang

Amanda Garcia
Adam Carlesco

Southern Environmental Law
Center
PEER

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, please provide all records relating to: 1.
Instructions, orders, expectations, priorities, moratoria, policies, practices, or procedures regarding EPA’s obligation to
review and comment on environmental impacts pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy
Act and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, communicated to any officer or staff person within the EPA, by any person
elected, nominated for appointment, confirmed for appointment, or hired as part of the Trump Administration,
beachhead team, or transition team (“member of the Trump Administration”). Additional detail regarding this request
5/9/2017 17:05 is included in the attached letter.
11/22/2016 14:11 See attached

EPA-R5-2018-005870
EPA-HQ-2018-006482
EPA-HQ-2017-004479

Paula G. Maccabee
Daniel L. Ewald
Daniel L. Ewald

WaterLegacy
Tetrahedron Inc
Tetrahedron Inc

3/27/2018 15:03
4/11/2018 14:04
3/2/2017 20:03

EPA-HQ-2017-001745

Joshua M. Voorhees

Slate magazine

12/2/2016 19:12

WaterLegacy requests all documents and records since January 1, 2015 pertaining to the following matters related to
the PolyMet NorthMet copper-nickel mine proposed in the Lake Superior Basin in Minnesota (Region 5): 1) Comments,
letters, emails, memos, meeting notes, phone conversation notes or any other records pertaining to any future,
proposed or draft Minnesota NPDES/SDS wastewater discharge permit for the PolyMet NorthMet Project; 2)
Comments, letters, emails, memos, meeting notes, phone conversation notes or any other records pertaining to
written or oral communications or phone or in-person meetings between the U.S. EPA and the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) regarding any future, proposed or draft NPDES/SDS wastewater discharge permit for the
PolyMet NorthMet Project; 3) Comments, letters, emails, memos, meeting notes, phone conversation notes or any
other records pertaining to the analysis of mercury or methylmercury effects, antidegradation analysis, or any other
aspect of the future, proposed or draft Clean Water Act Section 401 certification for the PolyMet NorthMet Project;
and 4) Comments, letters, emails, memos, meeting notes, phone conversation notes or any other records pertaining to
written or oral communications or phone or in-person meetings between the U.S. EPA and the MPCA regarding the the
analysis of mercury or methylmercury effects, antidegradation analysis or any other aspect of the MPCA's proposed or
draft recommendation for Clean Water Act Section 401 certification of the PolyMet NorthMet Project.
Under Agency Review
Attached files should list requested MRID studies/files.
I request a copy of each email sent on November 8th, November 9th, November 10th, or November 11th of this year
(2016) to or from any employee at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s National Headquarters, which contains
any of the the following words: “Trump,” “Clinton,” [Profanity deleted]. This is a request for news-reporting purposes. I
agree to pay up to $25 for applicable fees associated with this request if necessary. Sincerely, Josh Voorhees Senior
writer Slate magazine

EPA-HQ-2017-003582

EPA-HQ-2017-001890

EPA-HQ-2017-001750

EPA-HQ-2018-005831

Joshua M. Voorhees

Slate magazine

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request a copy of any
records of communications, including but not limited to emails, between the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Trump Organization, including but not limited to those involving the following company representatives: Donald J.
Trump, Jr.; Eric Trump; Ivanka Trump, Allen Weisselberg, George Sorial, Jim Petrus, Matthew Calamari, Alan Garten,
Michael Cohen, Jason Greenblatt, Rhona Graff, Larry Glick, Ronald Lieberman, Jeff Wagoner, Andrew Weiss, and Jill
Martin. Please limit this request to records generated or received between Nov. 7, 2016 and the date this request is
processed. As the FOIA requires, please release all reasonably segregable nonexempt portions of the requested
documents. This request is being made for news-reporting purposes and is not for commercial use. I am a full-time
journalist employed by Slate magazine, and as such I have a reasonable expectation of publication. I would prefer the
request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or by flash drive, CD-ROM, or other data storage device if
not. I agree to pay up to $25 for applicable fees associated with this request if necessary. If you estimate that the fees
will exceed this limit, please inform me before processing my request. If you have any questions regarding this request,
please contact me by email at josh.voorhees@slate.com, or by phone at 202.200.8218. I look forward to receiving your
response within the 20-day statutory time period. Sincerely, Josh Voorhees Senior writer | Slate.com 318 E. Jefferson
2/3/2017 21:02 St. Apartment 1 Iowa City, IA 52245

Nathaniel Barber

Please provide copies of the following documents in cases in which both USEPA and the State of Oklahoma are parties
and that, as of the date of this request, are still pending in any Federal District Court, Federal Circuit Court, or the
United States Supreme Court: - the initial pleadings, meaning the complaint and answer and any amended complaint
12/8/2016 14:12 and amended answer, and - the most recent filing by any party

Josh Voorhees

To whom it may concern: This is a request for records under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. I
request a copy of each email sent on or after November 20, 2016 through present to or from any employee at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's Headquarters, which contains the words “Trump,” “Myron,” “Ebell,” and/or
“transition.” This is a request for news-reporting purposes. I agree to pay up to $25 for applicable fees associated with
12/2/2016 21:12 this request if necessary. Sincerely, Josh Voorhees

Aaron B. Sankin

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I am a reporter with The Center for Investigative Reporting
(henceforth &quot;CIR&quot;) seeking all documents and records regarding conversations between the White House
the EPA about sharks. ??I am seeking all communications (both written and electronic) between White House officials
and the EPA about sharks. I am also seeking all internal EPA communications, documents and records about White
House's involvement in specifically shark-related regulatory decisions. ??Based on recently published news stories, it
seems like President Trump has a complicated relationship with sharks. See, for example, this Quartz story entitled,
“Trump told Stormy Daniels he wants all sharks to die. Here’s why that’s a bad idea” (https://qz.com/1237378/trumptold-stormy-daniels-he-wants-all-sharks-to-die/)??. The purpose of this FOIA request is to determine if the president’s
personal feelings about sharks has been translated into public policy or regulatory action. Please limit the dates for this
search from between January 1, 2017 and the date when the search for responsive records is carried out.? Please
notify me before incurring any photocopying costs over $100. Please furnish all responsive records in electronic,
searchable format delivered to my email address asankin@revealnews.org. If that’s not possible, please send records
paper printouts sent to the following address: Aaron Sankin? Center for Investigative Reporting ? 2016 14th Ave. W.?
3/26/2018 22:03 Seattle, WA 98119 ?? All correspondence regarding this request can be directed to me at asankin@revealnews.org.

Center For Investigative
Reporting

EPA-HQ-2018-004401

Aaron B. Sankin

Center For Investigative
Reporting

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I am a reporter with The Center for Investigative Reporting
(henceforth &quot;CIR&quot;) seeking all Federal Employment Viewpoint Surveys for the Environmental Protection
Agency between 2006 and the date when the search for responsive records is carried out. Survey results for other
agencies have been released under FOIA requests from the transparency organization AltGov2. Here is a list of those
2/13/2018 20:02 reports: http://altgov2.org/fevs/

EPA-R2-2018-008168

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008167

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008166

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008165

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008164

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008163

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008162

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-008169

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

EPA-R2-2018-005114

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

EPA-R2-2018-001054

Luis R. Colon

Caribe Environmental Services

EPA-HQ-2017-001919

Andrew Kaczynski

CNN

5/31/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review
Soil, groundwater and/or soil-gas sample analysis results and/or reports. Any environmental assessment reports
conducted at the CLASSICO CLEANERS facility located at 0-6 GALICA AVE ST 10, Carolina, Puerto Rico 00982. EPA ID
3/5/2018 18:03 PRN008021123
Soil, groundwater and/or soil-gas sample analysis results and reports. Any environmental assessment reports
conducted at the CENTRO RADIOLOGICO facility with postal address BOX 2637, Bayamon, Puerto Rico 00619. EPA ID
10/26/2017 13:10 PRD980644413
To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: 1. Any
and all communications between Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt and the Environmental Protection Agency
and/or all representatives of AG Pruitt and the EPA. I also request that, if appropriate, fees be waived as I believe this
request is in the public interest. The requested documents will be made available to the general public free of charge
as part of the public information service at CNN.com, processed by a representative of the news media/press and is
made in the process of news gathering and not for commercial usage. In the event that fees cannot be waived, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten (10) business days. Sincerely, Andrew Kaczynski
12/9/2016 14:12 Reporter: CNN KFILE

EPA-HQ-2017-001866

Paul M. Whatling

FMC Corporation

EPA-HQ-2017-002471

Brian Dabbs

National Journal

EPA-HQ-2017-002516

Tom Benning

The Dallas Morning News

EPA-R2-2017-002545
EPA-HQ-2017-002627

Joseph Sgueglia
Chase Ayers

Advanced Cleanup
Technologies

This is a request or files cited by EPA in its draft human health risk assessment for malathion, or for study data
evaluation records that have we have submitted to EPA in support of the registration of malathion in the United
States. The first attached file requests the Agency's data evaluation records for studies submitted to support the
registration of malathion. The second attached file requests copies of documents that EPA has cited in its draft human
health risk assessment, which has a comment period that ends on December 21, 2016. These documents are needed
in order for the registrant and the public to fully understand the ecological, endangered species and human health risk
assessments that the agency has posted for public comment. Since the Agency has established regulatory deadlines
for commenting on these risk assessments, time is of the essence for the EPA to comply with our request to provide
the requested documents. Based on this, we request a fee waiver. And, we request expedited processing because of
the urgency to inform stakeholders and the public about the reasons for the conclusions of the EPA's draft human
health risk assessment. This is especially important given that malathion is an important tool used to control
12/7/2016 18:12 mosquitoes that spread diseases like the zika virus.
Dec. 30, 2016 To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution, the common law of the United States, the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C.)
section 552a, and any statute providing for public access to government information: I request that I be sent copies of
the following documents or, if there is a large number, be permitted to inspect the following documents: Please send
any and all communications between the Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. House and Senate lawmakers
regarding the repeal or partial repeal of current EPA regulations through both the Administrative Procedures Act and
the Congressional Review Act. I’m targeting all technical and theoretical correspondence between Nov. 9, 2016 and
12/30/2016 20:12 Dec. 31, 2016.
1) Any correspondence – including, but not limited to, letters, emails, memos and email attachments – received by
officials at the Environmental Protection Agency from President-elect Donald Trump, his office or officials on his
transition team. Please limit the search from Nov. 9, 2016, to now. 2) Any correspondence – including, but not limited
to, letters, emails, memos and email attachments – sent by officials at the Environmental Protection Agency to
President-elect Donald Trump, his office or officials on his transition team. Please limit the search from Nov. 9, 2016, to
1/4/2017 14:01 now.
Good afternoon, We are performing a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment on the property at 34-20 Linden Place
(AKA 33-37 Farrington Street) Flushing, NY 11354. I understand the property is listed in the CERCLIS-NFRAP and RCRA
databases with EPA ID NYD001613868. Can you please provide any previous environmental investigations pertaining
1/4/2017 18:01 to the site and Park Nameplate Co. Inc., a former tenant at the property. Thank you,
1/6/2017 18:01 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-001596

Richard J. Angell

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Please provide copies of all information and documents generated or obtained by EPA from January 1, 2010 through
November 10, 2017, related to: 1. Information requests and responses pursuant to Clean Air Act Section 208(a), 42
U.S.C. Sec. 7542(a), that were directed to manufacturers, sellers, installers, or users of aftermarket products modifying
or replacing engine control modules (“ECMs”) and/or eliminating or affecting the operation of exhaust gas
recirculation (“EGR”) valves, selective catalytic reduction (“SCR”) systems, or diesel particulate filter (“DPF”) on any
classification or size of diesel engine. 2. Enforcement matters (judicial or administrative) including correspondence,
filed complaints, orders, settlement agreements, expedited settlement agreements, consent decrees, and/or consent
agreements involving manufacturers, sellers, installers, or users of aftermarket products modifying or replacing ECMs
and/or eliminating or affecting the operation of EGR valves, SCR systems, or DPFs on any classification or size of diesel
engine. 3. Guidance, interpretations, enforcement policies, penalty policies, presentations (including PowerPoint
presentations, speeches, and handouts), testimony, reports, articles, fact sheets, and any other materials generated,
published, broadcast or presented by EPA or its representatives, including but not limited to, Mr. Evan Belser and Mr.
Mark Palermo, concerning Clean Air Act Section 203(a), 42 U.S.C. Sec. 7522(a), and its applicability to aftermarket
products modifying or replacing ECMs and/or eliminating or affecting the operation of EGR valves, SCR systems, or
11/14/2017 0:11 DPFs on any classification or size of diesel engine.

EPA-R3-2018-006386
EPA-HQ-2017-002142

Jennifer Peterson
Michael Best

Partner Engineering & Science
MuckRock

4/9/2018 17:04
12/16/2016 14:12

EPA-HQ-2017-001968
EPA-HQ-2017-002679
EPA-HQ-2017-002253

Brittany Pemberton
Tom Chun
Larissa Walker

BRACEWELL

12/12/2016 14:12
1/9/2017 18:01
12/21/2016 19:12

EPA-HQ-2017-002388

Kellie Johnson

Center for Food Safety

2400 Hermitage Road, Richmond VA Facility name- &quot;Old Foundry Site-Hermitage Road&quot; aka Richmond
Foundry &amp; Machine Co Brownfield Acres Property ID:13409 Seeking -any available environmental reports (site
characterization reports, phase I and II ESA reports, release closure reports, UST closure reports, anything with
soil/groundwater testing) and the most recent documentation regarding the status of the site. Thank you!
Under Agency Review
Requesting all records regarding EPA's Proposed Denial of Petition for Rulemaking to Change the RFS Point of
Obligation.
Under Agency Review
Please see attached document.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I seek the following documents: - All documents,
studies, reports, publications and any other supporting and related materials submitted to the FIFRA SAP Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, And Rodenticide Act Scientific Advisory Panel Meeting - Review of a Set of Scientific Issues Being
Evaluated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Regarding EPA's Evaluation of the Carcinogenic Potential of
Glyphosate, held December 13-16, 2016 in Arlington, Virginia. Specifically, I request all supporting documents from
Docket ID: EPA-HQ-OPP-2016-0385. - All correspondence, including emails, between EPA and industry, including
Monsanto Company, relating to the FIFRA SAP panelists, including but not limited to Dr. Peter Infante and Dr. Kenneth
Portier, regarding the meeting held between December 13-16, 2016 in Arlington, Virginia, except as exempted by
privilege. - A copy of the transcript from the FIFRA SAP Meeting held December 13-16, 2016 in Arlington, Virginia. We
are willing to pay for any fees and expenses provided under the Freedom of Information Act regarding searching and
reviewing time, duplication, certifications, computer charges, and electronic forms/formats related to your search for
the records requested pursuant to this request up to $25. Please contact us should fees exceed this amount with an
estimate that we might approve additional cost. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific
exemption you think justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures available
under the law. Thank you in advance for your kind cooperation. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
12/28/2016 19:12 questions regarding this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005399

EPA-HQ-2018-005398

EPA-HQ-2017-004171

EPA-HQ-2017-008797

Jarrett Renshaw

Jarrett Renshaw

Jarrett Renshaw

Nicholas P. Surgey

Reuters

Hello, my name is Jarrett Renshaw, an energy reporter at Reuters. I am requesting the following records under the
Freedom of Information Act. The U.S. EPA, led by Mr. Pruitt, has been actively engaged with the White House over the
issue of potential changes to the U.S. Renewable Fuel Standard. Mr. Pruitt has attended several high profile meetings
at the White House since the beginning of the year, according to multiple news reports, including those from Reuters. I
am requesting any documents provided by the EPA to the White House since Jan. 1, 2018 regarding the U.S.
Renewable Fuel Standard, RINs or related topics. I am also requesting any correspondence, electronic or otherwise,
between the EPA and the White House since Jan. 1, 2018 regarding the U.S. Renewable Fuel Standard, including
3/13/2018 17:03 related to the well-publicized meetings. Thanks for your time and attention.

Reuters

Hello, my name is Jarrett Renshaw, an energy reporter at Reuters. I am making a request for records under the
Freedom of Information Act. On March 12, 2018, the U.S. EPA and a refiner Philadelphia Energy Solutions (PES)
reached a settlement agreement regarding the refiner's outstanding compliance obligations under the U.S. Renewable
Fuel Standard. I am requesting any records provided to the EPA by Philadelphia Energy Solutions as part of the
settlement discussions, along with any and all correspondences, electronic and otherwise. The refinery filed for
bankruptcy in Delaware Federal Court (#18-10122) in January, but settlement negotiations may have started before
then. Here is a link to a story on the settlement. https://af.reuters.com/article/africaTech/idAFL1N1QU1W9 I am also
requesting any correspondence, electronic or otherwise, between White House staff and the EPA regarding the PES
settlement. If you have any questions, or need any clarifications, please don't hesitate to contact me. Thanks for your
3/13/2018 17:03 time. I have attached a copy of settlement agreement.

Reuters

Hello, my name is Jarrett Renshaw, an energy reporter at Reuters. Carl Icahn, a well-known investor, was named a
regulatory adviser by President Donald Trump earlier this year. Among other things, he was asked to recommend
regulatory changes at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) I am requesting all correspondence, electronic
or otherwise, between Mr. Icahn or members of his staff and the EPA. Please limit the search from November 1, 2016
2/22/2017 15:02 until the time the information is retrieved. Thanks for your time and please reach out to me with any questions.
All records relating to the Golden Padlock award from the Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE), which Scott Pruitt
was awarded on June 24, 2017. Records custodians to be searched may be limited to staff and appointees within the
6/26/2017 13:06 Office of the Administrator at the EPA, and may be limited to records created since June 1, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-006588

Nicholas P. Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-006585

Nicholas P. Surgey

This request is for electronic records in the possession of the following custodians: -EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt. EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson. -Michelle Hale in the Office of the Administrator of the EPA. -EPA Acting Deputy
Administrator Mike Flynn. -EPA Deputy General Counsel Justin Schwab. -EPA Associate Administrator Samantha Travis.
-All staff in the EPA Office of Public Affairs. We are seeking any records that contain the following keyword Boolean
search terms: “Gala” AND “OK”. “Gala” AND “Oklahoma”. “Gala” AND “Pruitt”. “Gala” AND “GOP”. “Invitation” AND
4/26/2017 16:04 “Pruitt”. You may limit your search to records created, amended or otherwise transmitted since January 20, 2017.
This request is for records in the possession of EPA Ethics Office staff. We are seeking any records that pertain to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt’s participation with any external organizations, including but not limited to invitations to
4/26/2017 16:04 speak at meetings, fundraising events, galas and other events.

Nicholas P. Surgey

Please provide emails and other electronic records in the possession of custodian Justin Schwab, Deputy General
Counsel at EPA, that contain any of the following keywords: 1. "CPP". 2. "Clean Power Plan". 3. "Clean Air Act". 4.
4/28/2017 15:04 "Waters of the US". 5. "WOTUS". 6. "Clean Water Act". 7. "BakerHostetler". 8. "Rivkin". 9. "278." 10. "Recusal".

EPA-HQ-2017-006656

EPA-HQ-2017-006231
EPA-HQ-2017-005953

Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-005451

Nicholas P. Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-005210

Nicholas P. Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-005211
EPA-HQ-2017-004985
EPA-HQ-2017-004984
EPA-HQ-2017-004983
EPA-HQ-2017-004982
EPA-HQ-2017-004981
EPA-HQ-2017-004924
EPA-HQ-2017-004921
EPA-HQ-2017-004923
EPA-HQ-2017-004927
EPA-HQ-2017-004925
EPA-HQ-2017-004915
EPA-HQ-2017-004920
EPA-HQ-2017-004916
EPA-HQ-2017-004917
EPA-HQ-2017-003835
EPA-HQ-2017-002024
EPA-HQ-2017-002105

1. All electronic and paper records pertaining to the Republican Attorneys General Association ("RAGA"). A search
should include but is not limited to any records relating to Scott Pruitt's participation in the RAGA 2017 Winter
Meeting which took place at the Park Hyatt in Washington DC from February 26-27, 2017. 2. All electronic and paper
records pertaining to the Rule of Law Defense Fund ("RLDF"). A search for the above records may be limited to the
following custodians and for records created or transmitted since January 20, 2017: Scott Pruitt, Administrator. John
Reeder, Acting Chief of Staff. Mike Flynn, Acting Deputy Administrator. Michelle Hale, Executive Assistant to the
4/18/2017 13:04 Administrator. Samantha Dravis, Associate Administrator.
4/10/2017 17:04 Under Agency Review

Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Nicholas P. Surgey
Thomas E. Santoro

Copies of any and all daily briefing binders prepared for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt since February 17, 2017. Copies
of any and all weekend briefing binders prepared for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt since February 17, 2017. Copies of
any and all daily briefing binders prepared for EPA Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn since January 20, 2017.
Copies of any and all weekend briefing binders prepared for EPA Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn since January
20, 2017. To the extent that these materials are not available electronically, please scan and provide electronic copies.
This FOIA request is being filed jointly by Nick Surgey of The Center for Media and Democracy (CMD), and Lee Fang of
3/29/2017 16:03 The Intercept.
Electronic records in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Acting Deputy Administrator Mike
Flynn that include the word “Schnare.” A search should include but is not limited to email records sent to or received
from David Schnare, as well as any other record in which that name appears. A search may be limited to records
3/23/2017 13:03 created or amended since January 20, 2017.

Arnold & Porter LLP

3/23/2017 13:03
3/16/2017 14:03
3/16/2017 14:03
3/16/2017 13:03
3/16/2017 13:03
3/16/2017 13:03
3/15/2017 16:03
3/15/2017 15:03
3/15/2017 16:03
3/15/2017 16:03
3/15/2017 16:03
3/15/2017 15:03
3/15/2017 15:03
3/15/2017 15:03
3/15/2017 15:03
2/13/2017 14:02
12/13/2016 21:12
12/15/2016 21:12

Electronic records in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Acting Deputy Administrator Mike
Flynn that include the following words or phrases: 1. “CNBC” 2. “Executive Order” 3. “CPP” 4. “Clean Power Plan” 5.
“WOTUS” 6. “Waters of the US” 7. “SCC” 8. “Social Cost of Carbon” 9. “Endangerment finding” 10. “Methane rule” A
search may be limited to records created or edited since January 20, 2017.
See attached letter
See attached letter
See attached letter
See attached letter
See attached letter
See attached letter
Under Agency Review
See attached letter
See attached letter
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
See attached letter
See attached letter.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
See attached document
Please see attached request.

EPA-R5-2018-004211

EPA-HQ-2017-002198

EPA-HQ-2017-005869

Alison Bruegger

Chris Saeger

Amena H. Saiyid

AEI Consultants

Western Values Project

Bloomberg BNA

AEI is requesting any CERLCA, RCRA and NFRAP documentation on the following site: CONSOLIDATED STORES
INCORPORATED, 300 PHILLIPI ROAD, COLUMBUS, OH Aliases: COLUMBUS PRODUCTS CO, COLUMBUS PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED EPA ID: OHD095030979 This site seems to have been originally a CERCLA site that was eventually
deferred to RCRA under the name BIG LOTS STORES INC, FRS ID: 110009666913. AEI is preparing a Phase I report for a
nearby site with an on-site stream that this &quot;Consolidated Stores Incorporated&quot; site previously discharged
waste to, so we need to understand the waste discharge process as well as why the site was deferred to RCRA. Please
contact me with any questions. Alison Bruegger Project Manager AEI Consultants 8700 West Bryn Mawr Avenue, Suite
2/7/2018 18:02 730N Chicago, Illinois 60631 e. abruegger@aeiconsultants.com o. 773.693.1111

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I request access to and copies of all correspondence between Ryan Zinke,
the Office of Representative Ryan Zinke (MT-AL) and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This should
include, but is not limited to all digital, print or other correspondence, including attachments, between or involving
Rep. Zinke, members of his staff and any employee within the EPA or contractor working within the EPA on EPA
business. This should include correspondence in which Rep. Zinke or members of his staff are carbon copied (“CC’d”).
Additionally, prior to serving in the US House, Ryan Zinke served as a Montana State Representative from 2008 – 2014;
this request should include any correspondence from then-Montana State Representative Zinke as well. For clarity: the
time-period covered by this request is 2008 – present. If there are costs associated with this request, please let me
know and I can submit payment promptly. If possible, I would prefer to receive this information electronically via email at csaeger@westernvaluesproject.org. If records must be sent by mail, please send them to: Western Values
Project ATTN: Chris Saeger 704C East 13th Street, Suite 568 Whitefish, MT 59937 If you have questions or need
additional information from me, please feel free to call me at 406-438-1918. If my request is denied in whole or part, I
ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. Thank you for your assistance.
12/20/2016 14:12 Sincerely, Chris Saeger

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of a list of water infrastructure projects that the EPA has compiled for discussion with the White House
infrastructure council. Specifically, I would like the list of water infrastructure projects that Administrator Scott Pruitt
detailed in his March 2 remarks to the U.S. Conference of Mayors. I would like to receive the information in electronic
format preferably, although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. Please waive any applicable fees. Release of
the information is in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government
operations and activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to
specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I,
of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. I would
appreciate your communicating with me by email or telephone, rather than by mail I look forward to your
determination regarding my request for expedited processing within 10 calendar days, as the statute requires. Thank
4/7/2017 16:04 you for your assistance. Sincerely, Amena Saiyid

EPA-HQ-2017-004707

Amena H. Saiyid

EPA-HQ-2017-002019

Juanita Brumitt

EPA-HQ-2018-007743
EPA-HQ-2017-006958

Juan Carlos M.
Rodriguez
Juan Carlos M.
Rodriguez

EPA-HQ-2017-003130

Susan M. Rotkis

EPA-HQ-2017-003008
EPA-HQ-2018-001268
EPA-HQ-2017-006421
EPA-HQ-2017-003014

Dave Angle
Peter Zalzal
Peter Zalzal
Peter Zalzal

Bloomberg BNA

Law360
Law360

Amena Saiyid Journalist Bloomberg BNA 1801 S. Bell Street No. 4434 Arlington, VA 22202 703-341-3695 March 8, 2017
FOIA Officer Environmental Protection Agency National Headquarters 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Environmental
Protection Agency, (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 (202) 566-1667 hq.foia@epa.gov FOIA REQUEST Fee waiver
requested Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access
to and copies of any and all documents, including but not limited to letters and emails, between all employees and
contractors of the Environmental Protection Agency and members of Congress concerning the interpretation of the
2006 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Rapanos v. United States. Specifically, I would like the exchange that took place
after Nov. 8, 2016, and includes mentions of Justices Antonin Scalia and Anthony Kennedy. I would like to receive the
information in electronic format preferably, although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. Please waive any
applicable fees. Release of the information is in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public
understanding of government operations and activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify
all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of
otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to
deny a waiver of fees. I would appreciate your communicating with me by email or telephone, rather than by mail I
look forward to your determination regarding my request for expedited processing within 10 calendar days, as the
3/8/2017 20:03 statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Amena Saiyid
Please provide the presentation(s) that Syngenta gave the EPA and any notes or comments from HED and/or PRD staff
members involving the meeting Syngenta held with the HED and PRD regarding Toxicity Testing and Epidemiologic
12/13/2016 20:12 Research on Paraquat and Parkinson's Disease.
I am writing to request documents that show the identity of the attorneys and other individuals or parties that are
representing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in regard to his legal defense fund, which he discussed at a May 16, 2018
hearing of the Senate Appropriations Committee Subcommittee on Department of the Interior, Environment, and
Related Agencies. I am also requesting any documents that detail the rules and structure of the fund, such as ethical
considerations and transparency provisions. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me at any
5/16/2018 19:05 time. Thank you very much.
5/8/2017 13:05 Under Agency Review

1/24/2017 21:01
Michael Pisani &amp;
Associates Inc.
EDF
EDF
EDF

1/20/2017 14:01
11/1/2017 22:11
4/21/2017 18:04
1/20/2017 15:01

Please send me the following information available in electronic form, I am specifically not seeking copies of paper
documents. I am specifically not seeking information that was originated by the White House or exempt White House
officials. (1) all communications from the EPA to the White House, the Office of Administration, the Office of Vice
President from January 19, 2017, through the present (2) all executive orders and public documents from January 4,
2017, through the present (3) all communication between the EPA and any leadership member of the U.S. House of
Representatives and the U.S. Senate from January 4, 2017, through the present (4) all communications, internal
memoranda, studies, decisions, text messages or voicemail containing the word &quot;Pruitt&quot; since December
27, 2016, through the present I am just an ordinary person looking to make informed choices. Thank you.
Dear Sir: We are trying to obtain an electronic copy of the National Soils Monitoring Program for Pesticide Residues
Database which was directed by the EPA in the late 1960s-early 1970s. We have attached copies of two documents
that reference the database. Thanks very much, Dave Angle
Request for records related to NSPS Subpart OOOOa
Notice of Intent to Reconsider Final Determination
Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010315

EPA-HQ-2017-010035

EPA-HQ-2017-010119

EPA-HQ-2017-002731

Robert Faturechi

Robert Faturechi

Robert Faturechi

Robert Faturechi

ProPublica

8/8/2017 17:08 Under Agency Review

ProPublica

Please provide any emails (regarding meetings, requested meetings, phone calls, the regulatory rollback team and/or
particular EPA regulations being considered for rollback/elimination/modification) between EPA employees Ryan
Jackson, Byron Brown, Brittany Bolen or Samantha Dravis and anyone with an email address ending in
@inhofe.senate.gov, @api.org, @bio.org, @valero.com, @energyfutureholdings.com, @exxonmobil.com, @dvn.com,
@uschamber.com, @kochind.com, @americaspower.org, @coalsource.com, @rangeresources.com, @afpm.org,
@pinnaclewest.com, @trin.net, @southernco.com, @bp.com, @chevron.com, @gm.com, or @ford.com This request
8/1/2017 14:08 spans from January 20, 2017 to the date this request is fulfilled.

ProPublica

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552 et seq (&quot;FOIA&quot;), I request copies of (or
access to) documents created as a result of meetings or phone calls between agency employee Samantha Dravis and
representatives of the following outside stakeholder entities: Hess Corporation American Petroleum Institute
Biotechnology Innovation Organization Valero Energy Future Holdings Corporation ExxonMobil Devon Energy US
Chamber of Commerce Koch Industries American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity Murray Energy Range Resources
American Fuel &amp; Petrochem Manufacturers Association Pinnacle West Capital Trinity Industries Southern
Company BP Chevron General Motors Ford Chrysler Specifically, please provide: -any meeting minutes created by an
EPA employee -Dravis’ notes from the meeting or phone call -any presentation slides, briefing documents, reports,
pamphlets or any other literature provided at the meeting by the stakeholder entity or an EPA participant This request
8/2/2017 21:08 spans January 20 to the date this FOIA is processed.

ProPublica

All correspondence between the EPA office of Associate General Counsel for the Air and Radiation Law Office or the
Office of General Counsel and Myron Ebell, including but not limited to from these email addresses:
myronebell.epateam@gmail.com and mebell@cei.org All correspondence regarding the Clean Power Plan and other
climate-related regulations between EPA officials and Myron Ebell, including but not limited to from these email
1/10/2017 20:01 addresses: myronebell.epateam@gmail.com and mebell@cei.org

EPA-HQ-2017-002901

Adrienne Timmel

Keller and Heckman LLP

1/17/2017 15:01

EPA-R2-2018-005758

Christopher Furlong

Weston Solutions, Inc.

3/23/2018 19:03

EPA-R2-2018-005195

Samuel Boxerman

3/7/2018 14:03

EPA-HQ-2017-003048

Christopher Collins

1/23/2017 14:01

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552) and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) FOIA implementing regulations, we are requesting certain information related to the December 21,
2011 and February 22, 2012 data call-ins (DCIs) that EPA issued for hydrogen peroxide and peroxyacetic acid under
section 3(c)(2)(B) of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) (7 U.S.C. &sect; 136 et seq.).
Looking for all environmental records related to the Summit Finishing, Inc. site located at 767 Leesville Avenue in
Rahway, NJ. The EPA Registry ID for the site is 110004161120. The RCRA ID for the site is NJD067494286. The ICIS ID for
the site is NJ000470153. Looking for all records related to chemical storage and handling, site inspections, cleanup,
enforcement actions, permitting, and site operations.
I am requesting copies of the following records: 1. Draft regulations governing beneficial use of coal combustion
residuals which the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) submitted to EPA Region 2. 2. Draft amendments
to the EQB’s solid waste regulations which the EQB submitted to EPA Region 2. This request covers records submitted
to EPA Region 2 by EQB since July 1, 2017.
Requesting access to or copy of all aquatic exposure assignments in the possession of the EPA that were conducted
from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016.

EPA-HQ-2017-002970

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the following documents [or
documents containing the following information] be provided to me: - requests to conduct the Comparative Thyroid
Assay [see slide 10 in attached slide presentation] made by the Environmental Protection Agency
(&quot;Agency&quot;) under the intent of enforcing either TSCA, FIFRA or FFDCA; - correspondence between EPA and
companies that have been asked to conduct the Comparative Thyroid Assay, including records of meetings, requests to
waive the study, etc.; AND - submissions made to EPA with Comparative Thyroid Assay study results, including interim
updates and final studies where possible as well as PMID #s or other unique identifiers. In order to help to determine
my status to assess fees, you should know that I am acting as a contractor to a non-profit organizations, this request is
affiliated with a noncommercial scientific institutions, and this request is made for a scholarly or scientific purpose and
not for a commercial use. As such, I request a waiver of all fees for this request. Disclosure of the requested
information to me is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations or activities of the government and is not primarily in my commercial interest. I am hoping to, along with
my NGO partners, identify all the available Comparative Thyroid Assay data and conduct analyses to facilitate
identifying alternative approaches to the non-guideline study. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
1/19/2017 14:01 Sincerely, Erik R. Janus President, M3 Technical &amp; Regulatory Services

Erik R. Janus

EPA-HQ-2018-006962

Joseph Morici

Cardno Inc

EPA-HQ-2017-002791

Jason Hodrinsky

Gori Julian & Assoc.

Please provide a list of applications received for the EPA Brownfields Assessment, RLF, and Cleanup Cooperative
Agreements (Funding Opportunity Numbers EPA-OLEM-OBLR-17-07, EPA-OLEM-OBLR-17-08, and EPA-OLEM-OBLR-1709). Please include the Applicant Name, Region, State, Type of Proposal (Assessment, RLF, or Cleanup), Cleanup or Sitespecific Assessment Site Name (if applicable), Hazardous Substance Funding Requested, Petroleum Funding
Requested, whether they were considered a New or Existing Grantee, and the Overall Score of the application (if
4/24/2018 1:04 passed Threshold Review), and whether the application was funded. Thank you
I am looking for the records of the source material used in the August 2000 EPA report titled: &quot;Sampling and
Analysis of Consumer Garden Products That Contain Vermiculite,&quot; EPA 744-R-00-010 performed by the Office of
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances (7401). Specifically, any and all documents relating to Scotts Vermiculite
products and testing. Including, but not limited to, sample photographs, descriptions, history, testing, and results.
1/12/2017 14:01 Thank you.

Comprehensive Environmental
Legal Services, PSC

Requested records pertain to Agency supervision of and compliance with Training Requirements applicable to certain
Agency employees and their first-hne supervisors stationed at the EPA Caribbean Environmental Protection Division
(&quot;CEPD&quot;). These employees, in the course of performing official duties under inspection Programs for Clean
Air Act (&quot;CAA&quot;) stationary sources and Comprehensive Environmental Resource, Compensation and
Liability Act (&quot;CERCLA&quot;)^ facilities acted, on or about May 12-15, 2012, in their capacity as Enforcement
Officer (&quot;EO&quot;) and/or On- Scene Coordinator (&quot;OSC&quot;) during the investigation of incidents
involving demolition activities. Investigated demolition activities related to office space renovations at the North
Tower of the Minillas Government Center Complex in San Juan, Puerto Rico (&quot;Minillas North Tower&quot;).
3/16/2017 13:03 [Additional detailed information provided in the attachment. Records sought are those described in the attachement]

EPA-R2-2017-004970

Patricio Martinez
Lorenzo

EPA-R5-2018-007712

EPA-HQ-2018-008046

EPA-HQ-2018-007044

EPA-HQ-2018-003541

Colin Pannier

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC is requesting any
paper and microfiche documents the Village of Midlothian may have on file concerning current or historical risk
management plans; building permits; current or historical underground or aboveground storage tanks; hazardous
materials incidents; and any other environmental conditions, inspections, releases, or violations located at: 4432 W.
147th Street Midlothian, Illinois 60445. The Property is currently vacant. Any information on other tenants present and
past is also requested. Only records between 9/15/2017 and 5/15/2018 are requested. The PIN associated with this
site is 28-10-120-009-0000. Thank you in advance for your assistance with this request. Should you require any
5/15/2018 22:05 additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you.

Talia Buford

ProPublica

An electronic copy, or a paper copy if an electronic copy is not available, containing the text of each Title VI complaint
filed with the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office, including each regional office dated between and including
04/01/2018 and 04/30/2018; Text of each resolution - including but not limited to determination letters, investigative
reports, settlements, preliminary or formal findings, or referrals - issued by the ECRCO relaying the disposition of any
Title VI complaint, dated between, and including 04/01/2018 and 04/30/2018. I would like to receive the information
in the following format: electronic. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by
reference to specific exemptions of the Act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise
exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a
waiver of fees. As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate
5/25/2018 15:05 your communicating with me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.

ProPublica

An electronic copy, or a paper copy if an electronic copy is not available, containing the text of each Title VI complaint
filed with the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office, including each regional office dated between and including
02/01/2018 and 02/28/2018; Text of each resolution - including but not limited to determination letters, investigative
reports, settlements, preliminary or formal findings, or referrals - issued by the ECRCO relaying the disposition of any
Title VI complaint, dated between, and including 02/01/2018 and 02/28/2018. I would like to receive the information
in the following format: electronic. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by
reference to specific exemptions of the Act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise
exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a
waiver of fees. As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate
4/25/2018 22:04 your communicating with me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.

ProPublica

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request: An electronic copy containing the
text of each Title VI complaint filed with the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office (ECRCO), including each
regional office dated between 11/01/2017 and 11/30/2017; Text of each resolution dated between 11/1/2017 and
11/30/2017- including acceptance letters, dismissals, referrals, and any other documents not posted online - issued by
the ECRCO relaying the disposition of any Title VI complaint. I would like to receive the information in the following
format: electronic. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the Act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
1/19/2018 16:01 me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.

Talia Buford

Talia Buford

EPA-HQ-2017-002983

Talia Buford

ProPublica

EPA-HQ-2017-005084
EPA-HQ-2018-005187

Tadesse A. Sinshaw
Steven J. Onysko

University of Mississippi

EPA-HQ-2017-002701

Ryan Shapiro

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

EPA-HQ-2018-005836

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

On behalf of the Center for Public Integrity and myself, jointly, I request that you provide us copies of the records
identified and described below — or of records containing the information identified and described below: A database
or other similar electronic copy, or a paper copy if an electronic copy is not available, containing the text of each Title
VI complaint filed with the EPA’s External Civil Rights Compliance Office (or the former Office of Civil Rights), including
each regional office dated between 12/1/2013 and the date you process this request; and text of each resolution including but not limited to determination letters, investigative reports, settlements, preliminary or formal findings, or
referrals - issued by the ECRCO/OCR, including each regional office, relaying the disposition of any Title VI complaint,
dated between Dec. 1, 2013 and the date you process this request; We prefer to receive records in the following
formats, listed in order of preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a spreadsheet, delimited data set,
database file, or similar; (2) other non-proprietary electronic format; (3) word processing file, text-based PDF, or
similar; (4) paper copies. Please also provide any and all documentation related to such electronic records, including
but not limited to data dictionaries, database documentation, record layouts, code sheets, data entry instructions, and
similar printed or electronic documentation materials. Please respond within 20 working days, or notify me if
“unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply. If you decide to withhold an exempt portion of any record, please
release all other segregable parts. If you withhold any record or portion of a record, please specify which statutory
exemptions are claimed for each withholding, separately state your reasons for not invoking your discretion, as the Act
1/19/2017 16:01 allows, to release the requested information, and describe each record withheld (eg. date, size
I am a graduate student at the University of Mississippi. I am writing to request a color transparency of first-class
reproduction quality, or a tiff file of 300 dpi or higher with a match print, of “EPA Regional Map” in your visiting
regional office collections. A copy of this is attached to this request. I am also requesting from you written permission
to publish this image as one of the illustrations to my research, Artificial Neural Networks for Prediction of Total
Nitrogen and Total Phosphorous in U.S. Lakes, which will be submitted to Journal of Environmental Engineering (ASCE).
If you are willing to grant me permission to reprint the image referenced above, please reply with your official
3/20/2017 15:03 confirmation so that I may have your permission for my records. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
3/7/2018 14:03 Under Agency Review
Requesting any and all records constituting, mentioning or referring to any and all correspondence and/or
communications from, to, mentioning or referring to Jefferson Beauregard &quot;Jeff&quot; Sessions III (aka Jeff
Sessions); any and all records mentioning or referring to the organization Judicial Crisis Network; any and all records
1/10/2017 14:01 mentioning or referring to confirmsession.com.
3/27/2018 1:03 Please find our FOIA request attached.
Please find our FOIA request attached.

EPA-HQ-2018-003130

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA: Per a discussion with the requestor, we are amending the request in the attached document by adding the
following:
On February 3, 2017, EDF submitted a separate but related FOIA request, EPA-HQ-2017-003545, seeking EPA records
that relate to the Endangerment Finding or EPA’s legal authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions and other
records. The portion of the FOIA request for records that relate to the Endangerment Finding or EPA’s legal authority
to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from EPA-HQ-2017-003545 will be combined with EPA-HQ-2018-003130, and the
1/8/2018 15:01 records will be provided under EPA-HQ-2018-003130.

Specifically, EDF requests copies of all correspondence that (i) is related to a red team/blue team review of climate
science and (ii) included among its sender(s) or recipient(s) any one or more of the following EPA employees:
• E. Scott Pruitt,
• Brittany Bolen,
• Byron Brown,
• Alex Dominguez,
• Samantha Dravis,
• Sarah Greenwalt,
• Mandy Gunasekara,
• Michelle Hale,
• Millan Hupp,
• Ryan Jackson,
• Albert “Kell” Kelly,
• Daisy Letendre,
• Will Lovell,
• Madeline Morris,
• Charles Munoz,
• George Sugiyama,
• Ken Wagner, or
• William Wehrum.

EPA-HQ-2018-003129

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2018-003777

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

On August 1, 2017, EDF submitted a separate FOIA request seeking correspondence relating to a
potential red team/exercise.1 This earlier request, which EPA docketed as number EPA-HQ2017-010055, covered records produced, modified, or transmitted from January 20, 2017
1/8/2018 15:01 through the date upon which EPA began searching for responsive records.
1/25/2018 23:01 Please find our FOIA request attached.

Correspondence relating to the Paris Agreement and/or United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
that was sent to or by any person or entity outside of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government. EDF requests
records that were produced, modified, or transmitted between January 20, 2017 and the date EPA searches for
responsive records.
EDF respectfully requests that EPA search the records of the following individuals:
• Erik Baptist,
• Don Benton,
• Brittany Bolen,
• Byron Brown,
• Samantha Dravis,
• Doug Ericksen,
• Mandy Gunasekara,
• Ryan Jackson,
• David Kreutzer,
• Charles Munoz,
• E. Scott Pruitt,
• David Schnare,
• Justin Schwab,
• George Sugiyama, and
8/31/2017 14:08 • Ken Wagner.

EPA-HQ-2017-011031

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-010293

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

8/8/2017 14:08 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010058

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

8/1/2017 19:08 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010055

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EDF requests copies of all correspondence that (i) is related to a red team/blue team review of climate science and (ii)
included among its sender(s) or recipient(s) any one or more of the following EPA employees:
• E. Scott Pruitt,
• Ryan Jackson,
• Henry Darwin,
• Byron Brown,
• Kevin Chmielewski,
• Alex Dominguez,
• Nicholas Falvo,
• Hayley Ford,
• Sarah Greenwalt,
• Mandy Gunasekara,
• Michelle Hale,
• Millan Hupp,
• Albert “Kell” Kelly,
• Forrest McMurray,
• Madeline Morris,
• Charles Munoz,
• Ken Wagner,
• Samantha Dravis,
• Brittany Bolen,
• Daisy Letendre,
• Will Lovell,
• George Sugiyama, or
8/1/2017 18:08 • Dr. Richard Yamada.

Specifically, EDF requests copies of all correspondence between: (i) any of the following EPA employees:
• the Administrator, • any political appointee in the Office of the Administrator, • any political appointee in the Office
of General Counsel, • Mandy Gunasekara, • Nancy Beck, • Sarah Greenwalt, • Lee Forsgren, • Patrick Traylor, • any
member of the beachhead team, and

EPA-HQ-2017-009579

EPA-HQ-2017-008622

Benjamin Levitan

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

(ii) any attorney or staff member at any of the following law firms (“External Firms”):
• “bakerlaw.com”, • “bracewelllaw.com”, “bracewell.com”, • “crowell.com”, • “hunton.com”, • “mayerbrown.com”,
7/19/2017 14:07 • “sidley.com”, • “troutmansanders.com”. • “troutmansanders.com”.

Environmental Defense Fund

Administrator E. Scott Pruitt’s schedule since his assumption of office on February 17, 2017, as well as the schedules of
his senior managers since they assumed office. EDF requests copies of all records of the EPA produced, modified, or
transmitted since February 17, 2017 that are related to the Administrator’s and senior managers’ schedules, including:
calendars, schedules, itineraries, logs of daily activities and travel, and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic
meetings, including lists of meeting attendees. EDF requests these records on a rolling basis, from February 17, 2017
6/20/2017 16:06 until the end of Administrator Pruitt’s tenure.

Records sent or received by E. Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Byron Brown, or Mandy Gunasekara and
7/11/2017 19:07 that contains both the words “coal” and “jobs” or both the words “mining” and “jobs.”

EPA-HQ-2017-009283

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-007004

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-005099

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-003545

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-003087

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2017-004843

Walker Stanovsky

1/24/2017 15:01 Please find our FOIA request attached.
Please provide all communications in any form sent or received by or on behalf of, or directed to, Administrator Scott
Pruitt regarding climate change, global warming, or greenhouse gases (including but not limited to the six key
3/13/2017 17:03 greenhouse gases previously identified by EPA in various regulations).

Walker Stanovsky
Andrea Issod

Sierra Club

I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: All communications in any form meeting the
following criteria: * Sent and/or received after January 10, 2017 by employees or representatives of the EPA, and *
Referencing the Alaska Forum on the Environment, held in Anchorage, Alaska in February 2017. Please produce all, or
2/10/2017 17:02 as many as possible, responsive documents in electronic format. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
1/26/2017 14:01 Please see attached.

MuckRock

All records of meetings or conversations between Environmental Protection Agency officials regarding the incoming
and current President Trump Administration. Specifically, I am looking for material from November 7, 2016 through
present. These records include, but are not limited to, e-mails, memoranda, minutes, attendee lists, agendas, and
directives issued. This request is made pursuant to several media reports suggesting that EPA bureaucrats are
conspiring to undermine the new Administration by &quot;quietly providing information of what is happening inside
their agencies to advocacy groups and the media.&quot; (Link to the report from POLITICO:
1/25/2017 14:01 http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/trump-government-bureaucrats-234019)
Any and all written or recorded communications, including but not limited to emails, voice mails, texts, SMS/MMS,
chats, memos, communication strategy documents, or other correspondence, from on or after 1/19/2017, regarding a
cessation, hold, delay, and/or reduction of use of EPA social media accounts, the engagement of a digital strategist on
behalf of the EPA, and/or the cessation, hold, delay, and/or reduction of communications by EPA personnel with the
1/25/2017 14:01 public.
1/25/2017 14:01 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-003823
EPA-HQ-2017-003248

EPA-HQ-2017-003177

Maxwell Anderson

EPA-HQ-2017-003179
EPA-HQ-2017-003208

Tracy Loftesness
Christopher Collins

EPA-HQ-2017-003219

Benjamin M. Romer

EPA-HQ-2017-005610

Brendan J. Boyle

5/8/2017 15:05 Under Agency Review
3/20/2017 18:03 Under Agency Review
EDF submitted a separate but related FOIA request, EPA-HQ-2018-003130, seeking EPA records that relate to the
Endangerment Finding or EPA’s legal authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. The portion of the FOIA request
for records that relate to the Endangerment Finding or EPA’s legal authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions
from EPA-HQ-2017-003545 will be combined with EPA-HQ-2018-003130, and the records will be provided under EPA2/3/2017 15:02 HQ-2018-003130.

All email, transcripts, notes, revisions, discussions of revisions, and other relevant documentation produced during any
1/25/2017 18:01 internal &quot;vetting&quot; of external EPA communications, in the process described by Senator Doug Ericksen.
I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Holly Greaves, Senior Advisor. The time
period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

EPA-HQ-2017-005609

EPA-HQ-2017-005608

EPA-HQ-2017-005607

EPA-HQ-2017-005614

EPA-HQ-2017-005613

EPA-HQ-2017-005612

EPA-HQ-2017-005611

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Douglas Ericksen, Senior Advisor. The
time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Patrick Davis, Senior Advisor. The time
period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Charles Munoz, White House Liaison.
The time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to George Sugiyama, Senior Advisor. The
time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 19:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Justin Schwab,Senior Advisor. The time
period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to David Schnare, Senior Advisor. The
time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to David Kreutzer, Senior Advisor. The
time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

EPA-HQ-2017-005606

Brendan J. Boyle

I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence
in the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Layne Bangerter (Senior Advisor). The
time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled. I prefer to receive the records
4/3/2017 18:04 electronically via email, or if email is not available as an option on CD-ROM.

EPA-HQ-2017-005605

Brendan J. Boyle

EPA-HQ-2018-002712

Theo Allen

12/18/2017 18:12

EPA-HQ-2017-011106

Theo Allen

9/1/2017 21:09

EPA-HQ-2017-010288
EPA-HQ-2017-007940

Theo Allen
Theo Allen

8/8/2017 13:08
6/2/2017 13:06

EPA-HQ-2017-006474

EPA-HQ-2017-003178

4/3/2017 18:04

Inbound and/or outbound emails, letters, memorandum, instant messages, reports, and/or other correspondence in
the possession of the Environmental Protection Agency written by or sent to Donald Benton (Senior White House
Advisor). The time period of my request is from January 20, 2017 till the time this request is filled.
Please provide all communications between Administrator Pruitt, his chief of staff, or any political appointee
appointed by President Trump or Administrator Pruitt and either Allan Blustein, Definers, America Rising, or NTK
Network. The timeline is from January 1, 2017 until the date this request is fully processed. Please respond
electronically.
Please provide all policies governing the use of the phrases &quot;climate change&quot; and &quot;global
warming&quot; by EPA employees
(1) All drafts of the Climate Science Special Report which the EPA has in their possession. (2) A list of all EPA employees
who have worked on the current Climate Science Special Report, if any such list exists. (3) All emails sent by or sent to
Scott Pruitt mentioning the Climate Science Special Report or the acronym CSSR sent on or after July 1, 2017. No fees
will be paid. Please respond electronically.
Under Agency Review

Theo Allen

Please provide electronically a copy of all information on opendata.epa.gov in a format that can be electronically
searched. Archiving that domain site would be deemed satisfactory and is the preferred method. I will not pay for
printing and please do not send such information by mail. Please also provide any information that was available since
January 21, 2017 after the Obama EPA website was preserved which was subsequently deleted and is not exempt from
4/24/2017 16:04 disclosure under FOIA. If any fees may be imposed, please contact me in advance.

Elliott Henry

(1) Any press releases that were drafted by anyone at EPA but not submitted to the press that were created after
12/1/16. (2) Any blog messages that were drafted by anyone at EPA but not published that were created after
12/1/16. (3) Any draft responses by anyone at EPA to media requests that were not sent to the media that were
created after 12/1/16. (4) Any content created for the EPA website that was created after 12/1/16 but was not
published on the EPA website. (5) Any memoranda or communications created after 11/8/16 identifying new
restrictions on communications made by EPA to the public at large, by EPA on social media, by EPA through webinars,
or by EPA through its website. (6) Any memoranda or communications created after 1/19/17 requesting or requiring
1/25/2017 14:01 information be removed from the EPA website.

EPA-HQ-2017-006614

Jason Plautz

National Journal

I am seeking communication between the office of the EPA administrator and the State Department regarding the U.S.
position on the United Nations Paris Agreement on climate change between the dates November 9, 2016 and April 26,
2017. This should include any emails, memoranda and documents to the following members of EPA staff: following
members of EPA staff and transition team: Administrator Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, George Sugiyama, Don Benton,
Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, David Schnare, Harlan Watson, Joseph Desilets, Charles Munoz, Patrick Davis, David
Kreutzer, Doug Ericksen, Justic Schwab, Layne Bangerter, Brian Dansel, Byron Brown, Samantha Dravis, John Konkus,
Austin Lipari, Amy Oliver Cooke, Christopher Horner, Myron Ebell, David Stevenson and JP Friere. I request this
information in electronic form or on CD if digital transmission is not available. Please contact me by email or phone
4/27/2017 13:04 with any questions.

EPA-HQ-2017-006115

Jason Plautz

National Journal

EPA-HQ-2017-003303

Kendall Taggart

BuzzFeed News

To whom it may concern: I am seeking records of communications in the period Dec. 1, 2016-April 7, 2017 to and from
Joel Scheraga and the following members of EPA staff and transition team: Administrator Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson,
George Sugiyama, Don Benton, Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, David Schnare, Harlan Watson, Joseph Desilets, Charles
Munoz, Patrick Davis, David Kreutzer, Doug Ericksen, Justic Schwab, Layne Bangerter, Brian Dansel, Byron Brown,
Samantha Dravis, John Konkus, Austin Lipari, Amy Oliver Cooke, Christopher Horner, Myron Ebell, David Stevenson and
JP Friere. This should include any emails (with attached documents), memos, voice mail logs or transcripts and call
logs. I request this information in digital form or on CD if digital transmission is not available. Please contact me by
4/13/2017 19:04 email or phone if there are questions about this request.
Requesting all emails from, to, cc’ed, bcc’ed or forwarded by EPA staff in these offices regarding plans to take down or
1/26/2017 14:01 alter the agency’s website content.

The Huffington Post

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: Any memos or emails
sent by Myron Ebell to agency employees instructing them not to correspond with public officials, including members
of Congress and the media, between January 20, 2017 and the present. The requested documents will be made
available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for
your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20
1/30/2017 21:01 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Igor Bobic

EPA-HQ-2017-003408

Igor Bobic

EPA-HQ-2018-000617

EPA-HQ-2017-004006

EPA-HQ-2017-003425

Daniel Rivero

Fusion

I am requesting a copy of all minutes, meeting notes, lists of attendees, powerpoint presentations, photographs,
letters, memos, contracts, emails, or other records exchanged between EPA staff and employees and participants of
the meetings with EPA administrator Scott Pruitt listed below, regarding the meetings. The following list of meetings
with the administrator was taken from the EPA's publicly posted calendar of Administrator Pruitt. All dates are in 2017.
All locations of the meeting are noted above meeting details. If there were multiple meetings in one location they are
grouped: AT EPA HEADQUARTERS: September 11, 10:00 AM WOTUS Briefing with Army Corps of Engineers September
13, 3:00 PM WOTUS Briefing with Army Corps of Engineers September 13, 4:15 PM Meeting with Oklahoma State
Chamber September 14, 10:00 AM WOTUS Briefing with Army Corps of Engineers June 27, 1:30 PM WOTUS
Withdrawal Signing July 13, 1:30 PM WOTUS Call with State AGs AT Morrisville, AL July 6, 1:30 PM WOTUS Site Visit
with Alabama Farm Federation AT Cochran, AL July 7, 11:00 AM Tour and WOTUS event at Gully Branch Tree Farm AT
Salt Lake City, UT July 18, 2:00 PM Lunch and WOTUS Roundtable discussion AT Minneapolis, Minn. July 19, 12:15 PM
WOTUS Roundtable at Minnesota AgriGrowth Council AT Little Rock, AR July 20, 10:30 AM WOTUS Roundtable Hosted
by Arkansas Poultry Federation AT Orangeburg, SC July 24, 10:00 AM WOTUS Roundtable, Tour and Press at Super-Sod
Farm AT Woodrow, CO August 3, 4:00 PM WOTUS Roundtable at Fraiser Ranch AT Brownsburg, IN August 2, 12:30 PM
WOTUS Roundtable AT Oklahoma City, OK July 28, 3:30 PM WOTUS Roundtable at OK Electric Cooperatives Association
August 25, 12:00 PM Meeting with Oklahoma Legislatures AT Guymon, OK July 27, 11:15 AM WOTUS Site Visit AT
Fargo, ND August 9, 10:45 AM WOTUS Roundtable Please send the requested information on a rolling basis, and do
10/16/2017 22:10 not wait until completed to fill the request.

Joseph Van Acker

Request for any and all records, including correspondence, emails, transcripts, reports and attachments pertaining to
the president's executive order issued Jan. 24, 2017 entitled &quot;Executive Order Expediting Environmental Reviews
and Approvals For High Priority Infrastructure Projects,&quot; from that date to the present. I agree to pay any
reasonable search and duplication fees related to this request. However, if you estimate that the total fee will exceed
$50, please notify me. Additionally, if any portions of a document are exempt from release, I ask that you to send me
all non-exempt portions of the records. I reserve the right to appeal your decisions to withhold any materials. I am
making this request in my capacity as a journalist. Please contact me via email (joevanacker@gmail.com) if you have
2/16/2017 16:02 any questions regarding this request.

Amanda Johnson

Requesting all communications between the EPA and Representatives of the Executive Office of the President of the
United States, the President and/or those purporting to contact the Agency on behalf of the President concerning the
operations of the Agency's social media accounts;any documents or materials used to instruct or train Agency
personnel in the use of its public-facing Twitter account, @EPA; any documents or material used to instruct Agency
personnel on the proper procedures for archiving and deleting content from the Agency's public-facing Twitter
account ; and all emails sent or received by the Agency's office of Public Affairs, Office of the General Counsel and the
office of the Acting Administrator concerning the operations of the Agency's public-facing Twitter account, etc., as
1/31/2017 14:01 stated in the attached request.

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

You have agreed to clarify your request to seek the following: Any memo, email or other document received by the
EPA Acting Administrator or the EPA Administrator from 1/20/2017 to the present from the President of the United
States or anyone acting directly on his behalf
1) Directing EPA staff to cease communications with the public,
2) Halting or otherwise restricting scientific research by EPA staff, and/or
3) Halting or otherwise restricting the publication of scientific research by EPA staff.

Douglas E. Tow

We appreciate cooperation and your interest in the EPA.
1/26/2017 14:01 Becky Dolph

EPA-HQ-2017-003341

Vann A. Ellerbruch

University of Denver
Environmental Law Clinic

Please provide any and all documents and communications in the possession of your agency or office from January 20,
2017 to the present that identify, discuss, mention, refer, and/or relate to the Memorandum for the Secretary of the
Army (January, 24, 2017) attached herein as Exhibit A. Please also provide any and all documents and communications
in the possession of your agency or office from January 20, 2017 to the present that identify, discuss, mention, refer,
and/or relate to the Memorandum for the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Interior
1/27/2017 19:01 (January, 24, 2017) attached herein as Exhibit B.

EPA-HQ-2017-003325
EPA-R2-2017-003322

Courtney Bernhardt
John DeLascio

Environmental Integrity Project
Hinshaw &amp; Culbertson

1/27/2017 15:01 Please see attached letter dated 1/27/2017, re: Freedom of Information Act Request for EPA Databases
1/27/2017 14:01 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-003544

Jarrod S. Sharp

EPA-HQ-2017-003256

Pursuant to FOIA, I request any all e-mails in the possession of the EPA sent or received since November 20, 2016 will
2/3/2017 14:02 refer or relate to Signal and other similar encrypted messaging programs. Thank you, Jarrod Sharp

EPA-HQ-2017-003600

Michael Petrelis

EPA-HQ-2017-007191

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

EPA-HQ-2017-005885

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

EPA-HQ-2017-004845

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

EPA-HQ-2017-004538

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I request records from the following electronic search: A copy
of all emails from the domain EOP.gov to senior EPA managers encompassed within the required agency system for
retaining emails of senior officials. Frequently this records management policy/system is described by the name
Capstone. https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/grs/grs06-1-faqs.html If the EPA has not yet established NARAcompliant email retention procedures, then I instead request an electronic search of the mailboxes of agency senior
managers for all emails that include the EOP.gov phrase in the FROM address. I limit this request to the time period
January 20, 2017 to the present. If possible, please provide me with all responsive records in digital format sent to my
2/6/2017 14:02 email address: MPetrelis@aol.com. This is a request in the news media fee category.
All emails sent between EPA special advisor Doug Ericksen and administrator Scott Pruitt between Feb. 1, 2017 and
5/11/2017 17:05 May 11, 2017.
Seeking copies of all communications between Doug Ericksen and the EPA Ethics Office and/or EPA Ethics office senior
4/7/2017 19:04 counsel Justina Fugh, including but not limited to communications regarding compliance with the Hatch Act.
Seeking copies of all emails sent to or from EPA transition team member Doug Ericksen between Feb. 3, 2017 and
March 13, 2017 that include the following keywords: &quot;Ferndale&quot;; &quot;Olympia&quot; ; &quot;region
10&quot; ; &quot;travel&quot;; &quot;Hanford&quot; ; and &quot;BP&quot; ; &quot;Tesoro&quot; ; and
3/13/2017 17:03 &quot;terminal.&quot;
3/6/2017 14:03 Seeking public calendar for EPA transition team member Doug Ericksen between Feb. 2, 2017, and March 3, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-004738

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

EPA-HQ-2017-003585

Joseph O'Sullivan

The Seattle Times

Seeking any and all expenses or travel reimbursements submitted by or on behalf of EPA transition team member
3/9/2017 18:03 Doug Ericksen.
Seeking copies of all emails sent from or to Doug Ericksen, EPA transition team member, between Jan. 9 2017, and
2/6/2017 14:02 Feb. 3, 2017.

EPA-R3-2017-003481

Peter DeMarco

Institute For Public Research

2/1/2017 19:02 Please see attached letter for description of FOIA request elements.

EPA-R2-2017-003603

Anna Hwang

DEYB LLP

EPA-R2-2017-003606

Sharon Lerner

The Intercept

(1) Any and all records relating to the identification of the following locations as superfund sites: a. Summit Park Mall,
6929 Williams Road, Niagara falls, NY 14304, from 1980 to present; b. Somerset Power Project, 7725 Lake Road, Barker
NY 14012, from 1980 to present; c. Occidental Energy Waste Plant, 4700 Buffalo Avenue, Niagara Falls, NY 14304, from
1980 to present; d. Goodyear Plant, Niagara Falls, NY, from 1980 to present; e. Dupont Plant, 2551 Buffalo Avenue,
Niagara Falls, NY 14303, from 1980 to present; f. Hooker Chemical Plant, Niagara Falls, from 1980 to present; and g.
Olin Chemical, 2400 Buffalo Avenue, Niagara Falls, NY 14303, from 1980 to present. (2) Any and all records relating to
the assessment of the contamination on the aforementioned sites, including but not limited to asbestos-containing
products and materials; (3) Any and all records relating to any air quality testing performed at the aforementioned
sites; (4) Any and all records regarding the clean-up of the aforementioned sites and removal of any asbestoscontaining products and/or materials; and (5) Any and all records regarding asbestos abatement performed at the
2/6/2017 14:02 aforementioned sites.
I am writing to request all the files of former region 2 administrator Judith Enck regarding the proposed Energy
2/6/2017 15:02 Answers municipal solid waste incinerator in Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

Knight First Amendment
Institute at Columbia
University

I request all communications between the Trump administration’s EPA “beachhead team” and any U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) staff containing the phrases “climate science”, “Clean Power Plan”, “endangerment”, or
“scientific integrity.” This request includes but is not limited to paper or electronic copies of written or oral
communications, such as emails, letters, meeting notes, text messages, instant messages, messaging programs, phone
records, and telephone transcripts. An adequate search for responsive records will include but not be limited to any
communications to or from Don Benton, Doug Ericksen, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, David Kreutzer, George
Sugiyama, Holly Greaves, Justin Schwab, Layne Bangerfer, Patrick Davis, Myron Ebell, Samantha Dravis, and Scott
Pruitt. Please search for responsive documents from November 9, 2016 until the date in which this request is assigned
and processed. This request is ongoing and I am seeking responsive documents as they are created or filed with the
EPA. If you expect a significant delay in responding to this request, please contact me with information about when I
might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. In the interest of expediency, I request that the
records be provided to me on a rolling basis with an estimate of when a complete response can be expected. If you
have any questions regarding this request or if I may assist in your office’s prompt response to this request, please
2/3/2017 21:02 don’t hesitate to contact me at tim.donaghy@greenpeace.org.
The Knight Institute requests the following documents: 1. All directives, memoranda, guidance, emails, or other
communications concerning the speech of government employees or contractors: a. sent by the White House13 to any
federal agency since January 19, 2017, or b. sent by an agency to its employees or contractors since January 19, 2017;
2. All documents drafted by the agency sincejanuary 19, 2017 containing policy or legal guidance or interpretation
concerning the speech of government employees or contractors; 3. All correspondence between the agency and any
of its employees or contractors concerning restrictions on employees' or contractors' speech put in place since January
2/1/2017 14:02 19, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-003580

EPA-HQ-2017-003485

Timothy Donaghy

Alex Abdo

EPA-HQ-2017-004764

John J. O'Grady

AFGE Council 238

EPA-HQ-2017-004763

John J. O'Grady

AFGE Council 238

All e-mails sent to or from John Reeder, Acting Chief of Staff, US EPA Office of the Administrator, from January 01, 2017
to March 9, 2017, regarding the US EPA budget, including but not limited to the passback budget, response to the
passback budget, budget cuts, regional office closures, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Office of Personnel
3/9/2017 21:03 Management (OPM), excluding news clippings or public source material.
All e-mails sent to or from Mike Flynn, acting Deputy Administrator US EPA, from January 01, 2017 to March 9, 2017,
regarding the US EPA budget, including but not limited to the passback budget, response to the passback budget,
budget cuts, regional office closures, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Office of Personnel Management
3/9/2017 21:03 (OPM), excluding news clippings or public source material.

AFGE Council 238

All e-mails sent to or from Mr. Don Benton (aka Senator Don Benton), Senior White House Advisor, Office of the
Administrator, from January 01, 2017 to March 9, 2017, regarding the US EPA budget, including but not limited to the
passback budget, response to the passback budget, budget cuts, regional office closures, Office of Management and
3/9/2017 17:03 Budget (OMB), Office of Personnel Management (OPM), excluding news clippings or public source material.

EPA-HQ-2017-004735

John J. O'Grady

EPA-HQ-2017-003619

Erik Hoover

Listfix.com

EPA-HQ-2017-003732

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2018-007587

EPA-HQ-2017-003753
EPA-HQ-2017-003754

Samantha L.
Sederquest

Anne L. Weismann
Anne L. Weismann

Envirosite Corporation

CREW
CREW

EPA Senior Manager Schedules are calendar items that until late January 2017 were published on EPA web servers.
The link to these is still here -&gt; https://cfpub.epa.gov/locator/index.cfm but the linked page now shows a request
2/6/2017 18:02 for password authentication. The information requested is the content of these Senior Manager Schedules
In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of U.S.
Senator Charles Schumer, including but not limited to, the email domain “@schumer.senate.gov”. The time period for
2/8/2017 21:02 this request is January 1, 2015 – January 20, 2017.
I used to be able to download the following three files without setting parameters from this website
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/electronic-notice-intent-enoi, - Search, Sort, and View Construction NOIs submitted
under the 2012 CGP - Search, Sort, and View Construction NOIs submitted under the 2008 CGP and LEWs - Search,
Sort, and View NOIs submitted under the 2008 MSGP When I try to download without setting parameters the files will
5/11/2018 18:05 not load. If possible, can I please receive each file in Excel format with no parameters set?
Requests copies of all communications from January 1, 2017 to the present, sent to or from anyone within the
Executive Office of the President and/or the Trump Transition Team, concerning Inspector General Arthur A. Elkins,
2/8/2017 14:02 Jr,'s tenure in office and/or whether he is being held over on a temporary basis only.
2/8/2017 14:02 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-008309

EPA-HQ-2018-003483

Natural Resources Defense
Mekela Panditharatne Council

1. Records containing a list of notifications issued by the EPA Administrator to primacy agencies and public water
systems pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3(a)(1)(A) since 2005 2. Records containing a list of findings made by the
EPA Administrator that a public water system “does not comply with any schedule or other requirement imposed
pursuant thereto,” pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3(a)(1)(A)(i) since 2005 3. Records containing a list of violations
for which the EPA Administrator has found that a State “has not commenced appropriate enforcement action,”
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3(a)(1)(B) 4. Records containing list of violations for which the EPA Administrator has
provided “advice and technical assistance” to States or public water systems pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g3(a)(1)(A) since 2005 5. All records, including but not limited to memoranda, notes, and internal guidance, containing
policies, procedures, directions, or instructions relating to EPA enforcement of the Safe Drinking Water Act under 42
U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3 6. All records, including but not limited to memoranda, notes, and internal guidance, containing
policies, procedures, directions, or instructions relating to EPA findings of non-compliance pursuant to 42 U.S.C. &sect;
300g-3(a)(1)(A) 7. All records, including but not limited to memoranda, notes, and internal guidance, containing
policies, procedures, directions, or instructions relating to EPA findings that a State “has not commenced appropriate
enforcement action” under 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3(a)(1)(B) 8. All communications between EPA employees, and
between EPA employees and outside parties, referencing policies, procedures, directions or instructions relating to
EPA enforcement of the Safe Drinking Water Act under 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3(a) 9. Records relating to EPA
enforcement of the Safe Drinking Water Act under 42 U.S.C. &sect; 300g-3 for the West Virginia water system PWS I.D.
6/12/2017 18:06 WV3302516

Andrew M. Restuccia

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that documents containing the following information
be provided to me: emails and other communications regarding the hiring of Steve Kopec (also known as Steven Kopec
or Slawomir Kopec) among staff at EPA Region 2, EPA Headquarters and/or the White House (including email
addresses that end in &quot;@who.eop.gov&quot;). In addition, I am requesting any emails, documents or other
communications regarding Kopec's hiring that mention Dagmara Kopec (also known as Dagmara Smulski. Thank you
1/17/2018 21:01 for your consideration of this request.

EPA-HQ-2017-003769

Andrew M. Restuccia

EPA-R5-2017-003770
EPA-HQ-2017-003707

Nathan M. Hunter
Kenneth von
Schaumburg

EPA-HQ-2017-003709

Patrick Daugherty

POLITICO

POLITICO
Fair Shake Environmental Legal
Services
Clark Hill PLC

Larry Gottesman National Freedom of Information Officer 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20460 Ms.
Gottesman, Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I request records from the following electronic
search: -- a copy of all emails from the domain EOP.gov to senior managers encompassed within the required agency
system for retaining emails of senior officials. Frequently this records management policy/system is described by the
name Capstone. https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/grs/grs06-1-faqs.html If the agency has not yet established
NARA-compliant email retention procedures, then I instead request an electronic search of the mailboxes of agency
senior managers for all emails that include the EOP.gov phrase in the FROM address. I limit this request to the time
period January 20, 2017 to the present. This is a request in the news media fee category. I agree to pay up to $25 for
applicable fees if necessary. Thank you for your time. Andrew Restuccia POLITICO arestuccia@politico.com 202-3802/9/2017 18:02 6193 Twitter: @AndrewRestuccia
StatOil Eisenbarth well pad operated by StatOil USA Onshore Properties, Inc. and located in Monroe County at 42240
2/9/2017 14:02 Long Ridge Road, Clarington, Ohio.
2/8/2017 14:02 Under Agency Review
Please provide copies of FOIA responses (including, but not limited to, documents, letters, emails, communications,
memoranda, and forms) released or provided by EPA in response to the the FOIA request submitted by Mr. Gregory
2/8/2017 15:02 Perrotta on July 16, 2014 (Tracking Number: EPA-HQ-2014-008505).

EPA-HQ-2018-002959

EPA-HQ-2018-004686

Sandy Robson

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2018-004681

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2018-004683

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2018-004046

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2017-009050

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2017-009048

Brian Estes

I request the following information and documentation: Any and all EPA written offers of employment which may have
been issued to Doug Ericksen subsequent to his January 19, 2017 employment letter that had been issued by the EPA
when he was offered a Senior Advisor appointed position located in the EPA’s Office of Administrator in Washington,
D.C., that started on January 21, 2017, and ended on May 20, 2017. It is my understanding that Doug Ericksen may be
starting some new position with the EPA, possibly pertaining to the EPA’s Region 10 Office in Seattle. Please respond to
this request with any written offer or offers of EPA employment issued to Doug Ericksen by the EPA subsequent to his
12/29/2017 19:12 January 19, 2017 offer letter.
Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request any and all documentation that explains the work
activities of Mr. Doug J Ericksen, a temporary employee working in communications, during the pay period March 5,
2017 - March 18, 2017. Please provide documentation that demonstrates when he was physically working in
Washington DC or other EPA locations during that period. Also, please explain how Mr. Ericksen could receive gross
pay during that period of $9, 619.92 which is the equivalent of working 124 hours during that pay period. Is working
this number of hours in a pay period permissible under EPA personnel or compensation procedures? Please provide all
2/21/2018 17:02 documentation in electronic format.

Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request any and all documentation that demonstrates the
specific days and calendar time periods when Doug J Ericksen, a temporary employee working in communications,
during the period January 2017 through February 2018 was physically present and working in Washington DC or any
EPA Regional or Field Office. After May 2017 Mr. Ericksen may have worked or may be working in other capacities for
the EPA. The EPA staff directory currently shows he holds a position with EPA in Region 10 (see attached). Also, please
provide documentation of any employment or appointment offer from EPA to Mr. Ericksen involving employment in
2/21/2018 16:02 any EPA Region during the same time period referenced above. Please provide all documentation in electronic format.
Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request documentation explaining payment for services
during pay period 14 that ended 6/24/17 which occurred apparently after Mr. Doug J Ericksen's appointment ended on
May 20, 2017. Please provide documentation demonstrating what services or activities occurred during this period
which was the basis for the payment. Please see the two attached documents. Please provide all documentation in
2/21/2018 16:02 electronic format.
Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request the daily calendar which documents all appointments
and activities of Doug Ericksen, a temporary employee working in communications, during the period January through
May 2017. I am also requesting all his bi-weekly pay records during that period. Please provide all documentation in
2/2/2018 14:02 electronic format.
Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request all e-mail or written memo's that document
communication between Doug Ericksen (EPA Headquarters temporary employee) and any EPA Region 10 official(s) for
the period 1-20-2017 through 5-20-2017 which address environmental subjects or environmental issues including
Pacific Northwest, Salish Sea, oil, fossil fuel, Cherry Point, Washington State, Whatcom County, Bellingham, Lumni
7/3/2017 16:07 Tribe, and Nooksack River or watershed. Please provide all documentation in electronic format.
Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request all e-mail or written memo's that document
communication between Scott Pruitt, and Doug Ericksen for the period 1-20-2017 through 5-20-2017 which address
environmental subjects or environmental issues including Pacific Northwest, Salish Sea, oil, fossil fuel, Cherry Point,
Washington State, Whatcom County, Bellingham, Lumni Tribe, and Nooksack River or watershed. Please provide all
7/3/2017 15:07 documentation in electronic format.

EPA-HQ-2017-009049

Under federal Freedom of Information Act procedures, I request all e-mail or written memo's that document
communication between Doug Ericksen and Don Benton for the period 1-20-2017 through 5-20-2017 which address
environmental subjects or environmental issues including Pacific Northwest, Salish Sea, oil, fossil fuel, Cherry Point,
Washington State, Whatcom County, Bellingham, Lumni Tribe, and Nooksack River or watershed. Please provide all
7/3/2017 15:07 documentation in electronic format.

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2017-006450

Brian Estes

EPA-HQ-2017-005653

Emily C. Atkin

New Republic

EPA-HQ-2017-005320

Emily C. Atkin

New Republic

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), I hereby request the following information on Doug Ericksen who
was appointed communications director for the EPA during the presidential transition sometime shortly after January
20, 2017. Mr. Ericksen also currently serves as a Washington state State Senator from Western Washington, Legislative
District 42. Specifically, I am requesting: Between January 20, 2017 and April 21, 2017 any e-mail or other documents
indicating communication between Doug Ericksen and Susan Hutchinson, Chairman, Washington State Republican
Party; Sandy Ruff at Sandy.Ruff@leg .wa.gov or other e-mail addresses; Vincent Buys at Vincent.Buys@leg.wa.gov or
other e-mail addresses; Brett Grannemann at Brett.Grannemann@leg.wa.gov or other e-mail addresses; LuanneVan
Werven at Luanne.VanWerven@leg.wa.gov or other e-mail addresses; and Bryan Yon at Bryan.Yon@leg.wa.gov or
4/24/2017 17:04 other e-mail addresses. Please provide the results of the request electronically.
I request a copy of the following documents: Any and all resignation letters submitted to the agency administrator
since November 8, 2016. This includes but is not limited to correspondence via email, fax messages, and written notes.
As a representative of the news media affiliated with the New Republic, this information will not be used for
commercial purposes. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your dedication to an open and
4/3/2017 18:04 transparent government process.
I request the document containing the EPA transition team's policy recommendations and/or action plan for the
agency, submitted by members of the EPA transition team to administrator Scott Pruitt and/or members of the EPA
3/27/2017 13:03 beachhead team.

EPA-HQ-2017-005094

Emily C. Atkin

New Republic

I am seeking any and all e-mail correspondence to and from David Schnare regarding his resignation from the agency
3/20/2017 17:03 last week, starting from 2/1/2017 to present. I'm also seeking Scharne's letter of resignation.

EPA-HQ-2018-007934

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 13:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007933

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 13:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007949

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 16:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007953

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 17:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007855

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/21/2018 17:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007667

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 19:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007664

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 19:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007663

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 19:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007592

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/11/2018 19:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007591

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/11/2018 19:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007590

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/11/2018 18:05 See attached document.

EPA-R10-2018-007356 Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-R9-2018-007355

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-R6-2018-007352

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/4/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, and on behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists, I write
to request access to and copies of a list of Clean Air Section 114 information requests filed by EPA Region 9 since
January 20, 2017. Additionally, I request a list of Clear Water Act Section 308 information requests filed by EPA Region
5/4/2018 14:05 9 since January 20, 2017.
See attached document. I write to request access to and copies of a list of Clean Air Section 114 information requests
filed by EPA Region 6 since January 20, 2017. Additionally, I request a list of Clear Water Act Section 308 information
5/4/2018 14:05 requests filed by EPA Region 6 since January 20, 2017.

EPA-R4-2018-007351

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/4/2018 14:05 See attached document.

EPA-R2-2018-007349

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/4/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-007347

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/4/2018 13:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007345

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/4/2018 13:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-005705

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

I write to request access to and copies of all documents, calculations, and communications that led to EPA’s
determination that the agency’s 22 deregulatory actions during the first year of the Trump administration saved more
than $1 billion in regulatory costs. This information was published in EPA’s year in review report; as such, this request
extends to any documents, calculations, and communications on the $1 billion determination that were sent between
3/22/2018 17:03 the EPA and any contractor who worked on the report.

EPA-HQ-2018-005709

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

I write to request access to and copies of, from his first to his last day in office, all communications between former
EPA agricultural advisor Jeff Sands and Syngenta, Monsanto, CropLife America, American Farm Bureau Federation,
Bayer, BASF Corporation, Ag Retailers Association, and Dow. Additionally, I request access to and copies of all
communications to or from Jeff Sands that mention any of the entities listed above as well as any communications that
3/22/2018 18:03 mention the terms “Farm Bill” or “chlorpyrifos” or “neonicotinoid” or “dicamba” or “FRRCC.”

EPA-HQ-2018-005888

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

3/27/2018 18:03 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-006113

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

4/2/2018 20:04 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007959

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 18:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007954

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 17:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007951

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/23/2018 17:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007668

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 20:05 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-007624

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-005737

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 15:05 See attached document.
This is a request for all documents related to EPA-HQ-2018-005636 from the Environmental Protection Agency when
3/23/2018 13:03 they become available.
All communications, from January 1, 2018 to March 16, 2018, between Steve Milloy and any of the following EPA
employees. Additionally, I request any communications to or from the following EPA employees that mention the
name “Milloy.”
•Scott Pruitt
•Ryan Jackson
•Byron Brown
•Samantha Dravis
•Elizabeth Bennett
•Kevin Minoli
•Justin Schwab
•Aaron Ringel
•Brittany Bolen
•Cheryl Woodward
•Elizabeth Bowman
•Layne Bangerter
•David Fatouhi
•Sarah Greenwalt
•Michelle Hale
•Milan Hupp
•Sydney Hupp
•Mandy Gunesekara
3/20/2018 21:03 •Matthew Leopold

EPA-HQ-2018-005650

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-005145

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-004856

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-005319

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-007625

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2018-002630

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/14/2018 15:05 See attached document.
I write to request access to and copies of all emails to or from any EPA email account belonging to now-withdrawn
12/14/2017 17:12 Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention nominee Michael Dourson.

Union of Concerned Scientists

I write to request access to and a copy of any report provided to the EPA by Definers Corp. In addition, I request access
to and copies of communications between Definers Corp. and the Office of the Administrator, as well as any
12/15/2017 18:12 communications within the Office of the Administrator that mention Definers Corp.

EPA-HQ-2018-002663

Emily Berman

3/6/2018 14:03 Under Agency Review
a) “Tar Creek”
b) “LICRAT”
c) “State Auditor”
d) “Gary Jones”
e) “Mike Hunter”
2/26/2018 20:02 Please provide all responsive records from July 1, 2017 to the date the search is conducted.
3/9/2018 21:03 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-001063

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

10/26/2017 14:10 See attached document.

EPA-HQ-2017-011455

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

9/13/2017 20:09 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010307

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

8/8/2017 16:08 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-010062

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

8/1/2017 19:08 See attached document.
1) All communications, from March 1, 2017 to July 31, 2017, between the following EPA employees and American
Chemistry Council employees Cal Dooley, Komal K. Jain, or Michael Walls or Clorox employee Julie Timberman.
2) All communications between the following EPA employees that mention the names “Dooley” or “Jain” or “Walls” or
“Timberman.
3) All meeting notes related to a May 10, 2017 meeting at EPA headquarters that Dooley, Jain, Timberman, and Walls
attended.

EPA-HQ-2017-010059

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA Employees:
1.Scott Pruitt
2.Ryan Jackson
3.Byron Brown
4.Sarah Greenwalt
5.Lincoln Ferguson
6.Cheryl Woodward
7.Millan Hupp
8/1/2017 19:08 8.Samantha Dravis

EPA-HQ-2017-009993

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

7/31/2017 17:07 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-009977

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

7/31/2017 14:07 See attached document.

All communications to or from the following EPA employees, from July 25, 2017 to July 26, 2017, that either mention
the terms “Schnare” or “InsideEPA” or that discuss an InsideEPA article published on July 25, 2017 with the headline
“Schnare, Former Transition Official, On His Departure, EPA Climate Science Review.”
1.Scott Pruitt
2.Ryan Jackson
3.Byron Brown
4.Michelle Hale
5.Sarah Greenwalt
6.Lincoln Ferguson
7.Millan Hupp
8.Mandy Gunesakara
9.Kenneth Wagner
10.J.P. Freire
11.Samantha Dravis
12.Brittany Bolen
7/27/2017 14:07 13.Elizabeth Bowman

EPA-HQ-2017-009851

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-009171

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-009191

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-009085

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-008911

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

7/7/2017 13:07 Under Agency Review
All communications, from his first day at EPA in 2017 to present, between EPA employee Albert Kelly and any email
account associated with the following domains: @cbs.com, @shell.com, @cleanenergyfuels.com,
@valeroenergypartners.com, @energytransfer.com, @exxonmobil.com, @citgo.com, @clr.com,
@murrayenergycorp.com, @dow.com, @andarko.com, @hess.com, @chevron.com, @rosebudmining.com,
7/7/2017 20:07 @foresight.com, @bp.com, or @consoleenergy.com
All communications, from January 21, 2017 to present, to or from Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, Samantha
Dravis, Justin Schwab, Robert Kavlock, Brittany Bolen, David Kreutzer, Kenneth Wagner, or Myron Ebell that refer to
7/5/2017 20:07 Pruitt’s back-and-forth critique plan for climate science at EPA
All communications between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and former USDA transition official Sam Clovis or any
6/28/2017 18:06 member of USDA’s Office of the Chief Scientist, from January 21, 2017 to April 1, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-008931

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

All communications, from March 1, 2017 to April 1, 2017, to or from Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown,
6/29/2017 13:06 Samantha Dravis, Michelle Hale, or Cheryl Woodward that mention the names “Robert Stout” or “John Curt Minge.”

Union of Concerned Scientists

All communications related to a particular February 1, 2017 meeting at EPA with Donnie Parrish of the American Farm
Bureau Federation. We are requesting all meeting notes from this meeting, all emails from staff in EPA’s Office of the
Administrator from January 21, 2017 to February 3, 2017 addressed to the domain donp@fb.org, and all emails within
6/28/2017 15:06 that same time frame to or from staff in EPA’s Office of the Administrator that mention “Parrish.”

Union of Concerned Scientists

All communications, from May 15, 2017 to May 25, 2017, between EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and the following
Congressional email addresses: Jennifer.y.brown@mail.house.gov, mark.marin@mail.house.gov,
Ashley.smith@mail.house.gov, chris.wydler@mail.house.gov, molly.fromme@mail.house.gov,
Richard.yamada@mail.house.gov, bess.larson@mail.house.gov, Kristina.baum@mail.house.gov,
6/27/2017 19:06 ashlee.vinyard@mail.house.gov, scott.ferguson@mail.house.gov, or joseph.brazauskas@mail.house.gov.

EPA-HQ-2017-008901

EPA-HQ-2017-008874

Emily Berman

Emily Berman

All communications that contain the words “risk management program” or “RMP”to or from the following EPA
employees, from May 1, 2017 to present:

EPA-HQ-2017-008541

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-008569

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

1.Scott Pruitt
2.Ryan Jackson
3.Byron Brown
4.Michelle Hale
5.Sarah Greenwalt
6.Lincoln Ferguson
7.Millan Hupp
8.Mandy Gunesakara
9.Kenneth Wagner
10.J.P. Freire
11.Justin Schwab
12.David Fotouhi
6/19/2017 13:06 13.Samantha Dravis
6/19/2017 18:06 See attached document.
Communications that contain the words “ozone” or “NAAQS” to or from the following EPA employees, from May 1,
2017 to present:
1.Scott Pruitt
2.Ryan Jackson
3.Byron Brown
4.Michelle Hale
5.Sarah Greenwalt
6.Lincoln Ferguson
7.Millan Hupp
8.Mandy Gunesakara
9.Kenneth Wagner
10.J.P. Freire
11.Justin Schwab
6/16/2017 14:06 12.David Fotouhi

EPA-HQ-2017-008499

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-008496

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-008058

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

EPA-HQ-2017-008130

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

6/6/2017 19:06 All communications to, from, or drafted by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt that contain the term “chlorpyrifos."

EPA-HQ-2017-008099

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

6/6/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-007877

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

5/31/2017 20:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-007908

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

6/16/2017 14:06 See attached document.
All communications related to a March 30, 2017 meeting at 3:45 p.m. between Administrator Scott Pruitt and
6/5/2017 15:06 members of the CropLife America Organization.

6/1/2017 14:06 Communications among named appointees that mention SAB or named scientists from January 21st to present.

EPA-HQ-2017-008087

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

6/5/2017 20:06 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-005759

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

4/5/2017 18:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-006228

Emily Berman

Union of Concerned Scientists

4/18/2017 13:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-002850

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-009919

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-009795

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-008648

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-007560

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-007557

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-005357

Dawn Reeves

Inside EPA

EPA-HQ-2017-003885

Rob Davis

The Oregonian

EPA-HQ-2017-003892
EPA-HQ-2017-004059

Larry C. Johnson
Peter Jenkins

EPA-R2-2017-004064

Ken Rumelt

Blue Jay Media LLC
Center for Food Safety
Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Clinic

I am requesting email records of EPA headquarters press and communications staff that include in the body of the
12/21/2017 21:12 emails (not in the to/from) the name &quot;Dawn Reeves&quot; or &quot;Inside EPA.&quot;
I am requesting a copy of Scott Pruitt's daily calendar from June 21 to July 28. This information should be made public
7/28/2017 18:07 in real time but since it is not I am asking that you expedite this request as well.
I am requesting information about EPA discussion with outside groups about the Clean Power Plan including from the
administrator, the adminstrator's office, the general counsel's office and the air office. Included in this request are
copies of emails, meeting notes, phone records and text messages. There is great public interest in the agency's
intentions for this rulemaking and given that and my job as a reporter I ask that you expedite my request and waive
7/25/2017 19:07 fees.
I am requesting a copy of Scott Pruitt's daily calendar from May 20 to June 20. This information should be made public
6/20/2017 20:06 in real time but since it is not I am asking that you expedite this request as well.
I am requesting copies of Scott Pruitt's emails with outside groups during his tenure so far at EPA, from Feb 21 through
today, May 19. I am not seeking any deliberative materials that may be exempt from FOIA but instead his
communications with groups or individuals outside the agency discussing official EPA business, including
5/19/2017 19:05 requests/questions he is asking outside groups and vice versa.
I am requesting a copy of Scott Pruitt's daily calendar from March 16, 2017, through today, May 19, 2017. The public
has a great deal of interest in who the administrator meets with. I request that you expedite this request and add it to
an earlier FOIA request I filed on March 15 seeking his calendar from that date back to his first day at the agency.
5/19/2017 19:05 Thank you!
I am requesting copies of the emails of EPA official David Schnare (schnare.david@epa.gov) during his time at the
agency, including during the post-election transition period, Nov. 9, 2016, through the inauguration, and then between
the inauguration on Jan. 20, 2017 through his final day at EPA March 15, 2017. Thank you! I do not have the exact date
he became a member of the EPA transition team but believe it was some time in late November or early December.
3/27/2017 20:03 THANK YOU!
* Any ethics opinions governing the work of Douglas Ericksen, an employee on the transition team. * Any SF-278
submitted by Douglas Ericksen, an employee on the transition team. * Any pay stubs or expense reports since
1/1/2017 for salary or expenses paid to Douglas Ericksen, an employee on the transition team. * All records of
communication, including but not limited to emails and text messages, sent or received by Douglas Ericksen or Don
Benton since January 1, 2017. * Employment contract(s) of Douglas Ericksen and Don Benton. * The calendar for
2/13/2017 20:02 Douglas Ericksen from Jan. 1, 2017 to Feb. 14.
Per FOIA regulations, please provide the complete and unredacted text and contents of the &quot;Action Plan&quot;
for the Environmental Protection Agency created by EPA Transition Team Leader, Myron Ebell- Fellow at the
2/13/2017 21:02 Competitive Enterprise Institute.
2/17/2017 15:02 2 Matters: &quot; &quot;Treated Article Policy&quot; and &quot;Pollinator Research Task Force&quot;
2/17/2017 17:02 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-004380

Jean Paul Bradshaw II

Lathrop &amp; Gage LLP

Seeking the United States Environmental Protection Agency's (&quot;EPA&quot;) assistance and cooperation in
making Ms. Dunham, Mr. Bookman, and Dr. Kavlock available to provide testimony, and by producing authenticated
copies of documents, for purposes of the federal civil proceeding involving our client, the HANOR Company of
2/28/2017 14:02 Wisconsin, LLC (&quot;HANOR'').

EPA-HQ-2018-006726

Niina Heikkinen

EPA-HQ-2017-007009

Niina Heikkinen

EPA-HQ-2017-004372

Kyle Blaine

CNN

I request copies of all emails between the Franciscan Action Network and EPA employees, including but not limited to,
correspondence from FAN President Patrick Carolan or his staff, with Hayley Ford, Tate Bennett, Ryan Jackson and
Scott Pruitt from Feb. 1 2017 to the date this FOIA request is being processed. If possible, I would prefer to receive the
largest number of records or documents in electronic form. The information responsive to this FOIA request will
contribute to the public’s understanding of your agency and the government at large. This information is not in the
public domain but once your agency responds to this FOIA request, it will be printed on our website, www.eenews.net,
which has more than 40,000 unique visitors a day. We expect the information that is produced through this and other
FOIA requests to serve as the basis for several articles that explain the government’s actions and operations to the
public. For more information about Environment &amp; Energy Publishing, please refer to www.eenews.net. FOIA
requires that if part of a record is exempt from disclosure, you must redact and release all segregated parts. Please
describe the deleted material in detail and specify the reasons for believing that the alleged statutory justification
applies in this instance. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify which exemption(s) is (are) claimed
for each passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number of pages in each document and the
total number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents withheld. Such statements will be
helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination. As required by FOIA, I look forward to hearing from
your office within 20 days in response to this request. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Niina
4/17/2018 16:04 Heikkinen
I am requesting any documents, including email exchanges, calendars and memoranda from all administrative staff,
including Administrator Scott Pruitt, that include the names or phrases &quot;Ralph Drollinger,&quot; &quot;Capitol
Ministries,&quot; &quot;Bible study,&quot; and/or &quot;Cabinet member Bible study&quot; from Jan. 20, 2017 to
5/8/2017 16:05 the date of processing this request.
Dear custodian of records, This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request copy of any and all
communications by EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy after December 8th 2016 to present related to the nomination
of Scott Pruitt to lead the EPA. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a
representative of the news media affiliated with the CNN, and this request is made as part of news gathering activity
and not for commercial use. It is in the public interest. Please notify me if the estimated cost of gathering this material
2/28/2017 19:02 will exceed $25.

EPA-HQ-2017-004082

Christopher Groskopf

Quartz

2/21/2017 14:02 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-004734

Nicole D. Clarity

Preferred Environmental
Services

Any and all records pertaining to property located at 481-491 Wortman Avenue (aka 1009-1019 Linwood Street),
2/22/2018 16:02 Brooklyn NY 11208 (Block: 4384 Lot: 36) including any and all records referencing EPA ID: NYP084086537

EPA-HQ-2017-005214
EPA-HQ-2017-008007
EPA-HQ-2017-004296

Brendan Fischer
George Clark
George Clark

Brendan Fischer
Harvard University
Harvard University

Requesting all records of meetings and phone calls with Carl Icahn, including logs, minutes, agendas, and related
3/23/2017 13:03 records; all correspondence with Carl Icahn. This request encompasses both digital and physical records.
6/2/2017 20:06 Under Agency Review
2/27/2017 14:02 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-002720

Nick Schwellenbach

Project On Government
Oversight

EPA-R7-2018-007983

William Clark

Foley & Mansfield

EPA-R5-2018-007982

EPA-R5-2018-005909

William Clark

William Clark

Foley & Mansfield

Foley & Mansfield

EPA-HQ-2017-004434

Simon Kerbusk

DIE ZEIT

EPA-HQ-2017-004206

Mary Cummins

Animal Advocates

EPA-HQ-2017-004446
EPA-HQ-2017-004445

Elizabeth Yore, Esq.
Elizabeth Yore, Esq.

EPA-HQ-2018-008005

Mark Schaeffer

EPA-R2-2018-008004

Mark Schaeffer

Since January 20, 2017, all emails in the possession of staff in the EPA’s Office of the Administrator that include
references to “definersdc.com,” “americarisingpac.org,” “ntknetwork.com,” “foiaadvisor.com,” “causeofaction.org,”
“Definers,” “America Rising,” “NTK Network,” “Blutstein,” “Cause of Action,” or “FOIA Advisor.” The scope of this
request includes all emails sent and received on official email accounts, as well as any other non-official email
accounts or communication applications, including personal and campaign email accounts such as Gmail and personal
phones that have been used to conduct official business. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ruled in
Competitive Enterprise Inst. v. Office of Science and Technology Policy in July 2016 that the federal Freedom of
12/18/2017 19:12 Information Act reaches private account emails when those accounts are used to conduct official business.
Please provide certified copies of all records related to asbestos at the Carondelet Coke Plant, previously Great Lakes
5/24/2018 2:05 Carbon, at 526 E. Catalan St., St. Louis, MO. No time period restriction.
Please provide certified copies of all records related to asbestos at the following locations: 1) K&amp;T Steel at 322
Diamond Ave W, Twin Falls, ID 83301; 2) Amalgamated Sugar Co. at 2320 Orchard Dr E, Twin Falls, ID 83301; 3) Glavin
Bean Co. at 3586 Highway 93, Twin Falls, ID 83301; 4) Operations Management International – Wastewater Treatment
Plant at 350 CANYON SPRINGS RD WEST, TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 (FRS ID: 110039977102); 5) Caldwell
Wastewater/Vivindi Water Works at 504 Johnson Ln, Caldwell, ID 83605; 6) MCI / Hewlett Packard at 11310 W Chinden
Blvd, Boise, ID 83714; 7) Seastrom Manufacturing at 456 Seastrom St, Twin Falls, ID 83301; 8) Operations Management
5/24/2018 2:05 International – Wastewater Treatment Plant at 606 Franklin St, Traverse City, MI 49686.
We are seeking any and all documents related to violations, abatement projects and/or abatement violations, and
notices of demolition, including but not limited to asbestos and/or hazardous chemicals, at the following locations: 1)
Michigan Sugar Company/Great Lakes Sugar Company, 1101 N. Front Street, Fremont, OH; 2) The Miller Fremont
3/27/2018 20:03 Foundry at 1017 Dickinson Street, Fremont, OH 43420. EPA FRS ID: 110000853933;

3/1/2017 18:03
2/23/2017 14:02

3/1/2017 14:03
3/1/2017 14:03
Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.
Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

This is a request for records under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request electronic copies
of the following documents, which are filed with, retained by, or prepared by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA): Emission test results for light vehicles with diesel engines by manufacturer Daimler/Mercedes Benz from
2015 to the present. This especially includes testing for nitrogen oxcides NOx and carbon dioxide CO2 emissions. It may
also include tests under the supervision of the California Air Ressources Board (CARB). I request results from (a)
emission testing of in-use cars and (b) emission testing for EPA certification of new car models for the model years
2016 and 2017. In addition, I request any documents of communication between the EPA (or CARB) and manufacturer
Daimler/Mercedes Benz about the above specified emission test results. This may include, but not be limited to letters,
e-mails, minutes. Please alert me immediately via e-mail to any records that are excluded by law under this request.
Any and all documents about Kaput feral hog bait, lure, anti-coagulant poison including any testing, research,
communications, faxes, letters, emails, video, audio.
Requesting records of communication sent to and from EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy regarding. concerning, or
relating to her January 30, 2015 visit to the Vatican City State. The time frame for the requested records 1s January l,
2014 through February 15, 2015.
Requesting documents regarding imports to the United States of Argentinian biodiesel.

5/24/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review
5/24/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
5/24/2018 17:05 public properties.
Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
5/24/2018 17:05 public properties.
Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
5/24/2018 17:05 public properties.

EPA-R10-2018-008003 Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

EPA-R1-2018-008002

Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

EPA-R4-2018-008006

Mark Schaeffer

EPA-R5-2018-008007

Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.
Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

EPA-R9-2018-008012

Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

5/24/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review
Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
5/24/2018 17:05 public properties.

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), request copies of: (1) all applications submitted to EPA for approval of a
risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R.
761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such applications; (3) all dockets and/or other
documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such applications; and (4) any and all press releases,
fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for
making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for the period 2011 through 2013. This request will
5/24/2018 17:05 cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and public properties.

EPA-R8-2018-008011

Mark Schaeffer

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
public properties.
Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. requests copies of: (1) all applications
submitted to EPA for approval of a risk-based alternative to sample, cleanup, store, dispose and/or otherwise
remediate PCBs pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 761.61(c); (2) all EPA approvals, denials and/or other dispositions of such
applications; (3) all dockets and/or other documents that tabulate and/or summarize EPA’s dispositions on such
applications; and (4) any and all press releases, fact sheets and other documents issued by EPA to notify the public
about EPA’s decision(s) and EPA’s rationale for making its dispositions on such applications. This request is made for
the period 2011 through 2013. This request will cover all facilities including government-owned/operated, private, and
public properties.
This request seeks a copy of the calendar for Mandy Gunasekara, principal deputy assistant administrator at EPA's
Office of Air And Radiation, from September 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017, with the scope of the request
covering internal meetings at the agency as well as any work related meetings with outside contacts that occur either
at agency facilities or elsewhere.
This FOIA requests the names and titles of all Trump administration appointees brought on at EPA under the
classification of “administratively determined positions,” which allows for a limited number of staff to be brought on
without following full civil service procedures. The FOIA also seeks the names and titles of any Trump administration
appointees at EPA who have signed the ethics pledge outlined in the January 28 Executive Order: Ethics Commitments
by Executive Branch Employees. And the FOIA seeks all documents, including EPA emails or memos as well as memos
and emails sent to EPA, discussing which new appointees are required to sign the ethics pledge outlined in the
executive order; names and titles of appointees that have signed the pledge; and copies of signed pledges by said
appointees.

EPA-R7-2018-008010

Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

5/24/2018 17:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007999

Mark Schaeffer

Stantec Consulting Services,
Inc.

5/24/2018 17:05

EPA-HQ-2018-002990

Doug D. Obey

inside washington publishers

1/2/2018 17:01

EPA-HQ-2017-007826

Doug D. Obey

inside washington publishers

5/30/2017 15:05

The Daily Beast

I request a copy of a memorandum sent to the Office of the Secretary by the White House, titled &quot;Creating a
Culture of Compliance.&quot; The existence of the memorandum was reported by CNN on March 9 (see:
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/09/politics/cabinet-secretaries-ethical-behavior/index.html). I also request copies of
3/12/2018 13:03 all digital and written communications accompanying or pertaining to the memorandum.

EPA-HQ-2018-005335

Lachlan Markay

EPA-HQ-2018-004273

Lachlan Markay

The Daily Beast

EPA-HQ-2017-006444

Rebecca Leber

Mother Jones

I hereby request copies of all written and digital communications, including but not limited to emails and text
messages, sent from or to (including cc) EPA associate administrator Samantha Dravis mentioning or referring to
2/8/2018 21:02 former White House staff secretary Rob Porter. Please limit your search to January 1, 2018, to present.
I request that a copy of the following document(s) be provided to me: (1) All records concerning EPA administrator
Scott Pruitt’s schedule and meetings from Feb. 20-April 20, 2017, including but not limited to agenda sheets,
appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and timetables. (2) All
records concerning senior counsel Samantha Dravis’ schedule and meetings from March 20-April 20, 2017, including
but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars,
4/24/2017 13:04 programs and timetables.

EPA-HQ-2017-005582

Rebecca Leber

Mother Jones

EPA-HQ-2017-004667

Rebecca Leber

Mother Jones

EPA-HQ-2017-007080

Charles Spatz

EPA-HQ-2017-004223

Carolyn Schroll

EPA-HQ-2017-004190

Daniel DeFraia

Climate Investigations Center

Boston University

Date Range: March 29 2017-Present Description of requested records: • Copies of all correspondence, including but
not limited to emails, memos, etc, mentioning Senator Shelley (or Shelly) Moore Capito or related to the news release,
“What They Are Saying About President Trump’s Executive Order on Energy Independence.” This includes all
communications within but not limited to the Office of Public Affairs. • Copies of all correspondence between Senator
Shelley Moore Capito's staff and the EPA. In order to help determine fees, you should know that I am a representative
of the news media. As such, I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages. In
order to help determine fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media. As such, I am only
required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages. I am a reporter at Mother Jones magazine,
an award-winning print and web publication and 2017 National Magazine of the Year award-winner, with a readership
of over 12 million people nationally, per month. As you can see on our website, MotherJones.com, our content is
original analysis, not aggregation of information. We have a proven record of ably gathering information on current
events, synthesizing that information into distinct journalistic work, and then disseminating it to a broad public. I look
forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Please send this information in electronic format
wherever possible. As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would
appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than by mail. If you would like to discuss the
scope of this request, or have any other questions, I can be reached at 202-626-7248 or at RLeber@motherjones.com.
3/31/2017 19:03 Thank you for your consideration of my request.
Date Range: February 17-March 7 Description of requested records: • Copies of all correspondence, including but not
limited to emails, memos, etc, between Administrator Scott Pruitt or any members of Mr. Pruitt's team and the
National Association of Manufacturers, including the text of his speech to the National Association of Manufacturers
3/8/2017 14:03 the week of March 7, 2017.
Dear Record Request Officer, In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552, Climate
Investigations Center requests a digital copies of each of the following documents, or access to them for inspection or
duplication: any and all e-mail correspondence from Laura Vaught, Office of Policy, Associate Administrator, that
contains any of the following search terms: &quot;Dominion&quot;, &quot;@dom.org&quot;, &quot;Atlantic Coast
Pipeline&quot;, or &quot;ACP&quot;. Please constrain the search between January 1st, 2013 and February 1st 2017.
To aid the search: Ms. Vaught previously worked as an Associate Administrator in the Office of Policy and
Administrator for the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations. She appears to left her position in the
5/9/2017 17:05 Office of Policy in January of 2017.
Please provide a copy of the registration jackets for Sharda Cropchem Ltd.’s Metolachlor Technical product (EPA Reg.
No. 82633-27). Our request includes, but is not limited to: (i) a copy of any and all data citation forms filed to support
the application; (ii) any and all data matrices submitted; and (iii) a list of any and all studies, data, or other information
used by EPA or the registrant to support the registration the pesticide product, including all pertinent information such
2/23/2017 19:02 as submitter, sponsor, author, date of completion, and other details.
Requesting non-exempt responsive records compiled or received by the Environmental Protection Agency concerning
2/22/2017 14:02 the possible construction of a wall, or reconstruction of an existing wall.

EPA-R5-2018-004516

Audrey LaRoche

BBJ Group

EPA-R2-2018-006005

Benjamin R. Wolf

PVE, LLC

To Whom It May Concern: I am looking for information regarding, specific air permits, inspection reports, violation
notices, annual emissions reports, asbestos information, leaking underground storage tanks, site remediation program
enrollment, compliance reports, ground-water information, sampling results, complaints, and incident notices for any
facility at the following addresses: 3940 North Willow Road, Schiller Park, IL 9370 Byron Street Schiller Park, IL 3946
Willow Road, Schiller Park, IL 9331 Byron Street, Schiller Park, IL 9325 Byron Street, Schiller Park, IL 9345 Byron Street,
2/16/2018 16:02 Schiller Park, IL
Please provide any available information for the records listed below: - RCRA Non-Gen/NLR: EPA ID NYD001519875,
located at 244 West 49th Street, NY, NY. - NY Manifest: EPA ID NYD001519875, Document ID NYB2774628, located at
244 West 49th Street, NY, NY in 1990. Please feel free to email or call with any questions pertaining to the above
3/30/2018 16:03 request.

EPA-HQ-2017-004161

Aaron Colangelo

Natural Resources Defense
Council

2/22/2017 14:02

EPA-R2-2018-006826

Annelise Muscietta

Roux Associates

4/19/2018 18:04

EPA-HQ-2017-004137

Michael Best

2/21/2017 14:02

EPA-HQ-2017-004274

Stephen W. Wiegand

2/24/2017 14:02

Please produce records of the following types in EPA’s possession, custody or control: 1. All agency documents and
communications related to the content, timing, preparation, and dissemination of the EPA News Release dated
February 17, 2017 and titled “Job Creators, American Energy Producers, Farmers and Elected Officials Cheer Scott
Pruitt’s Ascension to EPA Administrator,” a copy of which is attached to this FOIA request as Exhibit A (and which is
referred to in this FOIA request as the “Ascension Press Release.”) 2. All drafts of the Ascension Press Release and
comments on drafts of the Ascension Press Release. 3. All communications with outside parties regarding the
statements contained in the Ascension Press Release, including but not limited to communications with the following
individuals and entities, and any representatives or staff of the following individuals and entities: a. U.S.
Representative David McKinley b. American Farm Bureau Federation c. U.S. Senator Shelley Moore Capito d. U.S.
Senator Pat Roberts e. Longview Power f. Auto Alliance g. American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity h. Jay Ashcroft,
Missouri Secretary of State i. National Association of Manufacturers j. National Mining Association k. National Pork
Producers Council l. U.S. Representative Paul Gosar m. U.S. Representative Markwayne Mullin n. U.S. Representative
Randy Weber o. U.S. Representative Jim Bridenstine p. National Cattlemen’s Beef Association q. National Association
of Home Builders
Request to review documents maintained by the USEPA. Request for files from the following departments:
remediation, environmental permits and hazardous materials for the following property: 1160 Flushing Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.
Request all emails sent from employees of the Press/Public Affairs Office to a non-US government email address from
February 1, 2017 through February 17, 2017 which include the phrase &quot;off the record&quot;, &quot;off-therecord&quot;, &quot;OTR&quot;, &quot;attribute&quot;, &quot;attribution&quot;, &quot;attributed&quot; or
&quot;background&quot;.
Requesting copies of certain documents relating to the EPA's &quot;Toxicological Review of Chloroprene,&quot;
September 2010, report EPA/635/R-09/0lOF.

EPA-HQ-2017-004271

EPA-HQ-2017-004247
EPA-HQ-2017-004766

EPA-HQ-2018-000254
EPA-HQ-2017-007524

EPA-HQ-2017-004822

Ian Bassin

Darren Pouliot
Brian Dabbs

Larry Schecker
Larry Schecker

anthony grasso

The Protect Democracy Project

Requesting All formal and informal documents, including but not limited to email communications and memoranda,
between and among employees of the Environmental Protection Agency (&quot;EPA&quot;) Office of the
Administrator and/or Office of Research and Development and/or Office of Public Affairs concerning review of the
work of EPA scientists by political appointees and/or members of the Trump Administration. The timeframe for this
request is January 20, 2017 through February 1, 2017. (2) All formal and informal documents, including but not limited
to email communications and memoranda, between and among employees of EPA's Office of the Administrator
and/or Office of Research and Development and/or Office of Public Affairs concerning statements made by Doug
Ericksen regarding review of the work of EPA scientists by political appointees and/or members of the Trump
2/24/2017 14:02 Administration. The timeframe for this request is January 20, 2017 through February 1, 2017.

Bloomberg BNA

I request the few emails between the EPA and the Office of Management and Budget and the White House between
December-2007 and mid-2008 in which the EPA sent an almost 300 page document to OMB, in response to the
Supreme Court's decision in Massachusetts v. EPA which required regulation of greenhouse gasses. These emails
2/24/2017 14:02 should include responses from OMB and the White House calling for retraction of the report.
3/9/2017 21:03 Please see attachment.

Mr.
Mr.

Please send me all emails sent or received by Administrator Scott Pruitt on October 6, 2017 WHERE ANY OTHER EMAIL
IN THE ADDRESS FIELDS IS A NON-FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMAIL ADDRESS. I would like emails where he is in the To,
from, cc, or bcc fields. I would like emails using Mr. Pruitt's name or any pseudonym for Mr. Pruitt in the address fields
(for example, if he has an EPA email address SP@EPA.gov, or Administrator@EPA.gov, or anything that is an email
address for those communicating with him that doesn't include his given name). Finally, please include ALL METADATA
affiliated with the emails located. I am an all others requester, entitled to two free hours search and review time, and
100 pages free. I am willing to pay $25 but if the amount to process my request exceeds that amount please send me a
10/10/2017 13:10 detailed estimate for me to decide whether to proceed.
5/19/2017 13:05 Under Agency Review
In a recent interview, Scott Pruitt, Administrator of the EPA, said the following, &quot;I think that measuring with
precision human activity on the climate is something very challenging to do, and there’s tremendous disagreement
about the degree of impact, so no, I would not agree that it’s a primary contributor to the global warming that we
see.” I would like to know the names of each and every study, scientist or source that Mr. Pruitt is referencing when he
said, acting as the head of the EPA, that there is disagreement in the scientific community. Please provide the names
of studies, scientists, or reports that contradict the finding that human activity is a primary contributor to global
3/13/2017 18:03 warming. My sincere thanks as a citizen.

EPA-HQ-2017-004515

EPA-HQ-2017-004711
EPA-HQ-2018-007976
EPA-HQ-2018-007595

Andrew L. Lee

Records consisting of or relating to the &quot;Enviroflash of July 5, 2011&quot; published by the EPA on or about July
5, 2011 (the &quot;Enviroflash&quot;), including without limitation all drafts of the Enviroflash, documents concerning
internal EPA approval of the Enviroflash, documents concerning the drafting of the Enviroflash, and all &quot;ex
parte&quot; communications (as 5 U.S.C. Section 551 defines that term). Records consisting of communications with
third parties about EPA RFS FAQ 4.2 (posted from time to time on the &quot;Frequent Questions&quot; section of
EPA's website under the question heading, &quot;If renewable fuel is produced (or imported) and sold as motor
vehicle fuel, what happens if it is actually used in a heater or boiler? What if, instead of a heater or boiler, the fuel is
actually used in a non-road vehicle?&quot;, including without limitation all &quot;ex parte&quot; communications (as
5 U.S.C. Section 551 defines that term). Records consisting of or relating to an email from EPA's David Korotney to
Sandra Dunphy sent on or about Friday April 29, 2011 at 3:39 PM, with a subject line of &quot;Re: Questions related to
Biodiesel&quot; including without limitation all &quot;ex parte&quot; communications (as 5 U.S.C. Section 551 defines
3/3/2017 19:03 that term).

Irina Zhorov
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of documents including, but not limited to, emails, correspondences, analyses, and reports pertaining to the
Stone’s Throw Landfill. Please also include documents referring to the landfill by its previous name, Tallassee Waste
Disposal Center. Please include communications from and with employees in the External Civil Rights Compliance
Office as well as its previous iteration, the Office of Civil Rights. Further, please include communications amongst EPA
staff as well as between the EPA and stakeholder parties including, but not limited to, representatives from the
Alabama Department of Environmental Management, the Ashurst Bar/Smith Community including Phyllis Gosa, Ron
Smith, and Ann Smith, Tallapoosa County Commissioners, Advanced Disposal, and Mr. Herman Kitchens. Please
include communications dating back to December, 2003. I am a representative of the news media with the
Philadelphia public radio affiliate WHYY. This request is made as part of news gathering to better inform the public,
and not for commercial use, so I am requesting a waiver of fees. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you
justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable
portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any
information or to deny a waiver of fees. I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
3/8/2017 21:03 Thank you for your assistance. Irina Zhorov.
5/23/2018 21:05 Please see attached. EPA-18-0337.
5/11/2018 20:05 Please see attached (MULTI-18-0309-0323)

American Oversight
American Oversight

American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days and seeks expedited review
of this request for the reasons identified below:
1. All records reflecting communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat
or Slack messages, telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational
material, draft legislation, talking points, fact sheets, statements of principles, interim or final policy, legislative
proposals, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any responsive communications, summaries of any
responsive communications, or other materials) between (a) EPA and (b) any member of Congress or congressional
staff (senate.gov or house.gov), regarding reform or repeal of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) or
implementation of a “One Agency, One Decision” approach to environmental review.

EPA-HQ-2018-005882

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

2. All records reflecting communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat
or Slack messages, telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational
material, draft legislation, talking points, fact sheets, statements of principles, interim or final policy, legislative
proposals, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any responsive communications, summaries of any
responsive communications, or other materials) between (a) EPA and (b) any employee of the Executive Office of the
President (eop.gov), and regarding reform or repeal of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) or
implementation of a “One Agency, One Decision” approach to environmental review.
3/27/2018 17:03 Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date of the search.

EPA-HQ-2018-005881

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2018-005880

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

All records reflecting communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat or
Slack messages, telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational
material, draft legislation, talking points, fact sheets, statements of principles, interim or final policy or legislative
proposals, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any responsive communications, summaries of any
responsive communications, or other materials) between EPA and any representative of any of the following entities:
1. AECOM (aecom.com)
2. Ames Construction (amesconstruction.com)
3. Balfour Beatty (balfourbeattyus.com, balfourbeatty.com)
4. Bechtel Group (bechtel.com)
5. Cajun Industries (cajunusa.com)
6. Caterpillar (caterpillar.com)
7. Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. (CBI) (cbi.com)
8. Clark Construction Group (clarkconstruction.com)
9. Fluor Corporation (fluor.com)
10. Freeport-McMoRan (fcx.com)
11. Gilbane Building Company (gilbaneco.com)
12. Hensel Phelps (henselphelps.com)
13. Jacobs Engineering Group (jacobs.com)
14. Martin Marietta Materials, Inc. (martinmarietta.com)
15. Nucor Corporation (nucor.com)
16. Sterling Construction Company (strlco.com)
17. U.S. Concrete (us-concrete.com)
18. Vecellio Group, Inc. (vevelliogroup.com)
19. Vulcan Materials Company (vulcanmaterials.com)
20. Walbridge(walbridge.com)
21. Whiting-Turner Contracting Company (whiting-turner.com)
22. Williams Brothers(wbctx.com)
3/27/2018 17:03 Please provide all records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is conducted.
American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days and
seeks expedited review of this request for the reasons identified below:
All records reflecting communications (including but not limited to emails,
email attachments, text messages, chat or Slack messages, telephone call logs, calendar
invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational material, draft
legislation, talking points, fact sheets, statements of principles, interim or final policy or
legislative proposals, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any responsive
communications, summaries of any responsive communications, or other materials)
concerning the White House Legislative Outline for Rebuilding Infrastructure in America,
or other administration infrastructure-related policies or proposals, between (a) EPA and
(b) any member of Congress or congressional staff (senate.gov or house.gov).
3/27/2018 17:03 Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date of the search.

EPA-HQ-2018-005932

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days and seeks expedited review
of this request for the reasons identified below:
All records reflecting communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat or
Slack messages, telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational
material, draft legislation, talking points, fact sheets, statements of principles, interim or final policy, legislative
proposals, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any responsive communications, summaries of any
responsive communications, or other materials) between EPA and any representative of any of the following entities:
1. CDM Smith (cdmsmith.com)
2. Cintra/Ferrovial (cintra.us, ferrovial.com)
3. DBI Services (dbiservices.com)
4. IFM Investors (ifminvestors.com)
5. Macquarie Group (macquarie.com)
6. Transurban Group (transurban.com)
7. Wilbur Smith Associates
3/28/2018 17:03 Please provide all records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is conducted.
American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
All communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat or Slack messages) to,
from, or including any political appointee or career SES employee in the Office of the Administrator (including
beachhead team members, landing team members, and people in administratively-determined positions) concerning
the EPA’s evaluation of the proposed expansion of the Alberta Clipper pipeline by Enbridge Energy LP (aka Enbridge
Inc.).

EPA-HQ-2018-006216

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is
4/4/2018 19:04 conducted.
American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
All communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text messages, chat or Slack messages) to,
from, or including any political appointee or career SES employee in the Office of the Administrator, the Office of
Public Affairs, or the Office of General Counsel (including beachhead team members, landing team members, and
people in administratively-determined positions) concerning Administrator Scott Pruitt’s lease with Vicki Hart,
including the March 30, 2018 ethics review of that lease.

EPA-HQ-2018-006215

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

4/4/2018 19:04 Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is conducted.

American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
1) All records reflecting any involvement by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in the EPA’s evaluation of the proposed
expansion of the Alberta Clipper pipeline by Enbridge Energy, LP.
This would include records reflecting meetings attended by Mr. Pruitt; memoranda sent to or from Mr. Pruitt; letters,
emails, text messages, or any other communications to or from Mr. Pruitt (or anyone acting on his behalf, such as
administrative assistants or chiefs of staff) about the project; or any other records reflecting Mr. Pruitt’s involvement
in the project in any way. This request also includes communications between other employees involved in the
decision referencing any involvement by the EPA Administrator, even if Mr. Pruitt was not directly included or named
on those communications.

EPA-HQ-2018-006214

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

The search for responsive records should include all individuals and locations likely to contain responsive records
including but not limited to the Office of the Administrator, the Office of Federal Activities, the Office of the Region 5
Administrator, and any other offices within the Region 5 Office that were involved in the Enbridge project.
4/4/2018 19:04 Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to October 14, 2017.
American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
1) All communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text
messages, chat or Slack messages) between anyone in the Immediate Office of the
Administrator and any of the individuals/entities listed in items (a)-(f) below (or anyone
acting on their behalf).
2) All communications (including but not limited to emails, email attachments, text
messages, chat or Slack messages) to, from, or including anyone in the Immediate
Office of the Administrator concerning any of the individuals/entities listed in items (a)(f) below.
3) All calendar entries reflecting meetings by anyone in the Immediate Office of the Administrator with or about any of
the individuals/entities listed in items (a)-(f) below (or anyone acting on their behalf).
a. Vicki Hart
b. J. Steven Hart
c. Williams & Jensen (@wms-jen.com)
d. Enbridge Inc., aka Enbridge Energy LP (@enbridge.com)
e. Concho Resources (@concho.com)
f. Oklahoma Gas and Electric (@oge.com)

EPA-HQ-2018-006213

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is
4/4/2018 19:04 conducted.

EPA-HQ-2018-006212

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
All receipts, invoices, or other billing statements submitted by or on behalf of Millan Hupp
or Pasquale “Nino” Perrotta to justify expenditures or seek reimbursement for taxi or
ridesharing expenses paid with a government purchase card or personal credit card. This
request includes any emails containing automatically-generated receipts or invoices from
taxis or ridesharing services such as Uber, Lyft, Via, or other similar entities.
Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to the date the search is
4/4/2018 19:04 conducted.
American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
Any threat assessment supporting the expansion of the EPA Administrator’s security detail to a 24-hour detail.
Please provide all responsive records from January 20, 2017, to April 12, 2017.
The search for responsive records should include the protective security detail for the EPA administrator and
anywhere else likely to contain responsive records.
Under Agency Review
Please see attached. EPA-18-0247.
Please see attached. EPA-18-0246.
Please see attached. EPA-18-0245.
Please see attached. MULTI-18-201.
Please see attached. EPA-18-0142.
All records relating to the procurement of any vehicle to transport EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, including
documentation of the procurement itself, as well as communications about the decision to procure a new vehicle,
which vehicle to procure, and the reasons therefor.

EPA-HQ-2018-006305
EPA-HQ-2018-006273
EPA-HQ-2018-006302
EPA-HQ-2018-006294
EPA-HQ-2018-006293
EPA-HQ-2018-005962
EPA-HQ-2018-005157

Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers

American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight

4/5/2018 21:04
4/5/2018 19:04
4/5/2018 20:04
4/5/2018 20:04
4/5/2018 20:04
3/29/2018 16:03
3/6/2018 17:03

EPA-HQ-2018-005595
EPA-HQ-2018-005159

Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers

American Oversight
American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2018-004640

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

3/19/2018 18:03 Please provide all responsive records from December 7, 2016, to the date the search is conducted.
3/6/2018 17:03 Please see attached. EPA-18-0143.
Please see attached FOIA request (EPA-18-0110) related to waivers authorizing Administrator Scott Pruitt's first-class
2/20/2018 17:02 travel.

American Oversight, EWG, and ADAO request that EPA produce the following records within
twenty business days:
All records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages,
telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas,
informational material, talking points, any handwritten or electronic notes taken during any
responsive communications, summaries of any responsive communications, or other
materials reflecting communications) between (a) Scott Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeff Morris, Liz
Bowman, Greg Schweer, Michael Dourson, Robert Courtnage, or Brian Symmes (or
anyone acting on behalf of those individuals, including chiefs or staff or administrative
assistants) and (b) any of the following entities (or anyone acting on their behalf):
a. Olin Corporation;
b. Occidental Chemical Corporation;
c. Axiall Corporation;
d. American Chemistry Council (including but not limited to Michael Walls);
e. The Chlorine Institute;
f. American Chemistry Council Chlorine;
g. American Friction;
h. Chemours; or
i. Branham Corporation.
EPA-HQ-2018-004405
EPA-HQ-2018-003987
EPA-HQ-2018-003986
EPA-HQ-2018-003413
EPA-HQ-2017-009163
EPA-R10-2017-004589

Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Austin R. Evers
Karren S. Lore

American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight
American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-004777

Matthew Kasper

Energy and Policy Institute

EPA-HQ-2017-004780

Benjamin Longstreth

Please provide all responsive records from August 1, 2017, to January 30, 2018.
Please see attached. EPA-18-0077.
Please see attached. EPA-18-0076.
Please see attached.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
This is a request for information submitted under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 552. My request is
for all records of electronic communications and attachments between Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator and the Edison Electric Institute (EEI). The timeframe of my request is between February 17, 2017
3/10/2017 15:03 through the processing date of this request.
2/13/2018 21:02
1/31/2018 21:01
1/31/2018 21:01
1/16/2018 18:01
7/7/2017 13:07
3/6/2017 18:03

3/10/2017 15:03 Please see attached letter and attachments.

EPA-HQ-2017-004786
EPA-HQ-2017-004787

Kara Cook
Jeff Ruch

EPA-HQ-2017-004658

Mindy Poldberg

EPA-HQ-2017-004662

Meleah Geertsma

The Public Interest Network
PEER

NRDC

U.S. PIRG Education Fund (a 501(c)(3)) US Right to Know c/o Kara Cook-Schultz &amp; Carey Gillam kcook@pirg.org
March 10, 2017 National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: This is a request for information filed under
the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, et seq. Please forward this request to the proper custodian of the
requested information. I request that your office provide me with either a copy or an electronic copy of the following
information: 1) This is a request for all records, including emails, electronic records, notes, letters, transcripts,
memoranda, or other documents regarding communication on a meeting of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act Scientific Advisory Panel (“SAP”) for glyphosate that was scheduled to meet Oct. 18-21, 2016, but was
postponed. This request specifically requests records referencing FIFRA, and/or SAP, and/or glyphosate, and/or
CropLife, and/or Monsanto that pertain to this meeting, including any records to address the makeup of the panel
experts. The relevant time frame is narrow: October 14, 2016, through February 1, 2017. 2) Any record of
communications from January 1, 2016, through February 1, 2017, (including emails, electronic records, notes, letters,
transcripts, memoranda, or other documents) between EPA employees Jess Rowland and XX, including records of
emails where Jess Rowland was copied on the email, and employees of Monsanto Corporation (for the purpose of this
request, an employee of Monsanto Corporation will mean any person who was employed by Monsanto Corporation in
the year of 2016 or 2017). As required by FOIA, I expect a reply within twenty working days. If you deny any or all of
this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me
3/10/2017 16:03 of the appeal process.
3/10/2017 16:03 See attached

To Whom it May Concern: I would like to request any and all documents that were sent from the White House to the
EPA regarding a change to the Renewable Fuel Standard Point of Obligation. As the media has widely reported,
discussions between Carl Icahn and outside private parties in the oil and renewable fuels industry occurred in late
Feb/early March regarding the White House's consideration of moving the Point of Obligation from refiners/importers
to some point further down the fuel distribution chain. In addition to any point of obligation package or memo, I
would also request any other documents that were sent that pertained to other changes that might be considered as
part of a package to move point of obligation: this list may include things like the E15 Reid Vapor Pressure waiver, or
review of MOVES and other models, but my request list is not limited to these. I believe this package was likely sent
from the White House to the EPA the week of Feb 27-March 5, but those dates are not exact. This package may
3/7/2017 21:03 include documents from other White House officials to Administrator Pruitt including Gary Cohn. Thank you.
Request submitted by the Natural Resources Defense Council for records pertaining to EPA Information Collection
3/7/2017 21:03 Request No. 2548.0, Information Collection Effort for Oil and Gas Facilities

1. Any records related to the process, planning, or criteria used to decide which states would be visited by
Administrator Scott Pruitt on his “State Action Tour,” which appears to have begun in Utah on July 18th, 2017;

EPA-HQ-2017-010175

Jon Devine

EPA-HQ-2017-008638

Jon Devine

Natural Resources Defense
Council
Natural Resources Defense
Council

2. Any records related to the process, planning, or criteria used to decide which non-EPA persons, organizations, or
8/3/2017 22:08 entities to invite to attend any meeting with EPA officials during the “State Action Tour.”
6/20/2017 18:06 Included in letter.

Natural Resources Defense
Council

EPA-HQ-2017-004720

Jon Devine

EPA-HQ-2017-004865

Michael Ravnitzky

3/9/2017 14:03 Request is attached as a letter with attachments
A copy of all letter correspondence at the Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters TO or FROM the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) during calendar years 2016 and 2017 to date. This is a noncommercial
3/14/2017 13:03 individual request.

Randy L. Loftis

All written communications, regardless of form, from current EPA employees George Sugiyama or former employee
David Kreutzer containing any of the following terms: particulate matter, particulates, particles, fine particles, ultrafine
particles, PM, PM2.5, NAAQS, the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (or Standards), ozone, smog, the HONEST Act.
the Honest and Open New EPA Science Treatment Act, secret science, the Harvard Six Cities Study, the American
Cancer Society Prevention Study II, or longitudinal. This request is for material dated on or after Nov. 9, 2016, and
7/14/2017 13:07 therefore covers the Trump Administration transition period and the entire post-inagugural period.

EPA-HQ-2017-009388

Undark.org

EPA-HQ-2017-004119

Randy L. Loftis

EPA-HQ-2018-007056

Pat Rizzuto

EPA-HQ-2018-007055

Pat Rizzuto

Communications between the EPA or the EPA transition team and any members of the EPA's Board of Scientific
Counselors, Science Advisory Board, Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, or any NAAQS review panel, beginning
Nov. 9, 2016, through the date of this request. This is a request by a member of the news media on behalf of Undark, a
2/21/2017 14:02 news publication of the Knight Program in Science Journalism at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
I request EPA provide any correspondence or communications that the agency received from or sent to members of
Congress, congressional committees, congressional subcommittees, or congressional staff involving the Frank R.
Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act, Pub. L. No. 114-182, 130 Stat. 448 (2016) also known as
&quot;TSCA&quot; and the following phrases: a) &quot;best available science,&quot; b) &quot;weight of
evidence,&quot; c) “conditions of use”, d) “reasonably foreseen” or “reasonably foreseeable” chemical uses, and e)
4/26/2018 13:04 “aggregate or sentinel exposures.”
I request EPA provide any correspondence or communications it sent to or received from members of Congress,
congressional staff, and/or committees and subcommittees regarding the 10 problem formulations the agency is doing
4/26/2018 13:04 pursuant to the Lautenberg Chemical Safety Act.

EPA-HQ-2018-007053

Pat Rizzuto

I request all materials--including emails, attachments, iterations, and comments related to the trichloroethylene
4/26/2018 13:04 problem formulation--including those from Scott Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeffrey Morris, and Toni Krasnic.

EPA-HQ-2018-007054

Pat Rizzuto

I request all materials--including emails, attachments, comments about, and iterations--of the perchloroethylene
4/26/2018 13:04 problem formulation including ones involving Scott Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeffrey Morris, Tala Henry, and Tyler Lloyd.

EPA-HQ-2018-007052

Pat Rizzuto

EPA-HQ-2018-007050

Pat Rizzuto

EPA-HQ-2018-007051

Pat Rizzuto

EPA-HQ-2017-010064

Pat Rizzuto

I request all materials--including emails, attachments, iterations, and comments related to the methylene chloride
4/26/2018 13:04 problem formulation--including those from Scott Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeffrey Morris, and Ana Corado.
I request all materials discussing the asbestos problem formulation including emails, attachments, and iterations
including materials from Nancy Beck, Jeffrey Morris, Scott Pruitt, Robert Courtnage along with comments submitted by
4/26/2018 13:04 other federal agencies and offices throughout the EPA.
I request all materials discussing the 1-bromopropane problem formulation including emails, attachments, and
iterations including materials from Nancy Beck, Jeffrey Morris, Scott Pruitt, Ana Corado along with comments
4/26/2018 13:04 submitted by other federal agencies and offices throughout the EPA.
I would like to request the April-July schedules of meetings any of the following EPA staff--Wendy Cleland-Hamnett;
8/1/2017 19:08 Nancy Beck; Jeffrey Morris; Maria Doa and Tala Henry--had with non-EPA parties.

EPA-HQ-2017-004864

HAROLD M. NYANJOM

3/14/2017 13:03 Under Agency Review

Undark.org

EPA-HQ-2018-001394

Kirsten Johnson

EPA-HQ-2017-007871
EPA-HQ-2017-006153
EPA-HQ-2017-006037
EPA-HQ-2017-004713
EPA-HQ-2017-004617

Emily K. Davis
Emily K. Davis
Emily K. Davis
Emily K. Davis
Emily K. Davis

EPA-R2-2017-010480

Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-004520

Lauren Ross

EPA-R10-2017-004880
EPA-HQ-2017-004882
EPA-HQ-2017-007414
EPA-HQ-2017-007413

Taryn K. Heimer
Meredith Mandell
Marisa Ordonia
Marisa Ordonia

EPA-HQ-2017-004733

Mariah Blake

11/6/2017 18:11 FOIA request attached. This applies to both Headquarters and Region 8.
NRDC
NRDC
NRDC
NRDC
NRDC

Natural Resources Defense
Council

Records relied upon by Mandy Gunasekera in her May 4th Statements at Eastern Fuel Buyer's Conference
Under Agency Review
See attached letter, attachments, and exhibits.
See attached letter, exhibits, attachments.
See attached letter, exhibits, and attachments, describing request
All documents regarding the Joint Meeting, an independent entity treating sewage, concerning the Berry's Creek
Superfund study area, including any correspondence between EPA and the Joint Meeting and any documents
describing quantities or characteristics of sewage or other inputs received by the Joint Meeting or discharges from the
8/14/2017 14:08 Joint Meeting.
This is an open records request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I request production of copies of all
documents (including but not limited to studies, evaluations, data sets, letters, memos, and emails) relating to and
including the ecological risk assessment performed by the Environmental Protection Agency in support of the EPA
Registration No. 72500-26 for the KAPUT&reg; FERAL HOG BAIT that EPA granted to Scimetrics Ltd., Corp. on January 3,
2017. If any of the documents requested exist in an electronic medium, I request production in that form rather than
3/3/2017 20:03 in paper form.
5/31/2017 19:05
4/14/2017 19:04
4/12/2017 13:04
3/9/2017 14:03
3/6/2017 21:03

Refer to correspondence
See attached request for description.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Requesting all materials (including phone records, emails, and hand-written notes) related to communications
between the office of former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy (meaning both Gina McCarthy and her staff) and the
office of New York Governor Andrew Cuomo concerning PFOA (also known as perfluorooctanoic acid or C8)
contamination in New York state. I am seeking materials that fit this description from December 15, 2015 to February
3/9/2017 14:03 31, 2016.

3/14/2017 17:03
3/14/2017 18:03
5/17/2017 13:05
5/17/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-004977
EPA-R2-2018-003873

Elizabeth Grossman
Roxana Firouzi

Gordon Rees

EPA-HQ-2018-007202

Daniel Van Schooten

Project On Government
Oversight

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC-552, as a representative of the news media I am requesting
access to the documents, sent via hard copy or email, described below: Correspondence between Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Scott Pruitt and Representative Markwayne Mullin sent between &amp;
including the dates of February 17, 2017 and March 13, 2017. Correspondence between EPA Administrator Pruitt and
Senator James Inhofe sent between &amp; including the dates of 2-17-2017 and 3-13-2017. Correspondence between
EPA Administrator Pruitt and Justin Savage or any other attorneys at Hogan Lovells US LLP (located at 555 Thirteenth
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004) sent between &amp; including the dates of 2-17-2017 and 3-13-2017.
Correspondence between EPA Administrator Pruitt and the RMP Coalition, consisting of the American Chemistry
Council, The American Forest &amp; Paper Association, the American Petrochemical &amp; Fuels Manufacturers, the
American Petroleum Institute, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, the National Association of
Manufacturers, and the Utility Air Regulatory Group – and/or between EPA Administrator Pruitt and any of these
individual organizations – sent between &amp; including the dates of 2-17-2017 and 3-13-2017. –– These documents
are of public interest as they will contribute to public understanding of the decision to reopen a previously concluded
EPA rule-making process, thus delaying the effective date of a public safety regulation designed to prevent
catastrophic industrial accidents and to protect communities and emergency first responders. The rule applies to
approximately 12,500 facilities in the U.S. that, according to the EPA, have had on average one serious safety
&quot;incident&quot; every other day for the past 10 years. Understanding the decision to delay implementing this
3/16/2017 13:03 safety, measure previously approved by the EPA is a matter of urgent public interest.
1/30/2018 15:01 Under Agency Review
1. All “hardship” waivers issued by the EPA since January 1, 2013 to oil refiners exempting them from compliance with
the Renewable Fuel Standard. 2. I am also requesting any written justification or analysis for any such waivers that the
5/1/2018 16:05 EPA has granted. Please see attached document.

Please provide the following records in a digital format:
1.All records related to agency travel requests submitted to the White House for designation as “White House Support
Missions” (or “White House Mission Designations”) from January 1, 2016 to the present. This request includes, but is
not limited to:
a.Records pertaining to the dates and itinerary of trips that were submitted.
b.The formal request sent to the White House (usually to the Assistant to the President for Cabinet Affairs).
c.Records related to the justification(s) for each request, such as the estimated cost of a requested flight and the
estimated costs of alternatives.
d.Records of response(s) to each request.
e.Records indicating whether the trip was in fact taken, and the make/model of aircraft it was taken in. (As this may
differ from the make/model of the aircraft requested.)

EPA-HQ-2018-000360

Daniel Van Schooten

EPA-HQ-2017-005198
EPA-HQ-2017-005046

John Gaitskill
Richard Smith

Project On Government
Oversight

Smith &amp; Lowney PLLC

I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, that there is widespread and exceptional media
interest and there exist possible questions about the government’s integrity, which affect public confidence. As travel
costs from various federal agencies come to light, there is growing public concern about the government’s integrity as
it spends taxpayer dollars. This subject has already led to the resignation of a cabinet secretary, which has further
undermined public confidence in the ability of the government to wisely spend the taxpayers’ money. As the use of
military planes for travel follows different procedures and has different implications than the use of chartered planes,
10/11/2017 17:10 it is important that such travel be differentiated from other trips as quickly as possible.
Requesting a copy of all the documents and data used by Administrator Pruitt when he made his statement on 9
3/22/2017 13:03 March 2017 that he does not agree that carbon dioxide is a primary contributor to global warming.
3/17/2017 17:03 See attachment

The Law Office of Howard
Davis, P.C.

The Law Office of Howard Davis, P.C. requests the Agency perform a search for and provide all documents with respect
to the properties and business(es) located at the site known as the “Welsbach &amp; General Gas Mantle
Contamination Site” (a/k/a “Camden Radiation”), in Camden and Gloucester City, New Jersey, including CERCLIS ID
NJD986620995, OUID 02, SSID 028U. Please provide without limitation copies of all: files; records; plans; reports;
figures; correspondence; documents and information; data related to any previous environmental investigation or
remediation; discharges, spills or releases; records related to contamination and enforcement action(s); site
investigation and site remediation reports; preliminary assessment reports; data related to discharges of hazardous
substances; soil and groundwater sampling results; permit applications and approvals; underground or aboveground
storage tank reports, registrations, licenses, certificates, closure information; all hazardous waste manifests regarding
the Property. Please also include without limit all environmental reports prepared in connection and related to the
Property. Also perform a Phase I search for documents concerning any discharges, permits, applications,
correspondence, environmental contamination and/or enforcement action(s) associated with the Property, including
any information related to off-site properties with known contamination. The search should include, but not be limited
to, the Welbach Company, General Gas Mantle, the EMCOR Company, the Welsbach Street Lighting Company of
America, United Gas Improvement, and the Jamaica Water Supply Company. The should also include the Agency’s
3/12/2018 19:03 records relating to its pursuit and search for any people/entities who may have successor liability relating to the site.

Rafael J. Corbalan

The Law Office of Howard
Davis, P.C.

The Law Office of Howard Davis, P.C. requests the Agency perform a search for and provide all documents with respect
to the properties and business(es) located at the site known as the “Quanta Resources Site” in Edgewater, New Jersey,
including CERCLIS ID NJD000606442, OUID 01, SSID 0243. Please provide without limitation copies of all: files; records;
plans; reports; figures; correspondence; documents and information; data related to any previous environmental
investigation or remediation; discharges, spills or releases; records related to contamination and enforcement
action(s); site investigation and site remediation reports; preliminary assessment reports; data related to discharges of
hazardous substances; soil and groundwater sampling results; permit applications and approvals; underground or
aboveground storage tank reports, registrations, licenses, certificates, closure information; all hazardous waste
manifests regarding the Property. Please also include without limit all environmental reports prepared in connection
and related to the Property. Also perform a Phase I search for documents concerning any discharges, permits,
applications, correspondence, environmental contamination and/or enforcement action(s) associated with the
Property, including any information related to off-site properties with known contamination. The search should
include, but not be limited to, the Allied Chemical Corporation Asphalt Division (now Allied-Signal), Mr. James Frola
3/15/2018 21:03 and Mr. Albert Von Dohin, E.R.P. Corporation, Edgewater Terminals, and Quanta Resources.

EPA-HQ-2017-005283
EPA-HQ-2017-004992

Rafael J. Corbalan
Nicholas P. Surgey

The Law Office of Howard
Davis, P.C.
nick@prwatch.org

EPA-HQ-2017-005032

Jarrod Sharp

EPA-R2-2018-005361

EPA-R2-2018-005525

Rafael J. Corbalan

Please provide all documents, records, correspondence, files, and data in connection to the petition filed by Permeate
Refining (“Permeate”) under 40 C.F.R. 80.1416 and the Renewable Fuel Standard (“RFS2”), and the Office of Air and
3/27/2017 13:03 Radiation’s letter determination (dated April 7, 2014) regarding Permeate’s petition.
3/16/2017 13:03 Under Agency Review
Pursuant to the FOIA, provide any and all records, including e-mails, which refer and/or relate to the encrypted
messaging application named Signal that were sent or received by any HQ EPA employee/agent after November 1,
3/17/2017 13:03 2016 to present.

EPA-HQ-2018-000031

EPA-HQ-2017-011195

EPA-HQ-2017-011192

Brendan O'Connor

Brendan O'Connor

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

I am requesting all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule for September 2017. Such
documents include but are not limited to “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic
or electronic meetings, including details on who participated in those meetings. If you deny all or any part of this
request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information. Where possible,
please provide responsive material in electronic format by email or in PDF or TIF format on a USB drive. Please send
any responsive material being sent by mail to Gizmodo Media, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011. If it will
10/2/2017 20:10 accelerate release of responsive records to Gizmodo Media, please also provide responsive material on a rolling basis.

Gizmodo Media

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for records pertaining to a statement released on 9/3/17 by
Associate Administrator Liz Bowman commenting on reporting from the Associated Press and a press release
published that same day titled &quot;EPA Response to the AP's Misleading Story&quot;
(https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story). Please include all internal EPA
communications within the Immediate Office of the Administrator and the Office of Public Affairs that led to the
publication of the press release; please use the following terms to search the correspondence of Scott Pruitt, Liz
Bowman, Christie St. Clair, Enesta Jones, and Robert Daguillard: &quot;Associated Press&quot; or &quot;AP&quot; or
&quot;Superfund&quot; or &quot;mislead&quot; or &quot;misleading&quot; or the link
&quot;https://apnews.com/27796dd13b9549b0ac76aded58a15122.&quot; I am also requesting all correspondence,
including emails and text messages, between the Immediate Office of the Administrator or the Office of Public Affairs,
including Administrator Scott Pruitt, Associate Administrator Liz Bowman, and any relevant subordinates, and
reporters from Breitbart News. The time frame for this request is September 2, 2017, to the date this request is
processed. Where possible, please provide responsive material in electronic format by email or in PDF or TIF format on
a USB drive. Please send any responsive material being sent by mail to Gizmodo Media, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 10011. If it will accelerate release of responsive records to Gizmodo Media, please also provide responsive material
9/6/2017 20:09 on a rolling basis.

Gizmodo Media

I am requesting all documents detailing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule for August 2017. Such documents
include but are not limited to “tick-tocks” detailing Pruitt’s activities and records of in-person, telephonic or electronic
meetings, including details on who participated in those meetings. If you deny all or any part of this request, please
cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information. Where possible, please provide
responsive material in electronic format by email or in PDF or TIF format on a USB drive. Please send any responsive
material being sent by mail to Gizmodo Media, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011. If it will accelerate release of
9/6/2017 20:09 responsive records to Gizmodo Media, please also provide responsive material on a rolling basis.
Emails, including email attachments, between Francesca Grifo, the EPA scientific integrity official, Thomas Sinks,
director of EPA's Office of the Science Advisor, or press officers in the Office of Public Affairs, and Elizabeth Harrington,
a journalist with the Washington Free Beacon using the email address &lt; elizabeth@freebeacon.com&gt;; Philip
Wegmann, a journalist with the Washington Examiner; or journalists with the NTK Network. Please restrict your search
8/2/2017 20:08 to records created between 7/26/17 and 8/2/17.

EPA-HQ-2017-010117

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

EPA-HQ-2017-009859

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

Emails, including email attachments, from Administrator Pruitt's chief of staff, Ryan Jackson, to members of the Board
7/27/2017 15:07 of Scientific Counselors. You may limit your search to records created on or after February 21, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-009425

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

Emails and email attachments sent to the following officials regarding nominations for membership on the Science
Advisory Board: Thomas Carpenter ; Suhair Shallal ; Aaron Yeow ; Edward Hanlon ; Holly Stallworth . You may limit
7/14/2017 20:07 your search to records created on or after February 21, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-009338

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

I am writing to request any correspondence between March 1, 2017 and the date this request is processed between
7/12/2017 20:07 Justina Fugh, EPA’s Senior Counsel for Ethics, and Samantha Dravis, associate administrator for the Office of Policy.

EPA-HQ-2017-009238

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

EPA-HQ-2017-009326

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

All email records, including any email attachments, that were sent to, received from, or otherwise pertain to any
representative of the following listed organizations (for the purposes of aiding in a search for these communications,
email domains are included): American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity (@americaspower.org); AMERICAN FARM
BUREAU (@fb.org); AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE (@steel.org); American Petroleum Institute (@api.org);
ARCH COAL, INC (@archcoal.com); ARTBA (@artba.org); Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.A. (@uschamber.com); and
Chevron U.S.A. or Nielsen Merksamer (@nmgovlaw.com). The scope of this request includes the Office of the
Administrator, the Office of Water, and the Water Law Office, Office of General Counsel. You may limit your search
7/10/2017 19:07 from February 21, 2017 to the date this request is processed.
Digital or written correspondence, including but not limited to emails and email attachments, between the EPA's
Office of Policy and representatives of the Republican Attorneys General Association or the Rule of Law Defense Fund.
7/12/2017 18:07 Please limit your search to the calendar year 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-008879

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

EPA-HQ-2017-006950

Brendan O'Connor

Gizmodo Media

All records, including but not limited to briefing notes, memoranda, correspondence, electronic mail or messages,
voicemails, and meeting minutes, for the following: - Administrator Pruitt's February 24 meeting with Governor Abbott
of Texas at the Administrator's Office. Robin Richardson (OCIR) was the POC for the prep immediately preceding the 2
o'clock meeting. - Administrator Pruitt's attendance at the Republican Attorneys General Association dinner at the
Park Hyatt on February 26. - Administrator Pruitt's lunch with Ivanka Trump Kushner at the White House Mess on
March 13. - Administrator Pruitt's speech to the Edison Electric Institute at the Mandarin Hotel on March 14. Please
include drafts of the administrator's speech as well as markups and suggested revisions. - Administrator Pruitt's lunch
with Stephen Miller at the White House on March 17. The topic of the lunch was the &quot;climate agenda.&quot;
Mary E. Salvi was the POC. - Administrator Pruitt's meeting with John Minge, chairman and president of BP America,
on March 20. Samantha Dravis handled the briefing. - Administrator Pruitt's meeting with John Watson and Jeff
Shellebarger of Chevron on March 21. Samantha Dravis handled the briefing. - Administrator Pruitt's meeting with AJ
Ferate on March 28. - Administrator Pruitt's meeting with Securing America's Future Energy (SAFE) on March 28. The
meeting was scheduled through Don Benton. Samantha Dravis handled the briefing. - Briefing materials presented to
the administrator on March 29 pertaining to Bob Murray. - Administrator Pruitt's speaking engagement at the
Federalist Society on March 31, recapping the president's environmental priorities. Please include any drafts of the
6/27/2017 20:06 administrator's remarks, including markups and suggested revisions.
- Copies of all information requests submitted to the Environmental Protection Agency by the House Energy and
Commerce Committee and the House Environment and Public Works Committee since Administrator Scott Pruitt's
5/5/2017 18:05 confirmation. - Records pertaining to

Gizmodo Media

Any written or digital correspondence with members of the Evangelical Environmental Network (@creationcare.org)
or ATMOS Research &amp; Consulting (@atmosresearch.com), including emails and email attachments, between
November 8, 2016, and the date this request is processed. You may limit this request to the Office of the
Administrator, the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, the Office of Policy, the Office of Public
4/28/2017 13:04 Affairs, the Office of Public Engagement and Environmental Education, and the Science Advisory Board.

EPA-HQ-2017-006646

Brendan O'Connor

EPA-HQ-2018-007981
EPA-HQ-2018-007980
EPA-HQ-2018-007979
EPA-HQ-2018-005215
EPA-HQ-2018-004646

Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace

EPA-HQ-2018-004365

Greg Wallace

EPA-HQ-2018-004438

Greg Wallace

Please see attached letter.
Please see attached letter.
Please see attached letter
Please see attached request.
Please see attached letter.
Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, CNN requests access to and copies of all calendar records for
Samantha Dravis, including any attachments or notes associated with those records. We seek these records from
2/13/2018 0:02 January 20, 2017 to the date the search is performed.

5/23/2018 23:05
5/23/2018 23:05
5/23/2018 23:05
3/7/2018 21:03
2/20/2018 17:02

Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;) requests access to and copies of communications between Scott Pruitt
and Samantha Dravis, including emails, text messages, Apple iMessages, BlackBerry Messages, and communications
sent using any other app. This request includes, but is not limited to, messages sent and received using mobile devices,
such as iPhones, tablets, and BlackBerries. We seek these records from January 20, 2017 to the date the search is
2/14/2018 16:02 performed. Please see attached letter for additional information.

EPA-HQ-2018-001653

Greg Wallace

11/13/2017 21:11

EPA-HQ-2017-010572

Greg Wallace

8/16/2017 20:08

EPA-HQ-2017-005758
EPA-HQ-2017-005346
EPA-HQ-2017-005348

Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace
Greg Wallace

4/5/2017 18:04
3/27/2017 18:03
3/27/2017 18:03

To Whom it May Concern: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 (the
&quot;Act&quot;), Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;) requests access to and copies of all records: 1. of
travel by the Secretary between January 20, 2009 and the 2009 equivalent of the date the search is conducted (for
clarity: if the search is conducted on October 9, 2017, we’re requesting records through October 9, 2009); and 2. of
travel by the Secretary between January 20, 2017 and the date the search is conducted (in 2017). CNN agrees to pay
reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $500. Please notify me prior
to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. As a member of a news organization, I am requesting that
fees be waived because release of the information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to public
understanding of government operations and activities. If CNN's request is denied in whole or part, we ask that you
justify all deletions by reference to the specific exemptions of the Act. CNN will also expect you to release all
segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. CNN reserves the right to appeal your decision to withhold any
information. If you have questions regarding this request, please contact me as soon as possible by email at
gregory.wallace@CNN.com or by phone at 202-738-3113. As I have made this request in the capacity as a journalist
and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your expediting the consideration of this request in every
way possible. In any event, I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the Act requires. Thank you for your
assistance. Sincerely, Gregory Wallace cc: Drew Shenkman, Counsel, CNN Johnita P. Due, Assistant General Counsel,
CNN
All records of directions about how to handle media inquiries. We anticipate these records were created by or sent to
one or more of the following individuals: Michael Abboud, Liz Bowman, JP Freire, James Hewitt, John Koncus, Angela
Brees, Robert Daguillard, David Deegan, Nancy Grantham, Dawn Harris-Young, David Gray, George Hull, Enesta Jones,
Bill Keener, Tricia Lynn, Mark MacIntyre, Mary Mears, Rich Mylott, Anne Rowan, Joan Schafer, Christie St. Clair, Julia
Valentine, Lina Younes, and Kelly Zito. Please search for records created between January 20 and the date of the
search.
As requested, please see this amended scope for this request: All communications regarding the preservation of
scientific data sent by or sent to EPA officials responsible for public access to scientific data or responsible for
maintaining electronic stores of scientific data. The scope of this request is from November 8, 2016 through January
21, 2017.
Under Agency Review
Please see attached letter.

EPA-HQ-2017-005347

EPA-R5-2018-004525

EPA-HQ-2017-008566
EPA-HQ-2017-005951

Greg Wallace

3/27/2017 18:03 Please see attached letter.

Sylvia Carignan

Bloomberg BNA

I request all records concerning logs documenting who has visited EPA’s Region 5 office at 77 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, IL 60604. Please include records from Jan. 1, 2018 until the date this request is processed. Please include all
records that document EPA's visitors, including but not limited to database queries, online registration forms, sign-in
sheets, visitor badges, lapel stickers and passes. I ask that these records be provided to me in electronic form to
scarignan@bna.com or via compact disc to the address provided below. If there is a large number of files, I ask that I
be permitted to inspect the documents. I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in
electronic form. This request is made as part of the news gathering process, and not for commercial use. If my request
is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I would
appreciate your communicating with me by email or telephone at 703-341-3708, rather than by mail, if you have
questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank
2/16/2018 17:02 you for your assistance.

Bloomberg BNA
Bloomberg BNA

This is a request under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, the common law of the United States, the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C.) section 552a, and any statute providing
for public access to government information: I request copies of all records created by Administrator Scott Pruitt’s
Superfund task force regarding suggested changes to the Superfund and brownfields programs, including meeting
minutes, correspondence between task force members and draft recommendations. I ask that these records be
provided to me in electronic form to scarignan@bna.com or via compact disc to the address provided below. If there is
a large number of files, I ask that I be permitted to inspect the documents. Please include any phone calls, call logs, call
sheets, Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda
sheets, text messages, voice and video recordings and other documented forms of communication regarding this
issue. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form. I am seeking
this information, which is of current interest to the public, because of Administrator Pruitt’s recent focus on prioritizing
the Superfund program. This request is made as part of the news gathering process, and not for commercial use. If my
request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I
would appreciate your communicating with me by email or telephone at 703-341-3708, rather than by mail, if you
have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
6/19/2017 18:06 Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Sylvia Carignan Reporter Bloomberg BNA 1801 S Bell St, Arlington VA 22202
4/10/2017 16:04 Under Agency Review

Sylvia Carignan
Sylvia Carignan

EPA-HQ-2017-005576

Ed Beeson

EPA-HQ-2017-005401

Josh Dawsey

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request copies of all electronic records to
and from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that have erroneously confused the current Acting Deputy EPA
Administrator Mike Flynn for the retired U.S. Army Lieutenant General and former National Security Adviser Mike
Flynn. The time frame for this request is Jan. 1, 2012 to the present. The requested documents include but are not
limited to electronic and written correspondence, such as email and handwritten letters, received by the EPA that
have assumed the EPA’s Mr. Flynn is the same person as the retired Army leader, who also previously served as the
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency. The requested documents also include any responses by the EPA to the
sender of the erroneous message. I request the documents be made available in electronic format, as searchable PDFs
3/31/2017 16:03 to the extent possible, and delivered to me via email attachment.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I request copies to all of Scott Pruitt's internal schedules as Secretary of
3/28/2017 17:03 the Department of Environmental Protection.

All records between January 20, 2017 and March 15, 2017 as well as all records of correspondence, call logs,
voicemails and/or voicemail transcriptions, and calendar appointments;
(I) Sent or received by Administrator Scott Pruitt, Don Benton, Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, George
Sugiyama, David Schnare, Joseph Desilets, Charles Munoz, Patrick Davis, David Kreutzer, Doug Eriksen,
Justin Schwab, Layne Bangerter, Brian Dansel, Byron Brown, Samantha Dravis, John Konkus, or Ryan
Jackson; and

EPA-HQ-2017-005444
EPA-HQ-2017-005445
EPA-HQ-2017-005446

EPA-R5-2018-007672

Josh Israel
Josh Israel
Ryan Koronowski

Amy Littlefield

Think Progress
Think Progress
Think Progress

(2) Pertain to the executive order signed on March 15, 2017 or reference the Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse
3/29/2017 13:03 Gas Emissions and Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards.
3/29/2017 13:03 Under Agency Review
3/29/2017 13:03 Requesting documents regarding EPA Clean Power Plan communications.

I am an investigative reporter with Rewire.News, a national publication that covers reproductive health and human
rights issues. Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting copies or access
to an email sent by the EPA to Carol Comer with the Indiana Department of Environment Management on July 15,
2016 about the East Chicago lead contamination crisis. The email is mentioned in this article in Rolling Stone:
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/features/the-radical-crusade-of-mike-pence-w462223 According to the article,
the email contained the text: “We have become increasingly concerned about exposures to lead from the soil,
especially for children living in the public housing.” I am requesting access to this email and any replies to this email. If
the email was provided to Rolling Stone or to reporter Stephen Rodrick in response to a public records request, I would
also like to request copies of any additional records provided in fulfillment of this request. In the interests of costs,
timeliness, and efficiency, I request that any documents be provided to me in electronic form, at
littlefield.amy@rewire.news. If there is a high volume of materials responsive to this request, I would be glad to
discuss options for providing the materials electronically. If records must be provided in hard copy, please mail them
to the following address: Amy Littlefield Rewire PO Box 441918 Somerville, MA 02144 If there are any fees for
searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $50. However, I would also like to request
a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute
significantly to the public’s understanding of lead contamination in East Chicago and how federal and state agencies
5/14/2018 20:05 responded to it. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes.

EPA-R5-2017-005837

Amy Littlefield

EPA-HQ-2017-005542

Jarrod Sharp

I am an investigative reporter with Rewire, a national publication that covers reproductive health and human rights
issues. Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting access to all email
correspondence between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management Commissioner Carol Comer, and between the EPA and the Office of Indiana Governor Mike Pence,
regarding lead contamination in East Chicago, Indiana, including contamination of the soil and drinking water, from
January 1, 2016 to January 9, 2017. In the interests of costs, timeliness, and efficiency, I request that any documents be
provided to me in electronic form, at littlefield.amy@rewire.news. If there is a high volume of materials responsive to
this request, I would be glad to discuss options for providing the materials electronically. If records must be provided in
hard copy, please mail them to the following address: Amy Littlefield Rewire PO Box 441918 Somerville, MA 02144 If
there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $50. However, I
would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public
interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of lead contamination in East Chicago. Rewire is
a small nonprofit dedicated to public-interest reporting. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes.
The statute requires a response to this request within twenty business days. If access to the records I am requesting
will take longer, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies. If you deny any or all of this
request, please cite each specific exemption of the Freedom of Information Act that you feel justifies the refusal and
4/7/2017 13:04 notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Please contact me with any questions.
Pursuant to FOIA, please provide any and all emails that were sent or received by Lisa Jackson's alternate e-mail alias
3/30/2017 19:03 &quot;Richard Windsor.&quot;

Zack Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

Requesting documents related to: Dispersants in the National Contingency Plan: ACCELL CLEAN&reg; DWD,
BIODISPERS, COREXIT&reg; EC9500A, COREXIT&reg; EC9500B, COREXIT&reg; EC9527A, DISPERSIT SPC 1000™, FFTSOLUTION&reg;, FINASOL&reg; OSR 52, JD-109, JD-2000™, MARE CLEAN 200, MARINE D-BLUE CLEAN™, NEOS AB3000,
NOKOMIS 3-AA, NOKOMIS 3-F4, SAF-RON GOLD, SEA BRAT #4, SEACARE ECOSPERSE 52, SEACARE E.P.A., SF-GOLD
3/31/2017 13:03 DISPERSANT, ZI-400, ZI-400 OIL SPILL DISPERSANT from 1/1/2010 until today.

Environmental Defense Fund

1. All directives and guidance to Agency scientific staff that relate to public communication about scientific research or
findings;
2. All questionnaires or other solicitations of information sent to Agency scientific staff that relate to (i) past, current,
or prospective public communication of scientific research or findings, and (ii) attendance at or participation in past,
current, or prospective public events; and
3. All correspondence relating to FOIA that was sent or received by anyone who, since November 8, 2016, has served
3/31/2017 13:03 as a political appointee or member of the beachhead team, landing team, action team, or transition team.

EPA-HQ-2017-005585

EPA-HQ-2017-005587

EPA-R5-2017-005742
EPA-HQ-2017-005669

Benjamin Levitan

Matt Ehling
Jeff Ruch

Public Record Media
PEER

1. Any and all correspondence (in written or electronic form) between management-level employees of the EPA
Region 5 office, and members of the presidential transition team. 2. Any and all correspondence (in written or
electronic form) between employees of the EPA Region 5 office tasked with environmental review of the Twin Metals
and NorthMet mining projects (the "Projects) in northern Minnesota, and staff of the Washington office of the EPA,
4/5/2017 13:04 that relates to the status of the environmental review of the Projects.
4/3/2017 20:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2017-005558

EPA-HQ-2018-004657
EPA-HQ-2017-005952

Joshua R. Rosenthal

Quinn Emanuel Urquhart
&amp; Sullivan, LLP

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552 et seq.(&quot;FOIA&quot;), I request access to and
copies of verification letters submitted by refiners seeking small refinery exemptions (as required under 40 CFR
80.1441) under the Renewable Fuel Standard (“the Records&quot;). By way of additional information, these
verification letters were initially required to be submitted by Aug. 31, 2007, under statute. I am further requesting that
the Records be provided to me on computer files or, if not maintained on computer files, in the same format as they
2/20/2018 21:02 are currently maintained at the Environmental Protection Agency. Please see attachment for further details.
4/10/2017 16:04 Under Agency Review

Jennifer Dlouhy
Jennifer Dlouhy

EPA-HQ-2017-005962
EPA-R2-2017-005461

Jennifer Dlouhy
Bert Wolff

EPA-HQ-2017-005504

Anne L. Weismann

EPA-HQ-2017-005723

Zack Kopplin

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and implementing regulations promulgated by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (the “EPA”) in 40 C.F.R. &sect; 2, as amended, I hereby request copies of the
following documents: All communications, including letters and e-mails, between the EPA and Ashland LLC (formerly
known as Ashland Inc.), International Specialty Products, Inc., and/or ISP Environmental Services, Inc. from November
11, 2010 to the present related to environmental response actions at the Diamond Alkali Co. Superfund Site, including
but not limited to the Newark Bay Study Area. We would prefer to receive electronic copies if at all possible and would
appreciate prior notice if you expect the charges for these documents to exceed $5,000. If any document is withheld
from release, please identify the grounds upon which such document is withheld. Please do not hesitate to contact me
3/31/2017 13:03 at 212-849-7647, or my colleague Sylvia Simson at 212-849-7378, if you have any questions regarding this request.

Quinn Emanuel
CREW
Government Accountability
Project

I request records of communications between EPA employees/affiliates and employees/affiliates of the Oklahoma Bar
Association regarding the grievance against Administrator Scott Pruitt known as &quot;Grievance against Edward Scott
Pruitt, DC-17-70&quot; (&quot;the Records&quot;). Please consider any e-mails, attached documents, voice mail logs
or transcriptions, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice/video recordings and other documented forms of
communications as responsive Records to my request. This request is ongoing, and I am requesting that the records be
provided to me on computer files or, if not maintained on computer files, in the same format as they are currently
maintained at the EPA. FOIA requires that your agency respond to my request for expedited treatment within 10
business days. In the event your agency denies my request for expedited treatment, whether through your agency’s
affirmative denial of the request for expedited treatment or through your agency’s failure to respond to the request
for expedited treatment, then FOIA requires that your agency nonetheless respond to the underlying request for
information within 20 business days of receipt of this letter. This request is segregable, and your agency may not
withhold entire records because of one section that you believe is exempt from disclosure. Under federal law, if you
choose to withhold any such parts of the records from disclosure, you must specify in a written response the factual
and legal basis for withholding any part of the Records. Please contact me if I may assist in your office's response to
this request. As I am making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your
4/10/2017 19:04 communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request.
3/15/2017 13:03 Hoosick Falls, New York (PFOA, Taconic, Saint Gobain...) see uploaded FOIA for details
Requesting records of all communications from December 8, 2016 to the present between Administrator Scott Pruitt
3/30/2017 13:03 and EPA's designated agency ethics officer.
4/4/2017 13:04 Requesting emails referencing the phrase “gag order” since 1/20/2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-005827

EPA-HQ-2017-005731

Elisabeth D. Britt

Re: Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Request On behalf of North West Citizen, a regional non-profit, nonpartisan citizen watchdog group, I am writing to request records pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 5
U.S.C. 552, et seq. and, The Privacy Act of 1974. (Pub.L. 93–579, 88 Stat. 1896, enacted December 31, 1974, 5 U.S.C.
&sect; 552a). With this request, I am formally requesting an electronic copy of all email communications sent or
received between January 20, 2017 and February 15, 2017, by EPA employee (a position that may be listed as a
temporary, transitional or conditional appointment, (or otherwise) by EPA Beach head Transitional Team employee
Communications Director, Doug Ericksen. 2) An electronic copy of paystubs received by EPA employee Doug Ericksen,
received during the time span of January 20, 2017 through April 1, 2017. (If April pay records are available). 3) An
electronic copy of all per diem reimbursement requested by Mr. Ericksen, which includes transportation expenses,
housing expenses, and other per diem reimbursement available to Mr. Ericksen as an EPA Beachhead Transition Team
member. 4) An electronic copy of Doug Ericksen’s EPA Transition Team Communications Director public Job
description along with the grade used by OPM to determine his salary. Additionally, I would like to receive any
decision made by EPA Ethics committee regarding Mr. Ericksen's job duties. In addition to this request for materials
under the Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act, I am requesting a fee waiver (1) on behalf of myself and NW
Citizen. We are a non-profit watch dog group and will not use any of the information we receive commercially. Please
let me know if fees exceed $50.00. Thank you, Elisabeth Britt 1 FOIA’s fee waiver provision “is to be liberally construed
in favor of waivers for noncommercial requesters.” McClellan Ecological Seepage Situation v. Carlucci, 835 F.2d 1282,
4/6/2017 20:04 1284 (9th Cir. 1987)

Roni Rabin

To whom it may concern: Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting records of all communications about
chlorpyrifos, including emails and attached documents, voice mail logs or transcriptions, to and from EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt and other members of his administrative and program staff -- including but not limited to
Ryan Jackson, George Sugiyama, Don Benton, Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, David Schnare, Harlan Watson, Joseph
Desilets, Charles Munoz, Patrick Davis, David Kreutzer, Doug Ericksen, Justic Schwab, Layne Bangerter, Brian Dansel,
Byron Brown, Samantha Dravis, John Konkus, Austin Lipari, Amy Oliver Cooke, Christopher Horner, Myron Ebell and
David Stevenson -- with each other as well as with the E.P.A.s Wendy Cleland-Hammett, Dow Chemical Company
representatives, CropLife America, U.S.D.A., the executive office of the president of the United States, Sen K. Michael
Conaway and the staff of the House Agriculture committee, and Acting Secretary of Agriculture Mike Young. I am a
reporter with The New York Times and this request is being made as part of news gathering and not for commercial
use. I request a waiver of all fees for this request. Disclosure of the requested information to me is in the public
interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the
government and is not in my commercial interest. I would like to receive the information in electronic format,and
request you waive applicable fees because of the public interest. If fees are estimated to exceed $100, please inform
me in advance. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Please communicate with me by email or phone if
you have questions about this request, and please expedite it because it is a matter of urgent public health interest as
it is about a pesticide widely used in food whose safety has been questioned. Sincerely, Roni Caryn Rabin 212-5564/4/2017 20:04 8314 or 646-761-8834

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2017-006836

Chris Fedeli

EPA-R2-2017-010273
EPA-HQ-2017-005553

Stella R. Martin
Ryan Koronowski

EPA-HQ-2017-005552

Madison R. Alder

EPA-HQ-2017-005557

Lydia Mulvany

EPA-HQ-2017-005643

Ryan Koronowski

EPA-HQ-2017-005646

EPA-HQ-2017-005774

Ryan Koronowski

Austin Evers

Judicial Watch, Inc.
Environmental Protectors for
Catskill Wetlands

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, Judicial Watch, Inc. hereby requests that the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) produce the following records within twenty (20) business days: All
internal emails or other records concerning project administration, management, or assignment of tasks related to the
EPA’s use of the Thunderclap social media platform. For your convenience, the EPA’s use of Thunderclap was
referenced in the December 14, 2015 GAO Report to Congress, available here:
http://www.gao.gov/assets/680/674163.pdf. The time frame for this request is January 1, 2014 through July 31, 2015.
In an effort to further narrow the universe of documents responsive to this request, we do not seek, and you are not
requested to produce, any documents that are currently publicly available on the EPA’s website or the internet archive
5/3/2017 19:05 of the EPA’s website.

Bloomberg Law

8/7/2017 20:08 Under Agency Review
3/30/2017 13:03 Requesting information regarding EPA rejecting chlorpyrifos ban.
I would like to request copies of all complaints filed with the Environmental Protection Agency under Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and corresponding resolution letters from January 1, 2014, until the date the request this
3/30/2017 20:03 request is processed.

ThinkProgress.org

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. Section 552 et seq.(&quot;FOIA&quot;), I request access to and
copies of: - A copy of a letter purportedly from Marion Copley, dated March 4, 2013, addressed to “Jess,” and received
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in January or February 2016, or January or February 2017, relating to the
registration review of glyphosate and the Cancer Assessment Review Committee (CARC) - A copy of the envelope
containing this letter, indicating the return address, date stamp, or other similar information on the outside of the
envelope. - A copy of any tracking, receipt, or other logging records in possession of the Agency with respect to this
letter. - This letter may have been sent to, or may be in possession of, EPA’s Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution
Prevention, Office of Pesticide Programs, Health Effects Division; I request that EPA identify and produce all responsive
3/31/2017 13:03 records from any EPA office where such records may be found. Please see attached letter for complete request.
Requests schedules of Administrator Scott Pruitt, Byron Brown, Ryan Jackson and Don Benton from February 17, 2017
4/3/2017 13:04 to March 31, 2017.

ThinkProgress.org

Request all email correspondence, including attachments, sent or received between January 20, 2017 and March 29,
2017 as well as all records of correspondence, call logs, voicemails and/or voicemail transcriptions, and calendar
appointments between January 20, 2017 and March 29, 2017 meeting the following parameters: Sent or received by
Adminisrator Scott Pruitt, Don Benton, Holly Greaves, Roger Martella, George Sugiyama, David Schnare, Joseph
Desilets, Charles Munoz, Patrick Davis, David Kreutzer, Doug Eriksen, Justin Schwab, Layne Bangerter Brian Danel,
Byron Brown, Samatha Dravis, John Konkus or Ryan Jackson and relate to guidance or rules about the use of the terms
4/3/2017 13:04 &quot;climate change&quot;.

American Oversight

Requesting all communications between (1) any political or SES appointee in the Office of the Administrator (including
but not limited to Scott Pruitt, Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn, the Acting Chief of Staff John Reeder) or the
Office of Air and Radiation (including but not limited to Acting Assistant Administrator Sarah Dunham), as well as
anyone acting on behalf of those individuals, and (2) Carl Icahn; any individual acting on behalf of Mr. Icahn; any
officer, director, or employee of Icahn Enterprises or CVR Energy, Inc.; or any individual acting on behalf of Icahn
4/5/2017 13:04 Enterprises or CVR Energy, etc.

American Oversight
CFS

Requesting all calendars or calendar entries for Scott Pruitt; Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn; Acting Chief of
4/5/2017 13:04 Staff John Reeder; or any political or SES appointees in the Office of the Administrator, etc.
4/5/2017 18:04 Various Matters focused on CropLife America

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions Inc.

Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental assessment of the
property located at: Roche Nutley Site, 340 Kingsland Street, Nutley, NJ, Clifton tax parcels; Block 79.04, Lots 10 &amp;
21; Block 80.02, Lots 1, 3 &amp; 4, Nutley tax parcels; Block 102, Lot 2; Block 200, Lots 1-6 &amp; 24; Block 201, Lots 1
&amp; 2; Block 300, Lot 1; Block 2000, Lots 4 &amp; 5; Block 2101, Lot 1, PI # 009947, 009949, 614465, 625447. The
purpose of this letter is to request any information which may be in your files in connection with the subject property
listed above and/or any of the adjacent properties from 1900 to present day. Please review your files for any of the
following: • Environmental or Health related violations, incidents, complaints, etc. • Community Right to Know (RTK)
Information • Underground Storage Tank (UST) registration records, installation/removal permits, etc. • Hazardous
substance (including petroleum) inventories, discharges, leaks, spills, etc. • Monitoring well, potable well, or other well
installation records • Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) or ECRA correspondence • Groundwater contamination
reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) • Declaration of Environmental Restrictions (DERs) • Air
emission permits, records • Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records Thank you in advance for your help
regarding this matter. In the event that there is a fee associated with obtaining this information, or if your office would
rather make the file available for my review, please do not hesitate to call me at (201) 876-9400. Our fax number is
9/20/2017 3:09 (201) 876-9563.

Austin Evers

American Oversight

Requesting any memoranda, policies, rules, protocols, restrictions, directives, guidance, or other guidelines addressing
the provision of information to representatives of the press or media by employees of EPA (including but not limited to
responses to requests for information or other communication). This request includes any such directives or guidance
4/7/2017 13:04 issued internally by EPA or issued to EPA by the White House or any other office, etc.

EPA-HQ-2017-005767
EPA-HQ-2017-005769

Zack Kopplin
Gordon Sommers

Government Accountability
Project
EarthJustice

In a recent press release, Scott Pruitt referenced a decision to allow the use of chlorpyrifos based on science.
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/agriculture-community-reacts-recent-epa-action Could you provide a copy of any
4/5/2017 13:04 scientific papers or other materials used in making this decision. Also any and all emails concerning this decision
4/5/2017 13:04 Requesting documents regarding contacts from Carl Icahn.

EPA-R6-2018-000165

Emily Flitter

The New York Times

I would like to request all communication internally about Hurricane Harvey. I would also like to request all
10/5/2017 15:10 communications with external entities such as oil companies and news outlets about Hurricane Harvey.

The New York Times

I would like to request any internal communications regarding the testing of Dicamba formulations between Jan 1,
2016 and July 25, 2017. I would also like to request any communications between EPA staff or contractors and
7/25/2017 20:07 representatives or employees or contractors of Monsanto or BASF or any of their subsidiaries pertaining to Dicamba.

EPA-HQ-2017-005777
EPA-HQ-2017-005764

EPA-R2-2017-011649

EPA-HQ-2017-005850

EPA-HQ-2017-009797

EPA-HQ-2017-005862

Austin Evers
Peter Jenkins

Cinthia Naveendra

Emily Flitter

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Claire McCaskill, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@mccaskill.senate.gov&quot;. The time
4/7/2017 16:04 period for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-005864

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2017-005867

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2017-005866

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2017-005868

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2017-005477

Ben Lefebvre

Politico

EPA-HQ-2017-006101

Timothy E. Sullivan

State of California, Department
of Justice

EPA-HQ-2018-000665

Josh Berman

Sierra Club

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Jon Tester, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@tester.senate.gov&quot;. The time period for
4/7/2017 16:04 this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.
In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Sherrod Brown, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@brown.senate.gov&quot;. The time period
4/7/2017 16:04 for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.
In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Bill Nelson, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@billnelson.senate.gov&quot;. The time period
4/7/2017 16:04 for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.
In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Bob Casey, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@casey.senate.gov&quot;. The time period for
4/7/2017 16:04 this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of any and all and correspondence to or from officials at the EPA and President Trump and/or White House
staff, including Mike Catanzaro, between the dates of January 20, 2017, and March 29, 2017, relating to the state of
California's waivers from aspects of the Clean Air Act. This would include discussions of vehicle emission or efficiency
standards as they relate to federal and California state regulations. As a representative of the news media I am only
required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering
information on the policy implications of the review of CAFE standards as sought by the President that is of current
interest to the public because of its possible impact on fuel efficiency and energy production. This information is being
sought on behalf of Politico for dissemination to the general public. Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the
information is in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government
operations and activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to
specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I,
of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
3/30/2017 13:03 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Ben Lefebvre
Requesting documents (32) listed in request letter regarding Administrator Scott Pruitt and related to compliance with
ethical standards; communications from Scott Pruitt discussing listed subjects; and documents related to the duties of
4/13/2017 13:04 the Administrator and filling of vacancies.
Any and all records of communications subsequent to November 7, 2016, regarding the national ambient air quality
standards for ozone between (A) people and organizations outside EPA and (B) members of the transition, beachhead,
and landing teams in any EPA office and EPA staff in the Office of the Administrator (Immediate Office), Office of
Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, Office of the Executive Secretariat, Office of Policy, Office of Public
10/17/2017 19:10 Affairs, Office of Air and Radiation, and Office of General Counsel.

EPA-R5-2017-006353

Anjali Waikar

Natural Resources Defense
Council

This is a request on behalf of Keeping Government Beholden (“KGB”) under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5
U.S.C. &sect; 552, et seq., for all electronic, paper, and non-electronic records memorializing or documenting the
creation, activity, and correspondence of the Regulatory Reform Task Force established by Administrator Pruitt on
March 24, 2017 in response to Executive Order 13777. These records include, but are not limited to, correspondence,
attachments, memorandum, legal opinions and any responsive records created or received by Administrator Pruitt,
Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, and Brittany Bolen. For reference, the records of the previously named
five officials should generaly fall under EPA Records Schedule 1051, which “covers records documenting activities of
EPA senior officials, including Presidential appointees, Deputies (e.g., Principal, Assistant, etc.) and Special Counsels or
Trusted Advisors of Presidential appointees, and Senior Executive Service (SES) employees.” Regarding email
correspondence, the EPA indicated to NARA in its 2016 SAORM Annual Report that it had met its December 31, 2016
deadline to manage all email in an electronic format. If you determine any portion of the requested records are
exempt from disclosure, KGB requests you provide an index of those documents per Vaugh v. Rosen. Furthermore, if
some portion of those requested records are properly exempt from disclosure, we request you disclose any reasonably
segregable non-exempt portions of the requested records. If you believe segregation is impossible, please detail what
4/20/2017 13:04 portion of the document is non-exempt and how it is dispersed through the document.
4/20/2017 19:04 Provide science reviews for N-Butyl-1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one pesticide registration.

EPA-HQ-2017-006345
EPA-HQ-2017-006379

Tyson Brody
Diana Graham

EPA-HQ-2017-008953

Catherine M. Rahm

EPA-HQ-2017-006487

Catherine M. Rahm

EPA-HQ-2017-005963

Catherine M. Rahm

Natural Resources Defense
Council
Natural Resources Defense
Council
Natural Resources Defense
Council

EPA-HQ-2017-006323

Allan L. Blutstein

America Rising

EPA-HQ-2017-006096

Sean Sherman

Public Citizen Litigation Group

6/29/2017 18:06 Under Agency Review
Request for Records Relating to Administrator Pruitt's Speeches, Talks and Remarks -- please see attached file for
4/24/2017 18:04 details.
Request for Records of EPA Administrator Pruitt’s Role in or Recusal from Litigation to which Oklahoma is a Party-4/10/2017 19:04 please see attached file for details.
(1) All emails sent by John Reeder, Acting Chief of Staff, since January 1, 2017, to any individual using one of the
following domain email addresses: (a) @nytimes.com; (b) @eenews.net; (c) @washpost.com; or (d) @nrdc.org; (2) All
emails received by Mr. Reeder since January 1, 2017, from any individual using an email domain address listed in item
4/19/2017 18:04 one above.
Requesting any and all records concerning implementation of Executive Order `13771` entitled &quot;Reducing
Regulation and controlling Regulatory Costs&quot;, the February 2, 2017 OMB guidance, &quot;Interim Guidance
Implementing Section 2 of the Executive Order of January 30, 2017, Titled &quot;Reducing Regulation and Controlling
Regulatory Costs&quot; or the April 5, 2017 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance entitled
&quot;Implementing Executive Order 13771, Titled &quot;Reducing Regulation and controlling Regulatory
4/13/2017 13:04 Costs&quot;.

Talking Points Memo

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request copies of all records showing
correspondence, notes and memos pertaining to the agency’s request for 10 additional full-time security personnel to
4/13/2017 18:04 provide a 24/7 security detail for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, as detailed in a March 21, 2017 spending plan.

EPA-HQ-2017-006102

Caitlin MacNeal

Keeping Government Beholden

4/20/2017 13:04 EPA’s, Indiana’s, and East Chicago’s Administration of the Safe Drinking Water Act’s Lead and Copper Rule

EPA-HQ-2017-006175

To whom it may concern, Please find in the supporting files section the document requesting information from your
agency. Please provide as much information as possible (from the information requested), even if not all of the
information requested can be found in your agency or is available for disclosure. I’m a PhD in Economics student at
Harvard University working on a research project with Rafael Di Tella (Harvard Business School) and Juan Dubra
(Universidad de Montevideo). We intend to use the data you provide solely for academic reasons, to support some of
the findings in our project. If you want to read more about our research project, here is a link:
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/17-046_d44b26ed-f815-42da-bacf-e8c4591785a5.pdf Please feel
4/17/2017 17:04 free to contact me for any clarifications or questions. Thank you, Alejandro Lagomarsino

Alejandro Lagomarsino

EPA-HQ-2018-008108

Zachary S. Lyon

Syngenta Crop Protection

EPA-HQ-2018-007911

Zachary S. Lyon

Syngenta Crop Protection

THIS REQUEST IS IN ADDENDUM TO FOIA Request EPA-HQ-2018-007911 SUBMITTED ON 5/22/2018. In addition to any
Formulator's Exemption Statements (EPA Form 8570-27) for Tigris Fomesafen (EPA Reg. No. 92647-18), I would also
like to request the Registration Application (EPA Form 8570-1) and any Data Matrix (EPA Form 8570-35) related to this
5/30/2018 13:05 product. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you.
Syngenta would like to request copies of any Formulator's Exemption Statements (EPA Form 8570-27) for the product
5/22/2018 20:05 with registration number 92647-18 (Tigris Fomesafen). I will accept redacted copies.

EPA-HQ-2018-006143

Zachary S. Lyon

Syngenta Crop Protection

EPA-R2-2018-003802

Zachary S. Lyon

Syngenta Crop Protection

Syngenta would like to request copies of any Formulator's Exemption Statements (EPA Form 8570-27) for products
with the registration numbers of 89118-3 and 89118-4. In the event that the source identified on any formulator's
exemption statement identifies Syngenta as its source, we request an unredacted copy of the formulator's exemption
4/3/2018 16:04 statement. We will accept redacted copies in other cases.
I am requesting the Notice of Arrival forms for all shipments containing the active ingredient Azoxystrobin arriving in
1/26/2018 19:01 EPA Region 2 during the month of September 2017.

Chadbourne & Parke LLP

All documents or materials concerning communications with, presentations and submissions to or from the EPA
(including, but not limited to Frances M. Zizila, and anyone else acting on behalf of the EPA, including, but not limited
to, David L. Gordon &amp; Donald Frankel and any other attorneys with the US Dept. of Justice, as well as attorneys
with any other United States government agency or department, including, but not limited to Mark Barash with the
DOI and Kate Barfield with NOAA) concerning: the Diamond Alkali Superfund Site, which includes the properties
located at 80 Lister Avenue, Newark, NJ 07105 and 120 Lister Avenue, Newark, NJ 07105 (the Lister Site), the Lower
Passaic River, the Newark Bay Study Area, and the Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA); the action in the Superior
Court of New Jersey, Law Division, Essex County, Dkt. No. ESX-L-9868-05, NJ Dep't of Envtl. Prot., et. al. v. Occidental
Chemical Corp., et. al.; and the bankruptcy action in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, Case No. 1611501-CSS, In re: Maxus Energy Corp. and all other cases jointly administered under that same docket number. This
request includes, but is not limited to, communications (whether email, letter, fax, photograph, etc.) and any other
materials, from, to or by: (1) the Lower Passaic River Study Area Cooperating Parties Group (a/k/a/ the
&quot;CPG&quot;), any of its member entities (including, but not limited to, any of the entities listed in the attached
supporting file) and any employees of these aforementioned entities; and (2) any individuals at the law firm of
K&amp;L Gates LLP, including but not limited to William H. Hyatt, Jr., Charles A. Dale III, Sven T. Nylen and Steven L.
4/18/2017 17:04 Caponi. Request time frame: June 16, 2016 onwards.

EPA-R2-2017-006259

Daniel Kacinski

EPA-R2-2017-006256

EPA-R2-2017-006262

Daniel Kacinski

Daniel Kacinski

Chadbourne & Parke LLP

All documents or materials concerning communications with, presentations and submissions to or from the EPA
(including, but not limited to Frances M. Zizila, and anyone else acting on behalf of the EPA, including, but not limited
to, David L. Gordon &amp; Donald Frankel and any other attorneys with the US Dept. of Justice, as well as attorneys
with any other United States government agency or department, including, but not limited to Mark Barash with the
DOI and Kate Barfield with NOAA) concerning: the Diamond Alkali Superfund Site, which includes the properties
located at 80 Lister Avenue, Newark, NJ 07105 and 120 Lister Avenue, Newark, NJ 07105 (the Lister Site), the Lower
Passaic River, the Newark Bay Study Area, and the Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA); the action in the Superior
Court of New Jersey, Dkt. No. ESX-L-9868-05, NJ Dep't of Envtl. Prot., et. al. v. Occidental Chemical Corp., et. al.; and
the bankruptcy action in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, Case No. 16-11501-CSS, In re: Maxus
Energy Corp. and all other cases jointly administered under that same docket number. This request includes, but is not
limited to, communications (whether email, letter, fax, photograph, etc.) and any other materials, from, to or by: (1)
the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors in the above named bankruptcy matter; (2) any individuals at the law
firm of Schulte Roth &amp; Zabel LLP, including but not limited to Adam C. Harris, David M. Hillman, Howard Godnick,
Christopher H. Giampapa and Lucy F. Kweskin; and (3) any individuals at the law firm of Cole Schotz P.C., including but
4/18/2017 17:04 not limited to Norman L. Pernick and J. Kate Stickles. Request time frame: June 16, 2016 onwards.

Chadbourne & Parke LLP

All documents or materials concerning communications with, presentations and submissions to or from the EPA
(including but not limited to Frances Zizila and anyone else acting on behalf of EPA including but not limited to David
Gordon &amp; Donald Frankel and any other attorneys with DOJ, as well as attorneys for any other U.S. govt. agency
or dept. including but not limited to Mark Barash at DOI and Kate Barfield at NOAA) concerning: the Diamond Alkali
Superfund Site, including the properties located at 80 and 120 Lister Ave., Newark, NJ 07105, the Lower Passaic River,
the Newark Bay Study Area and the Lower Passaic River Study Area; the action in the Superior Court of New Jersey,
Dkt. No. ESX-L-9868-05, NJ Dep't. of Envtl. Prot., et. al. v. Occidental Chem. Corp., et. al.; the action in U.S. Bktcy. Court,
Dist. of Del., Dkt. No. 16-11501-CSS, In re Maxus Energy Corp. and all jointly administered cases. This request includes
but is not limited to communications/materials from, to or by: Maxus Energy Corp., Tierra Solutions, Inc., Maxus Int'l
Energy Co., Maxus (U.S.) Exploration Co. &amp; Gateway Coal Co. (the Debtors); the Special Independent Committee
of the Maxus Energy Corp. Board of Directors, including Bradley Dietz and Theodore Nikolis; individuals at Morrison
&amp; Foerster LLP including but not limited to James Peck, J. Alexander Lawrence, Lorenzo Marinuzzi, Jennifer
Marines, Jordan Wishnew &amp; Benjamin Butterfield; individuals at Young, Conaway, Stargatt &amp; Taylor
including but not limited to M. Blake Cleary, Joseph Barry &amp; Travis Buchanan; any individuals at Drinker Biddle
&amp; Reath LLP including but not limited to William Warren, Steven Kortanek, Lori Mills, Thomas Starnes &amp;
Vincent Gentile; any individuals at Vinson &amp; Elkins LLP including but not limited to Carol Dinkins &amp;
individuals at McKool Smith PC including but not limited to Michael Miguel, Joshua Newcomer &amp; Christopher
4/18/2017 17:04 Johnson. Timeframe: June 16, 2016 onwards.

EPA-R2-2017-006261

EPA-R2-2017-006260
EPA-HQ-2017-006386

Daniel Kacinski

Daniel Kacinski
Seth L. Johnson

Chadbourne & Parke LLP

All documents or materials concerning communications with, presentations and submissions to or from the EPA
(including, but not limited to Frances M. Zizila, and anyone else acting on behalf of the EPA, including, but not limited
to, David L. Gordon &amp; Donald Frankel and any other attorneys at the DOJ, as well as attorneys with any other US
govt. agency or dept., including, but not limited to Mark Barash at the DOI and Kate Barfield at NOAA) concerning: the
Diamond Alkali Superfund Site, which includes the properties located at 80 and 120 Lister Avenue, Newark, NJ 07105,
the Lower Passaic River, the Newark Bay Study Area, and the Lower Passaic River Study Area; the action in the Superior
Court of New Jersey, Dkt. No. ESX-L-9868-05, NJ Dep't of Envtl. Prot., et. al. v. Occidental Chemical Corp., et. al.; and
the bankruptcy action in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, Case No. 16-11501-CSS, In re Maxus
Energy Corp. and all other cases jointly administered under that same docket number. This request includes, but is not
limited to, communications/materials, from, to or by: Occidental Chemical Corporation; any individuals at the law firm
of Munger, Tolles &amp; Olson LLP, including but not limited to Jerome C. Roth &amp; Michael R. Doyen; any
individuals at the law firm of White &amp; Case LLP, including but not limited to J. Christopher Shore, Harrison L.
Denman, Thomas E. Lauria &amp; Thomas MacWright; any individuals at the law firm of Gibbs &amp; Bruns LLP,
including but not limited to Kathy D. Patrick; any individuals at the law firm of Vinson &amp; Elkins LLP, including but
not limited to Carol E. Dinkins &amp; any individuals at the law firm of Richards, Layton &amp; Finger, P.A., including
but not limited to Mark D. Collins, Michael J. Merchant and Brendan J. Schlauch. Request time frame: June 16, 2016
4/18/2017 17:04 onwards.

Chadbourne & Parke LLP
Earthjustice

All documents, materials, or communications to or from the EPA (including but not limited to Frances Zizila or anyone
acting on behalf of the EPA, including but not limited to David Gordon &amp; Donald Frankel (DOJ), and any other
attorneys with the DOJ and any other U.S. government agency or dept., including but not limited to Mark Barash (DOI)
and Kate Barfield (NOAA)) and/or by anyone involved in developing the EPA's proof of claim (including but not limited
to Alice Yeh (EPA), Chauncey Thomas Patrick Kelly (NOAA), W. Owen Thompson (EPA)) concerning: (1) support for the
proof of claim, and any claims therein, submitted by the EPA in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware,
Case No. 16-11501-CSS, In re: Maxus Energy Corp. and its jointly administered cases, and (2) support for the valuation
of the proof of claim submitted by the EPA in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, Case No. 16-11501CSS, In re: Maxus Energy Corp. and its jointly administered cases. This request includes but is not limited to, all
documents, materials, or communications used or relied upon by EPA, DOI, DOJ, NOAA, or any other U.S. government
4/18/2017 17:04 agency or department to develop the aforementioned proof of claim or to support any claim therein.
4/21/2017 13:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-002339
EPA-HQ-2018-001444
EPA-HQ-2017-007898

EPA-HQ-2017-006286

EPA-HQ-2017-006074

EPA-HQ-2017-006016

Joshua Cooper
Joshua Cooper
Joshua Cooper

United States Environmental Protection Agency December 5, 2017 Office of the Secretary 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W. Washington, DC 20460 Submitted online Re: Public Records Request This is a request under the Freedom of
Information Act for a copy of United States Environmental Protection Agency administrator Scott Pruitt’s daily
calendar from November 12, 2017 to the date of this request. I am also requesting copies of all travel reports, travel
voucher, correspondence with the administrator's secondary account, records of travel authorizations, travel
arrangements, per diems, reimbursements, sources of funds, miscellaneous expenses, travel responsibilities,
modifications to tickets issued through the department’s travel management center, and any other record of Pruitt’s
travel during the same period. I prefer to receive records in electronic format. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this
request, I will hold the Environmental Protection Agency to a strict 20 business-day timeline for a response unless the
agency notifies me in writing of extenuating circumstances that necessitate an extension by ten business-days. Please
provide a written statement of the grounds, including specific provisions of FOIA, for denying, redacting, or
withholding any records responsive to this request. Please alert me if you expect the cost of duplicating this request to
12/5/2017 20:12 exceed $200. Thank you, Joshua Cooper
11/7/2017 19:11 Under Agency Review
6/1/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review

Adina Rosenbaum

Public Citizen Inc.

1. Any and all requests for technical assistance from or on behalf of a member of Congress to the EPA, and any and all
responses to such request(s) (including cover letters, acknowledgments, preliminary responses, partial responses,
and/or final responses), for the period of time from January 20, 2017, through the date of processing this request.
<br /> 2. Any and all emails and/or memos between Byron Brown, Deputy Chief of Staff, and other EPA staff
concerning requests for technical assistance from or on behalf of a member of Congress, for the period of time from
4/19/2017 13:04 January 20, 2017, through the date of processing this request.

Southern Environmental Law
Center

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center respectfully
requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regarding Executive Order 13777,
Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda. This request is a resubmittal of our prior request sent on April 3, 2017
4/12/2017 20:04 (Request Number EPA-HQ-2017-005657). Further details are provided in the attached request.

EarthJustice

Requesting any and all documents directing staff at EPA to slow or end the use of Justice Kennedy's test for
determining Clean Water Act Jurisdiction; any document directing staff at EPA to use Justice Scalia's test for
determining Clean Water Act jurisdiction; any document referring or related to Justice Kennedy's test for determining
Clean Water Act jurisdiction; any documents referring or related to Justice Scalia's test for determining Clean Water
Act Jurisiction; and any document giving direction to EPA staff regarding rewrite, amendment, repeal or withdrawal of
4/11/2017 13:04 the Clean Water Rule 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054 (June 29, 2015).

Kym Hunter

Janette K. Brimmer

EPA-HQ-2018-000509

Laura Conaway

MSNBC

EPA-HQ-2017-006212

Lena Kampf

WDR

Under the Freedom of Information Act, I request the following record: - A physical or digital copy of a poster installed
by the EPA in one or more offices between May 1, 2017, and October 10, 2017, showing EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
and including the words: &quot;agenda,&quot; &quot;environment,&quot; and &quot;regulations.&quot; Please let
10/13/2017 17:10 me know if fees exceed $300 or if I can help in any way with producing and sending this record. Thank you.
Internal minutes, reports and evaluations of all communication with the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) on the
4/13/2017 13:04 topic of glyphosate in 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-006146

Sharon Lerner

The Intercept

EPA-HQ-2017-006144

Sharon Lerner

The Intercept

EPA-HQ-2017-006151
EPA-HQ-2017-006234

Sharon Lerner
David Lunde

The Intercept

EPA-HQ-2017-006297

Ryan McNeill

Reuters News

EPA-HQ-2017-011940

Camille von Kaenel

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-005889

Melissa A. Hoffer

Office of the Attorney General

EPA-HQ-2017-005886

Robert Faturechi

EPA-HQ-2017-005890

Timothy E. Sullivan

ProPublica
State of California, Department
of Justice

I am writing to request a copy of all materials presented to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to brief him on the agency’s
proposal to revoke the tolerances of chlorpyrifos. This request includes reports, memoranda, email and anything else
that informed the administrator about chlorpyrifos. My request covers the period between February 17, 2017 and
4/14/2017 17:04 March 29, 2017.
I am writing to request any and all written communications sent on March 1, 2017 or afterward between Justina Fugh,
EPA’s Senior Counsel for Ethics, and any of the following EPA employees: Don Benton, Sarah Greenwalt, Jahan Wilcox,
Elizabeth Bennett, Amanda Gunasekara, Byron Brown, Kenneth Wagner, Charles Munoz, David Kreutzer, Justin
Schwab, George Sugiyama, Layne Bangerter, Patrick Davis, Douglas Ericksen and Holly Greaves. This request includes
4/14/2017 17:04 but is not limited to emails.
I am writing to request any and all written communications sent on or after March 1, 2017 between Justina Fugh,
EPA’s Senior Counsel for Ethics, and any of the following EPA employees: Brittany Bolen, Samantha Dravis, Layne
4/14/2017 19:04 Bangerter, Aaron Ringel, and Troy Lyons. This request includes but is not limited to emails.
4/4/2017 13:04 Under Agency Review
Request a copy of the phone logs from the agency's VoIP system showing both incoming and outgoing calls for every
4/19/2017 13:04 person assigned to the Office of the Administrator, including Administrator Scott Pruitt, since January 20, 2017.

I request access to and copies of records generated between June 1, 2017 to September 29, 2017 related in whole or
in part to the “Finding That Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Aircraft Cause or Contribute to Air Pollution That May
Reasonably Be Anticipated To Endanger Public Health and Welfare”. I am seeking any phone calls, call logs, call sheets,
Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text
messages, voice and video recordings, staff notes and other documented forms of communication related to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt's July 13, 2017 meeting with Boeing and GE at EPA headquarters. I also seek correspondence
related to the endangerment finding on aircraft greenhouse gas emissions and an associated rulemaking between EPA
staff and political appointees and external senders and recipients with email addresses including but not limited to
9/29/2017 17:09 those ending in the following: @boeing.com, @ge.com, @airlines.com, @icao.int, @airbus.com.
Requesting copy of all responses to the Environmental Protection Agency's (&quot;EPA&quot;) final Information
Collection Request for the Oil and Natural Gas Industry, EPA ICR No. 2548.01, issued November 10, 2016, (&quot;Final
4/7/2017 13:04 Methane ICR&quot;).
Please provide any communications (regarding the regulatory rollback team or particular regulations being considered
for rollback) between EPA employees Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, Brittany Bolen or Samantha Dravis and anyone with
email addresses ending in @republicanags.com, @freedompartners.org, @ruleoflawdefensefund.org or @hess.com
Please also provide calendars for those EPA officials. This request spans from January 20, 2017 to the date this request
4/7/2017 19:04 is fulfilled.
4/7/2017 19:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-006367

EPA-HQ-2017-006023

EPA-HQ-2017-006024

EPA-HQ-2017-006025

EPA-HQ-2017-006026

Colby Smith

April 20, 2017 To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the
following records: • Copies of all&nbsp;email communications between Scott Pruitt and Robert Mercer and copies of
all email communications between Scott Pruitt and Rebekah Mercer. &nbsp;I request that the search
include&nbsp;emails&nbsp;starting&nbsp;on the date that Mr. Pruitt received his EPA email address and
continue&nbsp;to the present date. • Copies of all&nbsp;email communications between David Kreutzer and Robert
Mercer and copies of all email communications between David Kreutzer and Rebekah Mercer. &nbsp;I request that
the search include&nbsp;emails&nbsp;starting&nbsp;on the date that Mr. Kreutzer received his EPA email address
and continue&nbsp;to the present date. This request is not being made for commercial purposes. If there are fees, I
would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the
request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business
4/20/2017 17:04 days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Colby Smith --- Colby Smith [...]

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Heidi Heitkamp, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@heitkamp.senate.gov&quot;. The time
4/11/2017 19:04 period for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

Citizens United

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Joe Donnelly, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@donnelly.senate.gov&quot;. The time period
4/11/2017 19:04 for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

Citizens United

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Joe Manchin, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@manchin.senate.gov&quot;. The time period
4/11/2017 19:04 for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

Citizens United

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Debbie Stabenow, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@stabenow.senate.gov&quot;. The time
4/11/2017 19:04 period for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.

John T. Mastranadi

John T. Mastranadi

John T. Mastranadi

EPA-HQ-2017-006027

John T. Mastranadi

Citizens United

EPA-HQ-2017-006057

Austin R. Evers

American Oversight

In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request all emails and other records of communication
sent or received by any employees of the Environmental Protection Agency, to or from employees in the office of
Senator Tammy Baldwin, including but limited to, the email domain &quot;@baldwin.senate.gov&quot;. The time
4/11/2017 19:04 period for this request is January 1, 2015 - January 20, 2017.
Requesting listed records pertaining toScott Pruitt and all communications between the listed
individals/companies/businesses/associations/congress, having to do with the decision to deny the petition to ban
4/12/2017 13:04 chlorpyrifos.

EPA-R2-2017-006064

EPA-HQ-2017-006652

Heather Hurley

Austin R. Evers

Clean Air for Orangetown

I would like all records and communications pertaining to an inspection, announced or unannounced, to the Aluf
Plastics (API Industries) facility with associated addresses of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 Glenshaw Street in Orangeburg, NY 10962
from November 1st, 2016 through April 2017. I am looking for all records pertaining to an inspection(s), including but
not limited to the name of the inspector(s), a list of dates and times this facility was inspected, and any and all reports
or comments related to this inspection. I would like to know what specifically was addressed at any inspections during
this time period, and if Aluf Plastics was fined or found in compliance with the EPA. I would like all email and mail
correspondences to and from the EPA to Aluf Plastics between November 1st, 2016 through April 2017. Thank you for
4/12/2017 18:04 your time.

American Oversight

1. Any assessment or analysis regarding the impact of the construction of a wall, fence, or other physical or virtual
barrier that would extend the full length of the U.S.–Mexico border, or any portion thereof. 2. Any correspondence,
including emails, regarding any assessment or analysis of the impact of the construction of a wall, fence, or other
physical barrier that would extend the full length of the U.S.–Mexico border, or any portion thereof, and whether such
4/27/2017 13:04 a wall, fence, or other physical barrier would need only a single or multiple impact assessments.

Melanie Sloan

1. Any analysis on the use of Portable Emissions Measurement Systems (“PEMS”) or on-road emissions testing for
diesel vehicles. 2. Emissions data from any Model Year 2009 through MY 2017 passenger diesel vehicle or light duty
truck diesel vehicle. 3. Documents relating to the EPA Inspector General’s investigation of the Office of Transportation
and Air Quality for insufficient oversight and review of diesel certification applications. 4. Documents relating to the
Inspector General’s investigation of state vehicle inspection programs. 5. Any analysis relating to EPA-issued guidance
on: (1) service interval requirements for vehicle manufacturers; (2) the definition of “Auxiliary Emissions Control
Device”; and (3) the definition of “defeat device”. 6. Documents relating to EPA’s awareness prior to 2009 of dual
10/16/2017 21:10 dosing in connection with diesel passenger vehicles.

EPA-HQ-2018-000615

Melanie Sloan

FOIA Request for records dated between September 1, 2015 memorializing, pertaining, or referring to meetings,
conversations, or correspondence relating to diesel automobiles manufactured by Volkswagen, Audi, BMW, Daimler,
or FCA and between (1) any class action trial attorneys or employees, officers, or board members of any law firms or
any environmental non-profits or non-governmental organizations, including but not limited to those listed in
10/16/2017 21:10 Schedule A, and (2) any individuals who work in any of the entities listed in Schedule B.

EPA-HQ-2017-006674

Jesse R. Kirsch

ABC 7 Chicago

EPA-HQ-2017-006676

Tom Blanton

The National Security Archives

Requesting copies of all documents and recordings mentioning Hexavalent Chromium, the National Toxicology
4/28/2017 13:04 Program, and/or the EPA’s research and/or review of chromium standards in drinking water and in the air.
All emails received by your agency between January 20, 2017, and April 28, 2017, from any Republican National
4/28/2017 13:04 Committee domain, including but not limited to emails from rnchq.org.

Reuters

Under the FOIA I'd like to request all email communications relating to White Stallion Energy (a/d/b American Patriot
Group), from 1.1.2017 to 5.1.2018. Specifically, these should include emails amongst the following EPA Region 5
employees - Cathy Stepp, Edward Nam, Michael Harris, Chris Korleski, and Alan Walts) - and between these employees
and employees of White Stallion Energy and/or the company representatives. All emails should include any
5/8/2018 15:05 attachments and emails where the EPA Region 5 employees are CC'd.
I request all travel records and receipts for EPA administrator Scott Pruitt, including but limited to itineraries, airplane
tickets, car rentals, government or private plane usage, hotel receipts and expensses reports from Jan. 1 through April
27. I also seek the same records of any and all EPA employees who traveled with the administrator on any trip outside
4/28/2017 13:04 Washington.

EPA-HQ-2018-000616

EPA-R5-2018-007471

Itai Vardi

EPA-HQ-2017-006645

David Shepardson

EPA-HQ-2017-006584

EPA-HQ-2017-006692

EPA-HQ-2017-006697

Requesting all records and communications, including emails, regarding the maintenance, upkeep, and possible
removal or changes to the open data website opendata.epa.gov, and any records and communications, including
4/25/2017 13:04 emails, regarding news stories and reports related to a possible opendata.epa.gov website shutdown .

Sarah Lamdan

Ryan Starzyk

Mr.

This request is for any and all emails, text messages, memos, and/or other written documents (e.g., letters,
communiques, and orders), related to internal discussions between EPA agency officials; upper EPA management; EPA
website management; and EPA's appointed leadership, and Trump administration officials, including the names of
these officials to be contained within the records (unredacted), specifically related to the decision to remove climate
change information from the EPA website between January 19, 2017 and April 28, 2017. This also requests a copy of
the climate change website including all scientific documents as they existed prior to the mandated removal of
information on or around April 28, 2017 and a log of any textual and/or significant changes to the website between
5/1/2017 13:05 April 28, 2017 and the &quot;January 19, 2017 snapshot&quot; currently hosted on the EPA website.

Marcus M. Humberg

EPA-HQ-2017-006517

Chelsea Rodriguez

EPA-HQ-2017-006629

Beryl C.D. Lipton

Any and all email correspondence, memorandums, meeting transcripts, letters, text messages, in-person or phone
discussions with exact names/dates/phone numbers or other forms of communication with dates, logs, IP addresses,
chain of custody information between Scott Pruitt (Director) with public/private corporations, the White House, State
Department, State Agencies, foreign governments &amp; internal employees related to climate change. All forced or
voluntarily resignations, termination of agreements from any and all employees, scientists or contractors/third-parties.
Complete accountability of any and all campaign contributions provided to the Director prior to taking office, who it
5/1/2017 18:05 came from, how much, when and the financial institutions the funds came from.

Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee

Requesting any direct correspondence between your E{A and US Representative Kevin Cramer or the staff of US
Representative Kevin Cramer between January 2013-present; and any direct correspondence between your agency
4/25/2017 13:04 and Kevin J. Cramer of North Dakota, born 1/21/1961, between January 2013-present.
Requesting any and all materials related to any and all &quot;deregulation task force&quot; organization,
4/27/2017 13:04 considerations, recommendations, and determinations related to divisions within this agency

EPA-HQ-2017-006767

Seth Schofield

Massachusetts Attorney
General's Office

5/2/2017 15:05

EPA-HQ-2017-006876

Valerie Volcovici

Reuters

5/4/2017 16:05

EPA-HQ-2017-006874

Valerie Volcovici

Reuters

5/4/2017 16:05

EPA-HQ-2017-006873

Valerie Volcovici

Reuters

5/4/2017 16:05

EPA-HQ-2018-006104
EPA-HQ-2018-001294
EPA-HQ-2018-001295

Telisport Putsavage
Telisport Putsavage
Telisport Putsavage

Putsavage PLLC
Putsavage PLLC
Putsavage PLLC

4/2/2018 19:04
11/2/2017 17:11
11/2/2017 17:11

We request all records, as that term has been defined by the Act and interpreted by the courts (e.g., 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552(f)(2)), that reference, discuss, and/or concern in any respect EPA’s actual or potential use of non-federal
government persons or entities, in any capacity and by any means, in any part of its reconsideration, rescission, or
rewrite of the Clean Water Rule, which was published as a Final Rule in 2015, see 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054 (June 29, 2015).
Please see the attached letter for our complete request and our request for a fee waiver for all costs related to it.
Reuters would like to request any correspondence - email, calls/voice mails, letters, to and from Administrator Pruitt
regarding the greenhouse gas endangerment finding from April 20 to May 4
Reuters would like to request any travel-related expense records, planning emails, and travel logs of Administrator
Pruitt's travels to Oklahoma, including information on his schedule and meetings.
Reuters would like to request any travel-related expense records, planning emails, and travel logs of Administrator
Pruitt's travels to Oklahoma, including information on his schedule and meetings.
Any documents relating to the use of pesticides in cultivating cannabis, including specifically communications with the
Scotts Miracle Gro Company, in the possession of the Office of Pesticides Programs and the Pesticides Law Office of
the Office of General Counsel.
Please see attached letter of November 2, 2017.
Please see attached letter of November 2, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-006724

Clare Foran

The Atlantic

EPA-HQ-2017-006723

Clare Foran

The Atlantic

EPA-HQ-2017-006726

Jim Brunner

The Seattle Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002497

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002505

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002500

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002499

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002498

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002503

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002502

Daniel Stublen

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002501
EPA-HQ-2017-008833

Daniel Stublen
Daniel Stublen

New York Times
New York Times

EPA-HQ-2017-006909

Raymond Taraila

Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee

EPA-HQ-2017-006754

Nancy Epstein

I would like to request any and all email correspondence sent or received by former EPA senior White House advisor
5/1/2017 15:05 Donald Benton that mentions EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt.
I would like to request any and all email correspondence sent or received by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt that
mentions the words &quot;senior White House advisor&quot; or &quot;Don Benton&quot; or &quot;Donald
5/1/2017 15:05 Benton&quot;.
All emails sent and received by Donald M. Benton, senior White House advisor at the EPA from February 2017 until
5/1/2017 16:05 mid-April 2017.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007614 but seeks the records
12/11/2017 18:12 independently so as to reserve our rights to appeal redactions.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007618, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 20:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007618.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007672, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007672.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007676, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007676.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007612, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007612.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007615, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007615.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007617, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007617.
Please see the attached document. This request is similar to EPA-HQ-2017-007679, but we are requesting the
documents separately to reserve our right to appeal any redactions or final decisions. Please forward this request to
12/11/2017 19:12 the same person handling EPA-HQ-2017-007679.
6/27/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review
Requesting any direct correspondence between EPA and U.S. Representative Luke Messer (full name Allen Lucas
5/4/2017 13:05 Messer), or the staff of U.S. Representative Luke Messer between, January 2013- present, etc.
Please provide ALL the website content related to Climate and Climate change that was deleted from the EPA website
by Scott Pruitt on May 1, 2017. This is public information, gathered by tax-payer funded research, and should be
available to all taxpayers free of charge. It is a resource for teachers, students, and the general public. Keeping this
information out of the hands of the public is tantamount to censorship, and in every respect equivalent to the
government of China suppressing all references to &quot;Tiananmen Square Massacre&quot; on websites and social
5/2/2017 13:05 media sites accessible to the citizens of China.

EPA-HQ-2017-007013

Allan Blutstein

Definers Public Affairs

EPA-HQ-2017-007179

Jane C. Timm

NBC NEWS

EPA-HQ-2017-006788

Sarah Lamdan

5/2/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-006791

Alexander Rony

5/2/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-007136

Neela Banerjoe

5/10/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-007137
EPA-HQ-2017-007141
EPA-HQ-2017-007142

Neela Banerjoe
Brian Dabbs
Brian Dabbs

EPA-R2-2018-005998

EPA-R2-2018-006153

Bloomberg BNA
Bloomberg BNA

5/8/2017 17:05

5/11/2017 16:05

5/10/2017 13:05
5/11/2017 13:05
5/11/2017 13:05

1. All emails sent or received by Steve Knizner (Pesticide Programs, Antimicrobials Division) from June 29, 2016,
through July 15, 2016, that discuss the &quot;AWPA Standard&quot; for treating wood with copper. 2. All emails sent
or received by Jack Housenger (Director, Pesticide Programs) from June 24, 2016, through July 15, 2016, that discuss
the &quot;AWPA Standard&quot; for treating wood with copper.
Hello, This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request all records detailing the two
regulations rescinded or eliminated in order to issue each new regulation, in keeping with the president’s January 30th
executive order. I am a reporter with NBC News; this request is made as part of news gathering efforts and is not for
commercial use. Thank you, -- Jane C. Timm NBC News 917 891 1357
Requesting all records related to the posting of the mirror EPA website reflecting a &quot;snapshot&quot; of the
website as it existed on January 19, 2017.
Requesting records of communications to, from, or drafted by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt that contain the term
&quot;chlorpyrifos&quot;.
Requesting communications from Jan 1 2004 to Dec. 1 2005 between the office of the EPA administrator, including the
offices of Policy and General Counsel, and the White House, including the office of the Vice President and the Council
on Environmental Quality.
Requesting all emails and other written communication between the office of Congressional Policy and members of
Congress between Jan. 7 2004 and Dec. 1 2005.
See attached document
Under Agency Review

Anthony Spadavecchia PVE, LLC

Greyhound Bus Co. Inc., located at 625 8th Avenue, NY, NY is listed as a RCRA LQG. The following violations were found
in association with this property: One written informal violation, one initial 3008(A) compliance violation and a single
site CA/FO violation were found in association with this property that occurred on October 28, 2010. The following
manifests (EPA ID # NYD987012689) were generated in association with this property: -NY Manifest (Tracking
#017950888JJK) - The property is associated with generating lead waste. -Rhode Island Manifest (Manifest Document #
000060051UIS) – The property is associated with generating ignitable waste and waste petroleum distillates. -New
Jersey Manifest (Manifest #003122810JJK, #NJA5316454, #010914719JJK, #008971886JJK, #007938918JJK,
#012192137JJK, #004258122JJK, #001871469JJK, #000423247WAS, #000062123VES, #000457158WAS,
#000067534WAS, #NJA5027056, #000200125WAS, #000457164WAS, #007469690JJK, #001871070JJK, #012192718JJK,
#008401314JJK and #008104552JJK) - The property is associated with generating lead, Methane, trichlorofluoro-,
benzene and ignitable waste. Please provide any environmental pertinent information with these listings. Please feel
3/30/2018 13:03 free to call/email myself with any questions pertaining to this information request.

Anthony Spadavecchia PVE, LLC

Merit Cleaners, located at 240 Madison Avenue, NY, NY is listed as a RCRA SQG. The following violations were found in
association with this property: One written informal violation and one compliance evaluation inspection on-site
violation were found in association with this property that occurred on May 22, 1998 and was resolved on September
1, 1998; one compliance evaluation inspection on-site violation was found in association with this property that
occurred on August 19, 1993 and an unreported resolution date. The following manifests (EPA ID #NYD986913929)
were generated in association with this property: -NY Manifest (Tracking # 000013134TAG) - The property is associated
with generating wastes from spent halogenated solvents (tetrachloroethylene). Please provide any environmental
pertinent information with these listings. Please feel free to call/email myself with any questions pertaining to this
4/3/2018 17:04 information request. Thank you.

EPA-R2-2018-003554

EPA-HQ-2017-006933

EPA-HQ-2017-006985

EPA-R2-2017-006811

EPA-HQ-2017-006821

EPA-HQ-2017-006771

Anthony Spadavecchia PVE, LLC

Please provide any updated information regarding the Federal SEMS site, Franklin Cleaners site, located at 206-208B
1/19/2018 19:01 South Franklin Street, in the Incorporated Village of Hempstead, Nassau County, New York. Thank you!

timothy litzenburg

Request for EPA Documents: 1. Any email or paper correspondence between Marion Copley, PhD. and Jesudoss
Rowland between January 1, 2013 and May 1, 2016. 2. Any documentation of a letter to Jess Rowland dated March 4,
2013 drafted by Dr. Marion Copley, including but not limited to: a. Records regarding its existence, receipt, forwarding,
archival or destruction b. Any documents that mention its existence c. Any documents responding to that letter 3. Any
correspondence to or from Steven Knott between December 1, 2016 and March 15, 2017, mentioning both (in body or
attachment) Dr. Copley and glyphosate. 4. Any and all emails, letters, or other correspondence between Jesudoss
Rowland and Jack Housenger in 2016 mentioning the OPP CARC report that was mistakenly posted to EPA website on
5/5/2017 16:05 or about April 29, 2016 (whether suc correspondence pre- or post-dates that release).

Lauren B. Ross

This is an open records request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I request production of copies of all
documents (including but not limited to studies, evaluations, data sets, letters, memos, and emails) relating to and
including the (i) data requests/data call-in's EPA has submitted in 2016 and 2017 to providers of warfarin (and other
first-generation rodenticides); (ii) any requests from Scimetrics Ltd. Corp.’s for waiver and/or extension from those EPA
data requests; and (iii) the &quot;Preliminary Work Plan&quot; identified in Condition 2 of Scimetrics Ltd. Corp.'s
5/8/2017 15:05 registration for Kaput Feral Hog Bait (EPA Registration No. 72500-26.

Herring &amp; Panzer LLP

Pedro Nieves

Essroc San Juan Inc. (ESJ) hereby requests: (1) Notices of Violations issued by the EPA, which resulted in the Consent
Decree’s between the parties for Essroc Cement Corp. entered on February 15, 2012, as amended on December 2015
(Civil Action No. 11-1650) and Essroc San Juan Inc. entered on April 2010 (Civil Action No. 09-1578), and/or any other
Notice of Violation issued within the past five years; (2) all letters, emails and reports relating to the foregoing Consent
Decree’s; (3) all letters, emails and reports relating to ESJ’s Title V Permit (No. PFE-TV-3241-26-0397-0026); and (4) all
Self-Disclosures regarding ESJ’s compliance from 2011 to present. NO PAPER COPIES ARE NEEDED. Electronic versions
would suffice and will be appreciated. Essroc San Juan Inc. is willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of
$100.00. If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform us first. Thank you for your consideration of
5/3/2017 14:05 this request.

Allan L. Blutstein

1. All communications exchanged since November 7, 2016, between Enesta Jones, Office of Public Affairs, and any
individual using one of the following email domain addresses: (1) @suntimes.com; (2) @huffingtonpost.com; (3)
@washpost.com; (4) @thehill.com; (5) @talkingpointsmemo.com; (6) @eenews.net; (7) @politico.com; (8)
@msnbc.com; (9) @cbsnews.com; and (10) @nbcnews.com. Please note that this request does not seek widelydisseminated email received by Ms. Jones from a listserv. 2. All communications exchanged since January 1, 2017,
between Ms. Jones and the staff of U.S. Senators Tom Carper (&quot;@carper.senate.gov&quot;), Sheldon
5/3/2017 15:05 Whitehouse (&quot;@whitehouse.senate.gov&quot;); or Elizabeth Warren (&quot;@warren.senate.gov&quot;).

Allan Blutstein

America Rising

1. All communications exchanged since November 7, 2016, between Julia Valentine, Office of Public Affairs, and any
individual using one of the following email domain addresses: (1) @suntimes.com; (2) @huffingtonpost.com; (3)
@washpost.com; (4) @thehill.com; (5) @eenews.net; (6) @politico.com; (7)@talkingpointsmemo.com; (8)
@msnbc.com; (9) @cbsnews.com; and (10) @nbcnews.com. Please note that this request does not seek widelydisseminated emails received by Ms. Valentine direct from a listserv. 2. All communications exchanged since January 1,
2017, between Ms. Valentine and the staff of U.S. Senators Tom Carper (&quot;@carper.senate.gov&quot;), Sheldon
5/2/2017 15:05 Whitehouse (&quot;@whitehouse.senate.gov&quot;), or Elizabeth Warren (&quot;@warren.senate.gov&quot;).

EPA-HQ-2017-006774

Allan Blutstein

EPA-HQ-2017-007158
EPA-R2-2018-008199

Matt Kasper
Michael Bonafede

EPA-HQ-2018-007458

Nicole Ndumele

America Rising

The Protect Democracy Project

1. All communications exchanged since November 7, 2016, between Christie St. Clair, Office of Public Affairs, and any
individual using one of the following email domain addresses: (1) @suntimes.com; (2) huffingtonpost.com; (3)
@washpost.com; (4) @thehill.com; (5)@talkingpointsmemo.com; (6) @eenews.net; (7) @politico.com; (8)
@msnbc.com; (9) @cbsnews.com; or (10) @nbcnews.com. Please note that this request does not seek widelydisseminated emails received by Ms. St. Clair directly from a listserv. 2. All communications exchanged since January 1,
2017, between Ms. St. Clair and the staff of U.S. Senators Tom Carper (&quot;@carper.senate.gov&quot;), Sheldon
5/2/2017 15:05 Whitehouse (&quot;@whitehouse.senate.gov), or Elizabeth Warren (&quot;@warren.senate.gov&quot;).
Requesting all internal and external communications, including but not limited to non-EPA affiliated email accounts
used for federal government work and communication tools such as Signal and Slack, of the following EPA staffers:
George Sugiyama; David Kreutzer; David Schnare; Charles Munoz; Layne Bangerter; Patrick Davis; Douglas Ericksen;
5/11/2017 13:05 Holly Greaves; Ryan Jackson; Byron Brown; Andrew Wheeler.
5/31/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review
/ EPA
5/8/2018 3:05 #0190.01
Pursuant to
the waiver
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, The Protect
Democracy Project hereby requests that your office produce within 20 business days the
following records (see below for clarity on the types of records sought):
1. All records, including but not limited to emails and memoranda, reflecting or
related to any proposals—including legislative proposals—to change any policies,
practices, rules, standards, regulations, or laws governing the removal of,
reassignment of, or other adverse actions taken with respect to federal employees.
2. All records, including but not limited to emails and memoranda, reflecting or
related to communications between the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and other agencies, between EPA and Congress, and/or between EPA and the
Executive Office of the President regarding any proposals—including legislative
proposals—to change any policies, practices, rules, standards, regulations, or laws
governing the removal of, reassignment of, or other adverse actions taken with
respect to federal employees.
3. In addition to the records requested above, we also request records describing the
processing of this request, including records sufficient to identify search terms
used and locations and custodians searched, and any tracking sheets used to track
the processing of this request. If your agency uses FOIA questionnaires or
certifications completed by individual custodians or components to determine
whether they possess responsive materials or to describe how they conducted
searches, we also request any such records prepared in connection with the
processing of this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-004470

Nicole Ndumele

The Protect Democracy Project

The timeframe for this request is January 1, 2018 through the date that searches are
2/15/2018 1:02 conducted for records responsive to this FOIA request.

EPA-HQ-2018-000536

Nicole Ndumele

Please see attached request letter regarding the review and/or approval of EPA grants by John Konkus, the deputy
associate administrator of the EPA Office of Public Affairs. The timeframe for this request is January 20, 2017 through
the date that searches are conducted for records responsive to this FOIA request. We ask that you search for records
from all components of the EPA that may be reasonably likely to produce responsive results, including but not limited
to the Office of the Administrator, Office of the General Counsel, Office of Public Affairs, Office of Congressional and
The Protect Democracy Project 10/13/2017 20:10 Intergovernmental Relations, and the Office of the Inspector General.

EPA-HQ-2017-006740

Nicole Ndumele

The Protect Democracy Project

5/1/2017 20:05 97.1, attached

1. Records by or between the following White House officials: Jared Kushner, Stephen (Steve) Bannon, Reince Priebus,
Sean Cairncross, Justin Clark, George Sifakis, Omarosa Manigault, Bill Stepien, Ivanka Trump, Mike Catanzaro, D.J.
Gribbin, George Banks, and Stephen Miller, and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) employees regarding:
a. processes for initiating, continuing, or terminating compliance matters;
b. initiating, awarding, rejecting, or terminating contract, grant, award, and/or subaward for a third party;
2. Any and all records created or transmitted by or between the following White House officials: Jared Kushner,
Stephen (Steve) Bannon, Reince Priebus, Sean Cairncross, Justin Clark, George Sifakis, Omarosa Manigault, Bill
Stepien, Ivanka Trump, Mike Catanzaro, D.J. Gribbin, George Banks, and Stephen Miller: i and EPA employees:
Lawrence Starfield, Susan Shinkman, Henry Barnet, David Hindin, and Kevin Minoli, regarding:
a. relating to appropriate processes for initiating, continuing, or terminating compliance matters, investigations
and/or enforcement actions against a third party; or
b. relating to initiating, continuing, or terminating compliance matters, investigations and/or enforcement actions
against a third party.
EPA-HQ-2017-006683

Nicole Ndumele

The Protect Democracy Project

5/1/2017 13:05 3. We also request records describing the processing of this request.

EPA-HQ-2017-006698

Nicole Ndumele

The Protect Democracy Project

EPA-R1-2018-006250

Jessica Pransky

Ramboll Environ

EPA-HQ-2017-007034

Allan Blutstein

Definers Public Affairs

5/1/2017 13:05 96.2, attached.
I am requesting files pertaining to the Cyro Industries SEMS facility located in Sanford, ME (MED040249096). I am
interested in copies of all subsurface investigations that have been conducted at that site, as well as information
4/5/2018 14:04 indicating that the site has been archived.
All emails received and sent by the Office of Pesticides Program Ombudsman since May 1, 2016, concerning treating
5/8/2017 20:05 wood with copper.

Wall Street Journal

— Any written, paper or digital correspondence between any person within the EPA Office of Congressional Affairs and
any staff member or elected member of the U.S. House or U.S. Senate mentioning or concerning the “Freedom of
5/9/2017 13:05 Information Act” or “FOIA” generated between Jan 1, 2017 and present.

EPA-HQ-2017-007043

Byron C. Tau

EPA-HQ-2017-006996

Andrew Childers

Bloomberg BNA

5/8/2017 13:05

EPA-HQ-2017-007082

Sarah Emerson

Motherboard

5/9/2017 13:05

EPA-R2-2017-007060

Luke Nathan

EPA-HQ-2017-007173

Allan L. Blutstein

EPA-HQ-2017-007094
EPA-HQ-2017-008186
EPA-HQ-2017-007534

Nick Surgey
Rahul Chopra
Andrew Childers

EPA-R10-2018-003305 Thomas J. Madsen

EPA-R10-2018-003075 Thomas J. Madsen

5/9/2017 13:05

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of Administrator Pruitt's May 4 memorandum detailing the steps he will take to recuse himself from lawsuits he
brought against the EPA while Oklahoma attorney general. I would like to receive the requested information in
electronic format preferably, although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. Through this request, I am
gathering information on that is of current interest to the public. This information is being sought on behalf of
Bloomberg BNA for dissemination to the general public. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify
all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of
otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to
deny a waiver of fees. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Andrew Childers
Requesting copies of all written ethics advise given to Donald Trump's EPA transition team members by the Senior
Counsel for Ethics.
Requesting any and all records pertaining to the investigation--including but not limited to case notes, transcripts,
photographs, call logs, and other investigatory materials--that eventually resulted in the federal civil case filed in the
Northern District of New York (United States of America &amp; State of New York vs. MPM Silicones , LLC -- Civil Action
No. 1:17-CV-470 [BKS/DJS]).
All toxicity reviews performed by the Office of Pesticide Programs on any manufacturing use product (MP)
antimicrobial wood preservative since January 1, 2016.
Requesting copies of any and all daily briefing binders prepared for individuals listed on attached request since January
20, 2017.
Please find attached my FOIA request and a supporting correspondence log.
Under Agency Review

Definers Public Affairs

5/11/2017 15:05

Bloomberg BNA

5/9/2017 13:05
6/8/2017 13:06
5/19/2017 14:05

Port Discovery Seafarms

on about Tuesday, August 30, 2016 3:07:44PM Rebecca Benjamin (NOSC) sent to Brenda Bachman (EPA) a PDF file that
&quot;clearly showed all of the restoration areas&quot; that file was requested by Bachman on about Friday August
26, 2016 3:46 PM. please provide the file sent to Brenda Bachman (EPA) from Rebecca Benjamin (NOSC) that clearly
1/11/2018 18:01 shows all of the restoration areas Re: FW: Nationwide Permit NWS-2013-40 Snow Creek Estuary

Port Discovery Seafarms

Second request for this information: please provide: 1. any and all communications between the EPA and Rep. Kilmer
in regards to restoration work in Discovery Bay and/or his inquiry into the work. 2. specifically provide the
&quot;discovery Bay Restoration and Mortality Letter sent from Kelly, Christine M to Anderson-Carnahan, Linda on
about Tuesday, August 23, 2016 2:31 PM. in addition to communications please provide all meeting dates, notes,
1/5/2018 14:01 record of meetings, and persons in attendance.

EPA-R10-2018-003116 Thomas J. Madsen

Port Discovery Seafarms

EPA-R10-2018-003115 Thomas J. Madsen

Port Discovery Seafarms

this is a repeated request for the same information: please provide any and all information provided to Rep Kilmer in
regards to Discovery Bay and surrounding area. Congressman Kilmer requested information in 2016 and documents
1/8/2018 18:01 support the contention that communications with Rep. Kilmer have been made. Congressional inquiry attached.
This is a repeated request for the same information: on about Tuesday, August 16, 1:52PM ECY Inouye sent
information to Bachman, Brenda (EPA) that included maps. 1.please provide those maps 2. any and all information
that Bachman, Brenda has concerning the Olympia oyster project in discovery bay supplied by ECY and/or Laura
Inouye (ECY). 3. any and all information that Bachman, Brenda has from any source concerning the Olympia Oyster
1/8/2018 17:01 project in Discovery Bay

EPA-R10-2017-007820 Thomas J. Madsen

Port Discovery Seafarms

This request involves Discovery Bay, WA from the period July 1, 2016 to present: 1. any and all communications
between any department of the region 10 office and the Manchester Environmental Laboratory 2. Any and all Draft or
Final plans for any type of study to be performed in Discovery Bay, Wa. 3. Any and all Draft or final Protocols for any
type of study to be performed in or on samples from Discovery Bay WA 4. Total Man Hours billed by Region 10 Seattle
Office Employees for work where the Region 10 Seattle Office Employee performed the work at the Manchester
5/30/2017 14:05 Environmental Laboratory.

EPA-R2-2017-007369

Everard G. Ashworth

Ashwortth Leininger Group

EPA-HQ-2017-007459

John Tedesco

San Antonio Express-News

Re: Freedom of Information Request – EPA New Source Performance Standards – Emission Guidelines and Compliance
Times for Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ce) Notification of Pathological
Waste Exemption Status Dear Sir or Madam: As provided for under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C.
&sect;552 et seq. as implemented by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) regulations (40 C.F.R. Part 2,
&sect;&sect;2.100-2.108), I write to request all records identifying the following information: • Notifications filed by
any party with EPA Region 2 pursuant to 40 C.F.R. &sect;60.32(e)(b) during the period of time from January 1, 2000 to
the present. I am willing to pay all reasonable fee for this request; however, I request that I be contacted if you
estimate that the fees will exceed $150.00. I request that all records determined to be responsive to this request be
provided in electronic format. I would welcome a call (805.764.6017) or an email (eashworth@algcorp.com) to discuss
any aspect of this request. Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter. Very truly yours, Everard Ashworth
5/16/2017 17:05 Principal
This is a request for copies of all emails and attachments sent to and from the account for EPA Administrator Scott
5/18/2017 13:05 Pruitt from Feb. 17, 2017 to the present.

Sarah C. Tallman
John D. Walke

Natural Resources Defense
Council
NRDC

This request seeks records that document Dr. Nancy Beck’s participation in, or recusal from, any ongoing rulemakings
and other policy-making activities under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) and on pesticide matters. Please see
5/18/2017 13:05 the attached letter for a more detailed description of the records requested.
5/15/2017 18:05 see attached letter and attachments

Self-Employed

Hello, I am writing to you today to ask for a request for all email conversations that current EPA administrator Scott
Pruitt has had with any employers or employees of the following five companies: Peabody Energy, Arch Coal, Cloud
Peak Energy, Alpha Natural Resources and Murray Energy. And that request is for the time period of when Mr. Pruitt
5/17/2017 20:05 began as head of the EPA (February 17 2017) to May 17, 2017. Thank you for reading and may you have a great day.

Self-Employed For Andrew
Jones

Hello, I am writing to you today to ask for a request for all email conversations that current EPA administrator Scott
Pruitt has had with the CEOs of these five companies: ExxonMobile, Valero Energy, Chevron Corporation, Marathon
Petroleum and Conoco Phillips, from the time period of when Mr. Pruitt began as head of the EPA (February 17 2017)
5/17/2017 20:05 to May 17, 2017. Thank you for reading and may you have a great day.

EPA-HQ-2017-007464
EPA-HQ-2017-007326

EPA-HQ-2017-007451

Andrew J. Jones

EPA-HQ-2017-007456

Andrew J. Jones

EPA-HQ-2017-007448
EPA-HQ-2017-007454

Christopher M. Collins collinsreports.com
Self-Employed For Andrew
Andrew J. Jones
Jones

EPA-HQ-2017-007455

Mychal Ozaeta

Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2017-007780

Lawrence Carter

Energydesk

5/17/2017 13:05 Requesting emails sent to or received from addresses ending in “@dow.com” from Feb. 17, 2017 to May 16, 2017.
5/17/2017 20:05 Under Agency Review
Request for Information Pertaining to EPA Meetings Related to Draft Guidance for EPA Authorization of State CCR
5/17/2017 13:05 Permit Programs
Requesting copies of correspondence, including letters; emails; attachments and notes from phone calls between the
Office of Air and Radiation (OAR) – including specifically the Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ) – and the
5/26/2017 13:05 entities listed on attached request. between 1 January 2017 to present.

EPA-HQ-2017-007782

Lawrence Carter

Energydesk

EPA-HQ-2017-007970

Miriam Kramer

Mashable.com

EPA-HQ-2017-007909

Joshua Learn

EPA-R5-2017-007917

Neil S. Kagan

EPA-HQ-2017-007907

Michael C. Formica

EPA-R5-2017-007696

Scott Perian

S&amp;P Global Market
Intelligence

National Wildlife Federation
National Pork Producers
Council

Anderson Environmental

Requesting copies of correspondence, including letters; emails; attachments and notes from phone calls between the
Office of the Administrator and the entities/representatives of the entities listed on the attached request between 1
5/26/2017 13:05 January 2017 to present.
I would like to request any and all email correspondence sent or received by Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, John Reeder,
or Mike Flynn which mention the Paris Agreement on climate change or the Paris Accord. This request covers the
6/2/2017 13:06 period from February 20, 2017 to June 2, 2017.

To the Environmental Protection Agency FOIA Office, I hope all is well. I'd like to make a request under the Freedom of
Information Act. I am writing to seek documents showing communications with the U.S. EPA administrator Scott Pruitt
regarding coal in the first week of his tenure at the position. I'd like a copy of any documents, meeting notes and
meeting schedules, recorded meetings or phone calls and any other communications that may have occurred to or
from the administrator of the U.S. EPA Scott Pruitt that mention the word &quot;coal&quot; between February 17,
2017 and February 24, 2017. I would prefer to receive these documents in electronic form, if possible. I'm a financial
coal reporter for S&amp;P Global Market Intelligence, formerly known as SNL Financial, an online trade publication
covering energy and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. I request a waiver of
all fees for this request. Disclosure of the requested information to me is in the public interest because it is likely to
contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government and is not primarily in
my commercial interest. The knowledge of the relationships between the head of the U.S. EPA and the coal industry is
exceedingly important to the public. I intend to disseminate this information through SNL Energy's news page, as well
as via free link on our Twitter accounts, which are widely viewed by the public. I look forward to your timely response
with a determination letter within the allowed 20 business days, which is by June 29, 2017, by my calculation. Thank
you for your consideration. Sincerely, Name Joshua Learn Phone: 703 373 0660 Fax: 703-373-0159 Email:
Josh.Learn@spglobal.com S&amp;P Global Market Intelligence 1700 North Moore Street 11th Floor, Suite 1110
6/1/2017 14:06 Arlington, VA 22209
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, the National Wildlife Federation (“NWF”),
Ohio Environmental Council (“OEC”), and Alliance for the Great Lakes (“Alliance”) request records relating to (1) the
May 2017 decision by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), Region 5, to approve the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency’s (“OEPA’s”) 2016 Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list (“Ohio list”), and (2) the February 2017
decision by EPA, Region 5, to approve the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality’s (“MDEQ’s”) 2016 Clean
6/1/2017 17:06 Water Act Section 303(d) list (“Michigan list”).
6/1/2017 13:06 Requesting all communications relating to EPA File Nos. 11R-14-R4 and 37R-16-R4.
RE: 5253 McCurry Road, Roscoe, IL I am seeking information on the above referenced property in order to complete a
Phase I ESA update. I would like any records from July 2014 to present in regards to fires, building permits, spills,
5/24/2017 14:05 releases, ASTs, USTs, hazardous material storage and any other environmental related issues.

1. All calendars or calendar entries for Administrator Scott Pruitt; Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn; Acting Chief
of Staff John Reeder; or any political or SES appointees in the Office of the Administrator, including any calendars
maintained on behalf of these individuals (e.g., by an administrative assistant). For calendar entries created in Outlook
or similar programs, the documents should be produced in “memo” form to include all invitees, any notes, and all
attachments. Please do not limit your search to Outlook calendars—we request the production of any
calendar—paper or electronic, whether on government-issued or personal devices—used to track or coordinate how
these individuals allocate their time on agency business.

EPA-HQ-2018-000269

Bill Allison

Bloomberg News

2. Any logs or other records tracking incoming and outgoing telephone calls made by Administrator Scott Pruitt; Acting
Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn; Acting Chief of Staff John Reeder; or any political or SES appointees in the Office of
10/10/2017 17:10 the Administrator, or anyone placing or receiving telephone calls on behalf of those individuals.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I am writing to request the following records on an
expedited basis:
Emails, including their text and any attachments, sent to epa.gov email accounts on or after January 20, 2017 until the
present date from the following addresses:

EPA-HQ-2018-000304

Bill Allison

EPA-R5-2017-007984

James Yskamp

EPA-HQ-2017-007627

Bloomberg News
Fair Shake Environmental Legal
Services

jared@ijkfamily.com
Ivanka@ijkfamily.com
Jared@Kushnerfamily.us
Ivanka@kushnerfamily.us
Jared@trumporg.com
10/10/2017 23:10 Ivanka@trumporg.com
6/2/2017 15:06 Please see the attached document.
1. On or about April 13, 2017, EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt visited the Consol Energy's Harvey Coal Mine in Western
Pennsylvania - there are photos of him receiving a hard hat with the words EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt inscribed on
it. a. Did the Administrator keep the hard hat? b. What is the value of this hard hat including the cost of inscription of
the the Administrator's name and the &quot;make America Great Again&quot;inscriptiion as well. c. If he did keep the
hard hat, what is the allowable value in gifts that the EPA Administrator is allowed to keep? 2. How many full time
equivalents (FTEs) are dedicated to guarding EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and what is the total cost (salary plus
benefits) of these FTE guards 3. How many additional FTEs beyond the question No. 2 are dedicated to guarding the
EPA Administrator's family and what is the additional cost associated with guarding his family. 4. What percent of the
5/23/2017 13:05 FTEs in questions 2 and 3 come from EPA's budget?

moran m. ben shaul

Records related to any invitation extended to any person, organization, or entity outside the EPA, to attend any
meeting with EPA officials during Administrator Scott Pruitt’s “State Action Tour,” which began in Utah on July 18th,
2017. This includes but is not limited to any records of the invited parties’ responses.

EPA-HQ-2017-009867

John D. Walke

NRDC

We also request any records related to decisions or discussions concerning any person, organization, or entity outside
EPA that were not invited to “State Action Tour” meetings, only insofar as the records concern whether to extend
7/27/2017 18:07 invitations or reasons why invitations were not extended.

1. Records identifying all expenses incurred by EPA employees and contractors relating to the entirety of
Administrator Scott Pruitt’s “State Action Tour,” which began on or about July 18th, 2017.
2. Records of all U.S. taxpayer-funded expenses incurred by these EPA employees and contractors (including Mr.
Pruitt) during the State Action Tour.

EPA-HQ-2017-009665
EPA-HQ-2017-008398

John D. Walke
John D. Walke

NRDC
NRDC

EPA-HQ-2017-007501
EPA-R3-2018-000938

James Duffy
Travis Annatoyn

Clean Air Task Force
Democracy Forward

EPA-HQ-2017-007546
EPA-HQ-2017-007550

EPA-HQ-2017-007545

Travis Annatoyn
Travis Annatoyn

Travis Annatoyn

3. Records identifying or relating to non-EPA attendees at meetings or gatherings with Administrator Pruitt, or any
EPA employees or contractors, during the State Action Tour. This includes but is not limited to any meeting sign-in list,
any document transmitted from any third party to any EPA employee or contractor, and any document transmitted
7/21/2017 13:07 from any EPA employee or contractor to any third party.
6/14/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review
Clean Air Task Force Freedom of Information Act Request for Records Related to Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the
5/18/2017 20:05 Regulatory Reform Agenda, or to Administrator Pruitt’s March 24, 2017 Memorandum on Executive Order 13777.
10/23/2017 20:10 Under Agency Review
All records that refer or relate to the use of Signal, WhatsApp, ProtonMail, Tor, Snapchat, Slack, Wickr, Secure Chat,
Telegram, Summa Secure Messaging, CoverMe, Enkrypt, Ceerus, Pryvate, SaltDNA Enterprise, Blackphone, and other
applications that allow for encrypted or evanescent communication.

Democracy Forward
Democracy Forward

For this request, please search the email accounts of all employees of the following offices: Office of the Administrator,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, and Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations.
Please also search the email accounts of the following people: Layne Bangerter, Donald Benton, Patrick Davis, Douglas
Ericksen, Holly Greaves, John Konkus, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz, David Schnare, Justin Schwab, George Sugiyama,
5/19/2017 17:05 and Elizabeth "Tate" Bennett .
5/19/2017 18:05 Under Agency Review

Democracy Forward

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., and the Environmental Protection
Agency FOIA regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 2, Democracy Forward Foundation makes the following request for records.
Democracy Forward Foundation requests that the Environmental Protection Agency produce the following within
twenty (20) business days: All communications, including any attachments, sent to or from any nongovernmental
email address established, controlled, or used by the EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt. All records referring or relating to
the use of any nongovernmental email address established, controlled, or used by the EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt.
All communications, including any attachments, made or received in connection with the transaction of government
business using any nongovernmental email account or nongovernmental communications device established,
controlled or used by Administrator Pruitt. See Competitive Enterprise Institute v. Office of Science and Technology
Policy, 827 F.3d 145 (D.C. Cir. 2016); 36 C.F.R. &sect;&sect; 1222.10, 1220.18. The time period for this request is
January 20, 2017, to the date the search is conducted. Please search for records regardless of format, including paper
records, electronic records, audiotapes, videotapes, photographs, data, and graphical materials. This request includes,
without limitation, all correspondence, letters, emails, text messages, calendar entries, facsimiles, telephone
messages, voice mail messages, and transcripts, notes, minutes, or audio or video recordings of any meetings,
5/19/2017 17:05 telephone conversations, or discussions.

EPA-HQ-2017-007993
EPA-HQ-2017-007802

Shaheen Ainpour
Madi Alexander

NPR
Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2017-007662

David Hains

EPA-R2-2018-006130

David C. Pulvermiller

Nova Consulting Group, Inc.

4/3/2018 13:04

EPA-R2-2018-006167

David C. Pulvermiller

Nova Consulting Group, Inc.

4/3/2018 21:04

EPA-HQ-2017-007485

Allan L. Blutstein

5/18/2017 16:05

EPA-HQ-2017-010956

Matthew Smith

Definers Public Affairs
The Center for Investigative
Reporting

6/2/2017 18:06
5/30/2017 13:05
5/23/2017 13:05

Dear FOIA Officer: I am a journalist with NPR. Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552,
we request access to and copies of the report submitted to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
from the Environmental Protection Agency's Regulatory Reform Task Force as required by Executive Order 13777. We
would like to receive the information in electronic format by email attachment. If my request is denied in whole or
part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release
all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold
any information or to deny a waiver of fees. I would appreciate your communicating with me by email or telephone,
rather than by mail. I look forward to your determination regarding my request for expedited processing within 10
calendar days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Shaheen Ainpour
Under Agency Review
Requesting any communications, memos or records since January 20, 2017 from Scott Pruitt or Mike Flynn related to
the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative.
MEK Spill - Hicksville, 530 West John Street, Hicksville, NY 11801 - SEMS Archive, PRP, and Consent listing for the
Property started in 1983 and 1984, with a discovery date of 4/11/1986 and Preliminary Assessment (PA) date of
5/11/1987. Site ID #202226 and EPA ID #NYD980763742.
Anchor Chemicals, 500 West John Street, Hicksville, NY 11801 - Information regarding the SEMS, Delisted NPL, US ENG
CONTROLS, ROD, PRP, and CONSENT listing for this Property with a Proposed date 10/15/1984, deleted date
9/30/1999, and date finalized 6/10/1986. Site ID #201324 and EPA ID #NYD001485226. Chlorinated solvents and VOCs
found in the groundwater.
All emails sent or received by Emily Mitchell, Acting Deputy Director, between June 24, 2016, and July 15, 2016, that
mention or refer to AWPA standard regarding treating wood with copper.

8/29/2017 20:08 Please see attachment. Note this request is substantially similar to EPA-HQ-2017-005890

EPA-HQ-2017-007542

Caitlin Esch

EPA-HQ-2017-007487

Matt Kasper

EPA-HQ-2017-007440

Sarah Emerson

Motherboard

I am a producer for Marketplace, a national radio show that covers business and the economy. I am submitting this
FOIA request for the following materials relating to public meetings held by the EPA in response to Executive Order
13777: -the AUDIO recording of the public meeting (via teleconference) held by the Office of Air and Radiation on April
24, 2017. -the AUDIO recording of the two public meetings held by the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution
Prevention about TSCA (9 AM – noon) and lead (1 – 4 PM) on May 1, 2017. -the AUDIO recording of the Pesticide
Program Dialogue Committee meeting held by the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention about pesticides
on May 4, 2017 from 8:30 - noon. -the AUDIO recording of the public meeting held by the Office of Land and
5/19/2017 16:05 Emergency Management on May 9, 2017 Please see the attached letter for more details.
Requesting all internal and external communications of EPA staffers: Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown,
Brittany Bolen. This request is limited to using the following search terms: &quot;reform&quot;;
&quot;regulatory&quot;; &quot;regulations&quot;; &quot;Executive Order 13777&quot;; &quot;Clean Air Act&quot;;
5/18/2017 13:05 &quot;Clean Water Act&quot;.
Requesting all emails sent to or received by Scott Pruitt from Larry Starfield (Acting Assistant Administrator for the
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance) mentioning or related to the use of methyl bromide in the
5/17/2017 13:05 Caribbean and/or Puerto Rico.

EPA-HQ-2017-007441

Sarah Emerson

Motherboard

Requesting all emails sent to or received by Scott Pruitt from Larry Starfield (Acting Assistant Administrator for the
5/17/2017 13:05 Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance) mentioning or related to Volkswagen vehicle emission rules.

Marketplace

EPA-HQ-2017-007561

Becky Barger

DCCC

Requesting copies of all records of communications to or from any officials at EPA's Office of Atmospheric Programs
5/19/2017 13:05 and Representative Dana Rohrabacher.

EPA-HQ-2017-007480

Andrew Childers

Bloomberg BNA

EPA-HQ-2017-007746

Lauren Ross

Herring & Panzer LLP

Andrew Childers Bloomberg BNA 1801 South Bell Street Arlington, VA 22202 703 [ ]5/18/17 FOIA REQUEST Dear
FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s response to Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse’s April 7, 2017, letter “requesting information
on the actions taken to address conflicts by the state of Oklahoma in litigation challenging the EPA’s Clean Power Plan”
(Control No. AL-17-000-7478). I would like to receive the requested information in electronic format preferably,
although hard copies of the documents are acceptable. I agree to pay reasonable processing fees for the processing of
this request up to the amount of $25. Please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount.
Through this request, I am gathering information on that is of current interest to the public. This information is being
sought on behalf of Bloomberg BNA for dissemination to the general public. If my request is denied in whole or part, I
ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all
segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold
5/18/2017 14:05 any information or to deny a waiver of fees. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Andrew Childers
I request production of copies of all documents (including but not limited to petitions, letters, memos, and emails)
submitted to the Environmental Protection Agency since February 1, 2017 relating to Kaput Feral Hog Bait (EPA
5/25/2017 16:05 Registration No. 72500-26).

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Joseph (“Joe”) Gorder or Richard (“Rich”) Lashway or Jay Browning or any email sent from or to the domain
valeroenergypartners.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine
McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence
5/24/2017 18:05 Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Clifford Forrest or any email sent from or to the domain rosebudmining.com and any of the following
Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, David Risley, Mike Flynn,
Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark
5/25/2017 13:05 Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Christopher Cline or Robert D. Moore or Rashda M. Buttar or any email sent from or to the domain
foresight.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina
McCarthy, David Risley, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence
5/25/2017 13:05 Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

EPA-HQ-2017-007717

EPA-HQ-2017-007728

EPA-HQ-2017-007727

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

EPA-HQ-2017-007725

EPA-HQ-2017-007724

EPA-HQ-2017-007605

EPA-HQ-2017-007679

EPA-HQ-2017-007666

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between John B. Hess or James H. Quigley or any email sent from or to the domain hess.com and any of the following
Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, David Risley, Mike Flynn,
Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark
5/25/2017 13:05 Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Steven E. Chancellor of White Stallion Energy and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency
officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, David Risley, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland5/24/2017 20:05 Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence, inter-office communications, and all other
written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward between R.A. Walker and/or Robert
K.Reeves and/or Ernest A. Leyendecker and/or any email sent from or to the domain andarko.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/22/2017 19:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Robert E. Murray and/or Robert D. Moore and/or Michael T.W. Carey and/or any email sent from or to the
domain murrayenergycorp.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt,
Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise,
5/24/2017 13:05 Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Andrew Liveris and/or Charles J. Kalil and/or Heinz Haller and/or Joe E. Harlan and/or Amy Wilson and/or any
email sent from or to the domain dow.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott
Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise
P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire. The Wall Street Journal is a news
organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial purposes. If there is a cost associated with
5/23/2017 20:05 this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212) 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

EPA-HQ-2017-007672

EPA-HQ-2017-007676

EPA-HQ-2017-007620

EPA-HQ-2017-007618

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Darren W. Woods and/or Mark W. Albers and/or Michael J. Dolan and/or Andrew P. Swiger and/or Jack P.
Williams and/or any email sent from or to the domain exxonmobil.com and any of the following Environmental
Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland5/23/2017 20:05 Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Kelcy L. Warren and/or Thomas P. Mason and/or Marshall S. McCrea and/or any email sent from or to the
domain energytransfer.com and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials: Scott Pruitt, Catherine
McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck, Louise P. Wise, Lawrence
5/23/2017 20:05 Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente and J.P.Freire.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), records of meetings,
inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Harold G. Hamm and/or Jack H. Stark and/or Jeff B. Hume and/or Eric S. Eissenstat and/or Anthony Maranto
and/or Patrick Bent and/or Blu Hulsey and/or Kristin Thomas and/or any email sent from the domain clr.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
5/23/2017 13:05 purposes.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Andrew J. Littlefair and/or Mitchell Pratt and/or James N. Harger and/or Nate Jensen and/or James L. Hooley
and/or any email sent from the domain cleanenergyfuels.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

EPA-HQ-2017-007617

EPA-HQ-2017-007615

EPA-HQ-2017-007612

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Jean J. Eaglesham

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Jose Pereira and/or Edoardo Orsoni and/or Rafael Gómez and/or Daniel Addison and/or any email sent from
or to the domain citgo.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between John S. Watson and/or Mary A. Francis and/or Pierre R. Breber and/or Wesley E. Lohec and/or R. Hewitt Pate
and/or any email sent from or to the domain chevron.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

Wall Street Journal

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Robert Dudley and/or Robert Fryer and/or Eric Nitcher and/or any email sent from or to the domain bp.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.

EPA-HQ-2017-007614

Jean J. Eaglesham

Wall Street Journal

EPA-HQ-2017-007619

Jean J. Eaglesham

Wall Street Journal

EPA-HQ-2018-000896

Reese Dunklin

The Associated Press

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications from November 1 2016 onward
between Jack A. Fusco and/or Anatol Feygin and/or Doug Shanda and/or Chad J. Zamarin and/or Sean N. Markowitz
and/or any email sent from or to the domain cheniere.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com.
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to
me: Any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including attachments), inter-office
communications, and all other written records relating to communications between Nicholas J. Deluiis and/or Timothy
C. Dugan and/or David M. Khani and/or Stephen W. Johnson and/or Jimmy A. Brock and/or any email sent from the
domain consolenergy.com
and any of the following Environmental Protection Agency officials:
Scott Pruitt, Catherine McCabe, Gina McCarthy, Mike Flynn, Stan Meiberg, Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Nancy B. Beck,
Louise P. Wise, Lawrence Starfield, David Cozad, Mark Badalamente.
The Wall Street Journal is a news organization and the information requested will not be used for commercial
purposes. If there is a cost associated with this request, please contact me with an estimate. I can be reached at (212)
5/23/2017 13:05 416-2532 or jean.eaglesham@wsj.com
Emails that Dr. Tina Bahadori sent to or received from the email address domains of @arkema.com and
@americanchemistry.com from Aug. 1, 2017, to Oct. 23, 2017. While I have previously requested emails from certain
EPA staff that involve Arkema Inc., this request is distinct and different from those. Should you be releasing the emails
requested in this request as part of my prior ones, please let me know and we can discuss whether I modify or
withdraw this one. Should you release some or all of these emails as part of another request submitted by another
requestor, I ask that you notify me and provide the same documents to me, rather than making me wait out the 20day timeframe or until my place in the FOIA queue is up. I ask for copies in electronic format sent to me at
rdunklin@ap.org. I will take responsive records on a rolling basis. I do not seek confidential business information, or
10/23/2017 14:10 personally identifying information like SSN or DOB.

EPA-HQ-2017-011511

EPA-HQ-2017-011260

Reese Dunklin

Reese Dunklin

The Associated Press

On behalf of the Associated Press, I request all correspondence between certain EPA staff at EPA headquarters (those
are: the EPA administrator, his acting deputy administrator, his chief of staff and his chief of operations; the acting
assistant administrator over OCSPP; and the assistant administrator over OECA) and any employee of the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality, the Texas governor’s office or the Federal Emergency Management Agency
from 8/1/2017 to 9/15/2017 regarding any violations, site inspections, compliance requirements, flood risks, flood
control, flood prevention, flooding, enforcement actions, regulatory oversight, emergency response, hazardous waste
disposal, accident planning or prevention, air quality testing or sampling, water quality testing or sampling related to
the facility located at 18000 Crosby Eastgate Road in Crosby, Texas (EPA facility identifier 100000124457) and presently
owned by Arkema. The correspondence should include anything whether sent or received via email, fax or postal mail.
And to be clear, this request is different and distinct from my request numbered EPA-R6-2017-011509 in that it seeks
information from personnel working from headquarters, and I do not wish to consolidate this request with EPA-R62017-011509. I am requesting publicly available information, not confidential business information. I’d like to get
responsive records emailed to me as PDFs at rdunklin@ap.org or, if another request is already being processed and
records are being produced in another format, I will accept records in that format in order to expedite release of
records to the AP and lessen the workload on your staff. I agree to the release of records on a 30-day rolling basis. I
9/15/2017 15:09 also ask that you communicate with me by email or phone at 972 502 7571 to expedite the FOIA process. Thank you.

The Associated Press

On behalf of the Associated Press, I request all correspondence between the EPA administrator and his staff and any
employee of Arkema Inc. (whether sent or received via email, fax, postal mail) during the last six months, as well as
any transcripts of meetings or phone calls between the parties during the last six months. I’d like to get responsive
records emailed to me as PDFs at rdunklin@ap.org or, if another request is already being processed and records are
being produced in another format, I will accept records in that format in order to expedite release of records to the AP
and lessen the workload on your staff. If records exceed 50 pages, I ask that they be made available to me on a rolling
basis, meaning as they become available for release after any FOIA review process, rather than delaying release until
the last document is ready. I also ask that you communicate with me by email or phone at 972 502 7571 to expedite
the FOIA process. I also request expedited processing, because this is a matter of public interest since the Crosby plant
had chemical emissions, after flooding, catching fire and exploding in the last week, and it is important to understand
what preparations for flooding that EPA may not have identified as necessary there. Because of the furtherance of
9/7/2017 21:09 public knowledge, and because I work for a news gathering organization, I also request a fee waiver. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2017-008020

Ramin Skibba

Freelance Journalist

EPA-R10-2017-009782
EPA-R9-2018-007609
EPA-HQ-2018-007607
EPA-HQ-2018-007606

Robert Fernandez
Chris Saeger
Chris Saeger
Chris Saeger

Thomson Reuters Court
Express
Western Values Project
Western Values Project
Western Values Project

7/25/2017 17:07
5/11/2018 22:05
5/11/2018 22:05
5/11/2018 22:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007335

Chris Saeger

Western Values Project

5/3/2018 22:05

6/5/2017 13:06

Here is a summary of the FOIA request I am making. My full request is in the attached document. This request is for all
records (within the scope described below) related to policies for response to news media inquiries or communication
with news media about EPA activities. The request includes relevant statements of policy; formal or informal directives
to agency staff; instructions, and/or other communications, including communications with the Trump administration
transition team; communications procedures and protocols; procedures for clearance of information, interviews, press
releases, desk statements, or statements provided to news media; conditions (such as &quot;background&quot;
ground-rules or pre-submission of questions) under which press officers or other EPA employees can speak to
journalists; and requirements for permission, coordination, or inclusion of public affairs/information officers in
interviews. I also request any directives for referring news media inquiries from Regional Offices to Headquarters. The
request is for records in any form: paper or electronic, emails, audiovisual presentations, guidance, training materials,
writings (handwritten, typed, electronic or otherwise produced, reproduced or stored), correspondence, letters,
memoranda, reports, or other record of communication. This request is for records generated by or received by EPA
Region 9 beginning November 9, 2016, and ending on the present date.
See Attached Formal Written FOIA Request with Details. Involves the Lower Duwamish Waterway Superfund Site,
Harbor Island Superfund Site, and East and West Waterways, but includes other specific locations in the general
geographic area.
Please see attached request
Please see attached request
Please see attached request
would like a picture of the Secretary &quot;soundproof phone booth&quot;. I have never heard of one and can't
picture what one would look like.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Inf01mation Act, I request access to and copies of co1Tespondence, including but not
limited to letters, texts, emails, and faxes, sent by the following Environmental Protection Agency officials that include
any keywords listed in Appendix A, since January 19, 2017:
•Administrator Scott Prnitt
•Acting Deputy Administrntor Mike Flynn
•Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson
•Chief of Operations, Herny Daiwin
•Acting Deputy Chief of Staff, Helena Wooden-Aguilai·
•Associate Administrntor, Office of Policy Sainantha Dravis
•Deputy Associate Administrntor, Office of Policy, Brittany Bolen

EPA-HQ-2018-005766

Chris Saeger

Western Values Project

EPA-HQ-2018-004298

Chris Saeger

Western Values Project

Appendix A
•"Zinke"
•"Interior"
3/23/2018 22:03 •"DOI"
I request access to and copies of all correspondence, notes, memorandums, audio recordings, video recordings, or any
other documentation for or from the office of Secretary Scott Pruitt from the Secretary's appearance at the White
House's "Tribal, State, and Local Energy Roundtable" on June 28, 2017. This should include, but is not limited to, any
records pe1taining to comments made by President Trump about drilling, leasing, permitting, and/or extraction on
2/9/2018 17:02 Indian lands.

EPA-HQ-2017-011439

Chris Saeger

EPA-HQ-2017-008392

Steve Saxe

Western Values Project
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak
Torchinsky, PLLC

EPA-HQ-2017-008310

Ryan P. Mulvey

Cause of Action Institute

EPA-HQ-2017-008305

David Abel

The Boston Globe

EPA-HQ-2018-006186
EPA-HQ-2017-011134
EPA-HQ-2017-008505

Charles G. Seife
Charles G. Seife
Charles G. Seife

New York University
New York University
New York University

EPA-HQ-2017-008136

Zachary Colman

Western Values Project requests that the Environmental Protection Agency produce the following within twenty (20)
business days: 1. A search of all correspondence sent or received by the Office of the Administrator, the Office of
Public Affairs, and the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations since and including July 1, 2017
containing any of the following words or phrases: Murkowski, Alaska, healthcare, “health care”, ACA, “Affordable Care
Act,” Obamacare, punish!, retaliat!. 2. A search of all correspondence sent or received by the Office of the
Administrator, the Office of Public Affairs, and the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations since and
9/13/2017 15:09 including July 1, 2017 regarding grants to EPA Region 10.
6/13/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review
Requests records as they pertaining to Dr. Francesca Grifo's possible communications with environmental groups and
6/12/2017 13:06 members of Congress.
Requesting all communications between January 1, 2017 to June 8, 2017, with EPA officials and General Electric Corp.
pertaining to reopening negotiations between the EPA and the Company over the rest of the river cleanup of the
6/12/2017 13:06 Housatonic River
Requesting any e-mails, memos, or other documents, dating from 3/19/2018 until the date at which this request is
processed, which discuss planning of, execution of, invitations to, or any other aspect of the announcement of the
agency's decision to revise emission standards for automobiles and/or Secretary Pruitt's appearance to make this
4/4/2018 16:04 announcement
9/5/2017 18:09 Under Agency Review
6/16/2017 15:06 Under Agency Review

I am seeking the process for posting to all social media accounts, including the administrator account for Twitter
(@EPAScottPruitt) and Facebook (U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt) as well as the main EPA accounts for Twitter
(@EPA) and Facebook (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency). I am seeking correspondence on this topic from the
following people from Jan. 20, 2017 until June 6, 2017: Liz Bowman; John Konkus; JP Friere; Amy Graham; Jahan
Wilcox; Lincoln Ferguson; Don Benton; David Schnare; Doug Ericksen; George Hull; Jessica Orquina; Daniel Hart; Nancy
Grantham; Julia Valentine. Correspondence including, but not limited to, the following postings would be particularly
helpful (all times Eastern): 1) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 3 p.m., June 5, 2017 2) U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 11:24 a.m., May 30, 2017 3) U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
(Facebook): 2:06 p.m., May 17, 2017 4) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 12:52 p.m., May 12, 2017 5)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 10:17 a.m., May 12, 2017 6) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(Facebook): 5:23 p.m., May 11, 2017 7) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 10:56 a.m., May 11, 2017 8)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 12:08 p.m., May 10, 2017 9) U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
(Facebook): 6:02 p.m., May 10, 2017 10) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): 4:53 p.m., May 9, 2017 11)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Facebook): April 28, 2017 (Fox interview) 12) U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (Facebook): April 27, 2017 (post on &quot;new direction&quot;) 13) U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
6/6/2017 20:06 (Facebook) April 14, 2017 (Washington Examiner story)

EPA-HQ-2017-008457

Brandon Wissbaum

EPA-HQ-2018-005643

CASEY M. PEHRSON

WECT
TECHNOLOGY SCIENCES
GROUP INC

EPA-HQ-2017-008417

Sean Sherman

Public Citizen Litigation Group

EPA-HQ-2017-008340

Alison Gregor

PROPUBLICA

EPA-HQ-2017-008379

John Walke

NRDC

EPA FOIA team, I am requesting the following information under FOIA. Any published research regarding the
unregulated chemical known as GenX, along with copies of all records of any kind (paper, electronic, email or fax
transmissions, voice recordings, photographs, and records of any other type) in the possession or otherwise under the
control of EPA, including regional offices and any other subunits of EPA, related to the following: Chemicals collectively
identified by DuPont Company and The Chemours Company FC, LLC as GenX; Chemicals that are structurally or
functionally or otherwise similar to GenX that result from manufacture, use, processing, treatment, or disposal of GenX
("Post-GenX Chemicals"); Perfluoroalkyl ether carboxylic acids (PFECAs); Chemicals that are structurally or functionally
or otherwise similar to PFECAs that result from manufacture, use, processing, treatment, or disposal of PFECAs ("PostPFECA Chemicals"); Toxicity ofGenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA Chemicals to humans; Toxicity
ofGenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA Chemicals to aquatic organisms; EPA actions related to GenX,
Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and PostPFECA Chemicals pursuant to EPA's authority under the Toxic Substances
Control Act, the Clean Water Act, or otherwise; or Compliance or noncompliance with EPA Consent Order and
Determinations Supporting Consent Order involving Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics Regulation of New
Chemical Substances Pending Development of Information, In the Matter ofDuPont Company Premanufacture Notice
Numbers P-08-508 and P-08-509 (January 28, 2009). Should the cost of fulfilling this request be higher than $50, please
6/15/2017 15:06 let me know and I will agree to pay up to $150.
3/20/2018 19:03 Please see attached request letter.
Requesting all records concerning EPA’s 2017 enacted operating plan, submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) on or about May 25, 2017, and submitted to Congress on or about June 5, 2017, including the enacted
6/14/2017 13:06 operating plan itself, etc.

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request: all Ethics recusal or counseling
memos issued by the agency since Jan. 20, 2017. I would like to receive the information in the following format:
electronic. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. This information is being sought on behalf of ProPublica, an independent non-profit news organization,
for dissemination to the general public. Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is in the public
interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and activities,
specifically the determination of potential conflicts of interest of federal employees with decision-making authority
over public policy, and the resolution of these conflicts by Designated Agency Ethics Officials. As a non-profit
journalistic entity, ProPublica does not have the same commercial interests of other news organizations. If my request
is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the Act. I will also
expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal
your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am making this request as a journalist and
this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone, rather than by mail,
if you have questions regarding this request. I also ask that this request be expedited under terms of the Freedom of
Information Act. Expedited processing is allowed for requests that show a “compelling need,” and ProPublica is
primarily engaged in disseminating information, with an urgency to inform the public concerning federal government
6/12/2017 19:06 activity.
Any communications between listed EPA employees and persons, entities or organizations outside the EPA, from the
6/13/2017 18:06 date the employees began working for EPA to the present.

EPA-HQ-2017-009615

Justine T. Cowan

Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits

EPA-HQ-2017-009611

Justine T. Cowan

Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits

EPA-HQ-2017-009613

Justine T. Cowan

Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits

EPA-HQ-2017-009612

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2017-009610

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2017-008568

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2017-008571

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2017-008581

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2017-008402

Justine T. Cowan

EPA-HQ-2018-000361

EPA-HQ-2018-004159

Emily Holden

Emily Holden

Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits
Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits
Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits
Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits
Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits
Cowan Consulting for
Nonprofits

Politico

Politico

External Communications by U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s Executive Assistant Michelle Hale for the time period
7/20/2017 13:07 starting from February 17, 2017 through the present made on behalf of Sierra Club
External Communications by U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s Scheduling and Advance Personnel Milan Hupp and
Sydney Hupp on behalf of Sierra Club for the time period starting from January 20th through February 16th, 2017, and
7/19/2017 20:07 June 15th through the present.
Senior Policy Advisor Mandy Gunasekara’s External Communications with the National Mining Association made on
behalf of Sierra Club for the time period starting from January 20, 2017 through February 16, 2017, and June 20, 2017
7/20/2017 13:07 through the present.
External Communications by U.S. EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson and U.S. EPA Associate Administrator Samantha
Dravis made on behalf of Sierra Club for the time period January 20th through February 16th, 2017, and June 20th
7/20/2017 13:07 through the present.
7/19/2017 20:07 EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s External Communications submitted on behalf of Sierra Club
Freedom of Information Act Request submitted on behalf of Sierra Club for External Communications by U.S. EPA Chief
6/19/2017 18:06 of Staff Ryan Jackson and U.S. EPA Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis
Communications from, or to, Milan Hupp or Sydney Hupp with any person outside of EPA, relating to meetings with or
6/19/2017 18:06 appearances by U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt.
Freedom of Information Act Request submitted on behalf of Sierra Club for Senior Policy Advisor Mandy Gunasekara's
6/19/2017 18:06 External Communications with the National Mining Association
This is a Freedom on Information Act request submitted on behalf of Sierra Club to the U.S. EPA seeking records of EPA
6/14/2017 13:06 Administrator Scott Pruitt's External Communications as described in the attached letter.

I request any record of invitees or participants on a teleconference call hosted by White House and EPA officials on
October 10, 2017, at 10 a.m. called &quot;Clean Power Plan&quot; and about “CPP roll-back initiatives,” or a proposal
to withdraw the Clean Power Plan. That includes any list held or provided to EPA by the conference call hoster, Intellor
or AT&amp;T Connect Event Services. It also includes records of registrations for the call or any list provided by EPA to
the White House or by the White House to EPA for sending invites for the call. The invite email was sent by Kelly
Sadler, Kelly.j.sadler@who.eop.gov and titled “WH Background Call Regarding CPP.” The call was described as the
White House joined by EPA. EPA officials involved included Samantha Dravis, Mandy Gunasekara and Justin Schwab.
The dial-in number for the call was 1-877-369-5243 and the access code was 0286008#. I understand that some email
10/11/2017 17:10 addresses may be excluded under privacy exemptions. Please provide names and, where possible, affiliations.
I request all emails, text messages, and other records and forms of communication regarding tweets from the
@EPAScottPruitt Twitter account
(https://twitter.com/EPAScottPruitt?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor) from February
2, 2018, through February 6, 2018. Those may include but are not limited to messages to and from public affairs
officials Liz Bowman and Jahan Wilcox. I also request emails sent to press@epa.gov concerning the @EPAScottPruitt
2/6/2018 18:02 Twitter account from February 2, 2018, through February 6, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2017-010065

EPA-HQ-2017-010022

EPA-HQ-2017-008391

Emily Holden

Emily Holden

Emily Holden

Politico

I request all records since Jan. 20, 2017, about plans to set up a “red team, blue team” exercise to debate climate
science. Please include communications with the terms “red team” and “blue team.” Please provide any emails,
letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, and other documented forms of
communication, including but not limited to those that involve Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, Samantha Dravis, Brittany
Bolen, Daisy Letendre, Will Lovell, George Sugiyama, Troy Lyons, Mandy Gunasekara, Hayley Ford, Charles Munoz
and/or staff at the Department of Energy. Please include any list of potential team candidates and any information
8/1/2017 19:08 about the program or debate format.

Politico

I request all records since Jan. 20, 2017, concerning policies or guidance about how press officers and EPA staff should
communicate with reporters. Please provide any emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums,
meeting agenda sheets, and other documented forms of communication, including between Ryan Jackson, Liz
Bowman, Lincoln Ferguson, Amy Graham, James Hewitt, John Konkus, Michael Abboud, Enesta Jones, Robert
Daguillard, Christie St. Clair, Tricia Lynn and Julia Valentine, as well as any regional press officers. Additionally, please
7/31/2017 22:07 provide any communication shared more broadly with staff about press policies.

Politico

June 13, 2017 National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). I request all records concerning communications between U.S. EPA and federal or state
agencies or outside parties since Jan. 20, 2017, about the Clean Power Plan, also known as Standards of Performance
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Existing Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units under Section 111(d) of the Clean
Air Act. Please include any phone calls, call logs, call sheets, Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes,
day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text messages, voice and video recordings and other
documented forms of communication between U.S. EPA and federal agencies, state officials and outside parties,
including think tanks, NGOs, trade groups, companies, legal counsel, and/or the Republican Attorneys General
Association. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form. I am
filing this FOIA request as a “representative of the news media” since I am a reporter for Energy and Environment
News. This designation entitles me to a waiver of fees accumulated during the actual search and review process.
Nevertheless, if your agency does determine that I should be charged for any part of this request, please contact me
before estimated costs exceed $25. This request is made as part of news-gathering activity and is not for commercial
use. The information responsive to this FOIA request will contribute to the public’s understanding of your agency and
the government at large. This information is not in the public domain but once your agency responds to this FOIA
request, it will be printed on our website, www.eenews.net, which has more than 40,000 unique visitors a day. We
6/13/2017 20:06 expect the information that

EPA-HQ-2017-008628
EPA-HQ-2018-007611

Emily Holden
Zahra Hirji

Politico
BuzzFeed

EPA-HQ-2017-008252

Mychal Ozaeta

Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2018-006632

EPA-HQ-2018-006634
EPA-HQ-2017-011827

I request all records concerning communications related to meetings on June 19, 2017, between U.S. EPA officials and
representatives from power companies and environmental groups. Please include a list of participants in both
meetings, as well as emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, and
other documented forms of communication between U.S. EPA and the companies or organizations. Participants at the
power company meeting may have included: Entergy’s Leo Denault, Duke’s Lynn Good, AEP’s Nick Akins, DTE’s Gerry
Anderson, Ameren’s Warner Baxter, Exelon’s Chris Crane, PNM’s Pat Vincent-Collawn, Dominion’s Tom Farrell, Xcel’s
Ben Fowke and Oklahoma Gas Electric’s Sean Trauschke, as well as municipals power companies and electric coops.
Participants at the environmental group may have included: Harold Wimmer, American Lung Association, along with
Moseley Alexander; Georges Benjamin, American Public Health Association; Mark Del Monte, American Academy of
Pediatrics; Katie Huffling, Alliance of Nurses for Healthy Environments; Jeff Carter, Physicians for Social Responsibility;
John Auerbach, Trust for America's Health; Martin Hamlette, National Medical Association; Jessica Wolff, Health Care
Without Harm; Lynda Mitchell, Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America; David Dyjack, National Environmental
Health Association; Laura Hanen, National Association of County and City Health Officials; George Thurston, American
6/20/2017 16:06 Thoracic Society's Environmental Health Policy Committee; Cindy Pellegrini, March of Dimes.
5/14/2018 15:05 See attached request.
Requesting Information Pertaining to State Applications for EPA Authorization of CCR Permit Programs from the state
6/9/2017 13:06 of Georgia.

Justin M. Glawe

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act From February 12, 2018 to present: I request any and all
correspondence between the EPA and members and representatives of the following committees: • House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence • House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform • House Ethics
Committee • House Judiciary Committee • House Energy and Commerce Committee • House Committee on Foreign
Affairs • House Committee on Homeland Security • House Armed Services Commiteee I preemptively agree to pay
fees up to $25 for the search and production of the above-described records and ask to be notified only if the
estimated fees exceed that amount. Once records are compiled, please justify each deletion separately by reference to
specific exemptions of the law and release all reasonably segregable portions of otherwise-exempt material. I look
4/13/2018 21:04 forward to your response within the act’s statutory time limit.

Justin M. Glawe
Justin M. Glawe

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act From February 12, 2018 to present: I request any and all
correspondence between the Environmental Protection Agency and members and representatives of the following
committees: • Senate Select Committee on Intelligence • Senate Select Committee on Ethics • Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations • Senate Committee on Armed Services • Senate Committee on Finance • Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations I preemptively agree to pay fees up to $25 for the search and production of the abovedescribed records and ask to be notified only if the estimated fees exceed that amount. Once records are compiled,
please justify each deletion separately by reference to specific exemptions of the law and release all reasonably
segregable portions of otherwise-exempt material. I look forward to your response within the act’s statutory time
4/13/2018 21:04 limit.
9/26/2017 22:09 Request contained in attached document.

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request from January 1, 2017 to present:
A copy of the Secretary’s daily calendar.

Justin M. Glawe

Please provide these documents on a rolling basis and do not wait until the entirety of responsive records has been
amassed. If there are costs involved, please provide a detailed estimate and notify me if the costs exceed $25. Please
justify each deletion separately by reference to specific exemptions of the law, and release all reasonably segregable
9/26/2017 22:09 portions of otherwise-exempt material.

EPA-HQ-2017-008239

Allan Blutstein

Definers Public Affairs

According to an &quot;OPP Weekly Report,&quot; the Antimicrobial Division (AD) met with representatives from the
treated wood industry on August 16, 2016, to discuss certain AWPA guidance. See attachments. This request seeks
access to following records concerning that meeting: (1) meeting notes, minutes, agendas, invitations, attendance
sheet, and after-action reports or memoranda; and (2) email exchanged since June 24, 2016, between Koppers
(&quot;@koppers.com&quot;) and Steve Knizner, Diane Isbell, Laura Parsons, or Emily Mitchell, or any AD employee
6/9/2017 16:06 who attended the above meeting.

EPA-HQ-2017-008456

James Duffy

Clean Air Task Force

EPA-HQ-2017-008173

Anne L. Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2017-008175

Anne L. Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2017-011826

EPA-R2-2017-008693

Kevin Blake

EPA-HQ-2017-008689

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-008718

Graham Kates

Phillips Lytle

Freedom of Information Act Request for Records Related to Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the Regulatory Reform
6/15/2017 15:06 Agenda, or to Administrator Pruitt’s March 24, 2017 Memorandum on Executive Order 13777. See attached.
Requesting copies of all calendars and/or other records from February 17, 2017 to the present reflecting meetings
6/7/2017 13:06 between Scott Pruitt or his staff and representatives of the companies listed on attached request, etc.
Requesting copies of all calendars and/or other records from February 17, 2017 to the present reflecting meetings
between Scott Pruitt and Special Assistant to the President on Domestic Energy and Environmental Policy Michael
6/7/2017 13:06 Catanzato, etc.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, we respectfully request that the United
States Environmental Protection Agency make available for review any and all records or portions thereof, including
but not limited to all documents, complaints, notices of violations, applications, correspondence, FOIA requests, files,
reports, records, photos, memoranda, electronic mail, microfilm, computerized databases, diskettes, newspapers and
faxes, referencing, related to, associated with, concerning or pertaining to the following: 1. property or properties at or
near 5401 Roberts Avenue, Lewiston, New York associated with radionuclide contamination, including EPA ID No.
NYN000206698; and 2. property or properties at or near 9524-9540 Niagara Falls Boulevard, Niagara Falls, New York
associated with radionuclide contamination, including CERCLIS ID NYN000206699. We request the foregoing records
without regard to time, event, or subject, including any potentially responsible party or other person or party who may
have a nexus to the properties. We will pay any reasonable fee provided for in the FOIA and associated with
reproducing the requested records; however, if the costs exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00) please contact me
with an estimate prior to incurring such costs. As you are aware, the FOIA requests that an agency respond to a written
request within twenty (20) business days of receipt of a request. Thus, we would appreciate a response as soon as
possible. If, for any reason, any portion of this request is denied, please inform me of the reasons for the denial, in
writing, together with the name and address of the person or body of whom to direct an appeal. Thank you in advance
6/21/2017 20:06 for your courtesies in this regard.
Requesting records relating to the decorating and/or furnishing of the EPA office space of EPA Administrator Scott
6/21/2017 13:06 Pruitt.
Requesting the total dollar amount from the Administrator's budget spent on protective services in the year 2016, and,
6/22/2017 13:06 separately, between Feb. 17, 2017 and today, June 21, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-008643

V. Randall Tinsley

Brooks Pierce

EPA-R2-2017-009027 Steve Barnett
EPA-R10-2017-008526 Elizabeth Annis
EPA-HQ-2017-008660

Elena Saxonhouse

EPA-HQ-2017-008634

Michael Ravnitzky

EPA-HQ-2017-008637

Anne L. Weismann

EPA-HQ-2017-008625

EPA-HQ-2017-008684

Kevin Wuzzardo

Karl Amelchenko

Sierra Club

6/20/2017 13:06 Requesting information related to GenX, Post-GenX chemicals, PFECAs and Post-PFECAs chemicals.
I would like a copy of all publicly available reports dated 2016, and all correspondence including emails between the
7/3/2017 20:07 USEPA and PRP Group dated in 2016, for the Ventron/Velsicol Superfund site.
6/19/2017 13:06 Under Agency Review
Please see attached request from Sierra Club for certain communications from and to EPA employees JP Freire, Jahan
6/21/2017 13:06 Wilcox, Lincoln Ferguson, John Konkus, and Elizabeth Bowman.
Requesting copy of the report of the EPA Regulatory Reform Task Force to the EPA Administrator as required by
6/20/2017 13:06 Executive Order 13777.

CREW

Requesting copies of Administrator Scott Pruitt's prepared remarks at the American Petroleum Institute's executive
6/20/2017 13:06 committee and board of directors dinner at the Trump International Hotel on March 22, 2017, etc.

WWAY-TV

I write as News Director of WWAY-TV in Wilmington, NC, with no commercial interest, and submit this Request on the
station's behalf. Please send me copies of all records of any kind (paper, electronic, email or fax transmissions, voice
recordings, photographs, and records of any other type) in the possession or otherwise under the control of EPA,
including regional offices and any other subunits of EPA, related to the following: 1. Chemicals collectively identified by
DuPont Company and The Chemours Company FC, LLC as GenX; 2. Chemicals that are structurally or functionally or
otherwise similar to GenX that result from manufacture, use, processing, treatment, or disposal of GenX (&quot;PostGenX Chemicals&quot;); 3. Perfluoroalkyl ether carboxylic acids (PFECAs); 4. Chemicals that are structurally or
functionally or otherwise similar to PFECAs that result from manufacture, use, processing, treatment, or disposal of
PFECAs (&quot;Post-PFECA Chemicals&quot;); 5. Toxicity ofGenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA
Chemicals to humans; 6. Toxicity ofGenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA Chemicals to aquatic
organisms; 7. EPA actions related to GenX, Post-GenX Chemicals, PFECAs, and Post-PFECA Chemicals pursuant to EPA's
authority under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Clean Water Act, or otherwise; or 8. Compliance or
noncompliance with EPA Consent Order and Determinations Supporting Consent Order involving Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics Regulation of New Chemical Substances Pending Development of Information, In the Matter
ofDuPont Company Premanufacture Notice Numbers P-08-508 and P-08-509 (January 28, 2009). Please interpret this
request to be as broad and comprehensive as is allowed under FOIA. We agree in advance to pay the reasonable costs
of EPA's response to this request up to a maximum of $100, but ask for any an all fees to be waived. Please see waiver
6/20/2017 16:06 request.

Martin & Jones PLLC

I would like information related to the following chemicals manufactured by DuPont and or Chemours Corporations:
(1) C8 (Perfluorooctanoic acid or PFOA); (2) GenX (CF3CF2CF2OCF(CF3)COOH.NH3); and (3) PFOS
(Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid). The specific information I am requesting is any and all information concerning the
above chemicals related in any way to the following: (1) testing related to presence/levels of the chemicals in the Cape
Fear River between 2000 and the present day; (2) toxicology studies/information in North Carolina; (3) epidemiological
studies/information in North Carolina; (4) permits given to DuPont/Chemours related to release of the chemicals in
wastewater in North Carolina; (5) fines levied against DuPont/Chemours in North Carolina; (6) environmental impact
studies/information in North Carolina; (7) a list of all chemicals, including but not limited to the three above, being
discharged into the Cape Fear River by DuPont/Chemours at the Fayetteville Works Plant in Bladen County, NC. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your time. Karl Amelchenko 919-821-0005
6/21/2017 16:06 kja@m-j.com

EPA-HQ-2017-008736

Jarrod Sharp

EPA-HQ-2017-008782
EPA-HQ-2018-004811

Graham Kates
Ronald Schunck

EPA-HQ-2018-004812
EPA-HQ-2018-004810
EPA-HQ-2018-004809

EPA-HQ-2018-004814

CBS News

Pursuant to FOIA, please provide any and all memoranda or other types of printed or emailed messages distributed by
a Trump administration transition team to communication directors and/or other employees at the Environmental
Protection Agency regarding new protocols for communicating with the public and/or the media. I also write to
request a list of new communication policies developed by the EPA and/or a Trump transition team in connection to
the aforementioned protocols. Last, I write to request any and all memo(s) or other types of printed or emailed
messages distributed to EPA employees regarding a moratorium, suspension or related action regarding the EPA's
awarding of grants and contracts. The date range for all requested documents is 1 January 2017 to the date this
request is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
6/22/2017 18:06 being made for commercial purposes. Thank you, Jarrod Sharp
Requesting emails and memorandums that include both the words &quot;enforcement&quot; and
6/23/2017 13:06 &quot;priorities,&quot; sent between Feb. 17, 2017 and June 2, 2017.
2/23/2018 21:02 Under Agency Review

Ronald Schunck
Ronald Schunck
Ronald Schunck

Request for information on a Government contract: Contract Name: Environmental Services Assistance Team (ESAT)
Region 5, Contract # EP-W-13-025, Contract Award Date: 9/30/13; Agency: EPA; Component: Superfund RCRA Regional
Procurement Operations Division; Contracting Officer: Ross Miller, phone: (202) 564-2617, email: Miller.ross@Epa.gov,
USEPA Headquarters, William Jefferson Clinton Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Mail Code: 3805R,
Washington, DC 20460; Contract Awarded To: Techlaw, Inc.; Request the following information: (1) Complete winning
proposal to include all volumes, e.g. executive summary, technical, management, past performance, cost, small
business plan and any other supporting documents; (2) Copy of contract awarded to successful bidder(s) to include
Section B, all amendments, modifications or change orders.; (3) Copy of all contract deliverables, delivery orders/task
orders (or the equivalent) and their mods; (4) A copy of the final SF33/DD1155/SF26 showing the total contract
amount awarded to include all options and CLINS ; (5) Provide a list of the subcontractors on the winning team, e.g.,
The Winning Team; (6) Contract award debrief; (7) All source selection decision memorandums, proposal evaluation
score-sheet or “scored” assessments to include debriefs prepared for winning and losing bidders ; (8) Copy of all
2/23/2018 21:02 performance evaluations.
2/23/2018 21:02 Under Agency Review
2/23/2018 21:02 Under Agency Review

Ronald Schunck

Request for information on a Government contract: Contract Name: Environmental Services Assistance Team (ESAT)
Region 9, Contract # EP-W-13-029, Contract Award Date: 7/31/13; Agency: EPA; Component: Superfund RCRA Regional
Procurement Operations Division; Contracting Officer: Ross Miller, phone: (202) 564-2617, email: Miller.ross@Epa.gov,
USEPA Headquarters, William Jefferson Clinton Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Mail Code: 3805R,
Washington, DC 20460; Contract Awarded To: ICF International, Inc.; Request the following information: (1) Complete
winning proposal to include all volumes, e.g. executive summary, technical, management, past performance, cost,
small business plan and any other supporting documents; (2) Copy of contract awarded to successful bidder(s) to
include Section B, all amendments, modifications or change orders.; (3) Copy of all contract deliverables, delivery
orders/task orders (or the equivalent) and their mods; (4) A copy of the final SF33/DD1155/SF26 showing the total
contract amount awarded to include all options and CLINS ; (5) Provide a list of the subcontractors on the winning
team, e.g., The Winning Team; (6) Contract award debrief; (7) All source selection decision memorandums, proposal
evaluation score-sheet or “scored” assessments to include debriefs prepared for winning and losing bidders ; (8) Copy
2/23/2018 21:02 of all performance evaluations.

Request for information on a Government contract: Contract Name: Environmental Services Assistance Team (ESAT)
Region 8, Contract # EP-W-13-028, Contract Award Date: 8/16/13; Agency: EPA; Component: Superfund RCRA Regional
Procurement Operations Division; Contracting Officer: Ross Miller, phone: (202) 564-2617, email: Miller.ross@Epa.gov,
USEPA Headquarters, William Jefferson Clinton Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Mail Code: 3805R,
Washington, DC 20460; Contract Awarded To: Techlaw, Inc.; Request the following information: (1) Complete winning
proposal to include all volumes, e.g. executive summary, technical, management, past performance, cost, small
business plan and any other supporting documents; (2) Copy of contract awarded to successful bidder(s) to include
Section B, all amendments, modifications or change orders.; (3) Copy of all contract deliverables, delivery orders/task
orders (or the equivalent) and their mods; (4) A copy of the final SF33/DD1155/SF26 showing the total contract
amount awarded to include all options and CLINS ; (5) Provide a list of the subcontractors on the winning team, e.g.,
The Winning Team; (6) Contract award debrief; (7) All source selection decision memorandums, proposal evaluation
score-sheet or “scored” assessments to include debriefs prepared for winning and losing bidders ; (8) Copy of all
2/23/2018 21:02 performance evaluations.

EPA-HQ-2018-004813

Ronald Schunck

EPA-HQ-2017-008869

Austin Evers

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-008870

Austin Evers

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-008872

Graham Kates

EPA-HQ-2017-008800

Melanie Meindl

Requesting any logs or other records tracking incoming and outgoing telephone calls, including telephone billing
6/27/2017 13:06 records, made by Scott Pruitt from April 6, 2017, to the date thesearch is conducted, etc.
Requesting all records regarding efforts to support, assist, place, encourage, or facilitate any public commentary or
6/27/2017 13:06 messaging regarding the United States’ withdrawal from the Paris climate agreement.
Requesting all emails, memorandums or reports that reference the &quot;Interagency Working Group on
Environmental Justice&quot; or &quot;EJ IWG&quot;, produced during the year 2016, and between January 1, 2017
6/27/2017 13:06 and June 25, 2017.
I am requesting all records pertaining to (or communicated with) BakerHostetler (David Rivkin in particular), Murray
Energy, or Peabody Energy since January 1, 2011. Attorney General Scott Pruitt's campaigns and lawsuits in
conjunction with these entities are of particular interest. Please use email to deliver the records. Let me know if there
6/26/2017 13:06 will be a delay, or a fee. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2017-008881
EPA-HQ-2017-008807
EPA-HQ-2017-008813

Allan Smith
Jeffrey Travers
Jeff Ruch

Business Insider
PEER

6/27/2017 13:06
6/26/2017 13:06
6/26/2017 16:06

EPA-HQ-2017-008867

Sharon Lerner

The Intercept

6/27/2017 18:06

EPA-R5-2017-008897

Sandhya Kambhampati ProPublica Illinois

6/28/2017 14:06

Requesting copies of any email communications spanning December 21, 2016 and June 30, 2017 between Carl Ichan
and any of the following EPA employees: Scott Pruitt, Mike Flynn, Donna Vizian, Sarah Dunham, Wendy ClelandHamnett, David Bloom, Lawrence Starfield, Kevin S. Minoli, Arthur A. Elkins, Jr. Barry Breen, Michael Shapiro, Deborah
Szaro, Catherine McCabe, Cecil A. Rodrigues, Anne Heard, Robert A. Kaplan, Samuel Coleman, Edward H. Chu, Debra
Thomas, Alexis Strauss, Michelle Pirzadeh, Robin Richardson, Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, John Reeder, Reginald E.
Allen, Christopher Zarba, and Denise Benjamin-Sirmons
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
I am writing to request all the Title 6 complaints alleging violations of civil rights that were submitted to EPA between
January 1, 2013 and the present. I am also request the agency's response to those complaints, whether they were
rejected or not accepted or accepted. For those that were accepted for investigation, I am also requesting the results
of the investigations. Thank you.
Any and all memos, transcripts and recordings of phone calls and conference calls, emails, powerpoint presentations,
notes from meetings and conference calls regarding discussions of invalidating data on ozone QA and QC checks in
2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017.

Requesting any documents, since April 1 2017 relating to the &quot;Definition of 'Waters of the United States' -Recodification of Preexisting Rules&quot; proposed rule, also known as the proposed rule repealing the Clean Water
Rule, also known as the proposed rule repealing WOTUS; and related documents between U.S. EPA and the Army
Corps of Engineers and/or White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs.
PLEASE SEE ATTACHMENT, AS UPDATED PER DISCUSSION WITH MARGO LEDMAR.
To whom it may concern, Pursuant to the Public Information Act, Ramboll Environ is submitting an open records
request for a copy of the Application Form (and its attachments) that was submitted to EPA for issuance of the Final
RCRA Permit for TAPI Puerto Rico, Inc. (EPA ID: PRD090613357), which was issued around January 2008. Again, please
note that this records requests is for the application form and attachments, not for the permit. Should you have any
questions or need additional information, please feel free to call or email me. Thank you for your time and
consideration in this matter.
Any and all communications, electronic or otherwise, with the Advanced Disposal defendants in connections with the
Stone's Throw Landfill located at 1303 Washington Boulevard, Tallassee, Alabama.
Under Agency Review
Please See Attached .pdf file
Requesting records sufficient to show the number of email accounts associated with Administrator Scott Pruitt, and
the extent to which the public could identify those email accounts as being used by Mr. Pruitt. American Oversight
does not seek to identify the full email addresses associated with those accounts if that would include any exempt
information.

EPA-HQ-2017-008899
EPA-R2-2017-008774

Ariel Wittenberg
Vanessa Kemp

E &amp; E News
Bryan Cave LLP

6/28/2017 13:06
6/23/2017 17:06

EPA-R2-2017-008778

Juan Diaz-Robles

6/23/2017 18:06

EPA-HQ-2017-008763
EPA-HQ-2017-008785
EPA-R4-2018-007745

Jay Friedman
Tyler S. Foggatt
Jerry Phillips

Ramboll Environ
Friedman, Dazzio, Zulanas
&amp; Bowling, P.C.
The New Yorker
Florida PEER

EPA-HQ-2017-008853

Austin Evers

American Oversight

6/27/2017 13:06

American Oversight

Requesting all communications by Information Technology (IT) staff (whether government employees or contractors)
regarding the email or telephone practices of Scott Pruitt, including but not limited to discussions of email accounts or
6/27/2017 13:06 phone numbers used by Mr. Pruitt; devices used by Mr. Pruitt; and Mr. Pruitt’s preferences,

EPA-HQ-2017-008854

Austin Evers

EPA-HQ-2017-008847

Angeliki Lysimachou

PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK
EUROPE

EPA-HQ-2017-008914

Nidhi Subbaraman

BuzzFeed News

6/23/2017 13:06
6/23/2017 20:06
5/16/2018 20:05

Request for GLYPHOSATE EPA PC Code 417300; EPA SRS Identifier 77438; TXR number 0057175 Aim: To receive all
studies that were taken into account during the assessment of the endocrine disrupting potential of the pesticide
active ingredient glyphosate, within the framework of endocrine disruptors screeening program (EDSP) or further, for
example studies provided by the applicant or found in the scientific literature and if dismissed from the evaluation, the
reasoning behind it. This includes all in vivo, in vitro and mechanistic studies that were take into consideration, even if
rejected. The studies should be preferably accompanied by the raw data in order to examine carefully their evaluation
and be able to reach the same conclusions with clarity. This request does not encompass any information that may be
6/27/2017 15:06 entitled to confidential treatment, or that otherwise may be exempt from disclosure under FOIA Thank you in advance
Requesting copies of correspondence and records of guidance regarding the list of reporters who access media
6/28/2017 13:06 releases by email from the EPA’s Public Affairs Office, since Jan 21, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-009051

Jeff Ruch

EPA-HQ-2017-009023

Melanie Meindl

PEER

A list of the members of the Superfund task force, their tenure, and any documents reflecting the manner in which
they were selected; 2.Documents reflecting EPA’s efforts to comply with the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) in
the selection and operation of this task force; 3. Any documents concerning the tasks that this task force was charged
to accomplish; 4. Any documents reflecting the schedule of task force activities; 5. Any communications to or from the
Office of the Administrator during Mr. Pruitt’s tenure concerning the need or basis for changing administration of
Superfund; 6. The set of recommendations or other work product emanating from this task force; 7. documents
reflecting plans or a schedule for complying with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in pursuing significant
Superfund operational changes; 8. Documents describing how public review of these recommendations will take
place; 9. Copies of the “revised delegations and internal directive documents” referenced in the May 22 memo; 10.
The list of ongoing Superfund cleanups that are covered by the Pruitt memo; and 11. A copy of any decision
7/3/2017 16:07 documents taken by EPA in ongoing Superfund cases in connection with this memo.
I am requesting any and all records pertaining to Scott Pruitt's &quot;Red Team&quot; and &quot;Blue Team&quot;
debate project. This includes (but is not limited to) any lists of potential team candidates, and all messages, meeting
notes, and meeting participants involved or related to this topic. More information here:
7/3/2017 13:07 http://time.com/4842380/scott-pruitt-epa-climate-science/ Thank you very much.

EPA-HQ-2017-009067

Michael Ravnitzky

EPA-HQ-2018-007822

Akriti Bhargava

5/18/2018 20:05

EPA-HQ-2017-009081

Stanley Tromp

7/5/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-008999

Maxine Joselow

EPA-HQ-2017-009008

Zachary Kopplin

EPA-HQ-2017-011384

Yule Kim

EPA-HQ-2017-010122

Yule Kim

7/5/2017 13:07

E&amp;E News

6/30/2017 17:06

6/30/2017 19:06

I request a copy of each EPA Views (or Views Letters), which are statements of the EPA position, thoughts and
comments on specific issues or legislation being considered by Congress. You may limit this request to Views produced
during the time period Fiscal Years 2015, 2016, and 2017 to date. This is an individual noncommercial request.
Freedom of Information Act Request: Communications regarding US EPA’s Final Ozone Designations for the 2015
Ozone NAAQS Please see attached request.
Requesting records on the U.S. withdrawing from the Paris Agreement, from June 1, 2017 to June 15, 2017, its impacts
on the world’s climate, politics, environment and economy, the nation, etc.
I am seeking all written communication starting January 1, 2017 between Murray Energy Corp. CEO Robert Murray and
the following two individuals at EPA: Administrator Scott Pruitt and Acting Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation Sarah Dunham.
Any and all documents that reference &quot;red team&quot; and &quot;blue team&quot; in the same document.
Also any documents referencing &quot;critiquing climate change&quot; or &quot;critique climate change.&quot; I
request the search begin from 1/20/17.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq. (“FOIA”), I am requesting copies of the
following public records: (1) all documents, including but not necessarily limited to his appointment calendar, which
outlines Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from August 1, 2017 to August 31, 2017;
and (2) all documents, including but not necessarily limited to their appointment calendars, which outline Chief of Staff
Ryan Jackson’s, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis’s, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown’s, Mandy Gunasekara’s,
Layne Bangerter’s, Brittany Bolen’s, and Millan Hupp’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from August 1, 2017 to
9/12/2017 16:09 August 31, 2017.
(1) As reported by the scientific journal Nature on August 1, 2017, the Heartland Institute gave senior EPA officials two
lists: one of the lists is labelled “climate scientists” and contains 140 names while the other lists contain several dozen
8/2/2017 22:08 names of “climate economists.” Please produce both lists.

EPA-HQ-2017-010121

Yule Kim

EPA-HQ-2017-009788

Yule Kim

(1) all documents, including but not necessarily limited to his appointment calendar, which outlines Administrator
Scott Pruitt’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from July 1, 2017 to July 31, 2017; (2) all documents, including
but not necessarily limited to their appointment calendars, which outline Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson’s, Associate
Administrator Samantha Dravis’s, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown’s, Mandy Gunasekara’s, Layne Bangerter’s, and
Millan Hupp’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from July 1, 2017 to July 31, 2017; and (3) all documents,
including but not necessarily limited to their appointment calendars, which outline Brittany Bolen’s schedule, itinerary,
8/2/2017 22:08 and meetings, dating from February 1, 2017 to July 31, 2017.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I would like copies of public records that contain all information and data
that was gathered under the November 10, 2016 Information Collection Request (ICR) for the Oil and Natural Gas
7/25/2017 18:07 Industry.

Yule Kim

Pursuant to the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq., I am requesting copies of the following agency records and other
public records under your agency’s control: (1) all correspondences, which include but are not necessarily limited to,
written or electronic communications, letters, emails, attachments, phone logs, instant messages, instant
communications, texts, and other documents transmitted between Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Denise
Anderson, Layne Bangerter, Millan Hupp, and their schedulers and secretarial staff, and employees of Murray Energy
Corporation, including, but not limited to Robert Murray, his schedulers and secretarial staff, other C-Level executives,
government relations employees, and regulatory employees, and email addresses with the domain names
@murrayenergycorp.com and @coalsource.com, on matters related to: the Endangerment Finding and the Cause or
Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act, including any correspondence
that includes the word “endangerment”; and (2) all calendar files, which include but are not necessarily limited to,
calendar invites, appointments, meetings, attachments, notations of conversations, meeting minutes, notations of
conversation, guest lists, and other written or electronic documents of Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Denise
Anderson, Layne Bangerter, Millan Hupp, and their schedulers and secretarial staff, related to meetings with
employees of Murray Energy Corporation, including, but not limited to Robert Murray, his schedulers and secretarial
staff, other C-Level executives, government relations employees, and regulatory employees, and email addresses with
7/11/2017 16:07 the domain names @murrayenergycorp.com and @coalsource.com.

Yule Kim

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq. (“FOIA”), I am requesting copies of the
following public records: (1) all documents, including but not necessarily limited to his appointment calendar, which
outlines Administrator Scott Pruitt’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from April 1, 2017 to the present; and (2)
all documents, including but not necessarily limited to their appointment calendars, which outline Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson’s, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis’s, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown’s, Mandy Gunasekara’s,
7/11/2017 18:07 Layne Bangerter’s, and Millan Hupp’s schedule, itinerary, and meetings, dating from February 15, 2017 to the present.

EPA-HQ-2017-009262

EPA-HQ-2017-009280

EPA-HQ-2017-009157

EPA-HQ-2017-009094
EPA-HQ-2017-011587

EPA-HQ-2017-011586

EPA-HQ-2017-010396
EPA-HQ-2017-009011

EPA-HQ-2017-009332

Pursuant to FOIA, I am requesting copies of the following public agency records: (1) all correspondences, which include
but are not necessarily limited to, written or electronic communications, letters, emails, attachments, phone logs,
instant messages, instant communciations, texts, and other documents transmitted or received by Administrator Scott
Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown,
Mandy Gunasekara, Denise Anderson, Layne Bangerter, Millan Hupp, Sydney Hupp, the Director for Scheduling and
Advance, and their schedulers and secretarial staff on matters related to: a. the EPA’s proposed initiative to subject
climate science to “red team, blue team” exercises and “back-and-forth” critique of climate science; (2) all calendar
files, which include but are not necessarily limited to, calendar invites, appointments, meetings, attachments,
notations of conversations, meeting minutes, notations of conversation, guest lists, and other written or electronic
documents of Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy
Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Denise Anderson, Layne Bangerter, Millan Hupp, Sydney Hupp, the
Director for Scheduling and Advance, and their schedulers and secretarial staff on matters related to: a. the EPA’s
proposed initiative to subject climate science to “red team, blue team” exercises and “back-and-forth” critique of
climate science; and (3) all other public records, created between February 1, 2017 to the present, which include but
are not necessarily limited to, memoranda, policy guidance, internal documents, and all other types of electronic or
written documents and relevant materials related to or concerning: a. the EPA’s proposed initiative to subject climate
7/6/2017 20:07 science to “red team, blue team” exercises and “back-and-forth” critique of climate science.

Yule Kim

Akriti Bhargava
Patrick Llewellyn

Patrick Llewellyn

Patrick Llewellyn
Patrick Llewellyn

Aren J. Murcar

Sierra Club
Public Citizen

Public Citizen

Sierra Club hereby requests copies of the following documents pursuant to the FOIA: With regard to the Clean Air Act’s
Regional Haze requirements for Arkansas, any documents that reflect communications, including emails, or meetings
with EPA Administrator Pruitt or any official in EPA's Washington, DC office and officials, personnel, or agents of the
Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality, the Arkansas Attorney General’s office, Entergy Arkansas, Inc.,
SWEPCO, or the Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation. The date range for this request is January 1, 2017 through
7/6/2017 13:07 the date of your response.
9/18/2017 18:09 Under Agency Review
All emails, including any attachments to those emails, to or from Scott Pruitt from or to any employee or staff of the
American Petroleum Institute. This request is limited to records created or received by the Environmental Protection
9/18/2017 18:09 Agency (EPA) between February 20, 2017, and the date of processing this request.
(1) All records identifying current and former members of the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Regulatory
Reform Task Force established pursuant to Executive Order 13777.

Public Citizen
Public Citizen

(2) All conflicts or ethics waivers or authorizations for each current and former member of EPA’s Regulatory Reform
Task Force, including, but not limited to, authorizations pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.502 and waivers issued pursuant to
8/9/2017 21:08 Executive Order 13770.
6/30/2017 19:06 Under Agency Review

Basel Action Network

Please provide the Annual Reports of all listed exporters for recycling and reuse of CRTs under the Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) Rule, detailed citation below. Include all annual reports dated since the 2014 rule revision has been in effect. 40
CFR Parts 260 and 261 [EPA–HQ–RCRA–2011–1014; FRL–9911–84– OSWER] RIN 2050–AG68 Revisions to the Export
7/12/2017 19:07 Provisions of the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Rule AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). ACTION: Final rule.

EPA-HQ-2018-001082

Jarrod Sharp

EPA-HQ-2018-001081

Jarrod Sharp

Pursuant to the FOIA and the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, please provide any and all emails that former agency
employee Jess Rowland sent to or received from employees and/or agents of Monsanto in 2014. Thank you, Jarrod
10/26/2017 19:10 Sharp
Pursuant to the FOIA and the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, please provide any and all emails that former agency
employee Jess Rowland sent to or received from employees and/or agents of Monsanto in January 2015. Thank you,
10/26/2017 19:10 Jarrod Sharp

EPA-HQ-2017-009362

Oliver Milman

EPA-HQ-2017-009344

Jennifer Janisch

Three FOIA requests (attached) aimed at giving the public a valuable understanding of the background and potential
conflicts of interest of senior EPA staff, the scientific briefings that are being provided to the administrator and the
nature of meetings between senior EPA staff and private business interests. The requests are lodged by Guardian US, a
7/13/2017 16:07 news organization with offices in New York City, Washington DC and San Fransisco.
All EPA studies and documents and memos and e-mails concerning Dupont/Chemours chemical called
7/13/2017 13:07 &quot;GenX&quot; from Jan. 1, 2009 to present.

Aaron Huertas

In accordance with the U.S. Freedom of Information Act, I respectfully request: 1. All emails between any political
appointees or career SES staff in EPA Headquarters and any of the following entities: -Steven (or Steve) Koonin -The
Heartland Institute (heartland.org) 2. All emails to or from any political appointees or career SES staff in EPA
Headquarters containing any of the following terms: -“red team” -“blue team” -Koonin -“Nongovernmental
International Panel on Climate Change” -NIPCC Please provide all responsive records from April 15, 2017, to the date
7/26/2017 18:07 the search is conducted. Thank you for your time and attention.

Aaron Huertas

I respectfully request a copy of the briefing materials Scott Pruitt brought to a June 2 press briefing regarding the Paris
Climate Agreement. Mr. Pruitt can be seen referencing these materials at approximately 9 minutes and 30 seconds
into his briefing. I further request any agency correspondence about these briefing materials, going back to May 25. I
also request any internal correspondence from this same time period among headquarters staff referencing
6/13/2017 16:06 &quot;Bret Stephens&quot; OR the phrase &quot;Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change knows that.&quot;

James Williams

The following request is being made in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552). I am
requesting copies of the following records: Putnam’s Correspondence with EPA Leadership: I am requesting copies of
all incoming-and-outgoing correspondence between Adam Putnam and the EPA Administrator, the EPA Deputy
Administrator, and the Chief of Staff for the Office of the Administrator from 2001 to 2016. Please note that Putnam
was a member of the United States House of Representatives for Florida’s 12th District from 2001 to 2011. As of 2011,
Putnam is the sitting Florida Agriculture Commissioner. Congressional Correspondence Between the EPA and Putnam: I
am requesting copies of all incoming-and-outgoing correspondence between Adam Putnam (in his capacity as a US
Congressman or the Florida Agriculture Commissioner) and the EPA’s Office of Intergovernmental Relations and Office
of Congressional Affairs from 2001 to 2016. Please note that the term “correspondence” includes all mail, faxes,
memorandum, emails, and formal congressional communications. I also request that you state the specific legal and
factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, should you withhold any. Please identify
each document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are
located in, or originated in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you please refer this request, or any
relevant portion of this request, to the appropriated installation or bureau. To the extent that the information is
available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive that information via email or CD, particularly if providing the
7/13/2017 13:07 information reduces the time or expense involved.

EPA-HQ-2017-009826

EPA-HQ-2017-008367

EPA-HQ-2017-009353

Guardian US

Red Group Analytics

EPA-R2-2017-009307

Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2017-009282
EPA-HQ-2017-009374

Tori Wardamasky
Alex R. Lumaghi

Langan
Dowd & Dowd, P.C.

7/11/2017 19:07
7/11/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-009380

Oliver Milman

Guardian US

7/13/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-009383

Oliver Milman

Guardian US

7/13/2017 13:07

7/12/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-009385

Eric Katz

Government Executive

EPA-HQ-2017-009319

Thomas Brugato

Covington &amp; Burling LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-009421

Ryan Koronowski

ThinkProgress.org

EPA-HQ-2017-009424

Ryan Koronowski

ThinkProgress.org

property at 65 Daly Ave, E Northport - former Deutsche Relays Inc -- records regarding site listings as a NY SHWS, UST,
AST, CBS AST, Spills, SPDES, and CBS site - including documents on former tank systems, groundwater contamination
investigations, remedial reports, action plans, vapor studies, agency inspection reports, notices of violation, closure
plans, etc
Please consider this a formal Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request for records regarding buildings, construction,
chemical spills, underground storage tanks (USTs), monitoring wells, ground water sampling, asbestos abatement,
radon, hazardous materials, and any other documents that your department may have regarding the site at 97 Old
Route 6 in Carmel, Putnam County, New York.
Requesting copies of documents regarding the organophosphate pesticide chlorpyrifos, etc.
Requesting records memorializing non-public meetings between any political appointee of the EPA and any person(s)
representing a private business from January 20, 2017 to the present.
Requesting all administrative records relating to briefings or presentations to the Administrator Scott Pruitt or any
other person in the EPA Ofce of the Administrator from January 20, 2017 to present.

Dear FOIA Official, Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I request records from the Environmental
Protection Agency provided to the Office of Management and Budget in response to OMB directive M-17-22
(Comprehensive Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce).
Specifically, I am requesting these three things EPA was to provide to OMB by June 30, 2017: - A high-level draft of an
Agency Reform Plan that includes long-term workforce reductions. - A plan to maximize employee performance. Immediate actions to achieve near-term workforce reductions and cost savings. This is a request in the news media fee
category. I agree to pay up to $25 for applicable fees if necessary. Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely, Eric Katz Senior Correspondent, Government Executive 600 New Hampshire Ave NW Washington DC 20037
7/14/2017 13:07 202-266-7742
Requesting copy of all records, regardless of the form or format of such records, constituting, referring, or relating in
any way to disclosures provided by or about John P. Giesy in connection with his service on (1) EPA’s Board of Scientific
Counselors, (2) EPA’s Science Advisory Board, and/or (3) any other EPA position (whether official or unofficial, paid or
7/12/2017 13:07 unpaid).
Requesting documents transmitted between Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Associate
Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Denise Anderson, Layne
Bangerter, Millan Hupp, and their schedulers and secretarial staff, and employees of Murray Energy Corporation,
including, but not limited to Robert Murray, his schedulers and secretarial staff, other C-Level executives, government
relations employees, and regulatory employees, and email addresses with the domain names
@murrayenergycorp.com and @coalsource.com, on matters related to: studies related to job losses in the coal
7/14/2017 13:07 industry caused by air emission regulations, etc.
Requesting all correspondences, dated from February 16, 2017 to present, which include but are not necessarily
limited to, written or electronic communications, letters, emails, attachments, phone logs, instant messages, instant
communications, texts, and other documents transmitted to or from the EPA Office of Federal Activities, or employees
thereof, related to or concerning consideration of greenhouse gas emissions and climate in National Environmental
7/14/2017 13:07 Policy Act reviews, etc/

EPA-HQ-2017-009426

EPA-HQ-2017-009453

Ryan Koronowski

ThinkProgress.org

Requesting all correspondences, which include but are not necessarily limited to, written or electronic
communications, letters, emails, attachments, phone logs, instant messages, instant communications, texts, and other
documents transmitted to or from Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Associate Administrator
Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Denise Anderson, Layne Bangerter, Millan
Hupp, and their schedulers and secretarial staff on matters related to: a. the Board of Scientific Counselors, also known
7/14/2017 13:07 as “BOSC”; b. the Science Advisory Board, also known as “SAB”; and c. Deborah Swackhamer.
I request all application materials presented for registration for BASF's dicamba (BAPMA) herbicide Engenia&reg; and
Monsanto Company's dicamba herbicide Xtendimax&reg; (DGA) with VaporGrip Technology&reg; Thank you for your
time and consideration to this matter. I further request any materials, including but not limited to: internal emails and
memorandums of employees of the EPA discussing dicamba, Engenia, or XtendiMax, any communications between
the EPA and Monsanto or BASF regarding dicmaba, XtendiMax, or Engenia, any testing applicable to dicamba, Engenia,
7/17/2017 14:07 or XtendiMax, all final registration materials regarding Engenia and XtendiMax.

Joseph R. Byrd

EPA-HQ-2017-009619

Corbin Hiar

E&amp;E News

EPA-HQ-2017-009459

Sophie Shive

University of Notre Dame

To whom it may concern: I would like all records concerning Deputy Assistant Administrator Nancy Beck's schedule
from her first day at EPA until the date this request is completed. Please include all records that document Beck's
schedule, including but not limited to agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars,
Outlook calendars, programs and timetables. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or
documents in electronic form. FOIA requires that if part of a record is exempt from disclosure, you must redact and
release all segregated parts. Please describe the deleted material in detail and specify the reasons for believing that
the alleged statutory justification applies in this instance. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify
which exemption(s) is (are) claimed for each passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number
of pages in each document and the total number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents
withheld. Such statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination. As required by
FOIA, I look forward to hearing from your office within 20 days in response to this request. Thank you for your
7/20/2017 13:07 consideration.
The names associated with your registry IDs appear to be as of today. I would like a history of the names so that I
know whom the facility belonged to in prior years, not just today. Annual snapshots of REGISTRY_ID and FAC_NAME,
with the historical FAC_NAMES in each year, would do. Better yet, annual snapshots of your ECHO EXPORTER
download database would be great. This is for an academic study and we would like to go back at least to 2007. Thank
7/17/2017 15:07 you.

EPA-HQ-2017-009520
EPA-HQ-2017-009524

Jarrod S. Sharp
Mychal Ozaeta

EarthJustice

Pursuant to the FOIA, please provide any and all emails from EPA employee Jess Rowland that discuss glyphosate. I
7/18/2017 14:07 request a fee waiver. This request is made for a non-commercial purpose. All records will be shared with the public.
7/18/2017 13:07 Requesting records pertaining to Draft Guidance for EPA Authorization of State CCR Permit Programs

EPA-R2-2017-009527

EPA-R2-2017-009634

Under Agency Review

I would like any reports of tests and results done on and in my parents' property (where my mother still lives with my
sister). This is the house I grew up in and am looking for whatever information I can related to the DuPont
&quot;cleanup.&quot; My mother said if she had reports, she misplaced them. This information is vital to the
7/18/2017 15:07 healthcare of me and my siblings. The address is 16 Perrin Avenue, Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442. Thank you.

Erin Petenko

I am requesting records about or relating to EPA violations at the Picatinny Arsenal, EPA Registry ID 110068466537,
from 1980 to 2017, including, where available, the date of the violation, the nature of the violation and any EPA action
7/20/2017 15:07 taken. I am requesting that this records be provided electronically in a machine-readable format if possible.

NJ Advance Media

EPA-HQ-2017-009553

EPA-HQ-2017-009666

EPA-HQ-2017-011489

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

Chantelle T. Mendonsa NRDC

Sarah N. Emerson

VICE

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting any and all documents, including, but
not limited to, notes, e-mails, memos, or any other materials concerning pledges, oaths, requests or agreements, oral
or written, not to disclose information or documents, or pledges, oaths, requests or agreements, oral or written,
having to do with loyalty, allegiance, or similar concepts, made to the President, the Vice President, the Office of the
President or the Office of the Vice President, or any individual working in the White House or the White House
Compound by any and all current and former members of the EPA's leadership team according to the EPA's website,
including, but not limited to, the Director, Acting Director, Chief of Staff, Deputy Directors, and Inspector General,
along with the leadership team’s senior staff, since Nov. 9, 2016. (If you need clarity about this request, I’m looking for
analogs in your agency to the memos that former FBI Director James Comey wrote about a personal loyalty pledge
that the President asked him to give.) Thank you very much for your assistance. If any of the material covered by this
request has been destroyed or removed, please provide all surrounding documentation including, but not limited to, a
description of the action taken regarding the materials and justification for those actions taken.&nbsp; For any
documents or portions you deny due to a specific FOIA exemption, please provide a detailed justification of your
grounds for claiming such exemption, explaining why the exemption is relevant to the document or portion of the
7/18/2017 18:07 document withheld.

Please produce records of the following types in Environmental Protection Agency possession, custody or control: 1.
All records that identify current or past members of the EPA Regulatory Reform Task Force; 2. All records from January
20, 2017 through present regarding the selection of members for the EPA Regulatory Reform Task Force; 3. All records
from March 24, 2017 through present containing the recommendations sent to the EPA Regulatory Reform Task Force
by an EPA office in response to the May 15th deadline set out in Administrator Pruitt’s March 24, 2017 memo
regarding regulatory reform. 4. All records from March 24, 2017 through present containing communications between
the EPA Regulatory Reform Task Force members and each EPA office: ; a) concerning how stakeholder and public
engagement should be conducted and how those decisions were made including who the office considers to be its
stakeholders; b) concerning how or why the means for gathering stakeholder/public input were decided upon; c)
regarding issues and concerns raised in the course of the stakeholder outreach and public comments; d) regarding the
list of recommendations submitted to the Regulatory Reform Task Force 5. All records from March 24, 2017 through
present containing the process and criteria each EPA office used to evaluate proposals for regulations to be repealed,
replaced, or modified. 6. All records from March 24, 2017 through present containing recommendations for
regulations to repeal, replace, or modify made by EPA staff, EPA transition team members, White House staff, or
others outside of the accepted definitions of “stakeholders” and “public.” 7. All records from March 24, 2017 through
present for each EPA office containing a list regulations that, while considered for recommendation to the Regulatory
7/21/2017 2:07 Reform Task Force, were not included in the recommendations.
1) Copies of all emails with “adm14pruitt.scott@epa.gov” in the “To,” “From,” and “Cc” lines, between August 17, 2017
and August 24, 2017. This means all emails sent to and from this address, as well as all emails this address has been
copied on, between this time period 2) Copies of all emails forwarded to and from “adm14pruitt.scott@epa.gov,”
between August 17, 2017 and August 24, 2017. 3) Copies of all Skype chats/instant messages (including group chats)
belonging to the EPA Skype for Business account tied to “adm14pruitt.scott@epa.gov.” Please provide these records
9/14/2017 18:09 on a rolling basis as they become available.

1. Records reflecting instruction from, consultation with, or review by, the White House or the Executive Office of the
President concerning FOIA requests or responses thereto. This includes any records forwarded by the [EPA] for White
House review. Any policies, emails, or memoranda seeking White House review or consultation on FOIA requests and
responses thereto. Any records with references to the phrases “White House equities,” “executive branch
confidentiality interests,” or “executive privilege.”

EPA-HQ-2017-009600
EPA-HQ-2017-009406

EPA-HQ-2017-009574

EPA-HQ-2017-009594

John Paredes
Bridget DiCosmo

Craig Holman

Peter Tyler

Protect Democracy Project
energy intelligence

2. We also request records describing the processing of this request, including records sufficient to identify search
terms used and locations and custodians searched, and any tracking sheets used to track the processing of this
request. If your agency uses FOIA questionnaires or certifications completed by individual custodians or components
to determine whether they possess responsive materials or to describe how they conducted searches, we also request
7/19/2017 18:07 any such records prepared in connection with the processing of this request.
7/14/2017 17:07 Under Agency Review

Public Citizen

Dear Sir or Madam, On behalf of Public Citizen, and pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I
request: 1) Any and all communications—including but not limited to emails, letters, and faxes—to or from any staff of
the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Administrators from or to any consultant at the following “Expert
Network” firms: 1) Gerson Lehrman Group; 2) Primary Global Research; 3) Guidepoint Global LLC; 4) Coleman
Research; or 5) DeMatteo Monness. 2) Any and all records concerning meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video
conferencing, or any other means—between any staff of the Food and Drug Administration’s Office of Administrators
and any consultant at the following “Expert Network” firms: 1) Gerson Lehrman Group; 2) Primary Global Research; 3)
Guidepoint Global LLC; 4) Coleman Research; or 5) DeMatteo Monness. If it is your position that responsive records
exist but that those records (or portions of those records) are exempt from disclosure, please identify the records that
are being withheld and state the basis for the denial for each record being withheld. In addition, please provide the
nonexempt portions of the records. Public Citizen seeks each record in its entirety. Accordingly, please do not redact
7/19/2017 14:07 portions of any record as “non-responsive,” “out of scope,” or the like.

Project On Government
Oversight

I am making this request under the Freedom Of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. Please provide the
following records maintained by your agency or for your agency by a government contractor: • All communications
and records of internal discussions, formal or informal, on how and when to respond to Congressional requests for
information from January 1, 2015 to July 18, 2017. • All records of any agency guidance, formal or informal, or
communication distributed between May 1, 2017 and July 18, 2017, relating to the Department of Justice’s Office of
Legal Counsel opinion of May 1, 2017, titled “Authority of Individual Members of Congress to Conduct Oversight of the
Executive Branch” which seeks to establish new standards for answering congressional requests for information. The
records should be provided to the Project On Government Oversight (POGO) in electronic format (e.g. PDFs, PST,
spreadsheets) via email or on a CD-ROM. If electronic form is not possible due to a specific reason, we request a hard
7/19/2017 17:07 copy format.

I am making this request under the Freedom Of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. Please provide the
following records maintained by your agency or for your agency by a government contractor: • All records of
Congressional correspondence that request information or briefings received by the agency during the months of May
and June 2016, and May and June 2017. • All records of the agency responses to those requests that were received by
the agency during May and June 2016, and May and June 2017. The records should be provided to the Project On
Government Oversight (POGO) in electronic format (e.g. PDFs, PST, spreadsheets) via email or on a CD-ROM. If
electronic form is not possible due to a specific reason, we request a hard copy format.
Please see the attached supporting document for documents being requested. The attached supporting document
contains document ID number, date, title, page number, author, citation/organization, and addressee of documents
being requested. If you have any questions, please contact me at 602-234-7853.
Any and all information and documents regarding the company Johnson Controls, Inc., also known as Johnson Controls
Battery Group, Inc. and any investigations and/or findings of the release of hazardous substances, specifically lead by
said company.
Requesting copies of prepared remarks (talking points, written speeches, scripts, powerpoint presentations, etc) for
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt when he has attended external events.

EPA-HQ-2017-009595

Peter Tyler

Project On Government
Oversight

EPA-R9-2017-011792

Heather Hampstead

Jennings Haug & Cunningham

EPA-R5-2017-009418

Michael O'Neill

Martin &amp; Squires, P.A.

EPA-HQ-2017-009538

Nick Surgey

7/18/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-009539

Nick Surgey

Requesting all emails and other correspondence in the possession of the EPA Office of the Administrator (AO) that
7/18/2017 13:07 concern the award for Scott Pruitt from the National Stripper Well Association (March 2017).

EPA-HQ-2017-009559
EPA-HQ-2017-009659

Ruthann Caudill
Colin Byrd

EPA-R2-2017-009687 Matt Gallo
EPA-R10-2017-009698 Scott Bronstein

7/19/2017 17:07

9/26/2017 0:09

7/14/2017 19:07

self

7/18/2017 20:07
7/20/2017 13:07

WSP
CNN

7/21/2017 19:07
7/21/2017 22:07

VICE Media LLC

7/25/2017 14:07
7/25/2017 14:07

Dear Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters FOIA online, Oklahoma Attorney General Pruitt is hiding a known
serial rapist of black women named Holtzclaw. Pruitt became one of Trumps first picks and Governor Fallin was almost
immediately added to Trumps transition team. I have been collecting evidence of Oklahoma's rol in collusion for
Trump's election for many months. What documentation was given for qualification by Trump or can you locate that
has anything with Holtzlcaw and Attorney General Pruitt? This is going to other Federal Agents. Thanks
Requesting Scott Pruitt's email address.
36 Newburgh Road Hackettstown, Washington Township, Morris County, New Jersey 07840 SPECIFICALLY: The address
appears on the RCRA Corrective Action Database, as well as the CERCLIS-NFRAP (SEMS Archive) databases. We request
all information related to RCRA Corrective action, preliminary assessments, documented or suspected hazardous
waste/material releases and/or other correspondence regarding the consideration/evaluation of the site for the
National Priorities List.
All records between EPA, Pebble Mine and Pebble Partnership dated: June 26, 2017 to July 21, 2017.
Requesting records, documents, emails and other correspondence in the possession of EPA custodian Mandy
Gunasekara .
Requesting records held by the Ethics Office within the EPA Office of General Counsel.
Requesting copies of all records concerning authorization for and the costs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's use of
noncommercial aircraft for any official travel since his confirmation on February 17, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-009758
EPA-HQ-2017-009762

Nick Surgey
Ruben Davis

EPA-HQ-2017-011887

Muhammad Salem

9/28/2017 16:09

Muhammad Salem

Requesting copies of all records containing, reflecting, documenting, summarizing, or otherwise relating to
communications (including emails, telephone call logs, calendar entries, meeting agendas, or any other records
reflecting communications) between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and any coal industry companies, organizations,
museums, and non-profits (including the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity, the American Fuels Coalition,
9/22/2017 16:09 Americans For Balanced Energy Choices, etc.) since December 7, 2016.

EPA-HQ-2017-011740

EPA-HQ-2017-010748

Muhammad Salem

EPA-HQ-2017-009767

Ren Smith

Working Narratives

7/25/2017 15:07

EPA-HQ-2017-009845
EPA-HQ-2017-010335

Kevin Li
Abigail Dillen

Iowa Institue For Public
Accountability
Earthjustice

7/27/2017 13:07
8/8/2017 20:08

EPA-HQ-2017-009800
EPA-HQ-2017-009799

Austin Evers
Austin Evers

American Oversight
American Oversight

7/25/2017 20:07
7/25/2017 20:07

8/23/2017 2:08

EPA-HQ-2017-009715

Caelyn Palmer

Pepco Holdings

EPA-R2-2017-009897
EPA-HQ-2018-008152

Katherine Eldridge
Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

I would like all records containing, reflecting, documenting, summarizing, or otherwise relating to communications
(including emails, telephone call logs, calendar entries, meeting agendas, or any other records reflecting
communications) between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and former White House Chief Strategist Stephen Bannon
regarding potential changes in regulations regarding climate change.
Requesting all correspondence between the email address Beck.nancy@Epa.gov and email accounts including the
domain name &quot;@americanchemistry.com&quot; since January 20, 2017.
Requesting the release of all reports, memoranda, emails, deliberations, notes, or other records issued, drafted,
prepared, or otherwise created for or by EPA arising from or relating to FOIA request EPA-HQ-2017-007486. Records
available online from FOIAonline may be excluded.
Under Agency Review
Requesting records regarding Elizabeth “Tate” Bennett, Deputy Administrator for Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations
Requesting records regarding Nancy Beck, Deputy Assistant Administrator.

Documents related to the following consumer information sheets: &quot;Inorganic Arsenical Pressure-Treated
Wood&quot; (Sept. 1985); &quot;Creosote Pressure-Treated Wood&quot; (Aug. 1987); &quot;Pentachlorophenol
Pressure-Treated Wood&quot; (Aug. 1987). Each document was used by the American Wood Preservers Institute and
stamped &quot;Approved by the U.S. Environment Protection Agency.&quot; Seeking all documents related to or used
in developing these sheets or related to approval of these sheets by the EPA. Also seeking any prior or subsequent
7/24/2017 15:07 versions of these documents. Sample copies of the documents are attached for reference.
Requesting files associated with 345 Walsh Drive in Parsippany, New Jersey (Site ID 0202773, Site EPA ID
NJD048806616). Requesting information regarding RCRA CORRACTS corrective action, as well as 1989 NPL assessment
7/28/2017 15:07 and NFRAP decision.
5/30/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review

I request any and all communication records between the Business Council for International Understanding, including
but not limited to Peter Tichansky, Matthew Calardo and anyone else with an e-mail ending with “@bciu.org”, and any
of the following EPA employees: EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt (including all four of his e-mail addresses and any
others not yet known to the public), Samantha Dravis, Ryan Jackson, Millan Hupp, Lincoln Ferguson, Kevin
Chmielewski, Forrest McMurray and Liz Bowman.

EPA-HQ-2018-006839

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-006406

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

Please look at any documents or communication records relating to the Thursday, June 20, 2017 at 3:30 PM meeting
where Pruitt spoke at the Hay Adams Hotel, including but not limited to Pruitt’s prepared remarks for this event, a list
4/19/2018 20:04 of everyone who attended the meeting, any notes or handouts from the meeting and follow-up from the meeting.
Please send any and all documents, receipts, correspondence, meeting notes, call logs or other communications
between senior resource officials across the EPA headquarters and political appointees across the EPA regarding
4/9/2018 21:04 expenditures and the hiring, firing and reassigning of employees

EPA-HQ-2018-006175

EPA-HQ-2018-000613

Rachel Leven

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

Please send any and all correspondence (e-mail or written), agenda sheets, appointments, day calendars, meeting
notes and summaries, call logs or other records showing interactions between Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Mandy
Gunasekara, Samantha Dravis, Sarah Greenwalt, Matthew Leopold, Erik Baptist and the law firm Hunton & Williams (email addresses ending @huntonak.com) referring to “exports” as well as any of the following terms: “coal,” “oil,”
“fossil fuels,” or “gas.” Please separately search for correspondence between these entities that include the term
“Morocco.” At minimum, please look for correspondence with each of the following e-mails:
dduncan@HuntonAK.com; kfinto@HuntonAK.com; rrolfe@HuntonAK.com; brosser@HuntonAK.com; and
4/4/2018 14:04 gsibley@HuntonAK.com.

Center for Public Integrity

I request any and all communication records (including e-mails, texts, instant messages and other records), scheduling
documents, itinerary, call logs, receipts of spending charged to the federal government and other records describing
Scott Pruitt’s trip to Italy on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency. This should include any planning for,
10/16/2017 20:10 discussions during and considerations after the trip occurred. The trip occurred around June 7, 2017.
I request any and all correspondence on changing or proposing to change the roles of the Office of Research and
Development and/or the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention in carrying out the “Integrated Risk
Information System” or “IRIS.”
Please search the following employees’ e-mails for this correspondence: Scott Pruitt, Richard Yamada, Samantha
Dravis, Sarah Greenwalt, Mandy Gunasekara, Ryan Jackson, Nancy Beck, Robert Kavlock, Liz Bowman, and Wendy
Cleland-Hamnett. Please execute the search for the timeframe of Feb. 17, 2017 through the date this request is
processed.

EPA-HQ-2018-001027

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

Please also send any e-mails on this issue between any of these individuals and any individual representing the
American Chemistry Council, using an e-mail that ends with “@americanchemistry.com” or otherwise working for the
American Chemistry Council. These lobbying firms have been on retainer for the group so far in 2017: Holland &
Knight, The Russell Group, Inc., Baker & Hostetler LLP, Mehlman Castagnetti Rosen & Thomas Inc., Ogilvy Government
Relations, CGCN Group LLC, Polsinelli PC, Dentons US LLP, Schumacher Partners International LLC, Mercury and
10/25/2017 18:10 Beveridge & Diamond PC.

EPA-HQ-2018-000532

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

Please send any and all guidance from political appointees to career press officers on working with the press that was
10/13/2017 20:10 issued from President Donald Trump’s inauguration, Jan. 20, 2017, to the date this search is executed.

Please send any copies and/or transcripts of the following speeches or other remarks given by Scott Pruitt at:
(1) the National Association of Manufacturers event in Scottsdale, Arizona on March 6;
(2) American Petroleum Institute’s Executive Committee and Board of Directors Dinner at Trump International Hotel
on March 22;
(3) Ag America Caucus at J.W. Marriott in Washington, D.C. on April 5; National Association of Royalty Owners
Convention at the Embassy Suites Hilton Norman Hotel & Convention Center on April 21;
(4) National Mining Association’s spring board of directors meeting on April 24 at the Ritz Carlton Golf Resort in Naples,
Fla.;
(5) Alliance Resource Partners LP Board of Directors meeting on April 26 at the Trump International Hotel in
Washington, D.C.;
(6) Portland Cement Association event on May 9 in Washington, DC;
(7) the Heritage Foundation event May 11 (2017 Resource Bank Meeting) in Colorado Springs, Colo.;
(8) Manhattan Institute Board Meeting at the Union League Club in New York, N.Y. on May 17;
(9) American Iron and Steel event at the Four Seasons Hotel on May 23; the American Exploration & Production
Council’s annual Washington CEO meeting in Russell Senate Office Building on May 24;
(10) the Energy and Environment Symposium at the City Club of Washington on May 24;
(11) the US Oil and Gas Association Board of Directors and Executive Committee Annual Meeting at the Hay Adams
Hotel on May 25; and
(12) the American Chemistry Council’s 2017 chairman’s dinner, board of directors & related events on Nov. 9 at the
Sanctuary in Kiawah Island, South Carolina.

EPA-HQ-2018-001388

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-001387

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-000622

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-000623

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

Please also send any documents containing any reference to the drafting of these speeches or follow-up from these
11/6/2017 16:11 speeches. I am available to discuss clarifying and potentially narrowing this request.
Please send any documents from regulated entities that contain any reference to potential compliance deadline
extensions related to agency actions or requirements. Please send any information about meetings that discuss
potential compliance deadline extensions, including meeting notes or emails describing the purpose of the meeting.
Please also send any documents that contain information related to follow up activity from the meetings or initial
documents, including emails or letters that reference the potential compliance deadline extensions. Please look for
these letters from Feb. 17 through the date this request is processed. I am available to discuss clarifying and
11/6/2017 16:11 potentially narrowing this request.
Please send any and all versions of Scott Pruitt’s calendar at the agency from June 1, 2017 to the date this search is
conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf of Pruitt himself by an assistant or someone else. Please
produce the calendar entries in memo form to include all invitees, any notes and all attachments. Please do not limit
your search to Outlook calendars (for example, please include paper or electronic calendars maintained elsewhere
that reflect how the administrator spends his time during official business hours and how he works on official business
10/17/2017 13:10 tasks.
Please send the most complete and up-to-date version of Samantha Dravis’s calendar at the agency from June 1, 2017
to the date this search is conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf of Dravis herself by an assistant or
10/17/2017 13:10 someone else

EPA-HQ-2018-000614

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2018-000214

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

I request any and all communication records (including e-mails, texts, instant messages and other records), scheduling
documents, itineraries, call logs, receipts of spending charged to the federal government and other records describing
Scott Pruitt’s trips to New York on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency. Please search from February 17
through the date this request is processed. Please start by searching Mr. Pruitt’s records, but also please at least
search records from Ryan Jackson, Millan Hupp, Liz Bowman, J.P. Freire and Samantha Dravis on Pruitt’s New York
10/16/2017 20:10 travel, as well.
I request any and all e-mails sent to individuals outside of the Trump administration from Liz Bowman, assistant
administrator for the EPA’s Office of Public Affairs (Bowman.Liz@epa.gov) from May 14, 2017 through the date that
10/6/2017 13:10 this request is processed.

I request any and all communications between Elizabeth “Liz” Bowman and employees of the Environmental
Protection Agency while she worked for the American Chemistry Council—from October 2012 to March 2017.
Specifically, the e-mail address appearing would be liz_bowman@americanchemistry.com. Please start with e-mails
between Bowman (at the ACC e-mail) and Scott Pruitt, Michael Abboud, Layne Bangerter, Don Benton, Byron Brown,
Patrick J. Davis, Doug Ericksen, Lincoln Ferguson, David Fotouhi, Holly W. Greaves, Sarah Greenwalt, Amanda
Gunasekara, Dawn Michelle Hale, Sydney Morgan Hupp, Milan Hupp, Ryan Jackson, Justin Schwab, John Konkus, David
W. Kreutzer, Troy Lyons, Charles Munoz, David Schnare and George Sugiyama. Under the Obama administration,
please start with e-mails between Bowman (at the ACC e-mail) and the individuals who filled the positions of associate
administrator for the Office of Public Engagement and Environmental Education, chief of staff for that office, director
of public engagement and environmental education, deputy director of public engagement and public health based
initiatives, special assistant for public engagement and program specialist for that office. Please also check the e-mails
of the individuals who filled the positions of EPA administrator, EPA chief of staff, director of scheduling and advance,
assistant administrator for the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, deputy assistant administrator for
that office, senior policy counsel for that office, scheduler for that office, the assistant administrator for the Office of
10/6/2017 13:10 Air and Radiation and the assistant administrator for the Office of Policy.
8/7/2017 20:08 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-000213
EPA-HQ-2017-010277

Rachel Leven
Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity
Center for Public Integrity

EPA-HQ-2017-010063
EPA-HQ-2017-010027

Rachel Leven
Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity
Center for Public Integrity

The number of e-mails Scott Pruitt has sent and received from Feb. 17, 2017 to the date this request is processed
8/1/2017 19:08 (recorded per week) from his agency e-mail address. Please include his e-mails from Pruitt.scott@epa.gov.
8/1/2017 13:08 Please see attached.

1. Any e-mails to or from scott.pruitt@me.com and Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Henry Darwin, Byron Brown, Kevin
Chmielewski, Alex Dominguez, Nicholas Falvo, Hayley Ford, Sarah Greenwalt, Mandy Gunasekara, Michelle Hale,
Millan Hupp, Albert "Kell" Kelly, Forrest McMurray, Madeline Morris, Carlos Munoz, Ken Wagner, Samantha Dravis,
Brittany Bolen, Daisy Letendre, Will Lovell, George Sugiyama, Troy Lyons, Liz Bowman, Holly Greaves, Patrick Traylor,
Erik Baptist, Lee Forsgren, Patrick Davis, Nancy Beck and Richard Yamada.

EPA-HQ-2017-010026
EPA-HQ-2017-010004

Rachel Leven
Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity
Center for Public Integrity

2. Please send the Freedom of Information requests listed below. Please include the original request letter, the
response to said request from your agency, and all letters, attachments, enclosures, or any other documents that were
8/1/2017 13:08 provided with the response to the request. The request is EPA-HQ-2017-004238
7/31/2017 18:07 Under Agency Review

All call sheets made by or to, or otherwise prepared for, Scott Pruitt, including names, the time of call, the duration of
calls, requests for the call, who was present for the call, any correspondence or documents prepared for, and notes
from or following up from the call.
EPA-HQ-2017-010001
EPA-HQ-2017-009913

EPA-HQ-2017-009899

Rachel Leven
Rachel Leven

Rachel Leven

EPA-HQ-2017-010054

Todd J. Shields

EPA-R2-2017-009941

Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-009834

Julia Fonseca

EPA-HQ-2018-007169

Ali West

Center for Public Integrity
Center for Public Integrity

7/31/2017 18:07 Please send these materials for the time period of Feb. 17, 2017 to the date this request is processed.
7/28/2017 18:07 Under Agency Review

Center for Public Integrity

George Sugiyama's title as of the date of this request; the number of e-mails he has sent and received from May 1,
2017 to the date this request is processed (recorded by week); copies of all e-mails he has sent from
sugiyama.george@epa.gov from May 1, 2017 to the date this request is processed; his schedule from May 1, 2017 to
the date this request is processed; his general schedule employee pay-scale the date this request is processed; any call
logs for the phone number 202-564-3054 from May 1, 2017 to the date this request is processed; and his current
7/28/2017 15:07 employment status from May 1, 2017 to the date this request is processed (eg. active, on leave, etc.).

Bloomberg News

I request from the Environmental Protection Agency all communications (including, but not limited to, email and text
messages) between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and Comcast Senior Vice President For Global Government Affairs
Rick Smotkin. The time frame for my request is January 20, 2017 through June 29, 2017. With regard to my request for
text messages as part of this request, I am aware based on publicly released records that Administrator Pruitt and Mr.
8/1/2017 18:08 Smotkin have communicated about official matters via text message.
7/29/2017 3:07 Under Agency Review

DCCC

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, et seq.) and EPA regulations (40 C.F.R. &sect;
2.100 et seq.) Pima County hereby requests copies of the following documents: 1. Any communication between USEPA
and Arizona state agencies concerning the Rosemont Copper Company &sect; 404 permit application, including
correspondence between EPA administration and the Arizona Governor’s Office, from November 1, 2016 to date of
your receipt of this letter; 2. Any communication between USEPA and Arizona state agencies concerning the Rosemont
Copper Company &sect; 401 Water Quality Certification, or surface water quality standards and rules with reference to
the Rosemont mine or streams in the area of the Rosemont mine site from November 1, 2016 to date of your receipt
of this letter; 3. Any communication between USEPA and Arizona state agencies concerning Arizona’s Triennial review
or Arizona Outstanding Waters, including communications between EPA administration and the Arizona Governor’s
7/26/2017 19:07 Office, from November 1, 2016 to date of your receipt of this letter
I request access to and copies of congressional correspondence to or from any officials at the EPA and Rep. Pete
4/30/2018 18:04 Sessions between January 1, 1997, and April 30, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-005587

Ali West

DCCC

EPA-HQ-2017-010416

Ali West

DCCC

EPA-HQ-2017-010392

Laura Strickler

EPA-R2-2017-009905

Daniela Marando

EPA-HQ-2016-010759
EPA-HQ-2017-010411

David O. Frederick
William Barnes

CBS News

Harris Beach PLLC
Frederick, Perales, Allmon
&amp; Rockwell PC

EPA-HQ-2017-010614

Mary Grant

Food & Water Watch

EPA-R2-2017-010540

Jesse Dunbar

Barclay Damon LLP

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, et seq., I request access to and copies of all
logs of congressional correspondence regarding correspondence to or from any officials at National FOIA Officer and
Rep. Keith Rothfus between January 1, 2013, and March 15, 2018. Please search for responsive records regardless of
format, medium, or physical characteristics. Where possible, please produce records electronically, in PDF or TIF
format, via email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. If your office
cannot honor this preference, I am willing to discuss the most cost-effective and efficient means of duplication. I agree
to pay reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $200. However,
please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. If any records are withheld or
redacted, I request that you state the specific legal and factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of
documents. Please identify each document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release and
provide an index of those documents as required under Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied,
415 U.S. 977 (2972). Please describe each document claimed as exempt including the consequences of supplying the
sought-after information. If it is your determination that some portions of requested records are exempt, please
disclose any reasonably segregable non-exempt portions of the requested records. If requested documents are located
in another installation or bureau, I respectfully request that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this
3/19/2018 16:03 request to the appropriate installation or bureau.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, et seq., I request access to and copies of all
logs of congressional correspondence regarding correspondence to or from any officials at the EPA and Rep. Scott
8/10/2017 18:08 Taylor between January 3, 2017, and August 1, 2017.
CBS News is requesting any and all documents, emails, communications, bills, schedules, itineraries, flight plans,
charter contracts, purchase orders and/or documents from a charter company for Administrator Scott Pruitt's trip to
Silverton, Colorado on August 4, 2017 from July 15, 2017 through August 9, 2017. These documents may be stored or
8/9/2017 20:08 held on EPA servers and/or Icloud or cloud databases not housed at the EPA.
In response to FOIA Request EPA-R2-2016-000133, EPA previously provided a copy of a questionnaire to TCI of NY LLC
dated February 13, 2013 (EPA document #688123). Please provide a copy of the responses to the questionnaire as
7/28/2017 17:07 submitted by TCI of NY LLC or a statement that no response to the questionnaire exists as soon as practical.
9/23/2016 15:09 Under Agency Review
8/7/2017 15:08 Under Agency Review
All public records and communication (including postal mail, e-mails, memoranda, meeting minutes, meeting agendas
and reports) between agency staff and the White House Office of American Innovation and its staff, including Jared
Kushner, Chris Liddell, Reed Cordish and Matt Lira referencing water systems, sewer, wastewater, stormwater, water
8/18/2017 14:08 infrastructure, privatization, or public-private partnerships
Freedom of Information Act Request to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency relating to Brewer Marina and
8/15/2017 23:08 Boathouse Glen Cove, New York

Please produce documents containing the name of the Contractor or person responsible for posting document on the
glyphosate re-registration review docket for the period of April 1, 2016 to May 31, 2016. For that same time period
please produce any documents reflecting communications between any EPA employees and the contractor or person
who posted &quot;GLYPHOSATE: Report of the Cancer Assessment Review Committee&quot;the glyphosate reregistration review docket in April of 2016. Please identify the name of the person who posted the document
&quot;GLYPHOSATE: Report of the Cancer Assessment Review Committee&quot; on the glyphosate re-registration
review docket in April of 2016. We are specifically looking for any documents reflecting an instruction, request or order
to post the CARC report on the Glyphosate re-registration document. Please produce any documents identifying the
EPA employees involved with instructing the contractor or person to post the CARC report on the glyphosate re8/2/2017 13:08 registration docket.

EPA-HQ-2017-010082

Jeffrey Travers

EPA-R4-2017-009868

Elizabeth A. Jones

Southern Environmental Law
Center

7/27/2017 19:07 Please see attached FOIA from Catherine M. Wannamaker

EPA-R3-2017-010751

Mark L. Greenfogel

Warren Environmental Counsel

8/23/2017 14:08 communications of Melissa Karlick withdrawn from request

EPA-HQ-2017-010115

Zahra Hirji

BuzzFeed News

8/2/2017 20:08 Requesting any and all records in possession of the EPA that mentions or refers to Scott Pruitt’s “blue team” exercise

EPA-HQ-2017-010113

Zahra Hirji

BuzzFeed News

8/2/2017 20:08 Requesting any and all records in possession of the EPA that mentions or refers to Scott Pruitt’s “red team” exercise

EPA-HQ-2017-010118
EPA-HQ-2017-010532

Nicholas Kusnetz
Mychal Ozaeta

InsideClimate News
EarthJustice

On behalf of InsideClimate News, I'd like to request copies of the following documents: • Any emails or other written
communication, including notes, memos, and social media correspondence between Michelle Hale and Scott Pruitt. •
Any emails to or from Michelle Hale that mention the words “Scott” or “Pruitt” or “administrator” or “admin” or
“admn”. I'd like to limit my request to emails dated between June 15, 2017 and July 15, 2017. I request that documents
be provided in electronic format where possible. If you decide to withhold an exempt portion of any record, please
release all other segregable parts. If you withhold any record or portion of a record, please specify which statutory
exemptions are claimed for each withholding. Please describe each record withheld, including its date and size (e.g.,
amount of electronic memory or number of pages). If you have any questions you can reach me at 917-719-0671, or
by email at nicholas.kusnetz@insideclimatenews.org. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Nicholas
8/2/2017 21:08 Kusnetz
8/15/2017 19:08 Requesting Information Pertaining to State Applications for EPA Authorization of CCR Permit Programs

EPA-HQ-2017-010421

Ariel Wittenberg

EPA-HQ-2017-010452

William Jordan

EPA-HQ-2017-010454

Sarah Emerson

EPA-HQ-2017-011761

EPA-HQ-2017-010306

EPA-HQ-2017-010305

Ike Swetlitz

Ike Swetlitz

Ike Swetlitz

Motherboard

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I am writing to request any records related to the
process, planning or criteria used to decide which states would be visited by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt on his
“State Action Tour,” which began in Utah on July 18, 2017 and any records related to the process, planning or criteria
used to decide which non-EPA persons, organizations or entities to invite to attend any meeting with EPA officials
during the “State Action Tour.” Additionally, I request any records related to any invitation extended to any person,
organization or entity outside the EPA, to attend any meeting with EPA officials during the “State Action Tour,” and
includes but is not limited to any records of the invited parties’ responses. I also request any records related to
decisions or discussions concerning any person, organization or entity outside EPA that were not invited to “State
Action Tour” meetings, only insofar as the records concern whether to extend invitations or reasons why invitations
were not extended. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the
following individuals: Ken Wagner, Tate Bennett, Preston Cory, Millan Hupp, Forrest McMurray, Ryan Jackson, Scott
Pruitt, Daisy Letendre, Michael Abboud, Amy Graham, Jahan Wilcox, Liz Bowman, James Hewitt, John Konkus, and
8/10/2017 19:08 Lincoln Ferguson. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form.
Requesting copy of the spreadsheets identifying human incidents resulting from exposure to restricted use pesticides
that was used to develop and support the estimates of benefits of imposing new requirements on certified applicators
8/11/2017 18:08 through the final amendments to Applicator Certification rule.
Requesting all records generated in connection with the removal of any computer or laptop device from the personal
8/11/2017 18:08 EPA office of Scott Pruitt.

STAT

I am writing to request any and all materials developed between July 25, 2017 and September 25, 2017 pursuant to
Recommendation 36, &quot;Engage Superfund Communities in Cleanup and Redevelopment&quot; of the Superfund
Task Force Recommendations, a report which was dated July 25, 2017 and is available online here:
9/25/2017 13:09 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-07/documents/superfund_task_force_report.pdf

E&amp;E News

STAT

I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: any and all reports written by your agency's
Regulatory Reform Task Force (this is the task force mandated in Executive Order 13777). In order to help to determine
my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a journalist with STAT, a national health and medical science
publication. We publish all of our stories online at&nbsp;www.statnews.com. This request is being made as part of
8/8/2017 16:08 news gathering, and it is not for commercial use.&nbsp;

STAT

I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: any and all exemption requests dated between
April 5, 2017 and August 8, 2017 sent to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management
and Budget pertaining to Executive Order 13771, which are described in Q33 on p.13 of the Office of Management and
Budget memorandum M-17-21 issued on April 5, 2017, which is available online here:&nbsp;
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/memoranda/2017/M-17-21-OMB.pdf In order to help
to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a journalist with STAT, a national health and medical
science publication. We publish all of our stories online at&nbsp;www.statnews.com. This request is being made as
8/8/2017 15:08 part of news gathering, and it is not for commercial use.&nbsp;

EPA-R2-2017-010310

Shane DeAugustinis

EPA-R2-2017-011891

Caitlin Dolan

EPA-R2-2017-011505

Caitlin Dolan

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions Inc

Dear Sir or Madam: Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental
assessment of the referenced property. The purpose of this letter is to request any information which may be in your
files in connection with the subject property and/or any of the adjacent properties. Please review your files for any of
the following: Ÿ Environmental or Health related violations, incidents, complaints, etc. Ÿ Community Right to Know
(RTK) Information Ÿ Underground Storage Tank (UST) registration records, installation/removal permits, etc. Ÿ
Hazardous substance (including petroleum) inventories, discharges, leaks, spills, etc. Ÿ Monitoring well, potable well,
or other well installation records Ÿ Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) or ECRA correspondence Ÿ Groundwater
contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) Ÿ Declaration of Environmental Restrictions
(DERs) Ÿ Air emission permits, records Ÿ Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records Thank you in advance for your
help regarding this matter. In the event that there is a fee associated with obtaining this information, or if your office
would rather make the file available for my review, please do not hesitate to call me at (201) 876-9400. Our fax
8/8/2017 16:08 number is (201) 876-9563.
PS&amp;S Engineering is formally requesting the following records for 600 Stewart Ave, Garden City, NY 11530: (RCRACESQG - EPA ID: NYD991304510) ------ (SHWS – Program: HW – Site Code: 378995 – Region: 1 – Classification: A – HW
9/28/2017 17:09 Code: 130120) ------ (Brownfields Program – Site Code:57412 – HW Code C130120 – SWIS 3020)
Site: Mitchel Field, Commercial Ave, Garden City. PSS Engineering is formally requesting the following records of: •
Violations regarding solid or liquid wastes and hazardous materials; • Underground or Aboveground storage tanks; •
Closure or removal of Underground or Aboveground storage tanks • Spills or releases of petroleum products •
Environmental investigations conducted and Remedial Phase Reports (SIR, RAR, RAWP, RAR, or SMP reports) •
Groundwater monitoring wells • Official correspondence from the Dept. including “No Further Action Letters” or
“Certificates of Closure”. -- Site ID #: NYD980760425 -- Spill #s: S100667538; S105058431; S109580087; S100147681;
9/15/2017 14:09 S102138457

EPA-R2-2017-011507

Caitlin Dolan

9/15/2017 14:09

EPA-R2-2017-010439

Caitlin Dolan

8/11/2017 15:08

EPA-R3-2017-010260

Colby Bryson

EPA-R1-2017-010144

Linda M. Baldwin

Litchfield Cavo
State of New York, Department
of State

8/7/2017 16:08
8/3/2017 15:08

Site ID: NYD986994101, 306-312 Hempstead Ave, Malverne. PS&amp;S Engineering is formally requesting the
following records of: • Violations regarding solid or liquid wastes and hazardous materials; • Underground or
Aboveground storage tanks; • Closure or removal of Underground or Aboveground storage tanks • Spills or releases of
petroleum products • Environmental investigations conducted and Remedial Phase Reports (SIR, RAR, RAWP, RAR, or
SMP reports) • Groundwater monitoring wells • Official correspondence from the Dept. including “No Further Action
Letters” or “Certificates of Closure”.
PS&amp;S Engineering formally requests any – spill records, contamination records, sampling records, and maps –
pertaining to the Federal NPL Site with Registry ID 110009303967 (Primary Name: Old Roosevelt Field Contaminated
Gw Area) located on Clinton Road/Old Country Road in Garden City, NY.
Any and all documents and information pertaining and/or related to the Pikewood National Golf Club, located at 3055
Kingwood Pike, Morgantown, WV 26508. This Request seeks information and documents that include, but are not
limited to: permit applications; compliance and/or non compliance documents; any and all correspondence;
maps/diagrams/drawings/schematics; and any and all other documents and/or information related to the Pikewood
National Golf Club.
Re: Ocean Disposal; Designation of a Dredged Material Disposal Site in Eastern Region of Long Island Sound;
Connecticut (See Attached - 3 pages).

All records since April 25, 2017 concerning EPA reconsideration, and postponement of compliance deadlines, of the
“Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category” rule
(the “Steam Electric ELGs rule”).
1. Records created, stored, or received by the EPA Administrator, any of the Administrator’s staff, or the EPA Office of
Water concerning reconsideration of the Steam Electric ELGs rule;
2. Communications between EPA (or the Department of Justice) and the Utility Water Act Group, the law firm Hunton
& Williams LLP, and/or any other entity or individual representing an electric generating utility or the utility industry,
concerning the Steam Electric ELGs rule;

EPA-HQ-2017-010217

Thomas Cmar

EPA-R3-2018-007105
EPA-HQ-2017-010300

Leah Rodriguez-Soto
Colin Byrd

EPA-HQ-2017-009954

Ricardas Cepas

Earthjustice

3. Records reflecting communications between EPA (or the Department of Justice) and the White House, the U.S. Small
Business Administration, the Tennessee Valley Authority, or any other federal agency concerning the Steam Electric
8/4/2017 19:08 ELGs rule.
Thank you in advance for your assistance. We are considering taking over the management responsibilities of a
Manufactured Home Community in the state of Delaware. The fulfillment of this request will help us complete our due
diligence. Please accept this communication as a request, under the Freedom of Information Act, for any and all
documentation or records, past, present or future, relating to the properties listed below. If the scope of the request
needs to be narrowed, we are most interested in permits and/or violations that relate to these properties. Regarding
the word “future”, we would like to know if there is anything now that may impact this property in the future.
Property: Shady Park Address: 36773 Lighthouse Rd, Selbyville, DE 19975 PIN: 533-12.00-92.00 We are willing to pay
fees if necessary, please contact us if the amount exceeds $250. This is a non-commercial request. We are completing
due diligence on our own behalf. Your findings and response may be sent by: Email: lrodriguez@rhp-properties.com
Mail: Attn: Leah Rodriguez RHP Properties, Inc. 31200 Northwestern Hwy. Farmington Hills, MI 48334 If any questions
arise please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you again for your time. Leah Rodriguez Executive Assistant Phone
4/27/2018 13:04 (248) 538-5977
8/8/2017 14:08 Scott Pruitt's email address. Please kindly respond via email.
I would like to ask for disclosure of “conditional fuel economy label” issued to Tesla, Inc. and its affiliates to start sales
for Model 3 car without official Monroney sticker. Also of manufacturer’s test data for Model 3 submitted to EPA if
7/31/2017 13:07 any, and EPA's own test data in electronic format.

EPA-HQ-2018-000645
EPA-HQ-2017-010231

Rebecca Charen
Lauren E. Ross

EPA-HQ-2018-007869

Taylor S. Amarel

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq. (“FOIA”), I request copies of all documents
outlined in detail below: • Any direct correspondence with Louis (“Lou”) Barletta or the staff or representatives of
Louis Barletta, in his capacity as a United States Congressman, mayor, or as a private citizen (January 3, 2011 –
present). • Any Freedom of Information Act requests filed regarding Louis (“Lou”) Barletta or the staff or
representatives of Louis Barletta, in his capacity as a United States Congressman, mayor, or as a private citizen and
their responsive documents (January 3, 2011 – present). Direct correspondence should include letters, emails, reports,
and other relevant material. I am not seeking any secondary material such as phone logs, notations of conversation,
etc. If any records are withheld or redacted, I request that you state the specific legal and factual grounds for
withholding any documents or portions of documents, please identify each document that falls with scope of this
request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are located in another installation or bureau, I request
that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this request to the appropriate installation or bureau. To
the extent that the responsive records are available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive the information via
email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise, I will expect to
receive the information in paper form. To help assess my status for copying and mailing fees, please note that I am
gathering information for research purposes and not for commercial activities. I am willing to pay all reasonable costs
incurred in locating and duplicating these materials. But please contact me prior to processing to approve any fees or
10/17/2017 16:10 charges incurred in excess of $150. Thank you for your cooperation with this request.
8/7/2017 23:08 Under Agency Review
I would like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Scott Pruitt from January 1, 2018 to present day containing
5/22/2018 3:05 the non-case-sensitive key-string &quot;FOIA&quot;.

Kara E. McKenna

Cause of Action Institute

Requesting all comments, suggestions and ideas submitted by the public to in response to the Notice of Request for
Comment on Government-Wide Reform, 12 whether through https://www.whitehouse.gov/reorganizing-the-executi
ve-branch, Regulations.gov, or any other means, written or electronic, that were organized by the Office of
8/1/2017 16:08 Management and Budget and sent to the Environmental Protection Agency.

The Washington Post

Any and all email/written correspondence with any representatives of the Trump Organization, Trump Golf, National
Golf Course Owners Association, Golf Course Superintendents Association of America, and/or Institute for Energy
Research regarding the Waters of the United States rule (Clean Water Rule). This request applies to members of the
8/4/2017 19:08 EPA Office of the Administrator, Office of Water and Office of Policy, from Nov. 9, 2016 to Aug. 4, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-010097

EPA-HQ-2017-010216

EPA-HQ-2018-004944

Michelle Lee

Sarah Posner

Herring &amp; Panzer LLP

self

1. All communications, including, but not limited to, emails, memos, letters, phone messages, notes, text messages,
between Administrator Scott Pruitt (including his employees, assistants, and representatives) and any employee or
representative of the Christian Broadcasting Network, regarding Mr. Pruitt appearing on the Christian Broadcasting
Network, from January 20, 2017, to the present. 2. All communications, including, but not limited to, emails, memos,
letters, phone messages, notes, text messages, between Administrator Scott Pruitt (including his employees, assistants,
and representatives) and any member of the White House staff, the Executive Office of the President, or the VicePresident and/or his staff, regarding Mr. Pruitt appearing on the Christian Broadcasting Network, from January 20,
2017, to the present. 3. All internal communications at the EPA, including, but not limited to, emails, memos, letters,
phone messages, notes, text messages, regarding Mr. Pruitt appearing on the Christian Broadcasting Network, from
2/28/2018 16:02 January 20, 2017, to the present.

EPA-HQ-2018-002470

Anu Narayanswamy

Washington Post

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5.U.S.C. 552, I would like to request the following records
contained within the agency’s records: 1) Any and all recent resumes for the people listed below: ? Secretary – Scott
Pruitt ? Deputy Administrator – Andrew Wheeler ? General Counsel – Matthew Z. Leopld ? Asst. Administrator – David
Ross ? Asst. Administrator – William L. Wehrum ? Asst. Administrator – Michael Dourson ? Asst. Administrator – Susan
Bodine 2) Any ethics waivers or authorizations issued for the individuals listed above pursuant to 5 C.F.R. 2635.502.
While I have no objection to some information such as salary and contact information being redacted, we request that
12/8/2017 16:12 all information regarding employment, professional experience and education be released in its entirety.

EPA-HQ-2018-002468

Anu Narayanswamy

Washington Post

EPA-HQ-2017-010329

Sheila Kaplan

new york times

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5.U.S.C. 552, I would like to request the following records
contained within the agency’s records: All visitor logs documenting who has visited the EPA headquarters as well as
the EPA offices at Ronald Reagan Building between January 1 and December 2, 2017. Please include all records
including database queries and sign in sheets. This should include the names, titles, organization represented, time of
12/8/2017 16:12 visit, date of visit, the person they were meeting and any other information available in the sign in sheets.
I hereby request, under FOIA, a copy of all correspondence between TERA, and/or Michael Dourson, and EPA, over the
past five years, concerning:TCE, Perc, pigment violet 29, NMP, HBCD, carbon tetrachloride, asbestos, 1,4 dioxane, and
8/8/2017 19:08 1-bromopropane. Thank you, SK

new york times

I request all correspondence between Dr. Nancy Beck and the American Chemistry Council, from Dr. Beck's arrival at
the EPA, with the Pruitt administration, through August 8, 2017. I request both paper letters, emails and related
material such as enclosures or powerpoints and slides. I also request all emails sent to any and all EPA staff, that
mention TSCA, the American Chemistry Council, and perchlorate, 1,4 dioxane, TCE, NMP, methylene chloride, HBDC,
8/8/2017 19:08 carbon tetrachloride, pigment violet, and Tetrachloroethylene, also called &quot;Perc.&quot; Thank you, SK

EPA-HQ-2017-010327

Sheila Kaplan

On January 11, 2017 the United States District Court for the Northern District of West Virginia ordered EPA to submit a
§ 321(a) evaluation of the coal industry and other entities affected by EPA rules and regulations no later than July 1,
2017. Two days before the evaluation was due the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit vacated the District
Court’s order.
Given that the Court of Appeals decision was released on June 29, 2017, merely two days before the section 321 report
was due to the District Court, CATF believes that the section 321 report was in fact prepared by the Agency but never
submitted to the Court or otherwise made public. CATF therefore requests:

EPA-HQ-2017-010328

EPA-HQ-2017-010394
EPA-R2-2018-007920

James Duffy

Laura Strickler
Min Joo Park

Clean Air Task Force

CBS News

1. Any and all reports, memoranda, or evalutations prepared in response to the District Court’s Jan. 11, 2017 Order
(Attach A); and
8/8/2017 19:08 2. The underlying data supporting any report or evaluation.
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act for a copy of United States Environmental Protection Agency
administrator Scott Pruitt’s daily calendar from February 1, 2017 through the date of this request. I prefer to receive
records in electronic format. Please provide a written statement of the grounds, including specific provisions of FOIA,
for denying, redacting, or withholding any records responsive to this request. Please contact me with any questions at
202-457-4383 or stricklerl@cbsnews.com. My address is Laura Strickler, CBS News 2020 M St. NW Washington DC
8/9/2017 20:08 20036. Thank you very much, Laura Strickler
5/22/2018 21:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-003842
EPA-R2-2018-001845
EPA-HQ-2017-010851

EPA-HQ-2017-010625

EPA-HQ-2017-010626

EPA-HQ-2017-010680
EPA-HQ-2017-010634
EPA-HQ-2017-010631
EPA-HQ-2017-010650

EPA-HQ-2017-010585
EPA-HQ-2017-010651

Min Joo Park
Min Joo Park
Jonathan DeMella

1/29/2018 18:01 Under Agency Review
11/20/2017 20:11 Under Agency Review
8/25/2017 0:08 Under Agency Review

Kacey Katzenmeyer

For each EPA custodian listed on attached request respectively, I request all correspondences including one or more of
the following key terms: &quot;red team&quot;, &quot;blue team&quot;, &quot;climate debate&quot;,
8/18/2017 16:08 &quot;climate science&quot;, &quot;heartland&quot;, &quot;climate change&quot;, &quot;Myron Ebell&quot;.

Ariel Wittenberg

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I am writing to request all records concerning
communications between U.S. EPA employees and the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association regarding a video
interview with Administrator Scott Pruitt during his Aug. 9 visit to Colorado as part of the “State Action Tour.” Please
include any phone calls, call logs, call sheets, Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars,
memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text messages, voice and video recordings and other documented forms of
communication between EPA and the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association regarding this interview and the
production of the subsequent video. This request includes any records regarding the planning of the video interview
between EPA officials and NCBA employees, or among EPA officials, as well as any post-interview communications
between NCBA employees and EPA officials, or among EPA officials. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest
8/18/2017 17:08 number of records or documents in electronic form.

Ariel Wittenberg
Alan E. Dion
Alan E. Dion
Fred Millar, PhD

Solimar MercadoSpencer
Aaron R. Modiano

EPA-R10-2017-011078 Sean J. Gamble

E&amp;E News

E&amp;E News

Georgia Legal Services Program
Napoli Law

Friedman Rubin

8/21/2017 17:08
8/18/2017 18:08
8/18/2017 18:08
8/18/2017 20:08

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I request communication records to and from the
following individuals in U.S. EPA referencing the July 31 public hearing regarding effluent limitation guidelines held at
EPA Headquarters containing the term “effluent limitation guidelines,” “public hearing,” “public meeting,” “ELG,” and
“comments” from July 1, 2017 through Aug. 15, 2017. Please search for responsive records to my request in the email
accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Jan Matuszko, Emily Trentacoste and Robert Wood. My request
includes any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented
forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
Requesting all records relating to EPA's decision to end its employee fitness benefits program.
Requesting all records relating to the security detail assigned to Scott Pruitt.
Requesting all summary or analysis records from 2016 - present relating to RMP-covered facilities.

We request the following materials pertaining to the February 8, 2017 Informal Resolution Agreement between the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Georgia Department of Agriculture (GDA), which resolved
External Civil Rights Compliance Office (ECRCO) Complaint No. 02NO-16-R4: ? 1. Documents and materials related to
the EPA’s review of and comments on the GDA’s proposed Language Access Plan (LAP). This should include records of
any correspondence between the EPA and the GDA regarding the GDA’s proposed LAP, and also internal
correspondence and memos from the EPA discussing the GDA’s proposed LAP. 2. Any other documents or materials
concerning the GDA’s proposed LAP sent between the EPA and the GDA, or generated by the EPA from June 13, 2017
8/17/2017 15:08 to the current date.
8/18/2017 20:08 Requesting all records relating to negotiations between EPA and the 3M Corporation.
This FOIA request is for ELECTRONIC COPIES of • all emails, letters, or other communications; • all notes whether in
paper or electronic form; • all records, test results, reports, or studies; • all photographs; and • all other documents
related to Sky Valley Education Center, also known as the old Monroe Middle School buildings, in Monroe,
9/1/2017 14:09 Washington, that are in the paper files and/or electronic servers of the Environmental Protection Agency or its officers.

EPA-HQ-2017-010849

Abel Russ

EPA-R5-2017-011109

Laura Roussy
Barsauskas

EPA-HQ-2017-010871
EPA-HQ-2017-010803
EPA-HQ-2017-010804

Jacob Sprangles
William Barnes
William Barnes

EPA-HQ-2017-011009

Ann Ritter

Environmental Integrity Project

WSP

Please provide all nominations (including all emails, email attachments, resumes, curriculum vitae, and other
accompanying information) submitted to EPA for the Clean Air Science Advisory Committee and the Science Advisory
Board pursuant to EPA’s “Request for Nominations of Candidates to the EPA’s Clean Air Science Advisory Committee
(CASAC) and the EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB)” (82 Fed. Reg. 29077, June 27, 2017). These nominations will have
been submitted via the online form at http://www.epa.gov/sab, or to the following list of EPA employees, and should
be in the possession of some or all of the following EPA employees: Mr. Aaron Yeow, DFO (yeow.aaron@epa.gov), Mr.
Thomas Carpenter, DFO (carpenter.thomas@epa.gov), Dr. Suhair Shallal, DFO (shallal.suhair@epa.gov), Dr. Holly
Stallworth, DFO (stallworth.holly@epa.gov), Mr. Edward Hanlon, DFO (hanlon.edward@epa.gov), or Dr. Thomas
8/24/2017 22:08 Armitage, DFO (armitage.thomas@epa.gov).

9/1/2017 21:09
8/25/2017 18:08
8/7/2017 20:08
8/7/2017 20:08

MotleyRice Attorneys At Law

8/30/2017 20:08

WSP USA respectfully requests the opportunity to review copies of any files with the respect to the former Kunkle
Foundry located at 407 E. California Street in Andrews, Indiana. The site has historically operated under the following
names: Essex International; Kunkle Foundry Company; Keystone Kunkle Foundry; and Tyco Flow Controls, Inc. In
particular, we are interested in any and all files issued and maintained by your department that are related to the
following: — site investigation or remediation activities (including documents pertaining to sampling activities
conducted by the Indiana Department of Environmental Management) — polychlorinated biphenyls (sampling,
monitoring and removal activities) — environmental violations and corrective actions — releases of hazardous
materials or petroleum product — complaints or incident reports — solid and hazardous waste — aboveground and
underground storage tanks — groundwater wells or septic systems — water sampling results — storm water permits
and related correspondence — air permits and related correspondence — air pollution incidents — air sampling
results If there are other departments or sub-departments within your agency that may be able to provide the
requested documents, please provide the name of the agency and the individual to whom the requests may be
directed, together with their address and telephone number. Please contact me at laura.barsauskas@wsp.com or
703.318.3942 if there are any files available for review. We understand that search and reproduction fees may apply.
Thank you in advance for your assistance. Kind regards, Laura Barsauskas Consultant
Requesting a copy of correspondence from Congressman Ron DeSantis and the response to the correspondence.
Please search for documents from January 2013 through present.
CBI Determination for EPA-HQ-2017-001188
CBI Determination for EPA-HQ-2017-001187
Requesting any and all communications between EPA and GM between January 1, 2006 and the present related to
diesel engines emissions, etc.

The following Records are hereby requested through the date a response determination is sent to Requester:
&middot; A list of all Twitter accounts blocked by @EPA (the official Twitter account of EPA). This information can be
accessed, when logged in as @EPA, by going to https://twitter.com/settings/blocked and printing or saving the
resulting list. &middot; A list of all Twitter accounts blocked by @EPAScottPruitt (the official Twitter account of EPA
administrator Scott Pruitt). This information can be accessed, when logged in as @EPAScottPruitt, by going to
https://twitter.com/settings/blocked and printing or saving the resulting list. &middot; A list of all direct messages sent
or received by @EPA (the official Twitter account of EPA) beginning Jan. 20, 2017. This information can be accessed,
when logged in as @EPA, by going to the messages tab on the top bar and printing each message exchange. &middot;
A list of all direct messages sent or received by @EPAScottPruitt (the official Twitter account of EPA administrator Scott
Pruitt). This information can be accessed, when logged in as @EPAScottPruitt, by going to the messages tab on the top
bar and printing each message exchange. &middot; All electronic mailboxes, email accounts and addresses, instant
message accounts and addresses, and aliases associated with each of the Environmental Protection Agency political
appointees used to send or receive any electronic communication related to any matter of the Agency. Responsive
records should include, but not be limited to: Employee name, employee job title, employee department, and all
affiliated electronic mailboxes, email accounts and addresses, instant message accounts and addresses, and aliases.
This covers both active and inactive mailboxes, accounts, addresses and aliases in existence on or after Jan. 20, 2017,
whether publicly facing or not, whether provided by the government (e.g., name@agency.gov) or...SEE FULL REQUEST
ATTACHED.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center respectfully
requests all records generated or modified between April 12, 2017 and the date of this request in the possession of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regarding Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda.
Further details are provided in the attached request.
1. All emails pertaining in any way to official agency business forwarded from John Konkus to any of his own personal,
non-governmental email accounts. 2. All emails pertaining in any way to official agency business received by John
Konkus from any of his own personal, non-governmental email accounts.
Scott Pruitt's scheduled public speaking and or event appearances across the Nation for the remainder of 2017. Please
email the results. Thanks! Scott

EPA-HQ-2017-009166

Alison Gregor

ProPublica

EPA-HQ-2017-010756

Leslie Griffith

Southern Environmental Law
Center

8/23/2017 14:08

EPA-HQ-2017-010763

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

8/23/2017 14:08

EPA-HQ-2017-010717

SCOTT TAYLOR

WJLA TV ABC 7 NEWS

8/22/2017 18:08

EPA-HQ-2017-010951

Austin Evers

American Oversight

Requesting all records reflecting talking points prepared by, in conjunction with, or in consultation with anyone from
8/29/2017 19:08 the Office of the White House for EPA to respond to media inquiries about the events in Charlottesville.

7/7/2017 13:07

EPA-HQ-2017-010953

Joseph M. Bruno

EPA-HQ-2017-011141

Tammy Tyler

EPA-HQ-2017-011120

EPA-HQ-2017-011114

Benjamin Freed

Dan Vergano

Bruno & Bruno

All correspondence by or to Administrator Scott Pruitt or his Administrator's Office (AO) since 20 January 2017,
including emails to/from him and documents prepared for him, by him and at his direction, regarding Request for
Correction - Toxicological Review of Chloroprene (CAS No. 126-99-8); regarding IRIS 2010 Review of Chloroprene;
regarding 2011 National Air Toxics Assessment published 17 December 2015; and regarding Chloroprene IUR and RfC.
This request for correspondence shall include emails, letters, memos to, from, or regarding DuPont and/or Denka
LaPlace facility after 20 January 2017. All correspondence (as defined) by or to Administrator Scott Pruitt or AO since
20 January 2017 regarding [above description] from or to EPA Office of General Counsel (OGC), Office of Research and
Development (ORD), Office of Air and Radiation (OAR), Office of Public Affairs (OPA), and Office of Environmental
Information (OEI), and Office of Policy (OP). All correspondence (as defined) by or to Administrator Scott Pruitt or his
Administrator's Office since 20 January 2017 regarding [above description] to or from members of Congress,
DuPont/Denka, American Chemistry Council, National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council, and the White
House (or President's) Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), White
House Domestic Policy Council (DPC), White House National Economic Council (NEC), and White House Domestic
Policy Council. All documents regarding meetings regarding [above description] since 20 January 2017, including
calendar invitations, meeting agendas, attendance lists, and notes by participants and working papers prepared in
support of or as a result of meetings that included representatives or staff assigned to or by Administrator Scott
8/29/2017 19:08 Pruitt's Office, with EPA ORD, OP, OPA, OEI, OGC, and OAR.
Hello, I would like to request the Data Evaluation Record for the residue studies on the use of abamectin on the
following crops: green onion, soybean, caneberry and papaya. I am an employee of Syngenta Crop Protection. Thank
9/5/2017 19:09 you.

Washingtonian

National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
(2822T) Washington, DC 20460 Dear FOIA Officer This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request
that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: Any and all written communications, including emails and
text messages, between the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of the Administrator and Breitbart News.
Specifically, please provide communications between Breitbart News and members of the Office of the Administrator,
including Administrator Scott Pruitt, Associate Administrator Liz Bowman, and any relevant subordinates. I am also
requesting copies of internal EPA communications that led to the publication of the press release titled
&quot;Response To The AP's Misleading Story,” dated September 3, 2017. (Link:
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story) As a a representative of the news media
affiliated with Washingtonian magazine, I request a waiver of all fees for this document request, as it is being made as
part of a news-gathering effort and not for commercial use or personal financial gain. Disclosure of the requested
information to me is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations or activities of the government. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Benjamin Freed
9/5/2017 20:09 Washingtonian Magazine 1828 L Street NW Suite 200 Washington, DC 20036

BuzzFeed News

I request all public records of communications to and from members of the EPA Press Office regarding the 9/3/2017
news release entitled &quot;EPA Response To The AP's Misleading Story&quot;, see
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-response-aps-misleading-story for the time period from 9/1/2017 to
9/3/2017. This includes emails, voice mails, instant messages and draft materials regarding the release. This includes
communications and other public records sent to the Associated Press regarding this news release. Please provide all
9/5/2017 17:09 segregable portions of the records in a readable PDF or XML format, on a rolling basis as needed.

EPA-HQ-2017-010765

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-010766

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-011129

Valerie Volcovici

Reuters

Requesting all communications between John Konkus and any email address not containing a .gov domain name (e.g.,
8/23/2017 15:08 email addresses containing domains that include .com, .net, .org, or .edu) regarding grants.
Requesting all communications regarding grants between John Konkus (or anyone acting on his behalf) and any of the
8/23/2017 15:08 individuals listed on attached request.
Reuters requests all communications between the EPA Administrator and his staff and the Arkema chemical company
between March 1, 2017 to date. Reuters would like access to all communications, voicemails and conference call
transcripts, and scheduled meetings between Arkema company officials and EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and staff.
Reuters would also like to access any communication between Arkema and EPA Admin Pruitt from August 15 to the
9/5/2017 16:09 current date related to Hurricane Harvey and its aftermath.

EPA-HQ-2018-005929

Robin Bravender

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005947

Robin Bravender

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2018-005946

Robin Bravender

E&E News

I am seeking all communications related to Administrator Scott Pruitt's plans to start a &quot;red team&quot; debate
about climate science. That includes correspondence among EPA officials and with external parties about where such
a debate might take place, which scientists might participate, discussions about timing and discussions about media
coverage of the &quot;red team&quot; debate. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, PowerPoint
presentations, text messages, handwritten notes, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
3/28/2018 16:03 communication that record the presentation as responsive records to my request.
I am requesting documents related to EPA's Cross-EPA Work Group on Climate Adaptation. That includes emails and
other documents planning recent meetings, documents presented during those meetings, and a list of members of the
3/28/2018 23:03 work group.
I am seeking the talking points distributed by Nancy Grantham in March 2018 to communications directors and
regional public affairs directors regarding climate change. I am also seeking emails from officials in EPA's public affairs
3/28/2018 22:03 office related to the drafting of those talking points.
I am requesting records of all meetings -- including emails, calendar appointments and other documentation -- that
meet the following parameters: 1) Involved discussions of EPA's Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Electric Utility
Generating Units, also known as the Clean Power Plan and 2) Occurred between Jan. 20, 2017 and the date this FOIA
request is processed and 3) Were attended by any of the following employees: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Justin
Schwab, Donald Benton, R. Layne Bangerter, Erik Baptist, David Schnare, Brittany Bolen, Byron Brown, Samantha
8/30/2017 19:08 Dravis, Hayley Ford, David Fotouhi, Amanda Gunasekara, David Kreutzer, Charles Munoz or George Sugiyama.

EPA-HQ-2017-011006

Robin Bravender

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-010977

Robin Bravender

E&E News

EPA-HQ-2017-010922
EPA-R5-2018-005428

Robin Bravender
Christa Westerberg

E&E News
Pines Bach LLP

I am seeking all email correspondence mentioning &quot;Trump Hotel&quot; from Jan. 20, 2017 until the date this
8/30/2017 14:08 request is processed for all EPA political appointees and non-career senior executive service employees.
I request all records concerning communications mentioning David Rivkin or communications with David Rivkin from
the following EPA employees: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Byron Brown, Erik Baptist, David Fotouhi
and Justin Schwab from Jan. 20, 2017 until the date this FOIA is processed. Please consider any emails, letters,
memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as
8/28/2017 20:08 responsive records to my request.
3/14/2018 2:03 See attached.

EPA-HQ-2017-006511

Christa Westerberg

Pines Bach LLP

EPA-HQ-2017-010795

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-010796

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-010801

Paul Lesko

Peiffer Rosca Wolf

EPA-HQ-2017-010806

EPA-R7-2017-011132

1. All calendars or calendar entries for John Konkus, including any calendars maintained on his behalf (e.g., by an
administrative assistant). For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar programs, the documents should be
produced in “memo” format to include all invitees, any notes, and all attachments. Please do not limit your search to
Outlook calendars—we request the production of any calendar—paper or electronic, whether on government-issued
or personal devices—used to track or coordinate how Mr. Konkus allocates his time on agency business. 2. Any logs or
other records tracking incoming and outgoing telephone calls made by John Konkus, or anyone placing or receiving
8/23/2017 19:08 telephone calls on his behalf.
Documents received from and provided to Monsanto, BASF and DuPont for examination and approval of their
XtendiMax, Engenia and FeXapan dicamba herbicides, as well as for Monsanto's Xtend soybeans, XtendFlex cotton and
other Xtend prodcuts. This request includes all test results submitted in support of their EPA label applications. Thanks!
8/23/2017 19:08 Best, Paul

August 23, 2017 To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request
the following records: Any and all emails to and from the following recipients in the EPA Office of the Administrator:
1.) Scott Pruitt, Administrator, 2.) Mike Flynn, Acting Deputy Administrator, 3.) Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff, 4.) John
Reeder, Deputy Chief of Staff. Which contain the following keywords and phrases: 1.) Superfund, 2.) National Priorities
List, 3.) NPL. And which were sent between Feb. 18, 2017, and the date your office processes this request. Please
include any attached documents, full header information; the to, from, cc, and bcc fields; subsequent email forwards;
and replies to the emails. I am a full-time staff reporter with Atlantic Media’s Route Fifty. This request is part of the
news-gathering process. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. I am requesting a fee waiver because disclosure of the requested information is
in the public interest and because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of EPA operations and
activities. The request is not in the commercial interest of the requester. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request to
be completed electronically, by email attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business
8/23/2017 20:08 days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Bill Lucia

Bill Lucia

Elizabeth Hubertz

On behalf of Friends of the Black River Forest, this request seeks certain records related to a letter dated February 10,
2017 to Acting EPA Administrator Catherine McCabe from Sen. Ron Johnson-WI and Rep. Glenn Grothman regarding
EPA Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2016-0202. Specifically, this request seeks records related to Sen. Johnson and Rep.
Grothman's requests to EPA to &quot;take immediate steps to ensure that Sheboygan County is no longer unfairly
classified with an ozone nonattainment designation&quot; and to &quot;alter the boundary lines of the Sheboygan
nonattainment area in question.&quot; This request includes records related to Kohler Andrae ozone monitor, site ID
55-117-0006 and Sen. Johnson and Rep. Grothman's &quot;deep concerns&quot; that the monitor is faulty, unreliable,
4/25/2017 13:04 or should be removed, and records relating to EPA's response to those concerns and evaluation of the monitor.
1. All records reflecting decisions by the Office of Public Affairs to approve or reject a competitive grant solicitation. 2.
For any competitive grant solicitations approved or recommended for approval by the Office of Public Affairs, the
8/23/2017 19:08 “work flow” section of the Next Generation Grants System (NGGS).

Interdisciplinary Environmental
Clinic, Washington University
Sc

9/5/2017 17:09 please see attached forms - nutrient criteria.

Product & Regulatory
Associates, LLC
Product & Regulatory
Associates, LLC
Product & Regulatory
Associates, LLC
Product & Regulatory
Associates, LLC
Product & Regulatory
Associates, LLC

EPA-HQ-2018-008157

John Wright

EPA-HQ-2018-008156

John Wright

EPA-HQ-2018-007801

John Wright

EPA-HQ-2018-007800

John Wright

EPA-HQ-2018-007799

John Wright

EPA-HQ-2017-010879

Lindsey Miller

EPA-HQ-2017-010881

Ryan Koronowski

ThinkProgress.org

EPA-HQ-2017-010882

Ryan Koronowski

ThinkProgress.org

EPA-HQ-2017-008081

Zachary s. Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project/Society of Enviro
Journos

Please provide an electronic copies of the EPA reviews (DERs) for MRIDs 48466404. 48466405,48466406, 48466407,
5/30/2018 22:05 48466408 &amp; 48466409.
Please provide an electronic copies of the EPA reviews (DERs) for MRIDS
5/30/2018 22:05 44087704,44087705,44087706,44087707,44087708 &amp; 44087709.
Please provide the Data Evaluation Reviews for product chemistry and acute toxicology associated with EPA Reg. No.
5/18/2018 3:05 89168-75. If the fee is greater than $50.00, please advise me.
Please provide the Data Evaluation Reviews for product chemistry and acute toxicology associated with EPA Reg. No.
5/18/2018 3:05 59639-127 and 59639-221. If the fee is greater than $50.00, please advise me.
Please provide the Data Evaluation Reviews for product chemistry and acute toxicology associated with EPA Reg. No.
5/18/2018 3:05 85678-53. If the fee is greater than $50.00, please advise me.
Good afternoon. Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting electronic copies of any Letters of Support
sent by the office of Senator Martin Heinrich of New Mexico supporting grant applications or other requests for
funding sent from his office to your agency between 2013 and 2017. Please supply me the records without informing
8/25/2017 20:08 me if the fees do not exceed $20, which I am willing to pay.
Requesting documents on matters related to the Endangerment Finding and the Cause or Contribute Findings for
8/25/2017 20:08 Greenhouse Gases,
(I) all correspondences, which include but are not necessarily limited to, written or electronic communications, letters,
emails, attachments, phone logs, instant messages, instant communications, texts, calendar appointments, and other
documents transmitted to or transmitted by Administrator Scott Pruitt, Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, Associate
Administrator Samantha Dravis, Deputy Chief of Staff Byron Brown, Mandy Gunasekara, Brittany Bolen, and Layne
8/25/2017 20:08 Bangerter that contain the word "Koonin."

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting any and all documents and records
related to policies for response to news media inquiries or communication with news media about EPA activities. The
request includes relevant statements of policy; formal or informal directives to agency staff; instructions, and/or other
communications, including communications with the Trump administration transition team; communications
procedures and protocols; procedures for clearance of information, interviews, press releases, desk statements, or
statements provided to news media; conditions (such as &quot;background&quot; ground-rules or pre-submission of
questions) under which press officers or other EPA employees can speak to journalists; and requirements for
permission, coordination, or inclusion of public affairs/information officers in interviews. I also request any directives
for referring news media inquiries from Regional Offices to Headquarters. The request is for records in any form: paper
or electronic, emails, audiovisual presentations, guidance, training materials, writings (handwritten, typed, electronic
or otherwise produced, reproduced or stored), correspondence, letters, memoranda, reports, or other record of
communication. This request is for records generated by or received by EPA Region 6 beginning November 9, 2016,
and ending on the present date.&nbsp; &nbsp; In addition, I would ask that you search for any records generated in
6/5/2017 19:06 connection with topics listed above that raised or were responding to compliance of 5 U.S.C.&sect; 2302(b)(8).

EPA-R2-2017-011644

Marzena Sobilo

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I request communication records to and from the
following individuals in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency containing the term or otherwise referencing
&quot;Chesapeake Bay&quot;; &quot;Chesapeake Bay Program&quot;; &quot;Total Maximum Daily Load&quot;;
&quot;TMDL&quot;; &quot;Pollution Diet&quot;; &quot;Lake Erie&quot;; or &quot;Great Lakes Restoration
Initiative&quot;; from Jan. 20, 2017 to present. Please consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages,
voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
Please search for responsive records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott
Pruitt, Byron Brown, Alex Dominguez, Nicholas Falvo, Sarah Greenwalt, Albert “Kell” Kelly, Ken Wagner, Samantha
Dravis, Brittany Bolen, Will Lovell, George Sugiyama, Troy Lyons, Layne Bangerter, Tate Bennett, Preston Cory,
Christian Palich, Aaron Ringel, Christian Rodrick, Kaitlyn Shimmin, Holly Greaves, Kristopher Green, Lee Forsgren. If
9/6/2017 16:09 possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form.

EPA-HQ-2017-011170

Ariel Wittenberg

EPA-HQ-2017-011160

Mike Davis

Requesting source material generated in the production of the article &quot;EPA Response to the AP's Misleading
9/6/2017 13:09 Story&quot;, as well as the authors name, and any CRM (online content manager) logs relevant to the post.

Vicki Katrinak

The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) is requesting the following records related to Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) toxicity test requirements and recommendations to assess risks of pesticide exposure and
potential impact on Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed species: 1. Any formal or informal policies or guidance
(currently in effect) of EPA, regarding when, how, or why the use of animal test data is required or recommended to
aid in making a pesticide “effects determination” for an ESA-listed species or its critical habitat (except that such
records readily publicly accessible on EPA’s website need not be produced); 2. Any internal correspondence of EPA,
within the last three years, regarding when, how, or why the use of animal test data is required or recommended to
aid in making a pesticide “effects determination” for an ESA-listed species or its critical habitat; 3. Any correspondence
between EPA and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine Fisheries Service (the Services), within the last
three years, regarding when, how, or why the use of animal test data is required or recommended to aid in making a
pesticide “effects determination” for an ESA-listed species or its critical habitat; 4. Any pesticide “effect
determinations,” biological assessments, or biological opinions, issued within the last three years, created by EPA or in
EPA’s possession, that involve the use of animal test data (and any related correspondence, findings, or other records);
and 5. The complete administrative record for the case Defenders of Wildlife v. Jackson, No. 1:09-cv-01814, which case
9/6/2017 13:09 was filed in the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia on September 23, 2009. (see attached)

EPA-HQ-2017-011161

E&amp;E News

Location: 3137 Bailey Avenue, Bronx, New York; Block: 3267, Lot: 50; Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has
been retained to perform an environmental assessment. The purpose of this request is to obtain any information
which may be in your files in connection with the subject property. Please review your files for any of the following: Environmental violations, incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to Know (RTK) Information -Underground
Storage Tank (UST) registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous substance (including petroleum)
discharges, leaks, spills, etc. -Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records -Groundwater
contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of Environmental Restrictions
(DERs) -Hazardous Substance Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records
9/19/2017 21:09 -Discharge case numbers

The Humane Society of the
United States

EPA-R2-2017-011367

EPA-HQ-2017-011363

Sara Dougherty

Dewberry Engineers

Maywood Chemical Co. Route 17 and Grove Street Maywood and Rochelle Park, NJ Dewberry Engineers Inc. has been
retained to perform an environmental screening for local concept development and alternatives analysis for bridge
and intersection improvements at Market Street, Essex Street, Rochelle Avenue, and Main Street. Preliminary studies
indicate a nearby Superfund site near the proposed study area. The purpose of this letter is to request any information
which may be in your files in connection with the subject property. Please review your files for any of the following:
Environmental violations, incidents, complaints, etc.; • Fire history; • Community Right to Know (RTK) Information; •
Underground Storage Tank (UST) registrations, installation, or removal permits; • Hazardous substance (including
petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc.; • Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records; •
Groundwater contamination and remediation reports; • Hazardous Substance Inventories; • Air emission permits,
records; • Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records. • Remedial action, remedial investigation plans, and any
9/12/2017 13:09 other subsurface investigation reports.
I request communication records to and from the following individuals at EPA containing the term or otherwise
referencing &quot;Superfund,&quot; &quot;Associated Press,&quot; “AP” and/or &quot;Biesecker&quot; from Sept. 111, 2017: Liz Bowman John Konkus Lincoln Ferguson Jahan Wilcox James Hewitt Amy Graham Michael Abboud Please
consider any emails, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented
forms of communication as responsive records to my request. I prefer to receive the response to this request in
electronic form. If the response to this request exceeds more than 15 megabytes, please contact me in order to
arrange another form of delivery other than email. And if it would expedite the processing of my request, please
9/11/2017 21:09 complete it on a rolling basis.

Corbin Hiar

EPA-R9-2018-006696

Steven Castleman

Environmental Law and Justice
Clinic

EPA-HQ-2017-011302

Mychal Ozaeta

EarthJustice

This request seeks all written reports, draft reports and/or any other written communications between the EPA and
the US Navy concerning the radiological testing and remediation of potentially radioactive substances at the former
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (HPNS) in San Francisco California from January 1, 2017 through and including the date
of this request. This request includes, but is not limited to, the following documents: 1. All reports, including draft
reports, submitted to the EPA by the Navy for EPA's review, comment and/or approval, concerning radiological
sampling and/or remediation at HPNS. 2. All responses, including draft responses, transmitted by the EPA to the Navy
in reply to or concerning the Navy documents sought by item #1 above. 3. All documents, including draft documents,
reporting the results of the Navy and/or its contractors review of data reported by Tetra Tech EC, Inc. (hereinafter
&quot;Tetra Tech&quot;), to determine if there was any evidence of fraud or data manipulation in soil sampling, site
scanning, building scanning and/or any other radiological testing conducted by Tetra Tech at HPNS in Parcels A, B, C, D1, D-2, E-1, E2, F, G, UC-1, UC-2 and UC-3. 4. All documents, including draft documents, concerning EPA's review of
and/or comments to Navy documents identified in item #3 above. 5. All documents, including draft documents,
transmitted to EPA by the Navy relating to the planning and/or execution of plans to re-sample any or all of the areas,
soil, buildings or other things previously sampled by Tetra Tech at HPNS. 6. All documents, including draft documents,
reflecting EPA's comment on or response to Navy documents described by item #5 above. 7. All letters, email, text
messages and/or any other written communication between the EPA and the Navy concerning the radiological
4/16/2018 18:04 sampling and remediation at HPNS within the specified time period.
Requesting a copy of all applications from states to operate coal combustion residuals (“CCR”) permit programs
submitted to EPA pursuant to section 2301 of the Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act (“WIIN Act”)
9/8/2017 19:09 and for the responses of EPA to those applications.

Requesting copies of emails in the possession of EPA custodians Samantha Dravis, Shannon Kenny or Brittany Bolen
that include the phrase &quot;Environmental Justice.&quot; A search may be limited to records created, sent or
9/8/2017 19:09 received from January 20, 2017 to September 8, 2017.
Requesting copies of any emails or communications concerning the AP's reporting on Superfund sites affected by
9/8/2017 20:09 Hurricane Harvey;

EPA-HQ-2017-011304

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-011306

Talia Lavin

EPA-HQ-2017-011308

Matthew Corley

EPA-HQ-2017-010997

Alex Kotch

EPA-HQ-2017-011000

Sara Creighton

American Oversight

Requesting copies of all communications related to grants for EPA Region 10 between any employee of the Executive
9/8/2017 20:09 Office of the President and EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or Chief of Staff to the Administrator Ryan Jackson, etc.
Requesting all correspondence from the selected Texas members of Congress (listed on attached request) and their
8/30/2017 18:08 staff members.
1. A copy of the May 23 memorandum addressing the agency’s rules regarding the Toxic Substances Control Act. 2. All
communications between any of the individuals listed in Appendix A and any of the trade groups listed on request. 3.
All communications between any of the individuals listed in Appendix A and any of the think tanks groups listed on
8/30/2017 18:08 attached request regarding chemical safety.

EPA-R3-2018-007500
EPA-HQ-2018-008057
EPA-HQ-2017-011406

Amanda Napieralski
Ted Bridis
Ted Bridis

Stantec Consulting
The Associated Press
The Associated Press

Records regarding RCRA CORRACT information for EPA ID: PAD001604693 Action CA725YE including the in-place
5/9/2018 13:05 engineering controls, the Site Characterization Report, and recent remedial reports for the ARG facility.
5/25/2018 20:05 See attached
9/12/2017 21:09 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2017-011248
EPA-HQ-2017-011255

Nick Surgey
Richard Uhl Jr

EPA-HQ-2017-011312

Laura Strickler

CBS News

EPA-HQ-2017-011314

Laura Strickler

CBS News

1. Any video content that includes EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in the possession of the EPA Office of Multimedia. 2.
9/7/2017 19:09 Any audio content that includes EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in the possession of the EPA Office of Multimedia.
9/7/2017 20:09 Requesting disposition of my letter/packet, dated July 30,2017, sent directly to Scott Pruitt.
Requesting any and all email communication between any email addresses at Washington DC headquarters with
epa.gov in the address and any and all emails from email addresses that contain the following:
&quot;trumporg.com&quot;, &quot;trump.com&quot; &quot;maralagoclub.com&quot;
9/8/2017 21:09 &quot;trumphotels.com&quot; and &quot;trumpgolf.com&quot;.
Any and all thank you notes sent by the Office of the Administrator from March 1, 2017 through September 8, 2017
that are signed by the Administrator. Any and all thank you notes sent by Darlene Yuhas
(Yuhas.Darlene@epamail.epa.gov) from the Office of the Administrator from March 1, 2017 through September 8,
9/8/2017 22:09 2017.

CBS News

Requesting any and travel authorizations drafts and final documents submitted for Administrator Scott Pruitt's travel
since March 1, 2017 through September 8, 2017. Requesting any and all email communication sent or received and
attachments from EPA employee Gwender Gail Davis in the Office of the Administrator regarding travel by the
9/8/2017 22:09 Administrator from March 1, 2017 through September 8, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2017-011313

Laura Strickler

CREW

This letter is a request in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. 552. And the
corresponding department/agency. The request is made by myself, Mr. Michaelangelo C. Hamilton, behalf of the
public domain and for noncommercial purposes. In summation, this request seeks all records relevant to current U.S.
strategy to combat anthropogenic climate change and all Executive Orders made by President Donald J. Trump in this
regard. Background The media has reported extensively on the policy rollbacks and Executive Orders President Donald
J. Trump made days after Inauguration. As the Washington Post reported on February 20th, 2017, “President Trump is
preparing executive orders aimed at curtailing Obama-era policies on climate and water pollution, according to
individuals briefed on the measures.” The American people have the right to know more about the United States’
strategy to handle climate change and the official scientific and logical rationale for these decisions being made by the
Trump administration. Pursuant to FOIA, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., I hereby request that the Environmental
Protection Agency produce the following within twenty (20) business days: Requested Records For the purposes of this
request, the term “record” shall apply to all information qualified under 5 U.S.C. 522, including but not limited to, any
unedited scientific findings, charts, logs, memorandums notes, writing of any kind, policies, procedures, guidelines,
agendas, handouts, reports, transcripts, video, audio recordings, photos, or other material. The term also includes all
related information formed, stored, received, or delivered in any digital or electronic form, including but not limited to,
electronic mail, instant messaging, or Facebook messaging, iMessages, text messages, or any other form of
communication in relation to U.S. strategy on climate change under the Trump Administration. Thank you for your
9/18/2017 22:09 consideration
See attached PDF. This request seeks: 1) All records and correspondence concerning the November 2013 4-States
Meeting transmitted between EPA HQ and EPA Region 7. Please limit the search to records and correspondence
created on or after January 1, 2013. 2) All records at EPA HQ addressing, in any way, EPA HQ personnel attendance at
5/31/2018 20:05 the meeting, including travel authorization records.
All records and correspondence transmitting any EPA R1 determination that the BMPs
selected by any New Hampshire MS4 community were insufficient to meet the
5/31/2018 20:05 requirements of the 2003 Small MS4 General Permit.

EPA-HQ-2017-011562

Michaelangelo C.
Hamilton

EPA-R7-2018-008212

Erin Thomas

EPA-R1-2018-008213

Erin Thomas

EPA-HQ-2017-011518
EPA-HQ-2017-011520

Vann Newkirk
Jay Cassano

The Atlantic Magazine

EPA-R2-2017-011633

Ali Flake

Tetra Tech

9/15/2017 16:09 Requesting access to and copies of The text of each Title VI complaint filed with the EPA’s Office of Civil Rights,
9/15/2017 16:09 Under Agency Review
Any records associated with petroleum bulk storage tanks, chemical bulk storage tanks, spills, remediation, permits, or
other documents pertaining to the environmental integrity for 11447 State Route 40, Schaghticoke, NY would be
appreciated. Unfortunately we do not have any other information besides this address to help specify your record
9/19/2017 18:09 search.

EPA-HQ-2017-011212

moran ben shaul

EPA-HQ-2017-011226

Nick Surgey

A FOIA EPA-HQ-2017-007627 was submitted back on May 22, 2017. To date EPA has not responded well past the 30
day response period nor has EPA contacted me to request more time. See original request below. And please contact
me immediately via email to let me know by when I will receive a response. &gt; From:
&quot;foia_hq@epa.gov&quot; &gt; Date: May 22, 2017 at 10:09:58 PM EDT &gt; To:
&quot;ranibsl2p@yahoo.com&quot; &gt; Subject: FOIA Request EPA-HQ-2017-007627 Submitted &gt; &gt; This
message is to confirm your request submission to the FOIAonline application: View Request. Request information is as
follows: &gt; &gt; Tracking Number: EPA-HQ-2017-007627 &gt; Requester Name: moran m. ben shaul &gt; Date
Submitted: 05/22/2017 &gt; Request Status: Submitted &gt; Description: 1. On or about April 13, 2017, EPA
Administrator, Scott Pruitt visited the Consol Energy's Harvey Coal Mine in Western Pennsylvania - there are photos of
him receiving a hard hat with the words EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt inscribed on it. a. Did the Administrator keep
the hard hat? b. What is the value of this hard hat including the cost of inscription of the the Administrator's name and
the &quot;make America Great Again&quot;inscriptiion as well. c. If he did keep the hard hat, what is the allowable
value in gifts that the EPA Administrator is allowed to keep? 2. How many full time equivalents (FTEs) are dedicated to
guarding EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and what is the total cost (salary plus benefits) of these FTE guards 3. How
many additional FTEs beyond the question No. 2 are dedicated to guarding the EPA Administrator's family and what is
the additional cost associated with guarding his family. 4. What percent of the FTEs in questions 2 and 3 come from
9/7/2017 2:09 EPA's budget?
Requesting copies of any and all photographs taken by or otherwise provided to the EPA Office of Public Affairs (OPA)
9/7/2017 15:09 of events at which EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt was in attendance.

EPA-HQ-2017-011227

Nick Surgey

9/7/2017 15:09 Requesting a site index for the EPA Intranet (http://intranet.epa.gov) that lists all pages/content contained on the site.

EPA-R6-2017-011461

John L. Randolph Jr.

Pray Walker, P.C.

EPA-HQ-2017-011228

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2017-011408

MICHAEL KELLOGG

PYXIS REGULATORY
CONSULTING, INC.

9/12/2017 23:09

EPA-HQ-2017-011412

Mark Mansour

Mayer-Brown LLP

9/13/2017 13:09

9/13/2017 21:09
9/7/2017 16:09

All documents, including without limitation, all data, testing, sampling, analyses, reports, graphs, graphic
presentations, communications, and all other information compiled by EPA in connection with EPA's Notice of
Proposed Administrative Order of August 4th, 2017 issued to Jireh Resources LLC for violation of the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SWDA), Docket Number SWDA-0602017-1110. More specifically, that list of information contained in a
letter dated September 8, 2017, from John L. Randolph Jr. to Ellen Chang-Vaughan, Ass't Reg. Counsel, Reg. 6,
requesting disclosure of information regarding the subject Docket Number. If, due to the volume of data requested,
the fee exceeds $1,000 and is not waived, please advise and we may increase the agreed fee amount.
Requesting all full size image files available on the EPA Intranet via the following link:
http://intranet.epa.gov/media/photogallery/index.htm
I would like to make a FOIA request for the administrative materials accompanying the 8-month Endothall PDCI
response for the following EPA registered products: Aquathol K Aquatic Herbicide (EPA Reg. No. 70506-176) Aquathol
Super K Granular Aquatic Herbicide (EPA Reg. No. 70506-191) Hydrothol 191 Aquatic Algaecide and Herbicide (EPA
Reg. No. 70506-175)
Correspondence and documents created, sent, received, or dated after the release of the FDA-EPA draft seafood
advice entitled &quot;Fish: What Pregnant Women and Parents Should Know&quot; on June 10, 2014 through
September 1, 2017.

EPA-R2-2017-011574

Patrick Donnelly

EPA-R5-2017-011357

Jessica Pupovac

freelance reporter

EPA-R2-2017-011393

sholeh hashemkhani

GCI

I request copies of the following. Inform me if the costs of searching/copying will exceed $25. 1. All records in the files
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) relating to the property or facilities at 740 Pine Street, Brooklyn, New
York and/or at the intersections of Loring Avenue, Pine Street and Euclid Avenue in Brooklyn and/or Site No. 224035
known as the “Former Majestic Garment Cleaners” site in Brooklyn (referred to collectively herein as the “Site”). 2. All
records relating to a complaint instituted by the EPA under Docket #RCRA-02-99-7105, including the complaint, any
inspection reports and any records relating to enforcement. 3. All records of EPA’s inspections of the Site on January
25, 1999 and/or March 29, 1999, including any inspection reports, notices of violation, consent orders or related
enforcement records. 4. All records referencing Majestic Garment Cleaners Inc.; MAJ Realty Corp.; MAJ Realty, Inc.;
1151 Loring Avenue LLC; JoDave Realty, Inc.; Stainless Partners, Inc.; Youssef Hijazi; David Von Lindern; World Cleaners,
Inc. and/or Majestic Cleaners &amp; Dyers Co., Inc., including records relating to the Site or violations in Brooklyn. If
you deny any of this, cite each exemption you feel justifies the denial and notify me of the appeal procedures. Thank
9/18/2017 15:09 you. Patrick Donnelly, Esq. pdonnelly@bsdflaw.com
I am requesting any and all electronic communications or memos exchanged between the &quot;Chicago Department
of Water Management&quot; and EPA employee Miguel Del Toral (currently regulations manager at EPA Region 5). I'd
like to see copies of any and all emails that address issues of &quot;lead&quot; in water, &quot;service line&quot;
replacements and/or water &quot;main&quot; construction between 2009 and today. (Search terms: lead;
&quot;service line&quot;; main) If this query produces too many results to compile in a reasonable amount of time,
please contact me at jessicapup@gmail.com or 773.744.2414 and I can add additional search terms to the query.
9/11/2017 20:09 Thank you!
Copies of any records for Hazardous Waste Generators (RCRA) for the below site: ID No. NYP004640660 Con Edison
9/12/2017 19:09 801 Bryant Ave, Bronx, NY 10474

CEOH, LLC.

FOIA Request (September 19, 2017) from CEOH, LLC (Steven H. Lamm, MD, DTPH) to EPA FOIA Office. Authors from the
EPA and authors under contract to EPA published the article &quot;Relationship between arsenic concentrations in
drinking water and lung and bladder cancer incidence in the U.S. counties&quot; by Mendez WM et al. in the Journal
of Exposure Science and Environmental Epidemiology (2017 May;27(3):235-243). I request a copy of the data set that
underlay the published analyses. Please include in the data set the FIPS numbers for each entry as that is not
privileged confidential information and is essential for the purpose of confirming the validity of the data set. It is not
clear that the published analyses are either correct and valid or that they are the only correct and valid interpretation
of the underlying data. I request that the data be sent as a spreadsheet that I can analyze in excel and in STATA. I do
not use SAS or SPSS. All the underlying information has been collected by federal governmental agencies and belong in
the public domain. How EPA personnel and contractors have organized and used that information using federal funds
also belongs in the public domain. This information does not fall within the nine exclusions, including the ninth
exclusion on geological information on wells. I am requesting information on the water that comes from the wells and
on either the geological nature of the well or the geographical coordinates of the well. The underlying data on the
arsenic contents of the waters of the wells has already been publicly released by the USGS. I am requesting the EPA
data from the aggregation of the USGS data. I request a fee waiver and expedited processing on the bases explained in
9/19/2017 16:09 the attached copy of my complete FOIA request.

EPA-HQ-2017-011616

Steven H. Lamm

EPA-R2-2017-011618

Marzeba Sobilo

EPA-HQ-2017-011514

Joya Sonnenfeldt

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc
Natural Resources Defense
Council

Owner: Sheffield Realty Co Inc.; 122 W Sheffield Avenue, Englewood, Bergen County, New Jersey; Block 2603 Lot 2;
Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental assessment. The purpose
of this request is to obtain any information which may be in your files in connection with the subject property. Please
review your files for any of the following: -Environmental violations, incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to
Know (RTK) Information -Underground Storage Tank (UST) registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous
substance (including petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc. -Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation
records -Groundwater contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of
Environmental Restrictions (DERs) -Hazardous Substance Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or
9/19/2017 17:09 sanitary waste permits, records -Discharge case numbers
See attached request for records regarding Administrator Pruitt's proposed red team, blue team exercise and the new
9/15/2017 15:09 protocol to have political appointees review grant applications.

EPA-HQ-2017-011386

Brenda Freed

Paul Hastings

9/12/2017 17:09

EPA-HQ-2017-011577
EPA-R5-2017-011404
EPA-R5-2017-011403
EPA-R5-2017-011401

Daniel Bladele
Laura Harner
Laura Harner
Laura Harner

Varnum
Varnum
Varnum

9/18/2017 16:09
9/12/2017 20:09
9/12/2017 20:09
9/12/2017 20:09

Dredged material permits and permit applications for disposal of dredged material at a designated disposal site, issued
or denied by the United States Army Corps of Engineers pursuant to the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries
Act (33 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.) and reviewed by EPA pursuant to its authority under 33 U.S.C. &sect; 1413(c) and 40 CFR
&sect; 220.4(c), from September 1, 2007 to present. This request includes dredged material permits and permit
applications reviewed by any EPA Regional Office pursuant to the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act.
Please also include any written EPA (or EPA Regional Office) concurrence or other correspondence (including emails)
with the United States Army Corps of Engineers related to the approval or denial of each dredged material permit
application.
Requesting correspondence from Congresswoman Diane Black or her staff regarding policy, legislation, or regulations
recommendations for executive branch positions or appointments, or support or opposition to federal funding for
programs, projects or companies; and a copy of all correspondence from the majority staff of the House Budget
Committee from January 1, 2017 through present.
See the attached.
See the attached.
See the attached.

Date Range: Jan 1, 2013-Aug 30, 2017
1. All communications or records shared between EPA and CARB, FCA, GM, VM Motori, or Bosch related to Emissions
Recall R69, SCR catalyst “washcoat degradation,” or any other emissions system or ATS issue found within the Affected
Vehicles.
2. Any records reflecting emissions testing conducted in relation to Emissions Recall R69.
3. All communications or records shared between EPA and CARB, FCA, GM, VM Motori, or Bosch related to the On
Board Diagnostics, Diagnostic Trouble Codes, Malfunction Indicator Lamps, or any part of the PCM found within the
Affected Vehicles.
4. All communications or records shared between EPA and CARB, FCA, GM, VM Motori, or Bosch related to any repair,
fix, modification, correction, adjustment, reprogramming, or recalibration of any part of the engine, ECU, emissions
systems, or ATS found within the Affected Vehicles.
5. Any records related to the following TSBs: TSB 18-045-14, TSB 18-018-14, TSB 18-023-15, TSB 18-064-15, TSB 18-09515, TSB 18-012-16.

EPA-HQ-2017-011241

EPA-HQ-2017-011237

Ann Ritter

David Sirota

MotleyRice Attorneys At Law

6. All communications or records shared between EPA and CARB, FCA, GM, VM Motori, or Bosch related to the
acceptance, supplementation, revision, modification, approval or denial of any AEC or COC concerning the affected
9/7/2017 18:09 vehicles.

All correspondence between the Deputy Assistant Administraror Nancy Beck and emails from the domain name
&quot;@americanchemistry.com.&quot; I hereby request such correspondence from the dates 1/20/17 to the
present. This request covers all emails to and from Beck to and from addresses that include the domain name
&quot;americanchemistry.com.&quot; This request covers all attachments to the emails. 20, 2017. If it is your position
that any portion of the requested records is exempt from disclosure, I request that you provide it with an index of
those documents as required under Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1972).
As you are aware, a Vaughn index must describe each document claimed as exempt with sufficient specificity “to
permit a reasoned judgment as to whether the material is actually exempt under FOIA.” Founding Church of
Scientology v. Bell, 603 F.2d 945, 949 (D.C. Cir. 1979). Moreover, the Vaughn index must “describe each document or
portion thereof withheld, and for each withholding it must discuss the consequences of supplying the sought-after
information.” King v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 830 F.2d 210, 223-24 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (emphasis added). Further, “the
withholding agency must supply ‘a relatively detailed justification, specifically identifying the reasons why a particular
exemption is relevant and correlating those claims with the particular part of a withheld document to which they
9/7/2017 18:09 apply.’” Id.at 224 (citing Mead Data Central v. U.S. Dep’t of the Air Force, 566 F.2d 242, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1977)).

EPA-HQ-2017-011243

David Sirota

EPA-HQ-2017-011281

Austin Evers

American Oversight

9/8/2017 15:09

EPA-HQ-2017-011280
EPA-HQ-2018-007299

Austin Evers
Alan Zibel

American Oversight
Public Citizen

9/8/2017 15:09
5/3/2018 1:05

EPA-HQ-2018-000076

Alan Zibel

9/7/2017 18:09

Public Citizen

Specific correspondence between top officials of the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention and emails
from the domain “@americanchemistry.com,” “@arkema.com,” and/or “arkema-americas.com.” The specific
correspondence sought are those to and from emails from any of the aforementioned domain names and the
following officials in the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention: Wendy Cleland-Hamnett Nancy B. Beck
Louise P. Wise Oscar Morales Jeffery Morris Barbara Cunningham Maria Doa David Widawsky Pamela Myrick Tanya
Mottley Tala Henry Larry Reisman I hereby request such correspondence from 1/1/17 to the present. If it is your
position that any portion of the requested records is exempt from disclosure, I request that you provide it with an
index of those documents as required under Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977
(1972). As you are aware, a Vaughn index must describe each document claimed as exempt with sufficient specificity
“to permit a reasoned judgment as to whether the material is actually exempt under FOIA.” Founding Church of
Scientology v. Bell, 603 F.2d 945, 949 (D.C. Cir. 1979). Moreover, the Vaughn index must “describe each document or
portion thereof withheld, and for each withholding it must discuss the consequences of supplying the sought-after
information.” King v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 830 F.2d 210, 223-24 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (emphasis added). Further, “the
withholding agency must supply ‘a relatively detailed justification, specifically identifying the reasons why a particular
exemption is relevant and correlating those claims with the particular part of a withheld document to which they
apply.’” Id.at 224 (citing Mead Data Central v. U.S. Dep’t of the Air Force, 566 F.2d 242, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1977)).
Requesting records sufficient to demonstrate EPA’s basis for making the statements on the attached request in the
agency’s September 3, 2017 News Release.
Requesting all communications between (a) all political appointees or SES staff in the Immediate Office of the
Administrator, (b) all political appointees or SES staff in the Office of Public Affairs, (c) any employees in the Office of
Environmental Information (OEI), including the Chief Information Officer, or (d) anyone acting on behalf of any of
those individuals (such as administrative assistants and chiefs of staff), and any of the individuals listed on attached
request, etc.
See attached.

1. Any and all communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments to
emails—to or from any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency related to requests to initiate a rulemaking to
change the point of obligation for compliance under the Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS) program. This request is
limited to records created or received between January 1, 2017, and the date of processing this request. 2. Any and all
records concerning meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing, or through other means related to
or from any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency related to requests to initiate a rulemaking to change the
point of obligation for compliance under the Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS) program. This request is limited to
10/3/2017 21:10 records created or received between January 1, 2017, and the date of processing this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-002651

Alan Zibel

Public Citizen

Any and all internal and external communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all
attachments to emails—to or from political appointees of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the
Administrator, and any employee of the Heartland Institute. This request is limited to records created or received
between January 20, 2017 and the date of processing this request. Any and all records concerning internal and
external meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing, or through other means—involving political
appointees of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the Administrator involving any employee of the
Heartland Institute.This request includes, but is not limited to, calendars, electronic calendar invitations, and visitor
logs. This request is limited to records created or received between January 20, 2017 and the date of processing this
12/14/2017 22:12 request.
Any and all internal and external communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all
attachments to emails—to or from political appointees of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the
Administrator, regarding the Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under the Clean
Air Act. This request is limited to records created or received between January 20, 2017 and the date of processing this
request.

EPA-HQ-2018-002490
EPA-HQ-2018-002743

EPA-HQ-2018-000959

Alan Zibel
Alan Zibel

Alan Zibel

Public Citizen
Public Citizen

Any and all records concerning internal and external meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing, or
through other means—involving political appointees of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the
Administrator, regarding the Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under the Clean
Air Act. This request includes, but is not limited to, calendars, electronic calendar invitations, and visitor logs. This
12/8/2017 23:12 request is limited to records created or received between January 20, 2017 and the date of processing this request.
12/19/2017 15:12 See attached

Public Citizen

Any and all communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments to
emails—to or from any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the Administrator, regarding the
participation of agency staff in external discussions of climate science. This request is limited to records created or
received between Jan. 20, 2017 and the date of processing this request. Any and all records concerning
meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing, or through other means—between any staff of the
Environmental Protection Agency , including the Administrator, regarding the participation of agency staff in external
discussions of climate science This request includes, but is not limited to, calendars, electronic calendar invitations,
and visitor logs. This request is limited to records created or received between Jan. 20, 2017 and the date of processing
10/24/2017 14:10 this request.

EPA-HQ-2017-011743

EPA-HQ-2017-011741

EPA-R5-2017-011805

Alan Zibel

Public Citizen

Any and all communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments to
emails—to or from any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency including the Administrator, from or to Robert
Murray or any employee, representative, or person acting on behalf of Murray Energy. This request is limited to
records created or received between Nov. 9 2016 and the date of processing this request. Any and all records
concerning meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing, or through other means—between any staff
of the EPA, including the Administrator, and Robert Murray or any employee, representative, or person acting on
behalf of Murray Energy. This request includes, but is not limited to, calendars, electronic calendar invitations, and
visitor logs. This request is limited to records created or received between Nov. 9 2016 and the date of processing this
request. Any and all communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments
to emails—to or from any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency, including the Administrator, from or to Corey
Lewandowski or any employee, representative, or person acting on behalf of Avenue Strategies or Lewandowski
Strategic Advisors. This request is limited to records created or received between Jan. 20, 2017 and the date of
processing this request. Any and all records concerning meetings—whether in-person, telephonic, video conferencing,
or through other means—between any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency , including the Administrator, to
Corey Lewandowski or any employee, representative, or person acting on behalf of Avenue Strategies or Lewandowski
Strategic Advisors. This request includes, but is not limited to, calendars, electronic calendar invitations, and visitor
logs. This request is limited to records created or received between Jan. 20, 2017 and the date of processing this
9/22/2017 17:09 request.

Karl Blankenship

I request all records concerning communications within the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and between U.S.
EPA and federal or state agencies or outside parties since Jan. 20, 2017 concerning each of the following: 1) The “Bay
Journal” or “Chesapeake Bay Journal;” 2) EPA Grant CB-96342701 awarded to Chesapeake Media Services Inc. (now
Bay Journal Media) on 1/20/2016. 3) Documentation of any “shift in priorities” for the Chesapeake Bay Program
affecting its activities, especially as they relate to grant programs. Please include any phone calls, call logs, call sheets,
Skype calls or videos, emails, letters, hand-written notes, day calendars, memorandums, meeting agenda sheets, text
messages, voice and video recordings and other documented forms of communication. Please search for responsive
records to my request in the email accounts affiliated with the following individuals: Scott Pruitt, Ken Wagner, John
9/22/2017 17:09 Konkus, Cecil Rodrigues, John Armstead, and Diana Esher.

Ashley Chrysler

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 5 one copy of any records or documents (regardless of their form) since January 1, 2016 that mention
or relate in any way to Aquila Resources, Inc. (“Aquila”), the Back Forty Project, or Aquila’s wetlands permit. The
records or documents provided should include, but are not limited to, correspondence, memoranda, notes (typed or
hand-written), e-mails, texts, electronically stored information, documents or communications to or from individual
members of the Menominee Tribe, written or recorded public comments, any drafts of documents, mark-ups of
documents, photographs, and maps. We will pay all reasonable costs that are applicable under the Freedom of
Information Act that arise from this request up to a limit of $500; above that limit, please contact me with a
description of the costs involved. If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption
justifying your refusal to release the information. If you have any questions about handling this request, you may call
9/26/2017 16:09 me at (616) 752-2217. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Warner Norcross & Judd LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-000940

EPA-R3-2018-006704

Ian Fein

Natural Resources Defense
Council

Victoria Yakobosky

Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services

Communications between EPA and outside parties regarding tetrachlorvinphos (TCVP); documents and
10/23/2017 21:10 communications relating to the decision to remove TCVP from the Registration Review Schedule for Fiscal Year 2018.
I would like to review environmental files (records, reports, permits, etc.), if available, related to the property located
at 390 State Route 11 in Hunlock Creek, Luzerne COunty, PA 18621. This property is bound by forested area to the
4/16/2018 21:04 north, Feher's Garage to the east, and the Susquehanna River to the south.

EPA-R6-2017-011046
EPA-HQ-2017-011689

Jessica Garrison
Katherine George

EPA-HQ-2017-011669

Nick Surgey

FOIA request is limited to information surrounding Hurricane Harvey and the Arkema Chemical Plant in Crosby, Texas.
Requester seeks information from August 24, 2017 – August 31, 2017 date range only. Requester agrees to rolling
responses every 30 days, if needed. Please provide a denial log of any withheld information; and ? Please provide only
an index only of any documents deemed to be Confidential Business Information. If requester wishes to pursue the CBI
8/31/2017 16:08 substantiation process, requester will notify the Agency at a later date.
9/20/2017 22:09 The attached letter describes the records requested.
Requesting records in the possession of the listed EPA custodians and their assistants (if applicable) relating to the
9/20/2017 16:09 EPA/U.S. delegation trip to Italy in June 2017 for the G7 and other meetings.

John Blodgett

I seek information and documents related to meetings held Jan. 14, 2014, and April 29, 2014, to discuss matters
related to the Libby Asbestos Superfund site, and including representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency,
Montana DEQ and Lincoln County, Montana. The information and documents I seek are as follows: list and description
of attendees; meeting agenda; meeting minutes, to include a list of next-step action items; and any supporting
5/29/2018 22:05 documentation presented at the meeting in support of the agenda.

John Blodgett

I seek information and documents related to a meeting held July 15, 2014, at the Montana DEQ office in the Lee
Metcalf Building in Helena, Montana. I do not know the time of the meeting; however, it was to discuss matters
related to the Libby Asbestos Superfund site, and included representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency,
Montana DEQ and Lincoln County, Montana. The information and documents I seek are as follows: list and description
of attendees; meeting agenda; meeting minutes, to include a list of next-step action items; and any supporting
5/29/2018 16:05 documentation presented at the meeting in support of the agenda.

EPA-R8-2018-008072

EPA-R8-2018-008065

Buzzfeed News
Johnston George LLP

EPA-R9-2017-011732

EPA-HQ-2017-011699

Jennifer Allen

James Goodwin

Stinson Leonard Street LLP

• All inquiries, complaints, correspondence, or other communications of any kind regarding Hickman's Egg Ranch on
Indian School Road in Tonopah, Arizona (“Hickman’s”). • All inquiries, complaints, or reports regarding dust, odors,
flies, ammonia emissions, or dander from farming, ranching, or other agricultural activities in Tonopah, Arizona. • All
inspection reports, investigations, notes, memoranda, applications, analyses, photos, findings, or studies regarding
Hickman's. • All rules, regulations, agendas, hearing reports regarding Hickman's or other agricultural activities in
Tonopah, Arizona. • All inspection reports, investigations, notes, memoranda, applications, analyses, photos, findings,
or studies regarding agricultural activities in Tonopah, Arizona. • All inquiries, complaints, correspondence, or other
communications of any kind to/from any of the following, from January 1, 2014 to the present: o 411 Investments, LLC
o Jacqueline/Timothy Avilla o Robert/Joan Azevedo o Daniel/June Blackson o Connie/John Blayney o Carolyn/Maynard
Burton o Linda/Mike Butler o Sharon/Terrance Campbell o Martha Colwell o David Dyrcz o Dolly/Scott Graf o Myrah
Harris o Doris Heisler o Lynn/Teresa Holzner o Matthew Kamowski o Sharon King o Linda Kinman o Fred Lillie o Sonia
Lopez o Oscar/Diocelina Lopez o Daniel/Rhonda Mack o Jane Magee o Scott Manka o Jennifer Marrs o Gordon/Phyllis
McEwen o Bailey/Connor/Jesse/Jess/Mary Meyer o Song Mun o Julie Park o Lorna Ann/Theron Proper o Patricia Reed
o Angela/Richard Renaud o Carroll/Leslie Saunders o Margie Jo/Timothy Strawmyer o Raul Tijerina o Alan With o Linda
Wood o Jerry/Judy Zimmerschied o Don't Waste Arizona, Inc. o Tonopah Community Council, STOPP Committee o
9/22/2017 13:09 Ivanco, LLC o Saddle Mountain Park, LLC dba Saddle Mountain RV

Center for Progressive Reform

CPR requests the following records: 1. The names and titles of all EPA personnel involved in the EPA’s “Sectors team”
within the EPA’s Office of Policy (hereinafter referred to as the “EPA Sectors team”), as referenced in a September 7,
2017, article in Greenwire entitled “Top Brass Tout Reorganization in Email to Staff.” (A copy of the article has been
appended to this request.) 2. The agendas for any meetings of the EPA Sectors team; a list of all attendees at those
meetings, including but not limited to all EPA personnel and outside entities or individuals; and copies of all records
and documents exchanged at those meetings. 3. A list of any industrial sectors that the EPA Sectors team has
identified for the purposes of carrying out its tasks, including but not limited to for the purpose of “develop[ing]
strategies that better protect human health and the environment by engaging with partners at all levels to ensure the
agency puts forth sensible regulations that encourage economic growth.” 4. A list of any industrial sectors that the EPA
Sectors team has identified for the purposes of carrying out its tasks, including but not limited to for the purpose of
“develop[ing] strategies that better protect human health and the environment by engaging with partners at all levels
to ensure the agency puts forth sensible regulations that encourage economic growth.” 5. All communications
between officials at the EPA, including but not limited to members of the EPA Sectors team, and any outside entity or
individual concerning or related to the tasks of the EPA Sectors team, including tasks related to “coordinat[ing] with
stakeholders to better understand their needs and challenges so as to improve environmental performance and
inform smarter and more predictable rulemaking,” Such communications may include, but are not limited to electronic
9/21/2017 15:09 correspondence, written correspondence, word processing documents, and PowerPoint presentations.

EPA-HQ-2017-011700

Jesse M. Seidman

Vice News

September 21, 2017 To whom it may concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. On behalf of
Vice News and myself, jointly, I request that you provide us with: - Materials, slides and training materials from “anti
leaking class” o The names of the seminar/class leaders o Any follow up emails sent to the class o Video, tape
recording, or webinar of the class Format: we prefer to receive records in the following formats, listed in order of
preference: (1) an electronic data format such as a text-searchable PDF or Word document, or similar; (2) an electronic
scanned PDF; (3) other non-proprietary electronic format. Please respond within 20 working days, as the Act provides,
or notify me if “unusual” or “exceptional” circumstances apply – as the Act uses those terms. If you decide to exempt
portion of any record, please release all other segregable parts. If you withhold any record or portion of a record,
please specify which statutory exemptions are claimed for each withholding. Please separately state your reasons for
not invoking your discretion, as the Act allows, to release the requested information. Please describe each record
9/21/2017 15:09 withheld, including its date and size – e.g., amount of electronic memory or number of paper pages.

EPA-R6-2017-011716

Suzanne Perry

EPA-R5-2018-007842

Conor J. Horton

Information sought is any and all documents pertaining to the Arkema plant located at 18000 Crosby Eastgate Road,
Crosby, Texas 77532. This information requested is limited to records from the EPA Region 6 Superfund, Multimedia,
and Compliance Assurance and Enforcement Division. Information is requested from January 1, 2000 to the present. I
am agreeing to rolling responses being provided every 30 days or sooner. I am requesting a denial log. I am requesting
that a CBI index be provided, to allow me to review the list and identify any documents I wish to have substantiated. (I
am not requesting that all CBI be substantiated at this time.) I request that I be notified when my fee commitment is
9/21/2017 20:09 exhausted to potentially authorize additional fees.
Hello, I am looking for information regarding, specific air permits, inspection reports, violation notices, annual
emissions reports, asbestos information, leaking underground storage tanks, site remediation program enrollment,
compliance reports, ground-water information, sampling results, complaints, and incident notices for any facility at the
5/21/2018 14:05 following address: 911 Spencerville Road, Delphos, OH.

Conor J. Horton

I am looking for information regarding, specific air permits, inspection reports, violation notices, annual emissions
reports, asbestos information, leaking underground storage tanks, site remediation program enrollment, compliance
reports, ground-water information, sampling results, complaints, and incident notices for any facility at the following
addresses: 1125 Spencerville Road, Delphos, OH 45833 (Delphos Axle Products) - DERR ID: 302001937 and 901 South
Main Street, Delphos, OH 45833 (Orbitron Prod Inc.) - DERR ID: 302001545 and CERCLIS ID: OHD982220626 If you
5/30/2018 15:05 could provided me with any of the aforementioned documents I would greatly appreciate it.

Alex Lubben

I am seeking all records, internal communication, emails, or other memoranda, issued between 3/1/17 and 9/1/17
pertaining to the use of news articles, published by media independent from the Environmental Protection Agency, as
1/16/2018 22:01 News Releases, and sent to press, whether legal advice on these matters or directives from management.

EPA-R5-2018-008117

EPA-HQ-2018-003439

Spurlock & Associates, P.C.

VICE News

EPA-HQ-2018-000539
EPA-R2-2018-000738

todd black
Yessenia Funes

Gizmodo Media Group

EPA-HQ-2018-000179

Louise Radnofsky

The Wall Street Journal

1) how much money has fossil fuel industries donated to Scott Pruitt in the last 10 years 2) Amount of Scott Pruitt's
expense account has been applied towards meetings with industry, academics, and NGO and government advocates
for the environment 3) How does Scott Pruitt reconcile the rationale for the repeal of the clean power plan versus the
10/14/2017 0:10 published , peer-reviewed scientific evidence of the impact of human activities on global warming and climate change?
10/18/2017 20:10 Requesting communications related to Superfund sites and drinking water.
Requesting travel approval documentation and related information for Scott Pruitt, including but not limited to
10/5/2017 18:10 authorization rationales and receipts.

EPA-R6-2018-007568

EPA-R2-2017-011852

EPA-HQ-2018-000367

EPA-HQ-2017-011838

Jaron McCann

Kayo Mullins

Anne L. Weismann

Austin Evers

Alpha Testing

All publicly available files regarding; All publicly available files regarding; CVS Pharmacy #10635, 476 W. Interstate 30,
Royse City, Texas; RCRAGEN; TXR 000083537 AND CVS Pharmacy #10635, 476 W. Interstate 30, Royse City, Texas;
5/11/2018 14:05 RCRAGEN; TXR 000083626

Waters &amp; Kraus LLP

We are requesting a document referenced in the links below. This was an internal report titled &quot;Operation
Bootstrap&quot; distributed by the Hooker Chemicals Corporation regarding their Niagara Falls facility. The report was
conducted in 1975 but then appears to be distributed in 1979. The EPA had a copy of this report which is what we are
requesting. Operation Bootstrap, a 1975 company management study of the Niagara Plant documenting obsolete
equipment, substandard environmental conditions and massive discharging of waters into sewers leading to the
Niagara River. &quot;The 1975 Report, called 'Operation Bootstrap', was prepared by internal engineers and doctors
for the Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corp., a subsidiary of Occidental Petroleum.&quot;
https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/160831662/ The 1975 report, called “Operation Bootstrap,” was prepared
by internal engineers and doctors for the Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corporation, subsidiary of Occidental
Petroleum. It was obtained by The New York Times, television station WKBW in Buffalo and Michael Brown, an
environmental writer, from a supervising engineer who was dismissed two years ago, allegedly for complaining about
unsafe emissions from the plant. According to Michael J. Bayliss, the former supervising engineer for plant efficiency
who released the report, it was Hooker company policy “not to tell workers the dangers of the chemicals they worked
with.” He said he had told Federal safety officials about the problems but had not yet given them a copy of the report.
Covers Wide Buffalo Area http://www.nytimes.com/1979/04/17/archives/study-at-hooker-plant-found-75-emissionsdangerous-to-health-1975.html Please let us know if there are any fees associate with this search. Thank you so much
9/27/2017 17:09 for your time. Cordially, Kayo B. Mullins kmullis@waterskraus.com 214-357-6244

CREW

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2017-011846

Ellen Ioanes

The Daily Dot

EPA-HQ-2017-011913

Maggie Christ

Campaign Legal Center

Requesting copies of all records for EPA-funded meals at nongovernmental locations attended by Administrator Scott
Pruitt from February 17, 2017, to the present. This request includes, but is not limited to. meals for which
10/11/2017 18:10 Administrator Pruitt sought reimbursement from the EPA or which he charged on a government-issued credit card.
Requesting records sufficient to identify each time the Administrator has booked or used any air travel other than
scheduled, commercial service for official government business, including use of government-owned or government9/27/2017 15:09 leased aircraft, chartered aircraft, or aircraft owned by a business entity or private individual.

Dear Mr. Gottesman: This is a request for records under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. I am
requesting records created or dated between February 17, 2017 and September 27, 2017. Specifically, I am requesting
all documents related to Administrator Scott Pruitt’s air travel arrangements, including all requests for
military/government air travel or private chartered planes and all receipts, reimbursements and vouchers for air travel.
I would also like to receive any communication (email, fax, memo, text message and any attachments thereof) related
to air travel for Administrator Pruitt. This request encompasses both physical and digital records. I would like to
receive these records electronically, via searchable PDF if possible. Please search for applicable records regardless of
format, medium, or physical characteristics. If you determine that any of the material requested is exempt, please
9/27/2017 15:09 describe any withheld records (or portions thereof) and explain the basis for your exemption claims.
Please find attached a FOIA request for records relating to Administrator Pruitt's travels and to the recent EPA contract
9/28/2017 20:09 with Acoustic Solutions.

EPA-HQ-2018-000604
EPA-R5-2018-007152
EPA-R5-2018-008216
EPA-R2-2018-007526
EPA-R10-2017-011922
EPA-R6-2018-007622

EPA-HQ-2017-011925

EPA-HQ-2017-011885

Gary I. Rubin
Roxana Firouzi
Roxana Firouzi
Roxana Firouzi
Jan Hasselman
Justin Wingerter

Justin Wingerter

Adam Pulver

Hollingsworth LLP

EarthJustice
The Oklahoman

10/16/2017 19:10
4/30/2018 16:04
5/31/2018 20:05
5/9/2018 21:05
9/28/2017 23:09
5/14/2018 15:05

All documents and communications, including all emails (with any attachments) and other correspondence relating or
referring to the Agricultural Health Study (“AHS”), wherever such documents are located, including but not limited to,
computers, e-mail accounts, or hard-copy documents or files, between, among or including EPA staff and Matthew
Ross at Mississippi State University. Search terms for this request should include the following: “Matthew Ross,”
“Agricultural Health Study,” “AHS,” “glyphosate,” “gly,” “roundup,” “round up,” “Monograph 112,” “International
Agency for Research on Cancer,” “IARC,” “Aaron Blair,” “blaira@mail.nih.gov,” and “blairkansas@aol.com.” The date
ranges for this request are (i) January 1, 2004 through January 1, 2006 and (ii) January 1, 2012 through present. If any
portion of this request is denied, please provide a detailed statement of the reasons for withholding and an index or
similar statement of the nature of the documents withheld.
Please see the attached formal FOIA form with the details of the request.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Army Corps of Engineers CWA 404 jurisdiction in Puget Sound, see attached letter.
Under Agency Review

The Oklahoman

Any and all public documents related to Administrator Scott Pruitt’s travel to, from and within the state of Oklahoma
between March 1, 2017, and September 29, 2017. This includes reimbursement requests, Office of General Counsel
9/29/2017 13:09 requests for charter aircraft, Office of General Counsel approval for charter aircraft and cost estimates for travel.

Public Citizen

See attached: All communications to or from any employee of the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) (1) Office
of the Administrator Immediate Office, including the Administrator; (2) Office of Administrative and Executive Services;
(3) Office of Public Affairs; (4) Office of the Executive Secretariat; (5) Office of Administration and Resources
Management Office of the Assistant Administrator and Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator; (6) Office of
Resources, Operations and Management; (7) Office of Acquisition Management; (8) Office of Administration; or (9)
Office of the Chief Financial Officer; from or to any non-EPA entity or person concerning a “privacy booth,” “sounddampening,” or soundproofing of any facilities in the Office of the Administrator. Communications include, but are not
9/28/2017 15:09 limited to, letters, faxes, emails, and all attachments to emails.

1.Documents related to the EPA’s April 22, 2015 new release, "U.S. Settles with ExxonMobil over Violations Stemming
from 2013 Oil Spill in Mayflower, Arkansas" and specifically documents related to the oil spill's effects on
neighborhoods in Arkansas as well as the ramifications of the oil spills in general.
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/us-settles-exxonmobil-over-violations-stemming-2013-oil-spill-mayflowerarkansas

EPA-R9-2017-011017
EPA-HQ-2018-000003

Todd H. Henderson
Donna Jenkins

EPA-R5-2017-011935

Brian P. Kelly

EPA-HQ-2018-000840

Wendy Jacobs

EPA-HQ-2018-000841

Wendy Jacobs

Bragar Eagel &amp; Squire,
P.C.

2.Documents referencing any EPA “Red Team” strategy including, but not limited to (as referenced in the Slate article
below):
(a)All emails between any political appointees or career SES staff in EPA Headquarters and any of the following
entities: -Steven (or Steve) Koonin -The Heartland Institute (heartland.org)
(b)All emails to or from any political appointees or career SES staff in EPA Headquarters containing any of the
following terms: -“red team” -“blue team” -Koonin -“Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change” -NIPCC
Please provide all responsive records from April 15, 2017, to the date the search is conducted.
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/30/scott_pruitt_wants_to_use_a_red_team_to_sow_doubts_about
_climate_change.html
3.Documents related to safety regulations, risk, and hydrofluoric acid at ExxonMobil in Torrance, CA, also known as
the Torrance Refinery (after it was sold in July 2016 to PBF Energy), as referenced in the article below:
http://www.dailybreeze.com/general-news/20 151201/epa-investigating-exxonmobil-for-understating-torrance8/30/2017 21:08 refinery-risk
10/2/2017 13:10 Under Agency Review
Request information maintained by the Department with respect to the Therm-O-Disc facility located at 1320 S. Main
9/29/2017 16:09 Street in Mansfield, Richland County, OH 44907.

WSP USA Inc.
Harvard Law School Emmett
Environmental Law and Policy
Clinic

10/20/2017 18:10 Please find attached a FOIA request letter for records re: statements made by EPA (see attached letter).

Harvard Law School Emmett
Environmental Law and Policy
Clinic

Please find attached a FOIA request letter re: Crosby, TX Arkema Facility. Specifically, the Clinic requests the Risk
Management Plan, required by 42 U.S.C. § 7412(r), for the Arkema facility in Crosby, Texas, and records1 regarding the
following:
(1) Inspections at the Arkema facility in Crosby, Texas conducted pursuant to the facility’s Risk Management Plan
between January 2010 and the present; This includes Offsite Consequence Analysis (OCA) information, it
would have to be obtained through HQ . Margaret Gerardin, with Office of Emergency Management, may be
contacted at 202-564-2491 for additional information.
Items 2, 3, and 4 of the attached request is being processed under FOIA request number EPA-R6-2018-000485, where
10/20/2017 18:10 EPA R6 will task EPA HQ to obtain any responsive documents.

EPA-HQ-2018-002217

EPA-HQ-2018-000586

Joseph Kakesh

Gary I. Rubin

Wiley Rein LLP

Hollingsworth LLP

Please also see attached letter. Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), as amended, 5 U.S.C. Section
552, and the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA” or Agency”) rules issued thereunder, 40 C.F.R. Part 2, I am
requesting the following records: (1) Any and all records provided by EPA to any person in response to FOIA requests
submitted in 2017 to EPA (including but not limited to the June 27, 2017 FOIA request submitted by the Center for
Biological Diversity with the FOIA request record EPA-HQ-2017-008866) requesting records relating to draft and/or
final biological evaluations of malathion under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”); (2) Any and all records provided by
EPA to any person in response to FOIA requests submitted in 2017 to EPA (including but not limited to the June 27,
2017 FOIA request submitted by the Center for Biological Diversity with the FOIA request record EPA-HQ-2017-008866)
requesting any records relating to draft and/or final biological evaluations of diazinon under the ESA; and (3) Any and
all records provided by EPA to any person in response to FOIA requests submitted in 2017 to EPA (including but not
limited to the June 27, 2017 FOIA request submitted by the Center for Biological Diversity with the FOIA request record
EPA-HQ-2017-008866) requesting any records relating to draft and/or final biological evaluations of chlorpyrifos under
12/1/2017 14:12 the ESA.
All documents and communications, including all emails (with any attachments) and other correspondence, wherever
such documents are located, including but not limited to, computers, e-mail accounts, or hard-copy documents or
files, sent by, received by, or copied to Peter Preuss (whose email address is preuss.peter@epa.gov) regarding the
2005 IARC Meeting that modified the guidelines for the Monograph program. The date range of this request is January
1, 2005 to January 1, 2006. Search terms for this request should include the following: “IARC,” “Monographs,”
“Christopher Portier,” “c.portier@mastrichtuniversity.com,” “cportier@mac.com,” “cportier@me.com,” “risk
assessment,” “Working Group,” “Harri Vainio,” “Harri.Uolevi.Vainio@gmail.com,” “Lauren Zeise,”
“lauren.zeise@oehha.ca.gov,” “Carolyn Vickers,” “Vincent Cogliano,” “Cogaliano.Vincent@epa.gov,” “Kurt Straif,”
“straifk@iarc.fr,” “Beatrice Secretan,” “Yann Grosse,” “Fatiha El Ghissassi,” and “Robert Baan.” If any portion of this
request is denied, please provide a detailed statement of the reasons for withholding and an index or similar
10/16/2017 13:10 statement of the nature of the documents withheld.

EPA-HQ-2018-006289

EPA-HQ-2017-011912

EPA-HQ-2017-011915

EPA-HQ-2018-000741

Christopher D. White

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request copies of and access to all emails
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) employees sent to or received from Atlantic reporters Elaina Plott and
Robinson Meyer from January 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018. The Atlantic, an online news outlet, reported on April 3,
2018 that EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt used a loophole in the Safe Drinking Water Act to give pay raises to two of his
top aides – Sarah Greenwalt and Millan Hupp – who were political appointees for Pruitt when he was an attorney
general in Oklahoma. The Atlantic relied on anonymous EPA employees for sourcing in the report. I would like to
receive the information in searchable PDFs via email or thumb drive. I would prefer to receive them via CD or digital
dropbox if PDF versions are unavailable. I would prefer they be released on a rolling basis as documents become
available, rather than as one large file. I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the
requested information is in the public interest. If my request is denied, then please cite each specific exemption you
feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the
law. Reports from The Atlantic, The New York Times, and The Washington Post about EPA Scott Pruitt’s travels and
housing expenses, which have relied heavily on anonymous sources within the EPA who were initially employed by
former President Barack Obama’s administration, have been topics of significant public interest. The information will
be used in articles by The Daily Caller News Foundation, an non-profit news outlet based in Washington, D.C. The Daily
Caller News Foundation has reported extensively on reports about administrator Scott Pruitt’s first class flight travels.
4/5/2018 19:04 Key terms: - Safe Drinking Water Act - Millan Hupp - Sarah Greenwalt - The Atlantic -- Elaina Plott

Christopher D. White

I work as an energy and environmental reporter for The Daily Caller News Foundation in Washington, D.C. I would like
copies of documents between Jan. 1, 2008 and Jan. 1, 2017 showing Environmental Protection Agency administrators
using non-commercial jets -- such as chartered planes, or military jets -- for official EPA business. I would also like to
request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest. If my request is
denied, then please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me
9/28/2017 20:09 of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you, Christopher D. White (816)935-5763

Alex Veeneman

Per the Act, I am requesting copies of correspondence or memorandums dated from January 20, 2017 to the date of
this request originating from the Office of the Administrator, Office of the Deputy Administrator or the Office of the
Associate Administrator for Public Affairs when it came to requests from members of the media. This information is
being requested in light of recent reports surrounding concerns on relationships between other federal agencies and
9/28/2017 20:09 journalists, particularly the CDC, especially agencies with a science focus.

Joshua Berman

Kettle Magazine, London

Sierra Club Environmental Law
Program

Any and all records of communications subsequent to November 7, 2016, regarding the national ambient air quality
standards for ozone between (A) people and organizations outside EPA and (B) members of the transition, beachhead,
and landing teams in any EPA office and EPA staff in the Office of the Administrator (Immediate Office), Office of
Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, Office of the Executive Secretariat, Office of Policy, Office of Public
10/18/2017 20:10 Affairs, Office of Air and Radiation, and Office of General Counsel.

I am seeking copies of all processing notes and search slips for EPA FOIA request EPA-HQ-2017-005767.

EPA-HQ-2018-000744

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

Please include all remarks, comments, notes, explanations, etc. made by your personnel or contractors about the
processing of the request. In addition, also included in this request are any analysts' notes made during the processing
of the FOIA request, any standard worksheets completed by analysts, any justifications for exemption invocations or
other supporting documentation provided, and any correspondence referencing the request, including tasking orders,
10/18/2017 21:10 emails, memos, search slips, and coordinating documentation.
This is a thirteen part request that, in summary seeks:
All calendars of Scott Pruitt, Nancy Beck,Wendy Cleland-Hamnett, Jim Jones, Brian Symmes, and Robert Courtnage
from June 2016 to October 2017;
All communications between the same individuals and any employee of Olin Corporation, Occidental Chemical
Corporation, Axiall Corporation, or members of the American Chemistry Council, The Chlorine Institute, and American
Chemistry Council Chlorine Chemistry Division;
All communications between the same individuals and Michael Dourson
All records relating to a January 12, 2017 meeting meeting between EPA the American Chemistry Council (ACC), ACC
Chlorine Chemistry Division, Occidental Chemical Corporation, and Olin Chemical;
All records relating to the Aptil 11, 2017 meeting between EPA and Axiall Corporation

EPA-HQ-2018-000145

Linda Reinstein

EPA-HQ-2017-011892

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-000058

Tate Van Patten

All communications between the EPA and Gregg W. Martin, The Chemours Company, Robyn Brooks, The Chlorine
Institute, Christina Franz, American Chemistry Council, Mark G. Ellis President, Industrial Minerals Association, Mark N.
10/4/2017 22:10 Duvall, Beveridge & Diamond P.C., from June 1, 2016 to October 1, 2017.
Requesting records relating to the use of MILAIR transportation services by staff or appointees of the Environmental
9/28/2017 18:09 Protection Agency (EPA) since January 20, 2017.
Please disclose all internal memos or emails following January 20, 2017 instructing the removal of the EPA climate
change website (https://www.epa.gov/climate-change/climate-change-regulatory-initiatives) and any memos
10/3/2017 18:10 explaining the necessity of such action.

EPA-HQ-2018-000060

Nick Surgey

Requesting all electronic records concerning any EPA political appointee (including but not limited to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt) participating with any external organization/corporation (or individual person), including
10/3/2017 18:10 but not limited to invitations to speak at meetings, fundraising events, galas and other events.

EPA-HQ-2018-000061

Steven Szegedi

10/3/2017 19:10 Requesting any and all information regarding the contract to build a sound-proof booth for Scott Pruitt's office.

Lisa Friedman

I request communication records and correspondence between Louis Anthony &quot;Tony&quot; Cox and Clint
Woods from December 1, 2017 to the date this request is processed. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
communication as responsive records to my request. If this document has previously been requested by others, please
5/14/2018 19:05 simply provide to me the response you are already preparing for others.

EPA-HQ-2018-007657

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-007654

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-007652

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

I request communication records sent to and from Richard Smotkin — including but not limited to his email address
Rick_Smotkin@Comcast.com — from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this request
is processed: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Sarah Greenwalt, Millan Hupp, Lincoln Ferguson, Kevin
Chmielewski. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. If this
document has previously been requested by others, please simply provide to me the response you are already
5/14/2018 18:05 preparing for others.
I request communication records sent to and from Leonard Leo — including but not limited to his email address
leonard.lco@fed-soc.org — from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this request is
processed: Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Sarah Greenwalt, Millan Hupp, Lincoln Ferguson and Kevin
Chmielewski. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. If this
document has previously been requested by others, please simply provide to me the response you are already
5/14/2018 18:05 preparing for others.

EPA-HQ-2018-007651

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-007650

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-007648

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

I request communication records sent to and from Matthew Freedman — including but not limited to his email
address mfreedman@globalimpact-inc.com — from the following individuals at EPA from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date
that this request is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Sarah Greenwalt Millan Hupp Please
consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as
other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. If this document has previously been
5/14/2018 18:05 requested by others, please simply provide to me the response you are already preparing for others.
I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA : Jahan Wilcox, Ron Slotkin, Liz
Bowman and George Hull between March 2017 and the date of processing this request that in any way relate to the
design and ordering of an E.P.A. &quot;challenge coin.&quot; I also would like to request any purchase orders or
vouchers for an EPA challenge coins, as well as any draft designs. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes,
letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of
5/14/2018 18:05 communication as responsive records to my request.
I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to the demotion,
reassignment, resignation, termination, transfer and/or any other personnel action regarding Reginald Allen, Mario
Caraballo, Kevin Chmielewski, John Martin, John Reeder and Eric Weese from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date that this
request is processed: Scott Pruitt Ryan Jackson Samantha Dravis Pasquale &quot;Nino&quot; Perrotta Sarah
Greenwalt Millan Hupp Charles Munoz Kevin Chmielewski Reginald Allen Mario Caraballo John Martin John Reeder
Eric Weese Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages, voice and video
recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request. If these
documents have previously been requested by others, please simply provide to me the response you are already
5/14/2018 18:05 preparing for others.

New York Times

I request communication records sent to and from the following individuals at EPA related to Administrator Scott
Pruitt's trip to Italy in June of 2017: Anna Phillips; Mark Kasman; and Jane Nishida, from January 20, 2017 to the date
that this request is processed. Please consider any emails, handwritten notes, letters, memorandums, text messages,
voice and video recordings as well as other documented forms of communication as responsive records to my request.
If this document has previously been requested by others, please simply provide to me the response you are already
5/14/2018 18:05 preparing for others.

EPA-HQ-2018-007647

Lisa Friedman

EPA-HQ-2018-002897

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-002894

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-000948

EPA-HQ-2018-000870

Lisa Friedman

Lisa Friedman

I hereby request the following record under the Freedom of Information Act: Records showing all vehicles that are
leased to or for the use of Scott Pruitt, or the office of the Administrator. The information being sought includes but is
not limited to: the number of vehicle/s leased; the model of vehicle/s leased; the price at which the vehicles were
12/26/2017 22:12 leased; and any upgrades made to the vehicle/s.
I am requesting copies of any emails, memos or other or communication regarding the hiring of Slawomir Kopec,
Steven Kopec, or Steve Kopec between employees of Region 2 and EPA headquarters. Please include but do not limit
12/26/2017 21:12 the search to communication from Richard Manna and Donna Vizian.

New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, A. I request government correspondence of federal employees in the EPA’s Office of Public Affairs
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(3). I would like all email correspondence sent to or received by any of the following
list of employees that deals with the list of journalists to which EPA sends press releases and background statements:
BOWMAN, ELIZABETH S; FREIRE, JOHN PETER; GRANTHAM, NANCY A.; GRAY, CARMEN DORIS; HEWITT, JAMES O;
KONKUS, JOHN A.; LOVING, WANDA D.; WHITE, CANDACE S.; WILCOX, JAHAN R; As part of this request, please query
the previous emails with the following terms: “press list” OR &quot;contact lists&quot; OR &quot;press
contacts&quot; from August 1, 2017 to the present date. Please include all reply chains and attachments. You may
exclude any emails sent to these accounts as part of a subscription service, such as Politico’s Morning Energy or EPA’s
clip service, unless those emails have been forwarded to or from one of these employees. If any part of this request is
denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by
10/24/2017 0:10 phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email. Thank you.

New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I request government correspondence of federal employees in the EPA’s Office of Public Affairs
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(3). I would like all email correspondence sent to or received by any of the following
list of employees limited by search term and date: BOWMAN, ELIZABETH S; FREIRE, JOHN PETER; GRANTHAM, NANCY
A.; GRAY, CARMEN DORIS; HEWITT, JAMES O; KONKUS, JOHN A.; LOVING, WANDA D.; WHITE, CANDACE S.; WILCOX,
JAHAN R; Please query these accounts with the following search terms: “Clean Power Plan” OR “CPP” OR “Kentucky”
from August 1, 2017 to the present date. Please include all reply chains and attachments. You may exclude any emails
sent to these accounts as part of a subscription service, such as Politico’s Morning Energy or EPA’s clip service, unless
those emails have been forwarded to or from one of these employees. If any part of this request is denied, please
state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please
10/23/2017 19:10 respond to my request electronically, via email. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-000872

EPA-HQ-2018-000570

Lisa Friedman

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, A. I request government correspondence of federal employees of the EPA pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
&sect; 552(a)(3). I am requesting correspondence between members of the immediate office of the administrator and
the office of the general counsel. would like all email correspondence sent to or received by any of the following list of
employees in the Office of the Administrator: ANDERSON, DENISE L.; BANGERTER, LAYNE R; BROWN, BYRON R.;
BURLEY, VERONICA C.; BURTON, TAMIKA Y.; DICKERSON, AARON A. III; DOMINGUEZ, ALEXANDER JAVIER; DRAVIS,
SAMANTHA KATHLEEN; ENG, CORNELIA M; FALVO, NICHOLAS ANTHONY; FERGUSON, LINCOLN ROSS; FLYNN, MICHAEL
P.; FORD, HAYLEY LYNNETTE; GREENWALT, SARAH A; GUNASEKARA, AMANDA M; HALE, DAWN MICHELLE; JACKSON,
RYAN T.; JENKINS, DONNA C.; JONES, KNOLYN R.; KELLY, ALBERT C; LYONS, TROY M; MCMURRAY, FORREST W; MUNOZ,
CHARLES D.; PRUITT, EDWARD SCOTT; REEDER, JOHN E.; SCHWAB, JUSTIN J.; SMITH LOVELL, WILLIAM DAVID;
SUGIYAMA, GEORGE Y.; WAGNER, KENNETH E; WASHINGTON, VALERIE; WILLIS, SHARNETT F.; With any of these
members of the Office of General Counsel: ALBORES, RICHARD L.; BAPTIST, ERIK C; BLAKE, WENDY LYNN; CREECH,
CHRISTOPHER T.; FOTOUHI, DAVID; JONES, GAIL R.; MINOLI, KEVIN; PATRICK, MONIQUE; VENEY, CARLA R.; WARD,
WILLIAM R. JR.; Please query these accounts with the following search terms: “Clean Power Plan” OR “CPP” OR
“Kentucky” from August 1, 2017 to the present date. Please include all reply chains and attachments. You may exclude
any emails sent to these accounts as part of a subscription service, such as Politico’s Morning Energy or EPA’s clip
service, unless those emails have been forwarded to or from one of these employees. If any part of this request is
denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by
10/23/2017 20:10 phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email. Thank you.

New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, A. I request Special Adviser Kenneth Wagner’s daily schedule from January 20, 2017 through the
date of the search pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(3), including any calendars maintained on behalf of these
individuals (for example, by an administrative assistant). This should include, but is not limited to, daily events or
meetings Mr. Wagner attended or was scheduled to attend, who was expected to be at the meetings or events, which
staff were in charge of organizing the meetings or events, and any notes attached to the scheduled meetings or
events. For any calendar entries in Outlook or similar programs, the documents should be produced in “memo” form
to include all invitees, any notes and all attachments. Please do not limit your search to Outlook calendars. I request all
electronic calendars, whether on government-issued or personal devices, used to track, coordinate or otherwise
schedule how these individuals allocate their time on agency-related business. B. If your agency has ever released the
Special Adviser to the Administrator’s schedule under &sect; 552(a)(3), I also request under 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552(a)(2)(D) that Kenneth Wagner’s daily schedule, as described in paragraph A, be made available for public
inspection in an electronic format since the documents have been released under 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(3) and “have
become or are likely to become the subject of subsequent requests for substantially the same records” and/or “have
been requested 3 or more times.” 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(2)(D). I also request that the record be regularly updated
throughout their time as a federal employee. Please include documents starting from January 20, 2017, or their initial
date of employment. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming
to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email.
10/16/2017 20:10 Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-000571

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting government documents under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552(a)(3). Please send me in digital format, a copy of all travel vouchers issued to Kenneth Wagner, the Senior Adviser
to the Administrator for Regional and State Affairs since his hiring at the EPA through the fulfillment of this request.
Please include as much information as is available, such as reason for the trip, costs, dates, etc. If any part of this
request is denied, please state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any
10/16/2017 20:10 questions by phone. Please respond to my request electronically, via email. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-000572

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

All email correspondence of Samantha Dravis with any other member of the Office of the Administrator from 1-2010/16/2017 23:10 2017 to of the fulfillment of this request 10-15-2017 that includes the terms: "Clean Power Plan" or "CPP".

EPA-HQ-2018-000573

Lisa Friedman

New York Times

EPA-HQ-2018-000579

Gary I. Rubin

Hollingsworth LLP

EPA-R6-2018-000485

Wendy B. Jacobs, Esq. Harvard Law School

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting government documents under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552(a)(3). I would like all documents related to Administrator Pruitt's regular meetings with the State Policy Network.
Please send any correspondence from or to any EPA employee on the attached list that includes the terms
&quot;State Policy Network,&quot; with all reply-chains and attachments included. Please query from January 20,
2017 to the fulfillment of this request. Please exclude any correspondence that was sent as part of a subscription
service such as Politico's Morning Energy or EPA's News Clip service. Please also send any briefing documents related
to the Administrator's meetings with the SPN or any documents that might have been produced as a result of the
meetings (i.e. that were given to the administrator or summarized the Administrator's meeting). If recordings of the
meetings exist, please provide those as well. If any part of this request is denied, please state under which FOIA
exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please contact me with any questions by phone. Please respond to my request
10/17/2017 0:10 electronically, via email. Thank you.
All documents and communications, including all emails (with any attachments) and other correspondence, wherever
such documents are located, including but not limited to, computers, e-mail accounts, or hard-copy documents or
files, between Philip J. Landrigan, President of Collegium Ramazzini and James (“Jim”) Jones, formerly Assistant
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, who
retired from the agency on or about January 20, 2017. Search terms for this request should include, in addition to the
aforementioned names, the following: “Phil Landrigan,” “Landrigan,” “Philip Landrigan,”
“philip.landrigan@mssm.edu,” “phil.landrigan@mssm.edu,” “phil.landrigan@mountsinai.org,” “Ramazzini Institute,”
“Ramazzini,” and “BRI.” The date range for this request is December 11, 2011 through present. If any portion of this
request is denied, please provide a detailed statement of the reasons for withholding and an index or similar
10/16/2017 13:10 statement of the nature of the documents withheld.
Request information regarding Crosby, TX Arkema Facility’s Risk Management Plan, Inspection Records, and Sampling
10/13/2017 13:10 Records.

EPA-HQ-2018-002693

EPA-HQ-2018-002691

EPA-HQ-2018-002652

Laura Peterson

I am making this request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and specifically for
expedited processing under 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(6)(E) as this request is made by an entity primarily engaged in
disseminating information and there is urgency to inform the public concerning activities at the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). I am requesting any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including
attachments), records of meetings, inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to
communications from February 14, 2017 onward between any personnel in the Office of the Administrator regarding
the following: Asbestos, 1-Bromopropane, 1,4-Dioxane, Carbon Tetrachloride, Cyclic Aliphatic Bromide Cluster (HBCD),
Methylene Chloride, N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP), Pigment Violet 29 (Anthra[2,1,9-def:6,5,10-d?e?f?] diisoquinoline12/15/2017 22:12 1,3,8,10(2H,9H)-tetrone), Tetrachloroethylene (also known as perchloroethylene), Trichloroethylene (TCE)

Laura Peterson

I am making this request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and specifically for
expedited processing under 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(6)(E) as this request is made by an entity primarily engaged in
disseminating information and there is urgency to inform the public concerning activities at the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). I am requesting any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including
attachments), records of meetings, inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to
communications from February 14, 2017 onward between any personnel in the Office of the Administrator and the
following organizations: American Petroleum Institute; American Chemistry Council; American farm bureau federation;
American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity; National Association of Home Builders; Grocery Manufacturers of
America; Grocery Manufacturers Association; Utility Air Regulatory Group; National Mining Association; American Fuel
and Petrochemical Manufacturers; Anthracite Region Independent Power Producers Association (ARIPPA); Texas Oil
12/15/2017 22:12 and Gas Association; BCCA Appeal Group

Laura Peterson

I am making this request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and specifically for
expedited processing under 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(6)(E) as this request is made by an entity primarily engaged in
disseminating information and there is urgency to inform the public concerning activities at the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). I am requesting any and all documents, including emails, memos, correspondence (including
attachments), records of meetings, inter-office communications, and all other written records relating to
communications from February 14, 2017 onward between any personnel in the Office of the Administrator and the
following companies: Alpha Natural Resources EME Homer City Generation L.P. Luminant Generation Co. and
subsidiaries Oak Grove Management and Big Brown Power Mingo Logan Coal Murray Energy Peabody Energy co. and
Peabody Investment corp. White Stallion Energy Center Southern Company and subsidiaries Southern Power, Gulf
Power, Alabama Power, Georgia Power, Mississippi Power, Southern Nuclear, Southern Linc, Southern Telecom,
12/14/2017 23:12 Sequent Energy Management, Power Secure, and Southern Company Gas.

EPA-HQ-2017-010166

Andrew Perez

MapLight

I’m writing to request the following records under the Freedom of Information Act: Copies of all available emails
exchanged between officials at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Senate offices, between Jan. 1,
2017 and Aug. 2, 2017. For email addresses affiliated with Senate offices, please search for email addresses that
contain the following domains: @gardner.senate.gov; @inhofe.senate.gov; @flake.senate.gov; @barrasso.senate.gov;
@boozman.senate.gov; @murkowski.senate.gov; @lee.senate.gov; @rounds.senate.gov; @mcconnell.senate.gov;
@appropriations.senate.gov; @energy.senate.gov; @epw.senate.gov; @capito.senate.gov; @daines.senate.gov; and
@cochran.senate.gov. Please consider this request separate from all other requests made by my news organization. I
would prefer to receive copies of requested documents in electronic format via email. Given that our organization is a
non-profit, 501(c)(3) with journalism as a core mission and that its mission is clearly within the public interest, we
request your agency waive all fees associated with this request. Records produced under this request will be made
available to the public. If fees cannot be waived, please provide us an estimate of the cost to produce the requested
documents in writing before fulfilling our request. We intend to use our request to measure responsiveness of
government agencies to constituents. We believe it's in the public interest to expedite this request. If you feel any part
8/3/2017 19:08 of our request falls under an exemption in the law, please notify us of the exemption. Thank you, Andrew

EPA-HQ-2017-010167

Andrew Perez

MapLight

EPA-R3-2018-003476

Kyle Bagenstose

Bucks County Courier Times

I’m writing to request the following records under the Freedom of Information Act: Copies of all available emails
exchanged between officials at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. House offices, between Jan. 1, 2017
and Aug. 2, 2017. For email addresses affiliated with House offices, please search for email addresses that contain the
domain “mail.house.gov.” Please consider this request separate from all other requests made by my news
organization. I would prefer to receive copies of requested documents in electronic format via email. Given that our
organization is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) with journalism as a core mission and that its mission is clearly within the public
interest, we request your agency waive all fees associated with this request. Records produced under this request will
be made available to the public. If fees cannot be waived, please provide us an estimate of the cost to produce the
requested documents in writing before fulfilling our request. We intend to use our request to measure responsiveness
of government agencies to constituents. We believe it's in the public interest to expedite this request. If you feel any
8/3/2017 20:08 part of our request falls under an exemption in the law, please notify us of the exemption. Thank you, Andrew
Any correspondence between EPA and PADEP and any correspondence, for all agencies, created between 1/1/2015 –
1/17/2018 regarding clean-up standards or goals for PFAS in soil, groundwater, or surface water at contaminated sites
1/17/2018 20:01 NASJRB Willow Grove and/or NAWC Warminster.

Bucks County Courier Times

My name is Kyle Bagenstose, and I am a reporter with the Bucks County Courier Times newspaper in Pennsylvania. I
report regularly on issues regarding perfluorinated compound (aka PFCs or PFAS) contamination in drinking water and
the environment. As part of our ongoing coverage on that issue, I request a search for the following documents within
EPA. 1. All EPA emails, memos, communications, and other documents containing the words “Wolverine” and
“administrative order” dating from 1/1/2017 until the day EPA FOIA staff conduct this records search. I would prefer
dissemination of any resulting documentation be emailed to KBagenstose@couriertimes.com, with a secondary
preference of delivery via mail to 8400 Bristol Pike, Levittown, Pa. 19057. I also request to be contacted should
1/17/2018 19:01 production fees eclipse $50. Thank you.

EPA-R5-2018-003472

Kyle Bagenstose

EPA-HQ-2018-003474

EPA-R2-2018-000290

EPA-R3-2018-000288

Kyle Bagenstose

Kyle Bagenstose

Kyle Bagenstose

Bucks County Courier Times

My name is Kyle Bagenstose, and I am a reporter with the Bucks County Courier Times newspaper in Pennsylvania. I
report regularly on issues regarding perfluorinated compound (aka PFCs or PFAS) contamination in drinking water and
the environment. As part of our ongoing coverage on that issue, I request a search for the following documents within
EPA. 1. All EPA communications, emails, reports, memos, or other documents discussing the potential development
and promulgation of an MCL for chemicals PFOS or PFOA under the Safe Drinking Water Act. I would prefer
dissemination of any resulting documentation be emailed to KBagenstose@couriertimes.com, with a secondary
preference of delivery via mail to 8400 Bristol Pike, Levittown, Pa. 19057. I also request to be contacted should
1/17/2018 20:01 production fees eclipse $50. Thank you.

Bucks County Courier Times

My name is Kyle Bagenstose, and I'm an environmental reporter with the Bucks County Courier Times in Pennsylvania
and Burlington County Times in New Jersey. As part of a project on Superfunds, I request the following information,
likely housed within EPA's Region 2 office: 1. All communications (emails, letters, memos, reports etc.) shared between
EPA staff, its contractors, and/or external stakeholders, between 1/1/2016 and 10/9/2017, regarding the following
Superfund site: Cinnaminson groundwater contamination (EPA ID: NJD980785638). 2. All available minutes or reports
from the two most recent annual &quot;prioritization&quot; meetings between EPA HQ staff and EPA Region 2 staff
10/10/2017 20:10 regarding annual funding for Superfund sites in EPA Region 2.

Bucks County Courier Times

My name is Kyle Bagenstose, and I'm an environmental reporter with the Bucks County Courier Times in Pennsylvania.
As part of a project on Superfund sites, I request the following information, likely housed within EPA's Region 3 office:
All communications (emails, letters, memos, reports etc.) shared between EPA staff, its contractors, and/or external
stakeholders regarding Superfund sites BoRit Asbestos (EPA ID: PAD981034887), ChemFab Doylestown (EPA ID:
10/10/2017 20:10 PAD002323848), and Boarhead Farms (EPA ID: PAD047726161).

EPA-R2-2018-000294

Kyle Bagenstose

Bucks County Courier Times

EPA-HQ-2018-000726

Maxine Joselow

E&amp;E News

My name is Kyle Bagenstose, and I'm an environmental reporter with the Bucks County Courier Times in Pennsylvania
and Burlington County Times in New Jersey. As part of a project on Superfund site, I request the following information,
likely housed within EPA's Region 2 office: 1. Annual budget documents (as detailed as is available) for EPA Region 2
from 1980 until most recent calendar year available, including any draft budgets for upcoming fiscal year. 2. Budgetary
documents showing total financial expenditures by EPA at each Superfund site in Burlington County, New Jersey, in the
10/10/2017 20:10 most recent five fiscal years.
I am seeking all communication from EPA staffers Ryan Jackson, Byron Brown, and Brittany Bolen containing any of the
following phrases: &quot;regulatory reform,&quot; &quot;deregulatory,&quot; or &quot;task force.&quot; The search
10/18/2017 19:10 period is from February 24, 2017 to the present.

.Specifically, CREW requests:
(I) Copies of all records documenting who paid for Administrator Pruitt's dinner at BLT Prime in the Trump
International Hotel - Washington, DC with the board of directors of Alliance Resource Partners LP on April 26, 2017;
and
(2) Copies of all records documenting payments made by BP A to BLT Prime and/or the Trump International Hotel Washington, D.C., in relation to Administrator Pruitt's April 26, 2017 dinner as well as all records seeking
reimbursement for expenses incurred at BLT Prime and/or the Trump International Hotel - Washington, D.C.; and
(3) Copies of all communications to or from Administrator Pruitt, Senior Advisor Lincoln Ferguson, Director of
Scheduling and Advance Millan Hupp, and/or Executive Scheduler Sydney Hupp that mention or relate to Alliance
Resource Partners LP, Joe Craft, and/or Administrator Pruitt's April 26, 2017 dinner with the company's board of
directors; and
( 4) Copies of all briefing material Administrator Pruitt received or reviewed regarding his April 26, 2017 dinner with
the board of directors of Alliance Resource Partners LP; and
(5) Copies of all documents received by Administrator Pruitt and/or his staff during the 26, 2017 dinner with the board
of directors of Alliance Resource Partners LP; and

EPA-HQ-2018-000168

Matthew Corley

CREW

EPA-HQ-2018-000778

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

EPA-HQ-2018-000780

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

EPA-HQ-2018-000782

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

EPA-HQ-2018-000784

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

(6) Copies of all records describing the attendees at the April 26, 2017 dinner with the board of directors of Alliance
10/5/2017 15:10 Resource Partners LP, the agenda of the meeting, and/or any planned follow up actions by EPA
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were drafted, sent, or received by E. Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Amanda Gunasekara, or Byron
Brown that in any way relate to a “Red Team – Blue Team” exercise on climate change. Further details are provided in
10/19/2017 17:10 the attached request.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by E. Scott Pruitt and any of the following individuals at The Heartland Institute: Joseph Bast; Jim
Lakely; Edward Hudgins; Keely Drukala; Tim Huelskamp; Jay Lehr; or John Nothdurft. Further details are provided in
10/19/2017 17:10 the attached request.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by Amanda Gunasekara and any of the following individuals at The Heartland Institute: Joseph
Bast; Jim Lakely; Edward Hudgins; Keely Drukala; Tim Huelskamp; Jay Lehr; or John Nothdurft. Further details are
10/19/2017 17:10 provided in the attached request.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by Samantha Dravis and any of the following individuals at The Heartland Institute: Joseph Bast;
Jim Lakely; Edward Hudgins; Keely Drukala; Tim Huelskamp; Jay Lehr; or John Nothdurft. Further details are provided
10/19/2017 17:10 in the attached request.

Kindly provide any and all reports, correspondence, data and summaries of the SAFETY-KLEEN ENVIROSYSTEMS CO OF
PR INC ID: (PRD981182421) RCRA cleanup site in Dorado, Puerto Rico. Kindly submit the reply via electronic format, if
10/16/2017 14:10 possible. Thank you.

EPA-R2-2018-000544

Melissa Sims

EPA-R2-2018-000546

Melissa Sims

EPA-R2-2018-000551

Melissa Sims

Kindly provide me with any and all correspondence, reports, data and summaries for the VEGA Baja Solid Waste
10/16/2017 14:10 Disposal Superfund site to present date. Kindly reply by electronic format, if available. Thank you.
Kindly provide me with all correspondence, data and reports for the FORT BUCHANAN EPA ID: PR2210010003 site to
10/16/2017 15:10 present date. Kindly reply by electronic format if available. Thank you.

EPA-R2-2018-000543

Melissa K. Sims

Kindly provide any and all reports, correspondence, data and summaries of the Dorado Groundwater Superfund Site in
10/16/2017 14:10 Dorado, Puerto Rico. Kindly submit the reply via electronic format, if possible. Thank you.

I request copies of all documents outlined in detail below:
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and West Virginia attorney general Patrick Morrisey
("Patrick J. Morrisey"), or the staff of West Virginia attorney general Patrick Morrisey between, January
2013- present;
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and Patrick Morrisey ("Patrick J. Morrisey") as a private
citizen between April 1990-present;
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and Patrick Morrisey ("Patrick J. Morrisey") in his
capacity as a congressional staffer between 1999 and 2004;
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and Patrick Morrisey ("Patrick J. Morrisey") in his
capacity as a partner at Sidley Austin LLP between 2004 and 201 O;
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and Patrick Morrisey ("Patrick J. Morrisey") in his
capacity as a partner at King & Spalding LLP between 201 O and 2013.

EPA-HQ-2018-000709

Democratic Senatorial
Felix Jordan Pangelinan Campaign Committee

EPA-HQ-2018-000779

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

EPA-HQ-2018-000781

Kym Hunter

Southern Environmental Law
Center

Direct correspondence should include letters, emails, reports, and other relevant material. I am not seeking
10/18/2017 16:10 any secondary material such as phone logs, notations of conversation, etc.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by E. Scott Pruitt, Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Amanda Gunasekara, or Byron Brown and any
10/19/2017 17:10 member of the American Farm Bureau Federation. Further details are provided in the attached request.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by Ryan Jackson and any of the following individuals at The Heartland Institute: Joseph Bast; Jim
Lakely; Edward Hudgins; Keely Drukala; Tim Huelskamp; Jay Lehr; or John Nothdurft. Further details are provided in
10/19/2017 17:10 the attached request.

Southern Environmental Law
Center

EPA-HQ-2018-000785

Kym Hunter

EPA-HQ-2018-000788

Andrew E. Skroback

EPA-HQ-2018-000792

Mitchell A. Toups

Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP
Weller, Green, Toups &amp;
Terrell, LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-000133

Ken Klippenstein

AlterNet.org

EPA-HQ-2018-000138

Sandra S. Oh

Husch Blackwell

EPA-HQ-2018-000143

EPA-HQ-2018-001044

Gary I. Rubin

Timothy P. Dickinson

Hollingsworth LLP

Rolling Stone magazine

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Southern Environmental Law Center
(“SELC”) respectfully requests all records in the possession of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that
were sent or received by Byron Brown and any of the following individuals at The Heartland Institute: Joseph Bast; Jim
Lakely; Edward Hudgins; Keely Drukala; Tim Huelskamp; Jay Lehr; or John Nothdurft. Further details are provided in
10/19/2017 17:10 the attached request.
10/19/2017 18:10 Requesting all records and documents relating to the Diamond Alkali Superfund Site.
Requesting all information, contained in any medium, related to complaints related to Dicamba drift or damage to
10/19/2017 19:10 crops related to Dicamba.
The EPA document titled “October 2017 Tiering List&quot; which lays out upcoming policy issues of high priority for
the agency’s office of air and radiation, which oversees air pollution policies. The existence of this document was
reported by the New York Times on Oct. 4, 2017 here: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/04/climate/trump-climate10/4/2017 20:10 change.html?_r=0
Requesting certain agency records re communications with Jack Housenger related to Proposition 65's Listing of
10/4/2017 20:10 Glyphosate from January 1, 2015 to present.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., the undersigned requests all documents and
communications, including all emails (with any attachments) and other correspondence relating or referring to the
Agricultural Health Study (“AHS”), wherever such documents are located, including but not limited to, computers, email accounts, or hard-copy documents or files, created by, sent by, received by, or copied to Catherine Eiden,
Matthew T. Martin and/or Peter Egeghy. Search terms for this request should include, in addition to the
aforementioned names, the following: “Agricultural Health Study,” “AHS,” “glyphosate,” “gly,” “roundup,” “round up,”
“Monograph 112,” “International Agency for Research on Cancer,” “IARC,” “Aaron Blair,” “blaira@mail.nih.gov,” and
“blairkansas@aol.com.” The date range for this request is January 1, 1993 through present. If any portion of this
request is denied, please provide a detailed statement of the reasons for withholding and an index or similar
statement of the nature of the documents withheld. We agree to pay all reasonable costs incurred in responding to
this request. Please contact the undersigned, however, if these costs are expected to exceed $1,000. This is a
10/4/2017 21:10 commercial request.
This is a FOIA request in the public interest, made on an editorial (non-commercial) basis. I'm requesting, in electronic
form, all text messages and/or instant messages sent and received by EPA administrator Scott Pruitt relating to the
performance of his public duties, starting from the date of his confirmation, Feb 17, 2017. Please include relevant
texts/messages sent and received via Pruitt's official government devices, as well as via any privately owned devices
that may have been used to conduct or discuss official business. Texts and/or instant messages, here, is meant to
include any form of instant messaging communication, including but not limited to SMS, Facebook Messenger,
Facebook Personal Messages, WhatApp, Twitter &quot;direct messages,&quot; etc. Sincerely, Tim Dickinson
10/25/2017 21:10 Contributing Editor, Rolling Stone

American Oversight requests that EPA produce the following within twenty business days:
1. All calendars or calendar entries for any of the following individuals from May 18,
2017, to the date a search is conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf
of these individuals (e.g., by an administrative assistant):
• Administrator Scott Pruitt
• Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn

EPA-HQ-2018-000798

Austin Evers

EPA-R2-2018-000800

Julia Kiefer

EPA-HQ-2018-000065

Sandra S. Oh

EPA-HQ-2018-006252

EPA-HQ-2018-006846

Jennifer Lu

Jennifer Lu

American Oversight

Husch Blackwell

2. All calendars or calendar entries for any of the following individuals from February 17,
2017, to the date a search is conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf
of these individuals (e.g., by an administrative assistant): '
• Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff
• Reginald Allen, Acting Deputy Chief of Staff
• Byron R. Brown, Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy
• Kevin Chmielewski, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
• Nancy Beck, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Chemical Safety and
Pollution Prevention
10/19/2017 20:10 • Brittany Bolen, Senior Deputy Associate Administrator for Policy
in regards to: 2 Peekay Drive Clifton, NJ 07014 Site ID 0206299 EPA ID NJR000031831 Block 61.03 Lot 48 Records of
ASTs or USTs, storage of hazardous materials, chemical and solid waste storage, spills or releases, groundwater or soil
contamination, groundwater monitoring data or sampling records, site remediation, fill materials, environmental
10/19/2017 20:10 violations.
Requesting certain agency records re: Communications with Jess Rowland related to Proposition 65's Listing of
10/3/2017 20:10 Glyphosate

Bloomberg Environment

I request all records (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes, curriculum vitae, memos,
calendars, text messages, telephone transcripts and other accompanying information) related to the end of Samantha
Dravis’ employment at EPA announced April 5, 2018. Please consider responsive records to my request to include but
not limited to resignation letters sent by Dravis, farewell messages sent by Dravis, such as emails, letters and/or notes;
farewell messages sent by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to Dravis, such as emails, letters and/or notes; and personnel
4/5/2018 14:04 action notifications created by EPA related to the end of Dravi's employment at EPA.

Bloomberg Environment

I request a copy of all EPA communications (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes,
curriculum vitae, memos, calendars, text messages, telephone transcripts and other accompanying information)
regarding the White House executive memo to change the NAAQS (National Ambient Air Quality Standards) titled
&quot;Presidential Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency&quot; published April
12. To expedite this request, I will limit the time frame for this request to between January 01, 2018 and the date at
which the search is executed. To further expedite this request, I will first ask for all communications between EPA and
4/19/2018 21:04 the White House between the week of April 1, 2018 and April 12, 2018, before receiving the rest of the request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005285

Jennifer Lu

Bloomberg Environment

EPA-R2-2018-005272

Jennifer Lu

Bloomberg Environment

EPA-HQ-2018-002081

Jennifer Lu

Bloomberg Environment

EPA-HQ-2018-000073

Jason Cherkis

EPA-HQ-2018-000714

Paula Dinerstein

EPA-HQ-2017-011930
EPA-HQ-2017-011952
EPA-HQ-2017-011953

Daniel Dudis
Grady Killeen
Rachel Frankel

EPA-R10-2018-001346 Robert Loomis

The Huffington Post
Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility
(PEER)

I request a copy of any communications (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes,
curriculum vitae, memos, calendars, text messages, telephone transcripts and other accompanying information)
between all EPA regional offices and EPA headquarters regarding the the withdrawal of the “Once in, always in” policy
for major sources of hazardous air pollutants subject to MACT standards. Search terms include “once in, always in,”
“major source,” “hazardous air pollutant,” “title V” and “MACT standards.” To expedite this request, I will limit the
3/9/2018 17:03 timeframe for this request to between January 24, 2018 and the date at which the search is executed.
I request a copy of any communications (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes,
curriculum vitae, memos, calendars, text messages, telephone transcripts and other accompanying information) sent
to and from EPA region 2 regarding the the withdrawal of the “Once in, always in” policy for major sources of
hazardous air pollutants subject to MACT standards. Search terms include “once in, always in,” “major source,”
“hazardous air pollutant,” “title V” and “MACT standards.” To expedite this request, I will limit the timeframe for this
3/9/2018 17:03 request to between January 24, 2018 and the date at which the search is executed.
Please provide all communications (including but not limited to all emails, email attachments, resumes, curriculum
vitae, calendars, and other accompanying information) submitted to and within EPA related to a new source review
task force. This task force was announced by Administrator Scott Pruitt during a Sept. 19 interview with Fox News at
the Concordia Annual Summit in New York. To expedite this request, I will limit the communications from Feb 1, 2017
11/28/2017 22:11 to the date this search is executed.
I am writing to request any and all emails and text messages to and from the EPA Administrator Pruitt on September 2,
2017, September 3, 2017 and September 4, 2017. I am writing to request any and all emails and text messages to and
10/3/2017 20:10 from the EPA press office employee Enesta Jones on September 2, 2017 through September 4, 2017.

10/18/2017 17:10 FOIA/Privacy Act request. Please see attached documents

Public Citizen
Georgetown Univ.

9/29/2017 15:09
9/29/2017 19:09
9/29/2017 19:09

Sterling International, Inc.

11/3/2017 19:11

I am requesting all written and electronic communications between the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the EPA,
including all emails, letters, faxes, and any attached documents. I am also requesting all records of meetings and
phone calls between the EPA and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Meeting/phone records should include participants,
date, location, and topics discussed. In addition, I am requesting all documents created by the EPA that discuss or
memorialize the content of meetings and/or phone calls held with representatives of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. I
am requesting all of the above for the period from January 1, 2013 through the present.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
All pleadings, court filings, settlement documents, court decrees, consent documents, and any/all other records
relative to EPA Administrative Enforcement Action in Region 10 for Docket No. FIFRA-10-2017-0105, In the Matter of
Lowe's Home Centers, LLC, Respondent, and Docket No. FIFRA-10-2017-0106, In the Matter of Chemsico, Inc., A
Division of United Industries Corporation, Respondent.

EPA-R6-2018-000248

Joshua Smith

EPA-HQ-2018-000221

Zachary Kopplin

Sierra Club
Government Accountability
Project

Please see attached request for additional detail. (1) All records reflecting communications concerning EPA’s plan for
reconsidering, revisiting, collecting data, or conducting additional notice and comment rulemaking related to any of
the SO2 NAAQS nonattainment area designations for Freestone and Anderson Counties, Milam County, Rusk and
Panola Counties, and Titus County, Texas (i.e., the areas surrounding the Big Brown, Martin Lake, or Monticello power
plants) between EPA Headquarters or Region 6 and any of the following entities: • State of Texas; • Texas Council on
Environmental Quality; • Vistra Energy, Luminant Generation Company, Big Brown Generation Company, or any
subsidiary or affiliate of Vistra Energy or Luminant Generation; • Balch and Bingham; • Baker Botts LLP; • and/or any
other entity or individual representing Vistra Energy, Luminant Generation Company, or the State of Texas; (2) All
records reflecting communications between EPA and any of the above-listed entities concerning EPA’s September 21,
2017 letter to Mr. Daniel Jude Kelly, Vistra Energy, or relating in any way to any petition under the Clean Air Act for
reconsideration of EPA’s SO2 NAAQS nonattainment area designations for Freestone and Anderson Counties, Milam
County, Rusk and Panola Counties, and Titus County, Texas; (3) All records created, stored, or received by the EPA
Administrator, or by other staff in the Office of the Administrator, or Region 6 staff concerning EPA’s plan for plan for
reconsidering, revisiting, collecting data, or conducting additional notice and comment rulemaking related to any of
the SO2 NAAQS nonattainment area designations for Freestone and Anderson Counties, Milam County, Rusk and
Panola Counties, and Titus County, Texas (i.e., the areas surrounding the Big Brown, Martin Lake, or Monticello power
10/6/2017 21:10 plants).
I am requesting any and all emails since 9/1/17 of staff in the press office that mention the key words “Society of
10/6/2017 15:10 Environmental Journalists” or “SEJ.”

I am requesting a keyword search (keywords listed below) of any and all emails of EPA headquarters
employees with the ranks of GS-15, SES, or ES I-V (or the equivalent ranks under other systems), along with the
members of beachhead teams (listed below), either sent to or received from one another, sent to or received from a
subordinate, or sent to or received from current and former officials (listed below) in the Office of
the President or the Office of the Vice president since 11/8/16. (Before January 20th, some of the officials listed may
have been on transition teams, rather than in an official office. I have attempted to identify as many staffers by their
current or most recent titles, based on their financial disclosures.) Keywords: “Loyalty,” “loyal,” “promise,” “oath,”
“vow,” “yourword,” “swear,” “sworn,” “pledge,” “Comey,” “allegiance,” “obedience,” “fealty,” “devotion,”
“treachery,” “traitor,” “disloyalty” “betrayal,” “backstab,” “squeal,” “independent,” “independence,” “whistleblower,”
“blow the whistle,” “retaliation,” “retaliate,” and “leak.”
EPA-HQ-2018-000299

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

EPA-HQ-2017-011866

Anne L. Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2018-000191
EPA-HQ-2018-000192
EPA-HQ-2018-000193

Tarini Parti
Tarini Parti
Tarini Parti

tarini.parti@buzzfeed.com
tarini.parti@buzzfeed.com

EPA-HQ-2018-000666

Laura Glickman

Latham &amp; Watkins LLP

10/10/2017 21:10 Additional info on request
Requesting copies of all records concerning authorization for and the costs of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's use of
9/27/2017 19:09 non-commercial aircraft for any official travel since his confirmation on February 17, 2017.
Requesting all records compiled in response to the House Oversight Committee's Sep. 26, 2017 letter related to
&quot;senior officials' use of government-owned aircraft or private noncommercial aircraft for official and personal
10/5/2017 20:10 travel.&quot;
10/5/2017 20:10 Requesting Administrator Scott Pruitt's travel schedule and travel costs for calendar year 2017, etc.
10/5/2017 20:10 Requesting Administrator Scott Pruitt's travel schedule and travel costs for calendar year 2017, etc.
Requesting all documents and records of communication of any kind, including but not limited to email
10/17/2017 19:10 communications, sent to or received by Catherine Eiden, dated on or after January 1, 2015.

EPA-HQ-2018-000668

Laura Glickman

Latham &amp; Watkins LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-000667

Laura Glickman

Latham &amp; Watkins LLP

EPA-R5-2018-007529

Alex Ruppenthal

WTTW

EPA-R5-2018-003061
EPA-R5-2018-000717

Alex Ruppenthal
Alex Ruppenthal

WTTW
WTTW

EPA-HQ-2018-000448

Maxine Joselow

E&amp;E News

Requesting all documents and records of communication of any kind, including but not limited to email
10/17/2017 20:10 communications, sent to or received by Matthew Martin, dated on or after January 1, 2015.
Requesting all documents and records of communication of any kind, including but not limited to email
10/17/2017 20:10 communications, sent to or received by Peter Egeghy, dated on or after January 1, 2015

May 9, 2018 Regional FOIA Officer U.S. EPA, Region 5 77 West Jackson Boulevard (MI-9J) Chicago, IL 60604 Re:
Freedom of Information Act Request Dear EPA Region 5 FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5
U.S.C. &sect; 552, I respectfully request access to and copies of records related to civil enforcement case number 052018-0068 (Stepan Company), specifically, copies of the joint complaint, consent agreement and final order. I request
that these records be made available in electronic format, to the extent possible. If you claim that any record is
exempt from disclosure, in whole or in part, please provide a detailed explanation of the exemption on which your
office relies and the nature of the material for which any exemption is claimed. If your agency does not maintain these
public records, please let me know who does and include the proper custodian's name and address. I am a
representative of the news media, affiliated with WTTW/“Chicago Tonight,” and make this request as part of news
gathering. I request a waiver of all fees because the disclosure of the requested records is in the public interest. If this
request presents any undue burdens, please let me know as soon as possible, as we may consider tailoring the request
to expedite release of important records. If you have any questions about this request or if I can be of assistance in any
way, please do not hesitate to call me at 773-509-5623, my number at WTTW. I look forward to your reply within 20
business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Alex Ruppenthal
Reporter, “Chicago Tonight” WTTW 5400 N St. Louis Ave. Chicago, IL 60625 Phone: 773-509-5623 Email:
5/9/2018 21:05 aruppenthal@wttw.com

January 4, 2018 Regional FOIA Officer U.S. EPA, Region 5 77 West Jackson Boulevard (MI-9J) Chicago, IL 60604 Re:
Freedom of Information Act Request Dear EPA Region 5 FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5
U.S.C. &sect; 552, I respectfully request access to and a copy of notices sent by U.S. EPA to state environmental
agencies in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota informing the state agencies that U.S. EPA
would no longer be pursuing an enforcement action in their state. I request such records sent during the period
starting January 1, 2001, through January 4, 2018. I request that these records be made available in electronic format,
to the extent possible. If you claim that any record is exempt from disclosure, in whole or in part, please provide a
detailed explanation of the exemption on which your office relies and the nature of the material for which any
exemption is claimed. If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and
include the proper custodian's name and address. I am a representative of the news media, affiliated with
WTTW/“Chicago Tonight,” and make this request as part of news gathering. I request a waiver of all fees because the
disclosure of the requested records is in the public interest. If this request presents any undue burdens, please let me
know as soon as possible, as we may consider tailoring the request to expedite release of important records. If you
have any questions about this request or if I can be of assistance in any way, please do not hesitate to call me at 773509-5623, my number at WTTW. I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank
you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Alex Ruppenthal Reporter, “Chicago Tonight” WTTW 5400 N St.
1/4/2018 21:01 Louis Ave. Chicago, IL 60625 Phone: 773-509-5623 Email: aruppenthal@wttw.com
10/18/2017 17:10 See attached Word document
I am seeking all communication to or from Samantha Dravis, senior counsel and associate administrator in EPA's Office
of Policy, containing the phrase &quot;task force&quot; and/or the phrase &quot;regulatory reform.&quot; The
10/12/2017 17:10 search period is from February 24, 2017 to the present.

(1) All responses (including all amended and/or supplemental responses) to 104(e) requests for the Portland Harbor
Superfund Site that were submitted by Northwest Natural Gas Company (a.k.a. NW Natural/Gasco); and (2) All
responses (including all amended and/or supplemental responses) to 104(e) requests for the Portland Harbor
Superfund Site that were submitted by StarLink Logistics, Inc. (fka: Bayer Cropscience Limited Partnership/Rhone
Poulenc). These submissions were made to Region 10 and may be available from the following EPA Region 10 staff:
Kristine Koch 206-553-6705, Sean Sheldrake (206) 553-1220, Rebecca Chu (206) 553-1774 or Eva DeMaria (206) 55311/6/2017 19:11 1970.

EPA-R10-2018-001404 Stephen Wong

We seek to shed light on the EPA's decision for preventing the scientists for speaking at the meeting and press
conference, including who specifically made the decision and why.
We request that EPA produce the following within twenty business days and further seek expedited review of this
request for the reasons identified below.
1. Communications related to the State of the Narragansett Bay and Watershed meeting including, but not limited to
emails and instant messages between EPA Office of Public Affairs staff with Autumn Oczkowski, Rose Martin and Emily
Shumchenia, the two scientists and one consultant scheduled to present at the program.
2. Communications related to the State of the Narragansett Bay and Watershed meeting including, but not limited to
emails and instant messages between EPA Office of Public Affairs staff with Wayne Munns, director of the Atlantic
ecology division of the EPA's Environmental Effects Research Laboratory.
3. Communications related to the Narragansett Bay Estuary Program including, but not limited to, emails and instant
messages between EPA Office of Public Affairs staff and Caitlyn Whittle, coordinator for the program in EPA's Region 1
office.

EPA-HQ-2018-000984

Brian Kahn

EPA-R4-2018-000987

Houston Gilliand

EPA-R2-2018-001161

Lindsey A. Bullard

EPA-R10-2018-001091 Jeff Littlejohn

Gizmodo Media Group

Strauch, Green & Mistretta, PC
All Things Lynden

Please provide all responsive records from Oct. 4, 2017, through the date of the search. The search for responsive
10/24/2017 20:10 records should include all individuals and locations where records are likely to exist.
I am sending a FOIA request for the sign in/out sheets for all members of the Enforcement Compliance Branch within
the Resource Conservation and Restoration Division. Please with-hold any and all other employee PII accept for
10/24/2017 21:10 myself. Please let me know if this is the correct process.
A. Your New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection file pertaining to 25 Sherwood Lane, Township of
Fairfield, Essex County, New Jersey. B. All documents, including correspondence, telephone notes or logs, handwritten
notes and any another documents regarding any conversation, discussion or meeting between Plaintiffs and
Defendants Unimatic Manufacturing Corporation, GZA Geoenvironmental Services, and EcolSciences, Inc. that refer to
or relate in any manner to this litigation. C. Any and all correspondence or documents provided to or received from
any person or entities party to this litigation. D. Any files, records, contracts, correspondence, reports, memoranda,
notes, diaries, directives, bulletins, manuals, blueprints, drawings, brochures, tracings, photographs, notebooks, logs,
vouchers, cancelled checks, invoices, forms and any other writings, regardless of the manner in which produced,
whether handwritten, typed, printed or produced by any other process, including any records of telephone
conversations and any recordings and any written transcripts or other reproduction of those electronic reproductions,
10/30/2017 18:10 directly or indirectly concerning the instant manner.
This request is made in behalf of All Things LYNDEN and Whatcom Family Farmers for information pertaining to EPA
10/26/2017 22:10 Inspection of CAFOs in Western Washington, see attached letter

EPA-HQ-2018-002644
EPA-HQ-2018-000850

EPA-HQ-2018-000905

EPA-HQ-2018-001247

Robert Stockman
Ben Elgin

Charles Watkins

Gianluca Pesce

Environmental Defense Fund
Bloomberg News

EDF requests that EPA provide any correspondence or communications (hereinafter,
correspondence) that EPA sent to or received from Congress, congressional members,
congressional subcommittees, or congressional staff regarding the bills that became the
Lautenberg Act during the 114th Congress. Responsive records include, but are not limited to,
correspondence relating to one or more of the following items:
1) H.R. 2576, 114th Cong.
2) S. 697, 114th Cong.
3) The Frank R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act, Pub. L. No. 114-182,
130 Stat. 448 (2016)
4) The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
Responsive records also include, but are not limited to, correspondence relating to
provisions that include or refer to any one of the following phrases:
5) “conditions of use”
6) “best available science”
7) “weight of the scientific evidence”
8) “reasonably foreseen” or “reasonably foreseeable”
9) “consideration of costs or other nonrisk factors”
10) “reasonable potential for exposure”
2
11) “aggregate or sentinel exposures”
12) “potentially exposed or susceptible subpopulation”
13) “low-priority substance”
14) “scope of the risk evaluation”
15) “existing claim for protection against disclosure”
16) “not readily discoverable through reverse engineering”
17) “initial list of active substances”
18) “completed risk assessment”
12/14/2017 20:12 19) “makes a determination under subparagraph (A), (B), or (C)”
10/20/2017 19:10 Under Agency Review

Competitive Enterprise
Institute

See attached for full description of request, but in summary: A. All agency records including emails, letters, or other
documents which were: 1) sent to or received by Karl Simon, Director of the Transportation and Climate Division,
including his official and personal email accounts, 2) after November 8, 2016, 3) containing the phrase “CA waiver,”
“California waiver,” or otherwise concerning the California waiver under the Clean Air Act, and 4) sent to or received
from anyone outside the EPA including but not limited to: the California Environmental Protection Agency Air
Resources Board, the Union of Concerned Scientists, Sierra Club, other government employees outside EPA, or any
state or federal elected officials. B. All agency records including emails, letters, or other documents which were: 1)
sent to or received by personnel of the Office of Transportation and Air Quality, 2) between November 8, 2016 and
January 20, 2017, 3) containing the terms “GHG,” “GHGs,” “greenhouse gas,” “greenhouse gases,” “CO2,” “carbon
dioxide,” “climate,” “fuel efficiency,” “mpg,” or “CAFE,” and 4) sent to or received from anyone outside the federal
10/23/2017 16:10 government.
I would like to request records or evidence that was used in the decision that led to the directive on 10/31/17 titled
&quot;Strengthening and Improving Membership on EPA Federal Advisory Committees&quot;. Furthermore, how will
the agency insure that that industry representatives appointed to the committees will maintain an unbiased opinion?
11/1/2017 18:11 Please provide facts/research/data that supports this new directive.

EPA-R5-2018-001508

Steven Klafka

Clean Air Madison

EPA-HQ-2018-000859

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

EPA-R10-2018-001443 Ariel Wittenberg

E&amp;E News

Copies of meeting minutes related to USEPA discussion of the investigation and remediation of the PCB contamination
11/8/2017 20:11 under the Madison-Kipp Corporation factory in Madison, WI.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I am requesting a copy of any and all emails for public
10/23/2017 13:10 affairs staff and also ES I-V staff in the EPA HQ since 11/20/17 that contain the keyword “Elitist clickbait.”
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). I am writing to request any communications related to
the Aug. 29 letter sent from R. David Allnutt to Colonel Michael Brooks of the Army Corps of Engineers regarding the
Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline, also known as ASAP. My request includes any communications between or among EPA
officials, as well as with outside parties, including the Army Corps, about the Aug. 29 ASAP letter and any potential
followup letter regarding the ASAP project. Please search for communications made between Aug. 1, 2017 and Oct. 1,
11/7/2017 19:11 2017. If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form.

All electronic records in the possession of the following EPA custodians containing the following keywords:
"Tommy Fitzgerald" and "Fitzgerald Glider Kits":
1. Scott Pruitt
2. Ryan Jackson
3. Samantha Dravis
4. Diane Troutman
5. Brittany Bolen
6. Byron Brown
7. Eric Vance
8. Millan Hupp
9. Hayley Ford

EPA-HQ-2018-001122

Jamie Corey

EPA-HQ-2018-001664

Ian MacDougall

ProPublica

The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for
10/27/2017 19:10 commercial purposes.
I request the same documents requested in FOIA Request EPA-HQ-2017-008007, filed by George Clark of Harvard
University on June 2, 2017, for emails between Ryan Jackson and a list of enumerated individuals, sent or received
11/13/2017 22:11 between January 19, 2017, and June 2, 2017, inclusive.

I am requesting a copy of any and all emails from EPA ES I-V ranking staff along with any of the staff listed
below for the keywords “climate science conference,” “global warming
conference,” “climate change conference,” “Narragansett Bay and Watershed
program,” “censorship,” “Autumn Oczkowski,” “Rose Martin,” “Emily
Schumchenia,” “National Estuary Program,” “grant funding,” “carbon dioxide
emission,” “fake news.” Please also search email accounts for this article: https://
mobile.nytimes.com/2017/10/22/climate/epa-scientists.html
Please search since 4/1/17.

EPA-HQ-2018-000903

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

People to search, beyond ES I-V staff:
Aaron Ringel
Albert Kelly
Alexander Dominguez
Amanda Gunasekara
Amy Graham
Austin Henderson
Byron R. Brown
Charles D. Munoz
Christian Palich
Christian Rodrick
Daisy Letendre
David Fotouhi
David W. Kreutzer
David W. Schnare
Dawn Michelle Hale
Dennis Forsgren
Donald M. Benton
10/23/2017 15:10 Douglas Ericksen

Ms. Susan Parker Bodine has been nominated, but not confirmed, to be an Assistant Administrator at EPA. Mr. Michael
Dourson has also been nominated, but not confirmed, to be an Assistant Administrator at EPA. Sierra Club requests
copies of the following agency records:
1. All communications from Ms. Susan Parker Bodine, prior to Ms. Bodine’s formal confirmation (if any) by the United
States Senate;
2. All communications from Mr. Michael Dourson, prior to Mr. Dourson’s formal confirmation (if any) by the United
States Senate;
3. All communications to Ms. Susan Parker Bodine, from any staff or personnel assigned to EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, EPA’s Office of the Administrator, EPA’s Office of Intergovernmental Affairs,
and EPA’s Office of General Counsel.
4. All communications to Mr. Michael Dourson, from any staff or personnel assigned to EPA’s Office of Chemical Safety
and Pollution Prevention, EPA’s Office of the Administrator, EPA’s Office of Intergovernmental Affairs, and
EPA’s Office of General Counsel.

EPA-HQ-2018-001172

Sanjay Narayan

This request seeks records generated, sent, or received after January 15, 2017 up through and including the date of the
10/30/2017 21:10 agency’s search for records.
Ms. Susan Parker Bodine has been nominated, but not confirmed, to be an Assistant Administrator at EPA. Mr. Michael
Dourson has also been nominated, but not confirmed, to be an Assistant Administrator at EPA. Sierra Club requests
copies of the following agency records:
1. All records establishing, creating, memorializing, or otherwise describing any employment, contractor, or consulting
relationship between EPA and Ms. Susan Parker Bodine, prior to Ms. Bodine’s formal confirmation (if any) by the
United States Senate;
2. All records establishing, creating, memorializing, or otherwise describing any employment, contractor, or consulting
relationship between EPA and Mr. Michael Dourson, prior to Mr. Dourson’s formal confirmation (if any) by the United
States Senate;

EPA-HQ-2018-001171

Sanjay Narayan

10/30/2017 21:10 This request only seeks documents generated, sent, or received after January 15, 2017.

EPA-HQ-2018-001114
EPA-HQ-2018-001485
EPA-HQ-2018-000876

Nick Surgey
Ashley Howard
Gary I. Rubin

Hollingsworth LLP

EPA-R3-2018-006744

Laura Hrabar

Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services

EPA-R2-2018-001075
EPA-HQ-2018-001533

Kimberly A. Vogel
Irina Anta

PennJersey Environmental
Consulting
Compassion Over Killing

10/27/2017 18:10
11/8/2017 17:11
10/23/2017 13:10

4/17/2018 19:04

10/26/2017 17:10
11/9/2017 16:11

Please search the email records (including email attachments) sent or received between January 20, 2017 and
March 16, 2017 of former EPA appointee David Schnare for any records that contain the following words or
phrases:
1. "Red Team"
2. "Blue Team"
3. "Endangerment Finding"
4. "Homer"
5. "Clean Power Plan"
6. "CPP"
7. "Peabody"
8. "Arch"
9. "Alpha"
10. "Koch"
11 . "State Policy Network"
12. "Mike Thompson"
13. "Domenech"
14. "Clean Air Act"
15. "Recusal"
16. "278"
17. "Oliver Cooke"
18. "Oliver-Cooke"
19. "Milloy"
20. "Craig Richardson"
21. "Walcher"
22. "ALEC"
Data Evaluation Record for MRID 48920801
Under Agency Review
Properties located at the intersection of Newtown Bypass and Lower Silver Lake Road, Newtown PA 18940. Please list
all records for the above property associated with underground/aboveground storage tanks, permits related to quality
of site soil, groundwater or air, hazardous waste management, storm water management, wetland permitting, or
discharge to groundwater permits. The parcel numbers for the properties in question are 29-010-042, 29-010-042.001,
and 29-010-042-008.
PennJersey Environmental Consulting is conducting an environmental assessment of the property located at 39
McBride Avenue Extension, Paterson, Passaic county, New Jersey. The site is block 4609 lot 3 (formerly block H0850,
lot 10) The site is occupied by Glenro, Inc. Glenro manufactures heating equipment and they are a hazardous waste
generator (NJX000318535) and have a NAICS ID of 333414. We are seeking all remedial, permitting, and enforcement
records associated with the Site
Please see attachment

EPA-R2-2018-001432

Shane DeAugustinis

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions Inc

11/7/2017 16:11

EPA-R6-2018-007996

James E. McIntosh

Alpha Testing, Inc.

5/24/2018 16:05

EPA-R2-2018-001328

Kelly A. Rankin

Impact Environmental

11/3/2017 15:11

EPA-HQ-2018-001273

Howard Edgerton

EPA-R2-2018-001277

Christina Day

EPA-R2-2018-001026

Margaret Garcia

EPA-HQ-2018-001307

Kimberly Hermann

11/2/2017 13:11

Weston Solutions

Southeastern Legal Foundation

Dear Sir or Madam: Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental
assessment of the property located at 256-260 Green Street, South Hackensack, NJ. The purpose of this letter is to
request any information which may be in your files in connection with the subject property and/or any of the adjacent
properties. Please review your files for any of the following: Ÿ Environmental or Health related violations, incidents,
complaints, etc. Ÿ Community Right to Know (RTK) Information Ÿ Underground Storage Tank (UST) registration records,
installation/removal permits, etc. Ÿ Hazardous substance (including petroleum) inventories, discharges, leaks, spills,
etc. Ÿ Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records Ÿ Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) or ECRA
correspondence Ÿ Groundwater contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) Ÿ Declaration of
Environmental Restrictions (DERs) Ÿ Air emission permits, records Ÿ Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records
Thank you in advance for your help regarding this matter. In the event that there is a fee associated with obtaining this
information, or if your office would rather make the file available for my review, please do not hesitate to call me at
(201) 876-9400. Our fax number is (201) 876-9563. Sincerely, Shane DeAugustinis Environmental Scientist
RCRAGEN Facility ID: TXD988033866, Facility Name: Turnamatic Machine Inc, Address: 557 Sterling Drive, Richardson
TX 75081 RCRAGEN Facility ID: TXD980698443, Facility Name: Chrysler Tech Airborn Systems, Address: 505 N. Bowser
Road, Richardson TX 75081 We are requesting any and all files regarding the above RCRAGEN facilities. No date
restrictions.
For the purpose of a Preliminary Assessment, we are seeking all records pertaining to the property located at 136
Arlington Avenue, Bloomfield, NJ (Block 63, Lot 110). We request the following materials: hazardous waste manifests,
hazardous waste inventories, soil and groundwater cleanup and sampling information, deed notice documents, and
previous site assessment and cleanup reports (RE: Haz Waste: NRG200000169, NJR000017939 ; NJPDES 440659 ; RTK:
81738400000 )
Copies of all emails to and from the Office of the Administrator and the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental
Relations since October 15, 2017 including the following email domains: @judiciary-rep.senate.gov
@grassley.senate.gov @ernst.senate.gov @fischer.senate.gov

Request is for all records related to the property identified as WITCO Chemical Corporation Oakland Plant on 100
Bauer Drive, Oakland, NJ (NJEMS ID: 11556) (Site Remediation PI #: 001895, 022185) to perform a Phase I
environmental site assessment in the area. Required files include: All remedial Investigation documents, records of
underground storage tanks, above ground storage tanks, sewer system records with as-built drawings, environmental
permits (e.g. fire department, hazardous storage permits, etc.), records of fires, illegal dumping, enforcement actions,
11/2/2017 14:11 construction permits, on site potable, production, and monitoring wells.
I am looking for environmental reports pertaining to multiple water wells and wastewater treatment plants owned by
the West Milford Township Municipal Utilities Authority. I am specifically looking for information pertaining to
releases, remedial work, permitting, and enforcement violations. The addresses for the wells and treatment plants are
10/25/2017 18:10 attached. Let me know if you have any questions.
Please see attached Freedom of Information Act Request from Southeastern Legal Foundation requesting all Title VI
11/2/2017 19:11 complaints received by the EPA from 2006 to 2014, and any records related to the disposition of those complaints.

EPA-HQ-2018-007165

John Tozzi

Bloomberg News

EPA-HQ-2018-000977

Zachary Kopplin

Government Accountability
Project

EPA-HQ-2018-001290

Sara K. Creighton

American Oversight

EPA-R1-2018-008099
EPA-R2-2018-008096
EPA-R2-2018-008095

EPA-R6-2018-001199

Brittany S. Robitaille
Brittany S. Robitaille
Brittany S. Robitaille

Gavin Justiss

Whitestone Associates Inc
Whitestone Associates Inc
Whitestone Associates Inc

Glast Phillips &amp; Murray

See attached. • Records of all EPA employees, consultants, fellows, or other personnel compensated under Title 42
U.S.C. &sect;&sect;209(f) or 209(g). This statute provides for the employment of special consultants (209(f)) or
fellowships (209(g)) “without regard to the civil service laws” • Specifically, I request records EPA enterprise HR
systems, or other relevant systems, that contain the names, occupations, positions, and compensation (including any
salaries, bonuses, incentive payments, or other non-salary payments) of personnel compensated under these
4/30/2018 18:04 provisions between Oct. 1, 2015 and the date at which this search is commenced.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I am requesting a copy of any and all emails sent or
received by Wayne Munz between 10/1/17 and the Office of the Secretary or the Office of the Public Affairs in the EPA
10/24/2017 18:10 HQ.
Requesting all records reflecting any actual or projected expenditures for renovations (including remodeling or
changes to decor) of any part of the office suites (including foyers, waiting rooms, conference rooms, adjacent
hallways, or other common areas) for any individuals in, or acting in, Senate-confirmed (PAS) positions at your agency.
11/2/2017 16:11 etc.
Existing Commercial Building, 200 Research Parkway, MBL: 1008-335A-025B-0000, Owner: Arc of Meriden-Wallingford
Inc, Meriden, CT 06450, Whitestone Project No.: EM1815545.000. Whitestone Associates Inc. (Whitestone) is
conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment at the above-referenced location. Whitestone requests copies of
any available files addressing or pertinent to environmental investigations, underground storage tanks (USTs),
corrective actions, contaminant releases, incidents, fires, hazardous materials storage, citations, notices of violation, or
5/29/2018 18:05 other areas of concern at the above referenced property.
5/29/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review
5/29/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review

Please provided me with copies of the following documents, related to the release and cleanup of hazardous
substances at the CES Environmental Services, Inc., Griggs Road Facility located at 4904 Griggs Road,
Houston, Texas 770201, 5910 Wayland Street, Houston, Texas 77021, and 4900 Griggs Road, Houston, Texas 77021,
and the surrounding acreage in the area (the "Site"), from August 1, 2010, to the request. FOIA request continued from
previous FOIA request EPA-R6-2016-009868. We have already agreed to publicly available information, denial log, and
rolling responses. In the event there is any confidential business information exemption for materials present, please
provide an index of that information. Please provide records not already provided under FOIA request EPA-R6-201610/31/2017 18:10 009868. We request CBI substantiation.

We request copies of the following documents from January 20, 2017 to present:
1. All written correspondence, logs of calls, or records of meetings between or involving Administrator Pruitt or his
representatives and Ralph Drollinger, Danielle Drollinger, or any other representative of Capitol Ministries;
2. All records relating to Administrator Pruitt's attendance at Capitol Ministries' "Cabinet Member Bible Study" events,
including calendar items and correspondence involving the events;
3. All written correspondence between Administrator Pruitt or his representatives and other nongovernmental
organizations and individuals concerning Mr. Drollinger or Capitol Ministries; and

EPA-HQ-2018-001201

Miranda Blue Keating

People For American Way

EPA-HQ-2018-001206
EPA-HQ-2018-001207

Tim Dickinson
Thomas Cmar

Rolling Stone
Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2018-001160

Lydia Wheeler

EPA-HQ-2018-001769
EPA-HQ-2018-001933

Rachel A. Cocalis
Susan Shepard

EPA-HQ-2018-001886

Daniel M. Lucas

The Hill
Robbins Geller Rudman &amp;
Dowd LLP

California Department of
Justice, Office of the Attorney
General

4. All other materials received from Ralph Drollinger, Danielle Drollinger, or any other representative of Capitol
10/31/2017 18:10 Ministries.
I request electronic copies of all emails between and among administrator Scott Pruitt and all senders and recipients
with a @kochind.com email address. Please provide emails from any email account used by Pruitt in the performance
of official duties - including his government email account, as well as any private or commercial email address/es
(eg:@gmail.com) that the administrator may rely upon.
10/31/2017 19:10 Please furnish these records in searchable electronic format to this email address: 415tim@gmail.com
10/31/2017 19:10 See attached request.
Dear FOIA Public Liaison: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the following
documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to me (identify the documents or
information as specifically as possible): Names of all members of the Regulatory Reform Task Force required by the
President’s Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda, and a list of who the task force has met
with, the date the meeting took place and the topics that were discussed. In order to help to determine my status to
assess fees, you should know that I am: A representative of the news media/press and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for commercial use. Please notify me if the fees will exceed $25.00. Thank you for your
10/30/2017 18:10 consideration of this request.
11/16/2017 23:11 Under Agency Review
11/24/2017 18:11 Under Agency Review
The Attorney Generals of California, Iowa, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Oregon, Vermont, and the District of
Columbia, the State of Colorado, and the Corporation Counsel of the City of Chicago request records related to
11/21/2017 20:11 reporting required by 40 C.F.R. Part 60 Subpart OOOOa. PLEASE SEE ATTACHED SUPPORTING FILE.

EPA-HQ-2018-001738

Alice Henderson

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2018-002121

Alice Henderson

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-R4-2018-003820

V. Randall Tinsley

EDF requests copies of all correspondence that included among its sender(s) or recipient(s) any
of the following EPA employees:
? Brittany Bolen
? Bill Charmley
? Samantha Dravis
? Sarah Dunham
? Christopher Grundler
? Mandy Gunasekara
? David Haugen
? Benjamin Hengst, and/or
? E. Scott Pruitt,
and any of the following terms:
? trailer
? tractor-trailer
? tractor trailer
? truck-trailer, and/or
? truck trailer.
For the purposes of this request, correspondence includes, but is not limited to, hard-copy and
electronic correspondence such as emails, voice mails, records of phone calls, text messages, and
correspondence transmitted through any other electronic platform. This request includes any
correspondence for which any of the above listed EPA employees were among the sender(s) or
recipient(s), regardless of whether the correspondence also included any other sender(s) or
11/15/2017 22:11 recipient(s), and for which any of the above listed terms is used.
11/29/2017 17:11 See attached request for records and correspondence related to glider vehicles.
See attached letter. Municipal water supply system urgently requests information needed to take actions to protect
1/26/2018 23:01 public health.

EPA-HQ-2018-001537
EPA-HQ-2018-002024

EPA-HQ-2018-001974

Sarah Kerr
John B. Hurst

John B. Hurst

WNYC/CUNY
Graves Garrett LLC

November 9, 2017 National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of
Information Act. I hereby request the following records: 1. Any and all resumes received for all political appointees in
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 2 who were appointed to positions between January 20, 2017 and the
present, and through the date of your final response to this request. 2. The names, job titles and annual salary for all
political appointees in E.P.A. Region 2 appointed to positions between January 20, 2017 and the present, and through
the date of your final response to this request. I am making this request as a journalist working on a project for WNYC
and the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism. I believe this request is entitled to a fee waiver because it is for a news
media organization, and because this request for records concerns activities or operations of the government.
Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public understanding of government operations since WNYC
has the ability and the intention to effectively convey information contained within the requested records to a broad
public audience. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being
made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the
total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. A PDF version of this letter is
11/9/2017 18:11 attached below. Sincerely, Sarah Kerr 340 Devoe St. Apt 5L Brooklyn, NY 11211 sarah.s.kerr@gmail.com
11/27/2017 21:11 Please see attached FOIA request. (GG0082)

Graves Garrett LLC

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. I request that you
provide me with the following records within twenty business days: 1. All correspondence (including attachments) a.
Sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or bcc:), Daniel Teitelbaum; and b. Which include anywhere in
the correspondence, whether the body, the Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda
Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate; 2. All text or instant
message correspondence (entire threads) to or from Daniel Teitelbaum mentioning or including any of the following
terms in the subject line or body of the message/correspondence: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda Birnbaum, Phil
Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate. For both requests, please produce
records dated from January 1, 2009 through the date you process the request, inclusive. If any responsive record or
portion thereof is claimed to be exempt from production under FOIA, sufficient identifying information (with respect
to each allegedly exempt record or portion thereof) must be provided to allow the assessment of the propriety of the
claimed exemption. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974). Additionally, any
reasonably segregable portion of a responsive record must be provided to me after redaction of any allegedly exempt
material, as the law requires. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). I request the EPA not redact information it declares
“nonresponsive,” as this is not an enumerated exemption under FOIA. Please produce all electronic data in its native
format, preserving all metadata. Please make your production on a rolling basis if necessary: if at least some records
11/27/2017 19:11 can be produced without objection, produce those documents first. (GG0014)

EPA-HQ-2018-001971

EPA-HQ-2018-001973

John B. Hurst

John B. Hurst

Graves Garrett LLC

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. I request that you
provide me with the following records within twenty business days: 1. All correspondence (including attachments) a.
Sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or bcc:), Roberta F. White; and b. Which include anywhere in
the correspondence, whether the body, the Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda
Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate; 2. All text or instant
message correspondence (entire threads) to or from Roberta F. White mentioning or including any of the following
terms in the subject line or body of the message/correspondence: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda Birnbaum, Phil
Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate. For both requests, please produce
records dated from January 1, 2009 through the date you process the request, inclusive. If any responsive record or
portion thereof is claimed to be exempt from production under FOIA, sufficient identifying information (with respect
to each allegedly exempt record or portion thereof) must be provided to allow the assessment of the propriety of the
claimed exemption. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974). Additionally, any
reasonably segregable portion of a responsive record must be provided to me after redaction of any allegedly exempt
material, as the law requires. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). I request the EPA not redact information it declares
“nonresponsive,” as this is not an enumerated exemption under FOIA. Please produce all electronic data in its native
format, preserving all metadata. Please make your production on a rolling basis if necessary: if at least some records
11/27/2017 19:11 can be produced without objection, produce those documents first. (GG0010)

Graves Garrett LLC

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. I request that you
provide me with the following records within twenty business days: 1. All correspondence (including attachments) a.
Sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or bcc:), Robert Orrin Wright; and b. Which include anywhere in
the correspondence, whether the body, the Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda
Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate; 2. All text or instant
message correspondence (entire threads) to or from Robert Orrin Wright mentioning or including any of the following
terms in the subject line or body of the message/correspondence: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda Birnbaum, Phil
Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate. For both requests, please produce
records dated from January 1, 2009 through the date you process the request, inclusive. If any responsive record or
portion thereof is claimed to be exempt from production under FOIA, sufficient identifying information (with respect
to each allegedly exempt record or portion thereof) must be provided to allow the assessment of the propriety of the
claimed exemption. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974). Additionally, any
reasonably segregable portion of a responsive record must be provided to me after redaction of any allegedly exempt
material, as the law requires. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). I request the EPA not redact information it declares
“nonresponsive,” as this is not an enumerated exemption under FOIA. Please produce all electronic data in its native
format, preserving all metadata. Please make your production on a rolling basis if necessary: if at least some records
11/27/2017 19:11 can be produced without objection, produce those documents first. (GG0012)

EPA-HQ-2018-001970

EPA-HQ-2018-001917
EPA-R5-2018-001918

John B. Hurst

John B. Hurst
Michael K. Hayes

Graves Garrett LLC

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. I request that you
provide me with the following records within twenty business days: 1. All correspondence (including attachments) a.
Sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or bcc:), Ruth Ann Etzel; and b. Which include anywhere in the
correspondence, whether the body, the Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda
Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate; 2. All text or instant
message correspondence (entire threads) to or from Ruth Ann Etzel mentioning or including any of the following terms
in the subject line or body of the message/correspondence: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan,
Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate. For both requests, please produce records
dated from January 1, 2009 through the date you process the request, inclusive. If any responsive record or portion
thereof is claimed to be exempt from production under FOIA, sufficient identifying information (with respect to each
allegedly exempt record or portion thereof) must be provided to allow the assessment of the propriety of the claimed
exemption. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974). Additionally, any
reasonably segregable portion of a responsive record must be provided to me after redaction of any allegedly exempt
material, as the law requires. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). I request the EPA not redact information it declares
“nonresponsive,” as this is not an enumerated exemption under FOIA. Please produce all electronic data in its native
format, preserving all metadata. Please make your production on a rolling basis if necessary: if at least some records
11/27/2017 19:11 can be produced without objection, produce those documents first. (GG0008)

Graves Garrett LLC
Demorest Law Firm, PLLC

This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. I request that you
provide me with the following records within twenty business days: 1. All correspondence (including attachments) a.
Sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or bcc:), Vincent Cogliano; and b. Which include anywhere in
the correspondence, whether the body, the Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda
Birnbaum, Phil Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate; 2. All text or instant
message correspondence (entire threads) to or from Vincent Cogliano mentioning or including any of the following
terms in the subject line or body of the message/correspondence: Ramazzini Institute, BRI, Linda Birnbaum, Phil
Landrigan, Thomas Burke, Christopher Portier, Fiorella Belpoggi, and/or glyphosate. For both requests, please produce
records dated from January 1, 2009 through the date you process the request, inclusive. If any responsive record or
portion thereof is claimed to be exempt from production under FOIA, sufficient identifying information (with respect
to each allegedly exempt record or portion thereof) must be provided to allow the assessment of the propriety of the
claimed exemption. Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974). Additionally, any
reasonably segregable portion of a responsive record must be provided to me after redaction of any allegedly exempt
material, as the law requires. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). I request the EPA not redact information it declares
“nonresponsive,” as this is not an enumerated exemption under FOIA. Please produce all electronic data in its native
format, preserving all metadata. Please make your production on a rolling basis if necessary: if at least some records
11/22/2017 19:11 can be produced without objection, produce those documents first. (GG0004)
11/22/2017 19:11 New Products Corporation located at 448 North Shore Drive, Benton Harbor, MI

•Any and all contracts or agreements pertaining to settlements of sexual harassment within the entire Department of
the EPA including all departments under the DOEPA.
•Total number of cases settled or litigated between the years 2000 – 2017 including the total dollars agreed to as a
required part of the settlements and any other fees, benefits etc as part of the total agreement/contract.
•The sources of funds in these settlements.

EPA-HQ-2018-001925

Therese Tetzel

EPA-HQ-2018-001930

Louise Boardall

EPA-R2-2018-001609

Emily Hepding

EPA-HQ-2018-001618

Micah Reynolds

EPA-HQ-2018-001723

Laurie Coger

EPA-R2-2018-008030

Connor Gieger

The Acta Group EU, Ltd.

•Who represented and/or negotiated for the parties involved in these cases/settlements? Are they inside or outside
11/24/2017 22:11 counsel? If counsel is outside the department, how much money was paid in fees and expenses?
The Acta Group EU, Ltd (Acta&reg;) requires access to the studies referred to in the appended document, for nbutanol (CAS Number 71-36-3; EC Number 200-751-6), for the purposes of European REACH, at the 10-100 tonnage
11/24/2017 14:11 band. Is there a cost associated with the USA EPA's studies? Regards,

D&amp;B Engineers and
Architects, P.C.

Any records associated with the following properties: 761 Franklin Boulevard, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246,
Section 059.00, Block 77.00, Lot 046.00 480 East Bay Drive, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block
77.00, Lot 045.00 325 East Bay Drive, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block 276.00, Lot 010.00 455
East Bay Drive, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block 77.00, Lot 001.00 450 East Bay Drive, Long
Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block 147.00, Lot 001.00 711 Lincoln Boulevard, Long Beach NY 11561
Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block 133.00, Lot 073.00 757 Lincoln Boulevard, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section
059.00, Block 275.00, Lot 011.00 759 Lincoln Boulevard, Long Beach NY 11561 Parcel 0246, Section 059.00, Block
275.00, Lot 011.00.00 including those related to bulk storage tanks, oil tanks, spills, chemical storage (pesticides,
herbicides, etc.), underground injection control structures, septic systems, asbestos, lead, mold, reported violations,
incidents or completed environmental studies. These properties are also associated with the following spills: 8809663,
0210378, 1406247, 9913409, 9409010, 9311239, 9111011, 0008840, 1601131, 1601136, 1505106,1609259, 9208848,
11/13/2017 22:11 8906418 and 1601135.

Technology Sciences Group
Inc.

Langan

With this FOIA request, I request available EPA Data Evaluations Records or other generated review documents on the
following 18 mosquito efficacy studies on IR3535 containing insect repellent products: MRID Nos. 45353304,
45353305, 45359104, 45359105, 46490901, 46490902, 46850507, 46850508, 46850707, 46850708, 47147310,
11/14/2017 4:11 47147311, 47147409, 47147410, 47150210, 47150211, 50017301, and 50110901. Thank you very much!
I am looking for adverse reactions for the Seresto dog flea and tick collar made by Bayer Corporation. One of my
patient's developed seizures after wearing the collar. I want to be able to correctly advise my clients about the safety
11/15/2017 17:11 of this product.
Please consider this a formal Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request for records regarding buildings, construction,
chemical spills, underground storage tanks (USTs), monitoring wells, groundwater sampling, asbestos abatement,
radon, hazardous materials and any other documents that your department may have regarding the subject property
5/24/2018 20:05 at: 1209-1213 Fulton Street in Brooklyn, NY (Block 1842, Lots 65-67)

EPA-HQ-2018-001712

Emily Cedzo

South Carolina Coastal
Conservation League

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, the Coastal Conservation League (“League”)
hereby requests access to all records from the meeting of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Director Scott Pruitt
and the American Chemistry Council on November 9, 2017, held at the Sanctuary Hotel at Kiawah Island Golf Resort in
the possession or control of the EPA. Specifically, the League requests any documents, meeting minutes, and emails
pertaining to the content of the meeting with Scott Pruitt and the American Chemistry Council on November 9, 2017.
This request includes any correspondence, including e-mail, between the EPA, Scott Pruitt, the American Chemistry
11/15/2017 15:11 Council and their members, as well as any other relevant parties.

EPA-R2-2018-001639
EPA-R3-2018-001648

Kaleigh Ewing
Paula Riordan

Pennoni
Roux Associates

11/13/2017 19:11
11/13/2017 20:11

EPA-HQ-2018-002495

Marcus A. Stern

The Weather Channel Digital

12/11/2017 17:12

EPA-HQ-2018-001657

Marcus A. Stern

The Weather Channel Digital

11/13/2017 21:11

EPA-HQ-2018-001789

WE ACT For Environmental
Adrienne L. Hollis, Esq. Justice

11/17/2017 16:11

EPA-HQ-2018-001849

SCOTT TAYLOR

11/20/2017 20:11

EPA-HQ-2018-002154

Clarence Smith

WJLA TV

Pennoni is in performing environmental due diligence for Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital located at 1600 Haddon Ave,
Camden NJ. Specifically we are in search of information pertaining to System IDs 2659016 and 2659016 of the ICIS
database and NJD071457295 of the RCRA database. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
except for anything related to Air
Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting all emails sent and received by EPA chief of operations Henry
Darwin.
Formal request attached. I am seeking copies of all emails sent or received by Al &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly, advisor to the
administrator.
Requesting disclosure of the status of all Superfund sites for which cleanup costs have been estimated or determined,
and where agreement on cleanup costs have (or have not) been reached or are in negotiation, with potentially
responsible parties, from January 1, 2014 to the present.
A copy of Scott Pruitt's scheduled public speaking events or appearances for the remainder of 2017 and for anything
already scheduled for 2018. They are not on the EPA website. We would like a copy of any documents that outlines
what we requested with the EPA.

11/29/2017 23:11 Advantage II for cats. size large Request FOIA to see animal test study results showing medical problems seen.

EPA-HQ-2018-007517

Erin Murphy

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-HQ-2018-007516

Erin Murphy

Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Defense Fund respectfully requests copies of certain records of the U.S. EPA related to vehicle safety in
the context of the EPA and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (“NHTSA”) joint greenhouse gas emission
5/9/2018 18:05 and corporate average fuel economy (“CAFE”) standards for light-duty vehicles.
Environmental Defense Fund respectfully requests records, as that term is described at 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(f)(2) of the
Freedom of Information Act, of the U.S. EPA related to certification of model year (“MY”) 2017 and later glider
5/9/2018 18:05 vehicles.

Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Defense Fund respectfully requests a copy of all records of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
related to the Mid-Term Evaluation of the Model Year 2022-2025 Light-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Standards, including but not limited to all records related to the development or release of the Agency’s Notice of
Intention to Reconsider the Final Determination, 82 Fed. Reg. 14,671 (Mar. 22, 2017); and the development and
release of the Agency’s second Final Determination, 83 Fed. Reg. 16,077 (Apr. 13, 2018). Please see the attached letter
4/16/2018 13:04 containing EDF's complete request.

EPA-HQ-2018-006666

EPA-HQ-2018-002171

Erin Murphy

Austin Evers

American Oversight

Requesting records sufficient to identify all employees who entered into a position at the agency as “political
appointees” since May 3, 2017 and the title or position of each employee (to the extent that such individuals have held
11/30/2017 20:11 multiple titles or positions since March 21, 2017 identify each title or position).

EPA-HQ-2018-002172

EPA-HQ-2018-002173

Austin Evers

Austin Evers

American Oversight

Requesting the most recent resume for Michael Dourson contained within the EPA’s files. We have no objection to the
redaction of contact information (addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses) for Mr. Dourson, or to the
11/30/2017 20:11 redaction of past salary information.

American Oversight

Requesting all calendars or calendar entries for Michael Dourson, including any calendars maintained on his behalf
(e.g., by an administrative assistant). For calendar entries created in Outlook or similar programs, the documents
11/30/2017 20:11 should be produced in “memo” format to include all invitees, any notes, and all attachments.
Requesting all communications to or from any of the individuals below regarding Michael Dourson: a) EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt; b) Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson; c) Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder; d) Acting Deputy
Administrator Mike Flynn; e) Nancy Beck, Deputy Assistant Administrator of the Office of Chemical Safety and
11/30/2017 14:11 Pollution Prevention; f) Liz Bowman, Public Affairs; g) Jahan Wilcox, Public Affairs; or h) John Konkus, Public Affairs.
Requesting all communications between Michael Dourson (or anyone acting on his behalf) and any individual assisting
Mr. Dourson with his Senate confirmation process (i.e., a “Sherpa”), including individuals who are employed by or
11/30/2017 14:11 represent outside companies.

EPA-HQ-2018-002213

Austin Evers

American Oversight

EPA-HQ-2018-002214

Austin Evers

American Oversight

EPA-R3-2018-001944

Samantha A. Robbins

Foley &amp; Lardner LLP

EPA-R2-2018-007019
EPA-R2-2018-002060

Tracy Wall
Salvatore Scimeca

EnviroTrac Ltd.
Gayron de Bruin

11/27/2017 14:11 Under Agency Review
Computer Circuits, 145 Marcus Blvd, Hauppauge, NY, Superfund ID # CERCLA-02-2000-2036 Request to review site
reports that contain indoor air data from 2016 to 2018, and any operations and monitoring data for the soil vapor
4/25/2018 16:04 extraction system or any other remediation/mitigation system at the property.
11/28/2017 17:11 Under Agency Review

California Air National Guard

All records in any format related to Hickman's Egg Ranch or Hickman's Family Farms, including without limitation
documents within EPA, documents between EPA and any other governmental agency including without limitation the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), as well as all documents related to any third party
complaint, request, inquiry or other interaction. We would like to receive these documents in electronic format. We
authorize up to $100 in processing fees. If the processing fees exceed this amount, please contact me for additional
authorization. Please provide acknowledgement of receipt of this request as well as a time frame estimate for
11/30/2017 16:11 fulfillment of the request.
Under Section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act, facilities that have regulated RMP chemicals above specific quantity
thresholds are required to submit an RMP. We're requesting from the EPA information in our area within 100 miles of
11/30/2017 21:11 Moffett Air National Guard Base (Moffett Federal Airfield).

American Oversight

Requesting all records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages, telephone call
logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational material, draft legislation, talking
points, or other materials reflecting communications) between Michael Dourson and any of the following entities,
11/30/2017 21:11 including anyone acting on behalf of the entities listed on attached request.

American Oversight

Requesting all communications between Michael Dourson and any of the following individuals: a) EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt; b) Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson; c) Deputy Chief of Staff John Reeder; d) Acting Deputy Administrator Mike
Flynn; e) Nancy Beck, Deputy Assistant Administrator of the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention; f) Liz
11/30/2017 21:11 Bowman, Public Affairs; g) Jahan Wilcox, Public Affairs; or h) John Konkus, Public Affairs.

EPA-R9-2018-002160

Michelle De Blasi

EPA-HQ-2018-002174

John Christian A.
Hyuga

EPA-HQ-2018-002175

EPA-HQ-2018-002180

Austin Evers

Austin Evers

EPA-R2-2018-002131

Margaret A. Lamonds
Moss

EPA-R4-2018-006798

Maureen Gleason

EPA-HQ-2018-002279

alexander Loftus

EPA-HQ-2018-002360

Marybeth Fennelly

EPA-R2-2018-002304

EPA-HQ-2018-002307

ROLANDO ARCO

Rishabh Chandra

Barclay Damon LLP

Please allow this to serve as a Freedom of information request for any and all records relating to the clean up of the
old ARCO (Atlantic Richfield) Asphalt terminal which was located on Maider Road, Clay New York 13041. The terminal
was most recently owned by Sunoco and may be listed as such. Please advise at your earliest convenience. Margaret
11/29/2017 18:11 A. Lamonds-Moss

Stoltmann Law Offices
Rheingold Valet Rheingold
McCartney Giuffra

1. From July 1, 2015, to the date upon which this request is processed, all documents, including email correspondence,
between EPA and (a) the Tennessee Valley Authority (“TVA”), (b) the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (“TDEC”), (c) the University of Memphis, (d) the United States Geological Survey (“USGS”), (e) Memphis
Light, Gas, and Water (“MLGW”), (f) the City of Memphis, or (g) Shelby County, Tennessee regarding TVA’s
implementation of the requirements of the federal Coal Ash Rule and the federal Clean Water Act at the Allen Fossil
Plant, including but not limited to any comments EPA has provided to these entities and any responses to those
comments; and 2. From July 1, 2016, to the date upon which this request is processed, all documents, including email
correspondence, between EPA and (a) TVA, (b) TDEC, (c) the University of Memphis, (d) USGS, (e) MLGW, (f) the City of
Memphis, or (g) Shelby County, Tennessee regarding (1) the TVA’s Allen Fossil Plant and/or Combined Cycle Plant and
(2) the Remedial Investigation initiated by TVA in 2017 at the request of the Tennessee Department of Environment
and Conservation, including but not limited to any comments EPA has provided on any component of the Remedial
4/18/2018 20:04 Investigation and any responses to those comments.
Please produce any and all complaints received regarding the use of Diacamba and products containing Diacamba
including but not limited to Roundup Ready 2 Extend, Roundup Ready XtendFlex, XtendiMax, and any complaints of
12/4/2017 16:12 Diacamba spread/drift. From June 30, 2015 to November 1, 2017.
OGC to provide confidentiality determination for information initially withheld under FOIA Exemption 4 in response to
12/6/2017 14:12 FOIA request EPA-R2-2016-005799

Nova Consulting

Nova Consulting is assessing the property at 353 Richard Mine Road, Rockaway, New Jersey. This property is listed on
the Potential Responsible Party (PRP) and NPL NFRAP databases as site 0508078 (ILN000508078). Nova respectfully
requests any reports, correspondence, map, laboratory data and any other pertinent information to elucidate the
12/4/2017 23:12 reason for this regulatory listing. Thank you in advance for your time
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the documents containing the
following information be provided to me: - A list of contracts awarded to researchers studying the effects of manmade climate change. - Names of organizations to which research contracts were awarded - Year and interval in which
contracts were awarded, beginning with the year 1980 (there is publicly readily available information dating back to
2013) - Funding awarded in each contract In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that
I am affiliated with an educational or noncommercial scientific institution, and this request is made for a scholarly or
scientific purpose and not for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $20. If
12/5/2017 2:12 you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first.

EPA-HQ-2018-002473

Jeff Ruch

PEER

12/8/2017 18:12

EPA-R2-2018-002314
EPA-HQ-2018-007314

Lisa Pasqualone
Hume Ross

Siegal &amp; Park

12/5/2017 15:12
5/3/2018 15:05

EPA-HQ-2018-003940

Hume Ross

EPA-HQ-2018-002723

EPA-R2-2018-002763

EPA-R5-2018-008136

1/30/2018 23:01

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, as amended, Public Employees for Environmental
Responsibility (PEER) requests information concerning the basis of these statements by Administrator Pruitt.
Specifically, we request the following:
1. Documents reflecting the referenced “Procedures [that] have been put in place to prevent such an occurrence in the
future.”
2. Records reflecting Mr. Pruitt’s referenced assurances to ORD “political and career senior leadership that they have
the authority to make decisions about event participation going forward.”
3. Copies of the referenced communications to ORD staff on this topic.
4. Documents which summarize or enumerate research ORD is. or is slated, to undertake as “outlined in our Strategic
Research Action Plans reflecting Congressional appropriations.”
5. Any records reflecting any internal communications from Mr. Pruitt concerning “EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy”
including any documents reflecting steps Mr. Pruitt is taking to uphold that policy.
Any and all documents relating in any way to groundwater contamination at a site located at: 93 Entin Road, Clifton,
New Jersey.
Please see attached letter.
As set out fully in the attached letter, this request is for records in EPA's possession related to certain documents and
meetings, all of which were described in Chapter 2 of the National Marine Fisheries Service Biological Opinion for
chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and malathion issued on December 29, 2017.

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: A list of all Administratively Determined (AD) Position appointees at EPA since January 20, 2017, including
start date, end date (if applicable), position held and salary details. This information is in the possession of EPA OGC
Law Groups-Ethics Office. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
12/18/2017 20:12 Surgey

Jaime Sartori

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C Section 552). I request that a copy of the following
final submitted proposals including all volumes, revisions and BAFO's from the winning contractor be provided to me
for EPA contract EP-S2-15-02. The winning contractor was Environmental Restoration, LLC. The program this contract
12/19/2017 19:12 was awarded under was EPA ERRS. The estimated start date was 05/13/2015.

Edward R. Carpenter

Conti Federal Services, Inc.

Midwest Environmental
Advocates

In accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, Midwest Environmental Advocates (“MEA”) requests a copy of all records,
including communications, between the City of Milwaukee, WI and/or Milwaukee Water Works and the Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) regarding lead services lines or lead levels in drinking water. Please include in your response
all records, including communications, occurring from Jan. 1, 2010, through the date the request is fulfilled. This
request defines “records” broadly to include all documents, books, papers, maps, photographs, machine readable
materials, or other documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics. “Documents,” as used
herein, refers to paper documents and/or electronically stored information, including writings, correspondence,
records of phone conversations, telephone recordings, voice mails, emails, attachments, letters, memoranda
messages, instant messages, G-chats, text messages, chats, notes, meeting minutes, drawings, graphs, charts, sound
5/30/2018 18:05 recordings, images, and other data or data compilations, stored in any medium.

EPA-R5-2018-003301

Edward R. Carpenter

EPA-HQ-2018-002392

Claire Q. O'Ryan

In accordance with 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, Midwest Environmental Advocates (“MEA”) requests a copy of all
communications between the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (“DNR”) and the Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”) regarding (i) the Petition for Corrective Action (“PCA”) filed by MEA on behalf of 16 citizen petitioners
on October 20, 2015, and (ii) the resolution of the 75 points of deficiency identified in the July 18, 2011 letter from EPA
Region 5 Administrator Susan Hedman to DNR Secretary Cathy Stepp. Copies of the PCA and the 2011 deficiency letter
are attached hereto for reference. Please include in your response all records of communications occurring between
October 1, 2015, and the date of this request. MEA requests all records of such communications, including, but not
limited to, emails, attachments, correspondence, letters, memoranda, telephone recordings, voice mails, telephone
logs, messages, instant messages, G-chats, text messages, and chats. If the EPA invokes a FOIA exemption to deny all
or part of this request, please include sufficient information for us to assess the basis for the exemption, including any
interest(s) that would be harmed by release. Please include a detailed ledger including: 1. Basic factual material about
each withheld communication, including the originator, date, length, general subject matter, and location of each
item; and 2. Complete explanations and justifications for the withholding, including the specific exemption(s) under
which the communication (or portion thereof) was withheld and a full explanation of how each exemption applies to
the withheld communication. Such statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination.
1/11/2018 18:01 Your written justification may help to avoid litigation.
Requesting information reguarding the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. Looking for documents pertaining to this topic, as
12/7/2017 2:12 well as any other information you could present to me.

anne roth

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C &sect; 552, I request the following
information: Any EPA emails, reports, studies, and documents mentioning Northern Dynasty Minerals, Pebble, Pebble
Partnership and Pebble LP including but not limited to Trump's EPA transition team going back to Nov. 8, 2016. All
records including but not limited to a transcript, meeting notes, prior and follow up communications, audio and video
of Scott Pruitt's May 1, 2017 meeting with Pebble's CEO Tom Collier. I would like to receive this information in
electronic format. I am making this request as a reporter and student currently studying at UC Santa Cruz Science
Writing program and this request is made as part of newsgathering and not for commercial use. Through this request, I
am gathering information on the relationship between EPA head Scott Pruitt and the Northern Dynasty minerals.
Release of this information is in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of
the new administration's plans to allow Canadian mining companies to operate in ecologically and economically
12/6/2017 23:12 valuable American ecosystems, specifically Alaska’s Bristol Bay.

EPA-HQ-2018-002388

Midwest Environmental
Advocates

EPA-HQ-2018-002642

rene Marsh

CNN

December 14, 2017 To Whom it May Concern: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552
(the &quot;Act&quot;), Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;)&nbsp;requests all copies of travel records and
detailed schedules for the EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt, related to his trip to Morocco during the week of December
10, 2017. Please also include a detailed list of all individuals who accompanied him (staff and non staff) on the trip.
Additioanlly, include details of all travel accomodations during the administrator’s stay in Morocco. CNN agrees to pay
reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $500. Please notify me prior
to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. As a member of a news organization, I am requesting that
fees be waived because release of the information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to public
understanding of government operations and activities. If CNN's request is denied in whole or part, we ask that you
justify all deletions by reference to the specific exemptions of the Act. CNN will also expect you to release all
segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. CNN reserves the right to appeal your decision to withhold any
information. If you have questions regarding this request, please contact me as soon as possible by email at
Rene.Marsh@Turner.com or by phone at 202-777-7249. As I have made this request in the capacity as a journalist and
this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your expediting the consideration of this request in every way
possible. In any event, I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the Act requires. Thank you for your
12/14/2017 20:12 assistance. Sincerely, Rene Marsh cc: Drew Shenkman, Counsel, CNN Johnita P. Due, Assistant General Counsel, CNN

EPA-R7-2018-000763

Elizabeth Hubertz

IEC Washington University

10/19/2017 14:10 Please see attached letter. This is NOT an amendment to EPA-R7-2017-005028 - it is a NEW FOIA - per Edie S.

EPA-R4-2018-002410

Douglas J. McNamara

COHENMILSTEIN

We request all Information related to chemicals manufactured, used or generated at the Fayetteville Works industrial
facility, located at 22828 NC Highway 87 W, Fayetteville, North Carolina 28306 (&quot;Fayetteville Works&quot;) or
any other facility by the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Inc. (&quot;DuPont&quot;) an/or The Chemours
Company FC, LLC (&quot;Chemours&quot;), or any other facility owned or operated by these entities, or 3M
12/7/2017 14:12 Manufacturing Company. See attachment for complete description.

EPA-HQ-2018-002608

Deniz Cam

EPA-HQ-2018-002422
EPA-HQ-2018-002423

Ramzi Ebbini
Marty George

EPA-R5-2018-002625

Brian Klipp

Forbes Magazine
Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee

Illinois State Geological Survey

Good afternoon: With regard to this request, the following definitions are provided, in an effort to provide as specific a
description as possible: DOCUMENT or DOCUMENTS means and includes both paper documents and electronic
representations of information, including handwriting, typewriting, printing, photographing, photocopying,
transmitting by electronic mail or facsimile, placing on an internet website, and every other means of recording upon
any tangible thing, including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combinations thereof, and any record
thereby created, regardless of the manner in which the record has been stored. YOU or YOUR means the
Environmental Protection Agency or other sub-agencies or affiliated departments for whom you also act as the
custodian of records for public records requests. Unless otherwise specified, the documents specified below are
limited to those created or communicated between Jan. 1, 2016 and Dec. 31, 2017. DOCUMENTS reflecting all
interactions between EPA employees (current or those employed between the time frame given above) and any
employee working and/or associated with a Koch Industries entity, including but not limited to: --All email
correspondences including one or more email addresses with “@kochps.com” --All email correspondences including
one or more email addresses with “@kochind.com” --All email correspondences including one or more email
addresses including “@koch” --All written correspondences (fax and/or letter) where the address (from and/or to)
includes the word “Koch” In the interest of expediency, and to minimize the research and/or duplication burden on
your staff, please send records electronically if possible. Where documents contain data in electronic form (e.g.
spreadsheets or PDFs), please make the documents available in electronic form (e.g., Excel, PDF, CSV or other formats).
12/13/2017 21:12 I appreciate your time and efforts. Sincerely, Deniz
Requesting any direct correspondence between your agency and North Dakota State Senator Tom Campbell or the
12/7/2017 16:12 staff of North Dakota State Senator Tom Campbell between January 2012- present., etc.
12/7/2017 16:12 Under Agency Review
Good Morning! I am a geologist with the Illinois State Geological Survey and I am looking for any technical information
regarding the following active SEMs site: USEPA #ILB000508306 Northwestern Steel and Wire, Sterling IL. This
12/14/2017 15:12 information is required for a road improvement project for IDOT. Thank you!

On behalf of Public Citizen, Inc., and pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request:
(1)All communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments to emails—that
discuss, describe, refer to, or otherwise reference agency management practices to, from, or on behalf Toyota Motor
Corporation—or any of its subsidiaries—from, to, or on behalf of any staff of the Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) Office of the Administrator, including the Administrator.
(2)All communications—including but not limited to letters, faxes, and emails, including all attachments to emails—that
discuss, describe, refer to, or otherwise reference agency management practices to, from, or on behalf of Toyota
Motor Corporation—or any of its subsidiaries—from, to, or on behalf of any staff of the EPA’s Office of Administration
and Resources Management.

EPA-HQ-2018-002626

Madeline R. Page

Public Citizen

This request is limited to records created or received by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) between February
12/14/2017 16:12 17, 2017, and the date of processing this request.

Wilmington’s Stop Genx in our
waters

EPA-HQ-2018-002737

Beth A. Markesino

EPA-HQ-2018-002721

JAMES CURRENS

EPA-HQ-2018-004509

Thomas Santoro

Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer
LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-002788

Benjamin Levitan

Environmental Defense Fund

I am in search of information in regards to Chemours and DuPont and their Genx, PFOA, PFOS. Nafion, C8 and any
other byproducts that they release during production into water or air. If you have any health studies available from
12/19/2017 14:12 these chemicals as well from the DuPont/Chemours Company.
I would like all of Administrator Scott Pruitt reimbursement requests for all items we the tax payers have paid for his
12/18/2017 19:12 use/consumption.
2/16/2018 14:02 Please see attached.
12/20/2017 16:12 Request for Records Pertaining to Definers Contract.

EPA-HQ-2018-002789

Sara K. Creighton

American Oversight

12/20/2017 16:12

EPA-HQ-2018-002797

Sara K. Creighton

American Oversight

12/20/2017 17:12

EPA-HQ-2018-002798
EPA-HQ-2018-002781

Sara K. Creighton
Kaitlin Morrison

American Oversight
NRDC

12/20/2017 17:12
12/20/2017 14:12

EPA-R10-2018-002775 Vicky Gannon
EPA-HQ-2018-002767

Gregory D. Chafee

EPA-HQ-2018-002708 Scott Edwards
EPA-R10-2018-002713 Elizabeth K. Annis

12/19/2017 22:12

Requesting all communications between anyone in the Office of the Administrator (including all of the offices within
the AO’s office) and the Office of General Counsel (including the FOIA office) relating to any FOIA request submitted by
Mr. Allan Blutstein, America Rising, Definers Public Affairs, or NTK Network.
Requesting copies of all “clips,” reports, or any other work product, deliverables, memoranda, analysis, or other
material provided to EPA by Definers Public Affairs from December 11 to December 15, 2017, pursuant to contract
award ID EP18H000025
Requesting copy of communications between any of the individuals listed on attached request and (a) anyone at
Definers Public Affairs; (b) anyone at America Rising; (c) anyone at Need to Know Network; (d) Joe Pounder; (e) Matt
Rhoades, (f) Allan Blutstein, or (g) Raj Shah:
FOIA request for records relating to the monitoring of humans for glyphosate exposure
All NPDES documents including discharge monitoring reports, permit applications, permit development materials and
inspection reports from April 1998 to present pertaining to The Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton, WA, NPDES
Permit Number WA0002062
Requesting copies of documents and information related to the registration of certain renewable fuel producers under
the Renewable Fuel Standard.

Two Alliance Center

12/19/2017 21:12

Food &amp; Water Watch
Latham &amp; Watkins

I hereby request the following materials from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): 1. Any and all contracts or
agreements entered into between EPA and the Definers Public Affairs consulting firm from November 1, 2016 to date.
2. Any and all communications between any employee, agent or representative of EPA and any employee, agent or
representative of Definers Public Affairs consulting firm from November 1, 2016 to date. 3. Any and all
communications between any employee, agent or representative of EPA and Mr. Allan Blutstein from November 1,
2016 to date. 4. Any and all internal communications between and among employees, agents or representatives of
EPA regarding the Definers Public Affairs consulting firm from November 1, 2016 to date. 5. Copies of all materials
provided by EPA to Definers Public Affairs Definers Public Affairs consulting firm and Mr. Allan Blutstein under any
12/18/2017 17:12 Freedom of Information Act request from November 1, 2016 to date. Thank you.
12/18/2017 18:12 Please see attached.

EPA-HQ-2018-002805

EPA-HQ-2018-002703

Jeremy Nichols

Peter Shawhan

WildEarth Guardians

During the processing of FOIA EPA-R8-2017-004851, 68 documents were still pending review with EPA HQ OEX offices.
To complete the original FOIA, we approved the exclusion of these documents from the request and asked that a new
FOIA be opened directed at these 68 documents under review. The original request seeks: Any and all records related
to the EPA’s proposal to promulgate a Federal Implementation Plan to address air emissions from oil and natural gas
operations within the Uinta and Ouray Indian Reservation of Utah. This proposal has been docketed as EPA-R08-OAR2015-0709. We request all records related to this proposal specifically, as well related broadly to any proposal to
promulgate a Federal Implementation Plan to address oil and gas air emissions within the Uinta and Ouray Indian
Reservation. For purposes of this request, records include, but are not limited to, electronic mail messages, maps, draft
documents, photos and/or videos, recorded voicemails, GIS data, GPS data, handwritten notes, meeting or phone
conversation notes, applications for permits to drill, reports, and any other records of correspondence. We do not
request any records that are already publicly available online on an EPA website that is not subject to alteration or
elimination, whether temporarily or permanently. Date range for records sought is July 1, 2016 to March 12, 2017.
Exclude 68 email correspondence needing review from HQ OEX. A supplemental request will be submitted to respond
12/20/2017 20:12 to these items.

I request records of any written or electronic e-mails, text messages, fax transmissions, letters, memoranda or other
communications of any description, sent to, by, or between the EPA, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, and/or any other
EPA officer or employee, and any of the following organizations and/or individuals, or regarding any of the following
organizations and individuals: 1) America Rising; America Rising, Inc.; America Rising, LLC; or America Rising FOIA
Operations; 2) America Rising Squared Advanced Research, America Rising Squared, or AR2; 3) Need To Know
Network, NTK Network, or ntknetwork.com; 4) Definers Public Affairs; 5) Cause of Action; 6) FOIA Advisor; 7) Allan L.
Blutstein; 8) Joseph (“Joe”) Pounder; 9) Matthew (“Matt”) Rhoades; 10) Brian Rogers; and/or 11) Elizabeth (“Liz”) Mair.
If any individual record is identified more than once under any of the above categories, I request only one copy of such
record, and not identical duplicates, except and to the extent that any copies bear handwritten notations, rubber
stamp or electronic markings, or other differences which make them unique records rather than just identical copies.
To the extent possible, I request records in the form of Adobe Reader .pdf format files, Microsoft Ward .doc or .docx
files, or other commonly used electronic file formats, rather than &quot;hard copy&quot; printed copies. As indicated
12/18/2017 16:12 on your electronic submission form, I will pay any processing fees up to $150.

EPA-R5-2018-007670
EPA-HQ-2018-002821

Carlos Matti
Matthew Freimuth

EPA-R10-2018-002816 Justin B. Hayes
EPA-HQ-2018-002724

EPA-HQ-2018-003082

Harry M. Johnson

Rebecca Hersher

DSCC
Willkie Farr & Gallagher

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq. (“FOIA”), I request copies of all documents
outlined in detail below: • All records relating to a civil enforcement case of U-Line Corporation (Case #05-2012-0011)
• Any complaints, enforcement actions or violations, filed with your agency against ULine, Inc. or ULine Corporation or
U-Line Corporation or U-Line Corp. or Richard “Dick” Uihlein (“Richard E. Uihlein”) or Elizabeth “Liz” Uihlein (“Elizabeth
A. Uihlein”) • Any direct correspondence, including electronic, to your agency from Richard “Dick” Uihlein (“Richard E.
Uihlein”) or Elizabeth “Liz” Uihlein (“Elizabeth A. Uihlein”) or their representatives (January 1, 2012 to Present) • Any
direct correspondence, including electronic, to your agency from or on behalf of ULine, Inc. or ULine Corporation or ULine Corporation or U-Line Corp. (January 1, 2012 to Present) Direct correspondence should include letters, emails,
reports, and other relevant material. I am not seeking any secondary material such as phone logs, notations of
conversation, etc. If any records are withheld or redacted, I request that you state the specific legal and factual
grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, please identify each document that falls with scope
of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are located in another installation or bureau, I
request that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this request to the appropriate installation or
bureau. To the extent that the responsive records are available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive the
information via email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise,
5/14/2018 20:05 I will expect to receive the information in paper form.
12/21/2017 3:12 Please see the attached supporting documentation for specific requests.

Hunton and Williams

Any and all records concerning the March 9, 2015, &quot;Petition to revise the 2004 Snake River-Hells Canyon TMDL
under the Clean Water Act&quot; mailed to the EPA Administrator and to EPA Region 10 Administrator by Advocates
for the West on behalf of the Idaho Conservation League, including but not limited to any and all communications,
12/20/2017 22:12 studies, documents, and other records related to EPA's review of the Petition.
OGC to provide confidentiality determination for information initially withheld under FOIA Exemption 4 in response to
12/18/2017 21:12 FOIA request # EPA-HQ-2016-004788

National Public Radio

Dear FOIA Officer, I am requesting data related to government correspondence of federal officials pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
&sect; 552(a)(3). I would like the email header information, including sender, recipient, date and subject, associated
with any and all email correspondence sent by Scott Pruitt from January 21, 2017 to the present. This request is
exclusively for the metadata associated with the requested correspondence, and does not include the content of any
emails. Please present the responsive material in an electronic format. If any or all of this request is denied, please
state under which FOIA exemption you are claiming to deny it. Please call me on the phone with questions, and please
1/5/2018 15:01 respond to my request via email. Thank you.

Idaho Conservation League

EPA-R2-2018-004038
EPA-R2-2018-002735

EPA-HQ-2018-002699

cyndi trembley
Andrew Devine

harris beach pllc

Dear Environmental Protection Agency: This is a Freedom of Information request under 5 USC 552. The information
and/or documents sought are as follows: Correspondence of any type, including written and electronic (including
email), between anyone employed by or under contract to EPA—including but not limited to Administrator Scott Pruitt
and anyone under his direct supervision—and a corporate entity named America Rising and a corporate entity named
Definers Public Affairs, between Jan. 1, 2017 and Dec. 15, 2017. This correspondence may have been originated or
received by any EPA office and the identifies of those offices and volume of such correspondence, including any logs
pertaining to correspondence, telephone calls or meetings between any EPA employee and either of these two entities
are incorporated in this request herewith. Also sought are any contracts and correspondence relating to contracts with
the two entities named above, either to or from the corporations or to or from individuals employed by the
organizations. I am willing to pay appropriate fees, provided they are approved by me prior to payment. All statutory
requirements in terms of response tolling periods apply. Should you have any questions or should you find this request
incomplete, please contact me in writing immediately at: Allan Parachini 2319 Kamali`i St. Kilauea, HI 96754 You can
also reach me by phone at 808-320-3853 or email at aparachini@parachinigroup.com. Thank you for your attention to
12/19/2017 4:12 this matter.

Allan Parachini

EPA-HQ-2018-003047
EPA-HQ-2018-002998

rene marsh
Jeff Ruch

EPA-HQ-2018-002967

Doug A. Ecks

EPA-HQ-2018-002921

Carlos Matti

Re: Eastman Kodak Hawkeye Plant – Rochester NY (1404 &amp; 1407 St. Paul St.) Please provide copies whether in
hardcopy, on microfiche, in electronic or any other format of any permits, licenses, records, reports, investigations,
inspections, notice of violations, spill files or records, and all accompanying documentation including but not limited to
applications, renewals, photographs, renderings, simulations, drawings, plans, specifications, models, studies, surveys,
or other papers or correspondence in the possession of the Department which were submitted by or on behalf of
Eastman Kodak in relation to its Hawkeye plant located at 1404 &amp; 1407 St. Paul St., Rochester, New York I agree
to pay reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $100.00. However,
please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. If my request is denied in whole or
part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release
all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold
any information or to deny a waiver of fees. I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute
2/1/2018 22:02 requires. Thank you for your assistance, and please contact me if you have any questions regarding this request.
12/18/2017 22:12 Please see attached letter.

PEER

1/4/2018 19:01
1/2/2018 19:01
1/2/2018 14:01

DSCC

12/27/2017 21:12

January 4, 2018 To Whom it May Concern: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552
(the &quot;Act&quot;), Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;) all documentation containing a detailed
accounting of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s daily schedule from September 1, 2017 through the date of the search.
The documentation should include all of Mr. Pruitt’s daily scheduled meetings, the names and titles of the individuals
Pruitt Is meeting with, the names of agency staff and members scheduled to participate in the meeting and the topic
of discussion. More specifically this link shows exactly what type of documentation CNN is seeking
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4064980-Pruitt-Sked-and-McCarthy-Sked.html Thank you for your
assistance. Sincerely, Rene Marsh cc: Drew Shenkman, Counsel, CNN Johnita
Under Agency Review
Requesting any documents such as internal memoranda restricting the use of certain words in documents created by
the EPA staff.
Requesting any direct correspondence with Martha McSally, or the staff or representatives of Martha McSally, in her
capacity as a United States Congresswoman (January I, 2015 - present).

EPA-HQ-2018-003064

rene marsh

EPA-HQ-2018-003065

rene marsh

EPA-HQ-2018-007135

EPA-HQ-2018-002879

Jonathan J. Smith

Jonathan J. Smith

CNN

Earthjustice

Earthjustice

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (the "Act"), Cable News Network, Inc. ("CNN") all
emails and accompanying attachments sent to epa.gov email addresses on or after January 20, 2017 until the date of
search from the following addresses: Jared@ijkfamily.com, Ivanka@ijkfamily.com, Jared@kushnerfamily.us,
1/4/2018 22:01 Ivanka@kushnerfamily.us, Jared@trumporg.com, Ivanka@trumporg.com
Cable News Network, Inc. ("CNN") all documentation containing an itemized list of all purchases made by any
employee of the Immediate Office of the Office of the Administrator of Environmental Protection agency with a
government issued credit card after February 17,2017. Please also include an itemized description of the purchases
1/4/2018 22:01 and purpose of the purchases

1. Any and all records from January 21, 2017 to the present, related to the proposing, drafting, or otherwise
authorizing recent guidance documents collectively referred to in this request as EPA’s “Guidance”: “CERCLA and
EPCRA Reporting Requirements for Air Releases of Hazardous Substances from Animal Waste at Farms (first published
on Oct. 25, 2017) and its related Fact Sheet (Feb. 2018) and “Does EPA interpret EPCRA Section 304 to require farms to
report releases from animal waste?” (Oct. 25, 2017). 2. Any and all communications related to this EPA Guidance
between EPA and any agricultural industry groups, lobbyists, or corporations, including but not limited to the following
groups: a. The American Farm Bureau Federation b. National Pork Producers Council c. National Chicken Council d.
National Turkey Federation e. U.S. Poultry &amp; Egg Association f. United Egg Producers g. National Cattleman’s Beef
Association h. U.S. Farmers &amp; Ranchers Alliance i. American Dairy Association j. National Milk Producers
Federation k. Dairy Business Milk Marketing Cooperative l. North American Meat Institute m. The National Association
of State Departments of Agriculture (“NASDA”) n. National Council of Agricultural Employers (“NCAE”) o. Animal
Agriculture Alliance p. Oregonians for Food and Shelter q. State-based Farm Bureau associations r. State departments
4/27/2018 22:04 of agriculture s. Smithfield t. Cargill u. Perdue v. Tyson w. JBS x. Seaboard

Please see attached document Please provide us with all of the following records: 1) An unredacted copy of the full
transcript of the Pesticide Program Dialogue Committee meeting that took place November 1–2, 2017 (“November
2017 PPDC Meeting” or “Meeting”), including but not limited to transcripts of all sessions, public comment periods,
breaks, and introductory or closing remarks during the meeting; 2) An unredacted copy of the full audio recording of
the November 2017 PPDC Meeting, including but not limited to recordings of all sessions, public comment periods,
breaks, and introductory or closing remarks during the meeting; 3) Unredacted copies of all notes taken by any EPA
staff present at Session 7 (“Worker Protection Standard Final Rule”) and/or Session 9 (“Certification of Pesticide
Applicators Proposed Rule”) of the November 2017 PPDC Meeting, such staff including but not limited to Nancy Beck,
Richard P. Keigwin, Charlotte Bertrand, and Dea Zimmerman; and 4) Any emails, calendar entries, correspondence,
and government records reflecting meetings or planned meetings from January 20, 2017 to the date of this request
between (1) Scott Pruitt; (2) Ryan Jackson; (3) Charlotte Bertrand; (4) Nancy Beck; (5) Wendy Cleland-Hamnett; (6)
former EPA contractor Michael L. Dourson; (7) Richard P. Keigwin; and/or (8) Kevin Keaney with the employees,
members, officials or contractors of the following entities, or entities who have been represented by the following
entities within the past 5 years: a. The American Farm Bureau Federation b. The National Association of State
Departments of Agriculture (“NASDA”) c. Association of American Pesticide Control Officials (“AAPCO”) d. CropLife
America e. National Council of Agricultural Employers (“NCAE”) f. National Agricultural Aviation Association (“NAAA”)
12/22/2017 22:12 g. Oregonians for Food and Shelter h. State-based Farm Bureau associations i. State departments of agriculture

EPA-HQ-2018-002935

EPA-HQ-2018-002847

EPA-HQ-2018-002974

Sue Callaway

I am requesting a list of the Toxic Substances Control Act Approval Waivers for all military bases located on Okinawa
12/28/2017 17:12 from 1976 to present.

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Records that show what vehicles are leased for the use of (a) Scott Pruitt and (b) for the office of the
Administrator generally. Records provided should show: 1. The number of vehicles leased 2. The model of vehicles
leased 3. Details of any upgrades made to the vehicle(s) 4. Whether the vehicles are leased at standard GSA prices. The
requester is entitled to a fee waiver because he is a member of the news media, and because this request for records
concerns activities or operations of the government. Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public
understanding of government operations since the requester has the ability and the intention, through the means
described below, to effectively convey information contained within the requested records to a broad public audience.
Requester is an investigative journalist and the director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and reporting
group that explores the relationship between industry and government. Nick Surgey is a Senior Fellow at the Center
for Media and Democracy and writes for the Intercept. The requested documents will be made available to the
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
12/21/2017 20:12 statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

Linda Reinstein

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Teleconference with American Friction and EPA to discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10 Chemicals - Meeting
Summary: On October 20, 2017, staff for the Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) had a teleconference
with a representative of American Friction to further discuss the use of asbestos as one of the first 10 chemicals being
evaluated under the amended Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). During the teleconference, EPA provided an
update on the risk evaluation process as well as the problem formulation timeline. American Friction provided basic
information to EPA regarding their import and sale of asbestos brake blocks for use in oilfield equipment. EPA
requested that American Friction reach out to their customers and ask if they would be willing to meet with EPA
regarding their use of asbestos brake blocks for use in oilfield equipment. -FOR: American Friction and EPA Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT); -Requesting all documents and materials pertaining to the October 20, 2017
EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) meeting with American Friction re: any information exchanged in
the meeting about asbestos brake blocks used in oilfield equipment; -Names of all meeting attendees who participated
in the Teleconference; -Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeff Morris, Greg Schweer, and Michael
Dourson with American Friction from May 1, 2017 to December 10, 2017; Any information exchanged in the meeting
1/2/2018 22:01 about asbestos brake blocks used in oilfield equipment

EPA-HQ-2018-002973

EPA-HQ-2018-002976

Linda Reinstein

Linda Reinstein

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Chemical Use Outreach Follow Up Meeting with Olin Corporation, American Chemistry Council (ACC) and EPA to
discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10 Chemicals; Meeting Summary: On September 14, 2017, divisions of the Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) met with Olin Corporation and ACC to further discuss the use of asbestos as
one of the first 10 chemicals being evaluated under the amended Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The meeting
was attended by technical, legal, and executive representatives from Olin and ACC. At the meeting, EPA provided an
update on the risk evaluation process as well as the problem formulation timeline. Olin provided additional
elaboration on the written responses submitted to EPA regarding the asbestos diaphragm use processes, safety
controls, and disposal of asbestos at individual company plants. -FOR: Olin Corporation and American Chemistry
Council (ACC), and EPA; -Requesting all documents and materials pertaining to the September 14, 2017 EPA Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) meeting with Olin Corporation and American Chemistry Council (ACC) re: the
risk evaluation process as well as the asbestos problem formulation timeline; -Names of all meeting attendees
including technical, legal, and executive representatives from with Olin Corporation and American Chemistry Council
(ACC); -Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeff Morris, Greg Schweer, and Michael Dourson with
1/2/2018 22:01 Occidental Chemical Corporation and American Chemistry Council (ACC) from May 1, 2017 to December 10, 2017

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Chemical Use Outreach Teleconference Between EPA and USGS to Discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10
Chemicals under Amended TSCA - Meeting Summary: In October 2017, staff from the Office of Pollution Prevention
and Toxics (OPPT) consulted with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to further discuss the ongoing use of
asbestos as it pertains to being one of the first 10 chemicals being evaluated under the amended Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA). During the call, EPA provided USGS staff with an update on the risk evaluation process. USGS
provided clarifications on the USGS Mineral Commodity Summaries and Mineral Yearbook for asbestos including the
source of the information for those publications. Both parties agreed to share information on asbestos use as it
becomes available. - FOR: Occidental Chemical Corporation, American Chemistry Council (ACC), and EPA; -Requesting
all documents and materials pertaining to the October, 2017 EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT)
consultation with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) re: the USGS Mineral Commodity Summaries and
Mineral Yearbook for asbestos including the source of the information for those publications and the risk evaluation
process; -Names of all meeting attendees who participated in the call; -Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy
Beck, Jeff Morris, Greg Schweer, and Michael Dourson with United States Geological Survey (USGS) from May 1, 2017
1/2/2018 22:01 to December 10, 2017

EPA-HQ-2018-002975

EPA-HQ-2018-002978

Linda Reinstein

Linda Reinstein

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Chemical Use Outreach Meeting with Chemours, Branham Corporation, the American Chemistry Council (ACC) and
EPA to discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10 Chemicals - Meeting Summary: On October 30, 2017, divisions of the
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) met with Chemours, Branham Corporation, and ACC to further discuss
the use of asbestos as one of the first 10 chemicals being evaluated under the amended Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA). The meeting was attended by technical and executive representatives from Chemours, Branham Corporation
and ACC. At the meeting, EPA provided an update on the risk evaluation process as well as the problem formulation
timeline. Chemours and their gasket supplier, Branham Corporation, provided additional information to EPA regarding
Chemours’ use of asbestos gaskets in the manufacture of titanium dioxide, the safety controls used with the asbestos
gaskets and their disposal method for asbestos gaskets at individual company plants. -FOR: Chemours, Branham
Corporation, the American Chemistry Council (ACC) and EPA; -Requesting all documents and materials pertaining to
the October 30, 2017 EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) meeting with Chemours, Branham
Corporation, and American Chemistry Council (ACC) re: Chemours’ use of asbestos gaskets in the manufacture of
titanium dioxide, the safety controls used with the asbestos gaskets and their disposal method for asbestos gaskets at
individual company plants, and the risk evaluation process as well as the problem formulation timeline;Names of all
meeting attendees including technical, legal, and executive representatives from Chemours, Branham Corporation,
and the American Chemistry Council (ACC); Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeff Morris, Greg
Schweer, and Michael Dourson, with Chemours, Branham Corporation, the American Chemistry Council (ACC) from
1/2/2018 22:01 May 1, 2017 to December 10, 2017

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Chemical Use Outreach Teleconference Between EPA and USGS to Discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10
Chemicals under Amended TSCA; Discussion of Points to Consider Document and Pilot Results (continued) Pilot Panel: Greg Schweer, New Chemicals Management Branch Chief, OPPT (moderator); -Michael Hayes, Ph.D., Principal
Researcher, Procter &amp; Gamble; -Marina Filler, Ph.D., Product Regulations Specialist, BASF Corporation; -Elke
Jensen, Ph.D., Risk Assessment Consultant &amp; Product Toxicology Specialist, The Dow Chemical Company; -Michael
Walls, Vice President of Regulatory and Technical Affairs, American Chemistry Council - FOR: American Chemistry
Council (ACC), and EPA Requesting all documents and materials pertaining to the EPA “Pilot Panel” also known as,
“Pilot Industry Panel”; -Names of all industries on the “Pilot Panel”; -Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy Beck,
Jeff Morris, Greg Schweer, and Michael Dourson with American Chemistry Council (ACC), Michael Hayes, Ph.D.,
Principal Researcher, Procter &amp; Gamble, Marina Filler, Ph.D., Product Regulations Specialist, BASF Corporation,
Elke Jensen, Ph.D., Risk Assessment Consultant &amp; Product Toxicology Specialist, The Dow, and Michael Walls, Vice
1/2/2018 22:01 President of Regulatory and Technical Affairs, American Chemistry Council

EPA-HQ-2018-002851

Linda Reinstein

Asbestos Disease Awareness
Organization

RE: Chemical Use Outreach Follow Up Meeting with Occidental Chemical Corporation, American Chemistry Council
(ACC) and EPA to discuss Asbestos as one of the First 10 Chemicals Meeting Summary On September 6, 2017, divisions
of the Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) met with Occidental and ACC to further discuss the use of
asbestos as one of the first 10 chemicals being evaluated under the amended Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The
meeting was attended by technical, legal, and executive representatives from Occidental Chemical and ACC. At the
meeting, EPA provided an update on the risk evaluation process as well as the asbestos problem formulation timeline.
Occidental provided additional elaboration on the written responses submitted to EPA regarding the asbestos
diaphragm use processes, safety controls, and disposal of asbestos at individual company plants. -FOR: Occidental
Chemical Corporation, American Chemistry Council (ACC), and EPA -Requesting all documents and materials pertaining
to the September 6, 2017 EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) meeting with Occidental Chemical
Corporation and American Chemistry Council (ACC) re: the elaboration on the written responses submitted to EPA
regarding the asbestos diaphragm use processes, safety controls, and disposal of asbestos at individual company
plants -Names of all meting attendees including technical, legal, and executive representatives from with Occidental
Chemical Corporation and American Chemistry Council (ACC) -Emails between Administrator Pruitt, Nancy Beck, Jeff
Morris, Greg Schweer, and Michael Dourson with Occidental Chemical Corporation and American Chemistry Council
12/21/2017 22:12 (ACC) from May 1, 2017 to December 10, 2017

See attached letter. For convenience, also see below. Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 522,
please accept this letter as a request for certified copies of all of the following materials in the EPA's possession,
custody, or control, regarding talc, asbestos, chrysotile, tremolite, anthophyllite, asbestiform minerals, asbestiform
fibers, non-asbestiform fibers, or cleavage fragments, including but not limited to: 1. All documents related to any EPA
assessment or investigation of the presence of asbestos, chrysotile, tremolite, anthophyllite, asbestiform minerals,
asbestiform fibers, non-asbestiform fibers, or cleavage fragments in talc; 2. All documents related to any EPA
assessment or investigation of the presence of asbestos, chrysotile, tremolite, anthophyllite, asbestiform minerals,
asbestiform fibers, non-asbestiform fibers, or cleavage fragments in the air; 3. All documents related to any EPA
assessment or investigation of the presence of talc in the air; 4. All documents related to the testing of talc for the
presence of asbestos or asbestiform minerals either conducted by or provided to the EPA; 5. All documents related to
the testing of the air for the presence of asbestos or asbestiform minerals either conducted by or provided to the EPA;
6. All documents related to any evaluation of whether exposure to talc is capable of causing mesothelioma or asbestosrelated disease; 7. All documents related to the 2003 Peer Consultation Workshop to Discuss a Proposed Protocol to
Assess Asbestos Related Risk; 8. All documents related to any EPA peer consultation workshop on risk related to
asbestos, chrysotile, tremolite, anthophyllite, asbestiform minerals, asbestiform fibers, non-asbestiform fibers, or
12/27/2017 19:12 cleavage fragments.

EPA-HQ-2018-002916

Caroline M. Gieser

Alston &amp; Bird, LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-002920

Alex Torpey

DCCC

EPA-R3-2018-005995

Andrea Brown

Mapistry

EPA-HQ-2018-008137

Andrea Brown

Mapistry

EPA-HQ-2018-006983

Lisa Perfetto

Earthjustice

Requesting copies of all logs of congressional correspondence regarding correspondence to or from any officials at
12/27/2017 20:12 National FOIA Officer and Lea Marquez-Peterson between August 1, 2009 and December 20. 2017.
clarified that request is specific to judicial complaints and settlements, and does not include administrative
3/30/2018 0:03 enforcement matters.
Clean Water Act citizen suit 60-day notices of intent to sue in relation to industrial stormwater for the time period
5/30/2018 18:05 January 1, 2015 - May 31, 2018 in digital PDF format for EPA Regions 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Please find attached a Freedom of Information Act request for records concerning EPA review and reconsideration of
4/24/2018 20:04 the New Source Review (&quot;NSR&quot;) program.

EPA-HQ-2018-002868

EPA-HQ-2018-002837

Lisa Perfetto

Nick Surgey

EPA-R5-2018-002954

Collin Gannon

EPA-HQ-2018-003037

Madison Hopkins

moran m. Ben Shaul

12/22/2017 18:12 Please see attached FOIA request.

Please produce the following records in EPA’s possession, custody, or control: (1) All records related to EPA’s recently
cancelled contract with Definers Corp. signed on December 7, 2017, including, but not limited to: communications and
documents related to EPA’s decision to enter into the contract with Definers Corp. and to terminate the contract with
its prior vendor, communications and documents related to the no-bid nature of the contract, communications and
documents related to the contract terms, the final contract, notices placed on FedBizOps or FedConnect, responses or
offers from other vendors, and communications and documents related to the decision by EPA or Definers Corp. to
cancel the contract; (2) All communications with any of the following outside parties, from February 17, 2017 to the
present: Definers Corp., Definers Public Affairs, America Rising, America Rising Squared, NTK Network; (3) All
communications with any of the following individuals, from February 17, 2017 to the present: Allan Blutstein, Joe
Pounder, Matt Rhoades, Raj Shah; and (4) All FOIA requests made by Allan Blutstein, Definers Corp., Definers Public
Affairs, and/or America Rising from November 8, 2016 to the present; communications regarding those requests; and
records provided by EPA in response to those requests. This request seeks responsive records in the custody of any
EPA office, including, but not limited to, EPA Headquarters. The request also seeks responsive records in or on the
personal computers, cellphones or other devices, or personal email accounts used by EPA staff if used for any
12/21/2017 18:12 government purpose.

Jolie McLaughlin

EPA-HQ-2018-002150

EPA-HQ-2018-002946

Earthjustice

Requesting all electronic records concerning any EPA political appointee (including but not limited to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt) participating with any external organization/corporation (or individual person), including
11/29/2017 21:11 but not limited to invitations to speak at meetings, fundraising events, galas and other events.
Freedom of Information Act Request for Records Related to the USEPA's General Motors RCRA Corrective Action, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (&quot;USEPA&quot;) ID# IND000806828, Regarding the Speedway Redevelopment
Commission Former Allison Transmission Plant 2 located at 4500 West Gilman Street, Speedway, Indiana (the
12/29/2017 18:12 &quot;Site&quot;). See attached letter for specifics.
Better Government Association

1/4/2018 16:01 Under Agency Review
TO date I have not received a response to this FOIA request ( note that my former email is no longer active, so that
could be the reason). See request below Tracking Number: EPA-HQ-2017-007627 Requester Name: moran m. ben
shaul Date Submitted: 05/22/2017 Request Status: Submitted Description: 1. On or about April 13, 2017, EPA
Administrator, Scott Pruitt visited the Consol Energy's Harvey Coal Mine in Western Pennsylvania - there are photos of
him receiving a hard hat with the words EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt inscribed on it. a. Did the Administrator keep
the hard hat? b. What is the value of this hard hat including the cost of inscription of the the Administrator's name and
the &quot;make America Great Again&quot;inscription as well. c. If he did keep the hard hat, what is the allowable
12/29/2017 4:12 value in gifts that the EPA Administrator is allowed to keep?

EPA-R5-2018-002961

Hillary Vedvig

Foley &amp; Lardner

I am requesting the following information for four properties in Wisconsin: 2300 West Cornell Street, Milwaukee; 3950
South Pennsylvania Avenue, St. Francis; 2529 East Norwich Avenue, St. Francis; and 8570 South Chicago Avenue, Oak
Creek, collectively the “Four Properties.” Information: Copies of all documents related to the Four Properties including
but not limited to correspondence, reports, and investigation materials, including without limitation: any complaints
relating to environmental conditions on or emanating from the Four Properties including odor and all documentation
relating to the investigation thereof; any spills/releases of contaminants into the environment and any
investigation/cleanup activities related thereto; any inspections of the Four Properties regarding compliance with any
environmental, safety or health laws; all reports filed by any party relating in any way to compliance with the Clean Air
Act, Clean Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act, Occupational Safety and Health Act or any analogous state or local laws (collectively “Environmental Laws”); any
employee, third party or citizen complaints relating to contaminants at the Four Properties and all documentation
relating to the investigation thereof; any notices of noncompliance/other notices to or from any current or former
Four Properties owners or occupants relating to compliance with any environmental, safety or health laws; copies of
all permits maintained or issued to any current or former owners or occupants of the Four Properties and documents
relating to compliance with permits and/or Environmental Laws. This request excludes any responses/documentation
that Container Life Cycle Management LLC submitted in response to information requests from the U.S. EPA,
12/29/2017 22:12 Wisconsin DNR, or the U.S. DOT for the period of March 1, 2017 to present.

Requesting all communications between any of the individuals listed and (a) anyone at Edwin Steinmetz Associates; (b)
anyone at the firm(s) hired to install the biometric locks detailed above; (c) anyone at Sequoia Security Group; or (d)
Edwin Steinmetz:
Scott Pruitt
Mike Flynn
Ryan Jackson
John Reeder
Samantha Dravis
Brittany Bolen
Shannon Kenny
Sarah Greenwalt
Liz Bowman
John Konkus
Denise Benjamin Sirmons
David Schnare
David Kreutzer
Don Benton
Kimberly Patrick
Pam Legare
Keith Stewart
Any individuals known to have engaged in communications with any of the entities listed above.
2) All records regarding the Edwin Steinmetz Associates contract for security sweeping, including a copy of the contract
itself (and any contract modifications), as well as all records regarding the terms of the contract, including the decision
whether to use a "no-bid contract."
EPA-HQ-2018-002857
EPA-HQ-2018-002895

Austin Evers
Alexander Nazaryan

EPA-HQ-2018-003031

Charles J. Fitzpatrick

EPA-HQ-2018-003188

Nick Surgey

American Oversight
Newsweek
Egan Fitzpatrick Malsch &amp;
Lawrence

12/22/2017 15:12
12/26/2017 22:12 All travel logs for EPA Administrator E. Scott Pruitt, from February 21, 2017 to December 31, 2017.
1/4/2018 14:01 Request for Documents Regarding EPA Proposed Rulemaking OAR-2005-0083

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Records associated with EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s travel to and attendance at the 2018 Rose Bowl
college football game, which took place on January 1, 2018 at the Rose Bowl stadium in Pasadena, California. Records
should include but should not be limited to any emails, notes, or expense reports that describe the trip to Pasadena,
the Rose Bowl game, and any associated meetings or events that took place on the same trip. Details of who paid for
travel, Rose Bowl tickets, and any other associated costs incurred on this trip, should be provided in this response.
These records should concern travel by Scott Pruitt, as well as for any other EPA staff (including security staff) that
traveled to Pasadena as part of the same trip or attended the game with the Administrator. The requested documents
will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event
that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I
would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in
advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request
1/9/2018 14:01 within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-003796

Zach Everson

Freelance journalist

Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am requesting copies of receipts submitted for
reimbursement of expenses (or other documentation of purchases) at the Trump International Hotel Washington, D.C.
(sometimes billed as the Trump Old Post Office) or one of its restaurants, BLT Prime and the Benjamin Bar and Lounge,
by Samantha Dravis between Dec. 30, 2017 and Jan. 7, 2018. To help to determine my status to assess fees, please
know that I am a freelance journalist who’s contributed to Fox News, The Wall Street Journal, and Cond&eacute; Nast
Traveler, among other publications. This request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. If
there are any fees for searching or copying the records, please let me know before you fill my request. If you deny all
or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think justifies your withholding of information.
Notify me of appeal procedures available under the law. If you have any questions about handling this request, you
may telephone me at 703.919.8018. Sincerely, Zach Everson 5139 Massachusetts Ave. Bethesda, MD 20816
1/26/2018 19:01 703.919.8018 zach@zacheverson.com

The Daily Dot requests that the EPA produce the following within twenty business days and further seeks
expedited review of this request for the reasons identified below:
1. Line item budgets detailing any payouts for sexual harassment settlements.
2. Any communication (email, text message, memo or phone call readout, and attachments thereof) from the Office of
the Secretary regarding the payment of such settlements.
3. Any communication (email, text message, memo or phone call readout, and attachments thereof) from the Office of
the Chief Financial Officer regarding the payment of such settlements.
4. Any communication (email, text message, memo or phone call readout, and attachments thereof) from the Office of
the General Counsel regarding the payment of such settlements.
5. ny communication (email, text message, memo or phone call readout, and attachments thereof) from the Office of
the Inspector General regarding the payment of such settlements.
6. Any communication or instruction to staff regarding the pursuit or request of such payments.
7. Any record of payment for such settlements.

EPA-HQ-2018-003087

Ellen Ioanes

EPA-HQ-2018-003343

Gregory M. Bedward

The Daily Dot
Prince George's County Office
of Law

EPA-R5-2018-003447

Diana Gjonaj

Weitz &amp; Luxenberg, P.C.

The search for responsive records should include individuals and locations where records are likely to exist, including
but not limited to the Office of the Secretary, the Office of the Inspector General, the Office of the
1/5/2018 18:01 Chief Financial Officer, and the Office of the General Counsel.
1/12/2018 19:01 Under Agency Review
All reports. photographs, documents related to Wolverine Worldwide's disposal of material containing per-and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (&quot;PFAS&quot;) and the migration of PFAS from any Wolverine Worldwide disposal
1/17/2018 15:01 sites and other various documents

(1) All documents related to Administrator Pruitt’s living arrangements in Washington, D.C., whether McKenna Pruitt,
Administrator Pruitt’s daughter, was also living in the apartment, the ethics investigation of Administrator Pruitt’s
living arrangements, rationale for reopening the investigation, and any documents created or relied upon in the ethics
investigation.
(2) All documents between Administrator Pruitt, and/or any official or employee of EPA, and Steven Hart and/or his
wife Vicki Hart, including but not limited to communications involving the living arrangement referenced in (1) above.
(3) All documents explaining or commenting upon Administrator Pruitt’s travel
costs, including his use of first class airfare and documents related to the EPA Inspector General’s review of
Administrator Pruitt’s travel.
(4) All documents where Administrator Pruitt in any way influenced the
hiring of any political appointee or EPA employee, rationales for hiring each person, and
the salary of all such new hires and political appointees.
(5) All documents where Administrator Pruitt in any way recommended that a person’s salary be raised or any
documents reflecting Administrator Pruitt’s awareness of such raises.

EPA-HQ-2018-006474

Heather Kryczka

Environmental Advocates

(6) All documents related to decisions by Administrator Pruitt, or where the Administrator was consulted, gave advice,
or provided recommendations, to demote any EPA employee or political appointee, this request shall include all
documents related to the demotions of Kevin Chmielewski, Reginald E. Allen, Eric Weese, John E. Reeder, and John C.
4/11/2018 3:04 Martin.

EPA-HQ-2018-005683
EPA-HQ-2018-003680

Heather Kryczka
Heather Kryczka

EPA-R2-2018-005312
EPA-R5-2018-003498

Amy Piccone
Sheila Lannen

EPA-R2-2018-003185

Under Agency Review

Environmental Advocates
Environmental Advocates

Ecological Rights Foundation (“EcoRights”), via their public interest counsel at
Environmental Advocates, requests all documents constituting, memorializing,
explaining or commenting upon the following:
(1) All documents created by or provided to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency or any employee or official of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(collectively "EPA") since January 20, 2017 constituting or memorializing any
directive, instructions or request related to any new policy, procedure, practice, or
rationale for drug testing EPA employees. This request shall also include any and
all emails, documents, or correspondence reflecting an EPA employee’s
complaint, protest, objection, or question related to the frequency or rationale for
drug testing.
(2) All documents created by or provided to EPA since January 20, 2017 constituting,
memorializing, explaining or commenting upon any and all communications by
outgoing EPA employees, including emails, memorandums, letters, or any other
documents that include rationale, explanations, or communications related to an
employee quitting, retiring, or receiving a buy-out to leave the EPA (hereinafter
“Resignation Letters”). This request shall also include any and all
communications related to such Resignation Letters between presidential
appointees of the Trump administration (including but not limited to Administrator Pruitt and any other presidential
appointee within the EPA) and
EPA employees.
(3) All documents created by or provided to EPA since January 20, 2017 constituting,
memorializing, explaining or commenting upon any and all communications
between presidential appointees of the Trump administration (including but not
limited to Administrator Pruitt and any other presidential appointee within the
EPA) and EPA employees and any and all internal communications between EPA
employees constituting, memorializing, explaining or commenting upon the effect
3/21/2018 18:03 of reductions in
1/23/2018 23:01 Please see attached FOIA request and fee waiver request.

Geosyntec Consultants
Arcadis

We are performing an environmental assessment in the vicinity of the Pennsauken Sanitary Landfill at 9600 River
Road, Pennsauken, NJ 08110. As part of the assessment, we wish to determine whether you possess records regarding
the property that may include potential environmental concerns. We request information on the following: notices of
3/9/2018 21:03 violation, water supply concerns, soil and/or groundwater sampling data, and vapor intrusion concerns.
1/18/2018 15:01 Clark #70823, Facility ID # 00012345, 203 North Mission, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48858
Any and all Emails regarding the RingwoodMines/Landfill Superfund Site Between Ringwood Boro Manager Scott Heck
1/8/2018 23:01 and Walter Mugdan, Scott Heck and Joe Gowers, Scott Heck and Pat Seppi from 2008-2018

EPA-R2-2018-003527

Marzena Sobilo

EPA-HQ-2018-003281

Daniel Fourie

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

1990

Owner: 50 Washington Ave, LLC; Address: 50-64 Washington Ave, Belleville, Essex County, New Jersey; Block: 8503,
Lot: 2, Prior Block: 67, Prior Lot: 3; Addl. Lots: 1, 3, 42, 43, 44, 48 &amp; 49; NJDEP PI #005172; Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental assessment. The purpose of this request is to
obtain any information which may be in your files in connection with the subject property. Please review your files for
any of the following: -Environmental violations, incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to Know (RTK)
Information -Underground Storage Tank (UST) registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous substance
(including petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc. -Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records Groundwater contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of Environmental
Restrictions (DERs) -Hazardous Substance Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or sanitary waste
1/18/2018 22:01 permits, records -Discharge case numbers
Hello, I am looking for information regarding the EPA's involvement or oversight in the use of mercury at Lewis
Research Center between 1970 and 1980. Specifically, I'm interested in mercury's use as a liquid propellant for
spacecraft ion thrusters in development at that Center. My understanding is that there was some EPA involvement
that shut down the research program. I've attached a NASA document describing the research effort. Thank you, Dan
1/11/2018 14:01 Fourie

EPA-R9-2018-003414

Nicole Gillett

Tucson Audubon Society

1/16/2018 18:01

EPA-R6-2018-003479

Keaton Fox

KTRK

1/17/2018 20:01

EPA-R3-2018-007730

Steven M. Wesloh

Frost Brown Todd

5/16/2018 15:05

EPA-R4-2018-007729

Steven M. Wesloh

Frost Brown Todd

5/16/2018 15:05

EPA-R5-2018-007728
EPA-HQ-2018-003151

Steven M. Wesloh
Alexis Andiman

Frost Brown Todd
Earthjustice

5/16/2018 15:05
1/8/2018 18:01

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552). The Tucson
Audubon Society respectfully requests a copy of any communications, including memos of conversations, draft e-mails
or letters, e-mails and any other correspondence regarding the 2006 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) Permit #200300826-SDM, Whetstone Ranch, The Canyons at Whetstone Ranch, and Villages at Vigneto generated, modified, or
acquired by the Environmental Protection Agency. We request copies of all records, including but not limited to
electronic mail messages, handwritten notes, meeting or phone conversation notes, published or unpublished reports,
memoranda, and correspondence (including, but not limited to correspondence between: (1) any office, staff,
representative, contractor or other agent of the EPA, and (2) El Dorado Benson LLC or its attorneys, staff,
representatives, contractors or other agents, the Army Corps of Engineers, or US Fish and Wildlife, other agencies or
organizations, concerning: the Villages at Vigneto project or Army Corps Clean Water Act Permit No. 2003-00826-SDM
concerning that project. In order to help you determine our status for the purpose of assessing fees, you should know
that the Tucson Audubon Society is a small 501(c)(3) tax exempt, non-profit conservation organization with a
membership of approximately 4,000. We are requesting the aforementioned information for purposes pertaining to
the public interest and to further public understanding of the Department’s activities and operations. As such, we
request that any fees for responding to this request be waived or minimized to the greatest degree possible. I also
include my e-mail address and telephone number at which I can be contacted if necessary to discuss any aspect of our
request. Sincerely, Patti Caldwell, MSW, Interim Executive Director, Tucson Audubon Society Nicole Gillett,
Conservation Advocate, Tucson Audubon Society
Please provide any photos or videos collected in the EPA's response (including ASPECT flights) to the Arkema Crosby
plant incident between Aug. 15, 2017 and Sept. 30, 2017.
Please provide copies of all Clean Air Act Notices of Violation and Findings of Violation issued by U.S. EPA Region 3
from January 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018. Thank you.
Please provide copies of all Clean Air Act Notices of Violation and Findings of Violation issued by U.S. EPA Region 4
from January 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018. Thank you.
Please provide copies of all Clean Air Act Notices of Violation and Findings of Violation issued by U.S. EPA Region 5
from January 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018. Thank you.
Please see attached request.

EPA-HQ-2018-003153

EPA-HQ-2018-006111
EPA-HQ-2018-003357
EPA-HQ-2018-003383

EPA-HQ-2018-003385

Brooke Malinoski

Bill Lapp
Justin J. WASSER
Zack Atkins

Gary I. Rubin

EPA-R10-2018-003442 Kimberly Hawkins

EPA-HQ-2018-003292
EPA-R2-2018-008125

Please provide all records (including, but not limited to: briefing notes, briefs prepared for EPA Chief Scott Pruitt,
advice to EPA Chief, e-mails, and internal and external communications) that discuss or involve Stephen Harper,
Harper &amp; Associates Consulting and/or Harper &amp; Associates Consulting employees and representatives
1/8/2018 18:01 between January 21, 2017 and January 8, 2018.

Christine Wyman
maura sommer

Advanced Economic Solutions

Advanced Economic Solutions has 3 specific FOIA requests: 1. Advanced Economic Solutions wishes to identify the
number of “small refineries” that, as of March 31, 2018, have been granted an annual exemption from its annual RVOs
for calendar years 2016, 2017 and 2018. 2. Advanced Economic Solutions wishes to identify the volume represented by
the “small refineries” that, as of March 31, 2018, have been granted an annual exemption from its annual RVOs for
calendar years 2016, 2017 and 2018. 3. Advanced Economic Solutions would like to identify the number of “small
refineries” that, as of April 1, have petitioned for an exemption from its annual RVOs for calendar year 2018. Under
EPA’s Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program, a small refinery may be granted a temporary exemption from its
annual Renewable Volume Obligations (RVOs) if it can demonstrate that compliance with the RVOs would cause the
refinery to suffer disproportionate economic hardship. The RFS regulations define a small refinery as one with an
average crude oil input no greater than 75,000 barrels per day (bpd) crude in 2006. Additionally, the small refinery may
not have an average aggregate daily crude oil throughput greater than 75,000 bpd in the most recent full calendar
year prior to submitting a petition, and cannot be projected to exceed the 75,000 bpd threshold in the year or years
for which it is seeking an exemption. Advanced Economic Solutions is an independent consulting firm, based in
Omaha, Nebraska, that specializes in assisting food companies with supply chain risk management and other economic
and commodity issues. Thank you in advance for your attention to this request. Bill Lapp President, Advanced
4/2/2018 19:04 Economic Solutions Omaha, NE 402-496-6015
1/16/2018 16:01 Please see attachment.
1/16/2018 14:01 Please see attached.

Hollingsworth LLP

1/16/2018 14:01

HDR

1/16/2018 23:01

Bracewell LLP

1/11/2018 16:01
5/30/2018 17:05

Copies of all electronic correspondence and attachments which were: (a) sent to or from (including also as cc: or bcc:)
Robert Kavlock; and (b) which correspondences use Key Terms “glyphosate,” “gly,” “portier,” and/or “IARC” anywhere
in the email thread (including to/from/cc/bcc addresses, subject field, body or attachments). The date range for this
request is December 1, 2015 through present. If any portion of this request is denied, please provide a detailed
statement of the reasons for withholding and an index or similar statement of the nature of the documents withheld.
We agree to pay all reasonable costs incurred in responding to this request. Please contact the undersigned, however,
if these costs are expected to exceed $1,000. This is a commercial request.
We'd like to review the public records file for the Harbor Island Superfund Site, Seattle, Washington. Modified on 2/22
to request to include only sampling plans, data results and completion reports.
Pursuant to the attached letter, I hereby request a copy of any and all communications between individuals involved
with the Office of Transportation and Air Quality and the following individuals: (1) U.S. Senator Chuck Grassley (or
anyone acting on his behalf); or (2) U.S. Senator Joni Ernst (or anyone acting on her behalf). The relevant time period
for this request is 2016 through the present.
Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-003255

Vaughn Golden

EPA-HQ-2018-003261

Brady Dennis

EPA-HQ-2018-003270

Brady Dennis

The Washington Post

EPA-HQ-2018-003098

Aaron Colangelo

Natural Resources Defense
Council

EPA-R2-2018-003101

Steve Ham

Secure Lead Solutions LLC

Records including, but not limited to, reports, investigations or data related to the Superfund designation of the
Seneca Army Depot site in Seneca County, New York. The requested documents will be made available to the general
public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. Records including, but not
limited to, reports, investigations, data or other environmental analysis of RDX contamination at the Seneca Army
Depot in Seneca County, New York. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this
request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would
1/10/2018 19:01 inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request.
This is a request for all documents related to EPA-HQ-2018-003122 from the Environmental Protection Agency if
1/10/2018 20:01 currently or when they become available.
I hereby request copies of travel records and detailed itineraries for EPA administrator Scott Pruitt's trip to Morocco
during the week of December 10, 2017. Please include a detailed schedule, accommodations for the trip, as well as
vouchers for airline travel and other transportation. Please also include a list of EPA employees who accompanied Mr.
1/10/2018 20:01 Pruitt on this trip.
Please produce the following records in EPA's possession, custody, or control: (1) All communications to or from
Michael Dourson, former nominee to become Assistant Administrator of the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution
Prevention, regarding methylene chloride, N-methylpyrrolidone, and/or trichloroethylene, from January 20, 2017 to
the present; and (2) All records relating to Michael Dourson’s involvement in EPA’s evaluation of methylene chloride,
N-methylpyrrolidone, and/or trichloroethylene, from January 20, 2017 to the present, including, but not limited to,
records related to Mr. Dourson’s involvement in EPA’s recent decision to postpone bans on certain uses of methylene
1/5/2018 20:01 chloride, N-methylpyrrolidone, and/or trichloroethylene.
I am requesting a employee e-mail contact list in Excel Spreadsheet format (if possible) for all EPA employees in Region
1/5/2018 22:01 2 in the States of NJ and NY separated by state if possible to be sent via e-mail.

EPA-HQ-2018-003725

Saskia Mooney

Wiley Rein LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-006873

John B. Gustafson

Keller & Heckman, LLP

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, please provide all records related to the potential of PCB contamination
in Washington State schools. Records might include emails, photos, videos, air quality reports, remediation plans, and
1/5/2018 22:01 presentations. Please provide any records dated between January 1, 2012 and January 5, 2018.
Dear Sir/Madam: FOIA Request: Please provide to me any legal memos by EPA or outside third parties concerning the
issuance of TSCA Significant New Use Rules (SNURS) in lieu of 5(e) Consent Orders during the TSCA Section 5 new
chemical review process. The office that issues SNURS and 5(e) Consent Orders is the New Chemicals Program in the
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics. Thank you very much for your assistance with this request. Best regards,
1/24/2018 19:01 Saskia Mooney 202-719-4107
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552) and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) FOIA implementing regulations, we hereby request all correspondence between EPA and private
entities, inter-agency documents, and intra-agency documents that in any way concern or address the treated article
exemption promulgated by EPA under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) FIFRA, 40 C.F.R.
4/20/2018 17:04 &sect; 152.25(a).

American Oversight

Requesting: 1) All Oaths of Office signed by any presidentially appointed (PA) or presidentially appointed and Senate
confirmed (PAS) employee, such as, but not limited to, Standard Form 61. 2) All ethics pledges signed by any
1/19/2018 19:01 presidentially appointed (PA) or presidentially appointed and Senate confirmed (PAS) employee.

EPA-R10-2018-003103 Graham Johnson

EPA-HQ-2018-003557

Cerisso Cafasso

KIRO-TV Seattle

EPA-R5-2018-003559

EPA-HQ-2018-004282

EPA-HQ-2018-004284

Doug Stuart

Hull & Associates, Inc.

I am seeking information on issues related to PCB contamination of a sewer at the BRC Rubber facility located at 589 S.
Main Street, Churubusco, IN 46723. I am requesting the information on behalf of our client, C&amp;A Tool, who owns
the facility immediately north of the BRC Rubber. The C&amp;A Tool facility address is 570 S. Main Street. A sanitary
sewer line that originates at the BRC Rubber site flows through C&amp;A Tool's property and we are investigating
1/19/2018 19:01 potential impacts to the C&amp;A Tool property.

Carolyn Pitera

As indicated within the attached letter, Tetra Tech Inc. requests copies of public records pertaining to the solicitation
of the Request for Proposal for “Superfund Redevelopment Initiative”; Contract No. GS-10F-0309N. Requested records
may include, but are not limited to: • All proposals submitted in response to the RFP. • EPA documents, notes, scoring
information, email correspondence, and communication supporting the selection of the awarded vendor(s). • Any
other documents or correspondence relevant to the award or execution of the contract referenced above, including
the contract and all modifications. • Information on Task Orders issued, including scope or work, period of
2/9/2018 14:02 performance, level of effort, and award value.

Carolyn Pitera

As indicated in the attached file, Tetra Tech Inc. requests copies of public records pertaining to the solicitation of the
Request for Proposal for “AEC Site Characterization Assessment and Remediation of Leaking Underground Storage
Tanks in Indian Country (LUSTs)”; Contract No. EP-W-12-009. Requested records may include, but are not limited to: •
All proposals submitted in response to the RFP. • EPA documents, notes, scoring information, email correspondence,
and communication supporting the selection of the awarded vendor(s). • Any other documents or correspondence
relevant to the award or execution of the contract referenced above, including the contract and all modifications. •
2/9/2018 14:02 Information on Task Orders issued, including scope or work, period of performance, level of effort, and award value.

EPA-HQ-2018-004286

Carolyn Pitera

EPA-R3-2018-003537

Christopher Vogler

As indicated within the attached file, Tetra Tech Inc. requests copies of public records pertaining to the solicitation of
the Request for Proposal for “Risk Management &amp; Ecological Exposure Research”; Contract No. EP-C-15-010.
Requested records may include, but are not limited to: • All proposals submitted in response to the RFP. • EPA
documents, notes, scoring information, email correspondence, and communication supporting the selection of the
awarded vendor(s). • Any other documents or correspondence relevant to the award or execution of the contract
referenced above, including the contract and all modifications. • Information on Task Orders issued, including scope or
2/9/2018 14:02 work, period of performance, level of effort, and award value.
Request copy of Pennsylvania Air permit and air permit application: Minor Source Operating Permit # 09-00192 for
1/19/2018 15:01 Waste Mgmt of PA Dock Facility. Digital copies only requested. No need to mail a hard copy.

Scott Fallon

1. All sign-in sheets, meeting notes and/or meeting minutes involving Administrator Pruitt from Jan. 20, 2017 to the
date of this FOIA request regarding the Passaic River Superfund cleanup. 2. All emails written by, sent to, or carbon
copied to Administrator Pruitt from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date of this FOIA request regarding the Passaic River
Superfund cleanup. 3. All sign-in sheets, meeting notes and/or meeting minutes involving Barry Breen, Principal
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Land and Emergency Management from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date of this
FOIA request regarding the Passaic River Superfund cleanup. 4. All emails written by, sent to, or carbon copied to Barry
Breen from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date of this FOIA request regarding the Passaic River Superfund cleanup. 5. All sign-in
sheets, meeting notes and/or meeting minutes involving James Woolford, Director OSRTI from Jan. 20, 2017 to the
date of this FOIA request regarding the Passaic River Superfund cleanup. 6. All emails written by, sent to, or carbon
copied to James Woolford, Director OSRTI, from Jan. 20, 2017 to the date of this FOIA request regarding the Passaic
1/23/2018 16:01 River Superfund cleanup.

EPA-HQ-2018-003641

The USA Today Network

EPA-HQ-2018-003643

A;ex Prochaska

Jones WalkerLLP

EPA-HQ-2018-003657

Anne Temple

Moms Across America

Requesting all documents provided, or to be provided, by EPA in response to the August 29, 2017 FOIA request and
given tracking number EPA-HQ-2017-010953, and any appeals, requests for dispute resolution, or suits for judicial
1/23/2018 16:01 review concerning said request.
I understand that The insect-resistant rice, Huahui 1, from China has passed inspection from the EPA and may soon be
imported to the US. I can find no information regarding this on the EPA website, so I would like all of the testing results
1/23/2018 19:01 that led the EPA to it conclusion of safety include all methods used.

EPA-HQ-2018-003718

Emma Howard

Unearthed

EPA-R3-2018-003722
EPA-HQ-2018-003577

Madeline Lauria
Jeffrey J. Jones

The News Journal
Jones Day

Dear FOIA Officer, This Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request is directed to Environmental Protection Agency.
Unearthed is interested in obtaining the below information relating to the Volkswagen fix. I hereby request copies of
all records containing the following information: Data on all Volkswagen vehicles tested on the road (PEMS data) for
NOx emissions before and after the fix Information in regard to how the tests were done: for example, the engine
temperature at the start of the test any details regarding the route, composition (urban, rural, motorway split) and the
ambient conditions on the day of the test. Details about the vehicles themselves: engine size, model year, mileage,
body type and emissions technology Any other documents such as keys or guides that are necessary to interpret the
data appropriately I would like the data in xls format if possible. Disclosure of this information is demonstrably in the
public interest – Volkswagen were caught rigging emissions tests and breaking the law. This fix has been promoted as
one of the key solutions to the problem. The public has a right to know what impact it is having on emissions. It will
also allow the global public to understand how the fix affects emissions in different countries. If you deny all or any
part of this request, please cite each specific exemption that you believe justifies your withholding of information.
Please be sure to notify me of appeal procedures available under the law in the event of any denial. If you deny my
request for a fee waiver, please inform me before processing my request. I look forward to receiving your response
1/24/2018 17:01 within the twenty day statutory time period. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
All documents and communications, including emails, reports and phone logs, from 2015 to present related to the
2003 consent order for Mountaire Farms of Delaware Inc. (Docket No. SDWA-03-2003-0015 is attached). Electronic
1/24/2018 18:01 documents are preferred. Please contact me if request will cost more than $25.
1/22/2018 14:01 Under Agency Review

Neogen Corporation

Because the Requestor owns the information herein requested and described below, this request does not encompass
any information that may be entitled to confidential treatment, or that otherwise may be exempt from disclosure
under FOIA. Accordingly, please provide the following documents from registration jackets associated with the
registration numbers 61282-26 (RAMIK MINI BARS ALL-WEATHER RAT AND MOUSE KILLER), 61282-27 (BDF CHUNKS),
61282-31 (HOPKINS WARFARIN ANTICOAGULANT 0.5% CONCENTRATE), 61282-33 (HOPKINS RODEX PELLETED BAIT-1),
61282-36 (RODEX .5% COATED WARFARIN ANTICOAGULANT CONCENTRATE): 1. Any and all confidential statements of
formula (CSF) submitted to and accepted by the EPA since the date of original submission. 2. Any and all data matrices
submitted to and accepted by the EPA since the date of original submission. Thank you. Please do not hesitate to
2/20/2018 20:02 contact me with any questions pertaining to this request (517-372-9200 x 2334). My best, Audrey Patterson

EPA-HQ-2018-004655

Audrey Patterson

EPA-HQ-2018-003737

EPA-HQ-2018-003600
EPA-HQ-2018-003598
EPA-HQ-2018-003731

EPA-HQ-2018-003730

Louis Hamilton

Mary McClay
Alex Kotch
Jeffrey J. Jones

Jim Vallette

Innovative Hydrogen Solutions
Inc.

I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: WHO AUTHORIZED SMART WAY TO BE LOCATED ON THE
EPA WEBSITE? WHAT WAS THE PROCESS TO HAVE SMART WAY ADDED TO THE EPA WEBSITE? WHAT IS THE PROCESS
TO HAVE SMART WAY DELETED / REMOVED FROM THE EPA WEBSITE? HAS THE EPA CONDUCTED ANY TESTS RELATED
TO THE SCIENTIFIC VALIDITY OF THE SMART WAY PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES / PRACTICES / GHG REDUCTION
CALCULATIONS DELINEATED BY SMART WAY ON THE EPA WEBSITE? SMART WAY CLAIMS THAT IF THE GROUND
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY FOLLOWS SMART WAY'S PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES / PRACTICES / GHG REDUCTION
CALCULATIONS SUCH ADHERENCE WILL QUANTIFIABLY REDUCE THE PARTICIPANTS' CARBON FOOTPRINT / REDUCE
THE PARTICIPANTS' HARMFUL GHG EMISSIONS. UNFORTUNATELY SMART WAY PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES /
PRACTICES / GHG REDUCTION CALCULATIONS WILL NOT / ARE NOT ABLE TO REDUCE HARMFUL GHG EMISSIONS IN
ANY QUANTIFIABLE MANNER THAT IS ACCEPTED BY INTERNATIONAL AND OR DOMESTIC ACCREDITED &amp;
RECOGNIZED GHG REDUCTION VERIFICATION AGENCIES/ GOVERNMENTS / COP 21 PARIS CLIMATE CHANGE
AGREEMENT/ MOREOVER THE EPA ITSELF. DID SMART WAY PROVIDE THE EPA ANY THIRD PARTY TESTING AND
VERIFICATION THAT SMART WAY'S PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES / PRACTICES / GHG REDUCTION CALCULATIONS
ARE CORRECT AND VALID? I BELIEVE THE ANSWER IS NO! THE EPA'S CONTINUED SUPPORT OF SMART WAY IS LEADING
THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY TO SPEND TENS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ANNUALLY FOLLOWING SMART WAY TO
THE LETTER IMPLEMENTING PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES / PRACTICES / GHG REDUCTION CALCULATIONS WHICH
ACCOMPLISH ZERO. THE EPA APPEARS BY VITURE OF HOSTING SMART WAY IN THE EPA WEBSITE TO 100% SUPPORT
LEADING THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY DOWN THE WRONG PATH RESULTING IN ZERO QUANTIFIABLE REDUCTION
IN HARMFUL GHG EMISSIONS. PLEASE PROVIDE ANY AND ALL RELEVANT DOCUMENTATION FROM THE EPA
REGARDING SMART WAY/ THIRD PARTY TESTING OF SMART WAY PROTOCOLS / METHODOLOGIES / PRACTICES / GHG
1/25/2018 3:01 REDUCTION CALCULATIONS AND ANY AND ALL PAST ATTEMPTS TO DELETE IT FROM THE EPA

Jones Day

Since January 1, 2015, all communications (e.g., emails, phone calls, letters, notes)—regarding certificates of
conformity under 40 C.F.R. &sect; 1054.645, especially whether kits require EPA approval/certification—between:
Philip Carlson (U.S. EPA Engineer, email: carlson.philip@epa.gov, phones that have been used to reach him: (734) 2144270, (734) 214-4636), and any of the following three people: (1) Gary L. Price (Sr. Project Engineer at Intertek Carnot
Emission Services, San Antonio, TX, email Gary.Price@intertek.com, phone: 210-928-1724, fax: 210-928-1233), or (2)
Gary A. Mook (founder/managing partner/president at New England Gen-Connect LLC, d/b/a Genconnex, a
Massachusetts company, email: GaryMook@GenConneX.net, phone: 1-855-433-7569), or (3) Brendan M. Shortell
(attorney at Lambert &amp; Associates, email: shortell@lambertpatentlaw.com, phones: 617-720-5822 or 617-7201/22/2018 16:01 0091).
1/22/2018 16:01 Under Agency Review
1/24/2018 20:01 See attached detailed request for scientific literature.

Healthy Building Network

The Healthy Building Network, a 501(c)3 non-profit organization, requests: • Copies of all correspondence, from June
15, 2017 to December 31, 2017, including but not limited to emails, memos, etc, between Henry Darwin, chief
operating officer of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Vinyl Institute, including the text of his speech
to the the Vinyl 360 conference on November 9, 2017. This information will be shared with the public without charge
through the Healthy Building Network's media platforms, including Healthy Building News, which has covered the
1/24/2018 20:01 intersection of public policy and the vinyl industry for 18 years.

EPA-R5-2018-003816

EPA-HQ-2018-003872
EPA-R4-2018-004283

EPA-HQ-2018-004063

EPA-R2-2018-003738

amy ezeldin

Need information on current status of remediation work that remains to be performed, status of any current
1/26/2018 21:01 contamination in connection with the property located at 7100 S. Kedzie Ave. Chicago Illinois IL 60629

Eesha Pendharkar
Eric D. Coleman

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Emails and other correspondence sent to and by EPA head Scott Pruitt that contain the key phrases
&quot;Clean Air Act&quot;, &quot;Section 112&quot;, &quot;Air Emissions&quot; &quot;National Emission
Standards&quot; , and &quot;Hazardous Air Pollutants.&quot; This should include messages to or from any e-mail
address used by Mr. Pruitt. Please include correspondence from July 1, 2017 until the date that this request is
processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made
for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total
charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
1/30/2018 14:01 receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Eesha Pendharkar
2/9/2018 14:02 See attached request regarding Florida Power and Light's Turkey Point Power Plant.

Scott A. Bronstein

Natasha Mantione

Carlton Fields

CNN

Golder Associates, Inc.

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;)
requests access to and copies of (in pdf form, where possible) all communications, documents and records held by the
Environmental Protection Agency related to the creation and announcement of EPA’s newly announced January 25,
2018 guidance memorandum withdrawing the “once in always in” policy for the classification of major sources of
hazardous air pollutants, under section 112 of the Clean Air Act, to be reclassified as “area” sources when the facility
limits its potential to emit below major source thresholds. &nbsp; To clarify, “all communications, documents and
records” should include all internal or external correspondence between EPA officials and staff and others outside EPA,
pertaining to the newly announced guidance memorandum, and include all facsimiles, reports, communication,
letters, office emails, private emails, power-point presentations, minutes of meetings, schedules, lists, slides, written
notes, and/or other forms of information in which the guidance memorandum and its contents are referenced. Also to
clarify, the precise dates for said communications and documents described above that we seek are from September
1, 2017 until January 31, 2018. &nbsp; The records request also pertains to any and all records on these topics that are
in or on the personal computers, cellphones or other electronic devices, or personal email accounts used by EPA staff
if used for any government purpose. If CNN's request is denied in whole or part, we ask that you justify all deletions by
reference to the specific exemptions of the Act. CNN will also expect you to release all segregable portions of
2/2/2018 19:02 otherwise exempt material. CNN reserves the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information.

We are conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) and are requesting records USEPA may have for the
Alpine Cemetery property located at 703 Amboy Avenue Perth Amboy, New Jersey 08861. Records of interest include:
Underground and aboveground storage tanks (tank registrations, leaking tanks, closure, abandonment, removals; Any
records of spills or releases of petroleum or hazardous substances, Hazardous material or waste storage, Tier II
chemical inventory, Radioactive materials licenses, Site investigation or remediation activities; Monitoring well or soil
boring installations and/or sampling results; Soil, sediment, surface water and/or groundwater contamination,
Environmental permits/registrations; notices of violations, and permitting/enforcement files related to: air; hazardous
1/25/2018 14:01 or solid waste; radioactive materials; medical/biohazardous waste; water; wastewater and stormwater.

EPA-HQ-2018-003750

EPA-R6-2018-003798

EPA-HQ-2018-003776

Jake C. Krug

REQUEST TO VIEW ACTUAL MATERIAL COSTS OF EPA BANNERS BEGINNING WITH AND INCLUDING TEXT
&quot;JANUARY 20, 2017 - JANUARY 2018 ... A Year of Great Environmental Achievements for America ... Proposal to
1/25/2018 16:01 repeal the so-called Clean Power Plan ...&quot;

David Ferry

Outside Magazine

I am requesting all communications regarding air quality monitoring immediately before, during and after storm
Harvey struck Houston, from Aug 18-Sept 10 2017. I am specifically interested in the decision to temporarily shut down
air quality monitoring stations prior to the storm. I also request communications between the EPA and the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality and the City of Houston regarding air quality monitoring during this time period.
1/26/2018 19:01 Rolling responses are acceptable. Please exclude confidential business information.

CNN

To Whom it May Concern: Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 (the
&quot;Act&quot;), Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;) all documentation containing a detailed accounting
of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's daily schedule from September 1, 2017 through the date of the search. The
documentation should include all of Mr. Pruitt's daily scheduled meetings, the names and titles of the individuals
Pruitt Is meeting with, the names of agency staff and members scheduled to participate in the meeting and the topic
of discussion. More specifically this link shows exactly what type of documentation CNN is seeking
1/25/2018 23:01 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4064980-Pruitt-Sked-and-McCarthy-Sked.html

rene marsh

We seek the following documents under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, et seq., and 40
C.F.R. Part 2, the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) regulations on the Freedom of Information Act Program: 1.
Any and all public contracts for the Edison, New Jersey campus of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that
include solar energy services held by Ameresco or its affiliates that have been awarded or have been in effect from
January 1, 2017 through the present date; 2. Any and all Statements of Work, specifications, requirements documents,
or any other documents specifying the scope of work related to the contracts identified in request number 1 above;
and 3. Any and all Modifications or Amendments to such contracts. We do not object to redaction of any and all
pricing information reflecting amounts paid by the Government for services specified in the contracts identified in
request number 1 above. The requested documents are believed to held by the EPA’s Edison, NJ office, which falls
within EPA Region 2. However, if it is determined that the office listed does not have the documents requested above,
or that another FOIA office is responsible for responding to this request, please forward this request to the appropriate
office in accordance with 40 C.F.R. &sect;&sect; 2.102(a) and 2.103(d). We are willing to accept electronic copies of the
documents rather than paper copies, if that is more convenient for the EPA. We would also appreciate having these
documents sent to us as they become available. If there are no responsive records to one or more of the above
categories, we would kindly request a statement to that effect. If fees in excess of $100 are required, please notify us
before completing the request. Thank you in advance for your courtesy and cooperation in this matter. I may be
1/25/2018 21:01 contacted at the email above, or at 202-777-8955.
2/1/2018 18:02 See attached letter request.

EPA-R2-2018-003763 Lucas Hanback
EPA-R10-2018-004012 Holly Keane
EPA-HQ-2018-003778

EPA-R5-2018-003766
EPA-HQ-2018-003879

Jeffrey S. Venturino

Steven Swenson
Brandon L. Cavale
20711-058

Carroll-Loye Biological
Research

1/26/2018 0:01 See Attached Letter.

St. John - Mittelhauser &amp;
Associates

Files associated with 0310030001 or ILD981538689 that operated under the name Chicago Industrial Waste Haulers or
Chicago Industrial Waste Haulers (A Division of Chicago Tank) located at 4206 West Shirley Lane, Alsip, Illinois Records
1/25/2018 21:01 associated with CERCLA, RCRA, site inspections or soil/groundwater samples collected by the EPA

FCI Butner - Medium 1

1/30/2018 16:01 Requesting copy of latest report to Congress re EPA status.

EPA-HQ-2018-003878

Rachel November

Government Accountability
Project

EPA-R3-2018-007433

Tori McQueen

Penn's Trail Environmental

EPA-HQ-2018-003965
EPA-HQ-2018-004409

Maral Arslanian
Carol Wilson

EPA-HQ-2018-004134

Carol Wilson

EPA-HQ-2018-003952

Homa Rizvi

EPA-R3-2018-003953

Wesley Rosenfeld

Akin Gump

Kruk & Rizvi LLC
District of Columbia Dep't of
Energy &amp; Env't

1/30/2018 16:01 Under Agency Review
All environmental records related to Providence Business Park 3, LLC Properties on Egypt Road and Walnut Street,
5/7/2018 15:05 Upper Providence, Montgomery County, Pa. TP#s 61-00-01667-00-9 and 61-00-05330-00-9.
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., as amended, and 10 C.F.R. &sect;
1004, the undersigned requests that the EPA Office of Transportation and Air Quality (“OTAQ”) provide certain records
prepared by, for, or submitted to EPA between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2017 pursuant to the Renewable
Fuels Standards (RFS) program, 42 U.S.C. &sect; 7545(o), and EPA regulations at 40 C.F.R. &sect;&sect; 80.1400 –
80.1474. More specifically, I request records related to the so called “small refiner and refinery exemption” and
associated adjustments to renewable volume obligations and applicable percentages under the RFS, as provided for 42
U.S.C. &sect; 7545(o)(3)(C)(ii), and 40 C.F.R. &sect; 80.1441. The specific requests are defined further in the attached
1/31/2018 16:01 letter.
2/13/2018 21:02 Under Agency Review

Re: FOIA Request for Records on Chlorofluorocarbons (“CFCs”) Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C.
&sect; 552), I request copies of the following records in the possession, custody, or control of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”): 1. All annual reports that manufacturers and processors of fully halogenated
chlorofluoroalkanes filed with EPA’s Pesticides and Toxic Substances Enforcement Division pursuant to an EPA rule that
was published on March 17, 1978 in 43 Fed. Reg. 11318 (attached). 2. All annual reports that EPA-certified reclaimers
of chlorofluorocarbons (“CFCs”) have submitted to the EPA from 1993-2017 (inclusive), pursuant to 40 CFR
&sect;82.16. I understand that these reports include the total annual quantity of material sent to reclaimers for
reclamation, the total annual mass of each refrigerant reclaimed, and the total annual mass of waste products. 3. Any
and all records on the volume of CFCs destroyed in the United States between 1993 and 2017. To the extent any of the
records responsive to this request are stored in electronic format, please also provide a copy of the records in their
native electronic format that will enable us to load the records onto a computer. In doing so, I request that you
provide any metadata associated with the electronic records. If, for any reason, EPA decides to withhold or redact
records responsive to this request, please cite each specific reason that you believe justifies your refusal to release the
information with respect to each document or category of documents. Please supply the requested documents
without informing me of the cost if the fees do not exceed $500.00, which I agree to pay as necessary. Otherwise, I ask
that you notify me of any search or duplication costs exceeding $500.00, so that I may decide which records I want
copied. Finally, if you are not the appropriate contact for this FOIA request, please let me know so that I may direct
2/5/2018 20:02 this
I would like to FOIA the &quot;Request for Proposals&quot; for the following contracts: EPW12032 - REPA 5 ZONE 2
1/31/2018 15:01 (REGIONS 4, 5, AND 6) EPW12031 - FULL AND OPEN REPA 5 ZONE 2 (REGIONS 4, 5, AND 6)
1/31/2018 15:01 See attached.

EPA-HQ-2018-004110

Pei-Ying Chang

EPA-R10-2018-004231 Stephanie Blair

EPA-HQ-2018-005564

February 04, 2018 National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania
Avenue, NW (2822T) Washington, DC 20460 (202) 566-1667 Re: Freedom of Information Act Request To Whom It May
Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I hereby request access to the following
records: internal memos or policies, dating from January 1, 2017, through January 1, 2018, regarding restrictions on
the use of the term “climate change” in the preparation of agency literature. Please include the records maintained at
the national headquarters in your search. I am a Masters student at GWU and this request, made as part of my course
work, is an educational request and qualifies for educational fee status. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
2/5/2018 15:02 cooperation in this matter. Sincerely, Pei-Ying Chang 2020 F ST NW, APT 301 Washington, DC 20006 (202)-255-8677

Scott D. Cohen

Williams Kastner &amp; Gibbs
PLLC

Meadowbrook Leasing

EPA-HQ-2018-004271

Joseph O'Connell

DSCC

EPA-R5-2018-004275

Katie J. Ginest

EPA-R9-2018-004278

Aaron Mintzes

HeplerBroom LLC
Senior Policy Counsel,
Earthworks

(1) Any and all records related to USA v. Marine Power &amp; Equipment Company, et al.; Western Washington
District Court, No. 2:85-cv-00382-BJR (could also be known as CR86-128D). (2) Any and all records related to an EPA
investigation of a hazardous substance released on or near the following properties from 1980 to 1990: (2a) 6701 Fox
2/7/2018 20:02 Avenue South, Seattle, Washington 98108; or (2b) 5055 East Marginal Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134.
Thank you for the information provided in your March 12, 2018 response to my February 8, 2018 FOIA request (the
“First FOIA Request”). Based on your response (a copy of which is attached for your convenience), I have the following
questions, and am therefore submitting this additional FOIA request. Questions 1. What “documents and other items”
has the EPA requested from CDTLS that have not yet been provided by CDTLS (as referenced in the EPA’s response to
Question No. 2 of the First FOIA request)? 2. What is the amount of the “pending repayment” and what is the source
or reason why repayment is necessary, as referenced in the EPA’s response to Question No. 3 of the First FOIA
Request? 3. What is “unexpended program income” and how is it calculated, as referenced in the EPA’s response to
Question No. 3 of the First FOIA request? Requests for Documentation 1. All documents submitted to date by CDTLS to
the EPA in connection with the close-out or requested close-out of CDTLS Revolving Loan DE-83469201-0. 2. All
correspondence between CDTLS and EPA regarding CDTLS Revolving Loan DE-83469201-0 from January 1, 2017 to the
3/16/2018 20:03 present.
• Any direct correspondence between your agency and U.S. Representative Marsha Blackburn or the staff of U.S.
Representative Marsha Blackburn between January 2003- present. • Any direct correspondence between your agency
2/8/2018 20:02 and Marsha Wedgeworth Blackburn of Tennessee, born 01/21/1961 , between January 2003- present.
All information pre-2003 related to the following: 1) any Superfund site assessment conducted at Mobil Oil Company
East Chicago Terminal, 3821 Indianapolis Blvd, East Chicago, IN 46312, EPA ID: IND042329631 AND 2) any hazardous
waste generation, storage, disposal, and/or handling at Mobil Oil Company East Chicago Terminal, 3821 Indianapolis
2/8/2018 21:02 Blvd, East Chicago, IN 46312, EPA ID: IND042329631
2/8/2018 23:02 Excelsior Gunnison Project

EPA-R9-2018-004228

Walter A. Lamb

Ballona Wetlands Land Trust

The Ballona Wetlands Land Trust seeks copies of the following written records: 1) All internal correspondence,
including e-mails and attachments, within US EPA relating to either the Santa Monica Bay National Estuary Program,
the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation (also known as The Bay
Foundation), or the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Authority from the last 12 months. 2) All correspondence, including
e-mails and attachments, between US EPA and either the Santa Monica Bay National Estuary Program, the Santa
Monica Bay Restoration Commission, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation (also known as The Bay
Foundation), or the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Authority from the last 12 months. 3) All written records that define
the roles and responsibilities of a &quot;host entity&quot; in the context of the National Estuary Program as defined
by section 320 of the Clean Water Act and other federal regulations. 4) All written records relating to the Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Foundation's claim that it is the host entity of the National Estuary Program. 5) Any written records,
not otherwise covered above, relating to any litigation or any settlement agreements between the Ballona Wetlands
Land Trust and either the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission or the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation
in the years 2016 through 2018. Please do not hesitate to contact me for clarification or additional information. Thank
2/7/2018 20:02 you Walter Lamb Ballona Wetlands Land Trust
I am requesting copies of all correspondence, including emails and letters received from or addressed to U.S. EPA
administrators, concerning Formosa Petrochemicals Corporation, based in Mailiao, Taiwan, between the years 2016
and 2018. That includes but is not limited to any email addresses ending with "@fpcc.com.tw".

EPA-HQ-2018-004300

EPA-HQ-2018-005597

Jeremy Blackman

Sylvia M. Varnham
O'Regan

Columbia Journalism
Investigations

Columbia Journalism School

By correspondence, I mean any emails—with attachments and reply chains included—sent to or received by EPA
administrative staff from Formosa Petrochemicals. This should also include any emails sent internally between EPA
administrative staff containing the term “Formosa Petrochemicals” and any letters sent to Formosa Petrochemicals
2/9/2018 17:02 Corp. or received by the EPA from Formosa Petrochemicals Corp.
Dear FOIA officer, I am requesting federal employees’ correspondence under the Freedom of Information Act related
to Administrator Scott Pruitt's September 20, 2017 meeting with the Taiwan Minister of the Environment at EPA
Headquarters. I like any correspondence between members the Taiwan Minister for Environment Ying-Yuan Lee’s staff
and the EPA Administrator and his Chief of Staff from July 20, 2017 to September 20, 2017, that contain any or all of
the words “Taiwan,” “meeting”, “Formosa,” “Louisiana,” and “Vietnam.” By all correspondence I mean any email
messages sent to or received by the Administrator and his Chief of Staff, and the Taiwan Minister for Environment’s
staff. Please contact me with any questions by phone and respond to my request electronically at the listed email
3/19/2018 19:03 address.

EPA-R6-2018-004307

EPA-R5-2018-004175

Sylvia M. Varnham
O'Regan

Jennifer Farris

Columbia Journalism School

CBRE

EPA-HQ-2018-004104 Michael Haddad
EPA-R10-2018-004210 Corey McGehee

EPA-HQ-2018-006575

Miranda Green

The HIll

Dear FOIA officer, I am writing to request digital copies of all communication between the Environmental
Protection Agency staff listed below and Formosa Plastics Corporation, USA—a subsidiary of Taiwanbased
parent company Formosa Plastics Corporation—under The Freedom of Information Act.
Formosa Plastics Corporation, USA is headquartered in Livingston, New Jersey. This requested
communication is between January 1, 2017 – Feb. 21, 2018.. This request is specifically for any emails sent
to or received by the following EPA Region 6 staff: Anne L. Idsal, David Gray, Cheryl Seager, David
Garcia, Jim Payne, and Nancy Fagan to email accounts ending in “@fpcusa.com" and
"@ftpc.fpcusa.com,” and emails sent to or received by the EPA administrator Scott Pruitt and his chief of
staff, at EPA Headquarters, to email accounts ending in “@fpcusa.com" and "@ftpc.fpcusa.com.” This
request should also include any emails sent internally between the aforementioned listed EPA staff
containing the terms “Formosa,” “Taiwan,” "Diane Wilson," “William Wong” and “Susan Wong.”
By communication, I mean any emails—with attachments and reply chains included—sent to or received by
the aforementioned staff from Formosa Plastics Corporation, USA. 04/18/18 - Requester agreed to consolidate this
FOIA request with EPA-R6-2018-004302. This FOIA request will now include the responsive records for EPA-R6-20182/9/2018 19:02 004302.
I am working on an assessment of a property located at 200-232 West 87th Street in Chicago, IL. We were provided
with prior documentation of a PCB remediation, but we cannot locate the reports that were provided to the USEPA or
the NFA issued to the property. The property is identified as Beltway Railway 87th Street Property Chicago. GaiaTech,
Inc. was the consultant on the reports. Specifically, we are looking the Corrective Action Plan and the NFA letter issued
2/6/2018 21:02 on May 18, 1995. Please contact me with any questions, and I will attempt to provide additional details. Thank YouI am looking for a copy of the EPA Graphic Standards System designed as part of the Federal Graphics Improvement
2/5/2018 22:02 Program.
2/7/2018 18:02 Please see attached request.
I'm requesting all documents and written correspondence sent in response to a letter sent 4/12/18 to EPA
Administrator Pruitt from Democratic Sens. Tom Carper (Del.) and Sheldon Whitehouse (R.I.) and Reps. Elijah
Cummings (Md.), Gerry Connolly (Va.) and Don Beyer (Va.). The letter and their requests for response are attached. I'm
seeking all correspondence in regards to requests from the letter regardless of format. The public has an urgent need
for information about the Administrator’s security detail during the trip because it sheds light on how the
administration is operating. I am making this request on behalf of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this
request will be used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in
connection with this request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and is likely
to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the government. I would
appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any questions about this
request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April 2, 2018. Sincerely,
4/13/2018 14:04 Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-006095

EPA-HQ-2018-007168

EPA-HQ-2018-006752

Miranda Green

Miranda Green

Miranda Green

The HIll

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, for access to and copies of all records and
travel vouchers concerning costs associated with Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt’s
security detail during his international trip to Morocco between Dec 9 to Dec 13. The records or travel vouchers should
include all relevant costs including travel, class of travel on flights and housing for the security detail during the
duration of the trip starting in Washington, D.C. and ending in Washington, D.C. The information I seek is regardless of
format. The public has an urgent need for information about the Administrator’s security detail during the trip because
it sheds light on how the administration is operating. I am making this request on behalf of The Hill and the records
disclosed pursuant to this request will be used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public.
Please waive all fees in connection with this request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the
public interest and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the
government. I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any
questions about this request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
4/2/2018 15:04 April 2, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

The HIll

I'm requesting all communications to/or from Jahan Wilcox and to/or from Samantha Dravis with the words
&quot;Rob Porter&quot; and/or &quot;Rob&quot; and/or &quot;Porter&quot; between October 1, 2017 and April 30,
2018. I'm seeking all correspondence in regards to requests from the letter regardless of format. The public has an
urgent need for information about the correspondence because it may she light on how agency policy is shaped and
decisions are made. I am making this request on behalf of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this request
will be used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with
this request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute
significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your
communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. I
declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April 30, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda
4/30/2018 18:04 Green, Reporter, The Hill

The HIll

I'm requesting all documents and written correspondence between the Office of the Secretary--which includes
Administrator Scott Pruitt and all members of his communications staff, including Jahan Wilcox and Liz Bowman--that
includes the words &quot;Rose Bowl&quot; between January 1, 2017 and January 31, 2018. The request comes amidst
reports that the administrator attended the 2018 Rose Bowl game in Pasadena, California. Reports came from a letter
that Democratic Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse sent to EPA's inspector general on April 3. Link:
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/30/politics/epa-pruitt-travel-whitehouse-rose-bowl-disneyland/index.html I'm seeking
all correspondence regardless of format. The public has an urgent need for information about the Administrator
attendance at the game because tax payer provided security detail attended the event with him, and it sheds light on
how the administration is operating. I am making this request on behalf of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant
to this request will be used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in
connection with this request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and is likely
to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the government. I would
appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any questions about this
request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April 17, 2018. Sincerely,
4/17/2018 21:04 Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

EPA-HQ-2018-007437

EPA-HQ-2018-007441

EPA-HQ-2018-007251

Miranda Green

Miranda Green

Miranda Green

The HIll

I'm requesting all communications between &quot;Michael Abboud&quot; and &quot;Healy BaumgardnerNardone&quot; and/or &quot;Healy Baumgardner&quot; from March 1, 2018 to May 7, 2018. I'm seeking all
correspondence in regards to requests from the letter regardless of format including but not limited to, emails, letters,
texts, call transcripts and voicemails. The public has an urgent need for information about the correspondence
because it may shed light on how agency policy is shaped and decisions are made. I am making this request on behalf
of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be used in the preparation of news articles for
dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this request because the disclosure of the
requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email,
rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
5/7/2018 15:05 true and correct. Executed on May 7, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

The HIll

I'm requesting communications to or from Ryan Jackson, Jahan Wilcox, Milan Hupp, Liz Bowman, Michael Abboud,
James Hewitt, Molly Block, Lincoln Ferguson and Kelsi Daniell including the name &quot;Alex Hinson&quot;from
February 1, 2018 to May 7, 2018. I'm seeking all correspondence regardless of format including but not limited to,
emails, letters, texts, call transcripts and voicemails. The public has an urgent need for information about the
correspondence because it may shed light on how agency policy is shaped and decisions are made. I am making this
request on behalf of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be used in the preparation of news
articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this request because the disclosure of
the requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email,
rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
5/7/2018 16:05 true and correct. Executed on May 7, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

The HIll

I'm requesting all communications to and from EPA security chief Pasquale Perrotta containing the name &quot;Kevin
Chmielewski&quot; and or &quot;Chmielewski&quot; and or &quot;Kevin&quot; between October 1, 2017 and May 1,
2018. I'm seeking all correspondence regardless of format, to include but not be limited to email, phone records, text
messages and videos. The public has an urgent need for information about the correspondence because it may she
light on how agency policy is shaped and decisions are made at the agency. I am making this request on behalf of The
Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be used in the preparation of news articles for
dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this request because the disclosure of the
requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email,
rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
5/2/2018 0:05 true and correct. Executed on May 1, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill

I'm requesting all texts or emails to and from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt containing the name &quot;Kevin
Chmielewski&quot; and or &quot;Kevin&quot; and/or &quot;Chmielewski&quot; between November 1, 2017 and
May 1, 2018. I'm seeking all correspondence regardless of format, to include but not be limited to email, phone
records, text messages and videos. The public has an urgent need for information about the correspondence because
it may she light on how agency policy is shaped and decisions are made at the agency. I am making this request on
behalf of The Hill and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be used in the preparation of news articles for
dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this request because the disclosure of the
requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email,
rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
5/2/2018 0:05 true and correct. Executed on May 1, 2018. Sincerely, Miranda Green, Reporter, The Hill
5/2/2018 0:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-007252
EPA-HQ-2018-007250

Miranda Green
Miranda Green

The HIll
The HIll

EPA-R7-2018-008201

Mandy Flageolle

Environmental Works, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2018-004243

William G. Schulz

freelance journalist

EPA-HQ-2018-004265

Lara Sisselman

Please provide investigations regarding the following SEMS Archive facility: American Walnut Co 18th St and Argentine
5/31/2018 18:05 Blvd, Kansas City, KS 66105 Site ID: 700460 EPA ID: KSD007121957. Investigations were performed in 1981 and 1982.
Correspondence between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and Deputy Administrator Nancy Beck regarding FY 2018 or
FY2019 funding for the U.S. Chemical Safety &amp; Hazard Investigation Board; or correspondence by Pruitt and/or
Beck with White House Office of Management and Budget, or with any chemical industry groups, such as American
Chemistry Council, regarding FY 2018 or FY2019 funding for the U.S. Chemical Safety &amp; Hazard Investigation
2/8/2018 0:02 Board.
Requesting copies of all correspondence from the office of Rep. James (Jim) Renacci to or from any officials at
Environmental Protection Agency regarding Timken Steel, Timken Co., Timken Rail Service Company, EPK-Timken
Bearing Company, John Timken, Ward Timken, Jane Timken, or Richard Kyle between January 5, 2011, and January 29,
2/8/2018 19:02 2018.

Ryan Arnott

Weaver Consultants Group
North Central LLC

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC
is requesting any paper, microfiche, or digital documents that the USEPA may have on file concerning current or
historical aboveground/underground storage tanks, environmental and/or building permits, conditions, inspections or
violations located at the following property in Oakbrook Terrace, IL: 17W677-17W725 East Roosevelt Road Oakbrook
Terrace, Illinois Please forward any documents to: Ryan Arnott Weaver Consultants Group North Central, LLC 1316
Bond Street, Suite 108 Naperville, Illinois 60563 If you should have any questions or require additional information
regarding this request, please do not hesitate to contact me at (630) 717-4848 or rarnott@wcgrp.com. Thank you in
1/31/2018 23:01 advance for your attention to this request.

Red Group Analytics

Congressional Correspondence Logs Between Office of the Environmental Protection Agency's Administrator and the
Office of Congressman Ronald &quot;Ron&quot; DeSantis (FL-6). I am requesting copies of all logs of formal
congressional correspondence between the office of United States Department of Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator and the Office of Congressman Ronald &quot;Ron&quot; DeSantis from January 2013 to February 11,
2018. Constituent Correspondence Logs Between Office of the Environmental Protection Agency's Administrator and
the Office of Congressman Ronald &quot;Ron&quot; DeSantis (FL-6). I am requesting copies of all logs of constituent
correspondence between the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Office of the Secretary and the Office of Congressman
2/12/2018 23:02 Ronald &quot;Ron&quot; DeSantis from January 2013 to February 11, 2018.

EPA-R5-2018-003992

EPA-HQ-2018-004330

Chris Smith

EPA-R2-2018-007792

Yessenia Funes

Gizmodo Media Group

EPA-HQ-2018-004145

Timothy McGuire

N/A

EPA-HQ-2018-004035

mark cuker

EPA-HQ-2018-003994

Brittany D. Brandeau

EPA-HQ-2018-004437
EPA-HQ-2018-004363

Greg Wallace
Jerrod Patterson

Cochran, Davis &amp;
Associates, P.C.

On Sept. 20, Hurricane Maria hit the island of Puerto Rico. EPA Public Affairs Specialist Elizabeth Sundin informed us
that the Battery Recycling Superfund site in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, suffered some flooding in the hurricane’s wake. In
light of this knowledge, the concern residents of Arecibo has voiced to us, and prior incidents related to the Battery
Recycling Company’s site (before becoming a Superfund) where the EPA knew lead was leaching and failed to act in a
timely manner to avoid a health crisis, we seek to shed light on the extent of the flooding that occurred after Hurricane
Maria, and any contamination that may have resulted from it. Requested Records We request that EPA produce the
following communications between it and the Junta de Calidad Ambiental, including but not limited to its governing
board members and employees, within twenty business days and further seek expedited review of this request for the
reasons identified below. 1. Communications related to the clean up of the Battery Recycling Superfund site after
Hurricanes Irma and Maria that occurred both before or after the hurricane 2. Communications regarding any water,
soil, or any other environmental contamination concerns as a result of Hurricanes Irma or Maria. 3. Communications
highlighting any concerns officials had about the Battery Recycling Superfund site during this time that does not relate
to Hurricanes Irma or Maria Please provide all responsive records from September 9, 2017, through the date of the
5/17/2018 21:05 search. The search for responsive records should include all individuals and locations where records are likely to exist.
FOIA Request to EPA Washington Main Office Re: Scott Pruitt 2017 e-mails dealing with Geo-engineering and
2/6/2018 1:02 stratospheric aerosol injection

• All files of any type including but not limited to: (a) water-distribtuon system information files, (b) data files, (c)
analyses files, (d) the “source code” and “executable” file(s) that were used to conduct any and all water-distribution
system modeling analyses that are related to water distribution model(s) developed for Flint Michigan and vicinity for
any time period between January 2001 and the present, including, but not limited to all input files (e.g., EPANET “INP”
or “NET” files), calibration files (EPANET output and report files), and any other files (such as private consultant
developed water distribution system model files) relating to the distribution of drinking or potable water in Flint
MICHIGAN and vicinity, which have been kept, consulted or used in any way by EPA Region 5 and/or the National Risk
Management Research Laboratory, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and any of its offices and
centers, and/or private consultants hired by or on behalf of the City of Flint, Michigan. • Any reports, memoranda,
letters, meeting notes, or presentations (draft and final) written to support any of the water-distribution system
2/1/2018 22:02 analyses conducted for the Flint, MI and vicinity water distribution system
All documents regarding EPA Reg. No. 11195-1 All documents regarding EPA Est. No. 11195-CA-1 or 2 All submission,
decision, application manuals, and approval documents relating to EPA Reg. No. 11195-1 or EPA Est. No. 11195-CA-1 or
2. All documents relating to Snowden Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 751, Fresno, California 93712, regarding compressed
sulfur dioxide. All communications with Snowden Enterprises, relating to EPA Reg. No. 11195-1 or EPA Est. No. 111952/1/2018 0:02 CA-1 or 2.
Cable News Network, Inc. (&quot;CNN&quot;) requests access to and copies of travel records for Samantha Dravis. We
seek records, including cost information, for all forms of travel, lodging, meals, and per diems, as well as
communications, reservations, tickets, memoranda, and ethics forms regarding travel. We seek these records from
2/14/2018 16:02 January 20, 2017 to the date the search is performed. Please see attached letter for additional information.
2/13/2018 0:02 Under Agency Review

EPA-R6-2018-004465

I am submitting this request in my role as a volunteer board member of the Texas Health and Environment Alliance
(THEA), a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization. The Texas Health and Environment Alliance is seeking the following
information: 1. All information relating to communications to or from EPA and its representatives and the organization
that identifies itself variously as keep-it-capped, keepitcapped, KeepItCapped.org, San Jacinto Citizens Against
Pollution, SJCAP, or similar variations of these names. This includes, but isn’t limited to, comments and reports
submitted as part of public comment period for the San Jacinto River Waste Pits Superfund site, correspondence
between or relating to the review of this site by EPA’s remedy review board, and other communications. 2. All
information relating to communications to or from the EPA with individuals associated with or acting on behalf of Keepit-Capped by its various names listed above. These include but are not limited to Mr. Thomas Knickerbocker, Matt or
Matthew Moore, and Dr. Timothy Barber. 3. All information relating to communications to or from EPA by the
organization that identifies itself as the Galveston Maritime Business Association. This includes, but isn’t limited to
comments and reports submitted as part of public comment period for the San Jacinto River Waste Pits Superfund site.
4. All information relating to communications to or from the EPA with individuals associated with or acting on behalf of
the Galveston Maritime Business Association. These include but are not limited to J.T. Edwards, Brad Boney or
2/15/2018 0:02 Bradshaw Boney or W. Bradshaw Boney, Charlie Moss or Charles Moss, Bret Jamail, Mays Middleton, and Nick Lester.

Lisa Gossett

EPA-HQ-2018-004490

Katherine Montcalm

EPA-HQ-2018-004502

Katherine Montcalm

I request the travel expense records for Scott Pruitt, EPA Chief Administrator, including the waiver that is used to
justify his reasons for travelling first class. This request is for the entire time Mr Pruitt has held this position. I am
requesting this information as U.S citizen, and I am entitled to know how our tax dollars are spent. I cannot find the
complete information in public records, and the EPA's spokesman, Jahan Wilcox, in an article by Politico dated
February 14, 2018, says that , &quot;anyone seeking additional details about Pruitt's travels would have to formally
2/15/2018 20:02 request them under FOIA.&quot; This is my formal request. Thank you!
I am formally requesting the travel records of Scott Pruitt, EPA chief, specifically the waiver used to arrange for first
class or business flights. I would like all instances of this waiver used since Pruitt began serving in this capacity.
According to EPA spokesperson Jahan Wilcox (per Politico article February 14, 2018), &quot;Anyone seeking additional
details about Pruitt's travels would have to formally request them under FOIA.&quot; Therefore, I am making that
2/16/2018 1:02 request.

Daniel Stevens

See attachment regarding the Lead-Impacted Communities Relocation Assistance Trust (LICRAT) and its management
of the buy-out program for residents living near the Tar Creek Superfund site in northeastern Oklahoma. Requester
4/12/2018 16:04 would also like a denial log of any withheld information and an index of any Proprietary Business Information (PBI).

EPA-R6-2018-006539

Campaign for Accountability

EPA-R6-2018-004512

Daniel Stevens

Campaign for Accountability

2/16/2018 15:02

EPA-R5-2018-008142

Nils N. Clausen

GSG

5/30/2018 19:05

EPA-R5-2018-008141

Nils N. Clausen

GSG

5/30/2018 19:05

EPA-R5-2018-008147

Nils N. Clausen

GSG

5/30/2018 19:05

EPA-R5-2018-008143
EPA-HQ-2018-004468

Nils N. Clausen
Mark aseltine

GSG

5/30/2018 19:05
2/15/2018 1:02

EPA-R10-2018-004469 Richard Oliver

Wrangell Cooperative
Association

EPA-HQ-2018-004471

Sue Olson

EPA-R2-2018-004386

Bryan W. Mayback

TurnKey Environmental
Restoration, LLC

EPA-HQ-2018-004488

Liz Ruskin

Alaska Public Media

EPA-HQ-2018-004350

Anne Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2018-004477

James S. Pew

Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2018-004424

Rachel November

Government Accountability
Project

See attachment. 1) All records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages,
telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas, informational material, talking
points, or other materials) to, from, or between EPA Region 6 employees including Ursula Lennox, that contain the
following search terms:
a) “Tar Creek”
b) “LICRAT”
c) “State Auditor”
d) “Gary Jones”
e) “Scott Pruitt”
f) “Mark Osborn”
g) “Jack Dalrymple”
h) “Andy Lester”
i) “CWF Enterprises”
Please provide all responsive records from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2013.
Please provide any/all environmental information (including USTs, LUSTs, SRP, etc.) regarding the property located at
3319 N Clifton Ave (Hawthorne Scholastic Academy)
Please provide any/all environmental information (including USTs, LUSTs, SRP, etc.) regarding the property located at
2851 N. Seminary Ave (Agassiz Elementary)
Please provide any/all environmental information (including USTs, LUSTs, SRP, etc.) regarding the property located at
1065 Gage Street in Winnetka Illinois 60093 (Hubbard Woods Metra Station)
Please provide any/all environmental information (including USTs, LUSTs, SRP, etc.) regarding the property located at
5510 N. Christiana Ave (Peterson Elementary)
Travel Schedule for the year 2018

2/15/2018 1:02 Wrangell (Byford) Junkyard Clean-up and the Wrangell Junkyard Monofill Repository Project
Pursuant to the Freedom Of Information Act (5 U.S.C. &sect; 552), I am submitting a request for the open-ended
2/15/2018 14:02 waiver that allows EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt, to fly first class using public funds.
The purpose of this FOIL is to request AVX records related to the Olean Wellfield Site (No. 905014) located in Olean,
NY. Please provide the records electronically. We were told to reach out to Wanda Calderon, Government Information
2/13/2018 15:02 Specialist, Public Outreach Branch, for this request.
Requesting copies of correspondence between Administrator Pruitt and an Alaskan named Robert Gillam, also known
2/15/2018 19:02 as Bob Gillam, to include emails, letters, phone logs and appointment records .
2/12/2018 20:02 Copies of all waivers EPA has issued to Dr. Nancy B. Beck since her appointment in May, 2017. See attached letter.
Requesting copies of any and all records of communications subsequent to November 7, 2016, regarding or relating to
2/15/2018 16:02 the Memorandum from John S. Seitz of May 16, 1995/
The Government Accountability Project requests the most up-to-date versions of any and all policies, instructions,
directives, and memoranda which contain provisions that instruct, direct, or advise agency or contract personnel in
how to respond to inquiries from a member of the news media or a member of Congress, Congressional staff, or
Government Accountability Office. We also request the most up-to-date versions of any and all policies, instructions,
directives, and memoranda whose purposes are to instruct, direct, or advise any personnel as to proper policies for
2/14/2018 4:02 engagement with Federal, Executive, and Legislative Communities, the Media, and the General Public.

EPA-HQ-2018-004425

EPA-HQ-2018-004426

EPA-HQ-2018-004421

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Travel vouchers for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt for travel from July 16, 2017 through February 13, 2018.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for
commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges
in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or
CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your
2/14/2018 14:02 response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Please provide records in the possession of EPA Ethics Office staff as follows: 1. Please provide all electronic
records concerning any EPA political appointee (including but not limited to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt)
participating with any external organization/corporation (or individual person), including but not limited to invitations
to speak at meetings, fundraising events, galas and other events. Records should include but are not limited to any
requests/questions to EPA ethics regarding legal/ethical nature of proposed or actual actions by EPA political
appointees. 2. Please provide all electronic records concerning any EPA political appointee (including but not limited to
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt) travel. Records should include but are not limited to any requests/questions to EPA
ethics regarding legal/ethical nature of proposed or actual actions by EPA political appointees. A search may be limited
to records created since October 3, 2017 through to February 13, 2018. The requested documents will be made
available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for
your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20
2/14/2018 14:02 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

Alia El Burai Felix

I, alia.elburai@upr.edu, request the following documents from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
Headquarters (located at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20460). These documents include, but are
not limited to, emails, electronic information, written information, voicemail transcripts, messages, Skype for Business
conversations and messages, SharePoint conversations and messages, email communications, other communications,
electronic correspondence, memos, PARS evaluation, forms, other evaluations, training requests, travel requests,
notes, Targeting and Analysis Branch (TAB) meeting notes, general meeting notes, emails related to my job position
(Physical Scientist), background check documents and any other documentation where my name is mentioned. These
include, but are not limited to, Alia, alia, Alia El Burai F&eacute;lix, Alia El Burai Felix, Alia-El-Burai-Felix,
elburaifelix.alia@epa.gov, el-burai-felix.alia@epa.gov, AliaElBuraiFelix, Alia ElBuraiFelix, aelburai, aelburaifelix, for the
period of November 17th, 2016 through February 5th, 2018. I request that these documents are sent to me
electronically (e.g., in .pdf format and/or disc). Moreover, I request all the communication, correspondence,
documentation, and/or information from and to the following people where they mention my name: • Lisa Christ,
Branch Chief of the Office of Water (OW)/Office of Groundwater and Drinking Water (OGWDW)/Target and Analysis
Branch (TAB)/Standard Risk Management Division (SRMD) • Lisa Foresom Huff, Associate Branch Chief of the Office of
Water (OW)/Office of Groundwater and Drinking Water (OGWDW)/Target and Analysis Branch (TAB)/Standard Risk
Management Division (SRMD) • Eric Bissonette, Chief of Staff of the Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water
2/14/2018 0:02 (OGWDW)

EPA-HQ-2018-004391

EPA-HQ-2018-004413

EPA-HQ-2018-004580

EPA-HQ-2018-005652

Alana Goodman

Daily Mail

I request all flight records (type of flight, cost, date, time, and employee name) of any EPA employees who traveled
2/13/2018 17:02 with Scott Pruitt on his trip to Morocco in December 2017.

Amy Johnson

1. Any documents or materials that discuss fake EPA social media1 pages or accounts, including but not limited to
communications concerning the discovery of these pages, communications between agencies or branches of the
federal government concerning these pages, and any documents that speak to the identity of the parties behind the
creation of these pages
2. All correspondence, including but not limited to “direct messages” (i.e, private, user-to-user messages on any
platform), emails, or voicemails between representatives of the EPA and social media providers regarding fake agency
social media pages or accounts.
3. Any documents or materials that discuss practices for addressing problems such as fake EPA social media pages or
accounts, including but not limited to guides, manuals, handbooks, policies, or presentations used to instruct or train
EPA staff in the use of social media.
4. All communications made by EPA staff to federal agencies or members of Congress investigating or considering an
investigation of social media–based interference with government processes, provided such communications also
reference any fake EPA social media pages or accounts or any other case of online impersonation of EPA content.
5. Any documents or materials that discuss individuals who have made, or are currently making, false claims about EPA
awards or titles on any online dating service accounts or social media accounts.
If any part of this request is not produced for any reason, please inform me of the grounds on which the part was
withheld. Please also produce all reasonable segregable portions of the documents from which material has been
2/13/2018 22:02 withheld.

Brady Dennis

I request records detailing the written &quot;waiver&quot; granted to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to allow him to
travel in business, first and/or premium class on airplane flights and/or any other modes of travel, given security
concerns. In addition, please include information about the number of occasions on which this waiver has been used
as justification for premium-class travel for Mr. Pruitt. For more on the waiver in question, please see this link:
2/16/2018 22:02 http://wapo.st/2BA6T5p. And this link: http://wapo.st/2Exlam9.

Brady Dennis

To whom it may concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, for access to
and copies of all records concerning Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt’s travel vouchers
from Sept. 1, 2017 through Nov. 30, 2017. Please include all records that document Mr. Pruitt’s schedule, including but
not limited to appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and airline and
hotel bookings. I further request expedited processing of this request for records. The public has an urgent need for
information about the Administrator’s schedule because it sheds light on how the new administration is operating. I
am making this request on behalf of The Washington Post and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be
used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this
request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute
significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your
communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. Once
you have a response, you can email me or mail the material to me at Brady Dennis, 1301 K St. N.W. Washington D.C.
20071. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on May 26, 2017. Sincerely,
3/20/2018 22:03 Brady Dennis

The Washington Post

EPA-HQ-2018-005655

EPA-HQ-2018-004588

Brady Dennis

Brady Dennis

The Washington Post

To whom it may concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, for access to
and copies of all records concerning Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt’s travel vouchers
from Dec. 1, 2017 through Jan. 31, 2017. Please include all records that document Mr. Pruitt’s schedule, including but
not limited to appointments, day calendars, itineraries, Google calendars, Outlook calendars, programs and airline and
hotel bookings. I further request expedited processing of this request for records. The public has an urgent need for
information about the Administrator’s schedule because it sheds light on how the new administration is operating. I
am making this request on behalf of The Washington Post and the records disclosed pursuant to this request will be
used in the preparation of news articles for dissemination to the public. Please waive all fees in connection with this
request because the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and is likely to contribute
significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the government. I would appreciate your
communicating with me by telephone or email, rather than mail, if you have any questions about this request. Once
you have a response, you can email me or mail the material to me at Brady Dennis, 1301 K St. N.W. Washington D.C.
20071. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on May 26, 2017. Sincerely,
3/20/2018 22:03 Brady Dennis

The Washington Post

I hereby request a log of all phone calls made from the secure phone booth installed in EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's
office in October 2017. This request should include both incoming and outgoing calls from the line, from the date of
installation until the date this request is filled. The contract award ID for this privacy booth is EP17H000248. This story
2/16/2018 22:02 provides more information on its installation: http://wapo.st/2EB1oGA.
We are conducting a Preliminary assessment (PA) and are requesting records regarding buildings, construction,
chemical spills, underground storage tanks (USTs), monitoring wells, groundwater sampling, asbestos abatement,
radon, hazardous materials and any other documents that your department may have regarding 222 Cameron Drive
(Block 3201, Lot 7.03) Phillipsburg, Warren County, NJ (NJDEP PI No. 724494, NJDEP Case No. E20160237). This search
is being requested due to an ISRA triggering event associated with building 24 (previously identified as building 66).
Due to our involvement with an existing PA performed at this location, we are requesting information for this
2/28/2018 14:02 building/tax lot dating back as far as 2013.

EPA-R2-2018-004927

nick hodom

Langan Engineering

EPA-HQ-2018-005019

Jennifer Janisch

CBS News

Please release all e-mails to and from Nancy Beck, formerly of the American Chemistry Council, from January 1, 2012 3/1/2018 21:03 until her date of confirmation as deputy assistant administrator (on/about May 31, 2017).

I’m completing Phase I Environmental Site Assessments at the properties listed below. For these properties, please
send me information pertaining to any and all environmental records, including but not limited to: petroleum
products, underground storage tanks (USTs), above ground storage tanks, (ASTs), lead, polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), refrigerants including CFC's and HCFC's, asbestos, regulated materials, hazardous materials, pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides, drycleaners, regulated wastes, landfills, dumps, permits, enforcement actions, and other as they
relate to the properties.

EPA-R5-2018-004567

Dan Rangitsch

WSB &amp; Associates, Inc

1. Buckbee-Mears, 245 6th Street East, St Paul, MN 55101.
2. Burlington Northern Daytons Bluff (MND980614226), Warner Road, St Paul, MN.
3. Saint Paul Gas Mfg Site (MND981528250), Olive St - between 4th & 5th Streets, St Paul, MN.
4. Skyway Quick Print (MND058319807), 3115 B Skyway Bldg, St Paul, MN.
5. Crane Ordway Building, 281 East 5th Street, St Paul, MN 55101.
6. American Linen Supply, 219 West 5th street, St. Paul, MN 55102.
7. Swede Hollow Site, I-94 & Kellogg, St. Paul, MN.
8. Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary Recreation, Fourth Street East and Commercial, St Paul, MN 55102.
9. Lowertown Ballpark Site, 310 5th street east, St. Paul, MN 55101.
2/16/2018 21:02 10. SuperAmerica #4040: 1771 Old Hudson Road, St. Paul, MN 55106.
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, please provide any and all correspondence
between Scott Pruitt and the American Coal Council between the dates of February 1st, 2018 and February 28th, 2018.
2/28/2018 15:02 I would like this information to be in the most expedient form, whether it be pdf, database, or document.

EPA-HQ-2018-004935

Merritt Enright

EPA-HQ-2018-004936

Amber N. Davis

NBC News
Beusse Wolter Sanks &amp;
Maire, PLLC

EPA-R2-2018-004895

Adam C. Arnold

Gibbons P.C.

EPA-R2-2018-005164

Mark Poole

EPA-HQ-2018-005147

Maxine Joselow

E&amp;E News

EPA-R3-2018-005154

Jack M. Carolan

The Travelers

EPA-R5-2018-004542

Michael Palm

Environmental Incorporated

2/28/2018 15:02 Requesting copies of all documents relating to any investigation re Heartland Energy Grou, Lyd.p
Request is made to review the entire site file for the Diamond Head Oil Superfund Site, located at 1401 Harrison
2/27/2018 19:02 Turnpike in Kearny, New Jersey.
I need information related to any wells, USTs, Hazardous Materials, and cleanup activities for the following parcel of
land. PR-8869 (Calle Leopoldo Figueroa) KM 2.2 BO PALMAS CATANO, PR 00962 Please contact me by email. Thanks in
3/6/2018 18:03 advance.
I am seeking all written communications from the office of Sen. Ron Johnson in August 2017 containing the words
3/6/2018 14:03 &quot;GAO report.&quot;
Interested in any and all documents regarding Armstrong World Industries / Armstrong Cork Company's use or
3/6/2018 16:03 involvement at the Berks Landfill Site in Sinking Springs, Pennsylvania.
Looking for information for Wolf Lake Terminals, 3200 Sheffield Avenue, Hammond, Indiana regarding activities
conducted and correspondence for a RCRA Corrective Action 3008H Agreed Order and GPRA listing correspondence
2/16/2018 20:02 between 1998 and 2003.

Jones Walker
GRM Law Group

3/6/2018 21:03 Requesting documents related to the Environmental Protection Agency's 2010 Toxicological Review of Chloroprene.
2/16/2018 16:02 Subpoena - Scott Meeker, et al. v. Bullseye Glass Co. Case No. 16-CV-07002

EPA-HQ-2018-005180 Elise M. Henry
EPA-R10-2018-004591 Carrie Menikoff

EPA-HQ-2018-004958

Neil Gormley

Earthjustice

EPA-HQ-2018-004966

Ryan Noah Shapiro

Property of the People

EPA-HQ-2018-005120
EPA-R2-2018-004902

Valerie Volcovici
Will Roslin

EPA-R10-2018-005199 Marin Kurti
EPA-R5-2018-004924 Ronelle Rushton

Earthjustice requests copies of the following records in the possession of the SAB Staff Office
at EPA:
1. All records addressing, discussing, referencing, or including the directive signed by EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt titled “Strengthening and Improving Membership on EPA
Federal Advisory Committees” (“the Directive”) on October 31, 2017.
2. All records addressing, discussing, referencing, or including the memorandum issued by
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt titled “Strengthening and Improving Membership on EPA
Federal Advisory Committees” (“the Memorandum”) on October 31, 2017.
3. All records created in the years 2016 to 2018 addressing, discussing, or referencing the
EPA process that concluded in the decision to issue the Directive and the Memorandum,
or any other process to address conflicts of interest, perceived conflicts of interest, lack of
impartiality, perceived lack of impartiality, lack of independence, or perceived lack of
independence, created by EPA grants.
4. All records addressing, discussing, or referencing the composition of any EPA Federal
Advisory Committee in the years 2016-2018, including but not limited to decisions to
2/28/2018 18:02 appoint new members and decisions to remove existing members.
Requesting any and all records mentioning or referring to the think tank "The Heartland Institute". Date range 1/20/17
2/28/2018 19:02 to present and topic "climate change."

Reuters

3/5/2018 19:03
2/27/2018 21:02

Rutgers School of Public Health

3/7/2018 15:03
2/28/2018 14:02

Reuters is seeking any correspondence, call records and meeting details between May 2017 and today related to
Administrator Pruitt's plan to launch a public debate between scientists who are climate change skeptics and scientists
who are believers that human beings cause climate change, also known as a &quot;red team blue team&quot;
exercise. Mr. Pruitt said he intended to launch these debates for public consumption at the beginning at 2018 but so
far there has been no update about the status of these debates. We are looking for information about who was invited
to participate in such debates, any formal planning for launching -- or cancelling - these debates and any explanation
about the process of recruiting both &quot;red team&quot; and &quot;blue team&quot; scientists to participate. We
would also like information explaining whether these debates would inform future plans to re-examine the EPA's
endangerment finding.
Under Agency Review
Requesting documents regarding recent settlement case that the EPA won against Amazon.com regarding illegal
pesticide sales.
Please see attached letter re request for documents regarding Wolverine Worldwide Inc.

I request access to and copies of:
Correspondence, including memos, briefing papers and the like, . between EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
and White House Office of Management and Budget Director Mick Mulvaney concerning the budget for
and/or elimination of the Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board.

EPA-HQ-2018-004968

William Schulz

Correspondence, includingmemos, briefing papers, and the like between EPA Deputy Assistant Administrator Nancy
Beck and EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or 0MB Director Mick Mulvaney regarding elimination of the Chemical
2/28/2018 20:02 Safety and Hazard Investigation Board for the fiscal years 2018 and 2019.

EPA-R2-2018-005042

Lisa M. Haas

Stantec Consulting Services

Property information: 475 Walnut Street, Norwood New Jersey; Block 88, Lot 11; Owner: OGGI Media Group, LLC
NJDEP PI Numbers 572055 and 018864 Please send any information pertaining to releases of chemicals, and/or
petroleum products, USTs/ASTs, permit violations by owners/operators of site, illegal dumping, improper application
3/2/2018 18:03 of pesticides/herbicides, soil/gw sampling, site remediation activities, and/or filed complaints. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-005043

Rachel Leven

Center for Public Integrity

3/2/2018 18:03 Please send a list of all EPA political appointees and their resumes as of the date this request is processed.

EPA-R2-2018-005117

Kelsey Kachelriess

Envirotactics, Inc.

EPA-R5-2018-005076

Garret Ellison

MLive

EPA-HQ-2018-005077

Matt Kasper

EPA-HQ-2018-004818
EPA-HQ-2018-005185
EPA-HQ-2018-004945

Jessica Thompson
Erica J. Shell
Ralph A. Applegate

EPA-R2-2018-004947

Adam C. Arnold

EPA-HQ-2018-005003
EPA-R3-2018-005006

Caroline Haskins
Megan Smith

Subject Site: 890 Paterson Plank Road, Block 105.01, Lot 4, East Rutherford, Bergen County, New Jersey, 07073 EPA
Registry IDs: 110001529882, 110030496283 NJDEP - SRP PI Numbers: 007738, 549390; Haz. Waste PI Numbers:
NJD002425736, NJD002405736; RTK PI Number: 00000062464 Conducting due diligence and requesting any and all
remedial, permitting and enforcement files regarding the subject site, including storage tank records, incident reports,
environmental investigations or cleanups, hazardous waste information, and right-to-know information; files
3/5/2018 18:03 pertaining to a Phase I ESA/Preliminary Assessment
Wolverine Worldwide response to EPA 104e request dated 12/1/2017 regarding Rockford, Mich., tannery operations
and House Street Disposal Area in Plainfield Township (Belmont), Mich. Response was to be sent to Region
3/3/2018 3:03 enforcement specialist Valerie Mullins and regional program manager Michael Berkhoff.
To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Full calendar for Samantha Dravis, Associate Administrator of EPA's Office of Policy. The timeframe of this
request is limited to January 20, 2017 through the processing date of this request. The requested documents will be
made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that
there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I
would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in
advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request
3/5/2018 14:03 within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Matt Kasper

Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
LLP
Bodman PLC

Gibbons P.C.

The Outline
Newsy

2/23/2018 22:02 Please see the attached letter.
3/6/2018 23:03 Please see attached letter.
2/28/2018 16:02 Requesting documents regarding Glyphosate Rat Study for approval of Roundup in 1974.
2/28/2018 17:02 Request is made to review the site file for the Bayonne Barrel &amp; Drum Superfund site in Newark, New Jersey.
I hereby request all internal documents from Feb. 10 2017 to present — including any memos, evaluations, decisions,
directives, emails, and digital correspondence — that mention nanoparticle research, life-cycle analyses, and
nanomaterials in private industry. These topics and terms were mentioned in the 2018-2022 EPA Strategic Plan
3/1/2018 16:03 released on Feb. 12, 2018 with relation to chemical safety, use, and disposal on the state and tribal level.
3/1/2018 17:03 any documents including correspondence re: Radford Army Ammunition Plant from 1995 -1996.

EPA-HQ-2018-005169

Sydney A. Young

EPA-HQ-2018-005062

Kym Hunter

EPA-HQ-2018-005068

greg wallace

EPA-HQ-2018-005071

Shelby Smith

EPA-HQ-2018-005072
EPA-HQ-2018-004609

Shelby Smith
Taylor S. Amarel

Southern Environmental Law
Center
Southern Environmental Law
Center

Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
LLP
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
LLP
- None -

EPA-R5-2018-004610

Maureen MacLean

PM Environmental, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2018-005550

Amanda Goodin

Earthjustice

Re: Freedm of Information Act Request: Proposed Rules Dear Sir or Madam: The Southern Environmental Law Center
(SELC) requests all documents, including correspondences, relating to all communications between the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters office and Attorney Generals from the 50 states concerning the
proposed suspension rule (83 Fed Reg. 5200, Feb. 6, 2018), proposed replacement rule (Step 1)(82 Fed. Reg. 12532,
Mar. 6, 2017), and the anticipated replacement rule (Step 2). For the purposes of this request, the term “documents”
includes all written, printed, recorded or electronic: materials, communications, correspondence, memoranda,
notations, copies, diagrams, charts, maps, photographs, tables, spreadsheets, formulas, directives, observations,
impressions, contracts, letters, messages and mail in the possession or control of the Environmental Protection
Agency. FOIA directs a responding agency to make a “determination” on any request within twenty (20) working days
of receipt. See 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(6)(A)(i). FOIA also requires the release of all reasonably segregable portions of a
document that are themselves not exempt. 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). Should our requests be denied, we request that you
inform us of the grounds for denial and the specific administrative appeal rights which are available. See 5 U.S.C.
3/6/2018 18:03 &sect; 552(a)(6)(A)(i).
3/2/2018 20:03 Under Agency Review
Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (the "Act"), Cable News Network, Inc. ("CNN")
requests records, documents, emails associated with the temporary amendment to EPA delegation of authority for
security (1-6-A). CNN also requests all documents and email communications related to how and when EPA received
3/2/2018 22:03 the request for 24/7 security.
3/2/2018 23:03 Please see attached letter.
3/2/2018 23:03 Please see attached letter.
2/20/2018 15:02 Under Agency Review
All files for all available years regarding CORRACTS &amp; 2020 CORRECTIVE ACTION site: -Reichold, Inc.; 601
Woodward Heights Blvd, Ferndale, MI (EPA ID: MID020087128) All files for all available years regarding US
BROWNFIELDS site&quot; -Former Walker Wire; 660 East 10 Mile Road &amp; 3351, 3291, 3265 and 3155 Bermuda,
2/20/2018 16:02 Ferndale (ACRES ID: 202041), accomplishment type: Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)
This FOIA request seeks information about EPA’s communications, records, and actions concerning EPA’s Endangered
Species Act consultations on five pesticides: chlorpyrifos, diazinon, malathion, carbaryl, and methomyl. The relevant
time period for this request is from November 1, 2016, to the time the response to this request is provided. We
request these documents in electronic form if possible, but hard copies would also be acceptable. If a response is
posted on FOIAonline, we request prompt notification by email at agoodin@earthjustice.org that responsive
3/16/2018 17:03 documents have been posted.

EPA-HQ-2018-004659

EPA-HQ-2018-004660

EPA-HQ-2018-004713

EPA-HQ-2018-004714

Amanda Goodin

Earthjustice

This FOIA request seeks information about EPA’s communications, records, and actions concerning financial assurance
requirements under CERCLA section 108(b), Docket No. EPA-HQ-SFUND-2015-0781, including information related to
the proposed rule signed Dec. 1, 2016 and the decision not to issue regulations signed Dec. 1, 2017. The relevant time
period for this request is from Nov. 1, 2016, to Dec. 31, 2017. We request these documents in electronic form if
possible, but hard copies would also be acceptable. If a response is posted on FOIAonline, we request prompt
notification by email at agoodin@earthjustice.org that responsive documents have been posted. We request that you
include at least the following search terms in searching for responsive records: “financial assurance”, “financial
responsibility”, “EPA-HQ-SFUND-2015-0781”, “hardrock mining”, and “CERCLA [within 50 characters of] 108”. For
purposes of this request, “records” includes correspondence, minutes of meetings and a list of participants for those
meetings, daily agendas and calendars, memoranda, notes, emails, notices, facsimiles, charts, tables, presentations,
orders, filings, and other writings (handwritten, typed, electronic, or otherwise produced, reproduced, or stored), and
includes materials that the agency has either created or obtained. To narrow the scope of the search, for the purposes
of this request, “records” does not include emails in unindexed email accounts, but does include emails in secondary
email accounts, emails entered into the agency’s correspondence tracking system, and communications sent through
personal email or encrypted applications to conduct official business. Additionally, for purposes of this request,
“records” does not include any material (including public comments) that is already publicly available on
2/20/2018 21:02 regulations.gov for Docket No. EPA-HQ-SFUND-2015-0781.

Morgan C. Niezing

Under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. Section 552), I am requesting the following documents: the calendar
of Scott Pruitt from April 12 to 24, 2017, and the calendar of Scott Pruitt from Nov. 1, 2017, to Feb. 1, 2018. I would
2/20/2018 21:02 prefer to receive the requested documents electronically through an email attachment.

rene marsh

Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (the "Act"), Cable News Network, Inc. ("CNN")
requests all copies of travel records, vouchers and detailed schedules for the EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt, related to
his trip to Morocco during the week of December 10, 2017. Please also include a detailed list of all individuals who
accompanied him (staff and non staff) on the trip. Additionally, include details of all costs and travel accommodations
2/21/2018 22:02 during the administrator’s stay in Morocco.

Nick Surgey

CNN

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Records in the possession of the office of Public Affairs that pertain to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s use of
first class or business class travel expenses, including—but not limited to—travel for the EPA/U.S. delegation trip to
Italy in June 2017 for the G7 and other meetings. The response should include—but is not limited to—any talking
points or similar notes created for the use of the Administrator or other EPA staff when talking on this subject, as well
as any drafts of such materials. The response should also include—but is not limited to—any email communications or
other typed or handwritten notes about this subject. A search may be limited to records created, or transmitted
between 01/1/2018 and 02/21/2018. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this
request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would
inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by email attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I
look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
2/22/2018 14:02 Surgey

EPA-R5-2018-004776

EPA-HQ-2018-006571

John A. Ferroli

Request all documents on National Enforcement Investigation Center Office of Criminal Investigations Charges and
Dispositions from the beginning of time to current date on Sunnylands Inc. William Ramagosa Jr. Robert Ramagosa,
Sunrise Excavation Inc. Sunrise Ventures Inc. 3-CR-91-079. 04/23/91 5 count indictment failure to obtain permit for
discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. including wetlands violation of Clean Water Act. Four
4/13/2018 14:04 Felony, one misdemeanor in Sunrise Lakes, Dingman Township, Pike County PA.
Violations of the clean water act files. Please limit your search of the above item(s) to the period of 01/01/1979 01/01/2014, and only in Dingman Township, and Dingmans Ferry, Pike County PA.

Nicholas Cordua

EPA-R3-2018-006827
EPA-HQ-2018-004704
EPA-HQ-2018-004708

Nicholas Cordua
Nicholas Cordua
rene marsh

EPA-HQ-2018-004737

Jonathan Moch

EPA-R5-2018-004771

Dykema

Krista Carter

(Collectively, &quot;Contamination&quot;) in the following areas of Kent County, Michigan: Plainfield Township;
Algoma Township; Rockford; Belmont (collectively, &quot;Request Area&quot;). As used in this request,
&quot;hazardous substances&quot; means those substances listed in the current Michigan Part 201 Generic Cleanup
Criteria and Screening Levels and all perfluoroalkyl or polyfluoroalkyl substances (&quot;PFAS&quot;), whether or not
2/23/2018 15:02 given PFAS Compound is listed in the Part 201 Criteria.

4/19/2018 18:04
2/21/2018 21:02
2/21/2018 22:02

info on any wetlands that had been filled in where EPA stepped in to say there was a violation due to the wetland
being filled in. the groundwater is contaminated with coliform/e-coli and they’re trying to find any historical sources.
He is only concerned with wetlands information.
Under Agency Review
SEE FOIA LETTER ATTACHED
see attached letter Re: Freedom of Information Act Request for “Communications Manual, No. 1500,” “Development
and Review of EPA Communication Products” webpage, “Agency-wide framework for the approval of scientific
communications,” and “EPA Order 2200.4A”

Harvard University

2/22/2018 17:02

B&amp;N

Burgess &amp; Niple, Inc. (B&amp;N) is submitting this letter as a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to obtain
copies of, or review publicly available files for a property known as Keynes Brothers Logan Flour Mill, located at 1 W.
Front Street, Logan, Hocking County, Ohio 43138. The site is currently owned by Keynes Brothers Inc. Currently the site
is a flour mill. Our request to obtain or review files related to this property includes any and all documents (internal
correspondence, letters, reports, notes, recommendations, and other material) that your office may have concerning
the above referenced site. B&amp;N is particularly interested in information related to the use, storage, or disposal of
hazardous substances and/or petroleum products; the presence of underground storage tanks (USTs) and leaking
underground storage tanks (LUSTs); and issues associated with hazardous waste as well as water well information.
Please address any correspondence concerning this request to the following: &middot; Krista N. Carter Burgess &amp;
Niple, Inc. 5085 Reed Road Columbus, OH 43220 Phone: (614) 459-7272, Ext. 1286; Fax: (614) 451-1385 Email:
krista.carter@burgessniple.com Thank you in advance for your assistance in locating available information for this site.
Respectfully submitted, Krista N. Carter Environmental Scientist Burgess &amp; Niple 614 459 2050 x1286 5085 Reed
2/23/2018 14:02 Road Columbus OH 43220

EPA-R5-2018-004779

Krista Carter

B&amp;N

EPA-HQ-2018-004763

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-004819
EPA-HQ-2018-004823

Jessica Thompson
Zigan Wang

MuckRock
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
LLP
Columbia University

EPA-R9-2018-004623

Austin Tighe

Nix, Patterson & Roach LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-008105

Gregory Pannone

Novation Analytics

Burgess &amp; Niple, Inc. (B&amp;N) is submitting this letter as a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to obtain
copies of, or review publicly available files for a property known as Keynes Brothers Circleville Grain Elevator, located
at 5871 State Route 361, Circleville, Pickaway County, Ohio 43113. The site is currently owned by Keynes Brothers Inc.
Currently the site is a grain elevator. Our request to obtain or review files related to this property includes any and all
documents (internal correspondence, letters, reports, notes, recommendations, and other material) that your office
may have concerning the above referenced site. B&amp;N is particularly interested in information related to the use,
storage, or disposal of hazardous substances and/or petroleum products; the presence of underground storage tanks
(USTs) and leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs); and issues associated with hazardous waste as well as water
well information. Please address any correspondence concerning this request to the following: &middot; Krista N.
Carter Burgess &amp; Niple, Inc. 5085 Reed Road Columbus, OH 43220 Phone: (614) 459-7272, Ext. 1286; Fax: (614)
451-1385 Email: krista.carter@burgessniple.com Thank you in advance for your assistance in locating available
information for this site. Respectfully submitted, Krista N. Carter Environmental Scientist Burgess &amp; Niple 614 459
2/23/2018 16:02 2050 x1286 5085 Reed Road Columbus OH 43220

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: It is the requestors
understanding that EPA regions have been instructed to handle FOIA requests that include records involving EPA
political appointees, by routing such requests to EPA HQ for processing. I therefore request any guidance or other
instructions provided to an EPA region by EPA HQ about the processing of FOIA requests that include political
appointees, or any other records which outline this approach. A search may be limited to records created or
transmitted between January 20, 2017 and February 21, 2018. The requester is entitled to a fee waiver because he is a
member of the news media, and because this request for records concerns activities or operations of the government.
Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public understanding of government operations since the
requester has the ability and the intention, through the means described below, to effectively convey information
contained within the requested records to a broad public audience. Requester is an investigative journalist and the
director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and reporting group that explores the relationship between
industry and government. Nick Surgey is a Senior Fellow at the Center for Media and Democracy and writes for the
Intercept. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made
for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total
charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
2/22/2018 21:02 receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
2/23/2018 22:02 Please see attached letter.
2/24/2018 4:02 Under Agency Review
All correspondence or communications relating or referring to the Anaconda Copper Mine Site, including but not
limited to (a) Site duties, clean-up or remediation of the Site, (b) a Deferral Agreement with the State of Nevada,
2/21/2018 2:02 and/or (c) Superfund Site listing.
Request for all available equivalent test weight and road load coefficients (A, B, C) values for all brands and models.
Request is for MYs 2017 and 2018. We understand that this data may be readily available through Robert Peavyhouse
5/30/2018 13:05 at the Compliance Division, U.S. EPA, OTAQ.

EPA-HQ-2018-004746

Daniel Stevens

Campaign for Accountability

EPA-HQ-2018-004871

Zahra Hirji

EPA-R2-2018-004791

Martha N. Donovan

BuzzFeed News
Norris McLaughlin &amp;
Marcus

EPA-R5-2018-007926

Paul Beach

Warner Norcross &Judd

EPA-R5-2018-004644

Paul Beach

Warner Norcross &Judd

Campaign for Accountability requests that EPA produce the following within 20 business days:
1) All records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages,
telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas,
informational material, draft legislation, talking points, or other materials) between any
employee of the Office of the Administrator, including but not limited to Administrator
Pruitt, and any employee or representative of the Oklahoma Attorney General’s Office,
including but not limited to, anyone whose email address ends in “@oag.ok.gov”.
2) All records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages,
telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas,
informational material, draft legislation, talking points, or other materials) between any
employee of the Office of the Administrator, including but not limited to Administrator
Pruitt, and any employee or representative of the following news organizations regarding the
Tar Creek superfund cleanup site in northeastern Oklahoma:
a) The Oklahoman aka NewsOK
b) Tulsa World
c) E&E News
d) Politico
3) All records reflecting communications (including emails, email attachments, text messages,
telephone call logs, calendar invitations/entries, meeting notices, meeting agendas,
informational material, draft legislation, talking points, or other materials) to, from, or
between any employee of the Office of the Administrator, including but not limited to
Administrator Pruitt, that contain the following search terms:
a) “Tar Creek”
b) “LICRAT”
c) “State Auditor”
d) “Gary Jones”
e) “Mike Hunter”
2/22/2018 19:02 Please provide all responsive records from July 1, 2017 to the date the search is conducted.
Requesting copies of all direct messages sent and received to and from the Twitter account
2/27/2018 15:02 &quot;@EPAScottPruitt.&quot;
2/22/2018 19:02 Subpoena turned FOIA request for Chemours/Chambers Works
Provide all communications received by the EPA between August 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017 concerning
Wolverine World Wide, Inc.’s use or disposal of PFAS chemicals and potential PFAS contamination at any location in
5/23/2018 2:05 Kent County, Michigan. Do not produce communications from Wolverine World Wide, Inc.
I write to request one copy of any records or documents (regardless of their form) from the years 1950-1975 that
mention or relate to Grand Trunk Western Railroad Company’s (“Grand Trunk”) property located at 2901 Snow Road,
Lansing, Michigan 48917. The records or documents provided should include, but are not limited to, correspondence,
memoranda, notes (typed or hand-written), electronically stored information, documents or communications to or
from Grand Trunk, written or recorded public comments, any drafts of documents, mark-ups of documents,
photographs, maps, and any permits issued by the United States Environmental Protection Agency to Grand Trunk at
2/20/2018 17:02 that site.

EPA-HQ-2018-004715

EPA-HQ-2018-004716

EPA-R2-2018-004851

EPA-HQ-2018-004664

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Travel vouchers for EPA staff providing security protection for EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and/or his family
between 02/17/2017 and 02/21/2018. Please provide records on a rolling basis as they become available. The
requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial
purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance
of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if
not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to
2/22/2018 14:02 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Copies of any emails, memoranda, written notes or other records in the possession of EPA Chief of Staff Ryan
Jackson, pertaining to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s use (or proposed use) of first class or business class travel. The
requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial
purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance
of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if
not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to
2/22/2018 14:02 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

Megan Safranek

Golder Associates, Inc. (Golder) is requesting any records the USEPA may have for the property located at 200 Hollister
Road, Teterboro, New Jersey 07608 (Block 307, Lot 3). Records of interest include: • Underground and aboveground
storage tanks (tank registrations, leaking tanks, closure, abandonment, removals); • Any records of spills or releases of
petroleum or hazardous substances, • Hazardous material or waste storage, • Tier II chemical inventory, • Radioactive
materials licenses, • Site investigation or remediation activities • Monitoring well or soil boring installations and/or
sampling results • Soil, sediment, surface water and/or groundwater contamination, • Environmental
permits/registrations, notices of violations, and permitting/enforcement files related to: air; hazardous or solid waste;
radioactive materials; medical/biohazardous waste; water; wastewater and stormwater. • Information about NJDEP
2/26/2018 19:02 Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) case numbers (E20070007, E20050176, E98236, E90207, and 89-05-09-1428)

Nick Surgey

Golder Associates Inc.

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Records in the possession of the EPA Office of Public Affairs that pertain to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s
travel and events in Florida on 02/02/2018. A response should include — but is not limited to — any records that
relate to the roundtable discussion held at May Nursery in Havana, Florida on 02/02/2018. A search may be limited to
records created, or transmitted between 01/15/2018 and 02/15/2018. The requested documents will be made
available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for
your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20
2/21/2018 14:02 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-004665
EPA-R4-2018-004863

EPA-R6-2018-004865

EPA-HQ-2018-005342
EPA-R2-2018-005390

Nick Surgey
Michelle McLeod

Zahra Hirji

William Sherman
Patricia Dalessio

Gunster

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: Copies of any and all requests for a waiver for travel by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and his security detail,
for travel between 2/17/2017 and 2/20/2018. Response should include any email or other communications pertaining
to these requests. Copies of any and all issued waivers for travel by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and his security
detail, for travel between 2/17/2017 and 2/20/2018. Response should include any email or other communications
pertaining to the issued waivers. &quot;Travel&quot; as used here should include but is not limited to flight, other
transportation, and hotel costs. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this
request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would
inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by email attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I
look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
2/21/2018 14:02 Surgey
2/26/2018 22:02 FOIA request letter dated February 26, 2018.

BuzzFeed News

I am requesting under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 for the path coordinates, dates, and air
emission monitoring results of the mobile laboratories used to search for emissions in and around Houston during and
in the months after Hurricane Harvey made landfall in August 2017. The date range for this request is August 25, 2017,
when Harvey first made landfall on the Texas coast, and October 31, 2017. My formal request is attached. Please
provide information about the vehicle routes (such as gps data, or coordinates, street names) where air emissions data
was collected by EPA mobile laboratories in the Houston region during and after Hurricane Harvey’s strike on the
region. Please also include the data collected during the monitoring in text or table format, as well as descriptions of
the data (such as units, location, date/timing, facility name, time collected). And, additionally, please include email and
other communications among EPA staff and to Texas officials and facilities about the collection and results of the
mobile laboratory data collection. I verify that I am agreeable to rolling information as it becomes available. As for the
2/26/2018 23:02 date question I am requesting records from 08/25/17 through 10/31/17.

Washington State Attorney
General's Office
Flaster/Greenberg P.C.

On behalf of the Attorney General of the State of Washington, I request the following records pursuant to the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552:
• All records of any communication from any Environmental Protection Agency employee or designee (including but
not limited to Tamue L. Gibson, Edward Hanlon, and Aaron Yeow) to any current or former member of any EPA Federal
Advisory Committee, related to Administrator Pruitt's October 31, 2017 directive entitled "Strengthening and
Improving Membership on EPA Federal Advisory Committees. "
• This request includes communications sent, received, or stored on personally owned or controlled email accounts,
mobile phones, computers or other mobile devices.
• This request includes communications inquiring whether members of Advisory Committees have, administer, or
work on EPA grants.
• This request includes communications requesting that Advisory Committee members resign or refrain from reappointment to Advisory Committees, or recuse themselves from any matters before the Advisory Committees.
3/12/2018 17:03 • This request is limited to records transmitted at any time from October 31, 2017 to March], 2018.
3/13/2018 14:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-R4-2018-005397

EPA-R2-2018-005394

Charles D. Case

Richard M. Polic

McGuireWoods LLP

All documents and correspondence, including but not limited to any internal policies, guidance, or memoranda,
concerning the North Carolina Environmental Management Commission's revision of the designation of thirteen
segments of the Cape Fear River basin from Class C to Class Water Supply (WS) IV and the EPA's related determination
3/13/2018 17:03 that the revision is consistent with federal water quality standards and the Clean Water Act. (See attached request)

Thompson Coburn, LLP

This requests seeks all information in the USEPA's files related to all past and present operations at the business or
facility located at 1 Ackerman, Clifton, New Jersey. As background, responsive documents may be associated with but
not limited to the following facilities or companies: Whippany Paper Board, Clifton Paper Board, Recycled Paper, or
Eden Wood. We are hereby requesting all responsive information in your files, which includes but is not limited to
storage and use of hazardous substances or hazardous waste and related permits, Dundee Canal or Passaic River
sediment contamination , wastewater and/or stormwater discharges and permits for discharge to the Dundee Canal,
Passaic River or to the USEPA, actual or alleged violations of any environmentally related permits or authorizations at
the location, spills or releases (air, water or land) and information on manufacturing operations at 1 Ackerman. Thank
3/13/2018 16:03 you for your assistance and please contact me with any questions.

EPA-R4-2018-005396

Charles D. Case

EPA-HQ-2018-005304

Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-005308

Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-005357

Tyler Gomoll

TRC Environmental Corp.

EPA-R5-2018-005262

Walter Karla

Benchmark Environmental

EPA-HQ-2018-005177

Max Reinhardt

Yale Law School Environmental
Justice Clinic

EPA-R10-2018-005178 Brian Litmans

McGuireWoods LLP

Trustees for Alaska

EPA-HQ-2018-005179
EPA-R4-2018-005721
EPA-R4-2018-005720
EPA-R4-2018-005718

Elise M. Henry
Michael Nixon
Michael Nixon
Michael Nixon

Jones Walker
PEER
PEER
PEER

EPA-HQ-2018-005413

Margaret Touchton

Democratic Senatorial Ca

On behalf or E.I. Dupont de Nemours and Company (''DuPont&quot;), we submit this request pursuant to the Freedom
of information Act (&quot;FOIA&quot;), 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency's
(the &quot;Agency&quot; or &quot;EPA&quot;) FOIA regulations, 40 C.F.R. Part 2, and hereby requests copies, or
reasonable access for the purposes of inspection and copying, of all documents and information received or otherwise
3/13/2018 16:03 under the control of the EPA. (See Request Attached)
Requesting documents regarding EPA Environmental Justice complaint re: St Johns County BoCC slashing 40 acres of
3/9/2018 20:03 Nocatee affordable housing, EPA File No. 31R-16-R4.
Requesting documents regarding Governor Richard Lynn Scott's 2016 veto of $200,000 appropriation for West
3/9/2018 20:03 Augustine sewers, EPA File No. 22R-16-R4.
Phase I ESA of property at 5880 E. State Street, Rockford, IL having a RCRA-SQG listing of ILR000137232. Looking for
3/12/2018 19:03 any records pertaining to violations, incident responses or cleanups concerning this RCRA generator listing.
Facility information, violations, enforcement information for the facility known as ADC LP (Anderson Die Casting), 1720
3/8/2018 22:03 S. Wolf Road, Wheeling, IL 60090. FRS #110009367336
Requesting all external, public documents sent or received by EPA pertaining to the status of each Title VI complaint
3/6/2018 20:03 received since October 6, 2017,
Correspondence between EPA and the US Army Corps of Engineers and internal EPA correspondence regarding the
3/6/2018 20:03 proposed Pebble mine project, NEPA process review and/or CWA 404 permitting process and review.
Requesting all documents regarding EPA's decision to deny the Request for Correction (RFC) submitted to the
3/6/2018 20:03 Information Quality Guidelines Staff of the EPA on June 26, 2017.
3/22/2018 20:03 See attached pdf of FOIA request #3 of 3 (March 22, 2018).
3/22/2018 20:03 See attached pdf of FOIA request #2 of 3 (March 22, 2018).
3/22/2018 20:03 See attached pdf of FOIA request #1 of 3 (March 22, 2018).
• Any correspondence, including electronic, to your agency from or on behalf of Wisconsin State Representative Leah
Vukmir (Jan. 2003-Jan. 2010) • Any correspondence, including electronic, to your agency from or on behalf of
3/13/2018 19:03 Wisconsin State Senator Leah Vukmir (Jan. 2010-present)

EPA-HQ-2018-005372
EPA-HQ-2018-006652
EPA-HQ-2018-005322

EPA-HQ-2018-007200

EPA-HQ-2018-007199

Justin Goodman
Kellan Smith
Kellan Smith

Abigail Smith

Abigail Smith

White Coat Waste Project
Center for Food Safety
Center for Food Safety

Dear EPA FOIA Officer, &nbsp; This is a request for public records made on behalf of the non-profit White Coat Waste
Project (WCW) pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),&nbsp;5 U.S.C.&nbsp;&sect;&nbsp;552, as
amended.&nbsp;This request relates to animal testing at the EPA's National Health and Environmental Effects
Research Laboratory (NHEERL). &nbsp; WCW requests copies of the following documents related to animal testing at
NHEERL (January 1, 2017-present): &nbsp; • All active Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee(IACUC)-approved
protocol/s for animal testing within the Environmental Public Health Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division •
Project budgets for all IACUC-approved projects within the Environmental Public Health Division and the Toxicology
Assessment Division • Photos and videos of animals used in experiments within the Environmental Public Health
Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division • Adverse event reports regarding the use of animals (and related
3/12/2018 23:03 correspondence) within the Environmental Public Health Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division &nbsp;
4/13/2018 21:04 See attached pdf.
3/9/2018 22:03 See attached FOIA request.

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of EPA
General Counsel Matthew Leopold from April 1, 2018, to April 30, 2018. These documents could include, but not be
limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing meetings in person, over the telephone, or
online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any correspondences on what was discussed. For calendar
entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce the records in “memo” form to include all invitees,
notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter
with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am
willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please
inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
5/1/2018 16:05 Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA 22202 703-341-3778

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request that a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of
Administrator Scott Pruitt and EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson from April 1, 2018, to April 30, 2018. These documents
could include, but not be limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing meetings in
person, over the telephone, or online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any correspondences on what
was discussed. For calendar entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce the records in “memo”
form to include all invitees, notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should
know that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of news gathering and not
for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you estimate that the fees
will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your
consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA 22202 7035/1/2018 16:05 341-3778

EPA-HQ-2018-007198

EPA-HQ-2018-007203

EPA-HQ-2018-007201

Abigail Smith

Abigail Smith

Abigail Smith

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request that a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of
Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum, from April 1, 2018, to April 30, 2018. These
documents could include, but not be limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing
meetings in person, over the telephone, or online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any
correspondences on what was discussed. For calendar entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce
the records in “memo” form to include all invitees, notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to
assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you
estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank
you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA
5/1/2018 15:05 22202 703-341-3778

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request all records concerning all logs of correspondence that record letters from members of
Congress to EPA, from April 1, 2018, to April 30, 2018. The logs should detail the correspondence’s control number, the
date it was received, what congressional office sent it, and its subject. Please redact constituents’ names and other
personal information detailed in these logs in order to expedite this request. In order to help to determine my status
to assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you
estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank
you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA
5/1/2018 16:05 22202 703-341-3778

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request records of all certifications of qualified trusts; certificates of divestiture; impartiality
determinations; notices of disqualification; recusals; screening arrangements; waivers and all other ethics-related
records filed by and/or given to Andrew Wheeler. These documents would likely be prepared under 18 U.S.C &sect;
207; 18 U.S.C. &sect; 208; 5 C.F.R. Part 2634; 5 C.F.R. Part 2635; and 5 C.F.R. Part 2641, as well as be in the care of the
Designated Agency Ethics Official. Please do not consider this individual’s OGE Form 278 public financial disclosure
reports as responsive records to this request. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know
that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a
commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you estimate that the fees will
exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your
consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA 22202 7035/1/2018 16:05 341-3778

EPA-HQ-2018-006629

EPA-HQ-2018-006628

Abigail Smith

Abigail Smith

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of EPA
General Counsel Matthew Leopold, from March 1, 2018, to March 31, 2018. These documents could include, but not
be limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing meetings in person, over the telephone,
or online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any correspondences on what was discussed. For calendar
entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce the records in “memo” form to include all invitees,
notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter
with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am
willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please
inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
4/13/2018 20:04 Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA 22202 703-341-3778

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of
Assistant Administrator of the Office of Air and Radiation Bill Wehrum, from March 1, 2018, to March 31, 2018. These
documents could include, but not be limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing
meetings in person, over the telephone, or online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any
correspondences on what was discussed. For calendar entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce
the records in “memo” form to include all invitees, notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to
assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you
estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank
you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA
4/13/2018 20:04 22202 703-341-3778

EPA-HQ-2018-006626

Abigail Smith

Bloomberg Environment

EPA-HQ-2018-006381

Abigail Smith

Bloomberg Environment

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request Dear Freedom of Information Act Officer: This is a request under the Freedom
of Information Act. I request a copy of documents containing information on the calendar or calendar entries of
Administrator Scott Pruitt and EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, from March 1, 2018, to March 31, 2018. These
documents could include, but not be limited to, itineraries, scheduling documents, or correspondences detailing
meetings in person, over the telephone, or online—including a list of each meeting’s attendees and any
correspondences on what was discussed. For calendar entries included in Outlook or similar programs, please produce
the records in “memo” form to include all invitees, notes, and attachments. In order to help to determine my status to
assess fees, you should know that I am a reporter with Bloomberg Environment, and this request is made as part of
news gathering and not for a commercial use. I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $25. If you
estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please contact me if you have any questions. Thank
you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Abby Smith Bloomberg Environment 1801 S. Bell St., Arlington, VA
4/13/2018 20:04 22202 703-341-3778
Please see attached request for records and documents related to EPA's plans to make public its April 2, 2018, final
4/9/2018 16:04 determination on light-duty vehicle greenhouse gas standards for model years 2022-2025.

I request that a copy of documents containing the following information be provided to me: All correspondence and
records of which any of the following EPA employees are listed as the sender(s) and recipient(s): ?
Bill Charmley ?
Angela Cullen ?
George Mitchell ?
Chuck Moulis ?
Tia Sutton ?
Samantha Dravis ?
Christopher Grundler ?
Mandy Gunasekara ?
William Wehrum ?
Clint Woods ?
E. Scott Pruitt
…as well as any correspondences and records sent between and among the above list and the below list including any
of the following members of Rep. Diane Black’s (R-Tenn.) office as the sender(s) and recipient(s):
?
Diane Black ?
Robert Cogan ?
Ace Burch ?
Heather Douglass ?
Jonathan Toomey
I am requesting such correspondences that discuss, reference, and/or are related to the EPA’s regulation of

EPA-HQ-2018-005494

Abigail Smith

EPA-R5-2018-005345

Heather Nilles

glider kits,
glider vehicles, and
3/15/2018 15:03 glider engines.
Requesting all available documentation (reports, cleanup activities, etc.) for following facility: ILD068469386 . Dana
3/12/2018 17:03 Corp Victor Products Div Chgo Plt, 5750 W Roosevelt Road, Chicago, IL 60644

Valerie Volcovici

We would like to request all e-mail correspondence between EPA Congressional Liaison Kristien Knapp and U.S.
congressional staffers/lawmakers regarding the status of EPA grant funding between March 2017 and March 2018. We
want any communications that deal with inquiries about suspensions or cancellations of certain EPA grants, concerns
3/12/2018 17:03 raised about future funding of certain grants or requests for re-instating funding for terminated grants.

EPA-HQ-2018-005346

Bloomberg Environment

Reuters

EPA-R5-2018-005545

Wilson Sayre

EPA-HQ-2018-005529

Under Agency Review

Documents, emails, forms, etc. justifying the capital and operating funds expenditures for increased privacy and
3/15/2018 23:03 security for Scott Pruitt; specifically sound proofing, phone security, electronic bug sweeping, enhanced doors, etc.

Elijah Kaplan

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
communications and documents in your possession, of any type whatsoever, regarding the travel expenditures of all
agency political appointees confirmed by the Senate from January 20, 2017 to present The requested documents will
be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that
there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I
would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in
advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request
3/16/2018 13:03 within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Elijah Kaplan

EPA-HQ-2018-005535

USA Today

This is a request for records under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act. I am requesting copies of the following
public records. I will accept either digital copies or paper ones. Please provide any and all documents and
correspondences in the USEPA's possession from between 1/1/1988 and 12/31/2000 pertaining to two sites in
Chicago, IL that are referenced by one or more of the key words or identifiers below. I am requesting documents
including, but not limited to, all letters, email, documents, official notes, inspection reports and communication in the
USEPA's possession. Site #1 Identifiers: 1) MCC Site 2) MCC Construction Site 3) IL000098302 4) IL0000098302 5) 21002130 S. Kostner Ave. 6) 2130 S. Kostner Ave. Site #2 Identifiers: 1) 915 S Kildare Ave. 2) 916 S Kildare Ave. 3) 4300 W
Roosevelt Rd. 4) 4343 W 5th Ave. 5) KrisJon Again, these two sites are both within the City of Chicago, Illinois. From my
reporting, these records would likely have funneled through the Region 5 office, but I am also interested in any
correspondence then went through the national office. The site at one point received funding through CERCLA but
may have been on the US EPA's radar before then. Again, I am interested in any and all documents relating to either
site. See attached documents as an example of what I am looking for. If your agency typically charges fees for
document search or duplication, we request that the fees be waived, as disclosure of this information is in the public
interest. That being said, if the above search will still incur a cost, please provide an itemized list of the expenses
before completing the records request. I ask that you email the records directly to me at wsayre@USAToday.com or
mail copies of printed records to: Wilson Sayre 205 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 1600 Chicago, IL 60601 Please contact me
3/16/2018 16:03 with any questions regarding this request at (312)343-0072 or wsayre@USAToday.com.

For the period Tuesday, November 8, 2016 through Tuesday, March 13, 2018:
(SUMMARY)
Any and all talking points and similar memorandums, emails, and transcripts providing
advice or direction on how to handle the media, media interviews, and statements.
---(SPECIFICALLY)
Please include in your responsive materials any documents, emails, or communications
with the following phrases in the title or subject line:
- TALKING POINTS
- STMT
- STATEMENT
- PRESS STRATEGY
___________
It would be greatly appreciated if materials could be provided on a rolling basis.
1. In the Office of Public Affairs or equivalent division
Please provide first all such materials produced in this agency’s Office of Public Affairs
or equivalent division, and any representative thereof.
Please also provide all such materials received by this agency’s Office of Public Affairs or
equivalent division , and any representative thereof.
2. Related to all agency employees
Please also include all employee email communications containing the following
phrases:
- TALKING POINTS
- STMT
- STATEMENT
- PRESS STRATEGY
Alternative Response to 2:
3/13/2018 18:03 If processing of this portion of this request would require its distribution to another or

EPA-HQ-2018-005404

Beryl Lipton

EPA-R2-2018-005407

Veronica Gonzalez

Cl&iacute;nica UIPR

EPA-HQ-2018-007115

Brendan Gibbons

The Rivard Report

Any information, data and/or documents related to monitoring ground and surface water quality at Jobos Bay National
3/13/2018 18:03 Estuarine Research Reserve and South Coast Aquifer (in Salinas and Guayama), Puerto Rico.
Please provide an electronic copy of all press releases announcing results of EPA criminal cases adjudicated in U.S.
4/27/2018 16:04 courts from a period beginning January 1, 2009, and ending December 31, 2012.

Sierra Club

This request concerns the proposed expansion of I-70 through north Denver, known as the I-70 East Phase 1 (Central
70) Project (“I-70 Project” or “Project”). Please provide all documents that are in any way related to air quality
modeling of expected future emissions of PM-10 and the calculation of design values for the I-70 Project, performed
for either the Final EIS (January 2016) for the Project or the conformity determination in the Federal Highway’s
(“FHWA”) Record of Decision, Attachment C7, including but not limited to efforts to demonstrate the I-70 Project’s
conformity under the Clean Air Act. Specifically, we request all documents that discuss, analyze, consider, reference, or
contain inputs to or outputs from emission models and air pollutant dispersion models related to the following
subjects: A.) Documents Related to Air Quality Modeling Results; B.)Documents Related to Disclosure of Data Inputs,
and Assumptions and Procedures Used to Model Project Emissions for Interagency Consultation and Public
Involvement; C.) Documents Related to Estimating Truck Share of VMT Mix; D.) Publication of Amended
3/14/2018 13:03 Transportation Conformity Hot-spot Guidance.

EPA-R8-2018-005485

Christine OConnor

Reports, documents, information, or investigative materials that relate to the Balderas family/Weevil-Cide pesticide
incident in Potter County, Texas in early January 2017. Date range of records requested is January 1, 2017-January 31,
3/15/2018 13:03 2017.
All emails, letters, and other correspondence from November 8, 2016, to March 1, 2018, between, on the one hand,
EPA and, on the other hand, representatives of BP plc (&quot;BP&quot;), BP America, Inc., BP Corporation North
America, Inc., Atlantic Richfield Company (&quot;ARCO&quot;), and/or any other subsidiary or affiliate of BP or ARCO,
3/1/2018 15:03 relating to the Leviathan Mine superfund site.

EPA-R6-2018-005486

Linda Gonzales

Ray, McChristian & Jeans, PC

EPA-R9-2018-005491

Andriy R. Pazuniak

Glaser Weil LLP

EPA-R9-2018-007823
EPA-HQ-2018-005453

Sandra L. Demoruelle
Ken Kilpatrick

5/14/2018 21:05 FOIA request for evidence of any public input into &quot;acceptable alternatives&quot;
3/14/2018 18:03 The most recent Real Property Efficiency report by the Environmental Protection Agency.

allen nesbitt

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: - All
communications of any type whatsoever regarding office renovations, furnishings, or office decoration of all agency
political appointees requiring Senate confirmation. - All documents regarding office renovations and office decorations
(including itemized expenses or expense reports) of all agency political appointees requiring Senate confirmation. The
requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial
purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance
of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if
not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to
3/15/2018 13:03 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, allen nesbitt

EPA-HQ-2018-005480

All documents exchanged between EPA and the Virginia DEQ or EPA and Dominion Energy pertaining to 1) EPA’s 308
information requests about Dominion’s coal ash operations or 2) any subsequent investigation or enforcement action.
This request is limited to communications between Jan. 1, 2017, to the present.

EPA-R3-2018-005452

Sarah E. Rankin

The Associated Press

5/4/18 - electronic records/emails from key EPA decision-makers, and excluding attachments and technical
3/14/2018 18:03 documents. This request is limited to communications between Jan. 1, 2017, to the present.

EPA-HQ-2018-005512

Mary E. Monroe

EPA-HQ-2018-005524

Ron Austin

EPA-R9-2018-005474

EPA-R2-2018-005424

Ronnie P. Hawks

Ronald F. Bergin

In accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, we hereby request the
production and disclosure of: (1) Any and all documents, records, and information (including, but not limited to draft
documents, guidance, emails, correspondence, papers, presentations, training materials, manuals, etc.) regarding the
following: (a) Interpretation, explanation, clarification, discussion, and/or analysis of when and under what
circumstances sand and gravel pits, or mining operations of a similar nature constitute “waters of the United States” or
are otherwise subject to regulation under the Clean Water Act; (b) Interpretation, explanation, clarification, discussion,
and/or analysis of whether excavation in sand or gravel pits, or in mining operations of a similar nature constitutes
“dredging” as regulated by the Clean Water Act; (c) Interpretation, explanation, clarification, discussion, and/or
analysis of whether activities or incidents associated with excavation in sand or gravel pits, or in mining operations of a
similar nature, can constitute “filling” as regulated by the Clean Water Act; and (d) Interpretation, explanation,
clarification, discussion, and/or analysis of whether the backfill of spoil onto areas, that while at one time may have
been WOTUS but are no longer WOTUS due to previous mining operations, can constitute “filling” as regulated by the
Clean Water Act. (2) Any cease and desist orders issued with respect to sand and gravel operations, or mining
operations of a similar nature, with respect to alleged violations of the Clean Water Act, within the past 20 years.
Insofar that we wish to proactively address the agency’s argument or opinion that such cease and desist orders are
“enforcement sensitive” or otherwise exempt from production pursuant to FOIA, we further limit this request to such
3/15/2018 19:03 letters associated with matters or files that the agency considers resolved or closed.
Ron Austin & Associates, LLC

3/15/2018 20:03 Kepone/ Chlordecone

Jennings Haug & Cunningham

Copies of all documents, correspondence, notices, in any format between Florence Copper Inc. and/or its consultants
including but not limited to Haley &amp; Aldrich on one hand and US EPA / Region 9 on the other hand from
3/14/2018 21:03 November 1, 2017 through the present relating to the Pilot Test Facility or mine in general in Florence, Arizona.

Travelers Insurance Co.

Submitted as a correction: Seeking information on a corporate entity called FRONTIER CHEMICAL and its association
with the Armstrong World Industries Corporation (&quot;Armstrong&quot;). It is my understanding that Armstrong
was listed as having done business with FRONTIER CHEMICAL in which certain environmental issues occurred. I have
two addresses for FRONTIER CHEMICAL: 1. Royal Avenue and 47th Street, Niagara Falls, NY. EPA ID No. NYD043815703,
and 2. Frontier - Pendleton Site, Town Line Road, Pendleton, NY. EPA ID No. NYD991292053 I would appreciate any
information pertaining to FRONTIER CHEMICAL and its relationship to ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES or
3/13/2018 20:03 ARMSTRONG by any other of its many corporate names. Thank you.

EPA-R6-2018-005585
EPA-HQ-2018-005591

EPA-HQ-2018-005566

EPA-HQ-2018-005596

EPA-HQ-2018-005571

Nancy Christensen
Justin Glawe

Weitz &amp; Luxenberg

Law firm representing the city of Bethany, Oklahoma, and looking for information regarding the former
Gulfstream/Rockwell facility located at 7400 NW 50th St., in Bethany, Oklahoma; the Site has an EPA Identification
Number of OKD981518327 and Wiley Post Airport in Bethany, Oklahoma; the Site has an EPA Identification Number of
OKD987070059 and may currently have or formerly have had other known industrial facilities located on its property,
including Air Center, Inc. (EPA Id. No. OKD980750319). (see attached FOIA request). The date range for the request is
1958 to the present. I am agreeable, and would prefer, receiving documents on a rolling basis as they become
available. My preference would be to receive publicly available information as soon as possible, but I would like to
know if any information is withheld on the basis that it purports to contain CBI or on the basis of any other non?CBI
exemptions. For that reason, I would ask that you provide me with an index of withheld CBI information (if any exists)
in lieu of substantiation, with the caveat that I might request substantiation at a later time. I would also ask that you
notify me if documents are withheld for any other non?CBI exemptions, and briefly describe what the exemptions are,
but I do not require a denial log at this time if it will substantially slow down the retrieval and production of
3/19/2018 15:03 documents.
3/19/2018 18:03 Administrator's daily calendar for September 27, 2017 to present.

Ana Oquendo

Date of information request December 1st, 2016 - December 31st, 2018. I am requesting information on the leave
bank requests that I made as an employee of EPA R4. I am interested in getting copies of emails, meeting notes,
records of conference calls on my requests for leave from the Leave Bank Program in the period stated above. I am
3/16/2018 20:03 also interested in records that have information on the decision making process for the leave that was granted to me.

David Armiak

I write to request access to and a copy of all agency records relating in whole or in part to communications between
the Environmental Protection Agency Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator Samantha Dravis and the Republican
Attorneys General Association, the Rule of Law Defense Fund, Freedom Partners, Americans for Prosperity, Generation
Opportunity, Libre Initiative, American Enterprise Institute, Concerned Veterans for America, and the Sutherland
Institute. This request includes both Dravis’ communication with those organizations and any other records created or
retained by Dravis with respect to those organizations. The scope of this request should include, but is not limited to,
emails and attachments, both sent and received, on either official or personal email accounts; materials accessed or
exchanged by other applications, such as Briefing Room, Google Docs, Dropbox, or MediaFire; all draft records, notes,
minutes, scheduling records; text messages or other correspondence (internal and external); and all other records
generated between February 1, 2017 and the date of receipt of this request.&nbsp;Please designate the scope of
communications searched in your response. I request a waiver of all fees for this request. Disclosure of the requested
information to me is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the
operations or activities of the government and is not primarily in my commercial interest. Please provide a response
within ten (10) business days. If you choose to deny any portion of this request, please give a written explanation for
the denial as either non-responsive or subject to a specific statutory exemption(s), and provide an index of records or
categories of records that have been withheld. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt
3/19/2018 18:03 material. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, David Armiak 122 W Washington Ave, Suite 555 Madison, WI

Michael Ravnitzky

Center for Media and
Democracy

a copy of the 10 (ten) most recent annual reports of the “advocate for competition” for the Environmental Protection
Agency. Those reports are described here: https://www.acquisition.gov/far/html/Subpart%206_5.html and are
3/17/2018 1:03 required under 41 U.S.C. 1705 and 48 CFR 6.502(b)(2).

EPA-R5-2018-005573

EPA-HQ-2018-005578

EPA-HQ-2018-005580

EPA-HQ-2018-005577

EPA-HQ-2018-005581

Marjorie E. Mulcahy

Retired

Please send copies to me of the 2011 Ohio petition (Firsdon/Askins), all addendum and Region 5 responses. Please do
3/19/2018 17:03 not send copies of attachments at this time.

Kat B

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
communications, of any type whatsoever, to and from the following individuals: Yevgeniy Viktorovich Prigozhin,
Mikhail Ivanovich Bystrov, Mikhail Leonidovich Burchik, Aleksandra Yuruevna Krylova, Anna Vladislavovna Bogacheva,
Sergey Pavlovich Polozov, Maria Anatolyevna Bovda, Robert Sergeyevich Bovda, Dzheykun Nasimi Ogly The requested
documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling
my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank
you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this
3/19/2018 13:03 request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Kat B

Matthew Shor

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
communications, to and from, Donald Trump Jr. All communications including, &quot;Donald Trump Jr.&quot;,
&quot;Don Jr.&quot;, or any other name representing Donald Trump Jr. The requested documents will be made
available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for
your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20
3/19/2018 13:03 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Matthew Shor

Kat B

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
records of employees hired under Direct Hire Authority from January 20, 2017 The requested documents will be made
available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there
are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for
your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20
3/19/2018 13:03 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely,

Elijah Kaplan

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
documents and communications, of any form whatsoever, regarding any communications between department
employees and Andrey Kostin, Dmitry Aleksandrovich Zabello, or other employee or representatives of VTB Bank.
Furthermore, any documents relating to VTB or mentioning Andrey Kostin, Dmitry Aleksandrovich Zabello, or other
employee or representatives of VTB Bank. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and
this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you
would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled
electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
3/19/2018 13:03 statute requires. Sincerely, Elijah Kaplan

EPA-R6-2018-005498

Connie M. Bryan

McCormick &amp; Bryan, PLLC

TOTAL Petrochemicals &amp; Refinery, USA, Inc.'s Response to General Notice Letter (GNL) and CERCLA 104(e)
Request from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), dated November 1, 2017 regarding Star Lake Canal
Superfund Site located in and around the cities of Port Neches and Groves, Jefferson County, TX, General Notice Letter
and CERCLIS #1414341; Information Request Pursuant to CERCLA 104(e), 42 U.S.C. Section 9604(e), Information
Request, along with all documents provided by TOTAL Petrochemicals &amp; Refinery, USA, Inc. pursuant to the GNL
3/15/2018 16:03 and CERCLA 104(e) Request. The date range of this request is from November 1, 2017 to March 15, 2018.

McCormick & Bryan, PLLC

BP America, Inc.'s Response to General Notice Letter (GNL) and CERCLA 104(e) Request from U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), dated November 1, 2017 regarding Star Lake Canal Superfund Site located in and around the
cities of Port Neches and Groves, Jefferson County, TX, General Notice Letter and CERCLIS #1414341; Information
Request Pursuant to CERCLA 104(e), 42 U.S.C. Section 9604(e), Information Request, along with all documents
provided by BP America, Inc. pursuant to the GNL and CERCLA 104(e) Request. The date range of this request is from
November 1, 2017 to March 15, 2018. Please exclude documents EPA provided on February 12, 2018 pursuant to FOIA
3/15/2018 16:03 Request EPA-R6-2018-003504.

EPA-R6-2018-005499

Connie M. Bryan

EPA-R5-2018-005506

Peter Colonna Romano BEREZOFSKY LAW GROUP, LLC

3/15/2018 18:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-005507

Peter Colonna Romano BEREZOFSKY LAW GROUP, LLC

3/15/2018 18:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-005508

Peter Colonna Romano BEREZOFSKY LAW GROUP, LLC

3/15/2018 18:03 Under Agency Review

EPA-R6-2018-005649

Mounita M. Rob

ERM

04/27/18 - Requester modified FOIA request as follows: "Any documentation, information, environmental
assessments, or environmental reports associated with the refinery located at 111 Red Bluff Road, Pasadena, Texas;
please exclude any documents issued from the TCEQ. Types of documents specifically of interest include: air,water,
soil & groundwater permits, monitoring reports, enforcement actions/reports, complaints, emergency response
actions, correspondence related to any environmental related incidents on Site, Notice of Violations, or Noncompliance issues cited on Site. Please modify the date range of records to January 1, 2015 through March 22, 2018. I
agree to rolling responses as the information becomes available. To clarify, I am only interested in public information,
no CBI. Please provide /prioritize greenhouse gas related permits/reports during rolling releases so I can receive these
3/20/2018 20:03 as soon as possible."

EPA-HQ-2018-007397

Surbhi Sarang

Environmental Defense Fund

EPA-R2-2018-005628

Emily Murphy

5/4/2018 21:05 Please see attached FOIA request.
Please forward records regarding any SEMS and Archive listings at 94 Denton Avenue, New Hyde Park, NY 11040
3/20/2018 15:03 (Section: 9 Block: 233 Lot: 156). Site ID 0202823; EPA ID No. NYD064726938; Site Name: Star Carting Company

EPA-R5-2018-005656

Sarah L. Sax

VICE News Tonight

EPA-R2-2018-005616

ROLANDO ARCO

EFI Global

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. I hereby
request the following records held by the Environmental Protection Agency of the USA. FOR EPA 1. Any and all written
correspondence by mail, email and/or text message between any employee of the EPA and of the Army Corps of
Engineers and employees of Peabody Energy (also called Peabody Energy Corporation), Seven Hills Mine, and/or
United Mineral Company LLC between January 2016 and present. 2. Any and all correspondence between Peabody
Energy Corporation or its subsidiaries and any employee of the EPA that includes mention of or relates to the Seven
Hills Mine in Warrick County, Indiana between January 2016 and present. 3. Any and all correspondence between
United Minerals Company LLC and any employee of the EPA that includes mention of the Seven Hills Mine project in
Warrick County, Indiana. 4. Any and all correspondence between the Army Corps of Engineers and any employee of
3/20/2018 22:03 the EPA that includes mention of the Seven Hills Mine project in Warrick County, Indiana.
As part of an environmental assessment, EFI Global is requesting maps showing the most recent extent of
groundwater impacts associated with SEMS site NYN000206415 (Hicksville Contaminated Groundwater Area,
3/20/2018 2:03 Westbury, NY). Thank you in advance for your time with this request,

EPA-R6-2018-005765

Amy Huskey

Brown and Caldwell

EPA-R5-2018-005674

Ronald L. Kuis

Ronald L. Kuis, Esquire

We are only in need of publicly available information. Please provide information as it becomes available. Records
requested are all historical information through February 2018. This is a FOIA request for environmental records,
including reports (such as the following: screening, TRI, annual, assessments, inspections, closure, RCRA, EPA-FIT),
permits, correspondence, and other information regarding hazardous waste, waste, contamination, tanks, USTs, and
sampling (groundwater/surface water/soil/vapor) for the following facilities: • Gulfstream Aerospace Technologies
and/or Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, Bethany, Oklahoma County, Oklahoma (CERCLIS # OKD981518327) • The
Air Center, Inc. Site (CERCLIS # OKD980750319), Bethany, Oklahoma • Wiley Post Airport, Oklahoma City [Address:
5915 Phillip J Rhoads Ave, Oklahoma City, OK 73132] (CERCLIS # OKD987070059) • Community of Silver Lake Municipal
Wells, Oklahoma [Water System No. OK2005511 and OK3005591[• City of Bethany public water supply wells, Bethany,
3/23/2018 21:03 Oklahoma [Water system No. OK2005519]
Information concerning the Former Kilgore Manufacturing Company facility located at Tipp City, Miami County, State
3/21/2018 16:03 of Ohio, Zip Code 45371

EPA-HQ-2018-005636

Surbhi Sarang

Environmental Defense Fund

3/20/2018 18:03 Requesting records regarding EPA adoption of unsuccessful anti-science legislation.

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

Address: 220 - 232 Lincoln Boulevard, Middlesex, Middlesex County, New Jersey; Owner: Naval Crest Assoc II LLC;
Block: 349; Lots: 8, 9, 10.01 (Prior Lot: 10.A); NJDEP PI (220 Lincoln Blvd) #023169, Activity Numbers #USR000001
&amp; UST000001; NJDEP PI (232 Lincoln Blvd) #286699, Activity Number: BFO060001; Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental assessment. The purpose of this request is to
obtain any information which may be in your files in connection with the subject property. Please review your files for
any of the following: -Environmental violations, incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to Know (RTK)
Information -Underground Storage Tank (UST) registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous substance
(including petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc. -Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records Groundwater contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of Environmental
Restrictions (DERs) -Hazardous Substance Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or sanitary waste
3/22/2018 13:03 permits, records -Discharge case numbers

EPA-R2-2018-005694

Marzena Sobilo

EPA-R2-2018-005610

EPA-R2-2018-005744

EPA-HQ-2018-005662

Marzena Sobilo

Marzena Sobilo

Nick Surgey

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

Address: 1 Jake Brown Road, Old Bridge, Middlesex County, New Jersey; Owner: Blonder Tongue Laboratories, LLC;
Block: 9000, Lot: 8; NJDEP PI #G000001273; Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform
an environmental assessment. The purpose of this request is to obtain any information which may be in your files in
connection with the subject property. Please review your files for any of the following: -Environmental violations,
incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to Know (RTK) Information -Underground Storage Tank (UST)
registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous substance (including petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc. Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records -Groundwater contamination reports, including
Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of Environmental Restrictions (DERs) -Hazardous Substance
3/19/2018 21:03 Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records -Discharge case numbers

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

Owner: Samben Meister, LLC; Address: 106 Meister Avenue, Branchburg Township, Somerset County, New Jersey; US
Intec Incorporated Aka Building Materials Manufacturing Corporation; Block: 9.01, Lot: 1; Prior Block: 9.A, Prior Lot: 1;
NJDEP PI #G000005360, Case Tracking #E20130090; Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to
perform an environmental assessment. The purpose of this request is to obtain any information which may be in your
files in connection with the subject property. Please review your files for any of the following: -Environmental
violations, incidents, complaints, etc. -Community Right to Know (RTK) Information -Underground Storage Tank (UST)
registrations, installation or removal permits -Hazardous substance (including petroleum) discharges, leaks, spills, etc. Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records -Groundwater contamination reports, including
Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) -Declaration of Environmental Restrictions (DERs) -Hazardous Substance
3/23/2018 15:03 Inventories -Air emission permits, records -Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records -Discharge case numbers

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: Itemized statements and receipts for the use -- between January 20, 2017 until the present day -- of any
government issued credit cards, also known as “SmartPay”, by or on behalf of the following EPA appointees: 1. Scott
Pruitt 2. Ryan Jackson 3. Cara Rodriguez 4. Dawn Michelle Hale 5. Kelsi Daniell 6. Nancy Beck 7. Elizabeth Bennett 8.
Susan Bodine 9. Brittany Bolen 10. Elizabeth Bowman 11. Byron R. Brown 12. Henry Darwin 13. Patrick J. Davis 14.
Samantha Dravis 15. Lincoln Ross Ferguson 16. John Peter Freire 17. Holly W. Greaves 18. Sarah A. Greenwalt 19.
Amanda Gunasekara 20. Sydney Morgan Hupp 21. Milan Hupp 22. Albert Kelly 23. John A. Konkus 24. Troy Lyons 25.
Forrest McMurray 26. Charles D. Munoz 27. Christian Palich 28. Justin Schwab 29. Kenneth Wagner 30. William L.
Wehrum 31. Patrick Traylor 32. George Y. Sugiyama 33. Jahan Wilcox The requested documents will be made available
to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I
would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the
request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business
3/21/2018 13:03 days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented

EPA-HQ-2018-005664

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I
hereby request the following: 1. A full and complete record of the information contained in the Outlook calendar (or
other similar calendar scheduling service) for each of the below listed EPA appointees from January 20, 2017 (or
appointment date) through to the present. Where the appointee uses an offline (ie non electronic) calendar, provide a
copy. Information should include (but is not limited to) details of any and all appointments, meetings, scheduled work
time, or any other type of calendar note, locations, dates and times, other attendees present or invited, and any
documents included or linked to in the schedule. 2. Copies of all travel vouchers for the below listed EPA appointees
from January 20, 2017 (or appointment date) through to the present. 3. Copies of any and all daily/weekly/weekend
briefing books/binders prepared for the below listed EPA appointees created from January 20, 2017 (or appointment
date) through to the present. 1. Scott Pruitt 2. Ryan Jackson 3. Dawn Michelle Hale 4. Kelsi Daniell 5. Nancy Beck 6.
Elizabeth Bennett 7. Susan Bodine 8. Brittany Bolen 9. Elizabeth Bowman 10. Byron R. Brown 11. Henry Darwin 12.
Patrick J. Davis 13. Samantha Dravis 14. Lincoln Ross Ferguson 15. John Peter Freire 16. Holly W. Greaves 17. Sarah A.
Greenwalt 18. Amanda Gunasekara 19. Sydney Morgan Hupp 20. Milan Hupp 21. Albert Kelly 22. John A. Konkus 23.
Troy Lyons 24. Forrest McMurray 25. Charles D. Munoz 26. Christian Palich 27. Justin Schwab 28. Kenneth Wagner 29.
William L. Wehrum 30. Patrick Traylor 31. George Y. Sugiyama 32. Jahan Wilcox The requested documents will be
made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that
3/21/2018 13:03 there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance.

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-005660

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-005663

Gregory Korte

USA Today

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: Correspondences, referrals, documents, or other information exchanged between EPA employees as it
pertains to the following individuals’ FOIA requests pending within EPA’s Ethics Office, Office of Public Affairs, Office of
the Administrator, and the Office of Congressional Intergovernmental Relations from January 1, 2017 until present
day: 1. Kevin Bogardus, E&amp;E News 2. Margaret Townsend, Center for Biological Diversity 3. Lauren Dillon,
Democratic National Committee 4. Nicholas P. Surgey or Nick Surgey, Individual Requestor/Muck Rock/MuckRock
News/Center for Media and Democracy 5. Eric Lipton, The New York Times 6. Alexander Guillen or Alex Guillen,
Politico 7. Austin Evers, American Oversight 8. Emily Berman, Union of Concerned Scientists 9. Jean Eaglesham, The
Wall Street Journal 10. Timothy Cama, The Hill 11. John T. Mastranadi, Citizens United 12. Rachel Leven, Center for
Public Integrity The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being
made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the
total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co3/21/2018 13:03 Director Documented
All emails to or from Samantha Dravis, Senior Counsel Associate Administrator of EPA's Office of Policy, and any email
address in the following domains: @who.eop.gov, @omb.eop.gov or @oa.eop.gov. Please include all records created
3/21/2018 13:03 since January 20, 2017.

EPA-R5-2018-004691
EPA-HQ-2018-005821

Michael W. Cromwell
Jeff Ruch

Capes Sokol
PEER

2/21/2018 18:02 Records Relating to Dr. Richard DeGrandchamp
3/26/2018 20:03 See attached

For the sake of due diligence, please provide any records you have pertaining to hazardous material spills,
underground storage tanks, or other environmental concerns in the area. BP Products North America 301 Evens
Avenue / 335 South Old St. Louis Road Wood River, IL 62095 IL EPA ID 1191155015 Incident # 940183 (LUST) and
3/26/2018 21:03 #981913 (SPILLS) EPA ID ILD980503106 and ILD980700967

EPA-R5-2018-005827

Gemilo Resaba

EPA-R3-2018-005796

Melissa E. Byroade

Kelley Drye &amp; Warren LLP

3/15/2018 13:03 Release of PFOA from Washington Works (see attached)

EPA-R2-2018-005919

daniel a. greenhouse

Cullen and Dykman LLP

3/28/2018 13:03 Under Agency Review
In regards to the Hudson River Superfund Site, please provide information, including sampling data, sample locations,
and reports, summarizing the extent of investigation and delineation of impacts to canals and former canals
3/28/2018 13:03 connecting to and from the Hudson River, located in the Town and Village of Ft. Edward, New York.
BP Amoco Chemical Company located at 1306 Amoco Drive, Wando, South Carolina 29492. This request is the for the
3/29/2018 18:03 time period of June 28, 2017 to the present.

EPA-R2-2018-005918

Brian Klaus

EPA-R4-2018-005968

D. Summers Clarke, II

Roux Associates, Inc.
Barnwell Whaley Patterson
&amp; Helms LLC

EPA-R9-2018-005966

Grant Wilson

Earth Law Center

All correspondence between Region 9 and the California State Water Resources Control Board related to the February
3/29/2018 17:03 5, 2018, “Transmittal of the 2014 and 2016 California Integrated Report [Clean Water Act Sections 303(d) and 305(b)]”

Southern Environmental Law
Center

Southern Environmental Law Center (&quot;SELC&quot;) requests copies of the following records in the possession or
control of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (&quot;EPA&quot;) related to the Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp.
site: The following EPA employees are aware of this request and may be able to assist you. Christopher D. Cole
3/29/2018 18:03 Associate Regional Counsel and Mr. Spalvins has responsive documents. See attachment

Mr.

A listing of all EPA documents and or/relied upon scientific memoranda that support the claim within agency email
reported through public media on 28 March 2018 that there are clear gaps remain including our understanding of the
role of human activity (on climate change) and what we can do about it). Specifically sought are any documents
suggesting that anthropogenic releases of greenhouse gases, (e.g., CO2, CH4, and N20) are not contributing to heating
3/29/2018 20:03 and that there are alleged clear gaps in the literature on this subject.

EPA-R4-2018-005970

EPA-HQ-2018-005979

EPA-R6-2018-007478

Nicholas Jimenez

Donald H. Bayles

Constance Westfall

Clark Hill Strasburger

1. All correspondence, including email, by and between Edwin Quinones at U.S. EPA and anyone at Severn Trent Water
(including counsel) regarding liability under CERCLA specifically related to the USOR Superfund Site located at 200 and
400 N. Richey, Pasadena, TX, from August 2, 2017 through May 8, 2018. 2. All correspondence, including email, by and
between Edwin Quinones at U.S. EPA and anyone Severn Trent Water (including counsel) regarding the City of
Pasadena wastewater treatment permit, Pasadena, Texas, from August 2, 2017 through May 8, 2018. 3. All
correspondence, including email, by and between Edwin Quinones at U.S. EPA and anyone at the City of Pasadena
(including counsel) regarding liability under CERCLA specifically related to the USOR Superfund Site located at 200 and
400 N. Richey, Pasadena, TX, from August 2, 2017 through May 8, 2018. 4. All correspondence, including email, by and
between Edwin Quinones at U.S. EPA and anyone at the City of Pasadena (including counsel) regarding the City of
Pasadena wastewater treatment permit, Pasadena, Texas, from August 2, 2017 through May 8, 2018. This request
5/8/2018 19:05 does not include CBI.

On January 25, 2018, EPA issued a memorandum from Assistant Administrator
William Wehrum entitled “Reclassification of Major Sources as Area Sources
Under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act.” (Hereinafter the “Wehrum
Memorandum.”)
Please produce records of the following types in EPA’s possession, custody or
control:
1. All records from EPA’s Office of Policy, the Office of the Administrator (Immediate Office), and the Office of Air and
Radiation related to the Wehrum Memorandum or the subject matter of the Wehrum
Memorandum. The timeframe for this request is November 1, 2017 to February 15, 2018.
2. All records from EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance related to the Wehrum Memorandum or
the subject matter of the Wehrum Memorandum. The timeframe for this request is November 1, 2017 through the
date of the processing of this request.
3. All records of any communication between the Office of Policy, the Office of the Administrator (Immediate Office),
and the Office of Air and Radiation, and any of EPA’s regional offices, concerning the Wehrum
Memorandum or the subject matter of the Wehrum Memorandum. The timeframe for this request is November 1,
2017 through the date of the processing of this request.

EPA-HQ-2018-005986

Thomas Zimpleman

EPA-HQ-2018-005990
EPA-R9-2018-005989

Jim Newman
Samuel P. Cheadle

EPA-HQ-2018-007138

David Marlowe

Natural Resources Defense
Council

Americans for Medical
Progress
Chavez &amp; Gertler LLP
Pacific Alternative Energy
Resource LLC

Please do not include any records that have already been placed in docket EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190. It may be possible
for us to further limit this request if we have a better idea of the nature and scope of the records in your files. Please
3/29/2018 21:03 contact me to discuss this possibility

Dear EPA FOIA Officer, I am writing on behalf of the non-profit research advocacy group Americans for Medical
Progress. Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I am writing to request copies of the same
materials requested by White Coat Waste Project on 3/12/2018 ( Tracking # EPA-R4-2018-005372.) The request relates
to animal testing at the EPA's National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory (NHEERL). We would like
to obtain copies of the following documents related to animal testing at NHEERL (January 1, 2017-present): - All active
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee(IACUC)-approved protocol/s for animal testing within the Environmental
Public Health Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division - Project budgets for all IACUC-approved projects within
the Environmental Public Health Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division - Photos and videos of animals used
in experiments within the Environmental Public Health Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division - Adverse
event reports regarding the use of animals (and related correspondence) within the Environmental Public Health
3/29/2018 22:03 Division and the Toxicology Assessment Division. Thank you.
3/22/2018 21:03 Personnel Matters
4/30/2018 14:04 Under Agency Review

I would like to amend the above FOIA request as follows:
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records:
1. Any and all electronic communications produced from September 2013 through the present between these EPA
employees:
Paul Gunning
Alexis McKittrick (while at EPA)
Eben Thoma
Melissa Weitz
David Allen (while acting as chair of the EPA Science Advisory Board)
and the following persons:

EPA-HQ-2018-005849

EPA-HQ-2018-005853

Touche Howard

Paul Gunning -- EPA
Melissa Weitz -- EPA
Eben Thoma -- EPA
David Allen (whether as chair of the EPA Advisory Board or as a professor at University of Texas
(allen@che.utexas.edu))
Alexis McKittrick (whether as an EPA employee or since she left the EPA, possibly as an employee of the Institute for
Defense Analyses (amckittr@ida.org)
Ramon Alvarez -- Environmental Defense Fund (RAlvarez@edf.org)
Steven Hamburg -- Environmental Defense Fund (shamburg@edf.org)
Drew Nelson -- Environmental Defense Fund (dnelson@edf.org)
Mark Brownstein -- Environmental Defense Fund (mbrownstein@edf.org)
David Lyon -- Environmental Defense Fund (dlyon@edf.org)
Dan Zimmerle -- Colorado State University (Dan.Zimmerle@colostate.edu)
Anthony Marchese -- Colorado State University (Anthony.Marchese@colostate.edu)
3/27/2018 13:03 Allen Robinson -- Carnegie Mellon University (alr@andrew.cmu.edu)

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: All email messages sent or received from the admin14@epa.gov EPA email account which relate to the
scheduling of meetings or other events. Please provide any email attachments sent or received with identified emails.
The requester is entitled to a fee waiver because he is a member of the news media, and because this request for
records concerns activities or operations of the government. Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase
public understanding of government operations since the requester has the ability and the intention, through the
means described below, to effectively convey information contained within the requested records to a broad public
audience. Requester is an investigative journalist and the director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and
reporting group that explores the relationship between industry and government. Nick Surgey is a Senior Fellow at the
Center for Media and Democracy and writes for the Intercept. The requested documents will be made available to the
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
3/27/2018 13:03 statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented

EPA-HQ-2018-005854

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-006815

Ashley Feinberg

EPA-HQ-2018-006135

Ashley Feinberg

HuffPost

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: All email communications (sent or received) between the esp7@epa.gov EPA email account and any
non-government person/entity. Where included, please provide any email attachments to identified emails. A search
may be limited to emails sent or received between January 20, 2017 and the date that a response is processed. The
requester is entitled to a fee waiver because he is a member of the news media, and because this request for records
concerns activities or operations of the government. Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public
understanding of government operations since the requester has the ability and the intention, through the means
described below, to effectively convey information contained within the requested records to a broad public audience.
Requester is an investigative journalist and the director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and reporting
group that explores the relationship between industry and government. Nick Surgey is a Senior Fellow at the Center
for Media and Democracy and writes for the Intercept. The requested documents will be made available to the
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
3/27/2018 13:03 statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: Any and all electronic
correspondence, which includes but is not limited to email, text message, Signal, and WhatsApp communications,
between May 1, 2017 and April 5, 2018, between former Environmental Protection Agency employee Samantha
Dravis, and current Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
4/19/2018 14:04 statute requires.

HuffPost

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: Any and all electronic
correspondence, which includes but is not limited to email, text message, Signal, and WhatsApp communications,
between May 1, 2017 and April 3, 2018, between current Environmental Protection Agency employee Sarah Greenwalt
and current Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt. In order to help to determine my
status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with HuffPost.com, and
this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
4/3/2018 14:04 statute requires.

EPA-HQ-2018-006136

Ashley Feinberg

HuffPost

EPA-HQ-2018-005948

Bryant Sutton

Calbom &amp; Schwab

3/27/2018 23:03

EPA-R4-2018-005863

Stacey-Rae Simcox

Stetson University College of
Law

3/27/2018 14:03

EPA-R5-2018-005864

Matthew Spaeth

ISGS

3/27/2018 14:03

EPA-HQ-2018-005866

Chelsea Rosenberg

DCCC

3/27/2018 14:03

EPA-R2-2018-005869

Paula MacRae

Oweis Engineering, Inc.

EPA-R3-2018-007236

Emily White

Golder Associates

EPA-R5-2018-005943

Ryan Weisenberger

4/3/2018 14:04

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following records: Any and all electronic
correspondence, which includes but is not limited to email, text message, Signal, and WhatsApp communications,
between May 1, 2017 and April 3, 2018, between current Environmental Protection Agency employee Millan Hupp and
current Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt. In order to help to determine my status to
assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with HuffPost.com, and this
request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
statute requires.
Records regarding EPA's lawsuit and/or settlement with SGL Automotive Carbon Fibers related to violations of federal
emergency planning, reporting and public notification laws, see attached FOIA Request letter for full records
description.
Requesting the names and contact information for the scientists who authored the findings in the EPA's Superfund
Record of Decision: Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station OU 2, Cherry Point, NC, and we request all information that
is conclusory and informative in nature relevant to the EPA' s determination of the toxicity of the water at or near the
Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS).
Please send any information available under the RCRA program for the following site: Amoco Pipeline-Manhattan Sta,
W of Rte 52, Manhattan, IL, USEPA #ILD000670778. I am interested in amount and type of RCRA waste generated, and
years of generation. I am only requesting information under the RCRA program, you may omit any other data. Thank
you.
Requesting request access to and copies of all logs of congressional correspondence to or from any officials at National
FOIA Officer and Rep. Steve Chabot between January 1, 2011, and March 16, 2018.

Requesting a copy of a letter and the supporting documentation sent to the EPA dated 7/20/12 informing them of the
plan to inject an In Situ Chemical Oxidation product, RegenOx (ORC) into wells at a site in Bronx, NY. The injection was
part of a remedial action that took place by the Albert Einstein Junior High School (NYC Public school #131) and the
Space Time Playground (Park ID #X221). The playground is located at 880 Underhill Avenue 10473 on Block 3644, Lot 1
in the Bronx, NY. Albert Einstein Junior High School is located at 885 Bolton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10473 on the same
block and lot as the playground. The playground is bordered by the streets Lafayette Avenue between the cross streets
Underhill and Bolton Avenues. In addition, requesting any additional documentation, site plans, drawings and such in
3/27/2018 15:03 reference to this remedial action during 2012.
Hello, I am looking into submitting a freedom of information act request for all environmental files pertaining to the
address below, specifically in reference to groundwater. 201 Industrial Park Rd, Blacksburg, VA 24060 Thanks and kind
5/1/2018 21:05 regards, Emily White
Partners Environmental Consulting, Inc. (Partners) respectfully requests to review public records on file within all
divisions of the U.S. EPA which may pertain to the following addresses in the City of Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio
3/28/2018 19:03 43213. 6200 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43213, dating from March 28, 2016 to the present.

EPA-HQ-2018-006060

EPA-HQ-2018-006061

EPA-HQ-2018-006062

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: All communications (including but not limited to emails, and text messages), notes, or other written
records (whether electronic or paper records), that relate to the leasing of vehicles for the use of (a) Scott Pruitt
specifically, and (b) for the office of the Administrator generally. A search may be limited to records created from
January 20, 2017 to the date that a response is processed. The requester is entitled to a fee waiver because he is a
member of the news media, and because this request for records concerns activities or operations of the government.
Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public understanding of government operations since the
requester has the ability and the intention, through the means described below, to effectively convey information
contained within the requested records to a broad public audience. Requester is an investigative journalist and the
director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and reporting group that explores the relationship between
industry and government. Nick Surgey is a Senior Fellow at the Center for Media and Democracy and writes for the
Intercept. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made
for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total
charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co4/2/2018 13:04 Director Documented

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: Records in the possession of the below listed EPA custodians and their assistants (if applicable) relating
to the Scott Pruitt/EPA trip to Morocco in December 2017. These records should include (but not be limited to) emails,
briefing materials, travel vouchers, scheduling records, expense reports, receipts, and all other written materials and
notes, that relate to the trip and any meetings or events whilst on this trip. A search may be limited to records created
since January 20, 2017. Custodians to search: Scott Pruitt Lincoln Ferguson Sarah Greenwalt Samantha K. Dravis Mark
Kasman Jane Nishida Martin Dieu Amanda Gunasekara Ryan Jackson Please provide material on a rolling basis as it
becomes available. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of
the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/2/2018 13:04 Surgey

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: All records in the possession of EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, and EPA Ethics Counsel Justina Fugh,
that relate to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's housing situation in Washington D.C., including any records that relate
to Pruitt's lease of a room/property from Vicki and Steven Hart. A search may be limited to records created between
January 20, 2017 and the date that this request is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
4/2/2018 13:04 statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented

EPA-HQ-2018-006155

To Whom It May Concern: This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I hereby request the following
records: All correspondence from these selected Texas members of Congress (listed below) and their staff members,
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott and former Texas Gov. Rick Perry to the EPA's Office of Research and Development from
January 1, 2015 through the present: Sen. John Cornyn, Sen. Ted Cruz, Rep. Louie Gohmert, Rep. Ted Poe, Rep. Sam
Johnson, Rep. John Ratcliffe, Rep. Jeb Hensarling, Rep. Joe Barton, Rep. John Culberson, Rep. Kevin Brady, Rep.
Michael McCaul, Rep. Michael Conaway, Rep. Kay Granger, Rep. Mac Thornberry, Rep. Randy Weber, Rep. Bill Flores,
Rep. Jodey Arrington, Rep. Lamar Smith, Rep. Pete Olson, Rep. Will Hurd, Rep. Kenny Marchant, Rep. Roger Williams,
Rep. Michael Burgess, Rep. Blake Farenthold, Rep. John Carter, Rep. Pete Session, Rep. Brian Babin and former Rep.
Randy Neugebauer. For email correspondence, this refers to all communications sent to any epa.gov email address.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for
commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges
in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or
CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your
4/3/2018 18:04 response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Alex Kotch

Alex Kotch

EPA-HQ-2018-006088

Maxine Joselow

E&amp;E News

EPA-HQ-2018-006056

Ray Converse

Consulant

I am seeking all communications between EPA officials and representatives of Pohanka Automotive Group between
March 1, 2018 and the present. The communications are related to the EPA's consideration of Pohanka Automotive
Group's auto mall in Chantilly, Virginia as the venue for Administrator Scott Pruitt's announcement about fuel
economy standards. In case it's useful for the search, the email address of Geoffrey Pohanka, the owner of Pohanka, is
gpohanka@pohanka.com. And the email address of Dani Hart, a spokeswoman for Pohanka, is dhart@pohanka.com.
FOIA requires that if part of a record is exempt from disclosure, you must redact and release all segregated parts.
Please describe the deleted material in detail and specify the reasons for believing that the alleged statutory
justification applies in this instance. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify which exemption(s) is
(are) claimed for each passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number of pages in each
document and the total number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents withheld. Such
statements will be helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination. As required by FOIA, I look
forward to hearing from your office within 20 days in response to this request. If you have any questions about the
nature or scope of this request, please call me at 202-737-4369 or email me at mjoselow@eenews.net. Thank you for
4/2/2018 14:04 your consideration.
I want any and all records/communications/emails/texts/ and phone logs regarding issues of ethics and compliance
with ethical requirements and avoidance of conflicts of interest by the head of the EPA. The time period of interest is
4/2/2018 22:04 from June 2017 to the present. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-007266

Anthony Rizzardi

Ecolab

All documents including EPA product registration materials and data evaluation records (toxicology and efficacy)
5/2/2018 15:05 related to SilvaClean, EPA Registration Number: 90335-1, Application Date: 11/17/17, Decision Number: 536139.

EPA-HQ-2018-006124

Joe W. Stuckey

Please furnish per FOIA the cumulative risk assessment and supporting documents in the Docket EPA-HQ-OPP-20060618, INCLUDING SPECIFICALLY the complete documents cited in Appendix D (Citations Supporting the Re-registration
Eligibility Decision Addendum and FQPA Tolerance Re-assessment Progress Report [from documents in Bibliography]),
and those listed on pages 61-68. I request a fee waiver and expedited processing based upon the information
4/2/2018 21:04 requested is extremely important to the general public, including specifically human and animal health.

EPA-R2-2018-006187

Adam C. Arnold

Gibbons P.C.

Request is made for all correspondence between representatives of USEPA and representatives of G-I Holdings (or any
4/4/2018 16:04 affiliated entities) related to the LCP Chemicals, Inc. site (EPA ID# NJD079303020) located in Linden, New Jersey.

EPA-HQ-2018-006203

Eve Zhurbinskiy

EPA-R2-2018-006137

Anton Yevelev

Ramboll US Corporation

4/3/2018 15:04

EPA-R2-2018-006140

Georgia Kirkpatrick

CBRE

4/3/2018 15:04

EPA-2018-006163
EPA-R3-2018-006162

Margaret Townsend
Kate Mishkin

Center for Biological Diversity
Charleston Gazette-Mail

4/3/2018 20:04
4/3/2018 19:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006119

Kourtney Baltzer

4/4/2018 18:04

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, et seq., I request access to and copies of all
logs of congressional correspondence to or from any officials at National FOIA Officer and Rep. Rodney Davis between
January 1, 2013, and April 4, 2018. Please search for responsive records regardless of format, medium, or physical
characteristics. Where possible, please produce records electronically, in PDF or TIF format, via email or CD,
particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. If your office cannot honor this
preference, I am willing to discuss the most cost-effective and efficient means of duplication. I agree to pay reasonable
duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $200. However, please notify me prior
to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. If any records are withheld or redacted, I request that you
state the specific legal and factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents. Please identify
each document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release and provide an index of those
documents as required under Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (2972). Please
describe each document claimed as exempt including the consequences of supplying the sought-after information. If it
is your determination that some portions of requested records are exempt, please disclose any reasonably segregable
non-exempt portions of the requested records. If requested documents are located in another installation or bureau, I
respectfully request that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this request to the appropriate
installation or bureau. To help assess my status for copying and mailing fees, please note that I am gathering
information for research purposes and not for commercial activities.
Ramboll US Corporation is requesting environmental records for the following referenced site. The Exxon Service
Station #3-6562 (New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection Program Interest # 007383) site is located at
1771 Route 206, Southampton, Burlington County, New Jersey 08088. A Classification Exception Area (CEA) has been
established for this site which addresses the following tax blocks and lots: block 2203, lot 3; block 2203, lot 3.01; and
block 2301, lot 20. Please search the following databases for documents related to the remedy/remedial system in
place as part of the CEA: NPL, Proposed NPL, CERCLA, CORRACTS, RCRA, and ERNS. The EPA ID for the site is
NJD986608560.
Information related to SEMs Archive Site ID No. 200511, EPA ID No. NJD980210009, Monsanto Co, 584 Rte 130,
Hamilton, NJ
OGC to provide confidentiality determination for information initially withheld under FOIA Exemption 4 in response to
FOIA request no. EPA-HQ-2017-009537.
I am requesting any and all EPA audits of West Virginia state agencies between 2013 and present.

This is a Freedom of Information Act request for specific Environmental Protection Agency records. Please provide an
electronic copy of documents sufficient to show (such as Product Chemistry Review documents) whether Bhagiradha
Chemicals &amp; Industries Ltd. and CAC Nantong Chemical Co. Ltd. have been added, approved, or denied as
additional sources of active ingredient for Greenfields Marketing Limited’s (“Greenfields’”) registration of its
Azoxystrobin Technical fungicide label (EPA Reg. No. 89966-2). Please further provide an electronic copy of documents
sufficient to show whether, after June 2017, any other requests and/or applications have been made or filed to add
additional sources of active ingredient for Greenfields' registration of its Azoxystrobin Technical, and if so, whether any
such requests and/or applications have been added, approved or denied (as evidenced in documents such as Product
4/2/2018 20:04 Chemistry Reviews).

EPA-HQ-2018-006194

EPA-R2-2018-005993

EPA-HQ-2018-006172
EPA-HQ-2018-006171

EPA-R2-2018-006013

Alvin Melathe

Antonio and Jerry
Collazo and Marrero

This American Life

O'Neill &amp; Borges, LLC

Att. Luna, Zolymar Cc. Bruce Aber Assistant Regional Counsel - We hereby request access to review files and
documents related to the former Chevron/Phillips’ Refining facility in Guayama, Puerto Rico, PRD-99-129-1972 In
particular, documents related to: 1. Groundwater sampling monitoring location and results. 2. Tables of constituents
sampled and analyzed. 3. Laboratory results. 4. Any third party validation conducted. 5. Groundwater flow diagrams 6.
Boring logs. The Chevron/Phillips’ former Refining facility has been the object of environmental investigations and
corrective actions (under USEPA’s supervision) for a very long time now. Thus, if the reports that contain the
information listed above can be made available for our review (at the CEPD offices), it will make easier the process.
3/29/2018 23:03 Thanks,
To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: Records relating to the purchase of equipment for use in providing protection for EPA Administrator
Scott Pruitt. Records should include any purchase orders, receipts, and communications relating to the ordering or use
of such equipment. A search may be limited to records created from January 20, 2017 to the date that a response is
processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made
for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total
charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co4/4/2018 13:04 Director Documented
4/4/2018 1:04 Under Agency Review

Nick Surgey
Dominic Perilli

Ron f. Bergin

Hello, My name is Alvin Melathe. I'm a reporter with the public radio program, This American Life. I'm requesting, in an
electronic format, all the Organizational Directories and/or Telephone Directories generated for all the offices of
Environmental Protection Agency headquartered in Washington D.C., for the following months: January 2017 and
4/4/2018 17:04 March 2018. Thanks.

Travelers Insurance Co.

TRC Environmental Corp.

Dear Wanda: I was unable to modify on line EPA R2 2018 005422 re: Armstrong and Frontier Chemical. You can close it
and I will resubmit a new FOI request here. It is showing as &quot;closed&quot; on the website. Seeking information
on a corporate entity called FRONTIER CHEMICAL (Frontier Chemical Waste Disposal Site) with two addresses of: 1.
Royal Avenue and 47th Street, Niagara Falls, NY; EPA ID No. NYD 043815703, and 2. Frontier - Pendleton Site, Town
Line Road, Pendleton, NY. NYD 991292053. I would appreciate documents pertaining to the Site Description,
3/30/2018 17:03 remediation, environmental studies, correspondence, enforcement, PRPs, 104E-Notices. Thanks, Ron.

EPA-R5-2018-005972

Tyler Gomoll

EPA-HQ-2018-005974

William L. Caughman III Kean Miller LLP

3/29/2018 19:03

EPA-R3-2018-006029

Christopher Campbell

Environmental Working Group

3/30/2018 19:03

EPA-HQ-2018-006027

Dan Vergano

BuzzFeed News

3/30/2018 19:03

3/29/2018 19:03

Looking for records pertaining to the US Steel Gary Works facility, Registry 110064634579, in Gary, Indiana Specifically
reports and records pertaining to the East Lake SWMA, ELA-1 investigation/remediation zone The records are being
sought as part of a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Copies of any and all non-privileged documents (including, e.g., memoranda, emails, etc.) in EPA's possession related
to the litigation United States and Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality v. Louisiana Generating LLC, Civil
Action No. 09-100-JBB-DLD (M.D. La.).
only need lead and copper sample results for 2016 and 2017 and there is no need to obtain lead and copper results for
years prior to 2016.
Requesting copies of records regarding approval for outside employment made by all GS 13 employment level and
above EPA staff employed at Headquarters offices from 2014 to the present, along with records confirming or denying
the requests.

EPA-HQ-2018-006058

Valerie M. Volcovici

Reuters

Reuters is seeking any information pertaining to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's plans to launch a multi-agency effort
to put forward new regulations, programs or incentives to combat lead poisoning in the water supply in major
population centers. In January 2018, Administrator Pruitt said he is launching a &quot;War on Lead.&quot; He has also
discussed the President's Task Force on Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children, which convened in
January. Reuters is seeking all communications between Pruitt, EPA officials and other relevant federal agency officials,
and state lawmakers or officials to discuss this lead effort. Reuters is also seeking a list of participants in the president's
task force on Environmental Health Risks, as well as any visitor logs, email communications, phone call logs, external
memos, etc related to the EPA's plans to address lead in water. Reuters is requesting these documents between
4/2/2018 13:04 September 2017 to the present.
I am trying to find a copy of this memo, cited in another NPL’s site document:
Brown, D. Scott. 2000b “RE: ARAR Addendum – Clark Fork River Operable Unit – National Park Organic Act of 1916
and the enabling legislation for the Grant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site," letter to Barry Duff, Atlantic Richfield
Company/AERL, dated May 17, 2000.

EPA-HQ-2018-005816

Laura Grimm

EPA-HQ-2018-006145

C J Bolling

EPA-R3-2018-006156

Sean Frankenberg

Beveridge & Diamond, P.C.

I have searched the EPA’s various websites in vain and am hopeful you can help me find a copy. Do you have an
3/26/2018 18:03 electronic version you can send? If not, can you please tell me where I should find a copy?
Please provide copies of the government analysis/report in which it was found that Mr. Scott Pruitt’s $50 per night DC
4/3/2018 16:04 condo lease arrangement did not violate the federal government’s ethics guidelines.

1. Any and all documents, including but not limited to, written memoranda, communications, notes, minutes,
settlement agreements, consent orders, consent decrees, inspection reports, and/or court filings relating to any civil,
criminal, or regulatory actions involving the following entities or properties from Jan 1, 2013 and April 1, 2018: a.
AdvanSix Inc. b. Honeywell Resins &amp; Chemicals LLC c. AdvanSix Resins &amp; Chemicals LLC d. 905 East Randolph
Road, Hopewell, Virginia 23860 2. Any and all documents, including but not limited to, written memoranda,
communications, notes, minutes, settlement agreements, consent orders, consent decrees, inspection reports, and/or
court filings relating to the execution of a search warrant and/or subpoena at 905 East Randolph Road, Hopewell,
Virginia 23860 on or around March 13, 2018. 3. Any and all inspection reports relating to the following entities or
properties from Jan 1, 2013 and April 1, 2018: a. AdvanSix Inc. b. Honeywell Resins &amp; Chemicals LLC c. AdvanSix
Resins &amp; Chemicals LLC d. 905 East Randolph Road, Hopewell, Virginia 23860 4. Any and all documents, including
but not limited to, written memoranda, communications, notes, minutes, settlement agreements, consent orders,
consent decrees, inspection reports, and/or court filings relating to any monetary fine or injunctive penalty issued to
the following entities between Jan 1, 2013 and April 1, 2018: a. AdvanSix Inc. b. Honeywell Resins &amp; Chemicals
LLC c. AdvanSix Resins &amp; Chemicals LLC d. 905 East Randolph Road, Hopewell, Virginia 23860 5. Any and all
documents, including but not limited to, written memoranda, communications, notes, minutes, settlement
agreements, consent orders, consent decrees, inspection reports, and/or court filings relating to case numbers 90-5-24/3/2018 18:04 1-09611, 03-2008-7021 and 03-2013-A008.

EPA-R4-2018-007883

EPA-R3-2018-007882

Kyla Mandel

Kyla Mandel

Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 4 headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date of
processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that is of
current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 15:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel

Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 3 headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date of
processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that is of
current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 15:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel

EPA-HQ-2018-007879

EPA-R8-2018-007887

EPA-R6-2018-007885
EPA-R5-2018-007884

Kyla Mandel

Kyla Mandel

Kyla Mandel
Kyla Mandel

Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) D.C. headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date of
processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that is of
current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 15:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel

Ms.

I request access to and copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 8 headquarters visitor log from
February 17, 2018 to May 22, 2018. Do not include access logs for construction and maintenance personnel. Access
5/22/2018 15:05 logs from January 1 - Feb 16, 2018 are available in FOIA EPA-R8-2018-004529.

Ms.
Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 6 headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date of
processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that is of
current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 15:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel
5/22/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R10-2018-007890 Kyla Mandel

EPA-R9-2018-007888

Kyla Mandel

Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 10 headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date
of processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after
the first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that
is of current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 16:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel

Ms.

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 9 headquarters visitor log from January 1, 2018 to date of
processing. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the
first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on those meeting with EPA officials and staff that is of
current interest to the public because of concerns around government accountability and transparency. This
information is being sought on behalf of ThinkProgress for dissemination to the general public. I would like to receive
all information in a digital format (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .xls). Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is
in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public understanding of government operations and
activities. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply within
5/22/2018 15:05 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel

EPA-HQ-2018-005960

Kyla Mandel

EPA-HQ-2018-006202

Mark J. Brissette

Ms.
Birchler, Fitzhugh, Purtell
&amp; Brissette, PLC

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of communications (to include but not be limited to emails, phone calls, text messages, letters,
calendars/agendas/meeting appointment details, memos, reports etc.) sent to or from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt
or Acting Deputy Administrator Mike Flynn that include the following phrases: “Secret science”, or “secret scientific
data”, or “secret data”, or “Honest Act” (also written “Honest and Open New EPA Science Treatment (HONEST) Act” or
“H.R. 1430”), or “non-public science” (sometimes written “nonpublic” or “non public”), or “data transparency”. I am
seeking records beginning January 1, 2018 to date of processing. Please send the correspondence on a rolling basis,
and do not wait until all correspondence is compiled to fill the request. I would like to receive all information in a
digital format. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific
exemptions of the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of
course, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone or email, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your
3/29/2018 15:03 reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Kyla Mandel
4/4/2018 17:04 [REQUESTER NO LONGER NEEDS CERTIFIED COPIES OF RECORDS] Full Spectrum Painting, LLC/ Brock R. Suhr
I am writing in regard to the report below, issued on September 16, 2015. I have requested the information below
from both Tricia Lynn and Robert Daguillard but have not had a response. 1. On page 9 of the report it says,
&quot;Upon completion of the analytical results, the results and their interpretation will be provided in an additional
report.&quot; I would like this additional report. If it was never written, I would like to see any correspondence,
including emails, explaining why. 2. I would also like the technical documentation related to the fish sampling
protocols performed during the fish kill investigation and fish tissue toxicity analytical results. 3. On the top of page 11
there are a few sentences in bold about Malathion. I would like to know if the Malathion's analytical results were
subsequently shared with the EPA, and if so I would like those results, as well as EPA's technical opinion on this case. If
the results were never provided, I would like to see documentation explaining why. Thank you and please let me know
4/9/2018 19:04 if you require additional information from me.
We request all records received, reviewed, considered, used, or created in connection with any final decision made on
or after January 1, 2017, to grant or deny any petition by Andeavor for a “small refinery” exemption under 42 U.S.C.
4/12/2018 13:04 &sect;7545(o)(9).

EPA-R4-2018-006395

jocelyn c. zuckerman

freelance writer

EPA-HQ-2018-006524

David Lehn

WilmerHale

EPA-HQ-2018-006398

David Lehn

WilmerHale

EPA-R2-2018-006209

Under Agency Review

We request all records expressing or embodying any final decision made on or after January 1, 2017, to grant or deny
4/9/2018 20:04 any petition by Andeavor for a “small refinery” exemption under 42 U.S.C. &sect;7545(o)(9).
Looking for information on NJD981481344: 186 South Street, New Providence NJ (site address) - Donewell Dry
4/4/2018 19:04 Cleaners. I am trying ot find if this property generated hazardous materials.

David Jeans

April 4, 2018 FOIA REQUEST Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;
552, I request access to and copies of: * all calendars dated between May 7, 2017, and October 31, 2017 for Amy
Graham, former Deputy Associate Administrator for Public Engagement at the Environmental Protection Agency. * all
email correspondence including the any of these words: “lobby” “lobbyist” “policy” “regulation” “deregulation”
“Trump” “meeting” and “liaison”, between May 7, 2017, and October 31, 2017 for Amy Graham former Deputy
Associate Administrator for Public Engagement at the Environmental Protection Agency. I would like to receive the
4/4/2018 20:04 information in the following format: electronic. Could you please send the information to research@propublica.org.

EPA-HQ-2018-006225

EPA-R2-2018-006218

Emily S. Tabak

K&L Gates LLP

EPA-R2-2018-006217

Adam C. Arnold

Gibbons P.C.

EPA-HQ-2018-006407

Alexander Rony

I request copies of U.S. EPA Region 2 records detailed below relating to Guardian Industries Corp.’s facility located at
50 Forge Avenue, Geneva, New York, in connection with the Consent Decree filed in United States v. Guardian
Industries Corp., 2:15-cv-13426-MAG-MJH, U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, filed September 29,
2015 (“Consent Decree”). Specifically, I request (1) annual progress reports filed on or around March 1, 2016; March 1,
2017; and March 1, 2018, as required under the Consent Decree; (2) notices or reports of any violations of the Consent
Decree and any amendments to such notices or reports filed between September 29, 2015 and April 1, 2018; (3)
notices or reports concerning whether Guardian has changed the furnace intended for control installation or the
furnace intended for permanent shutdown from that reported in its annual report, filed between September 29, 2015
and April 1, 2018. Please contact me at your earliest convenience to discuss arrangements for providing the referenced
4/4/2018 20:04 records. Your prompt attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.
Request is made to review the remedial file for the Diamond Head Oil Superfund Site, located at 1401 Harrison Avenue
4/4/2018 20:04 in Kearny, New Jersey.
I am filing a Freedom of Information Act request for the resignation letter of Samantha Dravis. Ms. Dravis worked as
senior counsel and associate administrator in the EPA's Office of Policy. Her letter is believed to have been submitted
during the week of March 26-30, 2018 (source: https://wapo.st/2uMjjp7). Please see attached pdf for the full FOIA
4/9/2018 21:04 request language.

EPA-HQ-2018-006416

Alexander Rony

1. Written notices of reassignments sent to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Senior Executive Service members
from January 20, 2017 to the date this request is processed. 2. Written consent waivers for reassignments sent by
Senior Executive Service members. 3. Human Resources documents stating that new personnel are being appointed by
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt under the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. &sect; 300j-10 available at
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/300j%E2%80%9310). Please see attached file for full FOIA request
4/9/2018 22:04 language.

EPA-R5-2018-006417

Lee Bergquist

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Please provide me any and all cases where Cathy Stepp, region 5 administrator, has recused herself from decision
4/9/2018 23:04 making due to her past position as secretary of the Department of Natural Resources in Wisconsin.

EPA-HQ-2018-006418

Alexander Rony

EPA-HQ-2018-007922

Moss Brennan

I am filing a Freedom of Information Act request for any notices of pay raises sent to the following EPA employees:
Sarah Greenwalt, Millan Hupp, Lincoln Ferguson, and Sydney Hupp. Please include any medium by which EPA staff are
typically informed of changes to their pay, such as emails, memoranda, or letters. Please search from March 13, 2017
4/9/2018 23:04 to April 6, 2018. Please see attached file for full FOIA request language.
Any and all emails related to reporters being removed or not allowed into any EPA events or meetings in the past 12
5/22/2018 21:05 months.

EPA-HQ-2018-005331

Moss Brennan

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request a copy of the following documents, or documents
containing the following information, to be provided to me: emails sent between Scott Pruitt and Charles G. and David
H. Koch In order to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a student at Appalachian State
University. I am also the In-Depth editor for the school newspaper, The Appalachian. This request is made as part of
news gathering and is not for commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Moss
3/12/2018 13:03 Brennan ASU Box 11864 Boone NC, 28608 919-451-5458

EPA-R5-2018-006434

Matt Kasper

MuckRock News

Any and all electronic communication, including carbon copies, and attachments in the electronic communication
4/10/2018 15:04 between Cathy Stepp and representative of the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality.

EPA-HQ-2018-006435

Marisa Schultz

New York Post

EPA-HQ-2018-006439

Keri Powell

Powell Environmental Law

EPA-HQ-2018-006287

Jason Hopkins

The Daily Caller News
Foundation

EPA-HQ-2018-006291

Bob Dinneen

Renewable Fuel Association

EPA-HQ-2018-006295

casey corcoran

EPA-HQ-2018-006292

Grace Dixon

New York University

I request the calendar, schedule and emails for EPA employee Samantha Dravis between the period of Oct. 31, 2017
Aprilthat
2, 2018.
Thank
you.
4/10/2018 15:04 and
Records
pertain
to the
PacifiCorp Energy Hunter Power Plant located in Emery County, Utah and were produced,
obtained, or received on or after September 1, 2015. This request includes, but is not limited to, responsive records
pertaining to the following subject matter:
1) Title V operating permits for the Hunter Power Plant, including records pertaining to EPA’s decision to deny Sierra
Club’s March 30, 2018 petition seeking the EPA Administrator’s objection to the Hunter Power Plant’s Title V permit;
2) Implementation of the sulfur dioxide national ambient air quality standard, including attainment status
designations;
3) Utah State Implementation Plan Requirements;
4) Responses to EPA information requests filed under Clean Air Act section 114;
5) Potential or confirmed Clean Air Act non-compliance at the Hunter Power Plant and actions by EPA or the State of
Utah to address such potential or confirmed non-compliance;
6) Regional haze, including Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) determinations;
7) PacifiCorp’s September 2017 Notice of Intent to construct a “Refined Coal System” at the Hunter Power Plant.
Furthermore, this request includes, but is not limited to, records in the custody of the following individuals:
a. Scott Pruitt
b. Mike Flynn
c. Byron Brown
d. William Wehrum
e. Sarah Greenwalt
f. Nicholas Falvo
g. Elizabeth Shaw
h. Peter Tsirigotis
i. Mike Koerber
j. Anna Marie Wood
k. Richard Wayland
l. Penny Lassister
m. Alexanda Dominguez
4/10/2018 16:04 n. Susan Bodine
I am seeking the correspondence between the ethics officers and the Campaign Legal Center regarding the leaked
memo from Agency Ethics Official Kevin Minoli. The memo details Minoli's assessment of EPA Administrator Scott
4/5/2018 19:04 Pruitt's past living arrangement, and was shared with CNN.
4/5/2018 19:04 Requesting documents regarding Small refinery and small refiner hardship exemption materials.
Hello, I am requesting email correspondence and documents related to the pay raise for Millan Hupp that were
procured using provisions in the Safe Water Act. Specifically, I am seeking copies of emails between Millan Hupp and
other EPA Agency staff, including Director Scott Pruitt, in regards to this issue. I would like email correspondence and
4/5/2018 20:04 documents related to the pay increase between 9.1.17-3.1.18
Requesting all calendars or calendar entries for EPA Director Scott Pruitt from March 1, 2017 to the date that this
4/5/2018 20:04 search is conducted

The Daily Caller News
Foundation

EPA-HQ-2018-006300
EPA-R5-2018-006236

Tim Pearce
Drew Bishop

EPA-R2-2018-006241

Allison Bechtold

Barry McTiernan &amp; Moore

4/5/2018 13:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006399

Eugene T. Kiely

FactCheck.org

4/9/2018 20:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006413

Alexander Rony

Sierra Club

4/9/2018 21:04

EPA-HQ-2018-006313

EPA-HQ-2018-006314

4/5/2018 20:04
4/5/2018 13:04

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and copies of any and all
written communications (including electronic communications such as emails, texts, etc.) the Environmental
Protection Agency sent to or received from the White House on and between March 5, 2018, to April 5, 2018. Please
limit the search to messages that contain the any one of phrases: “Hart” “bedroom” “rental” “$50” “ethics”
“apartment” “ABC News” “Millan” “Hupp” “Sarah” “Greenwalt” “The Atlantic” “salary” or “Safe Drinking Water Act”
Additional information is attached.
Under Agency Review
We are looking for any reports/documents relative to Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory EPA superfund site specifically
related to any work performed at this site. If documents are too voluminous, we will come to review in person. If not,
please forward to aherbert@bmmfirm.com.
The EPA on May 22, 2017 announced the formation of the Superfund Task Force and announced that Albert
&quot;Kell&quot; Kelly would chair the task force. I request all EPA correspondence since February 1, 2017 -- including
but not limited to emails, internal memos and notes -- related to the appointment of Albert &quot;Kell&quot; Kelly
and the formation of the task force.
I am filing a Freedom of Information Act request for the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) policy or rules
regarding the use of lights and/or sirens for administrator vehicular travel (or vehicular travel in general, if there is no
policy specific to the administrator's use). Please include any final versions of the policy that have been in place at any
point between January 20, 2017 and April 6, 2018.

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: Letter of resignation (or electronic equivalent) from Samantha Dravis. The requested documents will be
made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that
there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I
would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in
advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request
4/6/2018 13:04 within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented

greg allen

communications, documenatation, rfp, responses to same, and/or commissioning agreements and/or contracts
pertaining to the production of an official portrait painting of Administrator Pruitt and/or any other Dept officials who
4/6/2018 13:04 began working on after 1/20/2017. image(s) of official portrait painting(s) of same

EPA-HQ-2018-006745

Josh Keefe

Newsweek

EPA-R4-2018-006328

Colleen Rathz

Carlson Environmental

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I am
requesting all correspondence between EPA staff member Kevin Chmielewski and EPA staff member Samantha Dravis
between May 2017 and April 2018. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this
request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would
inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by email attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I
look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Josh
4/17/2018 19:04 Keefe
Seeking all documents the EPA has on all formal enforcement actions at 50 Sonny Perdue Drive, Savannah, GA/50
Sunny Perdue Drive, Garden City, GA, including the following: Registry ID: 110044231140; Information System
ID/Report Links: 2600024173 (ICIS- 04-2011-3034) and 3600013740 (ICIS- 04-2014-3152) Registry ID: 110069437639;
Information System ID/Report Link: 3600183033 (ICIS- 04-2016-3129) Please see attached documents for additional
information regarding these enforcement actions. Please advise in advance if there will be ANY charges associated
4/6/2018 17:04 with this request, prior to processing.

EPA-R3-2018-006317

EPA-HQ-2018-006321

EPA-HQ-2018-006233

EPA-HQ-2018-006363

Michael J. Brown, Esq. Nass Cancelliere Brenner

Daniel Jacobs

Loyola Marymount University

Asbestos records (removal/ abatement/ asbestos-containing products) 1951 - present at 555 Union Blvd, Allentown,
3/22/2018 14:03 PA (See attached)
Kindly produce all records relative to the scheduling of the 2018 Council for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) meeting
in Oklahoma City, OK. This request includes, but is not limited to, all emails, notes, memos, and/or letters generated or
received by any EPA employee. Please take care to search in particular records in the Office of the Administrator (AO)
4/6/2018 15:04 and the Office of International and Tribal Affairs (OITA).

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
the following: All records in the possession of Matthew Z. Leopold (EPA General Counsel), Kevin Minoli (EPA Principal
Deputy General Counsel), Jahan Wilcox (EPA spokesman), or Scott Pruitt (EPA Administrator) that relate to EPA
Administrator Scott Pruitt's housing/accommodation situation in Washington D.C., including any records that relate to
Pruitt's lease of a room/property from Vicki and Steven Hart. A search may be limited to records created between
January 20, 2017 and the date that this request is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
4/5/2018 13:04 statute requires. Sincerely, Nick Surgey Co-Director Documented

Nick Surgey

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I
hereby request the following: 1. Records relating to any pay raise or pay reduction considered or in fact provided for
Sarah Greenwalt, or Millan Hupp 2. Records relating to the hiring or re-designation of Sarah Greenwalt, and Millan
Hupp, as &quot;administratively determined&quot; hires under the Safe Drinking Water Act. 3. Any records in the
possession of the office of the Administrator that relate to the hiring under the authority contained in the Safe
Drinking Water Act of persons in &quot;administratively determined&quot; positions. 4. Any records in the possession
of Matthew Z. Leopold (General Counsel), Kevin Minoli (Principal Deputy General Counsel), Erik Baptist (Senior Deputy
General Counsel), David Fotouhi (Deputy General Counsel), or Justin Schwab (Deputy General Counsel), that relate to
hiring under the authority contained in the Safe Drinking Water Act of persons in &quot;administratively
determined&quot; positions. A search may be limited to records created between January 20, 2017 and the date that
this request is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/9/2018 13:04 Surgey Co-Director Documented

EPA-HQ-2018-006364
EPA-R2-2018-008104

Nick Surgey
Chloe A. Vincente

WBNG

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I
hereby request the following: Any records in the possession of the following listed individuals that relate to hiring
under the authority contained in the Safe Drinking Water Act of persons in &quot;administratively determined&quot;
positions. 1. Henry Darwin, Chief of Staff for Operations 2. Kevin Chmielewski, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations 3.
John Showman, Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator for Administration and Resources Management 4. Lynnann
Hitchens, Acting Director, Office of Resources, Operations and Management, Office of Administration and Resources
Management 5. Michael Hardy, Acting Deputy Director, Office of Resources, Operations and Management, Office of
Administration and Resources Management 6. Linda Gray, Director, Office of Human Resources, Office of
Administration and Resources Management 7. Donna J. Vizian, Acting Assistant Administrator Office of Administration
and Resources Management A search may be limited to records created between January 20, 2017 and the date that
this request is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/9/2018 13:04 Surgey Co-Director Documented
5/29/2018 23:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-006354

Sonya Y. Ward

H2M Associates, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2018-006373

Kate Mishkin

Charleston Gazette-Mail

Seeking information regarding Alpha Associates, Inc., aka ALPHA ASSOC INC @ LAKEWOOD IND CAMPUS, Avallone
Partners, LLC, and ALPHA ENGINEERED COMPOSITES LLC. Located at 145 Lehigh Avenue (may also include 147 Lehigh
Avenue), Lakewood, Ocean County, NJ (Block 1606, Lots 3, 3.01, and 3.02). Clean Air Act: NJ0000003402978580. Clean
Water Act NJG262552. EIS #8174111. TRI #08701LPHSS145LE. RCR # NJR000020164. TSCA #TSCA123421. Requesting
any files related to permit application, plans, permit revision or update, closure. Information regarding onsite
inspections, compliance evaluations, and records inspections. Notices of violation, information on resolution, and
fines. Information related to waste management/storage and disposal, onsite water or waste discharge. Water, storm
4/7/2018 2:04 water or waste water permits.
I'm searching for all correspondence, including text messages and emails, coming from the accounts of Scott Pruitt,
Nicholas Falvo and Albert Kelly regarding &quot;Minden.&quot; Please include all correspondence dating from
4/9/2018 14:04 January 1, 2018 and April 9, 2018.

Paine Bickers, LLP
Carneys Point Township
CEM

If possible, please let us know the estimated fees before proceeding with fulfillment of the request.* Seeking any and
all testing, documentation, and analysis pertaining to the identification, testing, and removal of asbestos-containing
material during the West Bank asbestos project for the site located at 620 Eiseman Avenue, site # 806, in Marrero,
Louisiana. Specifically, please include the following: any forms/documents used in identifying asbestos-containing
material, chain of custody forms, field data sheets, site sketches, preliminary analyses memorandums/notes,
Westbank asbestos abatement forms, asbestos disposal forms or verification forms, the results of air and/or soil
sampling, Ecology and Environmental subcontractor forms, and any and all other documentation pertaining to removal
of asbestos-containing material at Site # 806 located at 620 Eiseman Avenue/Street in Marrero, Louisiana, during the
4/30/2018 21:04 Westbank Asbestos Removal Project.
3/16/2018 22:03 Chemours Chambers Works (see uploaded request letter for details)
4/17/2018 19:04 Please see attachment.

EPA-R6-2018-007178
EPA-R2-2018-006342
EPA-R3-2018-006746

Kendell M. Garrett
Karla Smith
Steven Wicker

EPA-HQ-2018-006705

EPA-R3-2018-006712

Attention: Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention I hereby request the following documents and
information related to EPA registration numbers 6836-313 (Lonza Disinfecting Wipes), 6836-336 (Lonza Disinfecting
Wipes Plus), and 6836-340 (Lonza Disinfecting Wipes Plus 2). The data packages delivered to the EPA by the registrant (1) the letter from the registrant to the EPA, (2) the proposed label submitted to the EPA by the registrant, and (3) the
associated Statement of No Data Confidentiality Claims (if applicable) - in support of the following EPA Antimicrobials
Division decisions attached hereto for reference (EPA cover letter only): a. 6836-313 - Decision Number 532231 - Dated
08/28/2017 b. 6836-313 - Decision Number [N/A] - Dated 01/08/2007 c. 6836-336 - Decision Number 535982 - Dated
12/29/2017 d. 6836-336 - Decision Number [N/A] - Dated 06/11/2010 e. 6836-340 - Decision Number 532232 - Dated
4/16/2018 21:04 10/25/2017 f. 6836-340 - Decision Number [N/A] - Dated 08/12/2011

DeWayne Layfield

Judy Azulay

Indian Creek Watershed
Association

We respectfully request copies of all filed and unfiled materials, records, reports, e-mails and other electronic
documents, calendars, hand written memos, phone notes, routing and transmittal slips, other memoranda, data,
notes, inter-agency and intra-agency correspondence and other documents created or held by the US Department of
Environmental Protection personnel or attorneys pertaining to: • The Consent Decree Civil Action NO. 1:15-cv-16018
between United States of America and the State of West Virginia, by and through the West Virginia Department of
Environmental Protection (Plaintiffs) v. James C. Justice Companies, Inc., James C. Justice, II, and High Mountain Living,
LLC (Defendants). • All enforcement actions concerning the Defendant’s actions at Turkey Creek in Monroe County,
WV previous or subsequent to the Consent Decree. These requests include but are not limited to all information
relating to compliance with the terms of the Consent Decree including payment of civil penalties and plans and
restoration of Turkey Creek to the pre-disturbance original conditions, stabilization to avoid erosion, sedimentation,
landslides, slips, etc. and status reports as required by the Decree. We already have a copy of the Consent Decree itself
as attached to this FOIA request, so it is not necessary to provide us with an additional copy of that document). The
time period for the materials covered in this request is from January 1, 2013 through April 16, 2018. In the event that
any of the requested information is exempt from disclosure, please list and describe the exempt documents along with
the reasons they are allegedly exempt. Also, please segregate and provide all non-exempt portions of any exempt
4/17/2018 2:04 documents.

EPA-HQ-2018-006707
EPA-R4-2018-006497
EPA-HQ-2018-006495

Nick Surgey
Tyler Sniff
Kurt Kovarik

National Biodiesel Board

EPA-HQ-2018-006596

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

EPA-HQ-2018-006496

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the
following: Records relating to the hiring or re-designation of Samantha Dravis as an &quot;administratively
determined&quot; appointment under the Safe Drinking Water Act. Records should include but not be limited to any
records that mention any potential or actually implemented salary or benefit adjustments for Dravis. A search may be
limited to records created between January 20, 2017 and the date that this request is processed. The requester is
entitled to a fee waiver because he is a member of the news media, and because this request for records concerns
activities or operations of the government. Disclosure of the requested records will likely increase public
understanding of government operations since the requester has the ability and the intention, through the means
described below, to effectively convey information contained within the requested records to a broad public audience.
Requester is an investigative journalist and the co-director of Documented, an investigative watchdog and reporting
group that explores the relationship between industry and government. Nick Surgey writes for the Intercept. The
requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial
purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance
of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if
not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to
4/16/2018 22:04 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
4/11/2018 21:04 Please see attached letter.
4/11/2018 20:04 Please see attached request.
4/13/2018 18:04 See attached
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Mario Caraballo, the deputy associate
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)'s Office of Homeland Security, from November 1, 2017
through April 9, 2018.
Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Carper"
"Whitehouse" or
4/11/2018 21:04 "Chairman John Barrasso"
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Christopher Zarba, a career employee for the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , from November 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006592

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation" or
4/13/2018 16:04 "Marginalized"

I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Ryan Jackson, Chief of Staff for Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Scott Pruitt , from November 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006590

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation" or
4/13/2018 16:04 "Marginalized"
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Kevin Chmielewski, the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), from September 1, 2017 through
April 4, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006548

EPA-HQ-2018-006546

Grace B. Carr

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

Daily Caller News Foundation

Specifically, the emails and phone calls I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation"
"Marginalized" or
4/12/2018 19:04 "Oklahoma"
I request copies of and access to all outgoing and incoming emails and phone calls between Kevin Chmielewski, the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and The New York Times, Politico
and CNN from September 1, 2017 through April 4, 2018.
Specifically, the emails and phone calls I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Retaliation" or
4/12/2018 18:04 "First-class travel"
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from John C. Martin , a special agent for the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Scott Pruitt, from November 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006586

EPA-HQ-2018-006584

Grace B. Carr

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

Daily Caller News Foundation

Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation" or
4/13/2018 16:04 "Marginalized"
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from John E. Reeder, the Deputy Chief of Staff for the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)l, from November 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018.
Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation"
4/13/2018 16:04 "Marginalized"

I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Special Agent Eric Weese, the lead man on
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Scott Pruitt’s security detail, from November 1, 2017 through
April 5, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006582

Grace B. Carr

Daily Caller News Foundation

Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation"
4/13/2018 15:04 "Marginalized"
I request copies of and access to all emails sent to or received from Reginald E. Allen, Acting Deputy Chief of Staff for
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), from November 1, 2017 through April 5, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006580

Grace B. Carr

EPA-R9-2018-006755

Jasmin Lombardi

EPA-R9-2018-008017

EPA-R9-2018-006758

Daily Caller News Foundation
Berkes Crane Robinson &amp;
Seal, LLP

Specifically, the emails I am seeking should contain any of the following terms:
"Security detail"
"Unethical Spending"
"Retaliation"
4/13/2018 15:04 "Marginalized"
4/17/2018 21:04 Under Agency Review

Rebecca Neubauer

T&M Associates

T&amp;M Associates is conducting a Phase I assessment of the property at 300 South Robertson Boulevard in Los
Angeles, Los Angeles County, California, which is currently operated as U.S. Renal Care. This Site is listed in the HAZNET
database with envid S112951792, GEPAID CAC002600946, and TSD EPA ID CAT080013352. We request electronic
copies of any files or documents pertaining to the above referenced property and database listing; particularly
information regarding this HAZNET listing regarding Oil/water separation sludge. The database listing is attached. If
you have any questions or require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me, Rebecca
5/24/2018 19:05 Neubauer, at 732.676.1743 or rneubauer@tandmassociates.com. Thank you.

Jessie Helm

Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie
LLP

Records involving Titanium Metals Corporation (“TIMET”) and a stock pile coined “Francy’s Mountain,” including any
and all reports (with attachments), supplemental reports, photographs, drawings, violations, notices, and
4/17/2018 22:04 correspondence, including for corrective action and compliance, directed to or regarding TIMET.

EPA-R10-2018-006790 Evan Dobbs

Documents concerning the Western Processing Superfund Site including, but not limited to, documents concerning the
remedial investigation and focused feasibility studies. The relevant time period for said documents is from the start of
4/18/2018 18:04 the remedial investigation of the Western Processing Superfund Site until 5 years after the investigation.

EPA-R9-2018-007585

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq., I request copies of the following
records: All entries for the digital calendar of Acting Regional Administrator Alexis Strauss for the dates between 05-012016 and the date which this request is fulfilled These entries are what Ivan Lieben has referred to as the “underlying
entry for each calendar item.” Please see attached emails for more information. I request these records in their native
digital format, and not printed out, or converted to PDF files, or otherwise processed in a manner that would decrease
the quality, quantity, or accessibility of the original information the records represent. A daily, weekly or monthly
summary of the calendar would not be responsive to this request. Acceptable native formats typical of digital calendar
output would include, but are not limited to, CSV, ICS and XLSX. If you determine that any fields in the requested data
are exempt from disclosure, please redact those fields, specify the statutes that exempt them, and release all other
segregable parts. I am comfortable working with very large databases in many standard formats, including SQL, CSV,
XML, and Access. Upon request, I would be happy to provide a USB thumbdrive or external hard drive to facilitate the
release of these records. Under the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, agencies may withhold information “only if . . .
disclosure would harm an interest protected by an exemption” or if “disclosure is prohibited by law.” If you withhold
any of these records, I request as required by the FOIA that you identify the reasonably foreseeable harm that would
result from the release of the records. I am a journalist at BuzzFeed News.The requested records will inform my
reporting, and I intend to use these records to inform the general public. Accordingly, I request to be categorized as a
5/11/2018 18:05 representative of the news media, per 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(4)(A)(ii).

Scott Pham

EPA-R1-2018-006605

Jay Arcata

Halloran &amp; Sage, LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-006606

Austin Evers

American Oversight

To whom it may concern: In connection with a lawsuit captioned as Richard Vichas v. Timothy Heckman, et al.,
presently pending in the Connecticut Judicial District of Hartford, bearing Docket No. HHD-CV-14-6052317-S, the
undersigned, on behalf of the defendant, Timothy Heckman, respectfully requests copies of the following documents:
The complete and unredacted file for any and all EPA investigations and inspections conducted in connection with a
T&amp;T Complete Landscaping, LLC from 2013 - 2016 including any and all documents pertaining to any criminal, civil
and/or administrative investigation conducted by the EPA in connection with such inspection. This includes a request
for any transcription of text messages or other cell phone content undertaken in connection with the investigaiton.
4/13/2018 19:04 Please contact Attorney Elizabeth O'Donnell at 860-241-4045 should any further clarification be necessary.
Requesting all calendars or calendar entries for any of the following individuals from May 18, 2017, to the date a
search is conducted, including any calendars maintained on behalf of these individuals (e.g., by an administrative
4/13/2018 19:04 assistant): • Sarah Greenwalt • Samantha Dravis

EPA-R5-2018-006609

Lindsey Sorensen

PM Environmental

Any SEMS-Archive information on the following site (looking for site assessments/investigations in particular) Ford
4/13/2018 19:04 Motor Co Wixom; 50000 Grand River Ex, Wixom, Michigan (Site ID: 502296 &amp; EPA ID: MID005379714)

Stony Brook University
Stony Brook University

I am requesting records discussing or showing personnel staffing levels, organizational structure, and any reorganization (organizational charts, etc.) for all EPA Offices and sub-offices (“program” offices) including FTEs and
onboard employees, from December 1, 2016 to March 31, 2018. We are only interested in emails, charts, memos, or
other written or electronic documents that involve office or sub-office (“program” office) administrators and other
upper management and their “business case” decisions on staffing and its re-organization as well as budgetary
constraints on staff. We are requesting this information and documentation for all offices and sub-offices (“program”
4/20/2018 21:04 offices) at the HQ and also at all Regional offices and their sub-offices of the EPA.
4/13/2018 21:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-006907
EPA-R3-2018-006636

Christopher Sellers
Christopher Sellers

EPA-HQ-2018-006362

Anthony V. Torres

Sierra Club

EPA-R3-2018-007400

Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-006829

Noah Fromson

WZZM 13 abc

EPA-R3-2018-006782

Mark Fortna

DelVal Soil &amp;
Environmental Consultants, Inc

EPA-R5-2018-006850

ROBIN L. DAVIS

Sierra Club requests the following records in the possession, custody, or control of The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) for the period January 20, 2017 up through and including the date of your search for records: All emails,
texts, and other written communications received or sent by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt related to the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); Keywords: NAFTA, North American Free Trade Agreement, renegotiation,
negotiations; and The schedule of Mr. Pruitt for all meetings, calls, or other appointments related to NAFTA. For each
responsive appointment, this includes: Title of the appointment; Date of the appointment; All named attendees; and
Any recorded agenda, minutes, or other notes associated with the appointment. This request includes any responsive
communication that is or was on any system or device, computer, phone, smartphone, tablet, email account, cloud,
server or other communication system either personal or business that is or was owned or operated by Mr. Pruitt. For
example, this request includes all emails or other communications from any personal account operated by Mr. Pruitt
which have been forwarded into a EPA government email account. It also applies to all email accounts assigned to or
operated by Mr. Pruitt, whether on an official EPA email address or server or not, that relate to activities as a federal
government employee or other official business of EPA. This request applies to so-called “alias” email accounts that
may or may not include the name of the individual in the email address. It applies to text messages in any format from
a personal or government mobile device concerning Mr. Pruitt’s activities as federal government employees, or other
4/10/2018 0:04 official business of EPA.
5/7/2018 16:05 toxic waste site at Deer Lake, Pennsylvania 19601
Wolverine Worldwide’s response to EPA’s second 104(e)(2) CERCLA request (which was sent to Wolverine on 12-014/19/2018 18:04 2017). Requesting any and all documents and media sent by Wolverine in response to the request.
Records of environmental concern or violation including CERCLA and RCRA pertaining to 1500 and 1522 Bethlehem
4/18/2018 17:04 Pike Hatfield , PA 18944. a/k/a DD Home Furnishings and Francis and Faust Mariano property. Facility ID 46-45037.
Pleas send any documents on test of volatile organic compounds and the results at private wells and or monitoring
wells that supplied water to the following homes 2805 9th Street, Rockford, IL 2809 9th Street Rockford, IL and 3105
15th Street Rockford IL. for the following time period 1955 - 1995. I would also like the results for said testing for a one
4/20/2018 13:04 block radius for the address of 2805 9th Street. Thank you.

EPA-HQ-2018-006538

Ross J. Gianfortune

Government Executive Media
Group

4/12/2018 16:04

EPA-R2-2018-006859

Anthony Bizzarri

Upstream Environmental, Inc.

4/20/2018 14:04

EPA-R2-2018-006862
EPA-R3-2018-006865

Under Agency Review
Ramzi Ebbini

4/20/2018 14:04
4/20/2018 15:04

Dear FOIA Official, Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I request any records and correspondence
from Environmental Protection Agency regaring the design or mockups of new agency challenge coins for the agency
and/or challenge coins for the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. If possible, I'd prefer records
from Feb. 2017 until the present. This is a request in the news media fee category. I agree to pay up to $25 for
applicable fees if necessary. Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Sincerely, Ross Gianfortune
Government Executive Media Group 600 New Hampshire Ave NW, Fifth Floor Washington, DC 20037
rgianfortune@govexec.com Office: 202-266-7427 Fax: 202-739-8522
I would like any information available regarding QUALITY ELECTROPLATING CORP PR1 KM 34.2 V. BLANCA IND,
CAGUAS, PR 00725, EPA ID: PRD987370848.
Please provide all documents relating to the testing of the air around or at the World trade Center site and south of
Canal Street in New York City between September 11, 2001 and September 11, 2003. If the fee will be more than $25,
please notify me in advance.
Under Agency Review

EPA-R4-2018-006851

John N. Billings

EPA-HQ-2018-006854

Krystke Stump

EPA-R5-2018-006856

Joseph Saunders

EPA-R8-2018-006805

EPA-HQ-2018-006806

R.J. Pathroff

Felix J. Pangelinan

PM Environmental

A list of all sanitary sewer overflows or other incidents at any pump stations, water waste treatment plants, or other
sanitary sewer or storm water facilities located on the map attached as Exhibit A, which identifies the East Hickman
sewershed in Fayette County, Kentucky, from the past fifteen (15) years, including but not limited to, the dates, length
of time, and locations of the overflows, the amount in gallons of each overflow, the reason for the overflow, the
individual cost to clean up each overflow, and any other information related to these overflows; SEE Attached
4/20/2018 13:04 Description.
Requesting a copy of any correspondence from Congresswoman Kyrsten Sinema and the response to the
4/20/2018 13:04 correspondence from your agency. Please search for documents from January 2013 through present.
Looking for any CORRACTS information on the following site (looking for site assessment reports in particular):
4/20/2018 13:04 Consumers Energy Co, 1955 W Parnall Rd, Jackson, (EPA ID MID052044963)

Vogel Law Firm

The entire file of the US Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) relating to the response to, and cleanup of, the
incident of July 22, 2014 at the property of Red River Supply, Inc., located at address 1202 E. Broadway, Williston,
North Dakota 58801, which is believed to have been assigned National Response Center Incident ID Nos. 1089908 and
1089921, including, but not limited to, all internal correspondence or emails by and between EPA staff (including, but
not limited to, Paul Peronard), all external correspondence or emails by and between EPA staff (including, but not
limited to, Paul Peronard) and any other person or entity, all lab reports and results, all test reports and results, all
plans, all reports or memoranda, all studies, all official documents of the EPA, and all records of the activity of EPA staff
4/18/2018 21:04 (including, but not limited to, Paul Peronard), which in any way relate to the aforementioned matter.

DSCC

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect;552 et seq. (“FOIA”), I request copies of all documents
outlined in detail below: • Log of correspondence between employees at your agency and Minnesota State Sen. Karin
Housley and her office from January 8, 2013 - present; If any records are withheld or redacted, I request that you state
the specific legal and factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, please identify each
document that falls with scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are located in
another installation or bureau, I request that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this request to
the appropriate installation or bureau. To the extent that the responsive records are available in electronic format, I
would prefer to receive the information via email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or
expense involved. Otherwise, I will expect to receive the information in paper form. To help assess my status for
copying and mailing fees, please note that I am gathering information for research purposes and not for commercial
activities. I am willing to pay all reasonable costs incurred in locating and duplicating these materials. But please
contact me prior to processing to approve any fees or charges incurred in excess of $150. Thank you for your
cooperation with this request. I am willing to discuss ways to make this request more manageable to your office.
4/18/2018 22:04 Please do not hesitate to contact me at pangelinan@demsenators.org.

Billings Law Firm, PLLC

EPA-HQ-2018-006761

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to FOIA, I hereby request the
following: Records relating to the meeting between faith leaders and Administrator Pruitt that took place on April 13,
2018. Records should include but not be limited to any emails, scheduling records, notes, talking points, or other
records that relate to this meeting. A search may be limited to records created between March 1, 2018 and the date
that a response is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request
is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform
me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/18/2018 13:04 Surgey Co-Director Documented

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-006762

Nick Surgey

EPA-R3-2018-006722

Sierra Dillaman

EnviroTrac

EPA-HQ-2018-006472

Dwayne Sam

Perkins Coie LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-006457
EPA-R5-2018-006455

LAURA STRICKLER
Daniel Davis

CBS NEWS

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I
hereby request the following: All records relating to the EPA contract with and services provided by Secure Mission
Solutions LLC under Procurement Identifier EPW13013 (Security System Design and Installation Project for the EPA
Headquarters Complex). A search may be limited to records created between January 1, 2018 and the date that a
response is processed. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of
the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/18/2018 13:04 Surgey Co-Director Documented
To Whom It May Concern: We are conducting a Phase I Environmental Assessment for the property at 2100 Lincoln
Highway East, Lancaster, PA 17602 (parcel ID# 3102472300000). As part of the reporting process, we are requesting a
copy of any and all records related to environmental matters at the above mentioned properties, including hazardous
waste, incidents/responses, underground storage tanks, water well records, and any other environmentally related
4/17/2018 16:04 issues. Thank you, Sierra
Dear FOIA Officer: I am counsel for the Small Refinery Owners Coalition (the “Coalition”). The EPA’s FOIA database
indicates that the Agency is in receipt of at least two FOIA requests from ethanol groups seeking information about
hardship relief granted to small refineries. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552 et seq. and 40 C.F.R. &sect; 2.100 et seq.,
the Coalition requests that you forward all documents responsive to these and other similar FOIA requests to my
attention. Please provide all responsive documents to me in the same format made available to the requestors. I agree
to pay reasonable fees for the documents requested, including actual costs up to $250. If you estimate that actual
costs will exceed $250, please contact me so that I may arrange for payment. If documents are withheld entirely,
please provide a justification for withholding the information pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(6) and 40 C.F.R. &sect;
2.104(h). Please contact me at 202-654-6209 or LeAnnJohnson@perkinscoie.com, if you have any questions about this
4/10/2018 22:04 request.
CBS News is requesting any and all emails from February 1, 2017 through April 1, 2017 that mention the words
&quot;Weese&quot; and/or &quot;Eric Weese&quot; and/or &quot;Perratta&quot; and/or &quot;Nino&quot; and/or
&quot;Pasquale&quot; from the following email accounts: Administrator Scott Pruitt's epa.gov account and his
Hotmail account that was first tested on March 22, 2017 as well as EPA email accounts for the following employees:
Ryan Jackson, Samantha Dravis, Gwender Davis, Millan Hupp, Kevin Chmielewski, Forrest McMurray, Lincoln Ferguson
4/10/2018 18:04 and John Reeder.
4/10/2018 18:04 Under Agency Review

Friends of the Earth hereby requests various documents, records, and materials between the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), including the Office of the Administrator and Office of Pesticide Programs and the lobbyists
or individuals representing Croplife America and National Association of State Departments of Agriculture pertaining
to a Memorandum of Agreement between the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Interior (DOI),
including the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and Department of Commerce (DOC), including the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) regarding the establishment of an Interagency Working Group to coordinate Endangered
Species Act Consultations for Pesticide Registrations and Registration Review. Friends of the Earths requests
documents from January 20, 2017-present. This request includes documents regarding meetings or communications or
other contacts— including meeting minutes and scheduling notes—that any individual from any of the entities listed
above arranged or attended with the EPA or that the EPA arranged or attended with any of the listed entities. For
purposes of this request, “documents, records, and materials” should be interpreted to include copies of all
correspondence, including, but not limited to, telephone logs, phone calls, briefing documents, electronic mail,
scheduling notes, meeting minutes, other correspondence between meeting attendees or those who scheduled
meetings, and notes documenting any communication (regardless of physical form or characteristics) concerning the
Memorandum of Agreement between the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of the Interior, and the
Department of Commerce regarding the establishment of an Interagency Working Group to coordinate Endangered
4/17/2018 0:04 Species Act Consultations for Pesticide Registrations and Registration Review.

EPA-HQ-2018-006709

Tiffany Finck-Haynes

EPA-R2-2018-006459

Natalie Powers

Darger Errante Yavitz &amp;
Blau

EPA-HQ-2018-006463

Shailesh Sahay

POET, LLC

EPA-HQ-2018-007374

Shailesh Sahay

POET, LLC

EPA-R5-2018-006462

James J. Cha

4/10/2018 19:04 Under Agency Review
All records expressing or embodying any final decision to grant or deny any petition for a “small refinery” exemption
4/10/2018 19:04 under 42 U.S.C. &sect; 7545(o)(9).
All records received, reviewed, considered, used, or created in connection with any final decision to grant or deny any
5/4/2018 19:05 petition for a “small refinery” exemption under 42 U.S.C. &sect; 7545(o)(9).

1. Provide all reports concerning the investigation(s) of Randall Ashe, Justin Oesterreich and/or David Tal iaferro for
alleged sexual harassment or the creation of a host ile work environment, that were conducted by the U.S. EPA,
Criminal Investigation Division's Professiona l Integrity &amp; Quality Assurance office (PIQA) during the period of time
from March 2014 to the present. Responsive documents must include, but are not limited to, all final reports, execut
ive summaries and reports of interviews. 2. Provide all reports concerning the investigation(s) of Randall Ashe, Justin
Oesterreich and/or David Taliaferro for alleged sexual harassment or the creation of a hostile work environment, that
were conducted by the U.S. EPA's Office of Inspector General (OIG) during the period of time from March 2014 to the
present. Responsive documents must include, but are not limited to, all final reports, executive summaries and reports
of interviews. 3 .. Provide all reports concerning the investigation(s) of David Taliaferro for alleged sexual harassn:ient
or t he creation of a hostile work environment, t hat were conducted by any Human Resources office within U.S. EPA,
Region 5, or U.S. EPA's Headquarters Office during the period of time from March 2014 to the present. Responsive
documents must include, but are not limited to, all final reports, executive summaries and reports of interviews. 4.
Provide all recordi identifying, describing or recommending any disciplinary actions against Randall Ashe, Justin
Oesterreich and/or David Taliaferm for alleged actions of sexual harassment or the creation of a hostile work
4/10/2018 19:04 environment which occurred in 2014 or 2015.

EPA-R2-2018-006465
EPA-HQ-2018-006469

Brian S. Ehalt
Michelle Festa

EPA-HQ-2018-006811
EPA-HQ-2018-006528

Robert H. Weinfeld,
MD
Scott Andresini

Excel Environmental
Resources, Inc.

GES

4/10/2018 20:04
4/10/2018 20:04

4/19/2018 13:04
4/12/2018 14:04

We are requesting access to all environmental investigation, compliance, permitting, violation, enforcement, etc.
documentation for the following subject property related to the CAA, CWA, CERCLA, RCRA, TSCA and Petroleum
Storage Tanks: Military Ocean Terminal Bayonne (MOTBY) Port Terminal Road, Bayonne, NJ 07002 EPA Identification
Number: NJ0210022752
FOIA Request for Complaints against Spruce Environmental
Requesting records regarding the increase in morbidity and mortality to citizens and non-citizens living in the United
States as result of policies directed by you to roll back protections related in any manner to clean air, clean water and
pollution.
Under Agency Review

EPA-R1-2018-007017

Andrea F. Donlon

CT River Conservancy

EPA-R5-2018-007039

Brian Tunney

WILSON, ELSER, ET AL

EPA-HQ-2018-006684

Elliott Blackburn

Argus Media

The CT River Conservancy is requesting multiple documents submitted to EPA as part of NPDES permit requirements in
the CT River watershed. See attached sheet for specific report requests related to nutrient optimization and CSO 9
minimum control requirements. CRC is assuming these are all filed electronically and can be forwarded electronically
4/25/2018 16:04 to us. We can also download from an ftp site or Dropbox or equivalent.
Any and all documents regarding sanctions imposed by the Environmental Protection Agency on United
Transportation Group for violations at the facility located at 1150 E. 145th Street, East Chicago, IN 46312. Date of
4/25/2018 21:04 consent agreement and final order: 10/13/16 [see attached article]
- Any and all records, which includes but is not limited to emails, instant messages and text messages, related to the
criteria, eligibility or administration of small refinery exemptions for 2016, 2017, and 2018 under 40 CFR &sect;
4/16/2018 15:04 80.144(e)(2) or &sect;

GAO

All communications and attachments (if emails) between EPA and PPG in reference to Pulverizing Site in Moorestown
New Jersey on New Albany Road. This should include Administrative Orders and Statement of Work Orders. This
4/16/2018 15:04 matter is being handled in region 2 I believe by the Emergency &amp; Remedial Response Division
Electronic correspondence, including attachments, which was sent to or from (including also copying, whether as cc: or
bcc:), Peter Paul Egeghy in EPA’s National Exposure Research Laboratory, Systems Exposure Division, and/or Matt
Martin in EPA’s National Center for Computational Toxicology, which were also sent to or from (including also as cc: or
bcc:), or which include anywhere in the correspondence, whether the body of the thread of which it is a part, the
Subject, To:, From:, cc:, or bcc: fields: a) lxzeise@gmail.com, b) ivan.rusyn@gmail.com and/or c)
4/16/2018 15:04 rusyn@cvm.tamu.edu.

EPA-R2-2018-006682

michael babcock

EPA-HQ-2018-006681

Christopher Horner

EPA-R3-2018-006475
EPA-HQ-2018-006656

Spencer Thames
Matt Kasper

RPS

I am requesting records of annual groundwater monitoring reports and operations and maintenance reports for the
groundwater treatment system at 200 West 7th Avenue in Collegeville, PA. The facility is known under several names
including Accellent, UTI, and Lake Region Medical. The ID number is PAD002344463. I am only looking for documents
from this facility for the years 2016, 2017, and 2018. I do not need anything certified. I am willing to pay more for the
4/11/2018 13:04 documents, should additional fees be incurred during the search. Thank you.
4/16/2018 22:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-006551

EPA-R2-2018-006733

Tyler Smith

Please produce records* in EPA’s possession, custody, or control that are, include, or reflect correspondence or
communication, in any form, between any EPA employees, agents, or representatives and any other person, created
or produced between March 1, 2008 and March 31, 2010, as described below: a) Records relating to methods for
determining compliance with renewable biomass requirements associated with the use of crops and crop residue for
renewable fuel production as discussed in 40 C.F.R. &sect; 80 and 75 Fed. Reg. 14669 (March 26, 2010), including but
not limited to all discussion of the aggregate compliance approach to compliance adopted under 40 C.F.R. &sect; 80;
b) Records relating to the references to assistance sought by EPA from the United States Department of Agriculture to
determine the feasibility of alternative methods of verifying compliance (as referenced at 75 Fed. Reg. 14669 section
III); c) Records relating to the “Aggregate Compliance Approach for Planted Crops and Crop Residue From Agricultural
Land,” 75 Fed. Reg. 14701, including but not limited to any and all other data relied upon by EPA in determining the
national aggregate baseline. *“Records” means anything denoted by the use of that word or its singular form in the
text of FOIA and includes correspondence, minutes of meetings, memoranda, notes, emails, calendar notices, other
notices, facsimiles, charts, tables, presentations, orders, filings, and other writings (handwritten, typed, electronic, or
otherwise produced, reproduced, or stored). This request seeks responsive records in the custody of any EPA office,
including, but not limited to, EPA Headquarters offices, and specifically including EPA offices in possession of
4/12/2018 20:04 responsive records. Please see attached letter for additional information regarding this request.

Ross Thomas

Requesting documentation for the Dixon Joseph Crucible Company, located at 167 Wayne Street in Jersey City, New
Jersey. The facility is listed as a RCRA TSD site (EPA ID: NJD001319250). Requesting any and all documentation in
4/17/2018 18:04 regards to the facility listed above. Environmental reports, sampling data, closure reports, etc.

D3G

Kindly provide this office with all correspondence (including emails, letters and notes related to oral conversations)
between any agent or representatives of Atlantic Richfield, and any agent or representatives of the Environmental
Protection Agency, which took place from March 1, 2013 to present and relates to arsenic, lead, the litigation named
Christian, et. al. v. Atlantic Richfield et. al., or the Superfund Cleanup in Anaconda/ Deer Lodge County, Montana.
Agents for Atlantic Richfield, include namely:
Jon Rauchway; Shannon Stevenson; Mark Champoux; James Henderson; John Davis; Patrick Sullivan; David Folkes;
Richard Bartelt; Davis Graham & Stubbs, LLP

EPA-R8-2018-006734
EPA-HQ-2018-007398

Natalie Phillips
Eliza Relman

Beck, Amsden &amp; Staples,
PLLC
Business Insider

Agents of the EPA, include namely:
Andy Lensink; Charlie Coleman; Susan Bohan; Beth Archer; Robert Moler; Albert Kelly; Doug Benevento; Nikia Greene;
Jenny Chambers; Ken Brockman; Joe Vranka; Gunnar Emilsson; Chris Wardell; Deb Thomas; Shaun McGrath
Communications between representatives of Atlantic Richfield and/or representatives of the Environmental Protection
Agency identified above and agents of the Department of Justice, namely:
4/17/2018 18:04 Matthew Oakes; John Cruden; Michael Cotter; Victoria Francis; John Seither
5/4/2018 22:05 Please see attached document.

EPA-HQ-2018-006583

Marie Lefton

I am seeking a list of NOIs and/or lawsuits filed against any government entity and/or other party or parties under the
citizen's suit provisions of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The information should include the identity of the
plaintiff(s) for each suit. (I am primarily interested in the past ten years, but would be pleased to receive any
information you have compiled.) I have already found a listing of ALL NOIs at this EPA website page,
https://www.epa.gov/noi, but I am looking for a list of NOIs or lawsuits that is solely limited to the ESA. Please contact
4/13/2018 16:04 me if you need further information, and I look forward to your assistance. Many thanks.

EPA-HQ-2018-006591

Andrew Logerwell

Please list any and all email accounts used by Administrator Scott Pruitt for official or agency related business. Please
4/13/2018 16:04 include any and all emails accounts accessed by Mr. Pruitt on agency computers, cell phones or remote access portals.

Rachel Tevlin
Eric Bonetti

Atlantic Environmental Solutions, Inc. (AESI) has been retained to perform an environmental assessment of the
property located at: 152 Newark Street, Hoboken, New Jersey Block: 187, Lot: 13.02 any information which may be in
your files in connection with the subject property listed above and/or any of the adjacent properties from 1900 to
present day. Please review your files for any of the following: • Environmental or Health related violations, incidents,
complaints, etc. • Community Right to Know (RTK) Information • Underground Storage Tank (UST) registration records,
installation/removal permits, etc. • Hazardous substance (including petroleum) inventories, discharges, leaks, spills,
etc. • Monitoring well, potable well, or other well installation records • Industrial Site Recovery Act (ISRA) or ECRA
correspondence • Groundwater contamination reports, including Classification Exception Areas (CEAs) • Declaration of
4/13/2018 16:04 Environmental Restrictions (DERs) • Air emission permits, records • Solid waste or sanitary waste permits, records
4/13/2018 1:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-R2-2018-006595
EPA-HQ-2018-006562

EPA-HQ-2018-006563

Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

To Whom It May Concern: On behalf of Documented and the Intercept, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I
hereby request the following: All email messages sent or received from the adm14pruitt@epa.gov EPA email account
which relate to the scheduling of meetings or other events. Please provide any email attachments sent or received
with identified emails. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of
the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Nick
4/13/2018 13:04 Surgey Co-Director Documented

Nick Surgey

EPA-HQ-2018-006749
EPA-HQ-2018-006750

Sharon Lerner
Sharon Lerner

The Intercept
The Intercept

EPA-R2-2018-006599

Marisa Y. Paradiso

Law Offices of Marisa Y
Paradiso

I am requesting all communications between Region 5 and EPA headquarters about the Agricultural Worker Protection
Standard (WPS) that have been sent or received since March of 2017. This includes all emails, letters (digital or on
paper) and transcripts of phone calls. I am also requesting any communications about the WPS between Region 5 and
any other regional office of EPA and any other entity. Because this material will add to the public understanding of
4/17/2018 20:04 government operations and activities, I request a fee waiver.
4/17/2018 20:04 Under Agency Review
Requesting all documents having to do with 40 Pier Lane West, Fairfield, New Jersey which pre-date January 1, 2000
and refer to either Foley Metal or Yelof Corporation. I only want documents before January 1, 2000 which mention or
4/13/2018 18:04 refer to Foley Metal or Yelof Corporation by name.

EPA-HQ-2018-006598

Thomas Blanton

EPA-HQ-2018-006787

Earnest W. Wotring

EPA-HQ-2018-006789

Michael Ravnitzky

The National Security Archives

Baker Wotring LLP

Requesting the administrative processing records for the FOIA request I submitted on April 28, 201 7. The request
sought &quot;All emails received by your agency between Janua,y 20, 201 7, and April 28, 2017,from any Republican
National Committee domain, including but not limited to emails from rnchq.org.&quot; The Archive tracking number
4/13/2018 18:04 for this request is 20170458EPA001. The agency tracking number is EPA-HQ-201 7- 006676.
Parts of the original request have been withdrawn, clarified, or publicly available information has been provided, such
that as of 5/2/2018 the request seeks:
1.Correspondence between EPA and FCA from September, 2015 to the date of the request.
2.Test data relied upon to support EPA’s assertions in paragraph 104 of the Complaint.
3.Any Field Fixes or running changes to the vehicles that would have altered or enhanced AECD Nos 1-8 after the
vehicle’s sale to the original owner.
4.Any defect information report as that term is used in 40 C.F.R. §85.1903 for the Vehicles regarding the emission
control system.
5.Any emission-related defects in design, materials, or workmanship as that term is used in 40 C.F.R. §1068.501 for the
Vehicles.
6.Any plan to remedy a nonconformity for any emissions-related defect for the engines/equipment in the Vehicles.
See 40 C.F.R. § 1068.505.
7.Any remedial plan for any emissions-related defect for the engines/equipment in the Vehicles. See 40 C.F.R. §
1068.510.
8.Any notification to any owner for an emissions-related defect for the engines/equipment in the Vehicles. See 40
C.F.R. § 1068.520.
4/18/2018 18:04 9.Any voluntary recall for emission-related problems for the Vehicles. See 40 C.F.R. § l 068.535.
Requesting copy of each email in the email system of Andrew Wheeler, Deputy Administrator, (for example: TO,
4/18/2018 18:04 FROM, CC) during these dates: June 22, 2017 to June 30, 2017 and these dates: March 20, 2018 to April 8, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006648

Sanghyun Lee

Environmental Integrity Project

EPA-HQ-2018-006836

Susan C. Hennebury

Washington Free Beacon

EPA-HQ-2018-006663

Samuel J. Galen

On March 30, 2018, EPA produced records of Administrator Pruitt’s calendar in response to EIP’s FOIA request for
records of Mr. Pruitt’s meetings with outside parties from May 19, 2017 through August 14, 2017 (FOIA Request No.
EPA-HQ-2017-010504). These records show that 30 of these calendar entries include attachments that may have either
been produced or otherwise provided by outside parties. This FOIA request seeks: (1) any attachments that may have
been provided by EPA to outside parties, including those records produced internally by EPA staff but then
subsequently shared with outside parties, prior to meetings or events with Administrator Pruitt, from May 19, 2017, to
August 21, 2017; and (2) any attachments that may have been produced or otherwise provided by outside parties to
EPA prior to meetings with Administrator Pruitt, from May 19, 2017, to August 21, 2017. Please find full FOIA request
4/13/2018 21:04 and supporting attachment enclosed.
I am requesting a list of all EPA political appointees and their resumes that are currently employed or previously have
4/19/2018 20:04 been employed at the EPA from February 1, 2017 to April 1, 2018.
I would like to request access to all information relating to the short and long term affects of agent orange on
4/16/2018 13:04 vietnamese farms, both during and after the Vietnam War.

EPA-R6-2018-007042

EPA-R5-2018-006912

EPA-R5-2018-006908

Naveena Sadasivam

TEXAS OBSERVER

April 25, 2018 Attn: FOIA Officer, Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. subsection 552, I am requesting any
and all communication between the following EPA staff and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality regarding
vapor intrusion and Municipal Setting Designations (MSDs) since January 1, 2003: Richard Ehrhart - Multimedia
division Mary Kemp - Brownfields program Camisha Scott - Brownfields program At a minimum, EPA must search for
the following terms in the email inboxes of the staff listed above: &quot;vapor intrusion,&quot;
&quot;intrusion,&quot; &quot;MSD&quot; and &quot;municipal setting&quot; I am only requesting publicly available
information. Please exclude confidential business information. Texas Observer Qualifies as a Representative of the
News Media Founded in 1954, the Texas Observer magazine has been continuously publishing for 53 years. The
Observer is a non-profit publication whose mission is to “cover stories crucial to the public interest and to provoke
dialogue that promotes democratic participation and open government, in pursuit of a vision of Texas where
education, justice and material progress are available to all.” Waiver of All Costs I request a waiver of all costs
associated with fulfilling this submission pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(a)(4)(A)(iii). The information provided by the
agency will be used for the following activities: an ongoing journalism project focusing on groundwater contamination
in Texas. If this request is denied in full or in part, please cite the exemptions pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b) that
justify the denial. If an exemption applies, however, please consider exercising the agency's discretionary release
powers to disclose the records. Additionally, please release all reasonably segregable portions of the records as they
are collected. If you have any questions about handling this request, please don’t hesitate to call me at the following
4/25/2018 22:04 (office) number 512-477-0746 or email me at sad

Susan E. Smith

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, we request access to and copies of any and all documents in the care,
custody and control of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, that refer or relate to the
increased incidence of Legionnaires' disease in and around the City of Flint, MI and Genesee County, MI in 2014 and
2015, including but not limited to email correspondence between Thomas Poy (EPA Region 5) and representatives of
the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (including but not limited to Jonathan Yoder, Laurel
Garrison, and Cynthia Whitney), Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (including but not limited to
Jevon McFadden, Jim Collins, and Corinne Miller) , and the Genesee County Health Department (including but not
limited to Jim Henry and Suzanne Cupal). This request is made for purposes of an investigation and litigation and not
4/20/2018 22:04 for any commercial use.

Susan E. Smith

Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, we request access to and copies of any and
all documents (including emails) in the care, custody and control of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency related to the investigation, testing and analysis of the City of Flint municipal water distribution system for
residual chlorine levels; compliance with the Lead and Copper Rule; compliance with the Surface Water Treatment
Rule; and detection of Legionella. The timeframe of this request is limited to the period of April 30, 2014 to January 30,
2017. This request is made for purposes of an investigation and litigation and not for any commercial use. The scope of
this request includes all documents pertaining to environmental sampling to detect Legionella, giardia, residual
4/20/2018 21:04 chlorine levels, and bacterial levels, and the laboratory analysis of any such environmental samples.

EPA-R8-2018-006885

Matthew Hofer

EPA-R6-2018-006886

Megan Mahajan

EPA-R9-2018-008071

Razi Syed

EPA-R5-2018-006903

Tyler Gomoll

EPA-R5-2018-006702

Robert Crowley

Morrison &amp; Foerster LLP

1.)All interviews with witnesses regarding the Gold King Mine Blowout, regarding its cause, effect, and response,
including but not limited to EPA employees, contractors, and other percipient and non-percipient witnesses. This
should include recordings, transcripts, memos, and notes.
2.)The un-redacted video and recordings of the Gold King Mine Blowout. Again, this should include recordings and
transcripts. Timeline August 5, 2015 - September 5, 2018. “Recordings” includes audio recordings, if any, as well as
pictures. The subject matter of this request is the August 5 release and its apparent downstream effects. Recordings
of EPA response actions (e.g., treatment plant construction) that do not depict the release are not responsive. We seek
all videos without redactions.
3.)EPA file(s) containing the materials used to brief Administrator Gina McCarthy and other EPA officials in their
testimony and related presentations to respond to the Congressional investigation of the Gold King Mine Blowout. We
expect that these files are generally located in a single location at or near EPA Headquarters. Timeline August 5, 2015
through April 13, 2018.
4.)EPA files from its emergency response team regarding its investigation of the Gold King Mine Blowout and the
impacts to the environment, and EPA’s actions taken to respond to the Blowout. We expect these files to be located
primarily at EPA Region 8’s office in Denver, but that some of the files will be located in EPA Headquarters. Timeline
August 5, 2015 through the date that the Unified Command Center in Durango was shut down, October 31, 2015. This
request concerns records generated by or shared with members of the Unified Command Center in Durango during its
operational period. For example, EPA will search for the records, including but not limited to email, of emergency
4/20/2018 18:04 response team members who worked at or with the Unified Command Center.

TRC Environmental Corp.

I request to receive copies of all enforcement actions taken by the EPA against the following facilities between 1990 2018, including any findings of noncompliance, determinations of noncompliance, letters of violation, notices of
violation, administrative enforcement actions including consent agreements and complaints, judicial enforcement
actions including complaints and consent decrees, inspection reports, and any other enforcement information,
excluding correspondence. 1. Georgia Gulf Corp. (Lake Charles, LA) 2. Formosa Plastics Corp. (Baton Rouge, LA) 3. PHH
Monomer (Lake Charles, LA) 4. Oxy Vinyls, LP (Deer Park, TX) 5. The Dow Chemical Co., Inc. (Plasquemine, LA) 6.
Formosa Plastics Corp. (Point Comfort, TX) 7. Georgia Gulf Corp. (Plasquemine, LA) 8. Oxymar (Ingleside, TX) 9. The
Dow Chemical Co., Inc. (Oyster Creek, TX) 10. Oxy Vinyls, LP (La Porte, TX) 11. PPG Industries, Inc. (Lake Charles, LA).
05/03/18 - Per requester, this request is modified as follows: 1. I request only publicly available information. No CBI is
needed. I also do not need a denial log. 2. Attached is a spreadsheet of the names, EPA Registry ID numbers, and
addresses for the facilities in my request. 3. I am modifying my request to only include information from May 2013 4/20/2018 18:04 May 2018. 4. I am authorizing a fee commitment of up to $1500.
All records and documents concerning Vandenberg Air Force Base's compliance under the Resource Conservation and
5/29/2018 22:05 Recovery Act from 1980 to present.
RCRA NonGen/NLR - ILD074372517 Information pertaining to the American Can Company, status, notable information
4/20/2018 20:04 on the violations and enforcements.

ERM

Hello, this is a request for files related to the current Jarden Brands facility at 1501 East 9th Street in Muncie, Indiana.
This property may also be identified as Alltrista Corporation, Ball Corporation, Ball Brothers Co. and Ball-Foster Glass
Co. Other addresses associated with the facility include 1401 East 9th Street, 1509 S. Macedonia Ave and &quot;9th
and Blaine St&quot;. We are particularly interested in historical information related to Superfund and Corrective
Actions registration (EPA ID = IND000810713, Site ID = 505927). Other documents related to historical soil and/or
4/16/2018 19:04 groundwater contamination would also be requested. If I can help refine this request, please let me know.

EPA-R4-2018-007089

Please email me all correspondence concerning this water testing guidance issue with the Florida DEP and the Florida
4/26/2018 18:04 DOH. It has to do with the Ft Lauderdale Fiveash water treatment plant. SEE Letter attached.

Boyd Corbin

EPA-HQ-2018-007234

Chelsea Rosenberg

EPA-R9-2018-007235

MICHAEL C. BALDWIN Quaere Inc.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5 U.S.C. &sect;552, et seq., I request access to and copies of all
logs of correspondence to or from any officials at National FOIA Officer and Versar, Inc. between December 2004 and
May 1, 2018, complaints against Versar, Inc., and investigations into Versar, Inc. The EPA has had many contracts with
Versar, Inc some are included in the document attached. Please search for responsive records regardless of format,
medium, or physical characteristics. Where possible, please produce records electronically, in PDF or TIF format, via
email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. If your office cannot honor
this preference, I am willing to discuss the most cost-effective and efficient means of duplication. I agree to pay
reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $200. However, please notify
me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount. If any records are withheld or redacted, I request
that you state the specific legal and factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents. Please
identify each document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release and provide an index of
those documents as required under Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (2972).
Please describe each document claimed as exempt including the consequences of supplying the sought-after
information. If it is your determination that some portions of requested records are exempt, please disclose any
reasonably segregable non-exempt portions of the requested records. If requested documents are located in another
installation or bureau, I respectfully request that you please refer this request or any relevant portion of this request to
5/1/2018 21:05 the appropriate installation or bureau.
I am seeking any and all registration information, reports, investigations, citations, notice of violations, advisories,
corrective action reports, or other writings (as defined Govt. Code Section 6252(f) and/or Evidence Code Section 250)
pertaining to the operation of American Appliance Mfg. Corp., located in multiple buildings, including 2341, 2415,
2419, 2421, 2425, 2501 and 2525 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404 between January 1971 and December
5/1/2018 21:05 1990.

Vickie A. Askins

Please send copies of all Ohio EPA 2016 and 2017 reports submitted to U.S. EPA Region 5 as required under the CWA
for CAFO NPDES permits; including but not limited to: • Inventory of CAFO NPDES permits; • Periodic inspections; •
5/1/2018 22:05 Violations reported by the public; • Responses to all citizen complaints; and • All civil penalties and fines.

EPA-R5-2018-007247

EPA-R5-2018-007082

Astrea Taylor

EPA-HQ-2018-007253

Christine Robbins

EPA-R5-2018-007254

Charles Clark

Ohio EPA

Could you please send me any information you may have about the address 810 West Second Street, Xenia, Greene
County, Ohio, 45385? It may be known as &quot;Tudor's Biscuit World&quot; or &quot;Former Capitol
Cleaners.&quot; The owner swears he has a vapor mitigation system, and that U.S. EPA assisted in the installation.
However, we have no record of this, and when asked, he has not been forthcoming in any evidence of this. It is unclear
from the outside of the building that he has a vapor mitigation system. Additionally, PCE vapor concentrations in
nearby soil gas are above chronic response action levels for a commercial/industrial worker. Contact me if you have
4/26/2018 16:04 any questions. Thank you.
I’m requesting the documentation that established the pm2.5 as the level of danger and also, supporting documents
5/2/2018 0:05 that show the accuracy of the instruments that measure pm2.5, and the original study documentation.
I'm requesting information on 7930 Guilford Dr. In Dayton Ohio regarding Environmental Protection Agency records
regarding hazardous chemicals and polluted sites. Nuisance complaints reported to the city would also be helpful.
5/2/2018 2:05 Thanks.

EPA-HQ-2018-007116

Heather Anderson

EPA-HQ-2018-006941

Coral Davenport

EPA-R2-2018-006944

Kelly A. Rankin

EPA-HQ-2018-006948

Itai Vardi

EPA-R5-2018-006936

Law Office of Samuel W.
Bearman

Impact Environmental Closures

Bernice Brewer

EPA-R10-2018-008159 Paul W. Stemen

Stemen Environmental Inc.

I am requesting information and documentation of any Proposed Emissions Modification applications and/or Notice(s)
of Disapproval of Proposed Emissions Modification in reference to Volkswagen and Audi Generation 1.1 and 1.2 3.0liter vehicles involved in the US Volkswagen/Audi/Porsche Diesel Emissions Settlement Program. The EPA Test Groups
4/27/2018 16:04 include: 9ADXT03.03LD; AADXT03.03LD; BADXT03.02UG; BADXT03.03UG; CADXT03.02UG; CADXT03.03UG
National Freedom of Information Act Officer United States Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW Washington, DC 20460 April 22, 2018 Dear Sir or Madam: This is a request under the Freedom of
Information Act. I request that a copy of the following document be provided to me: A list of people who attended a
ceremony on January 25, 2018, at which E.P.A. Administrator Scott Pruitt announced the agency would withdraw its
“Once in, always in” policy for major sources under the Clean Air Act. In order to help to determine my status to assess
fees, you should know that I am a reporter for the New York Times, and this request is made as part of news gathering
and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Coral Davenport 1627 I St
4/23/2018 18:04 NW Suite 700 Washington, DC 703-618-0645
RE: Owner: Equistar Chemicals, LP Block 366B; Lots 4-B-1, 14-D-1, 14-A, 15, and 16 located in Edison Township,NJ For
the purpose of a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, seeking any records for this facility pertaining to petroleum
storage, hazardous materials (storage, transport or waste), permits and violations, remedial activities or deed notices.
4/23/2018 19:04 FRS ID: 110070212342
The detailed, day-by-day, hour-by-hour calendar for William Wehrum, Assistant Administrator For Air And Radiation,
4/23/2018 19:04 from 11.1.2017 to 4.23.2018.

187 Blue Jay Drive Sauk Village IL 60411 April 23, 2018 US Environmental Protection Agency FOIA Section/Safe Drinking
Water (SDWA) 77 West Jackson Chicago Il 60604 RE: FOIA REQUEST To whom it may concern: Under the Freedom of
Information Act, I am requesting information about Well #3. Below is a list of lab results that show concentration levels
( vinyl chloride) for Well#3 have exceeded the federal and state guidelines since April 2012. Even though ILEPA through
a consent decree required Sauk Village to install air stripping for our wells to control levels of vinyl chloride and
dichloroethylene, air stripping is not working. The following list of lab results that show levels of contamination are
well above state and federal guidelines. I am requesting any information as to what Sauk Village IL is doing and
required to keep contamination levels in check. In addition, I would like to see any records that show Sauk Village,
ILEPA or US EPA have notify residents that high levels of contaminate have been found in their drink water once again.
LAB NUMBERs COLLECTION DATE 1204B76-007A 4/24/2012 SG21309-0401 7/19/2012 SG21702-0301 7/25/2012
SG21812-0301 7/27/2012 SH20271-0601 8/3/2012 1210911-007A 10/16/2012 1301265-007A 1/8/2013 1304559-007A
4/9/2013 1307352-007A 7/09/2013 1310449-007A 10/08/2013 1401933-007A 1/21/2014 1410012-001A 10/1/2014
1411A41-001A 11/18/2014 1501129-009A 1/5/2015 1502E77-007A 2/24/2015 1503110-007A 3/3/2015 1504L38-003A
4/28/2015 1505E43-007A 5/19/2015 1506E33-003A 6/15/2015 1507335-009A 7/7/2015 1606119-003A 6/21/2016
1705153-005A 5/2/2017 Your prompt attention to this matter is appreciated. The response can be sent to
bbrewer910@gmail.com If you have questions or concerns, please contact me at 773 983 7137. Thank you Bernice
4/23/2018 18:04 Brewer Cc: IL EPA
I am looking for files pertaining to an EPA Supervised Clean Up performed on the Shakertown Wood Products Site
located at 1200 Kerron Avenue, Winlock, WA. EPA ID Site #WA001010099. I have the reports issued by Landau Inc., but
have not been able to locate any documents issued by the EPA or Ecology that comment on the completeness of the
4/23/2018 18:04 site clean up or current site status.

EPA-R3-2018-007765

Joseph Cundiff

EPA-HQ-2018-007079

Ross Gianfortune

EPA-R3-2018-007020

Under Agency Review

Records or portions thereof pertaining to asbestos abatement, investigations relating to asbestos, complaints received
regarding asbestos, inspections relating to asbestos, suppliers of asbestos, containing products to the above site,
removal and installation of boilers, OSHA, DOSH, and/or AHERA violation(s) from 1975 to the present for the below
sites: - Boiler Technician School/&quot;B&quot; School for Boilers, Philadelphia, PA - Shore Intermediate Maintenance
Activity (SIMA), shipyard, 9170 Second Street, Norfolk, VA 23511 - Continental Commander Naval Air Force Atlantic,
5/17/2018 15:05 Norfolk, VA
I would like to request any correspondence regarding agency portraiture of Scott Pruitt, including those from all of the
administrator's email addresses (pruitt.scott@epa.gov, esp7@epa.gov, adm14pruitt@epa.gov and
4/26/2018 16:04 sooners7@epa.gov).
Requesting Inspection Report, notes, and statements of and for the US EPA in the matter of ... Perrotta Contractor LLC
4/25/2018 17:04 ...

Bryan Dwyer

CMI is conducting a review of government regulatory databases as part of Phase I ESA to identify recognized
environmental conditions associated with the following property: 713 S. 22nd Street, Harrisburg, PA, 17104, Parcel ID
13-085-005. Through Pennsylvania’s Right-to-Know process, CMI is respectfully requesting information regarding
known environmental conditions at this property. Specifically, we are requesting information regarding discharged to
the property, the presence of hazardous or regulated contaminants on the property and above/under-ground storage
tanks. If such information exists, we would appreciate the opportunity to review it at your earliest convenience. Thank
4/25/2018 18:04 you for your attention to this matter.

EPA-R3-2018-007024

Government Executive Media
Group

EPA-HQ-2018-006913

Taylor Amarel

EPA-HQ-2018-007928

Stephen A. Johnson

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
emails sent to, from, or copied to Edward Scott Pruitt from February 17, 2017 to present day containing at least of the
following non-case-sensitive key-phrases: &quot;Fraud&quot;, &quot;Kushner&quot;, &quot;Wheeler&quot;, or
&quot;Lobbyist&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of
the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor
4/23/2018 13:04 Amarel
I am requesting a list of every meeting Administrator Pruitt has had since his appointment - to include (i) corporate ID,
(ii) name of person(s) he met with, (iii) date(s) of meeting(s), (iv) location(s) of meeting, (v) meeting subject(s), (vi) cost
of Administrator's travel, (vii) cost of travel for Administrator's entourage, (viii) benefits accruing to taxpayers as a
5/23/2018 3:05 consequence of meetings.

Stephen A. Johnson
Sally Sampson

Departure date &amp; return date for Administrator Pruitt's trip to Paris &amp; Morocco; total number of personnel
on trip; hotels used in Paris, France &amp; Rabat, Morocco; cost of airfare for each person on trip; cost of lodging for
each person accompanying the Administrator; reason for second overnight in Paris, France. Duties of those
accompanying the Administrator (e.g. xx personnel were security, xx personnel were advisors, xx personnel that were
4/24/2018 17:04 participants in meeting(s) -- not requesting eaches - merely totals of each category).
4/23/2018 16:04 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-006979
EPA-2018-006928

EPA-HQ-2018-007139

EPA-R4-2018-007157

The Jan. 2018 issue of the journal “Water Environment Research” has the following article by two engineers at the
Urban Watershed Research Facility (UWRF) operated by U.S. EPA’s Office of Research and Development in the Edison
Environmental Center (EEC) in Edison, NJ: A. Selvakumar; T. P. O’Connor (2018) “Organism Detection in Permeable
Pavement Parking Lot Infiltrates at the Edison Environmental Center, New Jersey.” Water Environ. Res., 90 , 21-29.
Three types of pavements were monitored at the EEC for indicator organisms. 16 sampling events were conducted in
2015-2016. I request the following additional information: 1. The manufacturer’s name(s) and model(s) of the
programmable automatic samplers and 0.1-mm tipping bucket rain gauge used in this research. 2. For each of the 16
sampling events, the indicator organism concentrations in each of the flow-weighted drainage pipe and surface runoff
samples. 3. For each of the 16 sampling events, the rain depth and event temperature (air temperature) assigned to
the event by this January 2018 article’s authors (or by U.S. EPA’s contractor, PARS Environmental Inc.). 4. For each of
the 16 sampling events, the date, time of day, and sample volume when each discrete sample was collected by the
automatic sampler at curb cut 4. 5. For each of the 16 sampling events, the total sample volume collected by the
automatic sampler at curb cut 4, and the total sample volume collected by the automatic sampler at curb cut 5. 6. For
the period from June 2015 through February 2016 inclusive, the records of rain measured using the 0.1-mm tipping
bucket rain gauge as recorded with the data logger, and the daily and hourly air temperature measured at the UWRF
weather station. 7. Any project report, other than this January 2018 article, that discusses the methods and results (for
4/30/2018 21:04 the entire period between July 2015 and Feb. 2016) of the research summarized in this Jan. 2018 article.

William P. Minervini

Under Agency Review

1967

A copy of each successful FY18 Brownfield Grant (including Cover Letter, Narrative Proposal, Other Factors Checklist,
and attachments) from the eleven (11) eligible entities within the State of North Carolina, including: Columbus County,
NC; Durham, NC; Kinston, NC; Lenoir, NC; Lincolnton, NC; Piedmont Triad Regional Council, Mayodan, Thomasville, and
Winston-Salem, NC; Robbins, NC; Salisbury, NC; Siler City, NC; Spring Hope, NC; and Washington, NC. Ideally, to save
4/30/2018 17:04 time/resources and to preserve the environment by minimizing paper waste, a PDF of each would be preferred.
This is a request for any and all records held by the EPA pertaining to meetings and communications
between the EPA Office of the Administrator and the lobbying firm Williams and Jensen, its employees,
and other representatives.
This request should be understood to include:
Any and all records held by the EPA Office the Administrator of meetings between the EPA and
employees of the lobbying firm Williams and Jensen that took place between January1, 2017 and
April 23, 2018; and/or
Any and all records held by the EPA Office of the Administrator of communications between the
EPA and employees of the law firm Williams and Jensen that were sent or received between
January 1, 2017 and April 23, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-006958

Lukas Ross

Friends of the Earth

The full text of any presentation, including slides, made to the EPA Office of the Administrator by
4/23/2018 22:04 the lobbying firm Williams & Jensen, from January 2017 through April 23, 2018.

Any and all records held by the EPA of meetings between the EPA Office of the Administrator and
employees of the law firm Faegre Baker Daniels that took place between January1, 2017 and April
23, 2018;

EPA-HQ-2018-006956

Lukas Ross

Friends of the Earth

Any and all records held by the EPA Office of the Administrator of communications between the
EPA and employees of the law firm Faegre Baker Daniels that were sent or received between
4/23/2018 21:04 January 1, 2017 and April 23, 2018.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(FOIA), Friends of the Earth (FOE) hereby requests the
following records from the Headquarters of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
I. Requested Records
Records of Assistant Administrator John Konkus’ schedule of meetings with outside parties from 1 January 2017 to 20
April 2018 that includes the persons with whom the Assistant Administrator met, their organizational affiliations, and
the topics discussed.
Records of Senior Advisor Albert Kelly’s schedule of meetings with outside parties from his 1 January 2017 to 20 April
2018 that includes the persons with whom the Mr. Kelly met, their organizational affiliations, and the topics discussed.
Records of Senior Advisor Kenneth Wagner’s schedule of meetings with outside parties from his 1 January 2017 to 20
April 2018 that includes the persons with whom the Mr. Kelly met, their organizational affiliations, and the topics
discussed.

EPA-HQ-2018-006953

EPA-HQ-2018-006955
EPA-HQ-2018-007276
EPA-HQ-2018-007275
EPA-HQ-2018-007274
EPA-HQ-2018-007273
EPA-HQ-2018-007438

Lukas Ross

Lukas Ross
Lukas Ross
Lukas Ross
Lukas Ross
Lukas Ross
Lukas Ross

Friends of the Earth

Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth

Records of Assistant Administrator Konkus’, Senior Advisor Albert Kelly’s, and Senior Advisor Kenneth Wagner’s travel
vouchers, including records of payments made and/or pending claims for reimbursement, from 1 January 2017 to 20
4/23/2018 21:04 April 2018.

4/23/2018 21:04
5/2/2018 18:05
5/2/2018 18:05
5/2/2018 18:05
5/2/2018 18:05
5/7/2018 16:05

Call log records for incoming and outgoing phone calls made to or from third parties for the phone line
associated with the Sensitive Compartmental Information Facility (SCIF) installed in the office of EPA
Administrator Pruitt. Where such information is available, we request the name of the caller, the number
from which the call was made, the date and time the call was placed or received, and the length of the
call. For the purposes of this request, “third parties” mean any individual who is not an employee of the
federal-government.
See attached.
See attached.
See attached.
See attached.
See attached

EPA-R10-2018-006954 Keith Bauer
EPA-HQ-2018-007194 Delaney Marsco

EPA-HQ-2018-007794
EPA-HQ-2018-007047

EPA-R3-2018-007207
EPA-R5-2018-007196

Thane G. Johnson
Tarah Heinzen

Jeremy Motsko
Fernando Diaz

EPA-R10-2018-007034 Jo Bruskotter

Campaign Legal Center

Requesting information regarding property in Ridgefield Wa. 98642 (property ID 213091000). An investor is looking to
improve the indicated property and was given a &quot;Disturbance Restriction&quot; letter from the Clark Count
Community Development department that was written in June 1984. (Attached PDF file) -EPA 40 CFR 265.117(c) Could
we, please, get details regarding the contents and restrictions described that has been placed upon the property?
What exact location on the identified property is restricted that will help the Clark County Community Development
department to identify and determine an unrestricted, buildable area? What can be done to remove the property
&quot;Disturbance Restriction&quot;? Who are all the key contacts and aid that we may be able to refer to? Is there
any other information and/or assistance that you can provide that will help expedite the remedial process? We have
contacted the Department of Ecology and found this event to include &quot;Pacific Wood Treating
Corporation&quot;, and &quot;Ridgefield Brick &amp; Tile&quot;. The only other information we have is a reference
to site ID# WAD009036906 regarding the securing of a specific, capped spot on this property that was previously used
4/23/2018 21:04 as a very small dump site. Thank you very much for your valuable time and help.
5/1/2018 15:05 Please see the attached document for a detailed description of the records desired.

Food &amp; Water Watch

I am requesting the following information as it applies to the EPA administrator: --Copies of all audit preliminary and
final dealing with the Administrator First Class air travel to include the justification statements that were used to justify
first class travel --Copies of all financial statements from Jan 2017 to the current time showing the monthly
expenditure for all agents assigned to the Administrator for his 24/7 protection detail. --Copies of the procurement
documents dealing with the no listen telephone system that was installed in the administrators office. Also requesting
any documents on this procurement dealing with sole source procurement. --Copies of all documents that were used
to justify the Administrator's use of a siren in his work vehicle. --Copies of the EPA IG reports into the Administrator's
trip to the Vatican to include any agency memo's dealing with specific justification for the trip - ie how did the trip
relate to the mission of the EPA. --Copies of all EPA IG reports and correspondence that has been released to any
member of Congress who submitted a request through letter to the EPA IG or the Justice Department. --Copies of
memo's from ethics officials or EPA IG officials defining the validity of the administrator to rent an apartment in
Washington DC from a lobbyist who had business before EPA. This is the second request that I have had to make.
Please provide a confirmation email that this request was received and also an EPA tracking number/case number so
that I may track the progress of my request. Thank you for your assistance. THANE G. JOHNSON 5600 WOODMONT
5/17/2018 21:05 DRIVE OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73135 Johnson.Thane3@gmail.com
4/25/2018 22:04 Please see FOIA and fee waiver request attached.

Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services

Seattle City Attorney's Office

I would like to review environmental files (records, reports, permits, etc.), if available, related to the 0.16-acre property
located at 413 2nd Street in Catasauqua, Lehigh County, Pennsylvania. This property is located on Block 11, Lot 13 with
tax parcel APN #640809311724-1. The current owner of the property is John J Schubert. The northwestern property
5/1/2018 17:05 boundary is Middle Street and the southwestern property boundary is 2nd Street.
5/1/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
We would like to obtain a copy of the data package for the 2009 sampling done by Rainier Commons (Dragon Lab) that
is reported in the 2013 Rainier Commons Work Plan. See for example p. 26 of the Work Plan, attached. Michelle
4/25/2018 19:04 Mullins, the PCB Coordinator for EPA Region 10, may have a copy of this data package.

EPA-HQ-2018-007204

Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-R5-2018-007205

Dan Nihiser

EPA-HQ-2018-007304

Pathik Root

EPA-R3-2018-007306

Valentina Miller

EPA-R6-2018-007214

EPA-HQ-2018-007113

EPA-R9-2018-007106
EPA-HQ-2018-007046

Jay Cassano

Heather Coleman

Reade Levinson
Tarah Heinzen

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All emails sent to, from, or copied
to Ryan Jackson (chief of staff ) containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key-strings:
&quot;Chmielewski&quot;, &quot;whistleblower&quot;, &quot;first class&quot;, &quot;first-class&quot;,
&quot;fire&quot;, &quot;resign&quot;, &quot;kevin&quot;, or &quot;pruitt&quot; from March 10, 2018 to March 25,
2018. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for
commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges
in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or
CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your
5/1/2018 16:05 response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
House for Personal
Empowerment, Inc.

Newsweek
Media/International Business
Times

5/1/2018 16:05 2342 W. Riverview Dayton Ohio Clear report Dayton Tire &amp; Rubber / SuperFund Site
I am requesting details related to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's June 2017 travel vouchers for his trip to Italy. More
specifically, I am interested in the names of the hotels that the administor stayed at on that trip, the nights of June 7th
(at a cost of $355.27), 8th ($355.27) and 9th ($628.54). Please don't hesitate to contact me with any questions
5/3/2018 13:05 (tik.root@gmail.com, 802-377-8653).
We are conducting a Phase I Environmental Assessment and are seeking any available information regarding the
potential presence of underground storage tanks, spills of hazardous materials, notices of violation, remedial and
enforcement actions, or other environmental incidents/records that occurred on or near the subject property located
5/3/2018 13:05 at 900-1100 North Eagle Road, Havertown, Pa.

5/1/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review

Oxfam America

Oxfam is requesting, for the period of January 20, 2017 through April 27, 2018, all Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”) records , memoranda, correspondence, electronic mail, drafts, memorandums of conversation, notes, briefing
materials, reports, chits, and notes and transcripts of telephone calls and mobile text messages originated or received
by [offices specified in the formal request] mentioning or referencing any of the following subject matters and
organizations: 1. the Paris Agreement, Paris Accord, Paris Climate Accord, or Paris Climate Agreement; 2. the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, or UNFCCC; 3. the Green Climate Fund, or Green Fund; 4. the
Nationally Determined Contributions, or NDC; 5. the Kyoto Protocol; 6. the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, or IPCC; or 7. any other terms or acronyms known, and/or used, by EPA to refer to the above-mentioned
subject matters and organizations. This request is not meant to be exclusive of any other records which, though not
specifically requested, would have a reasonable relationship to the subject matter of this request. Furthermore, we
4/27/2018 15:04 note that FOIA is to be broadly construed in favor of disclosure. [see attached]

Thomson Reuters
Food &amp; Water Watch

Requesting all documents and communication showing the request by the Navy concerning the cleanup efforts at
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard to set a residential release criteria for Radium-226 of 1.0 pCi/g above background, the
4/27/2018 13:04 ensuing analysis by the EPA, and the basis for the EPA's decision to make an agreement with the Navy.1
4/25/2018 22:04 Please see FOIA and fee waiver request attached.

EPA-R5-2018-007286
EPA-HQ-2018-007284

EPA-R2-2018-007285

EPA-R3-2018-007287

I am seeking a report on a Septic Tank that was emptied un-lawfully across property that fell into a ditch, roadway and
possibly down into a pond at YellowPine Circle &amp; Autumn Road in Cadillac, MI in the very early hours of April 28th
2018--would like report of water samples from the pond, as well as if Woodward Lake was effected. I am very
concerned on the well on my property and any soil damage in the surrounding area. Said property owner is Ethel
5/2/2018 20:05 Moore of Canton Mi with tenant residing of David Moore. Thank you

N K. Grabowski
Richard W.
Raushenbush

Catherine Cameron

Catherine Cameron

5/2/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review

Voorheis &amp; Co LLP

Hereby we request -Any and all inspection reports completed by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2
involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation as well as -Any and all documents related to
5/2/2018 20:05 improper waste disposal involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation.

Voorheis &amp; Co LLP

Hereby we request -Any and all inspection reports completed by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Region 3
involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation as well as -Any and all documents related to
5/2/2018 20:05 improper waste disposal involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation.

EPA-R4-2018-007288

Catherine E. Cameron

Voorheis &amp; Co LLP

Hereby we request -Any and all inspection reports completed by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Region 4
involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation as well as -Any and all documents related to
5/2/2018 20:05 improper waste disposal involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation.

EPA-R5-2018-007289

Catherine E. Cameron

Voorheis &amp; Co LLP

5/2/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R9-2018-007293

Catherine E. Cameron

EPA-R3-2018-007150
EPA-HQ-2018-007261

Amanda Bloom
Ashley Howard

Voorheis &amp; Co LLP

Hereby we request -Any and all inspection reports completed by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) Region 9
involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation as well as -Any and all documents related to
5/2/2018 20:05 improper waste disposal involving Badger Daylighting Limited or Badger Daylighting Corporation.
I am seeking information regarding the Spirit Services, Inc. Facility (VAD065399008). Specifically, I am seeking a copy of
the preliminary assessment report (believed to be dated 02-09-98). Any additional information regarding any form of
4/30/2018 15:04 release having occurred on this facility would be greatly appreciated.
5/2/2018 15:05 Registration documents and study reviews (DERs) for 84542-10 and 84542-11.

EPA-R3-2018-007126

Jamie L. Douthit

LaBella Associates

EPA-R5-2018-007129

LORI SCHULZ

EPS ENVIRONMENTAL

EPA-R5-2018-006988

Patrick Moakley

Terracon

I am working on a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment at the Firestone Fibers and Textiles Plant located at 105
Winston Churchill Drive in Hopewell, Virginia (EPA ID: VAD003112588). I have documentation indicating the EPA
issued a Long-Term Stewardship Assessment Report, a Declaration of Covenants Report, Statement of Basis, and Final
Decision on the Site including corrective action with complete controls. I am seeking any further environmental
4/27/2018 18:04 investigation and remediation documents on file for the property.
ANY AND ALL RECORDS AS IT PERTAINS TO THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 2200-2220 BOND AVENUE AND 2205-2213
4/27/2018 20:04 MARKET AVENUE, EAST ST. LOUIS, ILLINOIS
Superfund documents related to Moschiano Plating, 2808 West Lake Street, EPA ID: ILD062471081. Please include all
4/24/2018 22:04 assessments, analysis, testing, and reporting.

TRC Env Corp

I would like to request information related to the Senco facility located at 8450 (Plant #2; RCRA ID OHT400012050) and
8485 (Plant #1; RCRA ID OHD004251070) Broadwell Road in Cincinnati Ohio. the locations are across the street from
each other. I would like to request information relative to inspections, notices of violation, emergency responses,
4/24/2018 21:04 assessments/investigation or other general correspondence related to operations of the two facilities. Thank you.

EPA-R5-2018-006985

Joe Bruns

EPA-HQ-2018-007128
EPA-R2-2018-006993
EPA-HQ-2018-007307

Jackie F. Mogensen
Michael Pyskaty
Ellen Ioanes

Mother Jones

EPA-R5-2018-007311

Angela McMillin

Partners Environmental

EPA-R5-2018-007265

Daniel J. Adomaitis

Illinois State Geological Survey

EPA-HQ-2018-007227
EPA-HQ-2018-007233

Emma Brown
Janette K. Brimmer

Washington Post
Earthjustice

5/2/2018 15:05 ILDOT BRG 086 0001 (USEPA #ILR000050963) located in Pike County, IL.
Copy of OGE Form 278e, the Public Financial Disclosure Form, for Albert &quot;Kell' Kelly, who was a senior adviser to
5/1/2018 19:05 Administrator Pruitt until May 1 2018.
5/1/2018 20:05 Requesting documents regarding Waters of the United States.

Bloomberg News

I am a member of the news media. I would like to request all emails sent to or received from Stacey Dion of The
Carlyle Group OR emails that mention the word &quot;Carlyle.&quot; The emails can have been sent or received by
the following EPA officials between January 1 2018 and now. Scott Pruitt Andrew Wheeler Susan Bodine Matthew
5/3/2018 2:05 Leopold Troy Lyons Ryan Jackson (chief of staff) Henry Darwin Helena Wooden-Aguilar

The Daily Dot

4/27/2018 19:04 Under Agency Review
4/25/2018 13:04 Under Agency Review
5/3/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review
RCRA, CERCLA, regulatory agency files, violations, and general information regarding Bedford Anodizing Co. located at
5/3/2018 15:05 2860 &amp; 7860 Empire Parkway, Macedonia, Summit County, Ohio. USEPA ID: OHN000510564

EPA-HQ-2018-007301

Joseph Light

EPA-R8-2018-007476

Alan Kane

EPA-HQ-2018-007536

Sara Rodney

EPA-R4-2018-007539

Tammy Walker

5/8/2018 18:05 I am requesting the BP American Annual NSPS OOOOa Reports for 2016 and 2017 for facilities located in EPA Region 8.
I would like all of the incident data associated with diazinon, chlorpyrifos and malathion to date, for purposes of
5/10/2018 14:05 ecological risk assessment.
I am requesting information regarding any violations at the following address: 801 Alfred Thun Rd. Clarksville,
Tennessee 37040 This facility is now called Multi-Color but was previously known as International Label and Spear.
5/10/2018 14:05 Thank you for your assistance Tammy Walker

Jacqueline Pope

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 5 U.S.C. 552 et seq., I would like to request the federal government
records described on the attached list which are under your agency's control. The records described on the attached
list came from EPA Box Index 412-09-5029 (EPA Index), which was provided by Joy Jenkins and Amelia Piggott. The
contents of the boxes to which the EPA Index relate were personally reviewed at your offices by an employee of our
client named Sandor Ringhoffer under the supervision of Ms. Jenkins and Ms. Piggott on January 31, March 1 and
March 14, 2018. During this review, Mr. Ringhoffer identified the items described on the attached list as documents to
be copied pursuant to a FOIA request. I have been informed that processing fees for FOIA requests include
professional search and review at $28.00 per hour. I am willing to pay all fees involved in the processing of this
request. I look forward to receiving the requested documents within twenty (20) working days for a simple request
5/10/2018 14:05 and thirty (30) working days for a complex.

EPA-R8-2018-007537

EPA-R3-2018-007477

Nicole Rice

Intrinsik Corp.

Parsons Behle &amp; Latimer

Langan

We are requesting information or copies of files regarding environmental conditions on the below properties in
Pittsburgh, PA, such as environmental permits, notices of violations, spill/discharge incidents, storage or disposal of
hazardous substances, Underground Storage Tanks (USTs), Leaking Underground Storage Tanks (LTANKs), asbestos
abatement, and any other environmental reports that your department may have. Subject Property Addresses: 5150
Centre Avenue (0051-P-00208-0000-00), 5215 Centre Avenue (0051-L-00109-0000-00), 5219 Centre Avenue (0051-L00108-0000-00), 5225 Centre Avenue (0051-L-00104-0000-00), 5230 Centre Avenue (0051-R-00150-0000-00), 5231
Centre Avenue (0051-L-00100-0000-00), 5200 Baum Boulevard (0051-K-00306-0000-00), 5210 Baum Boulevard (0051-K00309-0000-00), 5212 Baum Boulevard (0051-K-00310-0000-00), 5216 Baum Boulevard (0051-K-00315-0000-00), and
5/8/2018 19:05 5220 Baum Boulevard (0051-L-00115-0000-00).

EPA-R5-2018-007543

Marian Kramer

Minnesota Department of
Transportation

EPA-R2-2018-007693

David C. Pulvermiller

Nova Consulting Group, Inc.

5/10/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review
Most recent documentation of the investigation and remediation of the US Naval Weapons Industrial Reserve Plant
(NWIRP) in Calverton, New York. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Corrective Action (CORRACTS) ID
# is NYD003995198. The facility is also known as Grumman Aerospace or Grumman Airport on Swan Pond Road or
Grumman Boulevard in Calverton, NY. The facility investigation began in 1987 with compliance evaluations through
1998, corrective action in the 2000s, Institutional and Engineering Controls in 1995 and a groundwater monitoring
5/15/2018 17:05 evaluation in 2008.

Weitz &amp; Luxenberg, P.C.

Dear FOIA Officer: Weitz &amp; Luxenberg, P.C. files this request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”).
Weitz &amp; Luxenberg seeks the following information: 1) All information, documents, and other materials received
from Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corporation in response to the December 17, 2015 request from Nicoletta
DiForte, Emergency and Remedial Response Division, United States Environmental Protection Agency Region II
requesting information pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Comenpsation, and Liability Act. The
letter was addressed to Edward J. Canning and requested information regarding the discovery of PFOA in the
municipal water supply for the Village of Hoosick Falls. The responses were sent to Nicoletta M. DiForte of the
Emergency and Remedial Response Division, U.S. Environmental. Protection Agency - Region II, with a copy to Amy
5/9/2018 16:05 Chester, Assistant Regional Counsel, Office of Regional Counsel, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – Region II.

EPA-R2-2018-007507

Tyler Gardner

EPA-R5-2018-007644
EPA-R2-2018-007577
EPA-R2-2018-007578

Lance M. Mallett
Marc M. Orlow
Marc M. Orlow

Got The Lead Out, LLC
Begelman and Orlow
Begelman and Orlow

5/14/2018 17:05
5/9/2018 16:05
5/9/2018 16:05

EPA-R5-2018-007579

Beth S. Gotthelf

Butzel Long

5/11/2018 17:05

EPA-R3-2018-007366

Matthew Neigh

Apex Companies, LLC

5/4/2018 16:05

Agency = Environmental Protection Agency Sub-Agency = Region 5 Description: I request a printable version of
amendment T528431 submitted under the Federal lead-based paint regulations, and a copy of records of phone
conversations between me and Tony Martig and James Nash, of EPA’s lead-based paint program, in November 2017 in
regards to a lead-based paint renovation training scheduled in Knoxville Tennessee at the Holiday Inn on Henley st.
Bayonne Dry Dock Shipyard and the Kinder Morgan Newark Salt Pile (testimony request turned FOIA)
Under Agency Review
Re: BP US Pipelines &amp; Logistics, Inc. (BP) Indiana Harbor Canal, East Chicago, Lake County, Indiana Copies of all
documents concerning the BP pipeline within Indiana Harbor Canal from January 1, 2017 to present including any
information regarding issues with the repair of the pipeline cathodic protection.
Apex Companies is seeking information related to the Formal Enforcement Action referenced as Program System ID 0389-0521, 03-19910821MD0211, 28772, and 031-2170. The property in question is known as the McLean School of MD,
Inc. at 8224 Lockinver Lane in Potomac, Maryland.

EPA-HQ-2018-007394

EPA-HQ-2018-007422

Luiz Fernando T.
Toledo

ProPublica

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to John Konkus, the second-in-command on the public affairs team,
from January 1, 2018 to Present Day containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key-strings:
&quot;whistleblower&quot;, &quot;fraud&quot;, &quot;bribe&quot;, &quot;illegal&quot;, &quot;ethical&quot;, or
&quot;fired&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not
being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of
the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S
5/8/2018 3:05 Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-HQ-2018-007423

Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-R3-2018-007442

Stephanie A. DiVita

National Freedom of Information Officer U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
(2822T) Washington, DC 20460 (202) 566-1667 E-mail: hq.foia@epa.gov Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal
Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request the following records: Any and all letters of reference
submitted as part of job applications for non-career positions for the following people: Pasquale Perrotta As I am
making this request as a journalist and this information is of timely value, I would appreciate your communicating with
me by telephone, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I would like to receive the
information in the following format: electronic. As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for
the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages. This information is being sought on behalf of ProPublica, an
independent non-profit news organization, for dissemination to the general public. I look forward to your reply, as the
statute requires. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Luiz Fernando Toledo ProPublica 155 Avenue of the
Americas, 13th Floor New York, New York 10013 Phone: (917) 5120282 Email: luiz.fernando@propublica.org 155
5/4/2018 21:05 Avenue of the Americas, 13th Floor New York, New York 10013 212-514-5250 propublica.org

Pascarella DiVita, PLLC

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Scott Pruitt, from January 1, 2017 to Present Day containing any of
the following non-case-sensitive key-strings: &quot;soundproof&quot;, &quot;Israel&quot;, &quot;Morocco&quot;, or
&quot;$50&quot; The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being
made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the
total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
5/7/2018 13:05 receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S Amarel
Asbestos records for American Store Co Retail Food Stores, 124 N. 15th Street, Phila, PA 19102-0000 (see attached
5/7/2018 19:05 original incoming)

EPA-HQ-2018-007445
EPA-HQ-2018-007466

Matthew Hardin
Harley C. Racer

Free Market Environmental
Law Clinic
Lurie Friedman LLP

EPA-HQ-2018-007467
EPA-HQ-2018-007469

Michael J. McAdams
Gunita Singh

Advanced Biofuels Association
Property of the People

EPA-HQ-2018-007470

Erin Purdie

DCCC

EPA-R5-2018-007685

Betsy Hosko

GHD

Please provide me copies of all: 1) OGE Forms 278 and/or 450 in the Agency’s possession that were submitted by David
Walter Schnare on any date from November 8, 2016 through March 31, 2017, inclusive, including any supplements,
attachments, corrections or amendments. 2) Forms seeking an ethics waiver for David Walter Schnare submitted on
any date from November 8, 2016 through March 31, 2017, inclusive, including any supplements, attachments,
corrections or amendments. 3) Ethics waivers granted David Walter Schnare on any date from November 8, 2016
through March 31, 2017, inclusive, including any supplements, attachments, corrections or amendments. 4) Denials of
ethics waivers for David Walter Schnare on any date from November 8, 2016 through March 31, 2017, inclusive,
including any supplements, attachments, corrections or amendments. 5) All other Financial disclosure and related
records, Ethics advice and counsel, and/or Ethicsrelated applications, waivers and/or approvals pertaining to David
5/4/2018 19:05 Walter Schnare and dated on any date from November 8, 2016 through March 31, 2017, inclusive.
5/8/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review

I am requesting the following information and documents from EPA: 1) FOIA request No. EPA-HQ-2018-006291
submitted by the Renewable Fuels Association on April 5, 2018. I request that you please forward all documents
responsive to this FOIA request to my attention. Please provide all responsive documents to me in the same format
made available to the requestors. 2) Any and all petitions, for any and all years, for exemptions under the small
refinery hardship authorities submitted by entities requesting relief under the authorities. 3) Any and all documents or
communications and attachments thereto reflecting any made changes to the criteria threshold, application of the
criteria, interpretation of the criteria, or methodology for calculating compliance with the criteria used to determine
whether a small refinery has demonstrated disproportionate economic hardship and is therefore eligible to receive a
small refinery exemption, including but not limited to changes to the percentage of total criteria that a small refinery
must meet in order to qualify for an exemption. For example, documents showing that a refinery must satisfy 50
percent of the applicable criteria to qualify for an exemption, compared to a previous threshold of 75 percent, would
be responsive to this request. 4) Any and all reports submitted by EPA to the U.S. House of Representatives Committee
on Appropriation or the U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations regarding EPA’s disagreement with a Department of
Energy recommendation on a small refinery exemption. 5) Any and all documents or communications and
attachments thereto regarding how far back in time EPA believes it can grant small refinery exemptions. 6) Any and all
documents regarding the legal and compliance status of previously retired renewable identification numbers that a
small refinery previously used to satisfy its obligations under the renewable fuel standard program once that small
5/8/2018 15:05 refinery receives a retroactive exemption.
5/8/2018 15:05 Requesting copies of resumes and position descriptions of EPA staff listed on attached request.
Requesting copies of all logs of congressional correspondence to or from any officials at National FOIA Officer and Rep.
5/8/2018 15:05 Randy Hultgren between January 1, 2011, and April 26, 2018.
Please provide electronic copies of records that the US EPA-Region 5 may have for Bell Timber, Inc. E12451 Mead Rd,
Shingleton, MI 49884 Specifically, provide copies of referenced permits/reports and any information pertaining to: •
remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or administrative orders • permit violations • notices
of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory
non-compliance issues • any correspondence related to the information listed above If any fees or disbursement costs
5/15/2018 13:05 are expected with this request please contact me with an estimate before processing.

EPA-R6-2018-007761

EPA-R5-2018-007629

EPA-R5-2018-007627

EPA-R5-2018-007615

Betsy Hosko

Betsy Hosko

Betsy Hosko

Betsy Hosko

EPA-HQ-2018-007332

Abraham Bueno

EPA-R5-2018-007621

Danielle Iott

GHD

Please provide electronic copies of records that the US EPA-Region 6 may have for Bell Timber, Inc. 7316 Craig Road
Broken Bow, OK 74728 Specifically, provide copies of referenced permits/reports and any information pertaining to: •
remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or administrative orders • permit violations • notices
of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory
non-compliance issues • any correspondence related to the information listed above If any fees or disbursement costs
5/17/2018 15:05 are expected with this request please contact me with an estimate before processing.

GHD

Please provide electronic copies of records that the US EPA-Region 5 may have for Alamco Wood Products, LLC 1410
West 9th Street Albert Lea, MN 56007 EPA ID: MND985716554 VIC ID: VP25360 LUST/LAST/BROWNFIELD Site ID:
LS0006385 Specifically, provide copies of referenced permits/reports and any information pertaining to: • remedial
actions • investigations • spills and releases • consent or administrative orders • permit violations • notices of
violation • threatened or finalized regulatory enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory
non-compliance issues • any correspondence related to the information listed above If any fees or disbursement costs
5/14/2018 16:05 are expected with this request please contact me with an estimate before processing.

GHD

Please provide electronic copies of records that the US EPA-Region 5 may have for Bell Timber, Inc. 4 Berger Ave.
Barron, WI 54812 WI SHWIMS/NPDES Facility ID: 603004050 WI SPILLS ID: 9228700 Specifically, provide copies of
referenced permits/reports and any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and releases
• consent or administrative orders • permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized regulatory
enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any correspondence
related to the information listed above If any fees or disbursement costs are expected with this request please contact
5/14/2018 15:05 me with an estimate before processing.

GHD

Please provide electronic copies of records that the US EPA-Region 5 may have for Bell Lumber &amp; Pole Co. 778
First Street NW New Brighton, MN 55112 [EPA Id: MND006206403, ERNS NRC Report #: 409767]. Specifically, provide
copies of referenced permits/reports and any information pertaining to: • remedial actions • investigations • spills and
releases • consent or administrative orders • permit violations • notices of violation • threatened or finalized
regulatory enforcement actions • facility site inspections • recognized regulatory non-compliance issues • any
correspondence related to the information listed above If any fees or disbursement costs are expected with this
5/14/2018 13:05 request please contact me with an estimate before processing.
I request emails or other forms of communication between Scott Pruitt, Michael Abboud, Donald Trump, and Dan
Scavino (not necessarily as a group, but rather to include communications between them in any combination),
regarding Ryan Zinke and the possibility of releasing negative information on Zinke to the media. Particularly as it
relates to this story in The Atlantic: https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/1857/11/epa5/3/2018 19:05 leaks/559607/?preview=ntqrDVAI0e6eHCcLKWkYujgOXcA
Information regarding the location, boundaries, and on-going activities for River Bend Site - Registry ID 110067350725
5/14/2018 15:05 and EPA ID MIN000510712.

EPA-R3-2018-007690

Mike V. Malone

EPA-HQ-2018-007334

Zachary Kopplin

Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
Government Accountability
Project/Daily Beast

EPA-HQ-2018-007381

Rocio L. Romero

Propublica

EPA-R2-2018-007344

Jeffrey E. Lundh

Kinetic Fuel Technology,Inc.

Searching for information pertaining to releases of chemicals and/or petroleum products, underground storage tanks
(USTs), aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), permit information, permit violations by owners/operators of the site,
information regarding fill material used at the property, illegal dumping, application or improper application of
pesticides/herbicides, soil and/or groundwater sampling, potable well or supply well sampling, site remediation
activities, excavation activities, and or filed complaints. Property information: West Chester University, University
Avenue, Borough of West Chester, Chester County, PA. Area between S. Church Street, University Avenue, New Street,
5/15/2018 15:05 and N. Campus Drive. Parcel ID: 01120243000E. UPI #: 1-12-243 (36.6 acres).
5/3/2018 20:05 Attached
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request the following records: Any and all
letters of reference submitted as part of job applications for non-career positions for the following people: Albert Kelly
5/4/2018 20:05 I would like to receive the information in the following format: electronic.
On May 3, 2018 an inspection of our facility was done by Kristen Ridarick, Enforcement Officer, Pesticides Tem and an
associate. The inspection was done because of a tip. I was told that by submitting a FOIA request that they then could
5/4/2018 13:05 divulge the source of their tip. Please let us know. Thanks.

EPA-R6-2018-007498

Shira Timmons

Apex Companies, Llc

EPA-R3-2018-007501
EPA-HQ-2018-007503

Under Agency Review
Merrill Berkowitch

Hollingsworth LLP

Hello, I would like to submit an open records request for the property listed at; 15114 Preston Road in Dallas, Dallas
County, Texas 75248. Former Onsite facilities include, Exxon Mobil and Tetco 641. Current Onsite tenant, Chase Bank.
Date range of records requested: 1970 – present. Please exclude confidential business information. I am requesting
current and historical records for the above properties, pertaining to: Building permits, building inspection reports,
current and historical zoning information, and Certificates of Occupancy. Water quality, water quality monitoring,
stormwater pond compliance, and septic system compliance. Environmental complaints, environmental violations,
environmental compliance, environmental enforcement, environmental inspections, spills and inspections. Code
violations, complaints, investigation, or enforcements filed against the property, zoning, dangerous or substandard
structures, and septic system compliance. Health permits, complaints and investigations. Fire Department: Building
fires, hazmat responses, SARA (Texas TIER II) Chemical Inventory Information, aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), and
underground storage tanks (USTs). Electric transformer inspections, PCB containing equipment, leaking transformers. If
no records are available please have each department respond as such. Please notify my if any fees will be needed to
5/9/2018 13:05 complete the searches.
Documents on the soil gas samples and ground water data regarding the Queen Street VOC cleanup in Martinsburg,
4/30/2018 14:04 WV 25401 (see attached incoming request)
5/9/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review

Geosyntec Consultants

Geosyntec Consultants is conducting an environmental assessment of the following property: Howe Center - Building
12C, 1 Scale Avenue, Rutland, VT 05701 The property is part of the former Howe-Richardson Scale Facility with Parcel
ID 274.001. As part of the assessment, we wish to determine whether your department possesses records on the
subject property that may include potential environmental concerns, and if so, receive the files by email or perform a
file review if necessary. We request information on the following from as far back as 1985: Air quality, environmental
cleanup (storage tanks &amp; hazardous sites), water management, water supply management, waste management
and emergency response related to the listed inactive RCRA NonGen/NLR site with RCRA Identifier: #VTR000510172
5/17/2018 21:05 and EPA registry Id: 110017613153. Thank you!

EPA-R1-2018-007791

Gianna Makler

EPA-R2-2018-007506

Gianna Makler

EPA-HQ-2018-007401
EPA-R5-2018-007612

Robert J. Donovan
Senija Orlovic

5/8/2018 1:05
5/14/2018 15:05

EPA-R5-2018-007564

Gary E. Bilacic

5/11/2018 13:05

David Anderson

W&amp;M Environmental Group is requesting the open records for an industrial property currently under
development at the intersection of County Road 401 and Collins Street, Mentone, Texas 79754. I don’t currently have a
specific address, but I do know it is just northwest along County Road 401 from State Highway 302. The two parcels in
question are located in Section 84, Block 1 of the W. &amp; N.W. RR Co. Survey. The GPS coordinates of this location
are: 31.715849, -103.592194. I wanted to check with the EPA about some information on open records. Desired
records include: Certificates of Occupancy, HAZMAT Responses, Fires, Tank Records, Records of known septic systems
and grease traps, Notice of Violations, Complaints, Hazardous Materials Registrations, and anything environmentally
related to the property. Any help is appreciated. Also, please let me know if there is someone I should be referred to
about this type of request. Additionally W&amp;M request any information regarding the FRSTX (Facility Registry
5/16/2018 19:05 System) listing for the Site address.

Debra Tsuchiyama
Baker

Baker Wotring LLP hereby requests the prompt production and disclosure of any and all nonprivileged documents,
records, memoranda, lists, correspondence, and other information, whether draft, preliminary, interim or final, as well
as any other related documentation on electronic format, identifying and/or referring to the San Antonio Water
System from the time period starting April22, 2016 to the present date, including but not limited to: • San Antonio
Water System Consent Decree, Civil Action No. 5:13-cv-00666-DAE, filed October 15,2013; • Sanitary Sewer Overflows
from the San Antonio Water System; • Enforcement action against the San Antonio Water System; • Clean Water Act
violations or alleged violations in connection with the San Antonio Water System. • Penalties paid by the San Antonio
5/11/2018 14:05 Water System under any law regulating the environment or natural resources, including water.

EPA-R6-2018-007742

EPA-R6-2018-007569

EPA-R10-2018-007632 Mike Lara

Geosyntec Consultants

Geosyntec Consultants is conducting an environmental assessment of the DuPont Chambers Works site located in New
Jersey - Salem County, Carney's Point block/lot numbers: Block 102 Lot 3, Block 102 Lot 3.01, Block 185 Lot 1, and Block
185 Lot 4 as well as Pennsville block/lot number: Block 301 Lot 1. As part of the assessment, we wish to determine
whether your department possesses records on the subject property that may include potential environmental
concerns, and if so, receive the files by email or perform a file review if necessary. We request information on the
following for as many years back as available, if applicable: Air quality, environmental cleanup (storage tanks &amp;
hazardous sites), water management, water supply management, waste management and emergency response. Thank
you.
would like a picture of the Secretary &quot;soundproof phone booth&quot;. I have never heard of one and can't
picture what one would look like.
Under Agency Review
Complaint # HNC-DHYB-NYE6W filed with the Dept. of Enviromental Quality at the address of 2136 E Huron Rd.
AuGres, MI 48703.

Baker Wotring LLP
Summit Environmental, Inc.

EPA-R5-2018-007380

Gregory Pals

The Driscoll Firm PC

EPA-R4-2018-007461
EPA-HQ-2018-007447

ROBERT L. BRAGG
Zackery L. Pierce

TERRACON CONSULTANTS
559 AMDS/USAF

EPA-R6-2018-007448

Christopher Pape

Alpha Testing

5/9/2018 15:05

5/14/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review
All documents or communications sent, received, generated, obtained, or otherwise contained in your agency's file
subsequent to September 22, 2016 (the date of our last request) concerning the July 2015 oil spill near Pocahontas IL
5/4/2018 20:05 by Plains Pipeline (see attached POLREP #8 for reference).
Requesting to review all files associated with the site below: EPA ID No. GAD980803696 Latex Construction Company
5/8/2018 13:05 Thunderbolt, Chatham County, Georgia TDD No. 4T-01-A-10-006
5/7/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review
File request for EPA regulatory files. No date restrictions. All publicly available information and excluding confidential
business information / proprietary business information. No CBI needed. Wolf Camera 15113 N San Pedro Drive
5/7/2018 20:05 RCRAGEN No. TXD988072682 Sledges One Hour Martinizing 15201 San Pedro Drive RCRAGEN No. TXD981154362

EPA-HQ-2018-007452

Whitney Rodgers

EPA-HQ-2018-007450
EPA-HQ-2018-007653

Whitney Rodgers
Isaac Williams

EPA-R6-2018-007659

Pete Thompson

EPA-HQ-2018-007661

Patricia Bennett

EPA-R2-2018-007706

Harvey W. Gurland

Duane Morris LLP

EPA-R9-2018-007678
EPA-R2-2018-007679

Leigh Cloven
Weihong Han

Pinnacle Environmental, Inc.

EPA-HQ-2018-007358

Anne L. Weismann

CREW

EPA-HQ-2018-007487

EPA-HQ-2018-007488

Strasburger

NBC News is preparing a news report concerning the Environmental Protection Agency. In connection with this report,
5/7/2018 21:05 I am requesting numerous EPA records.
NBC News is preparing a news report concerning the Environmental Protection Agency. In connection with this report,
I am requesting numerous EPA records. Because the records have been already either provided to or obtained by
other news organizations with minimal redactions, I ask that the documents be produced in a timely manner and with
5/7/2018 21:05 minimal redactions.
5/14/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review
ORC to provide confidentiality determination for information initially withheld under FOIA Exemption 4 in response to
5/14/2018 19:05 FOIA request no. EPA-R6-2018-004957
Looking to see if there are Modifications to Security Force contract made in 2017 (original contract 2014
NIEHS/USEPA). Specifically for billable hours for (Call Orders) extra hours. To see if the contractor is billing the
government for hours worked by an employee already scheduled to work. Therefore billing for two ( 2) employees
5/14/2018 19:05 instead of one (1).
Documents relating to the acquisition, application or use of Methyl Bromide on St. John, US Virgin Islands by The
Terminix International Company, LP, Terminix International USVI, LLC and/or The ServiceMaster Company, LLC , as
5/15/2018 20:05 described in the attached request letter.
All records relevant to an Environmental Site Assessment for the following: Commercial Property 1524 and 1526 N.
5/15/2018 1:05 Portrero South El Monte, CA 91733
5/15/2018 2:05 Under Agency Review
Requesting copies of all records pertaining or referring to an administrative hold or review, sometimes termed an
&quot;awareness review&quot; or &quot;senior management review,&quot; on any FOIA request submitted from
5/4/2018 14:05 February 17, 2017 to the present.

Taylor Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I am
requesting all emails sent to, from, or copied to Jahan Wilcox, Hayley Ford, Millan Hupp, Sarah Greenwalt, and Lincoln
Ferguson containing any of the following non-case-sensitive keystrings: &quot;whistleblower&quot;,
&quot;fraud&quot;, &quot;ethics&quot;, &quot;investigation&quot;, &quot;trump&quot;, &quot;israel&quot;,
&quot;morocco&quot;, &quot;kushner&quot;, or &quot;liberals&quot; from January 1, 2018 to Present Day. The
requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial
purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance
of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if
not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to
5/9/2018 13:05 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Hayley Ford from May 1, 2018 to Present Day containing any of the
following non-case-sensitive key-strings &quot;Pruitt&quot;, &quot;Fraud&quot;, &quot;Ethics&quot;,
&quot;Investigation&quot;, or &quot;Liberal&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general
public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
5/9/2018 13:05 statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-HQ-2018-007489

EPA-HQ-2018-007490

EPA-HQ-2018-007491

EPA-HQ-2018-007492

Taylor S. Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Millan Hupp from May 1, 2018 to Present Day containing any of the
following non-case-sensitive key-strings &quot;Pruitt&quot;, &quot;Fraud&quot;, &quot;Ethics&quot;, or
&quot;Investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S.
5/9/2018 13:05 Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Sarah Greenwalt from May 1, 2018 to Present Day containing any of
the following non-case-sensitive key-strings &quot;Pruitt&quot;, &quot;Fraud&quot;, &quot;Ethics&quot;, or
&quot;Investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S.
5/9/2018 13:05 Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Jahan Wilcox from May 4, 2018 to Present Day containing any of the
following non-case-sensitive key-strings &quot;Pruitt&quot;, &quot;Fraud&quot;, &quot;Ethics&quot;, or
&quot;Investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor S.
5/9/2018 13:05 Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to David Schnare from January 1, 2018 to Preset day containing any of
the following non-case-sensitive key-strings: &quot;liberals&quot;, &quot;whistleblower&quot;, &quot;fraud&quot;,
&quot;ethics&quot;, or &quot;investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general
public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the
5/9/2018 13:05 statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor Scott Amarel

EPA-HQ-2018-007493

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Aaron Ringel, Deputy Associate Administrator for Congressional
Affairs from January 1, 2018 to Preset day containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key-strings:
&quot;liberals&quot;, &quot;whistleblower&quot;, &quot;fraud&quot;, &quot;ethics&quot;, or
&quot;investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor
5/9/2018 13:05 Scott Amarel

Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-HQ-2018-007494

Taylor S. Amarel

EPA-R5-2018-007495

A. Elizabeth Burnett

Robins Kaplan LLP

EPA-R4-2018-007497

Kayleigh L. Toth

Wallace and Graham, P.A.

EPA-R9-2018-007675

Dana Susina

ERM

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: I would
like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Troy Lyons, Associate Administrator, Office of Congressional and
Intergovernmental Relations from January 1, 2018 to Preset day containing any of the following non-case-sensitive keystrings: &quot;liberals&quot;, &quot;whistleblower&quot;, &quot;fraud&quot;, &quot;ethics&quot;, or
&quot;investigation&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor
5/9/2018 13:05 Scott Amarel
Please provide copies of all materials related to the Didion Milling facilities in Cambria, Wisconsin and the EPA's
5/9/2018 13:05 investigation of the May 31, 2017 accident.
At this time, our office would like to request any/all documents related to Colonial Pipeline whose pipeline starts in
Houston, Texas and terminates at the New York harbor. All references to &quot;documents&quot; include both
physical and electronic records, and are intended broadly to encompass such things such as photographs,
spreadsheets, databases, e-mails, and videos, and any/all court documents, including but not limited to, a copy of the
5/9/2018 13:05 lawsuit filed by the EPA.
Please accept this letter as a formal request for a records search for the below referenced properties under the
Freedom of Information Act. This request comes as part of an environmental compliance assessment effort being
performed by ERM. We are requesting information on the following property: 555 North Tulip Street, Escondido CA
We are interested in any and all information concerning hazardous waste sites, spills, releases, tanks, landfills and
other pertinent features of potential environmental concern that may be available for the subject sites as part of a
department-wide records search. Information concerning these issues as far back as your records go is requested.
5/14/2018 22:05 Please contact me if you have any questions (404) 514-6594 or via email at dana.susina@erm.com.

EPA-R3-2018-007525

Robert Sheehy

I am requesting records of environmental reports, USTs, ASTs, spills, hazardous materials, petroleum products,
permits, inspections, for the following properties; 30007 Business Center Drive, Charlotte Hall, Maryland 20622 44863
5/9/2018 20:05 St. Andrew’s Church Road, California, Maryland 20619 These properties are currently behavioral health rehab facilities.

EPA-R5-2018-007522

Raymond V. Nechvatal Antea Group

5/9/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-007521

I would like to see the sources of cellulosic ethanol production from 2010-2018 that were used to compile the
&quot;RIN Generation and Renewable Fuel Volume Production by Fuel Type&quot; datasets that can be found at
https://www.epa.gov/fuels-registration-reporting-and-compliance-help/2018-renewable-fuel-standard-data. I would
5/9/2018 20:05 like to know which plants were surveyed and what their production levels were. Thank you.

Steven Bukovec

EPA-HQ-2018-007532

Taylor Amarel

EPA-R5-2018-007558
EPA-R5-2018-007560

Krystin Obermeier
Brian Dixon

EPA-R2-2018-006920

Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-007425

Dee S. Allison

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All
emails sent to, from, or copied to Scott Pruitt from January 1, 2018 to Present Day containing any of the following noncase-sensitive key-strings: &quot;obama&quot;, &quot;warren&quot;, &quot;sanders&quot; or &quot;biden&quot;;
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for
commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges
in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or
CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your
5/10/2018 13:05 response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Taylor Amarel
Power Rogers &amp; Smith,
LLP

5/10/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review
5/11/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

Data is requested for the following Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) monitoring stations, as described on the
interactive station map at EPA.gov. Requested data station #1: AQS Site ID 36-061-0128, Local Site Name PS 19
Requested data station #2: AQS Site ID 36-047-0071, Local Site Name BROOKLYN TRANSIT Requested data station #3:
AQS Site ID 36-061-0134, Local Site Name DIVISION STREET Requested data station #4: AQS Site ID 36-061-0062, Local
Site Name CANAL STREET Requested data station #5: AQS Site ID 36-061-0095, Local Site Name DICOTOMOUS
SAMPLER Requested data station #6: AQS Site ID 36-061-0125, Local Site Name PARK ROW Requested data station #7:
AQS Site ID 36-061-0130, Local Site Name WALL STREET Requested data station #8: AQS Site ID 36-061-0063, Local Site
Name Requested data station #9: AQS Site ID 36-061-0123, Local Site Name ALBANY ST WTC MONITOR Requested
data station #10: AQS Site ID 34-017-1005, Local Site Name Requested data station #11: AQS Site ID 34-017-1003,
Local Site Name JERSEY CITY FIREHOUSE Further, I request similar data from any and all other EPA monitoring stations
within this vicinity that were operational as of 08:00:00 on 09/11/2001. This request encompasses all affected station
reading data from the following dates. Daily Data Reading #1: All data captured on 09/03/2001 across all affected
stations. Daily Data Reading #2: All data captured on 09/10/2001 across all affected stations. Daily Data Reading #3: All
data captured on 09/11/2001 across all affected stations. Daily Data Reading #4: All data captured on 09/12/2001
across all affected stations. Daily Data Reading #5: All data captured on 09/17/2001 across all affected stations. If data
from any of the specific dates from any of the specific monitoring stations specified cannot be located, a full record of
4/23/2018 15:04 annual readings from calendar year 2001 will be deemed acceptable.
Environmental Operations, Inc.

5/7/2018 13:05 Former Lenhardt Tool &amp; Die 501 Piasa Street Alton, Illinois 62002

EPA-HQ-2018-007427
EPA-HQ-2018-007596

EPA-HQ-2018-007603

Austin K. Oakley
Mychal Ozaeta

Tammy Webber

EarthJustice

I'd like to see the research behind why Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is beneficial to the environment from an overall
perspective? I'm sure there was research into how DEF is more beneficial to the environment compared to all of the
negatives involved with it (energy to produce, plastic containers, plastic DEF tanks, lower efficiency diesel engines,
more waste based off of lower engine life..etc). I don't think there is any way you can justify DEF as being better for
the environment overall, as there is a lot more pollution involved with requiring DEF. Thank you. Statistics are easily
faked or altered to give an end of results. Please send all research to justify an overall basis, with references to actual
5/7/2018 14:05 research/data taken on the matter.
5/11/2018 20:05 Requesting information pertaining to state applications for EPA Authorization of CCR Permit Programs.

The Associated Press

? Any emails or other communications regarding the proposed “reassessment of use authorization” for PCBs, in caulk,
light ballasts or other building material: Polychlorinated Biphenyls, Reassessment of Use Authorizations: RIN: 2070AJ38. This should include any discussions and emails regarding the use of the 50 ppm level for excluded PCB products.
? Any communications or documents regarding Reassessment of Use Authorizations for PCBs in Small Capacitors in
Fluorescent Light Ballasts in Schools and Daycares: RIN: 2070-AK12, including any discussion about delaying or putting
the rulemaking on hold. ? Any documents supporting the EPA’s estimate of the number of schools with PCB-containing
fluorescent light ballasts and the number of ballasts, including those that may be leaking. Any documents supporting
the EPA’s estimate of the number of schools with PCBs-containing building material, including but not limited to caulk.
? Any communications or documents regarding environmental justice or civil rights issues surrounding PCBs in schools.
This should include any EPA discussion of or response to an Aug. 1, 2014 email from Laura Preston, legislative advocate
for the Association of California School Administrators, to Region 9 Administrator Jared Blumenfeld. ? Any
5/11/2018 21:05 communications regarding indoor air standards for PCBs.

EPA-R9-2017-011973

Thomas G. Weber

Century Aluminum Company

The drafling, negotiation, issuance, and implementation of the EPA Order, in cluding but not limited to (a) the
reason(s) for issuing the EPA Order, (b) the legal and technical rationale(s) supporting the requirements of the EPA
Order, (c) the extent to which the require ments of the EPA Order relate to the mailers that were the subject of the
Consent Agreement and final Order in In Re: Aluminum Company ofAmerica, Docket No. TSCA-09-89-0015, dated on or
about March 6, 1990, (d) the extent to which the Pechiney/Vernon Agreement and the City of Vernon’s plan to
redevelop the Vernon Site as a power plant had any effect on the EPA Order’s scope and requirements, (e) any effect
the EPA Order could have on the environ mental indemnities in the Alcoa/Century Agreement, the Century/Pechiney
Agreement, the Vernon Indemnification Agreement, and/or the Pechiney/Vernon Agreement, and (f) the extent of the
9/18/2017 22:09 Pechiney Parties’ compliance with the EPA Order.

EPA-R4-2018-007598

Pamela H. Germanos

motley Rice, LLC

I need information regarding the Raydon Wear plant in McRae, GA, including all documents regarding any asbestos
5/11/2018 20:05 abatement, warnings, remediation, citations, fines or other materials reflecting the presence of asbestos at this plant.

EPA-R3-2018-007599

Kate Mishkin

Any and all grants from the EPA to the City of Oak Hill, West Virginia, to Fayette County, West Virginia, or to Minden,
5/11/2018 20:05 West Virginia, including for work on a sewer project, or for Superfund activities, since January 1, 2013.

EPA-HQ-2018-007602

Tammy Webber

The Associated Press

EPA-HQ-2018-007604

Tammy Webber

The Associated Press

EPA-R3-2018-007608

David N. Wilcots

Sci-Tek

EPA-HQ-2018-007593

Hudson Monoz

Hudsontatemunoz@gmail.com

EPA-R5-2018-007642
EPA-HQ-2018-007708

Tom Fuhrman
Joshua Bowling

HzW Environmental
Arizona Republic

? Any communications, meeting agendas, minutes, documents or notes from 2013 through 2015 regarding efforts to
rewrite the EPA’s 2009 PCBs guidance for schools. Please include internal agency communications and
communications with anyone outside the agency, including but not limited to lawmakers, interest groups, schools,
industry or attorneys. Please include any email attachments. ? Any communications, meeting agendas or minutes,
documents or notes from 2013 through 2015 regarding efforts to establish best management practices for schools to
mitigate PCBs. This should include anyone inside or outside of the EPA and include attachments. ? Any emails or other
communications or documentation between 2012 and 2015 among Region 9 employees _ including but not limited to
Regional Administrator Jared Blumenfeld and PCB Program Coordinator Steve Armann_ regarding PCBs in schools. In
addition, please provide any communications between Region 9 staff members and staff in other EPA offices regarding
PCBs in schools, including national EPA Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention Assistant Administrator Jim
Jones, EPA Administrators Lisa Jackson and Gina McCarthy, Acting Administrator Bob Perciasepe and other regional
administrators. Please also provide any communications with Acting Administrator Catherine McCabe or Administrator
Scott Pruitt regarding PCBs in schools. Please include attachments. ? Any communications or documents regarding
potential environmental justice or civil rights issues surrounding PCBs in schools from 2013 through 2015. This should
include any EPA communications regarding or response to an Aug. 1, 2014 email from Laura Preston, legislative
advocate for the Association of California School Administrators, to Region 9 Administrator Jared Blumenfeld. ? Any
communications between the EPA and Monsanto Co. or anyone representing Monsanto or its affiliates and
5/11/2018 21:05 subsidiaries regarding PCBs in school ballasts/building materials.

? Any communications between the EPA and Monsanto Co. or anyone representing Monsanto or its affiliates or
subsidiaries regarding PCBs in ballasts or building materials and/or schools. Please include any attachments. ? Any
communications, meeting agendas or minutes, documents or notes from 2013 through 2015 regarding efforts to
rewrite the EPA’s 2009 guidance to schools on handling PCBs. This should include any communications to or from EPA
staff, as well as people outside the agency, including but not limited to lawmakers, interest groups, schools, industry or
attorneys. Please include any email attachments. ? Any communications, meeting agendas or minutes, documents or
notes from 2013 through 2015 regarding efforts to establish best management practices for schools handling PCBs.
This should include anyone inside or outside of the EPA and include attachments. ? Any communications regarding or
documentation of “disinvesting” in PCBs, including enforcement. Please also provide documentation of how much
5/11/2018 21:05 money was and is budgeted for PCBs enforcement under TSCA for each region by year, from FY2013-FY2019.
1224-1236 Belmont Avenue, Phila. PA 19104 Site entities include: Back 2 New 2 Auto body &amp; Towing Flexbox
West Phila Bronze and Casting Louis Shupak Pickle Products American Ice Company John F. Scanlan Inc. Please provide
any information regarding any incident reports, monitoring reports, remedial activity, and closure documentation
regarding ACT 2, LUST, UST, SPILLS, MANIFEST, TRIS, Historic USTs, RCRA and Air management cases at this site. Thank
5/11/2018 22:05 you - Dave
5/11/2018 19:05 Requesting copies of all records that relate to events at 223 C St. NE, Washington, DC on March 29, 2017
HZW Environmental respectfully requests to review any US EPA records pertaining to the Toledo Edison facility located
at 711 Summit Street, Defiance, Defiance County, Ohio. Additional associated addresses include 707 through 721
5/14/2018 17:05 Summit Street (odds only). Thank you. Tom Fuhrman
5/15/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R5-2018-007707

EPA-R6-2018-007721

Kassandra L. Smith

MARIA E. PETERSON

EPA-R10-2018-007699 Aaden Tat

Dominion Due Diligence Group

EnviroPhase

ERS

Blackstone Consulting LLC

Good afternoon, I am working on a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment of the Berkshire West Allis age-restricted
apartment facility located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and have identified the following federally regulated facility as a
potential Recognized Environmental Condition (REC): Facility Name: 700 Properties Property Address: 6500 W National
Ave, West Allis, WI 53214 Record Type: US BROWNFIELDS Acres Property ID: 105301 Additional facility details are
provided on the attached Site Detail Report. I would like to request a copy of your public records available specific to
the facility listed above. If possible, please provide the following information in your response. 1. estimated cost to
receive a copy of the files 2. estimated timing for receipt of files 3. estimated size of files (such as number of pages,
number of boxes, or an index of documents) 4. contact information for the individual that will be coordinating my
request 5. any agency specific information that will impact my request (i.e. copies must be made in person, files will be
5/15/2018 20:05 sent electronically, etc.) Thank you for your assistance with my request.
FOIA Request for the following properties: Star Enterprise 901 W Pasadena Freeway Pasadena TX RCRA-LQG EPA ID
TX0000101519 Able Cleaners 204 S Richey Street Pasadena, TX RCRA-CESQG EPA ID TXR000074575 Please provide any
site drawings that would indicate underground storage tanks, facility buildings, and detailed illustrations on facility
5/16/2018 14:05 operations. Also please provide any information regarding releases, leaks, and/or violations at the facilities.
To whom this may concerns, I would like to submit a FOIA request for air data for region 10, this request is for an
updated file (attached) received back in January 2018 with the following fields: Permit Number AFS Pland ID Number
Name Address City State Zip Lat Long Location Tribe Title V (Y/N) Issued Expires Permit Link Previous request #: EPA5/15/2018 18:05 R10-2018-002963 Thank you.
“ Records for the North Penn Area 7 NPL Site- EPA ID PAD002498632 Requesting records for OU1, OU3 and OU4.
5/15/2018 18:05 particularly interested in site investigation documents, current site status, vapor information from 2009-present,.”
On behalf of Eco-Site, Trileaf Corporation is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment on a portion of the
property located at: Site Address: 1901 20th Street SW, Birmingham, Alabama 35211 Coordinates: 33.46558055, 86.8679333 Parcel: 29-17-4-016-021.000 In completing the assessment a BROWNFIELDS listing was identified on the
parent parcel. Trileaf reviewed all available EPA online records and is seeking any additional information related to this
5/15/2018 19:05 listing.
UIC class 2 data, composed and sent by Mr. Frank Brock. data are 2 spreadsheet files: _class 2 data _annual injection
5/15/2018 19:05 volume truncated spreadsheet data samples are attached.
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552. Charles Hutchison
(&quot;Requester&quot;) requests information regarding spending associated with the labeling of WaterSense
Flushometer-Valve Toilets. Requester requests financial records indicating the amount of US Dollars spent by the EPA
on labels which are placed on WaterSense certified toilets. Requester request only the pertinent financial records from
the years during the time period beginning January 1, 2015, and ending December 31, 2017. Thank you for your
5/21/2018 19:05 consideration of this request.

EPA-R3-2018-007700

Akisha Bolton

EPA-R4-2018-007702

Jordan Whiteman

EPA-R2-2018-007703

Aaden Tat

EPA-HQ-2018-007830

Charles Hutchison

EPA-R3-2018-007831

Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-007767

Laura Luna

Med-Legal, LLC

5/21/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review
Any and all criminal investigation files involving Santa Clara Waste Water Company in your possession or under your
4/30/2018 15:04 controI.

EPA-R9-2018-007768

Mark J. Hilliard

Lankford, Crawford, Moreno
&amp; Ostertag, LLP

4/12/2018 16:04 All documents, reports, memoranda, or photographs pertaining to any OSHA violations for the 7 listed locations

ERS

Any and all correspondence between Scott Pruitt and the following individuals and agencies: Patrick Davis, Marla
Novak, Jim Johnson, G.E. Johnson Construction, Renee Zentz, Housing and Building Association of Colorado Springs,
5/16/2018 16:05 John Suthers, for a period spanning Jan. 18, 2017, through today's date, May 16, 2018.

EPA-HQ-2018-007733

Pam Zubeck

The Colorado Springs
Independent

EPA-R6-2018-007720

Kevin L. Howard

KLH Environmental &amp;
Geological Consulting

7030 S. Memorial Drive, Tulsa Oklahoma 74133 I am interested in any information in your files indicating enforcement
5/16/2018 13:05 action on the 10.63 acre tract associated with 7030 S. Memorial Drive, Tulsa Oklahoma 74133

Sierra Club

Please see attached for additional details. Please provide copies of the following: 1. All records from May 2013 through
present, reflecting EPA information requests pursuant to Section 114 of the Clean Air Act to Cleco Power, L.L.C.,
regarding the Dolet Hills Power Station, including correspondence (including electronic mail) between the EPA, its
consultants or representatives, or Cleco Power, L.L.C., or its consultants or representatives, including all information
and documents submitted by Cleco Power in response to EPA’s information requests. 2. All records from May 2013
through present, reflecting EPA information requests pursuant to Section 114 of the Clean Air Act to Cleco Power,
L.L.C., regarding the Brame Energy Center, including correspondence (including electronic mail) between the EPA, its
consultants or representatives, or Cleco Power, L.L.C., or its consultants or representatives, including all information
5/16/2018 16:05 and documents submitted by Cleco Power in response to EPA’s information requests.

EPA-R6-2018-007731

Joshua Smith

EPA-R3-2018-007732

Thomas A. Smith

Please provide all RCRA Subtitle C permitting, compliance, and corrective action documents for the Union Carbide
5/16/2018 16:05 Corporation Technology Park location in South Charleston, West Virginia (EPA ID NO. WVD 060 682 291).

Taylor Amarel

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All emails sent to, from, or copied
to Edward Scott Pruitt from February 17, 2017 to present day containing at least of the following non-case-sensitive
key-phrases: &quot;death&quot;, or &quot;death threat&quot;, or &quot;death threats&quot;. The requested
documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling
my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank
you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this
5/21/2018 19:05 request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.

EPA-HQ-2018-007861

EPA-HQ-2018-007810

Edward V. Vrona III

EPA-R4-2018-007816 Steve Contorno
EPA-R10-2018-007736 Chris Breemer

Cascadia Associates, LLC

Edward Vrona III 7 Oswego Ave East Atlantic Beach, NY 11561 Larry Gottesman, FOIA Officer Environmental Protection
Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20460 Dear Mr. Gottesman, This is a Freedom of Information
Act request. I request the following records: -All reports relating to Municipal Solid Waste Generation; Recycling;
and/or Disposal in the United States published after March 1, 2014 -Copies of all regulations in the Federal Register,
regarding Solid Domestic Waste; Municipal Waste; or recycling since 2010 -Job descriptions and qualifications for the
following titles: Assistant Inspector General for Congressional and Public Affairs, Deputy Assistant Inspector General
for Congressional and Public Affairs, Director of the Office of Budget, Deputy Director of the Office of Budget, Director
of the National FOIA Office, Director of the Caribbean Environmental Protection Division -Payroll Records for the
positions listed above. I define payroll records as a list that includes an employee's name, total pay, location, title, and
GS Scale or equivalent (Senior Executive Service grade, Administratively Determined pay grade, etc) for FY 2017 Thank
5/18/2018 17:05 You, Edward Vrona III
I am requesting all records related to investigation of injuries sustained at Duda Farm Fresh Foods in Belle Glade,
Florida, from a pesticide incident in October 2014, including any investigation into the Florida Department of
5/18/2018 19:05 Agriculture and Consumer Service's handling of the case.
5/16/2018 18:05 Preliminary Assessment Report for property at: 2001 Main Street, Sweet Home, Oregon

EPA-R10-2018-007737 Chris Breemer
EPA-R10-2018-007738 Chris Breemer

Cascadia Associates, LLC
Cascadia Associates, LLC

5/16/2018 18:05 Preliminary Assessment Report for property at: 2001 Main Street, Sweet Home, Oregon
5/16/2018 18:05 Preliminary Assessment Report for property at: 2101 Main Street, Sweet Home, Oregon

Matthew Hepler

I received the attached map outlining an effort to sample aluminum in the Beaver Creek Watershed in Kentucky. It
seems the bulk of this sampling was conducted by EPA region 4. The source of this data is the Nation Water Quality
Monitoring councils database. I am looking for information related to why this sampling occurred and and any
5/16/2018 18:05 supporting documents into the creation of this data. See attached map for more information.

EPA-R4-2018-007848

Alexander Ross

United Consulting

We are conducting a Phase II evaluation of the environmental contamination and exposure related to the historic
facility located at 72/78/80 Milton Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, Fulton County, 30315. In operation under the name ‘U.S.
Plating &amp; Bumper Service’. As the target of concern is the underway 'Atlanta Beltline, Southern Corridor
Expansion', an extensive public multi-use trail to span around Atlanta proper, we seek to more fully understand the
potential of exposure and therefore obtaining additional records. Through standard regulatory review, provided by
private third-party research, the facility was listed on the CERC-NFRAP database (ID – 0405958). If at all possible it
would be immensely useful to have access to underlying reports concerned with the precise status of the site,
5/21/2018 15:05 specifically as it relates to historic contaminant monitoring, previous groundwater modeling, or status updates.

EPA-R4-2018-007849
EPA-R5-2018-007714
EPA-R5-2018-007715

Katrina Riley
Cecilia Horejs
Cecilia Horejs

GLE Associates Inc
GES, Inc
GES, Inc

EPA-R6-2018-007824

Christopher D. Kent

EPA-R9-2018-007825

Kim Chaffee

5/21/2018 15:05 4224 Shackleford Road Norcross, GA 30093 CERCLIS-NFRAP facility (ID No. 0401571) lat: 33.937102 long:-84.148113
5/16/2018 3:05 Under Agency Review
5/16/2018 3:05 clean up efforts or database entries for: 1300 Babcock Blvd Delano, MN 55328
I inherited farm land in Beckham County, Oklahoma. The land has a dam on it which is part of the Sandstone Creek
Watershed Project and located on Section 5, Township 11 North, Range 22. I contacted the North Fork Conservation
District office in Sayre, OK to inquire about the dam and the lake bed which is now filled with silt. I was told nothing
could be done with the silt because it contains hazardous material. I also learned that an EPA report was issued on
these dams and the hazardous materials. I request a copy or access to the EPA report. I do not know when the report
5/21/2018 13:05 was issued. Thank you, Chris
I would like copies of the oil spills, cracks and leaks at the Arroyo Grande Oil Field in San Luis Obispo County for the last
5/21/2018 13:05 5 years.

Andre F. Regard
Anna M. Sewell

REGARD LAW GROUP, PLLC
Earthjustice

The relevant property is now known as the Chilsburg neighborhood and previously known as the Gess property. It
appears the EPA was involved with this property at least on one occasion in 2006 through an investigation identified as
NPDES KYR106418 &amp; 6419. All documents related to the above mentioned investigation and meeting proposed to
5/17/2018 18:05 be scheduled on 8/3/2006 with Ball Homes. Additional details attached.
5/17/2018 19:05 Requesting petroleum refinery wastewater discharge data.

Jones Swanson Huddell &amp;
Garrison

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the documents listed below, or
documents containing the requested information, be provided to me. I've also attached an “area of interest” that
represents the location of a portion of the &quot;Catahoula Lake, West&quot; Oil &amp; Gas Field. (1) Regarding
Section 402 and 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act, please provide me with copies of permits and all associated
5/17/2018 21:05 documentation related to oil and gas activities within the &quot;Catahoula Lake, West&quot; Oil and Gas Field.

EPA-R4-2018-007735

EPA-R4-2018-007783
EPA-HQ-2018-007785

EPA-R6-2018-007793

John Arnold

EPA-R9-2018-007795

Kevin Almestad

ERM

EPA-R4-2018-007851

Matt Murawski

Real Estate Advisory

EPA-HQ-2018-007852

Oliver Darcy

EPA-R5-2018-007757
EPA-R2-2018-008189

Kenneth D. Sams
Lindsey Stevens

EPA-R5-2018-007829

Lynn M. Heaser

EPA-R6-2018-007790

John Arnold

EPA-R10-2018-007796 Troy Brynelson

EPA-HQ-2018-007802

Mike Masnick

CNN
GEI Consultants of Michigan,
P.C.
Whitestone Associates, Inc.

I am interested in any and all information for the property located at 3050 &amp; 3070 Coronado Drive, Santa Clara,
California 95054 concerning environmental permits, site inspections, hazardous waste sites, spills, releases, tanks,
landfills and other pertinent features of potential environmental concern that may be available for the subject site and
immediately neighboring properties. I am aware the property is located on top of a federal superfund site SYNERTEK,
5/17/2018 23:05 INC. (BUILDING 1), is a RCRA Large Quantity Generator and Biennial Reporter.
Real Estate Advisory (REA) is currently in the process of completing a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment of a multifamily Property within proximity of a CERCLA site. REA would like any additional information regarding the following
site: Delray Chemical Company - Atlantic Avenue 5283 Atlantic Avenue Delray Beach, FL 33484 Helpful information
would include: -Any site assessments completed at the site -Type of contamination -Site History -Contaminated media,
5/21/2018 17:05 etc. Thank you,

5/21/2018 17:05
5/17/2018 13:05
5/31/2018 16:05

5/21/2018 23:05

Jones Swanson Huddell &amp;
Garrison

5/17/2018 21:05

5/18/2018 0:05

I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: Any and all written communications, including
emails and text messages, between the Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of the Administrator and the Free
Beacon and The Daily Caller starting on January 20, 2017 and ending on May 20, 2018. Specifically, please provide
communications between The Free Beacon and The Daily Caller and members of the Office of the Administrator,
including Administrator Scott Pruitt, Associate Administrator Liz Bowman, and any relevant subordinates.
any and all documents related to 1996 tire fire at Carl's Tire Retreading site, 5175 Sawyer Woods Drive, Grawn, MI
49637. Former EPA Site ID # A514. Please advise if FOIA processing will exceed $100.00
Under Agency Review
I am in need of all records pertaining to MND990888950 including but not limited to site visits after 5/85, permits or
documentation of the UST closure, calls or letters from anyone who may have contacted your EPA office regarding
leakage around the soil when the UST was discovered in 1996 and/or removed.
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I request that a copy of the documents listed below, or
documents containing the requested information, be provided to me. I've also attached an “area of interest” that
represents the location of the Stella Oil &amp; Gas Field. (1) Regarding Section 402 and 404 of the Federal Clean Water
Act, please provide me with copies of permits and all associated documentation related to oil and gas activities within
the Stella Oil and Gas Field.
We request records of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe's wastewater injection facility. Looking at a range between March 2017
to today. As a member of the media looking into a matter that has held substantial public interest since it was
proposed in 2015 I request a fee waiver.

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: Copies
of all materials (including but not limited to boards, cards, and rule books) for any card or board games created and
used internally for training. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is
not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look
forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires. Sincerely, Mike
5/18/2018 13:05 Masnick

EPA-R3-2018-007803

Krista N. Carter

EPA-R5-2018-007709

Larry D. Askins

EPA-R3-2018-007711
EPA-R3-2018-007710

Robert Sheehy
Jeff Ruch

EPA-R10-2018-007867 Scott McCreery

EPA-R4-2018-007847

Alexander Ross

B&amp;N

5/18/2018 13:05

5/15/2018 20:05

Burgess &amp; Niple, Inc. (B&amp;N) is submitting this letter as a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to obtain
copies of, or review publicly available files for a corridor study of property to be obtained by the City of Parkersburg,
West Virginia which runs north and south along the Ohio River, alongside the western side of the flood wall and
beyond. Please see map attached (RED LINE). Specific addresses are not available for this property. It is known that
some searches require a physical address or owner to be valid. If the area cannot be searched by knowing this area
only, then please send correspondence stating so. It is known some parcels along this corridor are owned by Baltimore
&amp; Ohio Rail Road, Martin Marietta, CSX, Urban Renewal Authority, City of Parkersburg, D&amp;I Silica, LLC, etc.
Our request to obtain or review files related to this property includes any and all documents (internal correspondence,
letters, reports, notes, recommendations, and other material) that your office may have concerning the above
referenced site. B&amp;N is particularly interested in information related to the use, storage, or disposal of hazardous
substances and/or petroleum products; the presence of underground storage tanks (USTs) and leaking underground
storage tanks (LUSTs); and issues associated with hazardous waste as well as water well information. If there are no
files are available, please send correspondence stating so. Please address any correspondence concerning this request
to the following: &middot; Krista N. Carter Burgess &amp; Niple, Inc. 5085 Reed Road Columbus, OH 43220 Phone:
(614) 459-7272, Ext. 1286; Fax: (614) 451-1385 Email: krista.carter@burgessniple.com Thank you in advance for your
assistance in locating available information for this site.
1. A copy of US EPA's response to Ohio's 2015 application, which was accompanied by A.G. DeWine's SOLA dated
1/22/2015, requesting to transfer a portion of the NPDES program to ODA pursuant to section 402 of the Clean Water
Act, 40 C.F.R. Part 123, ORC Chapter 903 and OAC Chapter 901. 2. A copy of Ohio's request to withdraw the December
2006 transfer application related to the above statutes.
Records of historic or current USTs or ASTs, spills, violations, or closure reports for the Walden Counseling Center
located at 44871 Saint Andrew's Church Road, Leonardtown, MD 20650
Under Agency Review
Electronic Copy of the Emergency Response Plan (ERP) required under 40 CFR 68.180 for the BP Cherry Point Refinery,
4519 Grandview Road, Blaine, Washington 98230.

PEER

5/15/2018 21:05
5/15/2018 21:05

Fairlead International, LLC

5/21/2018 21:05

United Consulting

We are conducting a Phase II evaluation of the environmental contamination and exposure related to the historic
facility located at 1214/1246 Allene Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, Fulton County, 30310. In operation under the names
ESB, Inc. and/or EXIDE Technologies. As the target of concern is the underway 'Atlanta Beltline, Southern Corridor
Expansion', an extensive public multi-use trail to span around Atlanta proper, we seek to more fully understand the
potential of exposure and therefore obtaining additional records. Through standard regulatory review, provided by
private third-party research, the facility was listed on the GA-SHWS and CERCLIS databases. If at all possible it would be
immensely useful to have access to underlying reports concerned with the CERCLIS status of the site, specifically as it
relates to contaminant monitoring, previous groundwater modeling, or current status of anticipated/executed actions.
5/21/2018 15:05 Thank you very much for your time!

EPA-R5-2018-008038

Sarah Arnberger

Bridge House Advisors

EPA-HQ-2018-008039

Micah Reynolds

Technology Sciences Group
Inc.

I am requesting records regarding the property located at 301 Enterprise Drive in Newcomerstown, Ohio, currently
leased by Express Packaging. Specifically, I am looking for records regarding the storage and/or release of hazardous
substances or petroleum products, including any incidents involving water or land contamination, and any permits,
5/24/2018 23:05 registrations, inspection reports, and/or notices of violation. Thank you!
With this FOIA submission, it is respectfully requested to obtain copies of available EPA review documents and Data
Evaluation Records for the following MRID Nos.: 40766812, 41143801, 42653301, 43169001, 47514801, 92142123,
5/25/2018 1:05 00069701, and 00120268. Thank you!

EPA-R5-2018-008040

Joshua Hendrickson

EPA-R2-2018-007918

Raquel Dizon

EPA-HQ-2018-007904

Morgan Frederick

EPA-HQ-2018-007903

Daniel J. Macy

EPA-HQ-2018-007905

Applied Ecosystems

Edgcomb Law Group LLP

Oil Price Information Service

William S. Cumings, Jr. Pennsaylvania Department of
Esq.
Environmental Protection

We are requesting files for the following site that is about to undergo a Phase I assessment: Alhambra Properties-Hazel
Park, Hazel Park, Oakland County, Michigan. Acreage: 2.2. This site was awarded a site assessment grant on
5/25/2018 2:05 9/15/1997 with total Incentives of $19,000.00, tracking number 1997-0214.

This request concerns the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA’s”) files relating to the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System’s (“NPDES”) administrative records and other Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (Clean Water Act) (“FWPCA”) permits and compliance documents associated with the address 600 Doremus Ave.,
Newark, NJ (“Site”). We note that over time the address for this property has changed. It formerly was known as 500 –
504 Doremus Ave., Newark, NJ. Owners/operators of the Site which may have been responsible for compliance, or
which may have held permits include: (1) Kolker Chemical Corporation; (2) Vulcan Materials Company; (3) Inland
Chemical Company; (4) McKesson Envirosystems Company; (5) Safety-Kleen Envirosystems Company; and/or (6)
McKesson Corporation. The NPDES’s Permit ID number associated with the Site is NJ0001279. Specifically, I request
copies of any and all emails, correspondence, permit applications, permits, inspection reports, discharge monitoring
reports and other documents for the period of January 1, 1950, to present, which relate to FWPCA compliance.
Documents which are relevant to my request include but are not limited to: (1) the administrative record for NPDES
Permit No. NJ0001279; and (2) compliance and implementation plans for EPA’s Spill Prevention, Control and
5/22/2018 21:05 Countermeasure and the Facility Response Plan rules.
I would like to request all records of export of hazardous waste during the year 2017, including shipper name and
5/22/2018 19:05 destination country. Thank you.
Requesting any response to EPA's Jan. 4, 2017, Notice of Intent to Revoke the Ability of Genscape to Verify RINs as a
5/22/2018 19:05 Third Party Auditor from EPA

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection requests copies of all correspondence, including emails,
among officials of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Office of Management and Budget, the Department of
Defense, the Department of Health and Human Services and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ATSDR) relating to ATSDR's plans to publish its draft assessment or study on Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
(PFAS) contamination in drinking water supplies. Among the documents requested are any and all correspondence to
or from EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, correspondence to or from EPA Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson, correspondence to
or from EPA Deputy Administrator Nancy Beck and to or from Office of Management Budget official James Herz
regarding the draft ATSDR assessment or study and the delay in the issuance of that assessment or study. The term
&quot;correspondence&quot; includes records of any communications, oral, written or electronic. Please note this
request is not limited to correspondence to or from the individuals named above. This request covers all applicable
records relating to the planned publication of the ATSDR draft assessment or study. If you have any questions or need
5/22/2018 19:05 additional clarification, please contact me at wcumings@pa.gov. Sincerely, William S. Cumings, Jr. Assistant Counsel

EPA-R4-2018-007908

J. Paul Fanning

Lankford Crawford Moreno
&amp; Osterag

Records that pertain to 990 S. 9th Street, Louisville, KY 40203 (herein referred to as the &quot;Applicable
Location&quot;): • Any documents related to any asbestos-containing products installed at. removed from, or located
at the Applicable Location. • Any documents related to any asbestos abatement program at the Applicable Location. •
Any documents related to an asbestos study or testing at the Applicable Location. • Any documents related to air
monitoring or testing of air quality/air concentrations at the Applicable Location. • Any documents concerning
environmental pollution and/or remediation. citations/violations of environmental regulations at the Applicable
Location. • Any documents related to any lawsuit. complaint or arbitration alleging asbestos exposures at the
Applicable Location. • Any documents concerning environmental testing related to the Applicable Property. such as
Phase One/Two Environmental Site Assessments. environmental studies, soil boring and similar tests. • Any
documents related to the construction or layout of the Applicable Location. such as blueprints, building permits. floor
plans. construction plans and drawings. engineering plans, and as built drawings. • Any documents that provide
information regarding contractors or others who constructed or performed any work on the Applicable Location. • Any
documents that provide information as to the ownership or occupants of the Applicable Location. • Any documents
that depict the Applicable Location. such as aerial photographs. surveys. maps. or photographs or other depictions of
5/22/2018 19:05 the exterior or interior of the Applicable Location.

EPA-R9-2018-007910

Jason Fagone

San Francisco Chronicle

EPA-R3-2018-007907

James Malaney

BBJ Group

Dear FOIA Officer: Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552, I request access to and
copies of all EPA comments from 2017 and 2018 that are related to the cleanup of Hunters Point Naval Shipyard in San
Francisco, California. This request includes EPA comments on U.S. Navy draft radiological data evaluation findings for
all parcels and buildings at Hunters Point Shipyard, including but not limited to Parcels B, C, D, E, F, G, UC-1, UC-2, UC3, and building sites. Again, this request is for evaluations done on the cleanup of soil, buildings and any other aspects
that were reviewed. I would like to receive the information in electronic format (PDF files preferred), via email. As a
representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication after the first 100 pages.
Through this request, I am gathering information on the cleanup of toxic materials at Hunters Point Shipyard that is of
current interest to the public because hundreds of people live and work at the Shipyard and are concerned about their
health and safety and the health of their loved ones. This information is being sought on behalf of the San Francisco
Chronicle for dissemination to the general public. Sincerely, Jason Fagone Reporter, San Francisco Chronicle 901
5/14/2018 20:05 Mission St San Francisco, CA 94103 phone: 415-777-6018 email: jason.fagone@sfchronicle.com
I would like any information regarding any known, removed, or installed Aboveground Storage Tanks/Underground
Storage Tanks, hazardous materials incidences or storage, and/or land/water contamination at the following address: 5/22/2018 19:05 2799 West 3rd Street, Farmville, Virginia

EPA-R5-2018-007870

Mary Parson

SES Environmental

We are inquiring about a property located at 1465 East 700 North in Albion (possibily Brimfield), Noble County, Indiana
46701. The property is currently owned by Crop Production Services from Loveland, CO. Does your office have any
records pertaining to permits, containment documents, licenses, registrations, regulatory reports, inspection reports,
or current or historical storage information of fertilizers, pesticides, or other restricted use substances at this property?
5/22/2018 13:05 The parcel no. is 57-04-32-400-001.000-010. If so, could we receive copies of these documents? Thanks!

EPA-HQ-2018-007871

Jason T. Miller

Jason T Miller Attorney at Law

5/22/2018 13:05 Requesting certain agency records (Egeghy, Martin); Government Accountability &amp; Oversight.

EPA-HQ-2018-007969

Martin L. Ryan

Montauk Energy

EPA-R7-2018-007974

Daniel Miller

EPA-R5-2018-007992

Julie Bruch

UES Consulting Services Inc.
O'Halloran Kosoff Geitner
&amp; Cook, LLC

EPA-HQ-2018-007995
EPA-R2-2018-008043

Richard E. Bordsky
James A. Moore

The Brodsky Law Firm
NEU-VELLE

EPA-R5-2018-008045

Jake Allen

The Holland Sentinel

EPA-R7-2018-007984

Christopher Ball

EPA-R1-2018-007986
EPA-R1-2018-007988

Mark B. Lavoie
Joshua L. Milrad

EPA-R5-2018-007998

Ronald F. Bergin

Foley and Mansfield
McDonough, Hacking &amp;
Lavoie, LLC
Goldberg Segalla, LLP

Travelers Insurance Co.

EPA-R2-2018-007997

Christopher D.
Bianchini

Brinkerhoff Environmental
Services, Inc.

EPA-R5-2018-008001

Scott F. Henderson

AKT Peerless

EPA-R6-2018-007955

Michael Hebert

Requesting copies of, the final decisions, in whatever form they exist (e.g., communications, documents), relating to
the approval, issuance or granting of small refinery and small refiner disproportionate economic hardship exemptions
5/23/2018 19:05 under the Renewable Fuel Standard (&quot;RFS&quot;).
I request the RCRA generator, manifest, inspection, and enforcement action records and RAATS records for the
following site: Axel Americas LLC (aka Jesco Resources Inc.); 1437 Gentry St., North Kansas City, MO 64116 Generator
5/23/2018 20:05 ID: MOD985774736 Delivery via email is preferred.
5/24/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
Requesting a list, by reference to name and organizational affiliation, of individual members of the press or reporters
who were denied permission to be present at a session of event on 5/22/2018 at EPA headquarters regarding the
impact of certain toxic chemicals on drinking water, as reported by The New York Times on 5/23/18, p. B6 (national
5/24/2018 16:05 edition).
5/25/2018 14:05 Under Agency Review
I would like to request all complaints sent to or forwarded to the Environmental Protection Agency regarding the
property at 630 Ottawa Ave, Holland, MI 49423, and the adjacent property 500 W 24th St, Holland, MI 49423, from
Jan. 1, 1950 to May 25, 2018. I would also like any and all records of violations at both of these sites. Personally
5/25/2018 15:05 identifiable information may be redacted as "nonresponsive."
We are requesting certified copies of all records related to asbestos at the facility located at 6040 N. Lindbergh Blvd.,
Hazelwood, Missouri. The facility operated under three different names: Kroger, Schnuck's Dairy, and Prairie Farms
5/24/2018 13:05 Dairy. We would like all records related to asbestos from all time periods.
5/24/2018 13:05 Re: March 23, 2016 incident at Stavis Seafoods' Cold Storage Warehouse in South Boston (see attached).
5/24/2018 13:05 Re: English Station Site at 510 Grand Avenue in New Haven, CT (see attached).
Site: CHEM-SCIENCE, INC. / aka PRO-SPECIALTIES, INC. / aka CHEM-LINE, INC. located at W194 N11095 Kleinman Drive,
Germantown, WI., EPA ID No. WID981525694. I am asking for records pertaining to: site description of the ChemScience and associated site(s), if any; remediation, studies, manifests, enforcement, correspondence with regulatory
agencies or other PRP's, PRP listings, notices. I would ask for a search, if possible, of the relationship between Chem
5/24/2018 16:05 Science, et al and the corporate entity, &quot;Armstrong World Industries&quot; (Armstrong). Thanks.
For Phase I/PA I am seeking files relative to the environmental issues at the industrial property located at 297 Getty
Avenue in Paterson, NJ (Block 6701, Lot 2). I am seeking all environmental records, violations associated with the
handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials; hazardous materials spills or releases; underground storage
tank information; land use restrictions; onsite wells; and other information regarding potential areas of environmental
concern. In addition, we are interested in any Hazardous Discharge Site Remediation Fund records. Numbers
associated with the site: ISRA Case Numbers E20060051 and E88499, Site Remediation PI IDs 009717 and 554986,
NJDEP Case Number 90-07-17-1203, Hazardous Waste numbers NJD002521425 and NRG000111033, and Right to Know
5/24/2018 16:05 number 46413100000.
Any reports or documentation that are on file for the Detroit Edison Dredge. The address for this site is listed as 'Front
5/24/2018 17:05 St' and is located in Monroe, Monroe County, Michigan, 48161.
Please send to me information on the following contaminants: 1) Arsenic 2) D1 (2-EthylHexyl)phthalate 3) Ethyl
5/23/2018 17:05 benzene 4) Flouride 5) P-DICHLOROBENZENE Please include the MCL or maximum contaminant limit in PM and/or PPB.

EPA-HQ-2018-007958
EPA-HQ-2018-007965

Alex H. Kasprak
Samuel Furlong

Snopes.com

5/23/2018 18:05
5/23/2018 19:05

EPA-R4-2018-007967
EPA-HQ-2018-007966

Karl J. Baker
Karl Baker

5/23/2018 19:05
5/23/2018 19:05

EPA-R2-2018-008047
EPA-R2-2018-008048

Mansi Doshi
Ken Simmons

The News Journal Media
The News Journal Media
Atlantic Environmental
Solutions, Inc

EPA-R9-2018-008058

Laura Holder

EEC Environmental

EPA-R7-2018-008059

Tarah Heinzen

Food &amp; Water Watch

EPA-R10-2018-008063 Lannie Smith
EPA-R10-2018-008060 Nick Surgey
EPA-R9-2018-008061

Robert Fernandez

Atlas Geosciences NW
Documented
Thomson Reuters Court
Express

EPA-HQ-2018-007935

Mark Cuker

Cuker Law Firm

EPA-HQ-2018-007936

William B. Barnett

EPA-R4-2018-007937

Ethan j. Burnett

97AMW/97MDG/97MDOS
EPS Environmental Services,
Inc.

All electronic communications dated between 01/20/2017 to 5/23/2018 between employees, interns, or contractors
working in the: -Office of Public Affairs (OPA) -Office of Public Engagement and Environmental Education (OPEEE) Office of Administrative and Executive Services (OAES) -Office of the Administrator Regarding discussion of the security
logistics for the PFAS National Leadership Summit AND/OR Regarding discussion of press credentials or press access to
the PFAS National Leadership Summit AND/OR Regarding discussion of seating capacity at the PFAS National
Leadership Summit
Request for documents highlighted within a red box on the attached pdf file.
I request documents of all communications, including emails, between officials at EPA Region 4 and individuals acting
on behalf of the Chemours Company, sent between June 1, 2017 and May 23, 2018.
Under Agency Review

5/25/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
5/25/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
I would like to request all files (correspondence, reports, memos, etc.) for the Former Intel Mountain View
Facility/Middlefield-Ellis-Whisman Study Area at 365 Middlefield Road in Mountain View, California 94043. Thank you,
5/25/2018 21:05 Laura Holder
Request for records related to EPA oversight of Iowa DNR CAFO NPDES Work Plan Agreement. See FOIA request
5/25/2018 21:05 attached.
I am looking to view the RCRA file for the following property: Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems USA, Inc. 1613 132nd
5/26/2018 2:05 Ave E, Ste 200, Sumner Listed on RCRA-LQG
5/25/2018 22:05 Copy of the visitor logs for the EPA regional office, dated January 20, 2017 through to January 20, 2018.
5/25/2018 23:05 See attached formal request
1. Documentation (memoranda, directives, policy statements) describing EPA policy on public release of the following:
(a) calibrated hydraulic and/or water-quality model input files (b) calibrated hydraulic and/or water-quality model
output files (c) calibrated model simulation scenarios (hydraulic and/or water-quality, including but not limited to
water-age, chlorine residuals, and multi-species, and real-time analyses. (d) hydraulic and water-quality data (including
but not limited to field data and SCADA data) used for model calibration and model simulation scenarios 2.
Documentation (memoranda, directives, policy statements) describing EPA policy on public release of the
aforementioned under conditions of cooperative agreements with municipalities and/or private companies 3.
Documentation (memoranda, letters, etc.) describing EPA’s technical assistance and research efforts (including work
plans, budget estimates, and deliverables) with the City of Flint, MI, pertaining to the Flint water distribution system
and water distribution system model, including any and all agreements with the City of Flint concerning the use of, and
5/23/2018 14:05 permission of public access to, the water distribution model
Please direct this to the EPA Headquarters OFFICE EMERGANCY MANAGMENT. I'm TSgt William B Barnett NCOIC of the
Bioenvironmental Engineering Flight at Altus AFB, OK. I am attempting to gather information for a vulnerability
assessment of our base. I am requesting access to the EPA RMP database. Access to Offsite Consequence Analysis data
is not required. Any information obtained from the database will be considered sensitive (at a minimum, will be
managed/labeled as For Official Use Only (FOUO) information in accordance with AF and Department of Defense
5/23/2018 14:05 (DoD) policy).
Any and all, non-fiscal, NPL and SEMS documentation for the property located at Alaric, Inc., 2110 North 71st Street,
5/23/2018 14:05 Tampa, Florida

EPA-R2-2018-007939

Jay J. Massaro

Dell &amp; Dean, PLLC

We are looking for documents regarding the existence of asbestos at Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum at 1225
Hempstead Turnpike, Uniondale, New York 11553 (where NY Islanders use to play), including investigation reports,
inspection reports, citations issued, letters/documents received from the property owner, etc. (all documents). We
5/23/2018 14:05 request documents as far back as you have. We are aware of 4-5 different asbestos abatements during the years.
Property Information: 85 Ryanford Road, Limerick Township, Montgomery County, PA Owner: Nicholas Kulp Parcel ID:
37-00-03673-01-6 Please send information of any records pertaining to releases of chemicals, and/or petroleum
products, USTs/ASTs, permit violations by owners/operators of site, illegal dumping, improper application of
5/23/2018 15:05 pesticides/herbicides, soil/groundwater sampling, site remediation activities, and/or filed complaints to Lisa Haas.

EPA-R3-2018-007942

Lisa Haas

Stantec Consulting Services Inc.

EPA-R5-2018-007943

Vicki Quint

Mrs.

EPA-R4-2018-008066

Amber Barron

Partner Engineering

EPA-HQ-2018-008067
EPA-R2-2018-008068
EPA-R2-2018-008069
EPA-R5-2018-007858

Benjamin York
Rebecca Regan
Rebecca Regan
Lauren Zangl

Matrix New World
Matrix New World

EPA-HQ-2018-007859

Maxine Joselow

E&amp;E News

5/23/2018 15:05 Requesting PFOA, PFAS test results of the City of Watertown Municipal water supply for years 2010 through present.
Any documentation regarding the following property: Kidney Clinic HQ 500 E. 66th Street Savannah, GA 31405 Site ID:
5/29/2018 18:05 410223 EPA ID: GAN000410223
I am requesting radnet data from April 11th to April 15th that coincides with an experiment I did to clear radiation
from the atmosphere. I have the right to this information and have tried to obtain it several times. This has caused me
5/30/2018 3:05 severe anguish and insult.
5/29/2018 21:05 Under Agency Review
5/29/2018 21:05 Under Agency Review
5/21/2018 18:05 Any information regarding the RCRA listing at 3020 W. Carroll Avenue, in Chicago, IL

I am requesting certain attachments referenced in documents previously released to the Southern Environmental Law
Center under the Freedom of Information Act. The documents were released pursuant to the FOIA request EPA-HQ2017-010756 and can be accessed here:
https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/view/record?objectId=090004d281925cea In particular, I am
requesting the Office of Water's initial report on Executive Order 13777 (referenced on page 60), the three
attachments related to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt's meeting with General Motors (referenced on page 991), and
the &quot;90-Day Status Report&quot; on progress in implementing Executive Order 13777 (referenced on page
13666). If possible, I would prefer to receive the largest number of records or documents in electronic form. FOIA
requires that if part of a record is exempt from disclosure, you must redact and release all segregated parts. Please
describe the deleted material in detail and specify the reasons for believing that the alleged statutory justification
applies in this instance. If my request is denied in whole or in part, please specify which exemption(s) is (are) claimed
for each passage or whole document denied. In addition, please give the number of pages in each document and the
total number of pages pertaining to this request and the dates of the documents withheld. Such statements will be
5/21/2018 19:05 helpful in deciding whether to appeal an adverse determination.

EPA-HQ-2018-007862

Stephen Niedenbach

EPA-HQ-2018-008015

Tasha Lott

EPA-R4-2018-008020

Alexander Ross

Landis International, Inc.

United Consulting

EPA-R10-2018-008029 ROBERT PINIEWSKI

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All emails to or from Kristina
Thayer (thayer.kris@epa.gov) to or from the following individuals: Philip Landrigan Melissa McDiarmid Pietro Comba
Ellen Silbergeld Lennart Hardell Marie-Noel Brune Drisse Belpoggi Fiorella De Angelis Luana Mandrioli Daniele Bua
Luciano Falcioni Laura Lauriola Michelina Manservisi Fabiana Manzoli Isabella Panzacchi Simona Tibaldi Eva Vecchi
Giovanni Gnudi Federica Manservigi Marco Menghetti Ilaria Montella Rita Strollo Valentina Vornoli Andrea Please
include emails from May 18, 2017 to the present. The requested documents will be made available to the general
public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be
grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. I look forward to receiving your response to
5/21/2018 20:05 this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
As regulatory agent for AquiLabs US, LLC, we are requesting the registration jacket for EPA Reg. No. 90132-2
5/24/2018 18:05 (hychlorHSD). Please find enclosed the agent authorization letter.

5/24/2018 19:05

5/24/2018 20:05

EPA-R3-2018-008097

Roxanne Todd

--None--

5/29/2018 18:05

EPA-R5-2018-008098

John Henkelman

SCS Engineers

5/29/2018 18:05

EPA-HQ-2018-007923

Jeralyn Moran

We are conducting a Phase II evaluation of the environmental contamination and exposure related to the historic
facility located at 1121 Allene Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, Fulton County, 30310. In operation under the name J &amp;
W Pallet and Drum Company. As the target of concern is the underway 'Atlanta Beltline, Southern Corridor Expansion',
an extensive public multi-use trail to span around Atlanta proper, we seek to more fully understand the potential of
exposure and therefore obtaining additional records. Through standard regulatory review, provided by private thirdparty research, the facility was listed on the CERCLIS databases (ID – 0407788). If at all possible it would be immensely
useful to have access to underlying reports concerned with the CERCLIS status of the site, specifically as it relates to
contaminant monitoring, previous groundwater modeling, or current status of anticipated/executed actions.
Please provide a list of the Superfund Site name, ID, and the name and contact information for the Project
Coordinators named by the Settling Defendants (or PRPs or Respondents) per the Site's agreement between the
Settling Defendants and EPA to conduct Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or Remedial Design/Remedial Action
work at a Region 10 Superfund Site. We request this information for all current NPL sites in Region 10 (except Fundlead sites).
I am requesting documents related to the Shaffer Equipment Site in MINDEN, WV - REGION III. Please see attachment
for full FOIA request.
Please provide a list of all open or closed compliance and enforcement actions for the RemTec International and A-Gas
America facility located at 1100 Haskins Road, Bowling Green Ohio for the dates of March 28, 2017, through April 20,
2017.

I understand that you, the EPA, are barring the Associated Press, CNN and the environmental-focused news
organization E&amp;E from a national summit on harmful water contaminants. This is WRONG! I hear they were not
invited and there was no space for them, but gave no indication of why they specifically were barred. PLEASE
COMMUNICATE TO ME WHY THIS DECISION IS IN PLACE. The health of our Environment depends on inclusive, longview decisions - this includes transparency for all Americans who care about the future. I am ashamed of our Country
5/22/2018 22:05 at this terrible time under the Trump Administration, and will do all I can to stop this damage.

EPA-R9-2018-007924

Amanda Prasuhn

Aqua Terra Aeris Law Group

EPA-R4-2018-008024

ROBERT PINIEWSKI

5/24/2018 20:05

EPA-R6-2018-008025

ROBERT PINIEWSKI

5/24/2018 20:05

EPA-R9-2018-008027

ROBERT PINIEWSKI

5/24/2018 20:05

EPA-R3-2018-008028

ROBERT PINIEWSKI

5/24/2018 20:05

5/22/2018 22:05

Feather River Air Quality Management District (“FRAQMD”) and Lake County Air Quality Management District
(“LCAQMD”), via their public interest counsel at Aqua Terra Aeris Law Group, request all documents related to the
following: (1) All documents, including applications, workplans and reports related to grants from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency to the California Air Resources Board, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 7405 (also
known as Section 105). (2) All documents related to applications from the California Air Resources Board to the United
States Environmental Protection Agency, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 7405. (3) All documents identifying, discussing
or referring to any terms or conditions imposed on grant funds received by the California Air Resources Board,
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 7405.
Please provide a list of the Superfund Site name, ID, and the name and contact information for the Project
Coordinators named by the Settling Defendants (or PRPs or Respondents) per the Site's agreement between the
Settling Defendants and EPA to conduct Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or Remedial Design/Remedial Action
work at a Region 4 Superfund Site. We request this information for all current NPL sites in Region 4 (except Fund-lead
sites).
Please provide a list of the Superfund Site name, ID, and the name and contact information for the Project
Coordinators named by the Settling Defendants (or PRPs or Respondents) per the Site's agreement between the
Settling Defendants and EPA to conduct Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or Remedial Design/Remedial Action
work at a Region 6 Superfund Site. We request this information for all current NPL sites in Region 6 (except Fund-lead
sites).
Please provide a list of the Superfund Site name, ID, and the name and contact information for the Project
Coordinators named by the Settling Defendants (or PRPs or Respondents) per the Site's agreement between the
Settling Defendants and EPA to conduct Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or Remedial Design/Remedial Action
work at a Region 9 Superfund Site. We request this information for all current NPL sites in Region 9 (except Fund-lead
sites).
Please provide a list of the Superfund Site name, ID, and the name and contact information for the Project
Coordinators named by the Settling Defendants (or PRPs or Respondents) per the Site's agreement between the
Settling Defendants and EPA to conduct Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study or Remedial Design/Remedial Action
work at a Region 3 Superfund Site. We request this information for all current NPL sites in Region3 (except Fund-lead
sites).

EPA-R3-2018-008033

RE: Regulatory Compliance Data for Subject Property 4904 Baltimore Avenue Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143 Please
accept this Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request letter for the above mentioned reference property. CEC
Environmental is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and would like to inquire about any specific
compliance violation noted on an environmental database report. Air Operating Status Code: OPR Default Air
Classification Code: MIN Air Program: MACT Standards (40 CFR Part 63) Activity Status Date: Not Reported Activity
Date: 5/22/2002 Activity Group: Compliance Monitoring Activity Type: Inspection/Evaluation Activity Status: Not
Reported Activity Status Date: Not Reported Activity Date: 7/26/2004 Activity Group: Compliance Monitoring Activity
Type: Inspection/Evaluation Activity Status: Not Reported Activity Status Date: 7/26/2004 Activity Date: 7/26/2004
Activity Group: Enforcement Action Activity Type: Administrative - Informal Activity Status: Achieved Activity Status
Date: 8/25/2004 Activity Date: 7/26/2004 Activity Group: Case File Activity Type: Case File Activity Status: Resolved
Facility Information Activity ID: 3600137776 Case Number: PAPAMA200120734 Registry ID: 110001072026 Primary SIC
Code: 7215 Primary NAICS Code: 812310 Case Number: PAPAMA200120734 Registry ID: 110001072026 Primary SIC
Code: 7215 Primary NAICS Code: 812320 Case Number: PAPAMA200120734 Registry ID: 110001072026 Primary SIC
Code: 7216 Primary NAICS Code: 812310 Case Number: PAPAMA200120734 Registry ID: 110001072026 Primary SIC
Code: 7216 Primary NAICS Code: 812320 In addition, CEC Environmental is requesting any information relating to
outstanding issues, if any, and would like to obtain copies of all final compliance letters pertaining to the above listed
5/24/2018 20:05 enforcement actions.

Gary Carroll

EPA-R3-2018-008085

Bryan Dwyer

Compliance Management
International

5/29/2018 14:05

EPA-HQ-2018-008086
EPA-HQ-2018-008089
EPA-R2-2018-008091

Curt C. Peterson
Christopher Sproul
Julie Kurz

The Vermont Standard
newspaper
Environmental Advocates
The ELM Group

5/29/2018 14:05
5/29/2018 15:05
5/29/2018 16:05

EPA-HQ-2018-008092

Meaghan Colligan

Knauf Shaw, LLP

5/29/2018 16:05

CMI is conducting a review of government regulatory databases as part of Phase I ESA to identify recognized
environmental conditions associated with the following property: 260 W. Ashland Street, Doylestown, PA, 18901,
Parcel ID 08-007-048. Through Pennsylvania’s Right-to-Know process, CMI is respectfully requesting information
regarding known environmental conditions at this property. Specifically, we are requesting information regarding
discharged to the property, the presence of hazardous or regulated contaminants on the property and above/underground storage tanks. If such information exists, we would appreciate the opportunity to review it at your earliest
convenience. Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Requesting: 1. A copy of any written policy regarding the process for review of herbicides or pesticides when they are
submitted for approval for use. 2. Copies of, or links to, studies and reference materials used for review of herbicides:
Garlon 4 Ultra, Krenite S, and Polaris, including sources.
Documents itemized in original FOIA request #EPA-HQ-2017-003479 (attached).
Under Agency Review
1) The Department of Health and Human Services Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry draft assessment
regarding perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) (the &quot;Draft
Assessment&quot;); 2) any and all raw data from the Draft Assessment; and 3) any and all versions and/or drafts of the
Draft Assessment.

EPA-R9-2018-007854

Marie J. TargonskiO'Brien

EPA-HQ-2018-008073

Alex Newman

KCET

Good Morning, In October of 2014, the EPA, along with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Idaho Department
of Environmental Quality, became involved when radioactive materials were found in an apartment unit at the
Renaissance Apartments at Hobble Creek in Boise, Idaho. Two vehicles belonging to the renters of the apartment unit
needed to be cleaned by the EPA of radioactive contamination. Could you tell me the year, make, and model of the
two vehicles that needed to be cleaned? My request is that I be given information (notes) related to the vehicles that
were owned by the residents of the apartments and cleaned by the EPA. I live in REDACTED and want to be assured
that when me or anyone in my immediate family might buy a car from the used-car market that we are able to avoid
5/29/2018 14:05 unintentionally buying one of the cars that needed to be cleaned because of that incident.

EPA-R10-2018-008074 Jeff Callis

EPA-R4-2018-008075
EPA-R6-2018-008076

Meagan Hrenko
Trina I. Daniels
Williams

Marie Targonski-O’Brien KCET 2900 West Alameda Ave Burbank, CA 91505 May 16, 2018 Attn: CUSTODIAN OF
RECORDS RE: PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL To Whom It May Concern: Under the California Public
Records Act &sect; 6250 et seq., I am requesting electronic copies of the following records: All complaints and
investigations into DeMenno-Kerdoon located at 2900 North Alameda Street in Compton, California on behalf of the
Environmental Protection Agency. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the
cost will exceed $20.00. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the
requested information is in the public interest. As an employee of KCET and a representative of the news media this
request is related to news gathering purposes. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The
California Public Records Act requires a response within ten business days. If access to the records I am requesting will
take longer, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the
requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the
refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you
for considering my request. Sincerely, Marie J. Targonski-O’Brien Digital Producer KCET SoCal Connected
5/21/2018 17:05 mobrien@kcet.org (609) 969-8578
I would like all documents related to the 2016 Memorandum of Understanding between EPA and UNEP. I would also
like to know whether this agreement is still in effect. Also any documents relating to the legal rationale here. Under
what authority did the EPA sign this MOU? Under what authority is the EPA implementing Agenda 2030, which has not
5/30/2018 1:05 been ratified by the U.S. Senate?

AEI Consultants

Subject: Information Request for Environmental Assessment: 489479 Facilities: Best Buy Distribution Facility 8906
Highway 33 North Polk City, Florida 33868 Parcel#: 24-27-01-000000-012010 Hello: I am conducting a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment for the above-referenced property and am interested in obtaining information
pertaining to above ground storage tanks (ASTs), underground storage tanks (USTs) and facilities which use, store, or
generate hazardous materials or waste. Please email me at mhrenko@aeiconsultants.com, to let me know how to
proceed regarding a file review or if you require further information. If no information regarding the property is found
during a search of your records, I would like to know that as well. Thank you for your time and attention regarding this
5/29/2018 16:05 matter. Sincerely, Meagan Hrenko

Veterans Affair

5/29/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R3-2018-008077
EPA-R2-2018-008078

Hunter Michael
Jacqueline G. Bruce

Ben Dyer Associates, Inc.
Tetra Tech, Inc.

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of a property located at 440 I Indian Head Highway, Indian Head,
Maryland 20640. we are seeking information pertaining to the environmental history of the site (e.g. past uses, site
improvement and developments by all previous owners, regulatory compliance history, environmental violations,
permits issued and any reports concerning the property and its vicinity). This includes groundwater, air emissions,
discharge permits, toxic or hazardous material permits and any other significant environmental site assessment issue.
We would appreciate inclusion of any relevant information which pertains to the property in question and surrounding
5/29/2018 13:05 areas.
5/29/2018 13:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R3-2018-008079
EPA-R3-2018-008081

Hunter Michael
Darryl Bates

Ben Dyer Assoicates, Inc.
Magnate LLC

5/29/2018 13:05
5/29/2018 13:05

EPA-R9-2018-008080

Noel Tamboer

PM Environmental

5/29/2018 13:05

Monsanto
Walker Investigations
Company

5/29/2018 14:05

Environmental Works, Inc.

5/30/2018 21:05

EPA-R10-2018-008083 Molly R. Prickett
EPA-R10-2018-008153 Jeff Walker

EPA-R7-2018-008155

EPA-HQ-2018-008203

Kaitlin Salley

CJ Ciaramella

5/30/2018 20:05

Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of a property located at 7020 Mathews Road, Bryans Road, Maryland
20616. we are seeking information pertaining to the environmental history of the site (e.g. past uses, site improvement
and developments by all previous owners, regulatory compliance history, environmental violations, permits issued and
any reports concerning the property and its vicinity). This includes groundwater, air emissions, discharge permits, toxic
or hazardous material permits and any other significant environmental site assessment issue.
Under Agency Review
We request records for the following: Tesoro Gasoline Digas Boulder; 3501 E Sahara Av, Las Vegas (EPA ID:
NVD000629261) Payless Cashways Inc; 3775 E Sahara, Las Vegas (EPA ID: NVD986774511) Records requested include:
Records of any violations, list of chemicals used or stored on site
Public comments, submitted to Kay Morrison, USA EPA Region 10, on the Ballard Mine Superfund Project
&quot;Proposed Plan&quot;. The Public Comment period took place from 4/2/18 - 5/1/18.
Any and all data relating to asbestos assessment, mitigation and abatement at Todd Shipyard. Dates of interest are:
1970-1985.
Requesting information regarding the Community Laundromat Site located at 306 NW 12th Ave. in Ava, Missouri
(https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?fid=110013801207). I am looking for EPA investigations since 2011 when
the site was transferred from the Mo-DNR Dry Cleaning Trust Fund to EPA. Would like to have updated information
regarding the current site status, plans for remediation, plans for on-site treatment of chemicals and/ or contaminated
soil removal.

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: - Any and all communications to
or from EPA spokesperson Jahan Wilcox between May 19 and close of business May 22 containing any of the following
terms: &quot;press&quot;, &quot;media&quot;, &quot;reporter&quot;, &quot;journalist,&quot; or &quot;national
summit&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being
made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the
total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
5/31/2018 19:05 receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.

EPA-R5-2018-008211

CJ Ciaramella
Carrick BrookeDavidson

EPA-R5-2018-008139

Lindsey Sorensen

EPA-HQ-2018-008204

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: - Any and all communications to
or from EPA spokesperson Jahan Wilcox between May 19 and close of business May 22 containing any of the following
terms: &quot;press&quot;, &quot;media&quot;, &quot;reporter&quot;, &quot;journalist,&quot; or &quot;national
summit&quot;. The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being
made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the
total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if
available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to
5/31/2018 19:05 receiving your response to this request within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
Vinson &amp; Elkins

EPA-R4-2018-008140

Sean Shirley

Balch &amp; Bingham LLP

EPA-R5-2018-008150

Tony Kollasch

SCS Engineers

5/31/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review
Any SEMS information on the following site: Metro Plating Inc.; 216 E Milwaukee St, Detroit, Michigan (Site ID: 507726
5/30/2018 19:05 &amp; EPA ID: MID985656800)

I respectfully request copies of any and all public records addressing, describing, documenting, or discussing Colonial
Pipeline Company’s (“Colonial”): 1. September 9, 2016 “Pelham Pipeline Spill” designated by the EPA as Pelham,
Shelby County, Alabama 35124 (Latitude: 33.2351920, Longitude: -86.9154150, NRC#: 1158584); and 2. October 31,
2016 “CR251 – Colonial Gasoline Pipeline Fire” designated by the EPA as Pelham, Shelby County, Alabama 35124
(Latitude: 33.2042490, Longitude: -87.0063940, NRC#: 1162982). This request includes, but is not limited to, all
communications (e.g., e-mails, text messages, letters, facsimiles, share files), field notes, reports, investigations,
corrective action, response, or remediation plans, work plans, photographs, videos, maps, surveys, sampling and
sampling results (e.g., groundwater, monitoring wells, soil samples, stockpiles, test wells, test pits, surface soil, surface
run-off, water quality, etc), permits, approvals, orders, consent decrees, settlements, fines, or judgments. Additionally,
I wish to include any and all records submitted directly by Colonial or by any third-party representatives, such as an
engineering firm or law firm including, but not limited to, the following: Terracon Consulting Engineers, Butler Snow,
and Alston Byrd. Please provide the requested information in electronic format, preferably in Optical Character
Recognition “Portable Document Format (“OCR PDF”). We believe the requested information is not exempt from
mandatory disclosure under FOIA; however, should EPA determine that any responsive records contain information
which is exempt from public release, please provide copies of “reasonably segregable,” i.e., redacted, portions of such
records, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. &sect; 552(b). My firm is willing to pay the applicable fees up to $1,000 without further
5/30/2018 19:05 authorization. Should the costs exceed this amount, please contact me immediately to discuss.
I am looking for a report referenced in a journal related to a Chicago Incinerator (possibly the Chicago SW Incinerator
at 1500 Pershing?). The report was prepared by Dames &amp; Moore in 1995, and had a title that resembled
&quot;RCRA Facility Investigation - Final Report&quot;. Can you help locate this report? We are doing research on
heavy-end hydrocarbons in manufactured gas and in process ash. The document may play a role in a lawsuit by an
5/30/2018 19:05 Illinois municipality. Thanks.

EPA-R6-2018-008144

Soren Gisleson

EPA-R10-2018-008149 Steve Roberts

EPA-R5-2018-008151

James Malaney

AECOM

My office is looking for any and all documentation on the Release of any and all hazardous materials, including but not
limited to, lubricating oil and diesel exhaust fluid from the Lard Oil facility located at 914 Florida Avenue, SW, Denham
Springs, Louisiana occurring on August 13, 2016 – August 19, 2016 that may be in the possession or control of the US
EPA. (1) we would like our FOIA request to include CBI; (2) no need for it to be substantiated but would like an index of
withheld information; (3) we would like a Denial Log; (4) we will increase our fee commitment to $1,000. We authorize
production of these materials in electronic format. Any information would be greatly appreciated. Feel free to contact
5/30/2018 19:05 me by email or phone should you have any questions.
All files related to a metal recycling facility. SJ Nudelman and Sons (aka ABC&amp;J Recycling). Address is 2707 NW
Nela Street, Portland, OR. Request all files but I am especially interested in environmental sampling information on
5/30/2018 19:05 samples reportedly collected by EPA employee Dan Heister in 1994.

BBJ Group

I would like any information regarding any known, removed, or installed Aboveground Storage Tanks/Underground
Storage Tanks, hazardous materials incidences or storage, and/or land/water contamination at the following
addresses: - 1800 Keating Avenue, Muskegon, MI - 1895 Port City Boulevard, Muskegon, MI - 1981 Port City Boulevard,
Muskegon, MI - 1815-1883 East Laketon Avenue, Muskegon, MI These addresses are currently operations by Fleet
5/30/2018 20:05 Engineers. Any information you can provide is appreciated.

Herman, Herman &amp; Katz

EPA-R9-2018-008118
EPA-R2-2018-008119
EPA-R2-2018-008120

Brian Botello
David M. DiPascale
William R. Crimmins

EPA-HQ-2018-008122
EPA-R5-2018-008121

Dominic Rupprecht
Dominic Rupprecht

5/30/2018 16:05
5/30/2018 16:05

Lindsay Garner
Ken Simmons

Hello, My name is Lindsay Garner and I work for HSG, LLC, a contractor to the Federal Government. HSG is currently
preparing a Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) Search Report for the U.S. National Park Service (NPS) regarding two
right of ways (ROWs) known as CARI-01328 and CACA-00390. These ROWs deliver water and electrical service to the
Goldome Mill site (EPA ID: CAN000908600), which had a removal action completed. I have reviewed the
Administrative Records for the Goldome site available online at https://cumulis.epa.gov/. Are there other files
(including confidential, sensitive, privilege, other) for the Goldome Mill site that the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency could provide to HSG, as a government contractor, or directly to the U.S. NPS (i.e., David Burdette, NPS Project
Manager) as relevant information regarding the target ROWs could potentially be included with the Goldome Mill files.
For example, if excavation work was completed at the Goldome Mill, underground services may have been located,
5/31/2018 18:05 documented, etc. If further information is needed, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you, Lindsay Garner
5/31/2018 18:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R9-2018-008200
EPA-R2-2018-008202

Avocet Environmental
TTI Environmental
TRC Solutions

Avocet Environmental, Inc. (Avocet) is conducting a Phase I environmental site assessment for the property located at
the northwest corner of Temecula Parkway and Jedediah Smith Road in Temecula, California with Assessor's Parcel
Number (APN) 922-200-009. Avocet respectfully requests access to environmental records on file in your office for this
property. For the purpose of this request, environmental records would include underground storage tank,
aboveground storage tank, “tiered” and/or other environmental permits; enforcement orders; and reports and
correspondence related to site investigation/assessment, soil sampling, monitoring, cleanup/remediation, removal
actions, closures, or any records related to conditions in air, soil, surface water, groundwater, or other environmental
media.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
U. S. Steel Gary Work’s response to the EPA Section 308 questionnaire for the 1982 effluent limitations guidelines
project, probably in the mid-1970’s time frame, and called Data Collection Portfolio and/or Detailed Data Collection
Portfolio.
Under Agency Review

HSG, LLC

5/30/2018 15:05
5/30/2018 15:05
5/30/2018 15:05

EPA-R7-2018-008109

Matthew Woolery

EPA-R1-2018-008112

Charles McCreery

EPA-R5-2018-008114

Kayla Snellenberger

I would like to request all electronic and hard copy files associated with the RCRA CESQG facility named
&quot;Advanced Heat Treat Corp&quot; (EPA ID is IAD056504186) located at address 2839 Burton Avenue Waterloo,
5/30/2018 14:05 IA 50703. Files including onsite inspections and documented permit violations would be especially helpful. Thank you
Re: Marine Protection, Research &amp; Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) dumpsite located just north of the former Industrial
5/30/2018 14:05 Waste Site (IWS) at Stellwagen Bank (see attached letter).
Brownfields Nyeholt Steel Site, 1694 N Cedar Road, Mason (Ernie ID: Not Reported) Ironguard Property, 1600 Cedar
5/30/2018 14:05 Road, Mason (Acres Property ID: 186564)

Sarah Gallagher

GNA is hosting an educational forum on the environmental and economic benefits of renewable gas from organic
sources (landfill, food and ag waste, dairy manure, wastewater, etc): www.rethinkmethane.org -- We read the
&quot;Anaerobic Digestion Facilities Processing Food Waste in the United States in 2015 - Final Report&quot; and
5/30/2018 15:05 would like to request contact information for the anaerobic digestion facilities listed on pages 38 to 47.

EPA-R3-2018-008116

EPA-R3-2018-008107
EPA-R2-2018-008101
EPA-R2-2018-008138
EPA-R3-2018-008179

Phil Gray
Jennifer Tharp
Steven Rozek
Phil V. Gray

EPA-R10-2018-008183 Gracie Waresback

EPA-R4-2018-008182

Spencer Mitchell

EPA-R3-2018-008186

Bryan Dwyer

EPA-R3-2018-008184
EPA-R3-2018-008185
EPA-R5-2018-008187

Bailey Kudla-Williams
Taylor Fisher
Lindsey Sorensen

Vieau Associates Inc

Gladstein, Neandross &amp;
Associates

ATC Group Services
Squire Patton Boggs
Apex Companies, LLC
ATC Group Services LLC

5/30/2018 13:05
5/29/2018 19:05
5/30/2018 18:05
5/31/2018 13:05

Targus Environmental

5/31/2018 14:05

Environmental Services Inc.
Compliance Management
International
ATC Group Services LLC
ATC Group Services LLC

Target Property: 834 North Easton Road, Plumstead Township, Bucks County, PA 18902 To Whom It May Concern, ATC
Group Services (ATC) is conducting a review of government regulatory databases to identify recognized environmental
conditions associated with the above referenced parcel in Plumstead Township, Bucks County, PA. Through the EPA's
Informal Review Process, ATC is respectfully requesting any information regarding known environmental conditions at
these property. Specifically, we are requesting information regarding discharges to the property (if any), the presence
of any contaminants on the property and above/under-ground storage tanks on the property. If such information
exists, we would appreciate the opportunity to review it at your earliest convenience. Thank you.
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Under Agency Review
Targus is currently performing a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment at Copperline and Century Apartments 5005
Main Street and 5105 Grand Loop Tacoma, Washington 98407 which is located within the boundaries of the Historical
Asarco Tacoma Smelter. Your assistance and file information regarding the Asarco Smelter and Tacoma Smelter Plume
is requested.

I am looking for any environmental information about the following site. In particular I am looking for the most recent
environmental site studies, and details of remedial activities. Site Name: General Refining Co. Abandoned Site Street:
5/31/2018 14:05 Junction Ave, 0.3 miles East of Hwy 80 City: Garden City, GA 31408 EPA ID: GAD981003635 County: Chatham
5/31/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
5/31/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
5/31/2018 15:05 Under Agency Review
5/31/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-HQ-2018-008188

Taylor Amarel

EPA-R5-2018-008190

Sean McLellan

EPA-R8-2018-008191

James R. Fricke

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request the following records: All emails sent to, from, or copied
to Ryan Jackson (chief of staff ) containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key-strings: &quot;ethics&quot;, or
&quot;retaliation&quot; from March 1, 2018 to March 31, 2018. The requested documents will be made available to
the general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I
would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the
request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your
anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 20 business
5/31/2018 16:05 days, as the statute requires.
Deigan &amp; Associates, LLC

5/31/2018 16:05 Under Agency Review

REMC

I am with an environmental consulting firm looking into the Mary Ellen Gulch located in American Fork Canyon,
Pleasant Grove, Utah and the Preliminary Assessment (PA) for American Fork Canyon that was completed in March
2018. I would like to obtain a copy of this PA at your earliest convenience. Please let me know if I can provide you with
5/31/2018 17:05 more information or if I can help in any matter. Thank you for your time and have a nice day.

EPA-HQ-2018-008193
EPA-R2-2018-008195

Joelle M. Strom
Lisa Schreiner

University of Cincinnati
PW Grosser Consulting

EPA-HQ-2018-008215

Benjamin Swofford

EPA-R3-2018-008214

Bryan Dwyer

Thompson Coburn
Compliance Management
International

EPA-HQ-2018-008161
EPA-R5-2018-008049

Michael G. Fons
Nick Surgey

FastFurnishings.com
MuckRock News

In an effort to determine a safe threshold level of airborne manganese, Dr. Erin Haynes at the University of Cincinnati
is undertaking a project investigating the historic levels of manganese pollution in Marietta, OH. I am gathering data
for this analysis, and attempted to access the Emissions Inventory System, although this database appears to be closed
to the public. For our analysis, we need the manganese (or manganese compound) emission report for Eramet
Marietta Incorporated. The address of this industry is 16705 OH-7, Marietta, OH 45750. An ideal data set would
include monthly and annual emissions data for this point source from January 1999 to December 2013. All
supplementary information in the report about stack diameter, stack height, gas temperature, etc. is important for our
analysis. The reports for each individual stack at the refinery at each time point, as well as the fugitive emissions
5/31/2018 17:05 reports at each time point, are necessary. I am requesting these emissions reports for our public health research.
5/31/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review
Copy of the Testimony of N. Ray Clark during public hearings on the PCB Ban Regulations (43 FR 24818) held on August
5/31/2018 20:05 28, 1978 in Washington D.C.
5/31/2018 20:05 Under Agency Review
Dear EPA, Regarding the recent notice to County of San Diego residents of an upcoming Aerial Application of
NATULAR™ G30 Mosquito Larvicide / Extended Release Granule pesticide into public lakes, rivers, marshes and
streams throughout San Diego County (to reduce the number of mosquitoes that can spread disease such as West Nile
Virus) to take place on Wednesday, June 6, 2018. The people of San Diego have the right to know the ingredients of
the pesticides that are being aerially applied to San Diego Lakes, Rivers, Marshes, and Streams. The current label lists
92.8% Other ingredients, and 2.5% Spinosad. Please provide the names of the &quot;other ingredients&quot; in the
pesticide NATULAR™ G30 Mosquito Larvicide / Extended Release Granule by Clarke that is to be sprayed onto public
San Diego, California Lakes, Rivers, Marshes, and Streams on June 6th, 2018. Thanks, Michael Fons San Diego County
5/31/2018 13:05 Resident
5/25/2018 17:05 Under Agency Review

EPA-R10-2018-008051 Lachlan Gillispie
EPA-R10-2018-008054 Lee O'Connor

EPA-R6-2018-008055 Sarah Shea-Cahir
EPA-R10-2018-008056 Nick Surgey

Northern Alaska Environmental
Center
MuckRock News

We request copies of all emails or other correspondence (including attachments) relating to the Donlin Gold Project
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). We do not seek
5/25/2018 18:05 comments from members of the public submitted on the DEIS.
5/25/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review

Burns & McDonnell
Documented

Site name: Ark Northeast Scrap Processing Address: 4931 N CR 1015, Blytheville, AR 72315 FRS ID: 110062913708
Documents: Copy of RCRA Focused Compliance Inspection report from November 2014 and follow-up
documents/reports related to violations and how they were brought into compliance. Date Range of records
5/25/2018 19:05 requested: Jan 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015. Please exclude confidential business information.
5/25/2018 19:05 Under Agency Review

